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Abstract
Cultural knowledge is an integral part of the language teaching process in EFL situations. The
difficulties facing students in this area have negatively affected their ability to communicate
successfully and translate accurately. Nonetheless, the debate over the significance of involving
cultural aspects in the language classroom has continued in the local Saudi context. The language
weaknesses resulting from the lack of sufficient cultural perspective can also be observed and
confirmed in this region. Students’ understanding of culture-specific words and concepts is the
area that is affected the most when a disconnection occurs between language teaching and
cultural knowledge. Thus, in this paper, the researcher examines the impact of this disconnection
by outlining the extent to which cultural knowledge is incorporated into EFL language courses.
This study also focuses on documenting the language use examples that illustrate the difficulties
faced by students in this regard, which is an aspect that is missing from several previous studies
in the local context. The data examined in this study were collected through open-ended
questionnaires and organizing focus group discussions. The analysis of the results reveals that
the cultural component of language teaching is not satisfactory for the English major students
surveyed in this study. The research participants also described the kind of cultural knowledge
missing from their curriculum and the specific areas affected by that. The study concludes with
several suggested solutions that focus on the resources available to Saudi students (and other
students in the same circumstances) and on utilizing the most recent developments in online
education in the past two years.
Keywords: awareness, challenges and opportunities, language and culture, idiomatic
expressions, Saudi EFL undergraduate programs
Cite as: Bin Towairesh, A. A. (2021). EFL Students’ Awareness of Culture-Specific Words and
Concepts: The Challenges and Opportunities for Students in a Saudi Undergraduate English
Program . Arab World English Journal, 12 (3) . 3-15.
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.24093/awej/vol12no3.1
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Introduction
In the EFL classroom, culture cannot be separated from language in any way, and any attempt
to teach a foreign language or to complete a translation task in disconnection from culture is
destined to fail. In fact, neglecting the cultural aspects of a language can be a significant hurdle
in the path of teaching it (Singhal, 1997). Similarly, misunderstanding cultural concepts is
described as one of the most significant obstacles in achieving accurate and effective translations
(Newmark, 2010). Thus, for EFL/translation students, it is imperative that they understand the
connection between language and culture and realize the impact of this connection on the quality
of their language learning efforts and on the accuracy of their translation work.
The process of including culture in the foreign language classroom has been examined
extensively in several publications in the past, including by Choudhury (2013), Dema and Möller
(2012), and Kramsch (1993). These authors, and others, have emphasized the centrality of
connecting language to culture in the classroom and have outlined the ramifications of failing to
do so. In the Saudi context, the English language plays an increasingly important role in the
economy and the educational system of the country. As part of Kachru’s “expanding circle”
(1992), Saudi society places great emphasis on learning English as a foreign language and
assigns prestige and high status to those fluent in it. However, the opinions on incorporating
culture in the process of teaching English have not always been in unison. Alseghayer (2009)
talked about certain voices in society that once called for the “purification” of English language
curricula from the “influence” of foreign culture and for presenting the content in a purely local
mold. That said, in academia, the calls for supporting the inclusion of culture in language
teaching in Saudi Arabia have remained constant, and the arguments for these calls have relied
on scholarly research and well-examined theories on second language learning. Examples of
some of the studies that have examined this topic in the local context include Aldawood and
Almeshari (2019), Alsamani (2014), and Mekheimer and Aldosari (2011).
In general, Saudi youths closely follow certain aspects of the English language culture,
specifically those connected to entertainment and soccer (football). University students are no
exception in this regard, and undergraduate EFL students’ exposure to the English language
culture is mainly focused on these aspects. Thus, it would not be surprising to meet students who
have knowledge of some of the cultural concepts featured in Western entertainment delivered in
English. The problem, however, is that, in many cases, this knowledge can be viewed as limited
to the most recurrent cultural themes in this type of entertainment (superficial knowledge) and
can also be described as lacking the serious (formal) side of the culture. For example, in the
researcher’s experience, many EFL students have struggled to understand many words and
concepts connected to the more serious aspects of the English language culture, specifically in
the fields of politics, intellectual writings, and the local urban culture of cities in the Englishspeaking world. Many students can also be described as having extremely minimal knowledge of
the culture connected to sports other than soccer, even though these sports represent an integral
part of the broader culture of English-speaking societies. This is manifested most clearly in the
prevalence of sports metaphors and the significance of discussing sports and sporting events in
the English language culture.
As an English language instructor teaching several EFL and translation courses for more than
12 years, the researcher has observed several areas wherein students have struggled with regards
Arab World English Journal
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to recognizing significant cultural aspects of the foreign language they are learning (and
translating from), resulting in comprehension and communication difficulties and translation
mistakes. Thus, the aim of this paper is to examine the current state of involving culture in
language teaching in an EFL/translation university program. The specific target of this research
is the students at King Saud University’s (KSU) English language program offered by the
College of Languages and Translation (COLT). The goal is to identify the extent of the
difficulties resulting from learning a foreign language in a setting that does not provide sufficient
cultural context, which in many cases may lead to weaknesses in the communicative competence
of students and to several accuracy issues in their translation performance.
The next step is to discuss examples of the most common communication and translation
errors caused by these weaknesses in the case of Saudi undergraduate students. Reviewing these
mistakes will help in outlining the scope of the problem for students in this area. It will also
illustrate the kind of issues students face, given their specific situation, being both EFL students
and translation trainees at the same time.
Ultimately, the aim is to suggest solutions and present recommendations based on the
collected data and in light of the most effective methods and techniques examined in previous
research on this topic. It is hoped that the suggested solutions and recommendations can be
applied to other students around the world facing the same circumstances with regard to the lack
of intercultural knowledge in situations involving teaching English as a foreign language.
In this study, the goal is to examine the impact of the disconnection between language and
culture by outlining the extent to which cultural knowledge is missing from Saudi EFL language
classes at the university level.
Literature review
What drives many language programs and instructors to attempt to teach a foreign language
without its cultural context is either the fear that such context would clash with the local
traditions and norms or the desire to emphasize the students’ own cultural principles. Shamail
(2015) stated that in situations where the focus is heavily on the local culture and where the
cultural aspects of the foreign language are excluded, the result might be a reduced
communicative competence for students. This could also be combined with several difficulties
for language learners in understanding the “globalized world of English” (Shamail, 2015, p. 21).
The author also discussed the possibility of creating teaching content that connects both cultures
and that functions as a bridge between the learner’s own world and that of the target language.
This suggestion is relevant in the cases where maintaining a strong presence of the local culture
in the foreign language curriculum is considered a vital priority. The benefits of teaching culture
in the EFL classroom go beyond the goal of broadening the learners’ cultural perspective to
cover aspects closely connected to the language learning process. For example, Shamail (2015)
suggested that students can be driven by a sense of curiosity to explore the target language
culture in a way that can enhance their mastery of the foreign language.
When students are faced with situations that exclude culture from language teaching, they
might resort to other resources to compensate for this deficiency. These include, for example, the
use of dictionaries to translate the culture-specific terms that students come across during casual
Arab World English Journal
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conversations, in the classroom, or while performing their language learning tasks. Goodwin
(2013) examined this situation and indicated that this method might not be of much help to
students in the cases where the literal translation misrepresents the actual meaning of words that
have cultural connotations.
The type of culture to be introduced into the EFL teaching process and the methods of
presenting cultural elements have been two highly prominent themes in the discussions focusing
on intercultural competence in previous studies. Lavrenteva and Orland-Barak (2020) indicated
that the teachers in their research “took advantage of real-life resources such as electronic media,
literature, documentaries, history, and movies” to achieve the goals of teaching culture in the
EFL classroom (p. 28). The use of literature, in particular, as the main resource in this process
has been discussed extensively in a number of studies, including Bagui and Adder (2020) in
Algeria and Mekheimer and Aldosari (2011) in Saudi Arabia. In the first study, this technique
faced several hurdles associated with the levels of cultural awareness of students. Specifically,
the researchers stated that students in their study were “not culturally competent enough to avoid
intercultural clash within various sessions of literature” (Bagui & Adder, 2020, p. 92). In the
second study, however, Mekheimer and Aldosari (2011) reported that the Saudi students who
responded to their questionnaire showed great enthusiasm for reading literary works as part of
their EFL learning experience. The authors also indicated that Saudi students “already recognize
the important role that literature can play in culture learning in EFL classes.” In their data, the
participating students emphasized the fact that “novels and stories are extensively loaded with
culture” and expressed their desire to “study many of these courses across the language
curriculum (p. 12).”
In addition to literature, Hamza (2018) discussed other resources that can be utilized in the
process of introducing culture to EFL students, including the use of newspapers and magazines,
websites, TV shows, films, and videos. He added that encouraging language learners to read
newspapers offers them an excellent opportunity to familiarize themselves with multiple aspects
of the foreign language’s culture. These opportunities can be found in the different sections of
the newspaper, such as advertisements, editorials, sports pages, and comic strips. Hamza (2018),
however, argued that, in some instances, the language difficulty in newspapers might be
discouraging to some students, which requires teachers to provide support to facilitate the use of
this resource. As for the use of videos, the author discussed a method in this regard that involves
students watching videos, then writing down lists of things that are different in their culture from
what they are in the videos. He argued that this exercise allows students to remember the
language aspects and to identify intercultural differences.
An essential theme in the discussions on involving culture in the EFL classroom is the kind of
cultural knowledge that should be introduced to language learners. In the majority of EFL
textbooks, the cultural elements featured in their content is strongly connected to the societies of
the countries in Kashru’s (1992) inner circle, such as the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia, and New Zealand. Several researchers, however, have criticized this focus on the
cultural knowledge of these societies and have called for a more comprehensive understanding of
the concept of English language culture. For example, Jeeyoung et al. (2011) reviewed “seven
series of internationally distributed ELT textbooks” (p. 253) to examine the kind of culture
featured in these resources. The authors reported that the cultural elements of inner circle
Arab World English Journal
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societies dominated the content of these textbooks in a way that does not reflect the global nature
of the English language in today’s world. Baker (2012) reiterated the same notions in his paper,
stating that “the use of English as the global lingua franca highlights the need for an
understanding of cultural contexts and communicative practices to successfully communicate
across diverse cultures” (p. 69). He added that teachers should consider going beyond teaching
fixed cultural contexts in connection to the English language to allow their students to reach the
level of successful communication.
Many scholars have also focused on teachers’ attitudes toward incorporating culture into the
EFL classroom. Bayyurt (2006) surveyed a number of English language schoolteachers to
examine their perspective on introducing cultural aspects into their classrooms. Given the status
of English as an international language, the participants in this study highlighted the importance
of “of referring to an ‘international culture’ with special emphasis on English speaking Anglo
American cultures, as well as the learners’ local culture” (p. 233). In another study focusing on
university-level students and teachers, Yeşil and Demiröz (2017) confirmed these positive
attitudes toward offering culturally contextualized language learning. The teachers in this study
reiterated the same understanding of the importance of connecting the foreign language to its
culture. They, however, stated that not having enough time in the lectures to introduce cultural
knowledge was one of the most significant obstacles in this regard. As for their students’
academic achievement and motivation, the participants indicated that the practice of target
culture teaching has had “a positive and motivating impact on their proficiency level of English”
(p. 79).
Other researchers have analyzed the ultimate goal of teaching culture in EFL situations, with
a particular focus on intercultural understanding, tolerance, and empathy. For example, in a study
focused on grades seven to nine teachers of English, the objective was to assess their
understanding of the concept of “culture” in the foreign language classroom. In this study, the
teachers agreed that the goal of teaching culture is to equip students with the skills that would
allow them to engage in intercultural encounters successfully. They also highlighted the idea that
respecting the differences between cultures is a general goal that should not be exclusively
connected to situations involving English-speaking countries (Larzén-Östermark, 2008).
All the studies above have contributed substantially to our understanding of intercultural
knowledge in the EFL classroom. However, certain aspects of this field are yet to be explored
sufficiently, specifically, those connected to tertiary-level Arabic-speaking students in situations
involving both communication and translation. Thus, this paper aims to examine the current state
of teaching culture in EFL university classrooms with students enrolled in language skills,
linguistics, and translation courses. The objective is to identify the level of disconnection
between language and culture in these courses and to illustrate this situation with language–use
examples that highlight the negative impact of excluding the cultural context from certain
aspects of language. The lack of real-life instances of misunderstanding cultural concepts and
culture-specific words is significant in many studies that have discussed this issue. Thus, it is
hoped that this study can be one step in that direction and that it can be the basis for future
comparative studies to measure the effects of this situation on EFL students in other societies
around the world.
Arab World English Journal
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Methods
To achieve the goals of this study, the researcher adopted two data collection methods, which
are open-ended questionnaires and focus groups.
Participants
The questionnaires were sent out to 107 EFL undergraduate students enrolled in the English
language program at King Saud University’s College of Languages and Translation (COLT,
KSU). The focus group sessions included 12 participants from the same program divided into
two groups. All the participants were in the third and fourth year of the four-year undergraduate
English program. Students usually enroll in language skills courses in the first three semesters of
that program and then continue to study linguistics and translation courses.
Instruments
The choice of an open-ended questionnaire was made to allow participants to elaborate on the
selected issues without being limited to the answers that can be given in a multiple-choice
format. This gave participants more freedom to describe the challenges, provide examples, and
suggest solutions. The questionnaire consisted of four main open-ended questions covering the
main issues discussed in this study (with prompts to explain and discuss). These included (1)
students’ perspective on the disconnection between language and culture in their program, (2)
language-use examples illustrating the results of this disconnection, (3) students’ external
resources utilized in this regard, and (4) students’ opinions on the possible solutions that can be
provided by the college to remedy this situation.
The goal of organizing the focus groups was to provide information that could corroborate the
data collected from the questionnaires and to give students a venue in which they could express
their opinions verbally without the limitations that some might find in giving a written response.
This was evident in the depth of the discussions triggered by these focus groups and in the kind
of issues raised by the participants. These discussions were also valuable in providing many
language-use examples and several suggestions and recommendations connected to the research
topic.
Procedures
All participants were informed about the nature of this study, and all consented to the
anonymous use of their data. The questionnaire dissemination resulted in 97 completed returned
responses. The focus groups meeting’s objectives were also explained to the participants along
with the research questions, and the researcher recorded the discussion with the consent of the
participants. The researcher conducted the focus groups in a discussion-panel format, using a
video conferencing technology. Both the questionnaire and the focus groups data were analyzed
using qualitative content analysis in accordance with Mayring (2014).
Results
Students’ Perspective on Teaching Culture
In the first dimension of this study, the discussions focused on the extent of the disconnection
from the target culture in the language teaching process as experienced by the participants in this
research. In their response to the first item in the questionnaire, the participants were unanimous
in expressing their concern over the lack of a cultural perspective in many of the EFL courses in
Arab World English Journal
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their academic plan. Students stated that missing the cultural background of certain words and
topics encountered in their studies had affected their understanding of the language and had
resulted in many cases of erroneous translations and failed communications. Specifically, many
students indicated that this issue started at the end of the language skills phase of the program
and with the commencement of the linguistics and translation phase. During this period, students
usually begin dealing with more advanced texts and culturally focused audiovisual materials
connected to the advanced courses in their program. The participants indicated that at this stage,
students come across many concepts that are not found in the local culture (as illustrated in the
next section) and that are vital to the process of understanding the meaning in many instances
that involve comprehension, communication, or translation.
Students described the problem of language and culture in their curriculum by dividing it into
two categories. The first involved the informal contexts of language that require a substantial
knowledge of the cultural concepts and paradigms that are part of English-speaking societies.
This challenge is manifested in the errors students make when dealing with issues that native
speakers experience in their daily lives but are not connected to a specific serious/academic
discipline or field of work. These include, for example, terms that are part of certain slangs, local
dialects, nonstandard vernaculars, and sports metaphors, in addition to language features
associated with certain subcultures.
The second area is connected to the cultural information embedded in many serious and
formal fields and associated with several occupational and topical registers, jargon words, and
idiomatic expressions. Thus, the culturally bound terminology in fields like politics, business,
and media production has proven to be highly challenging to many students. It is worth noting
here that these fields have dedicated translation courses in the English program offered by
COLT. In these contexts, participants indicated that focusing on the textbook’s terminology only,
without engaging with the cultural aspects of these fields, would not be enough to achieve a
satisfactory level of linguistic/sociolinguistic competence.
Language-Use Examples
In this section, the language-use examples that illustrate the difficulties associated with
teaching culture in the language classroom can be categorized into three types: field-specific
cultural terms and expressions, cultural concepts that are foreign to students, and culture-specific
general words and idiomatic expressions. In the first category, students reported several
communication and translation errors that resulted from encountering culture-specific terms and
phrases connected to particular disciplines. For example, in the field of politics, the culturallybased names of specific positions and institutions may cause some difficulties for EFL students
who do not have access to the cultural aspects of the English language. Specifically, the
participants reported misunderstanding terms such as “secretary of state” and “home office”
while working on specialized texts as part of their curriculum tasks. In both examples, students
indicated that they adopted the literal sense of these terms, which alters their meaning and usage.
In the first example, “secretary” was understood as “personal assistant” rather than “cabinet
minister”. In the second example, “home” was understood as “resident” and not as “interior,”
while “office” was understood as “desk” rather than “ministry.” Students were familiar with the
terms “minister of foreign affairs” and “minister of interior”, but were not familiar with the
alternative terms because of their limited exposure to the cultures that use these terms. The
Arab World English Journal
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participants also reported having difficulties recognizing the position of “chancellor of the
exchequer” (used in the British political culture), even though the same students knew the
alternative, “minister of treasury.”
In the field of business, the participants raised the issue of recognizing specific terms and
expressions that are connected to the business culture in the English language but have basic and
better-known alternatives. For example, in the questionnaire, students talked about the
expression “chapter 11,” which is mainly used to describe certain bankruptcy cases in the
American culture. Even though the term “bankruptcy” was not new to students, they failed to
connect it to the more culture-specific term, “chapter 11.” In another example, students reported
having difficulties understanding the term “golden parachute,” used to describe certain types of
severance pay for company executives. The literal meaning of this expression was misleading to
many students, and a more focused search was needed to allow them to use the term correctly.
Additionally, the concept of “bucking the trend” in the stock market was well known to the
students in the sample but not the expression itself. The various meanings and the different parts
of speech connected to the word “buck” created much of the misunderstanding. The term
“downsize” (with the meaning of reducing the number of employees by terminating employment)
was also one of the business expressions that were challenging to students when dealing with
texts from that field.
In the questionnaire, the students reported misunderstanding several words and phrases that
can be categorized as part of the media (or media production) terminology. For example, the
term “autocue” (a device that projects scripts for television presenters) was understood based on
the meanings of “auto” (connected to cars) and “cue” (line). In another instance, the term “pilot”
(used in media production to mean a one-off episode in a proposed series) was very challenging
for students, even when provided in context, as it was confused with the more general meaning
of “aviator.” In the area of political TV shows, the term “spin” (associated with propaganda and
giving biased opinions) was cited as an example of the terms that can be misleading if viewed in
disconnection from their cultural context.
The second category in this analysis includes the concepts that are not found in the students’
local society and with which they are not closely familiar, like Halloween. In the questionnaire, a
participant provided the example of not identifying the expression “trick or treat,” which is part
of the Halloween tradition. This celebration (which is not part of the local culture) might be
known in the society to a certain extent, but the terms used in relation to it are less common.
Specifically, the use of “trick or treat” as a verb with an “ing” ending caused the
misunderstanding for a participant because, in reality, it is not practiced by the members of the
speech society in which he lives. Other cultural concepts have also created difficulties for many
language learners, because of their absence from (or relative rarity in) the local culture, including
“going Dutch” (within a group, each paying for their own meal in a restaurant) and “prenuptial”
(a financial agreement before marriage).
In the third category, the participants provided several examples of culture-specific general
terms and idiomatic expressions that cannot be translated or understood in their literal sense. The
examples illustrate the significance of realizing the cultural contexts when learning new
vocabulary in a foreign language. All the examples given by the participants in the following list
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contain expressions with fixed uses that cannot be figured out by knowing the individual
meaning of the words in them. These include:
spill the beans, bite the bullet, the cold shoulder, cold feet, feeling blue, long face, cat got
your tongue, break a leg, cook the books, pie in the sky, call shotgun, break the ice, pull
someone’s leg, couch potato, hot air, go bananas, be high, cut corners, beat (exhausted),
jumper (jacket), wheels (a car), beat around the bush, a heads-up (a warning), by hook or
by crook, don’t sweat it, wicked (British slang: wonderful), willy-nilly, through thick and
thin, face the music, lit (drunk or exciting), busted (discovered), rat (snitch), dig
(American slang: understand), dough (American slang: money), crash (sleep), a screwup
(loser)
Using the literal meaning of these terms and expressions created enormous difficulties for
students and resulted in communication breakdowns and translation mistakes. The participants
indicated that introducing students to this kind of language at an earlier stage of their studies
would have given them a better chance of dealing with texts and conversations that involve such
culture-specific terminology. The preceding list is not exhaustive; however, the goal of including
it is to illustrate the type of expressions with which students struggle in both the EFL skills and
the translation classrooms. A more comprehensive list can be created in any future attempt to
produce teaching materials or glossaries that aim to introduce students to culture-specific terms,
which is a topic that will be discussed in the next section. Nonetheless, it was essential to include
these examples in this analysis because this aspect was one of the key features missing from
many of the previous studies in this field within the Arab World.
Discussion
The results revealed that the disconnection between language and culture in the Saudi EFL
classroom is real and that it is negatively impacting students’ ability to achieve their language
proficiency objectives. The results also show that culture-specific words and concepts emerge as
the most affected aspect of language in the cases where cultural knowledge is excluded from
language teaching.
There are several approaches that can be taken to help students overcome the difficulties
associated with culture-specific terms and expressions. Some of these suggestions were provided
by the participants in the questionnaire and the focus groups as part of their response to the
discussion points raised by the researcher. These suggestions, however, will be assessed and
restructured based on the practicality and feasibility considerations. Other suggestions will be
provided by the researcher based on previous successful experiences in teaching both EFL and
translation courses and in studying and training in similar situations in English-speaking
societies. These suggestions will also be viewed in light of the most recent research on this topic,
taking into consideration the differences in the social and linguistic contexts.
One of the main issues raised in the focus group discussions and the questionnaires was the
lack of real-life opportunities for students to communicate with native speakers of the English
language. The goal is not only to improve the students’ language skills but also to introduce them
to aspects of the foreign language culture that can only be found in real-life conversations with
representatives of that culture. In previous years, the COLT program organized a “twinning
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program” that allowed students to spend a year in an English-speaking country to study courses
that could then be counted toward the total number of hours required for graduation. However,
the program’s contract was not renewed in later years, which resulted in the loss of a significant
opportunity for students to acquire language skills and to learn more about the target language
culture. Nonetheless, there are some recent developments that can be extremely helpful in this
regard, thanks to the use of modern technology and the help of professional academic networks.
In the past two years, a period in which students have depended mainly on online education,
the use of video conferencing applications has become highly accessible, and students are now
more accustomed to this method of teaching and communication. At the same time, many of the
lecturers working at COLT (and in other EFL programs in Saudi Arabia in general) have
graduated with higher degrees from international universities in English-speaking countries
around the world. Those lecturers maintain consistent research and professional connections with
other academics in these international institutions. The suggestion is to organize online cultural
discussions between EFL students and other students who are native speakers of English in these
international universities. The goal is to provide an authentic cultural experience for both groups
in a way that can be academically beneficial to all participants in these discussions. The EFL
students will have the chance to gain actual exposure to native speakers using real/everyday
language and discuss topics that can offer a window into the culture of the foreign language they
are learning. The students in the international universities can receive credits for participating in
these discussions as part of their tasks in the sociolinguistics or the language and culture courses.
Another point emphasized by the participants in the focus groups and the questionnaire was
the significant benefits gained from enrolling in two specific courses in their program and the
need for maximizing the scope and length of these courses. In the fifth and sixth levels of
COLT’s English program, students are enrolled in two courses titled Readings in Language and
Culture and Advanced Readings in Language and Culture. In these courses, students are
introduced to several aspects of the cultural context of English, specifically those connected to
language. Thus, the courses would usually focus on topics such as accents, dialects, registers,
jargon, slang, vernaculars (e.g., African American English), and language and gender. The
participants emphasized the importance of these courses and the extent of the cultural knowledge
that students can receive by enrolling in them. However, the participants indicated that the scope
of these courses should be expanded to cover other aspects of culture connected to the English
language. They also stated that the time allocated for these courses (two hours a week) should be
extended to at least three hours a week. This request can be highly effective in this regard
because it would allow instructors to provide more detailed examples of the discussed topics and
would give students the opportunity to share, with their colleagues, the findings of their own
research and expanded readings on the topics assigned to them in these courses. The additional
focus on these courses is not expected to cover all aspects of culture, but the goal is to introduce
students to the cultural topics that can influence language. Students can then expand their
knowledge independently by exploring the broader expanse of these topics in a way that would
allow them, for example, to learn more about the differences between the English language
dialects; the various registers, slangs, and vernaculars; and the influence of gender on the use of
language.
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Another suggestion from which students can benefit immensely is the creation of language
culture clubs in EFL departments. The objective of these clubs is to institutionalize the efforts to
introduce students to the cultural aspects of the foreign language they are learning and provide
venues (either actual or virtual) in which they can participate in cultural activities with a focus on
language. Students who have shared interests in language and culture can attend these clubs and
organize events that are aimed at improving students’ awareness of culture-specific terms and
concepts. The activities in these clubs can include watching documentaries about language and
culture and then holding discussion panels on the content to allow students to comment on and
review the themes included in these films. In the questionnaire, students raised the issue of
knowing extremely little about dialects such as Irish and Scottish; thus, the use of documentaries
can be one of the ways to deal with this issue and improve students’ knowledge of these dialects
and cultures. The language culture clubs can also organize contests and virtual reality games
with particular emphasis on the cultural objectives of these clubs. Additionally, the students can
also choose books about language and culture topics and meet periodically to talk about these
issues and share and discuss the information they have learned from these books.
Finally, students should be encouraged to adopt self-learning approaches that focus on the
specific fields and areas in which they faced difficulties with regard to the language culture and
the jargon terms of these fields. For example, instructors should inform students about the most
suitable audiovisual materials and texts that cover fields like politics, business, legal practice,
and the military, which are areas known to involve special registers and technical cultural jargon.
Thus, students can be encouraged to watch certain political programs, listen to specific legal
podcasts for non-specialists, read the business pages of English newspapers (usually involving a
large amount of business culture terminology), and watch military service shows and
documentaries that include the most common military culture words.
Conclusion
The disconnection between language and culture in EFL situations in the Saudi context is
evident in many cases. Language instructors can clearly observe the consequences of this
disconnection as it affects their students’ proficiency, comprehension and translation accuracy.
The aim of this paper is to illustrate the extent to which cultural knowledge is missing from EFL
classrooms at the university level in this region. This study has also documented many of the
language use examples that demonstrate the difficulties faced by students in this context. This
aspect can help in determining the scope of the problem and can be part of the solution (e.g., the
creation of cultural terms glossaries). Language use examples have always been missing from
many of the studies on this topic in the local Arab context.
This study confirmed the extent of the difficulties faced by students in the area of language
and culture and provided the basis for several recommendations and suggested solutions that can
help improve students’ realization of the cultural features of the foreign language they are
learning. The solutions to the lack of cultural content in the EFL classroom can differ from one
society to another, depending on the available resources and existing opportunities. Thus, in the
Saudi context, certain factors can have an extremely positive impact on the efforts to rectify the
language culture issue. These factors include the strong professional academic connections
between the teaching staff in local institutions and in many international universities, which can
result in successful cooperation in this regard, the expansion in adopting virtual classrooms and
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online learning during the past two years, and the existence of dedicated language and culture
courses that can be further developed and improved. The academic leadership in Saudi EFL
programs can also be influential in supporting the creation of language culture clubs, with the
availability of the needed logistics and financial resources in local Saudi institutions. These
suggested solutions can also be applied to other programs that have the same circumstances with
regard to students’ needs and institutional capabilities.
For future studies, it is recommended that further research is conducted to examine the
difficulties facing EFL students in the field of language culture by utilizing the language use
example in this current study to compare the local Saudi EFL case with other cases in different
societies and linguistic contexts. This can be done, for example, by incorporating these culturespecific terms and expressions in placement tests to determine the extent of the language culture
difficulties found in other institutions. The language use examples can also be utilized in creating
a dynamic glossary for cultural terms that can be uploaded to a website and expanded regularly
to include the new expressions that emerge within the target language culture. This glossary and
other similar resources can then be used to increase EFL students’ awareness of the cultural
aspects of the foreign language they are learning. It is hoped that the suggested solutions and the
findings of this research can be part of the discussion on the issue of language culture difficulties
for EFL students and be a clear manifestation of the situation in local Saudi English programs.
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Abstract
The study deals with the subject of learning languages online. Many studies (Chelghoum &
Chelghoum, 2020; Arabeche & Soudani, 2021) have been carried out over the last year to
investigate the needs of the pedagogical changes as a result of the world health situation. The
Covid-19 pandemic wreaked havoc all over the globe. This unprecedented situation created huge
complications for citizens worldwide, with emergency offices suddenly appearing in students’
and workers’ kitchens, bedrooms, and living rooms due to the large-scale lockdowns and
stringent restrictions on movement put into place by governments. The sudden and unexpected
nature of this “new normal” left very little time for acclimatisation to the online learning modes,
with students and teachers alike adapting and improvising. This study aims to investigate the
difficulties of Algerian students and analysing the interactive techniques which could be applied
in language studying, and overcoming the barriers of computer screens. In this case, we address
the goals used in university teaching in Algeria to be able to understand the situation and draw a
possible new strategy to achieve a quality education. First, the topic is introduced, followed by
an analysis of teaching and learning methods during the COVID-19 pandemic. Afterwards, the
methodology is defined, highlighting the relation between the Psycholinguistics (Hanim Rahmat,
2018) and the Communicative Approach (Hymes, 1972). A qualitative study is carried out to
describe the problems faced by the students and offer some possible recommendations, taking
into account the social context experienced during the 2020-2021 academic year.
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Introduction
Shortly after the Covid-19 pandemic broke out in Wuhan, China in December 2019,
information about the virus and its potential impact began to filter across the globe through
international news agencies. A feeling of anxiety and concern dominated the media, business
meetings and private conversations in all corners of the world, with the realisation that
globalization and freedom of movement would make the virus circulate extremely rapidly.
Indeed, just a few months later, this fear became a reality with many countries finding
themselves facing an uncontrollable situation. The then-unknown virus began to threaten the
lives of the citizens all around the world and scientists were lacking the resources and know-how
to find a quick remedy; Algeria found itself equally ill-prepared (Arabeche & Soudani, 2021).
The first official case of COVID-19 in Algeria was confirmed in February 2020, and
months later the government took the decision to accelerate a partial confinement, which created
a feeling of perplexity for students who were not at all used to studying online. On 2 nd April
2020, lecture theatres and seminar rooms were abandoned on government orders, in
circumstances which were described as unusual and exceptional (Makhlouf, 2020).
In normal conditions, Algerian students were unfamiliar with managing and operating
online platforms and software. Faced with the Covid-19 situation, the complexity is even more
accentuated with the students now faced with another obstacle: that of studying exclusively in
front of a screen. This situation has been discussed by several specialists including Rapanta,
Botturi, Goodyear and Guàrdia (2020) who commented: “The COVID-19 pandemic has raised
significant challenges for the higher education community worldwide. A particular challenge has
been the urgent and unexpected request for previously face-to-face university courses to be
taught online” (p. 923).
At markedly short notice, universities were presented with the daunting task of adapting
online platforms to offer classes of a sufficient standard expected for high level learning. This
modality allows the continuity of teaching and learning, though a high number of students were
not accustomed to these types of tools even if the universities already had an e-learning teaching
platform. This tool is used to host online courses and conferences, supply course materials for
teachers, notes from students of different cycles and to host all the educational and research
activities that take place at the university (national and international conferences, colloquia
national and international, seminars, study days, professional days, etc.) (Makhlouf, 2020).
One recurring issue is related to the user’s technological skills and the facilities available;
some students experienced difficulties connecting to online classes due to Internet and Wi-Fi
problems, while others encountered user troubles with the platforms themselves. The majority
suffered with these types of problems (Guemide & Maouche, 2021), though an even greater
quandary was a mental one. Students found themselves in the predicament of working alone
attempting resolve their mental and technological concerns.
Teleworking and teletraining or distance education, in this case, in digital format has
recently been essential for society to function; it has been a huge failure in Algeria since there
has been a distinct lack of fluency in communication (Chelghoum & Chelghoum, 2020), which
leads us to the following research questions:
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- What are the goals and strategies used in university teaching in Algeria?
- What are the main problems which students and teachers face due to this sudden and
unexpected change in the educational system?
- What conclusions can be drawn regarding the new teaching-learning method one year after
the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic?
This work consists of analysing the educational situation during the Covid-19 pandemic
and examining the failure that has occurred in Algeria to offer the continuity of classes to
students and thus achieve the pedagogical objectives set at the beginning of the year. This failure
due to the pandemic allows for the opportunity to rethink the teaching methodology in order to
reflect about offering a quality education in the short term in Algeria. The following section
investigates the factors that have hindered the learning of languages during the pandemic.
Literature Review
Learning Languages during the Pandemic in Algeria
The teaching and learning of languages changed abruptly from the face-to-face mode to
the online mode and several points must be taken into account to explain the difficulties
encountered by the students in Algeria.
Communication in language classes at university is usually direct. The teacher is the
sender of the information or the message and the students are recipients (vertical
communication) or vice versa when it comes to languages or translation (horizontal
communication) in which both parties are protagonists in the class. The broadcast channel is
usually direct or multilateral. The modality in Algeria is usually direct and the protagonist in
class is characteristically the teacher, while students have become used to being passive in class
(Khelfaoui, 2021). Interaction is poor, even when the teacher endeavours to create this
connection. Traditionally, vertical communication prevails and this is due to the exceedingly
high number of students in each group, making vertical communication challenging, as well as
having had the tradition of the teacher acting as the main transmitter of information and the
student as the simple receiver for many years. It has often been remarked that this is an element
that must be changed in Algerian universities, adding to that the respect that the professor has
and the reluctance that the students have to debate in class. However, the pandemic influences
student motivation and interest and further complicates the atmosphere in which the class takes
place (Arabeche & Soudani, 2021). This point of view is supported by Priyo, Arief and Nugroho
(2020) as follows: “In online learning, it is also hard to strengthen the emotional bond between
the teacher and the students. It is due to the absence of physical touch and interaction in online
learning” (p. 78).
In Algeria, some universities were obliged to suspend all in-person educational activities
of teaching and supervision for the benefit of students during some months (Lassassi, Lounici,
Sami, Tidjani, & Benguerna, 2020), and student enthusiasm can be severely hindered by the
computer screen, which acts as a barrier and impedes fluid communication between a student
and their teachers and classmates (Blizak, Blizak, Bouchenak, & Yahiaoui, 2020). Specialists in
Algeria, and indeed all over the world, must work relentlessly to overcome these complications
and find new and more effective communicative methods in the world of online education.
Reimers and Schleicher (2020) described it in this way: “Education leaders should adopt a
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proactive approach to contributing to the mitigation of the impact of the Pandemic and to prevent
learning loss during the period of necessary social distancing” (p. 7). This is a problem
encountered by students throughout the months of confinement.
For students, some form of contact and interaction with classmates and the teacher is
almost essential, as expressed by Rapanta, Botturi, Goodyear, and Guàrdia (2020) “Successful
online learning means not feeling alone and not forgetting that learning is social: we learn from
others and with others, even if at a distance” (p. 931).
The majority of students do not master technological instruments, which is a huge,
existing problem in Algeria (Abdelouafi, 2021) since most language students tend not to search
for information on the Internet, but via hard copies of books and the information issued by the
teacher. Independent research is generally limited and when students do search for information,
it is done in a rather rudimentary way. It is crucial here to point out the distinct lack of emphasis
on, or even an introduction to, digital training in language and translation classes. Research is
limited to very theoretical resources, such as dictionaries and language books, when it should be
the time to emphasise the importance of digital platforms. Not only can this be an obstacle for
the learners, but the teachers and professors themselves can also, at times, find their inadequate
expertise exposed, as manifested by Bashitialshaeaer, Alhendawi, and Lassoued (2021): “A large
number of professors and students indicated the lack of remote communication capabilities
(devices, internet, applications, etc.)” (p. 13).
It seems that the responsibility lies with the student to improve their technological
expertise, though the teacher should also be proactive in catering to the students’ needs and
interests and teaching the language in a way in which the students can absorb the information in
a fun, interesting and modern way.
Additionally, deductive learning can be promoted amongst those participating in group
classes, who can take advantage of their classmates’ errors by ensuring they pay attention when
others are speaking, as well as focusing on the teachers’ corrections. However, it is difficult for
this learning method to be applied given the limitations of doing the classes in groups and
organising workshops in Algeria (Guemide, 2020; Hadjeris, 2020).
Fortunately, group work is enabled by the use of various online platforms. Bonds can be
built and existing relationships maintained by dividing the class into smaller, more private
groups. Within these more intimate surroundings, students are presented with the possibility of
speaking directly with their peers in order to debate, exchange ideas and even complete projects,
exercises and tasks together. But these tools are rendered useless when some students are
unaware of the existence of such resources or when their information is limited and no
instructions have been received from the teacher or ICT specialists (Lassassi et al. 2020).
As for learning languages, a great deal of effort is required both in class and outside of it.
Mastering a new language, or even acquiring a decent, conversational level, is a continuous
process requiring a lot of time and dedication. Extra studying in the students’ own time and
reviewing material to reinforce vocabulary learning, for example, and not just revising the day
prior to an exam is essential. The need for self-study leads to further potential problems; to
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enable the learner to comfortably study in their own time, all material and concepts must be
clearly explained by the educator (Germán, 2003). The material is generally written in a foreign
language and the student may easily and understandably become discouraged when faced with
the arduous task of translating all concepts and instructions. Therefore, ensuring the student is
fully informed of the tasks in hand for their study sessions is vital, and this is where the
significance of effective communication becomes apparent, be it during class time or through
other communicative tools such as email or instant messaging services. Algerian educators need
to be aware of this and maintain ongoing interaction with their students even if it takes a long
time (Lassassi et al., 2020); something which has been done in all universities all over the world
during the times of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Another issue arises here, which is that the teacher often feels compelled to translate parts
of the classes into other languages to prevent the students from losing track of the lesson,
especially given the time restrictions when teaching online. Translation is not habitually a
favourable method of teaching or learning a language (Balboni, 2017), though it is much more
viable to exclusively use the target language during face-to-face classes as the teacher is able to
use additional non-verbal communication to assistant the learners and clearly explain theories.
Online classes, however, do not facilitate this communication and translation is often used.
Without these translations, students can quickly lose interest and stop paying attention to the
class due to language and understanding boundaries. It is difficult to recover from such a loss of
interest, which can – in turn – have a negative impact on grades and a general level of
development in the subject. For these reasons, finding or creating various communicative and
interactive tools which help to capture and keep the attention of the students is vital. According
to Makhlouf (2020): the teachers had access to various platforms for the transmission of
information. However, most of the students were lost for months, unable to reach or understand
the operation of the platforms.
Therefore, both the teacher and the student must demonstrate flexibility and a willingness
to learn these tools, which is mentioned here: “In the COVID-19 emergency situation, teachers
have, almost overnight, been asked to become both designers and tutors, using tools which few
have fluently mastered” (Rapanta et al., 2020, p. 926).
Taking these challenges into account, the teachers have even more required tasks to fulfil
their objectives. These points are discussed below.
Limitations of Distance Learning in Algeria
The responsibility of conveying information lies with the teacher, who must also grab the
attention and retain the interest of the student. Purba (2018) ensures that: “Humans can be
directed to do something by giving them a relaxed atmosphere with an open and peaceful mind.
These will stimulate nerves to easily respond and store the information for longer” (p. 53).
Successfully completing these two objectives simultaneously is by no means a straightforward
task, hence information must be presented in a coherent and comprehensible yet stimulating way
(Chelghoum & Chelghoum, 2020). Of course, the collaboration of the student is absolutely vital
for a positive outcome to be reached. University professors have to adapt quickly and seamlessly
to the new online platforms and a set of previously-unknown technological systems. The
objective is to adapt the teaching of languages to this technology for effective classroom
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communication. In Algeria, though, the preparation was not particularly fast or successful; an
idea which is discussed by Zermane and Aitouche (2020):
If its content enumerates the gains, we have lost due to the current status of digitization
in the country. However, at the same time, it defines the areas and workshops that must
be opened soon, to try to take advantage of this crisis, and identify our digital weaknesses
so that we can quickly strengthen them and advance this sector, in a way that positively
affects the general situation in the country and preparing ourselves for the future. (p. 162)
Extra material, away from the course books, must be found or created by the teacher – especially
involving audio and visual exercises which aid the assimilation of new information. In this day
and age, students are used to receiving huge amounts of easily-accessible information without
making a great effort to find it, something what can be largely attributed to the wide use of the
Internet. For these reasons, programs such as PowerPoint - with descriptive images and videos
with easy-to-absorb illustrations - are key to helping the student study alone at home. A variety
of resources can help teachers, such as glossaries, word banks, sample or model responses,
sentence starters and clear and concise directions (TNTP, 2020).
Nonetheless, depending on reliable resources in online teaching is a key ingredient, as it
is an effective way to present content accurately. Suitable materials are accurate in content,
accessible to students and satisfactory to their level of autonomy; moreover, they should fit
within the overall learning design through appropriate framework. Some materials might be
practical because they stimulate reflection; others because they require action and interaction
from the learners; others because they present content clearly, etc. The same could be said for
students producing materials: it can make sense and prove effective if framed within a complete
course design. Some teachers recognise the failure in teaching and learning online in Algeria
even with students of engineering who are used to online platforms and have the necessary skills
to manage virtual classes; something which language learners may not possess:
Lecturers have moved to virtual classrooms, all thanks to tools such as Zoom, Google
Hangouts, and Microsoft Teams. Nevertheless, there are some still struggling to get
online. The quick turn to platforms like Zoom is disrupting curricula, particularly for
professors less equipped to navigate the internet and the particularities of managing a
classroom mediated by a screen and microphone. Several professors cancel classes
because they had technical difficulties, trouble with WiFi, or were simply panicked over
the prospect of teaching the full class over the new platform. (Zermane & Aitouche,
2020, p. 164)
The most effective form from our experience is the synchronous one so that direct contact with
the student is maintained even if the other modalities can be combined at times. Some problems
arose in Algerian universities, according to a study by (Lassassi et al., 2020): The use of
equipment by teachers is insufficient for success, due to the lack of training and the inexperience
of teachers in this new form of education. There is a distinct lack of technological expertise,
qualified personnel and adequate equipment, very little technical assistance, scarce follow-up
from the service provider, as well as equipment malfunctions at several universities and poor
internet quality experienced by many users.
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These problems were encountered in several universities in the world, but the awareness
and speed of finding solutions in other parts of the world meant that there was no, or little,
interruption in the education field in order to achieve the pedagogical and economic objectives of
the country, since without an adequate education one cannot even begin to consider a sustainable
and inclusive society. As Guessar (2020) mentioned in her article, “education is the best
investment and that the educated individual is the basis of progress and advancement in a
changing society, developed and open to all that is new” (p. 79).
The creation of simple systems and portals is possible in all countries of the world, even
in those where there is a substandard quality of internet. PDF documents and videos that compile
the vocabulary studied in class is a way of informing students and aiding their learning at
distance is possible in this way, including when the communication is not direct but via email.
The majority of Algerian students have email access and it is a tool which can be used to uphold
interaction with them, even if the teaching platforms have not been accessible for whatever
reason.
For Master’s students, and students carrying out their end of degree projects, one
commonly-adopted approach is to use a variety of means when communicating in order to
maximise speed, efficiency, and effectiveness. As the aforementioned courses and projects are
carried out individually, or done in small groups, it is feasible to use the telephone to facilitate
communication; one way of doing so is by holding sessions such as a question-and-answer
session through instant messaging applications to offer individual feedback. According to
Guessar (2020) there is little interest or awareness:
Awareness of the professor as well as his lack of interest in this type of education due to
the lack of interest on the part of officials in this type of education because they are from
the traditional education generation. (…) And the student's lack of desire for this type of
learning because he wants ready-made lectures, and prefers the traditional method so that
the latter is characterized by the lack of effort on the part of the student who is content to
receive only. (p. 80)
It is not a case of looking to pick faults in the teachers and students, or debate about who has
more interest than the other, but it is about having the initiative to make a change within society
even when the officials do not push towards positive change. It is the responsibility of every
citizen in society and it is not about waiting for what the state or the student can offer. By
making this extra effort, the teacher is taking steps in the right direction. The student must find a
way to follow the teacher's instructions and should the teacher push the process of change, the
student follows it as there is little alternative and a small change will be noticed even when the
rates are slower than they should be.
Creativity is another essential aspect on the teacher’s part, as long as the students respond
positively to the proposals. Preparation to achieve these goals is highly important and requires
significantly more time than face-to-face classes to give as much detail as possible to students
(explanations via email, visual support, psychological support, etc.), to suit a variety of contexts
and differing learning styles.
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The importance of student participation is clear; for this reason, teachers must find a way
to use their creativity, adapt the material, provoke dynamic exchanges, and challenge the student
to participate and not lose their interest (Ellis, Skehan, Li, & Lambert, 2019).
Basically, it is all about achieving a high-quality level of teaching and this is attained
through a great deal of effort from both sides: the teacher as the person responsible for
transmitting the information and the student as the recipient of it. The teacher can provide socioemotional support (Guslyakova & Guslyakova, 2020), innovation of education, discipline,
incorporation of technology, individual tutoring and small learning groups to facilitate processes
in the learning of critical subjects which are fundamentally important (IESALC, 2020), and the
student must co-operate - otherwise, the communication system undoubtedly fails and the overall
process does not have the desired impact. Students must find a way to connect to the online
classes, or at least receive the emails and act upon them accordingly. Knowing that most
Algerian students have social media applications means that they also have the ability to access
the internet, though sometimes poor quality (Guessar, 2020: 7). Some form of student-teacher
contact can be maintained, albeit indirectly, but it must be constant and taken seriously to learn
and continue with the initially proposed program, even if the non-mastery of the IT tools hinders
the progress somewhat (Benkhider & Kherbachi, 2020). There are very simple platforms
available which allow contact to be maintained between both parties involved in the learning
process.
Many studies show that it is the student who encounters difficulties in following the
classes online (Guemide & Maouche, 2020), or lacks the necessary motivation to study online
because they are used to traditional, face-to-face classes (Lassoued, Alhendawi, &
Bashitialshaaer, 2020). However, the professor is the focus in Algerian universities and perhaps
it is time for the professor to make some amendments and compel the students to follow the
lessons and in this way make the change from the traditional structure. The same authors
mention in their article that the professors and the university administration did not work on
preparing e-courses in anticipation of this unexpected crisis. But in no University, even in the
most developed and technologically-advanced European countries were they prepared for the
sudden switch to online classes, with large scale changes made from one day to the next. With an
enormous amount of willpower and motivation, it was achieved in 24 hours and above all with
the active participation of teachers, administrators, heads of departments and students with
effective communication among all.
The lack of contact between the teacher and the student is a major hurdle in the attempt to
succeed in distance learning in Algeria. Interaction is essential in language classes (Deli Girik
Allo, 2020), and encouraging – or even pushing – students to participate is more than
recommended, as Guofang (2020) comments, that promoting meaningful interaction in the
classroom and engaging students in the assessment process are important. In this way, an equal
and inclusive education can be provided for everybody (IESALC, 2020). The student must
participate in this process to prepare or review the material that is written or orally
communicated (Rapanta et al., 2020).
The most prominent flaw in this modest work is the limited introduction of technological
tools in language classes in Algeria (Alla, 2021). Students still have the mentality of searching
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for information in a rudimentary way, asking questions without taking the initiative to search for
information independently. A greater variety of technological tools would help to overcome this
pedagogical failure in Algeria and would have been a significant help for students when
attempting to acclimatise to online classes or at least to handle university platforms. On the other
hand, the communication failure between students and teachers has made it even more difficult
to access the information and consequently to follow the thread and not lose months of potential
learning hours without any activity in various language and translation departments. The existing
literature gap related to this subject in Algeria is evident, this urges the university community to
take urgent measures for a qualitative leap in education with regards to emotional and
communicative mechanisms that encourage students, and therefore, we can speak about quality
education. This will be possible thanks to the coordination between professors and researchers
without waiting for the help of the State that is currently facing difficulty.
Taking everything into consideration, the methodology to achieve a quality education in
language and translation classes in Algeria is proposed in the following section.
Methods
To look deeper into the topic, a qualitative method is applied and a questionnaire is
carried out, which aims to gather information to understand the situation under study, attending
to reflection and analysis based on experience, with the purpose of promoting changes in
language teaching in Algeria.
It is a scientific method of observation to collect data, through interviews and reflection.
Qualitative research collects cases and then proceeds to their interpretation. It is based on case
studies and personal experiences, which means understanding the reality in its natural and
everyday context, to interpret phenomena according to the meanings given to it by the people
involved - in this case, regarding the study of languages.
Various specialists studied theoretical approaches to language learning and acquisition
and contributed significantly to the study of language as a scientific discipline. Amongst some of
the noteworthy studies, there is the Communicative Approach (Skinner, 1957; Halliday, 1975).
Communicative and interactive tools help to capture the attention of the students for an effective
class based on interaction and intercommunication (Saeed & Congman, 2013). This
methodology has been absent during the pandemic in Algerian universities because, in most
cases, the professor merely uploaded notes and posted material on the designated online
platforms; direct communication was awfully limited. Besides this, it is important to introduce
psycholinguistics mechanisms that are considered essential to create a connection with students
and attract their attention (Cherrey, 2016; Toussaint, 1967).
The following section presents the results of the survey responded to by Algerian students
in order to find out their needs and opinions regarding distance learning and online courses.
Instruments
A mixed questionnaire was created online through the Drive platform to determine the
difficulties of the students. It was aimed at Algerian students of foreign languages and translation
specifically. 12 questions were posed and students were invited to answer with complete
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objectivity in order to gauge their opinion. Some questions are open and invite the students to
complete a full, written answer, while others are closed and should be answered with a ‘yes’ or
‘no’ answer.
These 12 questions address various aspects related to virtual teaching in the French
language. The first questions surround the availability of technology and the quality of the
Internet at home and the continuity of online classes during the pandemic. The next section of
questions addresses the subject of the content and the pedagogical supports received during the
pandemic to ascertain whether the students considered them to have been adapted to their needs,
and if they benefited from audio-visual or traditional supports. Following that, the questions
address the possibility that students have had to consult these supports. Next, the questions
focused on the possibility and ease of communication with peers and interaction with the teacher.
And the final questions deal with the difficulties encountered the follow-up to autonomous
learning, and assessing their online learning experience.
Participants
The questionnaire was published online on February 15th, 2021 and withdrawn on March
the 15th of the same year. It was mainly distributed among the students of Algerian universities
of languages and translation in several cities (Oran, Tlemcen, Guelma, Constantine, and Algiers
among others) and it was open to all students who wished to participate, with no exceptions. The
results of each question are displayed as a percentage. One hundred thirty-nine students
answered and the results obtained are detailed in the next section.
Research Procedures
Once the pre-existing information on the subject had been compiled and analysed, and
taking into account the observations, the interpretive approach and the inductive reasoning, a
questionnaire was distributed among Algerian students to understand their difficulties closely
and to be able to draw relevant conclusions.
The results obtained show the greater participation of females, who account for 81.3% for
the respondents compared to 17.8% of males who have taken the time to answer this short
survey. The age of the majority of the participants is between 22 and 26 years old, with a
considerable percentage between 17 and 21 years old.

Figure 1. Gender

Figure 2. Age

Results
Most of the participants (73.4%) say that they have a good enough internet connection to
be able to follow the classes online, if necessary, while 76.5% indicated that they have received
online classes during the pandemic period.
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Figure 4. Receive online classes

A lower percentage of respondents consider that they have received classes in a continuous and
synchronized way (44.8%) compared to 52.2% who have not received it in this mode. Slightly
over half of the participants (54.2%) think that the teachers have educational tools adapted to
distance training.

Figure 5. Continuous and synchronized classes

Figure 6. Didactic supports Online

Around two-thirds of the participants (65.6%) claim that they have consulted the online
platforms that have allowed them to access pedagogical spaces at the university, and 64.9% say
that they have had adequate interaction with the professors.

Figure 7. Interactive pedagogical spaces

Figure 8. Interaction with teachers

Forty-five and five percent of the participants believe that the teachers have provided satisfactory
audio-visual material to facilitate work at home, compared to 46.2% who do not believe it to be
the case.

Figure 9. Audiovisual material
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The reasons given by the students for this failure have been the sheer lack of information, lack of
direct contact with teachers, lack of technological expertise and material, lack of understanding
of the material alone, lack of explanations, connection problems and poor quality of the
networks. Under these circumstances, it is practically impossible to learn languages and
translation since the practice and the communicative language teaching are keys to communicate
outside the classroom in real life situations (Azimova, 2019).

Figure 10. Difficulties of online classes
Sixty-two and two percent responded that they have studied alone, outside of class time, during
the confinement period, compared to 30.9% who acknowledge not having taken the initiative to
self-study. More than half of the students (55.5%) claim they have not received any form of
training to follow distance classes, compared to 39.1% of the rest of the participants who say that
they have.

Figure 11. Universities preparation

Figure 12. Virtues of online training

Half of the students consider that their online training has been beneficial for their training while
42% think otherwise, stating for the following reasons: teachers send material without
explanation, lack of communication between teachers and students, lack of information, online
material causes fatigue, poor connection quality, platforms are not adapted to the student's needs
and lack of computer material, no external obligation to consult the material thereby
discouraging the student, lack of group classes. All of this leads to demotivation, and an absence
of the determined attitude that is required for learning any language.
The results obtained show that face-to-face classes are more appropriate since the
teachers are not usually trained in educating at a distance nor are the students equipped for
receiving it. Others consider that it is significantly more difficult to understand the material
without live explanations, and they hope that teachers will be considerably more active in this
regard, and that the internet connection will be greatly improved globally to help these objectives
be achieved.
The most troublesome issue for students has been the difficulty in concentrating with the
absence of synchronous classes, the little information received and the lack of autonomy in the
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search for information, which have resulted in online classes being a failure overall. Adding the
fact that teaching methods in Algeria are traditional, a factor that should be taken into account is
that students at this age are often not yet mature enough to study independently, in the sense that
the student depends on the information that the teacher transmits and it may not occur to the
individual to search alone. This is an aspect that slowed down the autonomy of the learner when
the pandemic suddenly appeared without warning.
Reaching inclusive societies and putting online education at the discretion of each
member of society is variable since circumstances differ from one society to another. One of the
goals of sustainable development is to achieve equality in teaching; United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals states that by 2030 all members of society have to strive to ensure
inclusiveness and equity. However, the responses of different international education institutions
during the COVID-19 confinement indicate that the achievement of this plan is rather unfeasible,
which is the case of Algeria since the results are far from satisfactory.
Discussion
Having compiled the pre-existing information and taken into account the observations,
the interpretive approach and the inductive reasoning, we proceed to develop the discussion that
will allow us to point to the conclusions we have reached.
In this research, the scholars begin with the idea that the independent variable (COVID19) is a factor that enormously influenced university education in Algeria. The use of the Internet
in the educational process dates back to the end of the twentieth century, though it has now
become a genuine, everyday reality in its use in Algerian higher education. Most educational
institutions have been forcibly reformed, by new circumstances, towards “e-learning” as an
appropriate and pragmatic alternative in order to guarantee the continuation and improvement of
the educational process. Hence, the use of online video and chat applications, such as Moodle,
Teams, Zoom, Google Meeting, and WebXmate, among others, has seen an unrivalled usage
boom with significant development.
Despite the positive aspects of e-learning, many continue to have reservations concerning
its effectiveness as a total alternative to traditional methods, being forced to adapt to the new
reality without, at times, being fully equipped for it. This new situation leads many to wonder
about these challenges faced by e-learning in Algeria.
It is generally expected that when applying "e-Learning", both teachers and students
should, theoretically, have sound knowledge and a decent grasp of Information and
Communication Technologies. Furthermore, all those involved should possess a series of
academic and social skills with the objective of meeting students’ different requirements
produced from the problems posed by distance learning. The teacher will be forced to intervene
in facilitating and ensuring active participation and interaction among students, providing them
with the learning material necessary for their intellectual and personal development (Germán,
2003).
This proposal appears to be dynamic due to the autonomy, motivation and interactions
that facilitate and provide “e-learning”. However, students can be vulnerable and sensitive to the
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lack of personalised attention and isolation during the performance of their activities. In this
sense, it is necessary to emphasize that students without experience in using educational
technology must be prepared for this change in order to allow autonomy in their learning
process. On many occasions, the teacher may not be totally prepared for these changes and the
student is exposed to learning without external help.
Orientation to students is essential not only in Algerian universities, but in all universities
that have experienced this change, to allow communication in the class. Indeed, the availability
of the Internet is an essential and unavoidable prerequisite in order to take advantage of the use
of online models, but the involvement of teachers is more than required.
Ultimately, in order to overcome students’ difficulties, distance learning must be focused
on effective communication between the student and the teacher, through participation and real
interaction, responding to the needs of the students to avoid a feeling of being isolated
throughout the learning process. Consequently, their communicative skills in languages class
will improve (Saeed & Congman, 2013).
For these reasons, the communicative approach is considered essential in the language
and translation learning process. The material posted on the university platforms alone is not
enough, but more direct contact, typically via videoconference, is more than often required.
Taking into account that the current generation of young people, who can be identified by their
nigh on constant attachment to smartphones and suchlike, have the possibility of connecting to
virtual classes whenever required to do so.
In addition to the Communicative Approach, psycholinguistics in the classroom should
also be taken into account, especially given the current circumstances of a global pandemic. The
complex issue of psychology in teaching is an intriguing one, particularly in language classes.
Hanim Rahmat (2018) defines it as “a branch of psychology that focuses on the study and
alteration of people’s behaviour, including their actions, emotions and thoughts” (p. 3).
Many teachers in Algerian higher education resort to what is called "instructional design"
to prepare educational material that achieves the learning objectives very efficiently. This design
is generally based on the study of the educational needs of students, the establishment of
objectives and the appropriate means in order to achieve them, and the tools with which to
measure the effectiveness of learning and feedback. But the challenge at this point appears when
the student feels overwhelmed in front of so much theoretical information without explanatory
guidance. Purba (2018) comments on the necessity of applying various methods which allow
students to grasp a language with ease.
Determined efforts must be made by the teacher to establish the relevant interactive
means for each objective. From which it is inferred that the process of involving students in
different places and holding their attention through the devices is not an easy task by any stretch
of the imagination. However, it is certainly not beyond the realms of possibility as long as
educational psychology is included in the methods in order to optimize learning and
performance. To achieve these objectives, the educators must possess the necessary skills for
vocational and professional orientation. The psychology of the language, or psycholinguistics, is
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the study of the interrelation between linguistic factors and psychological aspects.
Psycholinguistics was born from the studies of the French linguist Gustave Guillaume (18831960), and it was also referred to at the beginning of the twentieth century as Guillaumism
(Toussaint, 1967).
These theories should pose a motivating challenge for students. The active role of the
student is aided by the help of the teacher for the optimal development of the communication
process. It is recognised that communication is related to the psycholinguistic side of the student,
which contributes to high quality teaching and enhances results, applying emotional intelligence
(Guslyakova & Guslyakova, 2020). It has been noted that the quantity of students in Algerian
universities has risen lately; offering quality education remains equally significant. Working on
the psycholinguistic side allows for more effective communication from both sides, because
without the student's motivation the teacher can struggle to break the barriers to find a way of
connecting with them. It must be pointed out that the situation of each person, and the effect of
the pandemic on each individual, can be variable.
Another responsibility of the teacher is to use a wide variety of methods with the aim of
meeting the different needs of the students. Focusing on speaking from the teacher’s side might
be convenient, straightforward and sometimes necessary, but it can be uninteresting and lacking
in stimulation without visual and dynamic activities. Here, the teacher has to adopt the
appropriate programs and applications to propose a "variety" of appropriate live educational
materials to capture the student's attention. To achieve this, the importance of technology has to
be considered, as explained by Hadjeris (2020): “The challenges of the 21st century, that is,
“digital skills”. For the improvement of the quality in online teaching in Algerian higher
education institutions, teachers and education programs should consider the importance of
technological skills” (p. 167).
Accompanying the students and the technology applied to teaching, with emotional mechanisms
is key to achieving the pedagogical objectives in the language class. The teacher is the one who
must provide creative solutions that allow the student to get involved in a dynamic and
communicative learning process. The following factors must be taken into account:
- The age of the students and the need to accompany them in the learning process, adopting
emotional mechanisms that can attract them to interact in class.
- Being responsible as teachers for detecting technological failures and offer possible solutions to
students.
- Getting involved as teachers to accompany students to form productive and conscientious
citizens and not limit ourselves to giving master classes.
- Not waiting for political changes and offer support to students to form competent individuals.
One of the goals set by the United Nations is to offer a free education to all students
without exception, a benefit which currently exists in all public Algerian universities. Students
have the advantage of equitable access to higher education, but it is imperative to offer them high
quality courses with effective results. In this case, distance studies in language and translation
faculties must achieve this objective with the effective participation of teachers as the
protagonists of the content, encouraging students to attend communicative classes, based on
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effective communication, such as key methodology that allows participation, exchange of ideas,
and discussion in class. This offers a fantastic opportunity for students who are developing their
professional profiles during their academic career. Many learners are lost at this age and lack
direction and the teacher must be the guide to achieve not only academic objectives but also
promote educational competencies; a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes that are put
into action for an adequate performance. This leads to the development of many other
competencies in the students' career, such as tolerance, debate, sharing ideas and, consequently,
helping to create peaceful and productive societies.
It is not merely about teaching to give marks and categorise students with a “pass” or a
“fail”, but training the student to grow on a personal level, using the technology that is the very
near future of all societies, if not the current reality. And for this, the active participation of
teachers is required as the main protagonists, particularly during times of political turmoil, which
is the case in Algeria. It also calls for the government's involvement in massive investment in
education, which is the only way to near enough guarantee a prosperous future for Algeria. It is
not impossible, history shows that. After gaining independence in 1962, when the percentage of
educated people was very low, Algeria showed more of a willingness to invest in education; it
should be even more straightforward nowadays given that there is a much higher percentage of
trained teachers and professionals. Also, the promotion of educational policies and private
investments in this sector are requested, which could give a boost, especially when basic and
achievable needs, such as a reliable Internet connection in all homes, are not met. Instead of
investing in commerce as is often the case in Algeria, increasing the education budget can bring
many more qualified professionals to society.
During the acquisition of the language, there is a significant role of emotion, and this is
encouraged by the teacher through appropriate methods and techniques for each context and
culture; many methods are intuitive and flexible – therefore, they can be adapted to each group
and its dynamics. There are several competitive games, role-playing activities, exercises with
visual illustrations, conversations, etc., that can make the class dynamic and connect the student
without the need for material investments, but with dedication of time and empathy towards our
students. In this way, the student feels involved in the class, appreciated because they can give
their opinions and can develop their emotional and cognitive intelligence, and thus dialogue is
created in class, and consequently there is a challenge for the student to learn to create dialogue
outside of it. In this way, feelings of belonging to society are produced and discrimination is
reduced. Technology is a tool to bring ideas and people closer together. We can even make
exchanges between online universities with simple platforms. A bridge between cultures, which
can encourage discussion, positivity and progression between all involved, reflections can be
fruitful and complementary, collective participation and respect for diversity. Methodologies
change and we cannot stagnate when technology offers a range of simple, low-cost platforms
adapted to the Algerian context and pedagogical content.
Thus, the standardisation of this mode of teaching at the national level could be done with
prerequisites for teacher training, administrative staff and students in the use and appropriation of
information and communication technology and digital platforms for teaching and learning. It is
increasingly common in high profile speeches to point out the need to rethink education by
giving priority among the new contents to the preparation of students to understand reality,
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coexist and live together and act in times of crisis and uncertainty, to make decisions at the
individual and family levels and to promote collective solutions to urgent challenges that
contribute to the structural transformation of the world.
Limitations
We must express the limitation of this investigation due to time constraints. We have not
been able to obtain the compilation of the emotional mechanisms introduced by the Algerian
teachers, which could offer a path of investigation in order to offer solutions and quality
education in the short term.
Even with these limitations, we are well-positioned to answer the question that we asked
at the beginning. The Algerian students experiences many difficulties with the new learning
modality and developing the communicative and emotional competencies to motivate them is
essential, so that they can trust themselves and can reflect and make the relevant decisions
clearly and confidently, and therefore, it possible to form citizens committed in society.
Conclusion
The world has been immersed in an unprecedented global crisis. The virulence of the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) has not only posed a public health danger, but it has also hugely
impacted all sectors. The educational community has shown resilience and has laid the
foundations for recovery. In Algeria, despite the inadequate preparation by the vast majority of
universities, MESRS (Ministry of Higher Education) was proactive in trying to propose
alternatives and solutions, however basic, to be able to carry out the academic year 2019/2020
and begin the following university year. The main objective of this study is to assess the state of
art of e-learning through the experience of the students and their difficulties to understand the
goals of the Algerian universities. Several reasons have been put forward in the analysis of the
answers to the developed questionnaire, in particular the lack of fluid communication between
the student and the teacher, the unavailability of computer equipment - which is added to by the
major problem of the Internet connection – and the lack of an interactive database for the
student, which made monitoring and evaluating the student almost impossible. Furthermore,
there can be an absence of certain teaching methods, such as the communicative and
psycholinguistic method, during distance learning.
One of the sustainable development goals is to offer quality education, implementing
innovative and context-appropriate solutions to provide distance education, taking advantage of
high-tech approaches (Sustainable Development Goal 4). It is an attainable objective in Algeria,
given that the platforms have already been in existence for a couple of years. It is true, though,
that the students and the teachers were not prepared for such a situation. The lack of coordination
and involvement among members of the universities was one of the major contributors to the
failure to accomplish this goal in Algeria. In summary, the current COVID-19 pandemic poses
major challenges to the educational systems of Algeria, which will need to be addressed in a
coordinated manner. These challenges and lessons offer us today the opportunity to rethink the
purpose of education and its role in the intellectual and critical growth of our students, so that no
one is left behind. In other words, while countries consider how best to address uncertainties and
reopen their educational institutions in safety, this crisis offers an unprecedented opportunity to
increase the resilience of national education systems and transform them into equitable and
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inclusive systems that contribute to the fulfilment of the collective commitment of a country like
Algeria.
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Abstract
This study explored the theme of unity in President Joe Biden's Inauguration Speech on the 20 th of
January from a linguistic perspective. The main research question was: How was the theme of unity
conveyed in this particular speech through linguistic choices? The significance of this work lies in the
fact that this specific speech has not been subjected to academic linguistic investigation to date. In
addition, this speech is unique as it came to mark the beginning of the new presidency with a direct focus
on unity as a recurring theme. The methodology adopted a qualitative analytical analysis of the concept
of unity as referred to in this speech. The study followed a thematic analysis in approaching the speech
text. The researchers scrutinized every utterance for clues on the possible linguistic features that
portrayed the theme of unity conveyed by the speaker. They also examined the lexical items concerning
the concept of unity in the speech. The results showed that the speaker used appropriate language in
addressing the theme of unity. The speaker used religion and history as a source of rhetorical persuasive
devices. The overall tone of the speech was confident, reconciliatory, and hopeful. The study concluded
with some implications for pedagogy and academic research.
Keywords: Biden, inaugural speech, political discourse, USA, unity
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Introduction
Politics is definitely about the constant struggle for power among interested individuals or
parties. It deals with means of collaboration among various social institutions with the aim of
resolving disputes peacefully (Chilton, 2004). Therefore, persuasive techniques are vital for
politicians interested in manipulating others or getting people to accept or reject specific ideas or
plans of action. Persuasion involves discourse and rhetoric to influence the receivers to adopt an
attitude towards a particular issue (Van Dijk, 1998). Therefore, language is a crucial factor in the
art and craft of persuasion as politicians appeal to language to manipulate others and probably
control or dominate the behaviors of intended audiences. To achieve their purposes, politicians
tend to employ public speaking to persuade target audiences and move them to embrace
particular ideologies.
Political speeches belong to the genre of political discourse. According to Swales (1990),
the term 'genre' refers to any kind of text that belongs to a distinct category. Moreover, Swales
describes the concept of genre as an instance of communication identifiable through specific
purposes and characteristics shared or assumed by the members of that discourse community. In
other words, political speeches can be considered a genre within a political discourse where
language, written or spoken, is deployed by a politician with the purpose of steering beliefs and
emotions of particular audiences to produce a specific outcome. A political speech is necessarily
functional and directive in nature. Thus, it manifests rhetorical features such as figurative devices
like metaphors or idioms (Chilton & Schaffner, 1999). Political speech is also a form of a
monologue where language expresses a particular ideology.
The language of politics has received a lot of attention in the literature of political
discourse. Previous research has addressed linguistic features of political genres from several
approaches such as pragmatics, stylistics, syntax, and discourse strategies. Among the types of
political discourse that received attention are inaugural speeches. Newly elected political leaders
usually present the inaugural address to influence people's hearts as well as minds concerning
some issues. They address audiences who supported them and also adversaries who opted not to
do so. The speakers, in this case, try to promote their new leadership package of ideas and plans.
Therefore, the inaugural speech is quite diplomatic at its core. The inauguration is a chance for
the leader to assert their leadership style; in this sense, the inaugural address is naturally rich in
rhetoric which calls for various types of analysis. The linguistic choices made by the speaker are
thus an abundant source of data for linguists and politicians alike. The linguistic choices made by
the speaker cannot be arbitrary because of ideologies that determine the form and content of the
speech.
Research Problem and Significance
With this in mind, it is essential to note here that the rhetoric of the American presidency is
of particular importance because it represents one of the most influential political figures in the
world. The presidential inaugural speech is a unique event through which the new leader takes
the oath and delivers hints on plans about the pressing issues. In this context, President Joe
Biden's Inauguration Speech, on the 20th of January 2021, is exceptional. It is so because of the
political events and scenarios that surrounded it. The significance of studying such a piece of
discourse lies in the messages that the new president seeks to deliver to the American nation and
the world at large. In this kind of discourse, the political leader conveys the meaning that lies in
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the socio-cultural and the political context of the USA and the whole world. The traditional
inauguration ceremony happens at the start of every new presidency in the USA. It is a landmark
in American history where the newly elected president takes the oath and gives a speech. It is an
occasion marking a new chapter in the history of American political life. The inauguration comes
as a turning point to signify the traditional 'peaceful' transition of power. On this particular
occasion, the former president chose not to be present.
This ceremony comes after the nation has experienced traumatic incidents. On the 6th of
January 2021, an angry mob stormed the USA Capitol and attempted to cause a lot of damage
that resulted in the death of at least five people. At the time of the ceremony, the nation was still
suffering from the COVID-19 pandemic, which killed many thousands of Americans. The
inauguration came after the night of honoring the Americans who lost their lives for COVID-19.
Mr. Biden and his wife, Jill Biden, attended that ceremony together with Vice President-elect
Kamala Harris and her husband, Douglas Emhoff. Also, the economy was hit badly by the
pandemic, and many people lost their jobs. A sad mood characterized the occasion. It seems that
people looked for change and a glimpse of hope.
A new president came to deliver his message to the nation. An old president comes to take
office in this challenging time in the history of America. He sounded sympathetic and wise; this
becomes clear as we know from his biography that he had suffered from personal and family
losses. This may have added to his wisdom and understanding of fate and mortality. Biden
suffered the loss of his wife and daughter in a car accident that left his son seriously injured
Biden was further hit by the loss of his eldest son, Beau Biden, who died of a brain cancer in
2015. This is surely an experience for self-reflection and self-enrichment. The sense of
bereavement must have caused greater maturity and realization of the limits of humanity.
Individuals and societies can go in hardships from time to time. It can be argued here that age
and personal grief added to Biden's vision in addition to many years in public service mainly as a
congressman and vice president. The oldest man ever elected to the office, Jo Biden comes with
a grandfatherly compassionate message.
Therefore, it is natural we expect to see the effects of this contextual background on the
inauguration speech that is the substance of this study here. The research problem here is the
linguistic nature of the speech at hand. The goal is to explore the links between the conceptual
content about unity and the linguistic means adopted to portray it in that communicative event.
The topic of unity in the textual data is the focus of this paper. In particular, this research deals
with the following questions:
1. How is the theme of unity articulated in the given speech?
2. What are the linguistic devices used in portraying the theme of unity in the speech?
Related Literature
Studies on American presidential inaugural go as far back as the mid-1960s of the previous
century. Hutton (1967) wrote on the rhetoric of John F. Kennedy's ‘Inaugural Address’ of 29th of
January 1961. The author found that the speech reflected major issues such as ‘betterment of
some of the problems of mankind’. The study sought to test the hypothesis that John Kennedy
probably presented a highly effective inaugural address. The conclusion was that this indeed
proved to be accurate based on the evidence from the data analyzed. On the other hand, Savoy
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(2010) analyzed the content of US political speeches and described a US political corpus
comprising (245) speeches given by senators John McCain and Barack Obama during the years
2007–2008. The author characterized the common English words most frequently used by these
political leaders in comparison with ordinary usage. The results revealed the overused and
underused terminology in the speeches of both candidates.
On another front, Waheed, Schuck, de Vreese, and Neijens (2011) compared values of
political speeches between developed and developing countries. They employed a content
analysis approach on (48) political speeches of six leaders. The results showed that
‘benevolence,’ ‘universalism,’ ‘stimulation,’ ‘self-direction,’ and ‘achievement’ were most
present in all speeches. Also, the study found that ‘universalism’ and ‘benevolence’ were most
present in the rhetoric of politicians from developed countries while ‘stimulation’ and ‘selfdirection’ were in speeches from developing countries. The tones of speeches were also
different, as shown in words expressing the values.
In the African context, Abuya (2012) examined the pragmatic and stylistic features in the
Inaugural Speech of Goodluck Ebele Jonathan in Nigeria. The author analyzed the first (20)
sentences in the text and identified (40) speech acts were identified. The findings showed the
following speech acts: ‘assertive – 55%, directive – 10%, verdictive – 15%, commisive – 75%
and declarative – 45%.’ The results also revealed that President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan used
heavy sentences that performed commissive acts. The study concluded that politicians seem to
be more likely to show appreciation to people after victory in elections.
Matić (2012) investigated discourse structures in the speeches of two American candidates
in the 2008 presidential election. The results showed that both speakers any positive information
about their opponent. Furthermore, the study highlighted some similarities in the speeches and
illustrated the linguistic devices which conveyed their ideological beliefs. The study reported
that the speakers used lexical items to express objection and criticism directly and indirectly and
to empathize with the audience. Similarly, Munir (2014) studied the style of Barack Obama’s
second inaugural address. The technique of data collection in this research was note-taking and
textual analysis. The findings revealed that Obama used several figurative devices such as
metaphor, synecdoche, hyperbole, personification, metonymy, paradox, and simile. Also, the
results showed that figurative language took the form of words, phrases, and clauses.
In a similar vein, Zheng (2014) conducted a stylistic analysis of the speech ’I Have a
Dream’ made by Martin Luther King with to provide pedagogical implications for English
writing and making speeches. The results showed that King used words skillfully, which add
much interest and beauty to his style. The study concluded that King artfully employment
stylistic means to persuade the audience about equal rights for the blacks. Other studies focused
on linguistic aspects, such as Enyi and Chitulu (2015), who studied cohesive devices in
President Goodluck Jonathan's Inaugural Address-May, 2011. The results showed that the
speaker utilized many features like ‘lexical repetitions, synonyms and near- synonyms,
superordinates/hyponyms and the various shades of oppositeness in language use’ (Enyi &
Chitulu, 2015, p.77). Moreover, Olajoke (2015) discussed the functions of linguistic devices in
the Inaugural speech of the Speaker of the State House of Assembly in Nigeria. The results
showed that legislators employed cohesive lexical devices such as repetition, synonymy,
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antonym, collocation, super-ordination to achieve specific purposes such as interconnectivity,
directness, emphasis, appreciation, and appeal in negotiating meaning in their use of language.
From a discourse perspective, Al-Majali (2015) explored speeches of the ousted Arab
presidents during the Arab Spring using Halliday and Hasan's cohesion framework. The author
used a sample of seven speeches representing the period from December 2010 to December
2012. The study found that these speeches manifested distinctive features different from the
usual speeches of these presidents during the customary circumstances. The study concluded
that these presidents utilized various techniques, e.g., repetition, synonymy, and hyponymy to
achieve their political ideologies, such threatening the civilian protesters.
Furthermore, Altikriti (2016) reported on persuasive speech acts in Barack Obama’s
inaugural speeches (2009, 2013) and the last state of the union address based on the adopted
model of Bach and Harnish Taxonomy (1979). The study found that President Obama used more
sentences that performed constative speech acts than other speech acts. Obama used assertive
illocutionary acts as an influential factor. On the other hand, a comparative approach was used
by Sameer (2017) in his analysis of two Egyptian inaugural speeches from El-Sadat and El-Sisi,
belonging to different periods. The purpose was to find out whether there were differences
within this genre in the same culture or not. The results indicated a minimal difference between
these two speeches according to Searle’s theory of speech acts. Moreover, the study showed that
El Sadat’s used commissive acts, whereas El–Sisi’s utilized assertive ones. occupied the first
place. The study concluded that the circumstances of the elections caused these differences.
From a stylistic dimension, Okafor and Issefe (2017) investigated President Buhari’s
inaugural speech. The study used Halliday’s systemic functional linguistics because of its
emphasis on form-function correlation in language use. The results showed that statements and
modal auxiliaries expressing intention and obligation were most prominent in the speech. The
study concluded that the choice of these linguistic forms was functionally significant because
they showed the informative nature of the inaugural and the president’s commitment to fulfilling
his promises. Recently, Dickerson (2019) wrote on the rhetoric inaugural address of President
Trump 2017 by social media, specifically Twitter, and looked at the context surrounding the
inaugural. The results showed that Trump drifted from the typical framework of the inaugural
address where he used his own modernized style. In another study, Ojukwu and Osuchukwu
(2019) explored the political speeches of Nelson Mandela. The research employed Austin’s
Speech Act Theory with particular reference to Searle’s taxonomy of illocutionary acts. The
researcher used a qualitative analysis and purposeful sampling for data collection. The results of
the study showed that Nelson Mandela’s speeches satisfied Austin’s felicity conditions. The
study concluded that Mandela’s language contributed significantly to South African’s freedom
from the apartheid.
In a more recent study, Elsanhoury, Seddek, Sarwat, and Debian (2020) investigated the
political election speeches of Donald Trump in 2016. They used a discourse analysis
methodology to analyze the data. They also focused on the verbal and nonverbal linguistic
features of these speeches. They also utilized a theme analysis method to isolate the recurring
themes emphasized in Trump's speeches. The results showed that both the verbal and nonverbal
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messages influenced the audience and showed leadership of the speaker. It is interesting to note
that such a study is helpful in the way it utilized nonverbal features of the political speeches.
Most recently, Biden's speech received attention from Ahmad and Amir (2021), who
analyzed the speech acts using quantitative and qualitative methodology. They employed The
Speech Act framework suggested by Austin and Searle. The study showed that the speech used
directive acts. The authors concluded that using Speech Act Theory was helpful in demonstrating
the informative nature of Biden's speech.
Siregar (2021) discussed Joe Biden’s elected president speech on the 8th of November 2020
to identify the discourse structure and the ideologies contained in Biden’s speech. The
methodology followed the six critical discourse analysis (CDA) steps; problem identification,
literature specification, code analysis, content analysis and coding, reading and interpretation,
and explaining findings. The study found that Biden used thematic macrostructure and semantic
microstructure, such as background, detail, and presupposition. Biden also resorted to syntactic
microstructure, such as personal pronouns. The superstructures of the speech were opening,
content, and closing remark. The results also showed that Biden stressed his ideology regarding
unity, equality, and freedom for the US citizens.
Abbas (2021) studied Joe Biden’s election campaign speeches. The purpose was to show
how Biden used the positive and the negative image of the USA in his election campaign
speeches. The results indicated that Biden professionally utilized this discourse in almost all of
his speeches. Moreover, Ricca and Johan (2021) studied deixis in Biden's inaugural speech. The
authors adopted a qualitative method in which they analyzed the data using the theory of Miles
and Huberman. The results indicated that person deixis was the most dominant in the speech,
whereas the least dominant category was temporal deixis. Also, on political trend research,
Xiaochen and Yang (2021) used big data technology to obtain word frequency statistics on the
inaugural speech of President Joe Biden. The study made use of the social, interpersonal function
theory in systemic functional linguistics proposed by Halliday. The study showed that metaphors
helped in the attempts to understand the political direction of the USA. The study concluded that
Biden used a lot of first-person and second-person pronouns to convey his promises to the
nation.
Rahayu, Suastini, and Jayantini (2021) described the discourse in Biden's speech using datadriven from his acceptance speech at the 2020 Democratic National Convention. The results
showed (8) topics in the speech: (1) Crises, (2) the country that everyone wishes to live, (3)
missions of Joe Biden, (4) Joe Biden and Kamala Harris’s life story and family, (5) the campaign
and election’s value, (6) Joe Biden’s reason for running as president, (7) Joe Biden’s opinion of
his opponent, and (8) Joe Biden’s perspective about America. The findings also showed that each
topic contained political discourse structures such as local semantics, lexicon, syntax, rhetoric,
expression structure, and speech act and interaction.
Having reported some relevant literature, it seems clear that there is nothing yet about the
theme of unity in the political speeches of Biden as a president of the USA. Moreover, previous
research avoided using thematic analysis regarding the theme of unity which is the subject of
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this study. In brief, previous research seems to have restricted itself to the description of salient
discourse features regardless of the thematic content in the speeches.
Method
This study adopted a thematic analysis based on contextual information available on the
speech event. The study deployed all possible linguistic techniques to identify the clues that
depicted the theme of unity in the speech. The researchers utilized theoretical constructs from
discourse analysis and pragmatics in the study. The aim was to explore the role of language in
portraying the idea of unity in the speech. The whole text of the speech was considered the
source of data. The method involved scanning lexical items and syntactic clues for theme
identification. The official biography of President Biden provided necessary and useful data for
the analysis. In addition, it was necessary to skim through the comprehensive media coverage of
the event for possible information and contextual clues that could highlight the event.
The text was considered in terms of utterances rather than sentences because it was a
spoken discourse. In the analysis of the speech, lexical items were considered most important.
The speech provided abundant semantic content which reflected the power of language used by a
key political figure. Moreover, the methodology used in this approach looked for the themes that
may emerge from the data rather than imposing specific assumed themes by the researchers. In
fact, in this study, data analysis goes hand in hand with data collection. Every piece of the data
was seen as significant unless proven otherwise at a later stage. In this process, the researchers
sought to highlight the prevailing themes in the speech which served as the corpus of the study.
The source of the speech transcript came from the official White House website. The study
corpus also included the audio-visual version of the speech which provided further useful clues.
Both researchers listened to and read the address many times before embarking on the analysis.
The researchers shared all gathered observations about the background of the speech event and
made relevant remarks. The researchers lived the occasion with its details as a personal learning
experience. Recognizing the themes is not a simple task due to the complexity of the content
addressed in the speech with its complicated political connotations. The analysis considered
every tiny detail to recognize a possible pattern in the text. The process was not linear in
following the analysis. It was a recursive process where we went back and forth throughout the
speech content.
The researchers also thought that they needed a coding framework to facilitate the analysis
of the data. Therefore, they developed a system for decoding the data in our hands. They wanted
to capture the clues that bring the insights to the surface. Coding is practically a process of
labeling the qualitative data and organizing it to find specific themes in the text. The way these
themes related to each other was also crucial in this process. The methodology also involved
assigning labels, colors, or tags to each word or phrase signaling significant or recurring themes
in the data. It was necessary to use color coding to achieve the coding operation which involved
numbering of each utterance for ease of progression. The overall goal was to understand and
interpret the speech to establish what ideology it stands for from the speaker’s perspective in this
case. Any information in the text, or indeed in the context, was potentially significant as a clue
for theme hunting.
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The coding and analysis of the data were all manual in this case which guarantees direct
interaction with the text. The researchers looked up meanings of each significant lexical item
from several dictionaries and thesauruses for further coverage. They also scrutinized sentence
structures and verb behaviors. Every chunk or set was read and re-read by each researcher in
isolation. In addition, every utterance in the speech received a specific code. Using this inductive
method would yield a more authentic as well as a fair treatment of the themes. The lexical items
in the body of the speech served as exemplars of the themes identified. Moreover, in analyzing
the speech, the thematic content was viewed as an instance of language in both spoken and
written forms where the content is possibly a form of dialogue or interaction. The thematic load
of the speech represents the philosophy of the new administration in the White House.
For each notion or function, the lexical and syntactic realizations were listed as evidence
from the speech content. Lexical items or syntactic forms are tools which convey communicative
functions in speech event. Also, words and phrases serve as lexical sets regarding particular
themes or intended meanings. Of course, words or grammatical forms cannot be significant in
isolation. Instead, they become meaningful when seen in the context of the general situation.
Therefore, we used a minimalist approach to consider what we thought would be the minimum
indication of a particular theme as evidenced by linguistic tools. Of course, the researchers who
came as outsiders to the text bore no biases and tried their best to exclude their political
inclinations from the study. In a further measure for objectivity, a group of advanced students of
linguistics shared observations on the speech and worked as a focus group to help in verifying
the themes. Yet, the spoken speech was utilized through multiple listening and watching on You
Tube for additional clues for theme analysis.
Analysis
Soon after he was sworn as the 46th President of the United States, Joe Biden, has
delivered his inauguration address built around the theme of unity. He spoke about the need to
bring the country together during an unprecedented moment of crisis. Biden has reached out to
the whole nation calling for unity. He spoke for around (22) minutes and most of what he said
centered around united America. Interestingly, Biden began his presidency with a speech that
focused heavily on the theme of unity. Unity is clearly the number one issue that characterized
this address by the new President. It will be pretty interesting to see how other predecessors
approached the idea of unity in their political agendas. However, this issue may attract authors in
future papers on political discourse. In facing severe health and economic challenges, among
others, it is natural that a call for unity becomes a top priority. Unity may be considered a valid
goal by any political leader. It is of a great value. Whenever a nation faces a threat, local or
foreign, the immediate answer is the appeal to national unity. Unity, of course, is elusive and
cannot be easily realized; sometimes, it is no more than wishful thinking. It is not surprising that
unity comes as a top priority for Biden in his maiden speech as president. Biden is aware that the
call for unity at this time in history may sound unreasonable or unrealistic or even ‘naïve’, as he
put it. But he took the trouble to make a case for unity clear and loud. ‘The forces that divide us
are real’, he said. He refers here to history to show that this phenomenon is not new but has
roots in past times.
Biden comes to the office just after (12) days of a severe attack on the very foundation of
American democracy: the Capitol. Trump supporters stormed the Capitol as millions of
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Americans were under the impact of false claims that elections were ‘stolen.’ In this sense, the
very legitimacy of Biden's presidency has come under fire. A time of doubts and uncertainty
filled the atmosphere.
The opening section of this speech addresses the audience who were present in the place
for the occasion. The president directly greets this audience by name. These dignitaries included
Justice Roberts, Vice President Harris, Speaker Pelosi, Leader Schumer, Leader McConnell,
Vice President Pence. Biden has also addressed other ‘distinguished guests’ and ‘fellow
Americans.’ Representation from both leading parties is noticed and acknowledged as a sign of
bipartisan unity and reconciliation. The exception is, of course, is the absence of the defeated
former president Donald Trump who chose to fly to Florida a couple of hours before the
ceremony leaving and evacuating the White House for the new leadership without ever accepting
the results of the elections. The following excerpt in Biden's speech takes the idea of unity
further:
“I thank my predecessors of both parties for their presence here. I thank them from the
bottom of my heart.”
In this speech act of thanking and showing gratitude to the former presidents, Biden asserts the
idea of bipartisanship as a means to achieve unity in politics. Partnership rather than division are
the sole means of attaining progress in the political arena. To thank those former presidents from
both parties (democrats and republicans) who attended the ceremony is a sign of unity and
sponsorship of democracy. The thanking from the depth of one’s heart is an open call for
Americans to stay united regardless of political ideology.
The first and probably the foremost significant theme that emerges in this speech is unity.
In the first greeting and opening statement, we notice the lexical and syntactic realizations (my;
fellow) which indicating solidarity and collegiality. Here, the President is expressing his personal
identification with the American people. The attendance of leaders from the republican party:
Leader McConnell, Vice President Pence, is also a sign of unity. The lexical item ‘fellow’
suggests meanings such as sharing, partnership, equal standing as class or rank. The word
‘fellow’ is also about being viewed as a peer, and that is an ample signification of sharing
common characteristics in a group, that is, society. In addition, the word ‘fellow’ conveys the
meaning of citizenship, affiliation, and personal attachment to the American people as a nation.
The term ‘fellow’ further implies meanings of association and a sense of belonging. The theme of
unity is strongly expressed here in this strong word indeed. The reader or listener, in this case,
the ordinary American citizen, would feel this sense of harmony with the leadership. Also, the
audience would share the feelings of nationalism in being united for a cause. The phrase ‘my
friends’ in this clause is yet another highlighter of the unity theme. Friendship resonates with the
word ‘fellow’ mentioned earlier in the speech. Fellowship emphasizes the emotional and social
bond with fellow Americans. When the leader at the top addresses his people as friends, the call
for unity is more likely to be much appreciated and believed. Of course, the personal pronoun
‘my’ stresses solidarity with the audience here, indicating that unity is the issue to be shared
among Americans.
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In the same vein, Biden argues that unity is the answer to the nation's divide. The
utterance: ‘we come together as one nation’ carries the core element of harmony. The word
‘indivisible’ is a strong exponent of unity in this context. We should remark here that the
consistent use of the personal pronoun ‘we’ suggests unity. Biden conveys the theme of unity
through vocabulary like ‘coming together' and ‘peaceful’ where democracy is practiced in its
best forms and not through riots or violent mobs. Thus far, the speech is focusing on these two
paired themes: unity and democracy. The phrase ‘as one nation’ is a permanent reminder of
unity and the need to reunite for the noble cause of solidifying democracy.
Moving ahead in the text of the speech, we recognize that Biden expresses unity in other
words. He repeats the pronoun ‘we’ to emphasize the notion of unity. Also of interest is the
mention of ‘the nation’ and ‘our uniquely American way.’ Unity is possible, and unity is a must.
The following extract from the speech illustrates how Biden captures the idea of unity as a
feasible goal :
“We look ahead in our uniquely American way – restless, bold, optimistic – and set our
sights on the nation we know we can be and we must be”
The phrase ‘our nation’ signifies unity. Biden, in this speech, is never tired of shying away from
stressing the need for unity. He elaborates on the same theme by suggesting that to achieve the
most American noble goal, i.e., democracy, there is only one way, which is unity. The American
story that denotes the past events and achievements overcoming hardships is conditioned here by
unity. This supposition is evident in the phrase: ‘all of us.’ The American story is the collective,
collaborative attitude rather than divided practices that can save the nation. The nation can
achieve unity through the embrace of the constitution in which the very first words were: ‘We the
People.’ The lexical items carried the theme of unity strongly. Words such as ‘perfect union’
gave the theme of unity a measure of strength that is rare to find. The theme of unity goes on as
we navigate through the speech text. We see expressions of unity manifested as ‘we have come
so far.’
In response to the challenges, the President puts forward the solution. In this, he returns to
the basic theme of the speech: Unity. Yet, he considers unity as the most elusive form of
democracy. This idea is clearly stated in the following segment:
“To overcome these challenges – to restore the soul and to secure the future of America –
requires more than words. It requires that most elusive of things in a democracy: Unity.”
Unity is elusive. Biden stresses this idea as more meaningful than a simple word. It is ideal and
maybe a faraway dream. Unity is the remedy, but it is difficult to catch. The President presents
the idea of unity along with the phrase: ‘restore the soul.’ The rhetorical expression ‘to restore
the soul’ is a very effective means of capturing the picture of unity rebuilding in a dangerously
divided nation. This expression is very intriguing indeed. Without the soul, the ‘body’ is dead.
The soul symbolizes life and dynamism in society. To say ‘restore the soul’ means that the
American culture has lost its very soul because of the practices of previous leaderships. The use
of the word ‘soul‘ here is metaphoric, and it brings a sense of rituality to the situation. The soul
is primarily viewed by many as immortal, while the body may decay. The soul of the American
democracy needs rebuilding. It should be guarded, and nourished and this is what the new leader
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will be doing. The soul embraces as the identity of any entity. It is the seat of imagination and
affection. It gives direction to the one feeling lost. It is a religious metaphor, and the speech
made excellent use of it.
The appeal to unity is reinforced again by using strong language in the form of a direct call
to Americans to join forces for the good of America. Unity is the solution for social and
economic-political illnesses. The following excerpt from the speech shows this strategy:
“Bringing America together. Uniting our people. And uniting our nation. I ask every
American to join me in this cause. Uniting to fight the common foes we face.”
Unity is the correct answer to face the challenges ahead. The President is realistic in confirming
that he is aware of the size and scope of the challenges that make unity looks like fantasy to
some people. Biden expresses this idea finely as follows:
“I know speaking of unity can sound to some like a foolish fantasy. I know the forces that
divide us are deep, and they are real. But I also know they are not new.”
But he reassures the audience that these dividing ‘forces’ are not new. Biden has been in politics
for the past (36) years, and he knows the limits and the possibilities. He knows that the divisions
are rooted deeply in the fabrics of society. Yet, he is showing his readiness to face them. As
expected, Biden delves into history for insight and evidence to substantiate his point about the
supremacy of unity over division.
Biden makes mention of Saint Augustine in pursuance of the meaning of nationhood. He
lists the ordinary objects of love that unite the people in a nation. These are: ‘opportunity,
security, liberty, dignity, respect, honor, and the truth.’ These seven objects of love are ethical
and moral values that bring a nation together. Biden refers to them as requirements for restoring
the soul of America. Each term may take many pages of books and dictionaries to grasp the
essence of the everyday objects of love. Biden brings them as a list in background to his concern
over ethical politics. Truth and lies are a concern in light of the incidents that took place before
the inauguration.
Unity is the answer to all of these malfunctions in society. In addition, unity is the key to
future. Biden uses a list of ‘we can’ (repeated eight times) as possibilities that can happen in
reality due to unity. For example,
“With unity, we can do great things. Important things… We can make America, once
again, the leading force for good in the world.”
Biden uses solid diction to show the way by suggesting unity and tolerance. He simply warns
against division and distrust and preaches for unity and collaboration. The answer is in the
phrase: ‘opening the souls.’ It is a spiritual kind of remedy. Tolerance and humility are the
essential components of unity. The spiritual recipe for bringing America together is readily
available in more eloquent rhetoric. Consider, for example, the following expression showing
unity in its best forms: ‘My fellow Americans, in the work ahead of us, we will need each other.’
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Discussion
It is clear from the speech analysis that unity as a theme and a priority occupied almost
every part of the speech. The apparent focus on the theme of unity comes as no surprise as we
know the incidents that preceded the event of the address. Moreover, the content and language of
the text revealed how linguistic choices served the purpose of the speech event very well. The
employment of powerful phrases based on history and religion helped portray the indispensable
value of coming together to face the challenges ahead. Both rhetorical functions and lexical
realizations cleverly highlighted the seriousness of the situation and the need for unity as the
only and best solution and a way forward.
The analysis also showed clear allusions to spirituality that reflected the ideological
orientation of the new president. The lexical choices came in harmony with the function of
stressing unity as a requirement for maintaining democracy. The overall tone of the speech
sounded optimistic. The president was grateful and respectful in general. The tone appeared
reconciliatory as well. Affiliating with the nation was also apparent in the speech. Words and
phrases that showed solidarity with the audience served that function well. The allusion to the
constitution and previous presidents or founders of the nation was also significantly
predominant. Powerful language also showed resilience and determination to face the challenges
ahead. The speech served the tone of confidence and reassuring. Reference to history and
resorting to religion were used as rhetorical techniques to assert the need for unity.
In light of the previous related literature, it seems clear the content and language of this
particular speech are both functional and directive, an idea suggested by (Chilton & Schaffner,
1999). The speaker is interested in influencing the audience's by resorting to a variety of
persuasion devices that are mainly linguistic. Previous inauguration research showed that every
new president has a particular plan to promote. For example, J.F. Kennedy focused on issues of
the time, such as the welfare of humanity as a global concern, as reported by Hutton (1967).
Similarly, social values such as benevolence, universalism, stimulation, self-direction, and
achievement were the focus of (48) speeches of 6 leaders as reported by Waheed, Schuck, de
Vreese, and Neijens (2011). Other studies seem to have focused on pure linguistic devices as
exponents of functions and notions of communicative purposes.
The approach of this particular study was thematic, and it seems that little previous
research handled the idea of unity as a unit of analysis in inaugural speeches. Therefore,
compared with other studies, it seems clear that we need to maintained more balance between
the analysis of linguistic devices and the analysis of themes addressed in the speeches selected.
From previous research, it is clear that past trends focused on a purely linguistic exploration at
the expense of notions and themes.
Conclusion and Implications
Having disclosed the theme of unity and how Biden's speech utilized linguistic means to
portray its significance, it is now possible to conclude that this particular speech is of special
importance. The analysis showed that the theme of unity occupied the bulk of the inauguration
address. The circumstances that preceded and surrounded the occasion influenced the linguistic
choices and the notions in the text. It was clear that throughout the text, Biden was preoccupied
with the idea of uniting the divided nation. The content in the speech revealed expressions and
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phrases that captured the essence of the message: Unity. It was also clear that the diction was
quite suitable to the theme of unity.
The analysis also showed clear allusions to spirituality that reflected the ideological
orientation of the new President. The lexical choices came in harmony with the function of
stressing unity as a requirement for maintaining democracy. The overall tone of the speech
sounded optimistic. The President was grateful and respectful in general. The tone appeared
reconciliatory as well. Affiliating with the nation was also apparent in the speech. Words and
phrases that showed solidarity with the audience served that function well. The allusion to the
constitution and previous presidents or founders of the nation was also significantly
predominant. Powerful language showed resilience and determination to face the challenges
ahead. The speech served the tone of being confident and reassuring. Reference to history and
resorting to religion were used as rhetorical techniques to assert the need for unity.
This research can serve several implications. These may be pedagogical and academic. At
the pedagogical level, this speech and similar political inauguration speeches can act as vehicles
for thematic discussions among language learners who can discuss unity as an essential element
in a democratic society. The language features can also highlight devices for transferrable
learning. In public speaking courses, this speech can serve as a perfect example of how to
address unity in democracy. For academic research, this study could attract further studies on
how other speeches handled the theme of unity as a political concern. Future research could
utilize the thematic approach in analyzing other speeches. For thematic lexicography, researchers
and lexicographers could investigate the notion of unity based on authentic data from this
speech and other similar ones.
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Abstract
Despite Palestinian university students' problems with the Test of English as a Foreign Language
Internet-based Test, no researchers approached this research area in the Palestinian English as a
Foreign Language context. The present study attempted to answer a question focusing on
Palestinian university students' problems with the reading sections of the Test of English as a
Foreign Language Internet-based Test and the revised Test of English as a Foreign Language
paper-delivered test. The participants were 65 fourth-year students studying English at Al-Aqsa
University. The researcher employed four instruments: a test, a group semi-structured interview,
and two individual semi-structured interviews. Results showed the students' problems with the
reading sections of the two types of tests, such as the irrelevance of the topics of the tests to the
students' content background knowledge, students' lack of exposure to lengthy passages,
students' slow reading speed, and the students' lack of linguistic proficiency. Additionally, the
study offered many recommendations for Educational Testing Service experts and Al-Aqsa
university students and instructors.
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Introduction
The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) Internet-based Test (iBT) is one of
the essential standardized tests used worldwide. According to ETS (2009), more than 4,500 test
centers in 180 countries administer the TOEFL iBT test. Researchers and practitioners have
recently conducted several studies on the use of the TOEFL iBT test in English as a Foreign
Language/ English as a Second Language (EFL/ESL) settings. For instance, some studies (e.g.,
Akmal, Risdaneva, Habiburrahim, & Sari, 2020; Asrida & Fitrawati, 2016; Fajri, 2019) focused
on EFL/ESL students' problems with the TOEFL iBT test. Other relevant studies (e.g., Assiri,
2011) centered on the test-taking strategies used by EFL/ ESL learners when responding to the
reading tasks of the TOEFL iBT test. Additionally, Cho and Bridgeman (2012) and Vu and Vu
(2013) investigated the relationship between EFL/ESL university students' scores on the TOEFL
iBT test and their Grade Point Average (GPA) scores.
To the best of the researcher's knowledge, no researchers approached this research area in
the Palestinian EFL context. The researcher of this study has worked as an academic instructor of
English Language Teaching (ELT) courses for 14 years at Al-Aqsa University, and she could
notice that most English department students had problems with the reading sections of the
TOEFL iBT test and the revised TOEFL paper-delivered test. Thus, the current study aimed to
investigate Al-Aqsa University EFL students' issues with the two types of tests through
answering the following questions:
1. What is Al-Aqsa University EFL students' performance level in the revised TOEFL
paper-delivered reading test?
2. How do Al-Aqsa university students who did not attend any TOEFL preparation courses
perceive their problems with the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test?
3. How do Al-Aqsa university EFL students with background experiences in TOEFL iBT
preparation courses (2019-2021) perceive their problems with the TOEFL iBT reading
test?
4. What are Al-Aqsa University EFL students' problems with the reading section of the
TOEFL iBT test as perceived by their instructors?
Literature Review
The literature review consists of a theoretical framework and previous studies related to
the TOEFL iBT test.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework introduces the definition of the TOEFL test, the reading
section of the TOEFL iBT test, the strategies included in the TOEFL iBT reading test, and the
topics used in the TOEFL iBT reading test.
Definition of 'the TOEFL test'
According to ETS (2019, p. 3), 'the TOEFL test' is "a standardized test designed to
measure the ability to understand and to use English as it is used in a North American academic
setting such as a university." ETS (2009) provides that more than 4,500 test centers in 180
countries administer the TOEFL test.
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The TOEFL test has evolved through three phases: a paper-based test, a computer basedtest, and an internet test (Assiri, 2011). Before 1998, the TOEFL test test measured one isolated
aspect of language knowledge. The experts launched the TOEFL computer-based test in 1998.
Then, they established the TOEFL iBT test in 2005, which is a direct measure of the test takers'
communicative abilities in all four basic skills, including reading, listening, speaking, and
writing (ETS, 2019).
The Reading Section of the TOEFL iBT Test.
The reading section is the first section on the TOEFL iBT test, and it aims to evaluate the
test takers' abilities to understand university-level academic texts (ETS, 2009). According to ETS
(2019, p. 7), the reading section "measures the ability to read, understand, and analyze short
passages similar in topic and style to those that North American college and university students
encounter in their courses." Additionally, ETS (2008) provides that the reading section may
include three to five reading passages, each with a 600-700 word text and 12 to 14 question
items. The time allocated for completing this section is between 60 and 100 minutes, at a rate of
20 minutes per reading passage. The passages cover different subjects, and all selections covered
three basic categories: exposition, argumentation, and history.
In August 2019, the TOEFL test underwent many changes in the test sections, including
the reading section. The number of the reading section passages is either three or four. The time
devoted to the reading section is either 54(three passages) or 72 (four passages) minutes. The
experts slightly shortened each passage, and established ten questions with each selection i.e.,
vocabulary questions, reference questions, factual questions, negative factual questions, sentence
simplification questions, inference questions, rhetorical purpose questions, inserting text
questions, prose summary questions, and fill in table questions (Putlack, Poirier, & Jacobs,
2020).
The Strategies Included in the TOEFL iBT Reading Test
According to Putlack, Poirier, and Jacobs (2015), the TOEFL iBT reading test is
concerned with many reading strategies, such as guessing meanings of specific words,
distinguishing relationships between words and their referents, identifying facts or data explicitly
covered in the passage, determining main points and ideas, inferring facts or information,
considering the relationship between the information mentioned and the purpose of such
information, considering various aspects i.e., logic, grammar, connecting words for determining
wherein a set another sentence should be placed, and considering cause and effect relationship.
The Topics Used in the TOEFL Reading Test
As for the topics used for testing, the test designers focused on science topics, i.e.,
biology, zoology, astronomy (Putlack et al., 2020). Moreover, Stirling (2021) points out that the
issues of the TOEFL iBT reading comprehension passages are related to first and second-year
university life science and humanities courses i.e., biology, economics, art, geology, zoology,
literature, and history.
In case of existing technical problems, test centers usually use the revised TOEFL paperdelivered test. The revised TOEFL paper-delivered test consists of listening, reading, and writing
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sections. The test is about 2.5 hours long, and students have to take all areas on the same day
(ETS, 2019).
Previous Studies
Many studies have focused on EFL/ESL students' problems with the TOEFL iBT test.
For instance, Akmal et al. (2020) aimed at discovering the challenges encountered by six English
language teachers in teaching the TOEFL preparation courses to students in Indonesian high
schools. The study gathered its data through in-depth interviews. The results showed the
problems the students encountered with the TOEFL preparation courses, including students’
language proficiency, their passive attitudes, class size, and lack of time. Moreover, Asrida and
Fitrawati (2016) investigated 26 Nigerian EFL students' problems with the TOEFL reading test.
The instrument used in this study was the TOEFL reading test. The study explored the
participants' difficulties in identifying main ideas, stated details, and using context to determine
the meaning of unfamiliar words. Fajri (2019) also identified the challenges encountered by 20
Indonesian EFL university students in completing the TOEFL reading comprehension test. The
study utilized many instruments, including an observation card, an interview, a questionnaire,
and a quiz. Results showed that inference questions were the most difficult (33%), followed by
vocabulary questions (40%) and questions requiring unstated answers (50%). Likewise, Girsang,
Marbun, Turnip, and Saragih (2019) examined the difficulties encountered by Indonesian EFL
high school students in answering the questions of the TOEFL reading comprehension test. The
instruments used in the study were interviews and questionnaires. The results found that the most
significant problems were the participants' lack of interest in reading, students' lack of
vocabulary, lack of practice, and lack of time. Furthermore, Samad, Jannah, and Fitriani (2017)
centered on 30 Syiah Kuala University students' experiences with the TOEFL reading
comprehension test. The data of the TOEFL test and a questionnaire indicated that the most
challenging skills were deducing implied details, using context for guessing meanings of difficult
words, finding main ideas, and determining meanings from word parts.
Other relevant studies centered on the test-taking strategies used by EFL/ESL learners
when responding to the reading assignments. For instance, Assiri (2011) was concerned with the
test-taking techniques used by 25 Arab ESL learners when responding to the reading tasks and
items of the TOEFL iBT test. The participants were attending undergraduate and graduate
programs in the United States at a south-western university. The study utilized stimulated recalls,
self-observations, and retrospective interviews. Findings concluded that the participants
employed a variety of strategies, such as test-management strategies. Additionally, Zalha,
Alfiatunnur, and Kamil (2020) identified the strategy of six English Language Education
Department students of UIN Ar-Raniry Banda Aceh in dealing with the reading comprehension
section of the TOEFL test. Data of semi-structured interviews revealed five strategies the
participants employed when dealing with the reading comprehension section of the TOEFL test
i.e., skimming, scanning, using context to understand the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary, and
utilizing background knowledge.
Furthermore, Cho and Bridgeman (2012), O’Dwyer, Kantarcıoglu, and Thomas (2018),
and Vu and Vu (2013) studied the relationship between ESL/EFL university students' scores on
the TOEFL iBT test and their academic performance. Cho and Bridgeman (2012) focused on the
relationship between scores of 2594 undergraduate and graduate students from 10 universities in
the United States on the TOEFL iBT test and their academic performance. The data consisted of
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students’ GPA scores, detailed course information, and admissions-related test scores. Results
indicated that the predictive validity expressed in terms of correlation did not appear to be strong.
Nevertheless, the general pattern shown in the expectancy graphs indicated that students with
higher scores tended to earn higher GPAs. Likewise, O’Dwyer, Kantarcıoglu, and Thomas
(2018) focused on the relationship between the TOEFL iBT scores and academic performance
levels of 286 Turkish undergraduate students. Correlations between the test scores and the
English-language course GPAs confirmed a moderate to moderately high predictive validity for
English-language course GPAs. In addition, Vu and Vu (2013) investigated the correlation
between the TOEFL test scores of 464 international graduate students at a Midwestern public
university in the U.S. and their GPA scores. The study collected the data through a survey, and
results showed that the TOEFL test score was not an accurate and effective predictor of
academic performance as measured by GPA.
The study of Galikyan, Madyarov, and Gasparyan (2019) explored the perceptions of 202
student test takers and nine teachers of the TOEFL Junior Standard test in an afterschool
program in Armenia. The study employed questionnaires, and the findings revealed the
correspondence between the test construct and test users' perceptions. Sari (2019) also identified
English language teachers' perceptions of the TOEFL preparation program in senior high school.
The study collected its data through in-depth interviews. The participants were six English
language teachers giving the TOEFL preparation courses in old high schools in Banda Aceh and
Aceh Besar. The results showed that all teachers had positive attitudes toward the TOEFL
program. They believed that the TOEFL test should be introduced in the first grade to prepare
students’ future studies and careers. In addition, Soureshjani, Riahipour, and Safikhani
investigated the attitudes of Iranian EFL students towards the TOEFL iBT test. The
questionnaire used in the study revealed that most participants had positive attitudes toward the
TOEFL iBT test.
None of the previous studies probed Palestinian EFL university students' problems with
the reading sections of the TOEFL iBT test and the revised TOEFL paper-delivered test.
Methods
Research Design
The researcher utilized the descriptive method to explore Al-Aqsa university students'
problems with the reading section of the TOEFL iBT test. Ariola (2006) provides that the
descriptive method is the most popular employed in researches because such method can
introduce a description of current events, phenomena, states, or affairs.
Participants
The researcher used the stratified random sample technique to select the study
participants. They were 65 (45 females and 20 males) fourth-year students joining the
department of English at Al-Aqsa University in the academic year 2020-2021. The researcher
decided on the fourth-year students since the participants passed most English language courses,
explicitly reading one and reading two. All students studied English as a foreign language for
fifteen years, and they were between twenty and twenty-two years old.
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Then, the researcher conducted semi-structured interviews with fifteen students selected
from the 65 ones to gather detailed data about the students' problems with the revised TOEFL
paper-delivered reading test. The fifteen participants included male and female students with
different proficiency levels in the English language i.e., students whose achievement levels
ranged from 85%-100%, 75%-85%, below-75%.
Additionally, the researcher interviewed four other English majors who had background
experiences with the TOEFL iBT reading test and attended TOEFL preparation courses (20192021).
Finally, the researcher interviewed three instructors teaching English reading to English
department students at Al-Aqsa University. The first was a 31-year experience male instructor. The
second was a 14-year experience female instructor. The third was a five years' experience male
instructor.
Research Instruments
First Semi-structured Interview (an individual interview)
To determine the students' problems with the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test
from the students' perspectives, the researcher designed a semi-structured interview. According
to Menter et al. (2011), interviews help understand people's attitudes and rationale and gain great
insights. After reviewing relevant references (e.g., Akmal et al., 2020; ETS, 2019; Putlack, et al.,
2020), the researcher developed the interview questions (Appendix A). Each interview lasted thirty
minutes and was recorded for transcription.
Second Semi-structured Interview (an individual interview)
To gather detailed data about the problems of the TOEFL reading iBT test as perceived
by the students with background experiences in the TOEFL iBT reading preparation courses
(2019-2021), the researcher designed a semi-structured interview. The researcher used relevant
references (e.g., Akmal, et al., 2020; ETS, 2019; Putlack et al., 2020) to write the interview
questions (Appendix B).
Third Semi-structured Interview (an individual interview)
Finally, the researcher designed an interview to collect in-depth data about Al-Aqsa
University students' problems with the TOEFL iBT reading test from the perspectives of EFL
reading instructors at Al-Aqsa University (Appendix C).
The Revised TOEFL paper-delivered Test (ETS, 2021)
The study employed the revised TOEFL paper-delivered Test (ETS, 2021) to assess the
students' performance in reading comprehension (Appendix D). It measures the student's ability
to understand academic passages written in English. It includes three sets associated with several
questions. The questions focus on the main ideas and essential details in the extracts. Students
have to answer the test questions within 54 minutes. Most questions require only one answer.
Questions requiring more than one answer have particular directions.
Research Procedures
The study administered its instruments in the second semester of 2020-2021 (February
2021). First, the researcher administered the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test to 65
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fourth-year students selected randomly from all fourth-year English majors at Al-Aqsa
University. Second, she conducted semi-structured interviews with fifteen chosen students from
the 65 students. The fifteen students took the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test for the
first time and did not attend any TOEFL preparation courses. The researcher interviewed them in
five groups, each of three students with different proficiency levels. Third, the researcher
interviewed four other students with background experiences with the TOEFL iBT reading test
and attended TOEFL preparation courses. The researcher interviewed each student separately.
Fourth, the researcher conducted separate interviews with three English reading instructors. Each
of the interviews lasted for twenty-thirty minutes and was audio-taped. Furthermore, the
participants used their native language (Arabic) while talking to express their thoughts and views
freely.
To analyze the qualitative data, the researcher employed the qualitative data analysis steps
given by Lodico, Spaulding, and Voegtle (2006) in analyzing the interviews. The interviews with
all participants in the present study were transcribed, coded, and organized into many categories
including four categories related to the fifteen students' discussions (i.e., the irrelevance of the
topics of the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test to students' content background
knowledge, irrelevance of the vocabulary included in the revised TOEFL paper-delivered
reading test to students' background knowledge, lack of opportunities for training students on
practicing higher-order thinking skills, and students' inability to work under time pressure), two
categories related to the four students' interviews (i.e., the irrelevance of the topics of the TOEFL
iBT reading test to students' content background knowledge, irrelevance of the vocabulary
included in the TOEFL iBT reading test to students' background knowledge), and four categories
related to the three instructors' interviews (i.e., the irrelevance of the topics of the TOEFL iBT
reading sets to students' content background knowledge, students' lack of linguistic proficiency,
students' lack of exposure to lengthy passages, and students' slow reading speed). Another
researcher reviewed and coded the data to establish credibility, and the two researchers agreed on
85% of the coded data.
Results
Results of the Revised TOEFL paper-delivered Reading Test
First, the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test was employed to determine the
participants' performance levels in the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test. Table 1
shows the descriptive statistics for the participants' performance levels in the revised TOEFL
paper-delivered reading test.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the participant's performance in the revised TOEFL paperdelivered reading test
Level
Raw Frequency
Percent Frequency
90% and above
0
0
80%-89.9%
70%-79.9%
Less than 70%
Total
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The Table shows that 77% of the students' scores were less than 70%, which indicates
that the students' performance level in the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test was
flawed.
Results of the First Semi-structured Interview (a focus group interview)
For identifying the participants' problems with the revised TOEFL paper-delivered
reading test, the researcher conducted semi-structured interviews with fifteen students who
administered the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test without taking any TOEFL
preparation courses. The interviews data showed that most of the students (fourteen students)
complained that the test topics are complicated and unfamiliar.
Participant T. 15 (a male student with a low proficiency level): I think that the topics of the sets are
very tough, unfamiliar, and uninteresting.
Participant T. 2 (a female student with a high proficiency level): The topics are very challenging,
and they are unrelated to our specialization.

As the topics of the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading collections, the vocabulary
included in such sets was strange and difficult to understand.
Participant T. 1 (a female student with a high proficiency level): The reading sets include difficult
and strange words. Such words are not related to the subjects I study in the university. We learn ELT
and literature courses. How then can we recognize the meanings of such difficult words? We never
studied courses related to such topics.
Participant T. 5 (a female student with an intermediate proficiency level): I felt anxious when I met
difficult words while reading. I could guess only 30% of the unknown words.
A third problem is the lack of opportunities for training students on practicing higher-order
thinking skills (i.e., predicting, summarizing, and finding information implied in the passages). More
than half of the students (ten students) reported that they used to answer questions requiring explicit
answers.
Participant T. 9 (a male student with a high proficiency level): The questions are very tough, as they
require implicit information.
Participant T. 4 (a female student with an intermediate proficiency level): Some questions were
difficult, such as the summarizing questions. Answering such questions requires understanding the
whole passage.
Participant T. 6 (a male student with an intermediate proficiency level): I never worked on such
questions in reading classes.
It was evident that most of the participants did not use to practice higher-order thinking
skills in reading classes (i.e., predicting, drawing inferences, and summarizing). Consequently,
they encountered difficulties when answering the questions of the revised TOEFL paper-delivered
reading test.

A fourth problem is the students' inability to work under time pressure. Many
interviewees complained that they felt stressed because the time allocated for the revised TOEFL
paper-delivered reading test was inadequate.
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Participant T. 11(a male student with an intermediate proficiency level): The time was not enough for
understanding the passages and answering all questions associated with them. Unlike this test, my
reading tests in school and university were not stressful.
Participant T. 14 (a female student with a high proficiency level): I had to look at my watch many
times during the test. That is why I felt anxious, and I did not like the test at all.
It seems that most students interviewed were not used to practicing reading tests under time
pressure, and therefore they felt anxious when taking the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading
test.
In short, the interviews data reported the students' problems with the revised TOEFL paperdelivered reading test. The study showed the irrelevance of the topics of the TOEFL paperdelivered reading sets to the students' content background knowledge, the irrelevance of the
vocabulary included in the TOEFL paper-delivered reading scenes to the students' background
knowledge, lack of opportunities for training students on practicing higher-order thinking skills
(i.e., predicting, summarizing, and finding information implied in the passages) , and students'
inability to work under time pressure.
Results of the Second Semi-structured Interview (an individual interview)
The researcher conducted semi-structured interviews with four students who had
background experiences in the TOEFL iBT reading test. The interviews data revealed that
congruent with participants' views on the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test; the
participants complained that the topics of the TOEFL iBT reading sets were unfamiliar and
irrelevant to the students' interests and background content knowledge i.e., specialization.
Participant T. 1 (a female student with a high proficiency level): Most of the topics of the reading sets
are scientific, the thing which is suitable for scientific-section students rather than us, literary section
students. Of course, scientific-section students will outperform us in the test.
Participant T. 3 (a female student with an intermediate proficiency level): In fact, I feel very anxious
when I see the TOEFL iBT reading sets. The topics the test covers are not related to my field (i.e.,
education and literature). Even after finishing the training period, I did not like such issues at all.
Participant T. 4 (a male student with an intermediate proficiency level): luck plays a significant role
in the TOEFL reading iBT. The topics of the reading sets may be relevant to some students'
specializations and irrelevant to other students' fields.
Another problem reported by three students was related to vocabulary included in the TOEFL
iBT reading sets. According to them, such words are difficult and irrelevant to their background
knowledge i.e., specialization.
Participant T. 4 (a male student with an intermediate proficiency level) Sometimes, I find it very
difficult to guess the meanings of unknown words in the routes. If the passages are related to our
specialization, I can imagine the implications of obscure words. Neither the topics nor the words are
related to our knowledge. How then can I guess the meaning of unknown words?
It is apparent that all students interviewed in this study had the same views on the topics and
vocabulary of the reading sections of the TOEFL iBT test and the revised TOEFL paper-delivered
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test. From their perspectives, such topics and vocabulary are unfamiliar, complicated, and
irrelevant to their background knowledge i.e., fields of study.
Results of the Third Semi-structured Interview (an individual interview)
To identify Al-Aqsa University EFL students' problems with the TOEFL iBT reading test
as perceived by their instructors, the researcher conducted three individual interviews with three
instructors who taught English reading at Al-Aqsa University. The interviews analysis revealed
that the reading sections of the TOEFL iBT tests were the most problematic due to the topics of
the reading sets.

Instructor 1: The problem is that the topics are super academic, and the students are not familiar
with such issues.
Instructor 2: I think that the students have difficulties with most topics because they are difficult
to understand and not covered in their university courses. Most English department students do
not have any background knowledge about the information included in the passages.
Additionally, two interviewees revealed that one main factor contributing to the students'
problems with the TOEFL iBT reading test was the students' lack of linguistic proficiency.

Instructor 2: Some students cannot answer the questions of the TOEFL reading tests because
they do not have adequate linguistic abilities, such as grammatical and lexical competencies.
Instructor 3: Some students need to develop their linguistic abilities to be able to comprehend
passages.
Instructor 2: The primary reason for the student's poor reading comprehension is a lack of
linguistic knowledge. Indeed, many students do not have the required linguistic competence
needed to practice reading comprehension and other language skills, such as listening, speaking,
and writing.
Moreover, one of the three interviewees reported that some students complained about
the length of the passages because they lacked exposure to such types of standardized tests.
Instructor 3: I think that some students have problems with the length of the TOEFL iBT sets,
perhaps because they used to get exposed to short passages rather than lengthy passages.
Furthermore, the interviews showed that the students' slow reading speed was another
problem the students encountered when taking standardized tests, including the TOEFL iBT
reading tests.
Instructor 2: Many students complained that the time of the test was not adequate. They need to
develop their reading speed and train themselves on time limits when reading a passage.
To sum up, the interviews with the three instructors revealed the students' problems with
the TOEFL iBT reading tests. Examples of such issues were the irrelevance of the TOEFL iBT
reading sets to students' content background knowledge, students' lack of exposure to lengthy
passages, students' slow reading speed, and students' lack of linguistic proficiency.
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Discussion of the Research Results
One of the study results indicated that all participants (i.e., the students with background
experiences in the TOEFL preparation courses (2019-2021), the students who did not attend any
TOEFL preparation courses, and the instructors) complained about the topics of the TOEFL iBT
reading test and the revised TOEFL paper-delivered reading test. The topics are unfamiliar,
complicated, and irrelevant to the students' interests and fields of study. Additionally, some
students reported that luck might play a significant role in passing the TOEFL iBT reading tests.
A topic of a reading set might be relevant to some students' content background knowledge and
irrelevant to others' knowledge, depending on a student's specialization. The students'
unfamiliarity with the topics of the TOEFL reading sets might prevent them from activating their
content background knowledge i.e., content schemata. In this context, Carrell and Eisterhold
(2012) view that the reader's failure to activate content schemata (the background knowledge of
the content area of a text) results in many degrees of non-comprehension. Halfyard (1997) also
emphasizes the significant role of background experiences in facilitating the process of reading.
Based on that, the researcher advises E.T.S experts to select reading sets relevant to students'
different content background knowledge i.e., specializations. In other words, the experts should
prepare sets with various topics meeting all students' fields (i.e., preparing sets with scientific
topics for scientific-section students and literary subjects for literary-section students, etc.).
Consequently, the tests can activate the students' background content knowledge, and luck will
not play a role in passing the TOEFL iBT reading tests.
A second result drawn in the present study was the students' inability to practice higher-order
thinking skills. The interviews revealed that most of the students who did not attend any TOEFL
reading iBT preparation courses were not able to use a certain number of reading sub-skills (i.e.,
predicting, summarizing, and finding information implied in the passages). In this respect, Hammad
(2014) indicated that Gaza public preparatory students did not practice reading sub-skills
required for arriving at a global understanding of a text, and they focused on explicit information
in the texts. Moreover, Samad, Jannah, and Fitriani (2017) also found that the most challenging
skills Syiah Kuala University students encountered when administering TOEFL reading
comprehension test were deducing implied details, using context for guessing meanings of
difficult words, finding main ideas, and determining meanings from word parts. According to
Grellet (1981), reading includes understanding explicit and implicit information stated in a
written text and going outside the text. A teacher should prepare a variety of exercises through
which many skills are to be covered. Therefore, for EFL university students to reach complete
comprehension of texts, both teachers and students at Al-Aqsa University should focus on
reading sub-skills (i.e., higher-order thinking skills) including drawing inferences, summarizing,
predicting, and making suggestions) in reading classes.

A third problem was students' slow reading speed. The three instructors in this study
reported that most students were slow readers. Related to learners' reading speed, Chang and Millett
(2013) view that timed reading activities can increase EFL students' reading speed and reading
comprehension. Additionally, Macalister (010) provides that reading rate is one dimension of
reading fluency. Macalister also states that a learner can develop reading speed through three
approaches, including easy extensive reading (reading accessible texts for pleasure), repeated
reading (reading the exact text repeatedly either silently or aloud) and speed reading (reading
many readers of a fixed length written with a restricted lexicon followed by several multipleArab World English Journal
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choice questions). Nation (2009) also refers that speed reading is essential for developing reading
fluency, where learners focus on increasing their reading speed with a good level of
comprehension. In speed reading courses, the materials should be within the students'
proficiency level. Thus, it is advisable for the Palestinian EFL teachers to time all reading activities
since timing in silent reading could force learners to read faster. The study also advises the
teachers to employ practical approaches (i.e., extensive reading, repeated reading, and speed
reading) to develop the student's reading rate.
The fourth problem was that the student's lack of exposure to lengthy passages. The
interviews with the three instructors showed that some students who had previous experiences
with the TOEFL iBT reading preparation courses were concerned about the length of the TOEFL
iBT reading passages. In this respect, Jalilehvand (2012) affirmed that text length had no
statistically significant effect on the EFL students' performance in the reading comprehension
tests. The primary reason for the student's concerns about the size of the passages might be the
lack of exposure to longer texts in reading classes. Consequently, the study strongly advises
Gaza EFL instructors to train the students to practice reading longer texts in English reading
classes.
A final problem was the students' lack of linguistic proficiency. According to the three
instructors interviewed in the present study, lack of linguistic ability (lexis and grammar)
contributed to poor reading comprehension and low scores in all reading tests, including the
TOEFL iBT reading tests. Congruent with this result, some studies (e.g., Akmal, Risdaneva,
Habiburrahim, & Sari, 2020; Fajri, 2019) indicated that lack of vocabulary was one of the
Indonesian EFL students' problems with the TOEFL tests. Tsai (2018) provides that there is a
correlation between linguistic knowledge and reading comprehension. According to Tsai, a
learner can facilitate reading comprehension through linguistic knowledge at different levels,
including the lower-level processing (i.e., orthographic knowledge, vocabulary knowledge, and
word recognition process) and higher-level processing (i.e., syntactic expertise and knowledge of
text structure). Consequently, it is recommendable for English department students at Al-Aqsa
University to develop their linguistic competence since it is crucial to enhance their reading
comprehension levels.
Recommendations
Based on the above, the study offers the following recommendations:
- The study advises E.T.S experts to select reading sets relevant to students' different
content background knowledge i.e., fields of study. In other words, the experts should
prepare sets with various topics meeting all students' specializations (i.e., preparing sets
with scientific topics for scientific-section students and literary subjects for literarysection students, etc.). Consequently, the students can activate their background content
knowledge, and luck will not play a role in passing the TOEFL iBT reading tests.
- It is recommendable for both teachers and students at Al-Aqsa University to focus on
EFL reading sub-skills (i.e., higher-order thinking skills), including drawing inferences,
summarizing, predicting, and making suggestions) in reading classes.
- It is advisable for the Gaza EFL teachers to time all reading activities since timing in silent
reading could force learners to read faster. The teachers should also employ practical
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approaches (i.e., extensive reading, repeated reading, and speed reading) to develop the
student's reading rate.
The study advises Gaza EFL instructors to train the students to practice reading longer
texts in English reading classes.
It is advisable for English department students at Al-Aqsa University to develop their
linguistic competence since it is crucial to enhance their reading comprehension levels.

Conclusion
The study indicated that the participants' performance level in the revised TOEFL paperdelivered reading test was flawed. It reported the students' problems with the revised TOEFL
paper-delivered reading test as perceived by the students. Such issues included the irrelevance of
the topics of the TOEFL paper-delivered reading sets to the student's content background
knowledge, the irrelevance of the vocabulary included in the TOEFL paper-delivered reading tests
to the student's background knowledge, lack of opportunities for training students on practicing
higher-order thinking skills (i.e., predicting, summarizing, and finding information implied in the
passages), and student's inability to work under time pressure. Furthermore, the study revealed
that the students with background experiences in the TOEFL iBT reading tests had problems with the
topics and vocabulary of the reading sections of the TOEFL iBT test. From their perspectives, such
issues and language are unfamiliar, complicated, and irrelevant to their background knowledge
i.e., the field of study. Additionally, results showed the students' problems with the TOEFL iBT
reading sets as perceived by their instructors i.e., students' lack of exposure to lengthy passages,
the irrelevance of the topics of the TOEFL iBT reading scenes to students' content background
knowledge, students' slow reading speed, and students' lack of linguistic ability.
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Appendixes
Appendix (A): The Questions of the First Semi-structured Interview
1. What problems did you encounter when taking the Revised TOEFL paper-delivered Reading Test?
2. Were the topics or contents of the sets challenging? If yes, why?
3. Was the vocabulary included in the sets challenging? If yes, why?
4. Were the questions associated with the sets difficult? If yes, why?
5. Did you have problems with the time allocated for the Revised TOEFL paper-delivered Test? If
yes, why?
Appendix (B): The Questions of the Second Semi-structured Interview
1. What problems did you encounter when taking the TOEFL iBT Reading Test?
2. Were the topics or contents of the sets challanging? If yes, why?
3. Was the vocabulary included in the sets complicated? If yes, why?
4. Were the questions associated with the passages difficult? Why/Why not?
5. Was the time allocated for the TOEFL iBT Reading Test adequate? Why/Why not?
6. In case of having problems related to the previous aspects, did you overcome such problems with
the help of TOEFL preparation courses? If yes, what problems did you overcome with the help of
the TOEFL preparation courses, how?
Appendix (C): The Questions of the Third Semi-structured Interview
1. Do English department students at Al-Aqsa University have problems with the topics and contents
of the TOEFL iBT Reading Test? If yes, why? Is the student's content knowledge limited? Are the
topics or contents irrelevant to the students' university courses?
2. Do English department students at Al-Aqsa University have problems with the vocabulary
included in the TOEFL iBT Reading Test? If yes, why? Is the students' linguistic knowledge
limited? Is the language complex?
3. Do English department students at Al-Aqsa University have problems with the time devoted to the
TOEFL iBT Reading Test? Why/Why not
4. Do English department students at Al-Aqsa University have problems with the questions
associated with the Revised TOEFL paper-delivered Test and the TOEFL iBT Reading Test?
Why/Why not?
5. What other problems do English department students encounter when taking the TOEFL iBT
Reading Test?
Appendix (D): The Revised TOEFL paper-delivered Test
ETS (2019). TOEFL iBT prep plus 2020-2021: For the revised TOEFL iBT. New York: Kaplan
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Abstract
This qualitative study investigated the effect of Saudi EFL post-observation conferences on
female teachers’ professional development through assessing teachers’ reflection. It also
examined to what extent these conferences are considered reflection-enhancing. Moreover, it
contributed towards filling the gap in the literature regarding this area because of two reasons.
The first is that there is a paucity of research on functional and thematic analyses of postobservation conferences either internationally or in the Arab world. The second is that most
studies conducted in this area have only been surveyed. The sample consisted of 30 Saudi EFL
female participants divided into 10 supervisors and 20 teachers. They voluntarily recorded the
post-observation conferences conducted by them in Saudi schools in Riyadh region. Two
analytic systems are used to analyze the recordings: a functional analytic system and a thematic
one. The findings showed that post-observation conferences do not contribute towards enhancing
teachers’ reflective skills as a key element of teachers’ professional development.
Keywords: Functional and thematic analyses, reflection, Saudi EFL post-observation
conferences, supervision, teacher’s professional development
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Introduction
The supervision process plays a significant role in creating more effective learning
environments that develop teachers’ performance through determining their strengths and
weaknesses and, as a result, developing students’ learning outcomes (Aldaihani, 2017). Dickson
(2011) asserted that supervision boosts the teaching-learning process, creates favorable learning
environments, and encourages collaboration and coordination improving the educational
outcomes. He, additionally, indicated that the supervisory process contributes to teachers’
professional development, enhances the quality of learning and teaching, recognizes good and
bad traits in teachers’ practices, and provides support and help to new teachers and teachers who
are less competent to be more competent.
Most supervisory visits include three stages, which are a pre-observation conference, a
classroom observation, and finally, a post-observation conference (POC). In the first stage, what
will happen in the upcoming lesson should be discussed by both teachers and supervisors
(Pawlas & Olivia, 2008). In the second stage, supervisors use an observation form to be filled
during visiting teachers’ classes. In the post-observation conference, teachers and supervisors
meet to discuss general issues related to teachers’ teaching practices and particular events
recorded during the second stage in the classroom (Vásquez, 2004). In other words, this final
stage aims to review and reflect upon data collected during the classroom observation. This plays
a vital role in making future plans for professional development opportunities (Zepeda, 2012).
In Saudi Arabia, to the researcher’s best knowledge, there have been only a few studies
related to post-observation conferences. They have only investigated the perceptions of teachers
and supervisors towards the supervisory practices in school settings. Therefore, this research
adds to the body of knowledge through two kinds of the analysis of post-observation conferences
held by EFL (English as a Foreign language) supervisors and teachers in Saudi school settings.
The first is a functional analytic system as the functions implemented by supervisors in such
conferences have been analyzed to demonstrate the reflective functional moves produced by
them. The second is a thematic analysis that determines the thematic categories and the reflective
examples of those themes uttered by supervisors. This aims to investigate to what extent these
supervisory meetings foster teachers’ reflective practices, and, accordingly, increase their
professional development.
This research contributes towards filling the gap in the literature regarding this area
because of two reasons. The first is that there is a paucity of research on functional and thematic
analyses of post-observation conferences either internationally or in the Arab world. The second
is that most studies conducted in this area have only been surveyed. Therefore, the results of this
study may:
•
•
•

Encourage EFL supervisors since they are directed to examine teachers’ work to be
engaged in successful post-observation conferences.
Provide Saudi educators who are interested in supervision conferences with the current
literature that is related to a new aspect that has never been investigated in Saudi Arabia.
As a result, to guide this research, the following questions have been addressed:
What are the common functions implemented by Saudi EFL supervisors in postobservation conferences?
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What are the major themes used by Saudi EFL supervisors in the intended discourse of
teacher-supervisor post-observation conferences?
How far do post-observation conferences foster Saudi EFL teachers’ reflection?

Literature Review
The Effect of Supervision on Teacher’s Professional Development
Researchers are different in their perceptions, comprehension, and orientations of the
supervision framework. Thus, they have not agreed on a precise definition of this term. For
example, it is defined as “a democratic, strategic, resourceful, and coordinating process during
which supervisors and teachers come together to stimulate discussions and suggestions, provoke
reflective thoughts and weed out deficiencies in the educational setting” (Hismanoglu &
Hismanoglu, 2010, p. 20). It is, additionally, defined as an ongoing process of teacher education
in which the supervisor observes the teacher’s practices in the classroom focusing on the goal of
improved instruction (Gebhard,1990). Beach and Reinhartz (2000) indicated that it is a
complicated process that requires working with teachers supporting the collegiality and
collaboration in order to develop the quality of teaching and learning within schools. From the
definitions mentioned above, supervision can be defined as an ongoing, complex, and
consultative process of providing feedback and guidance that aims to improve instruction and
enhance teachers’ development and, as a result, to promote the quality of teaching and learning
through observation and discussion within collegial and collaborative environments.
However, supervision and evaluation are, sometimes, used interchangeably in the
literature. While both are crucial, they have separate but complementary functions, and they both
have different features. The purpose of these two processes is not always the same. Supervision
is a formative process that leads to enhance the growth of teachers and assess their professional
development needs (Eady & Zepeda, 2007). On the other hand, the evaluation of teachers
represents an organizational duty providing an overall formal assessment of the competence and
performance of teachers (Coimbra, 2013). The aim of evaluation is to prove rather than to
improve. In other words, checklists and ratings prove that teachers meet a particular standard
with little or no regard to their professional development (Tracy, 1995). Evaluation ensures that
the performance of each teacher identifies his/her competence level. The evaluator’s duties
depend on objectives and targets that are set based on specific pedagogical frameworks
(Coimbra, 2013).
Effective professional growth plays a role in changing their teaching philosophy.
Kutsyuruba (2003) defined Teacher’s Professional Development (TPD) as a basic component of
continuous teacher education that is concerned with developing the instructional methods used
by teachers and improving teachers’ abilities to adapt instruction to meet their students’ needs as
well as their skills concerning how to manage their classrooms. Moreover, Hismanoglu (2010)
stated that it is “an ongoing learning process in which teachers primarily aim at how to teach in
accordance with the expectations and needs of the students” (p. 990). The relationship of
supervision and teacher’s professional growth cannot be underestimated (Beach & Reinhartz,
2000). Understanding the way of how teachers learn helps supervisors to make plans for direct
assistance, in-service education, developing the curriculum, group development, and action
research at a suitable level to encourage professional development and improvement of
instruction (Mandell, 2006). However, it has been suggested that professional growth cannot be
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separated from reflection, which is considered a bottom-up approach to teachers’ professional
development (Farrell, 2007). This helps teachers to better solve their problems, use alternative
strategies, and be aware of their students’ needs (Shotte, 2008).
Reflection
In teaching, most people misunderstand and criticize the term reflection for being
ambiguous (Alrumaih, 2016). This misunderstanding is because of the difference of the
perspectives towards teaching, learning, and schooling among those who adopt this concept. ElOkda (2008) defined it as “an ongoing, enquiry-based process involving teachers’ commitment,
either individually or collaboratively, to explore teaching, learning and all aspects of the
teaching-learning context; and to uncover the tacit beliefs, assumptions and values underlying
their teaching practices” (p. 2). Reflection is a bottom-up approach to teacher’s professional
development. This approach is based on the belief that both novice and experienced teachers can
better understand their own teaching practices through conscious and systematic reflecting on
their teaching experiences. That is, teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning must be
critically examined by articulating their beliefs and comparing them to their actual classroom
practices to investigate whether there is any contradiction between their practices and such
underlying beliefs (Farrell, 2007).
The Significance of Reflection as a Tool of Teacher’s Professional Development
Reflection is said to be beneficial for TPD as it causes teachers to pay attention to some
aspects of their teaching practices to enhance them (Al-Abri, 2011). It has been argued that being
more experienced alone does not help to learn, accordingly, reflection on experience is
significant (Loughran, 2002). Engaging in reflective practices helps teachers to deeply
understand their teaching actions, evaluate their professional development, enhance their
decision-making skills, and become proactive and confident in their teaching (Feiman-Namser &
Floden, 1986). It has been proven that reflection has an influence on professional development
programs as well as on teachers as professional practitioners. (Alanazi, 2016). It has been
indicated that reflection makes teachers able to act independently. They become capable of selfcontrolling over their professional tasks. With the help of reflection, autonomous teachers can
recognize all political, social, and other ideological factors that are embedded in educational
settings. (Bengtsson, 1995). In line with this, Alanazi (2016) stated that reflection enables
teachers to be professional and develop their teaching and classroom practices. In other words,
teachers can review and investigate what they have implemented in the classroom, carry out
changes in practices, and then review and investigate again alternative or enhanced actions.
Reflective practices greatly encourage the professional development of teachers. Susoy
(2015) conducted a study that emphasizes the benefits gained by the pre-service teachers from
watching their own teaching videos. This enabled them to assess themselves depending on such
recorded videos. This practice increased their awareness of events which they could not identify
in the classroom. Another study conducted by Abednia, Hovassapian, Teimournezhad and
Ganbari (2013) on using journal writing as a reflective practice revealed that there have been
several advantages of using a journal in making reflections since it enhances self-awareness,
develops personal understanding, constructs reflection and reasons skills, and integrates into
conversations with supervisors.
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In the supervision context, teachers need to be reflective practitioners by providing them
with convenient tools to promote their own professional practices. The post-observation
conference is considered the best context for supervisor-teacher interactions. That is, by
discussing the observed lesson, the teacher, and the supervisor can analyze the teacher’s
performance, and he/she should actively participate in the reflective process (Orland-Barak &
Klein, 2005). Gwyn-Paquette (2001) collected data by recording the interactions that occurred
between supervisors and teachers at a secondary school level. He aimed to help teachers to
develop their understanding of cooperative learning to be carried out in their classes. The
findings showed that the supervisors played a basic role in supporting prospective teachers in
problem-solving, reflective practices and the discussion of theoretical principles. In addition,
Waring (2013) analyzed video-recorded post-observation conferences between a course
instructor and four graduate practicum students in an MA TESOL program in the US. He stated
that the supervisor’s skills supported the idea that more direct interventionist skills can be
conducive to reflection. He highlighted how assessment and advice can foster reflection
indirectly because his sample did not explicitly integrate in reflective practices but, rather, he
managed to do that.
Arikan (2004) claimed that teacher observation is significant because of gathering
information that can be used for teachers’ formative and summative assessment. The formative
one is emphasized over the summative one if the main concern is to enhance teachers’
performance. The information is utilized to provide necessary feedback to teachers to develop
their teaching practices. This feedback usually occurs during post-observation conference. To
improve reflection through the post-observation conference, the supervisor should not ask a lot
of frequent questions because this will make the teacher feels as if he/she is being interrogated.
An opportunity should be provided to the teacher to freely reflect upon the observed lesson, with
the supervisor’s help through occasional probing questions or comments (Al-Abri, 2011).
Reflection in the Saudi Context
To the researcher’s best knowledge, a few studies have been conducted on reflection
among Saudi teachers. For example, Sibahi (2015) investigated EFL teachers’ attitudes towards
reflective teaching as a tool for professional growth of teachers, and the challenges related to the
higher education in Saudi Arabia. She used semi-structured interviews with four EFL Saudi
college instructors. The results showed that the participants were aware of the value of the
reflective practices. However, some of them mentioned some uncertainties regarding reflection
and some limitations impeding reflective teaching in Saudi Arabia. She emphasized the essential
need of providing in-service teachers with professional training on reflective teaching.
In line with this, Shukri (2014) explored the perceptions of EFL Saudi teachers towards
reflective skills as a tool for developing teachers professionally and the challenges regarding this
aspect in the higher education in the Saudi context. She focused on raising teachers’ awareness
of the importance of teachers’ professional development and its influence on meeting their
students’ needs. She used a structured questionnaire as a quantitative methodology followed by a
qualitative analysis of the results. The findings showed a strong relationship between reflective
teaching and professionalism in teaching. Furthermore, Almazrawi (2014) investigated the
reflective skills and attitudes of Saudi female in-service teachers. She used a survey and
individual interviews. The data analyzed revealed that those participants had weaknesses in their
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reflective teaching skills and attitudes. However, she suggested that it is better to enable teachers
to modify the curriculum and to enhance their own teaching styles.
Methods
To investigate to what extent post-observation conferences held by Saudi EFL female
supervisors in Riyadh region contribute to female teachers’ professional growth through
assessing teachers’ reflection, a qualitative approach was mainly adopted.
Participants
The sample consisted of 30 Saudi EFL female participants (10 supervisors and 20
teachers) who were selected randomly. The supervisors voluntarily recorded the POCs with
different teachers in Saudi schools at different levels in the academic year 2018/2019 in Riyadh
region. This resulted in 20 recordings. For ethical purposes, each supervisor was awarded a code
from A to J and each teacher and transcription of the recordings were given a serial number from
one to 20.
Research Instruments
This study used two analytic systems to analyze the recordings of the POCs held by
Saudi EFL supervisors and teachers. The first was a functional analytic system as the functions
implemented by supervisors in those conferences were analyzed to demonstrate the reflective
functional moves produced by them. The second was a thematic analysis that determined the
thematic categories and the reflective examples of those themes used by supervisors in the
intended discourse of the teacher-supervisor POCs. Each meeting that occurred between the
supervisors and the teachers was recorded and transcribed. After that, the two analytic systems
were used to analyze those transcribed recordings. The analytic systems stem from two
resources. The first is what has been developed by El-Okda (1997). The second resource is AlAbri’s (2011) modified version of El-Okda’s (2008) system.
Functional Analytic System
This study has adopted three main functions from El-Okda’s (1997) study, which are
Describe, Direct, and Evaluate, and added another function which is Elicit from Al-Abri’s
(2011) study. The supervisors’ sub-functions are classified under each main function as follows
(El-Okda, 1997; Al-Abri, 2011):
Describe. It includes:
• Describing an observed practice.
• Describing a practical reason of an observed practice.
• Describing consequences of an observed practice.
• Relating reasons to language teaching principles.
Direct. It includes:
• Directing teachers to act in a specific way.
• Proposing an alternative practice to an observed practice.
• Presenting the rationale for or explain the advice or suggestion provided.
Evaluate. It involves:
• Evaluating whether an observed practice is appropriate or not.
• Clarifying a judgment or opinion.
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Using some expressions such as excellent or good job and some thanking expressions
that are related to evaluative comments only.

Elicit. It includes:
• Eliciting a description of an observed practice.
• Eliciting a practical reason of an observed practice.
• Eliciting what has possibly resulted from an observed practice.
• Eliciting beliefs underlying an observed practice.
• Eliciting some alternative practices to an observed practice.
• Eliciting some consequences of alternatives.
• Eliciting the evaluation of an observed practice.
• Eliciting linguistic knowledge such as spelling and pronunciation.
• Eliciting pedagogical knowledge.
• Eliciting the lesson’s objectives.
• Eliciting a summary of the whole of discussion or even some points of what has been
discussed.
• Eliciting an agreement of teachers on some points.
• Eliciting clarification.
According to Al-Abri (2011), when the supervisor describes, directs, or evaluates during
the POC, it is not necessary that he/she helps the teacher to critically think. To enhance teacher’s
reflection, the supervisor should ask the teacher to state the practical reason for an observed
practice, uncover his/her tacit belief that underlies the practical reason, discuss the results of an
observed practice, and elicit an alternative to an observed practice as well as its consequences.
Therefore, the moves of elicitation used by the supervisor can be classified into Reflectionenhancing and Non-reflection enhancing moves. It is possible to distinguish those types of
moves as Reflection-enhancing moves require the teacher to think deeply and analyze their
teaching practices critically while Non-reflection-enhancing moves require teachers just to recall
their actions occurred in the classroom. Thus, Elicit move can be divided into two moves as
follows:
Reflection-enhancing elicit. It includes:
(1) Elicit a practical reason for an observed practice
(2) Elicit results of an observed practice
(3) Elicit beliefs underlying an observed practice
(4) Elicit an alternative to an observed practice
(5) Elicit consequences of an alternative practice
(6) Elicit evaluation of an observed practice
Non-reflection-enhancing elicit. It involves:
(1) Elicit a description of an observed practice
(2) Elicit linguistic knowledge
(3) Elicit pedagogical knowledge
(4) Elicit lesson’s objectives
(5) Elicit a summary of a discussion
(6) Elicit an agreement of the teacher
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(7) Elicit clarification
Thematic Analytic System
The research is mainly based on five categories. They are (Al-Abri, 2011):
Planning and preparation
This includes planning for the whole semester, how to manage the classroom time, how
to plan for lessons and units, the aims and objectives of the semester, units and lessons, and the
instructional materials used
Lesson delivery and classroom performance
This involves describing the classroom procedure, the pace of the lessons, warm-up
activities, how effective the techniques used are, the assumptions/beliefs underlying the use of
specific techniques, techniques used for questioning, and language proficiency.
Classroom management issues
These include issues such as class control, instructions, seating arrangements, nomination
techniques, interaction patterns, and talk time for both teachers and students taking into
consideration individual differences and reinforcement.
Continuous assessment
This is related to several issues such as the continuous and formal assessment of student
performance and progress provided by teachers, gaining benefits from the information on
students’ assessment for the purposes of planning and preparation, correcting the written work,
and maintaining students’ portfolios.
Other administrative issues
These cover various issues such as absence issues, meetings held in the departments,
collaboration with colleagues, contributions to workshops, and peer observation.
Procedure
1. Before the implementation of the study, a permission to conduct the research was taken
from the Saudi Ministry of Education.
2. The anonymity and confidentiality of the participants’ identities have been ensured and the
consent was given by them.
3. The post-observation conferences that occurred between the supervisors and the teachers
were recorded to be systematically analyzed in terms of their functional and thematic
categories.
4. The data was collected.
5. The data was then analyzed.
6. Recommendations and suggestions were provided depending on the findings obtained.
Results
Functional Data Analysis
Quantitative Analysis of the Functional Data
According to the data, the total number of the main functional categories is 1776. The
most frequent function that occurs in the recordings is Evaluate appearing 451 times and
constituting 25.4%. It is very close to the category Direct, which appears in 445 instances
representing 25.1%. It is followed by the category Non-reflection-enhancing elicit which occurs
in 421 utterances representing 23.7%. The next main function which is found in 341 examples
constituting 19.2% is Describe. Reflection-enhancing elicit is the least frequent one as it appears
in only 118 utterances and represents 6.6%.
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Reflection-enhancing elicit move is closely looked at since the aim of the present study is
to investigate the number of the reflective moves in the POCs. The total number of these moves
is 118 distributed among six sub-functions. The most frequent sub-functional move under the
main function Reflection-enhancing elicit is Elicit a practical reason for an observed practice. It
appears 44 times representing 37.3% of the total number of such moves in this category. It is
followed by Elicit beliefs underlying an observed practice, which occurs in 23 instances
constituting 19.5%. Coming third is Elicit an alternative to an observed practice appearing in 21
examples and making a percentage of 17.8%. The next move is Elicit the evaluation of an
observed practice with a total number of 14 and so 11.8%. Elicit results of an observed practice
comes fifth and it happens 10 times constituting 8.5%. The least frequent sub-functional move is
Elicit consequences of an alternative practice with six frequencies representing 5.1%.
Qualitative Analysis of the Functional Data
Evaluate
It is the most frequent category among the five main functions. According to the
recordings, the nature of the most discussions are evaluative. The data reveals that the
supervisors tend to directly evaluate the teachers. These evaluative comments do not foster
teachers’ reflection even if they are positive. In addition, the data indicates that the supervisors
pay great attention to stating the teachers’ strengths and weaknesses and evaluating the teachers’
performance because they are required to prepare evaluative reports on the teachers. However, it
is supposed that supervisors should give teachers opportunities to self-evaluate their own
teaching practices because this would help to enhance their reflection. The supervisors’ practices
are judgmental and non-reflective.
Direct

It is the second main function in terms of frequency. The findings show that, in the most
cases, the supervisors provide the teachers with advisory comments as they want teachers to
follow their instructions. The supervisors only tend to direct the teachers to change their
practices and follow what the supervisors say.
Non-reflection-enhancing elicit
It is the third most frequent main function. It does not require the teacher to think
critically. Most of the time, in this study, the supervisors either ask the teachers to describe how
they carry out particular practices or ask them to clarify something. Most of the examples
collected show that the supervisors follow the teachers’ answers by giving them a piece of advice
or an evaluative comment. They do not attempt to ask questions that promote the teachers to
think critically, such as ‘how can the strategy you used contribute to developing your students
and making them more active in the class?’. This kind of questions helps teachers to deeply think
and, accordingly, enhance their reflection.
Describe
It is the fourth main function in terms of frequency. In this category, the supervisors are
the ones who describe an observed practice, a practical reason for an observed practice, and
consequences of an observed practice. However, supervisors should give teachers opportunities
to elicit a description of a certain observed behavior because this requires teachers to think
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critically. As a result, this enhances their reflection which is considered an important component
of their professional development.
Reflection-enhancing elicit
It is what this research is mainly concerned with. This is the least frequent category
among the other main functions. The most frequent sub-functional move belonging to this
category is Elicit a practical reason for an observed practice appearing in 44 examples with
37.3% of the total number of this category. The next sub-function that frequently occurs is Elicit
beliefs underlying an observed practice with 23 instances and 19.5%. It is followed by Elicit an
alternative to an observed practice appearing 21 times and constituting 17.8%. The fourth place
goes to Elicit evaluation of an observed practice as it represents 11.8% with only 14 examples.
The two least frequent moves are Elicit results of an observed practice and Elicit consequences
of an alternative practice with only 10 and 6 instances (8.5% and 5.1%) respectively.
Thematic Data Analysis
Quantitative Analysis of the Thematic Data
The frequencies of the thematic categories vary among the 20 post-observation
conferences. According to the data, the total number of these categories is 865. The total number
of the category Lesson delivery and classroom performance is 467 constituting 54.8% of the
categories total number. It is the most frequent theme that occurs in the recorded meetings. The
second category is Planning and preparation which appears in 269 instances representing
31.2%. This is followed by the category Classroom management which occurs in 85 utterances
representing 9.8%. The next theme which appears in 28 utterances and constitutes 3.2% is
Continuous assessment. The theme Administrative issues is the least frequent one as it appears in
only 16 utterances representing 1.8%.
The utterances produced by the supervisors are analyzed twice, as functions and as
themes. As mentioned earlier, the functional moves are 1776 moves and the thematic moves are
865 moves. However, some functional moves do not match any of the five themes mentioned
above. The functional moves that are classified as reflection-enhancing are 118 out of 1776. Out
of these 118 moves, only 77 moves match specific themes representing 8.9% of the total number
of the whole moves.
The total number of reflective instances related to the category Lesson delivery and
classroom performance is 43 constituting 55.8%, followed by Planning and preparation which
appears in 21 examples making 27.8%. Coming after these two themes is the category
Classroom management with 11 reflective instances representing 14.3%. The last theme is
Continuous assessment, which has only two examples representing just 2.7% of the total number
of reflective instances. Regarding the theme Administrative issues, there are no reflective
utterances at all.
Qualitative Analysis of the thematic Data
Analyzing the recorded conferences reveals that 865 thematic moves are used in those
conferences. What this study is concerned with is how much the reflection is involved in each
theme to investigate the effect of the supervisory process on teachers’ professional development
throughout reflective moves. The data shows that the reflective instances vary from one theme to
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another. It clarifies that the main focus of the supervisors during such conferences is on Lesson
delivery and classroom performance. Regarding this theme, the supervisors talk about the
practices performed inside the classroom. Those practices include classroom procedure, the
delivery method, warm-up activities, the strategies followed, techniques used for questioning,
and language proficiency. This theme appears 467 times, but only 43 instances are considered
reflective moves.
In addition, the findings show that the second concern of the supervisors is Planning and
preparation. They come across issues related to planning for lessons, the aims and objectives of
the units, and the instructional materials used. They do not pay much attention to unit planners or
the objectives of the semester. Also, they do not ask about how those objectives are related to the
specific or general objectives of the observed lessons or the units. This theme appears in 269
instances and only 21 are considered reflective moves.
As for Classroom management, the supervisors concentrate only on instructions, seating
arrangements, time of talking for both the teachers and the students and reinforcing the students.
Regarding this category, the focus of some supervisors is on that some teachers do not give the
students enough time to participate and express themselves as they are often taking the role of
talking. Moreover, the instruction is mainly taken into consideration. Some of the supervisors
comment a lot on how the teachers instructed the students.
The supervisors are not often found to be focusing on issues related to Continuous
assessment. Regarding this theme, they spend most of their time talking about how the strategies
used can impact on the students’ performance. Furthermore, some of the supervisors ask the
teachers to evaluate their lessons and provide them with advisory comments on what they should
do in the future to improve their practices. The least frequent theme is ‘Administrative Issues’. It
occurs in only 16 utterances. There are no examples of reflective moves. The supervisors only
express their opinions about some issues, such as the absence issues and the contributions to
workshops.
In summary, the findings emphasize that there are few reflective moves identified
throughout the analysis of the data. Furthermore, the results show how the supervisors spend
most of the time talking more than the teachers. They do not give the teachers opportunities to
think critically and reflect on their practices. They are talking about what happen in the
classroom, commenting on the teachers’ practices, and advising the teachers to avoid specific
behaviors and perform others. Thus, it can be concluded that most of the POCs cannot be
considered reflection-enhancing in the Saudi schools. This may be due to the fact that each
supervisor should attend 60 classes during the whole school year. In each semester, the
supervisor must observe 30 teachers twice: a diagnostic visit and a technical visit. In the
diagnostic visit, the supervisor checks the students’ performance and investigate whether they
have developed. The result of this test should be based on the result of the previous test
conducted by the supervisor herself. It should also be supported by the test carried out by the
principal of the school. The supervisor examines the results and identifies the teacher’s level of
development. In the technical visit, after attending the class, the supervisor and the teacher
discuss the lesson observed and what happens in that lesson. The supervisor may demonstrate the
strengths and weaknesses of the teacher’s performance. Thus, there are no opportunities for
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supervisors to guide teachers through the steps of reflection. Therefore, it cannot be said that
most of the POCs contribute towards teacher’s professional development through fostering
teacher’s reflection.
Amount of the Supervisors’ Talk
The findings clarify that there is a variety regarding the total number of the words uttered
in the 20 recordings of the POCs. This study is concerned with the supervisors’ talks, which
varies as well. In addition, the analyzed data reveals that the supervisors are talking more than
the teachers (over 50%). This imbalance is not considered a feature of a successful reflective
conversation (Al-Abri, 2011). Table one shows the amount of the supervisors’ talk that is related
to the reflection-enhancing function.
Table1. The amount of talk done by the supervisors
The total
Supervisors’ Teachers’ Supervisors’ Teachers’
number of talk
talk
talk
talk
the uttered
%
%
words
11475

7655

3820

66.7%

33.3%

The total
number of
supervisors’
reflective
words
681

Supervisors’
reflective
words
%
8.9%

Discussion
This study investigates the effect of Saudi EFL post-observation conferences on teachers’
professional growth through assessing teachers’ reflection. The findings show that the POCs
cannot be considered reflection-enhancing tools in the Saudi context. In other words, they do not
foster teachers’ reflection as a key element of teachers’ professional development. The data
reveals that the supervisors directly evaluate the teachers. Most of the time, the supervisors’
practices are judgmental and non-reflective. This is consistent with Coimbra’s (2013) and
Tracy’s (1995) claims. Coimbra (2013) argues that evaluation provides an overall formal
assessment of teachers’ competence and performance depending on objectives based on
pedagogical frameworks. Tracy (1995) identifies that evaluation proves whether teachers meet
specific standards with little or no attention paid to their professional development, and as a
result, to their reflection. In addition, the transcribed post-observation conferences indicated that
the supervisors paid great attention to stating the teachers’ strengths and weaknesses and
evaluating the performance of the teachers because they are required to prepare evaluative
reports on the teachers, whether positively or negatively. However, it is supposed that
supervisors should give teachers opportunities to self-evaluate their own teaching practices
because this would help them to enhance their reflection. The practices of the supervisors who
participated in this study were judgmental and non-reflective. This result is not the same as what
most experts are currently calling for. For example, Arikan (2004) points out that the
supervisor’s feedback should be reflective rather than judgmental. He explains that even though
the supervisors’ work includes evaluation, they should concentrate on a formative more than a
summative evaluation of teachers because the essence of the supervision is to develop teaching
practices and improve instructions. Alanazi (2016) asserts that reflection leads teachers to
professionally examine and improve their teaching and classroom practices. It enables them to
review and investigate what they did in the classroom, implement changes in practices, and then
review and investigate again the alternative or enhanced actions.
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Moreover, in most cases, supervisors only tend to direct the teachers to change their
practices and follow what the supervisors say. This is not consistent with what has been reported
by several other researchers. Furthermore, the supervisors were the ones who described an
observed practice, a practical reason for an observed practice, and consequences of an observed
practice. However, supervisors should give teachers opportunities to elicit a description of a
certain observed behavior because this requires teachers to think critically. As a result, this
enhances their reflection, which is considered an important component of their professional
development. This contradicts with the result got from some other researchers. For example, AlAbri (2011) highlights that an opportunity should be provided to teachers, and they should feel
free to reflect upon their practices, and the help offered by supervisors can involve occasional
probing questions or just comments. Teachers should be the ones who describe an observed
action whereas supervisors should only build on those descriptions to make teachers think
critically about what happened.
In addition, the findings identify that the main function Reflection-enhancing elicit occurs
in only 118 examples, compared to the main function Evaluate that appears in 451 utterances,
which is the most frequent category that happens. This means that the supervisors spend most of
the time evaluating and commenting on the teachers’ behaviors. However, teachers have to be
aware of their tacit beliefs that underlie and direct their practices, and they should articulate their
assumptions if they want to be reflective. Moreover, teachers should critically examine those
beliefs in order to discover whether their teaching practices are effective or need to be improved
(Farrell, 2007).
To sum, it has been shown that the supervisors spend most of the time directing and
evaluating the teachers’ practices. They keep talking about the practices performed inside the
classroom, issues related to planning for lessons, the aims and objectives of the units, the
strategies and instructional materials used, seating arrangements, and some issues such as the
absence issues. In other words, the supervisors’ talk does not enhance the teachers’ reflection.
Furthermore, they are the ones who talk the most. This does not help in fostering teachers’
reflection and, consequently, contributing to their professional development. The teachers should
reflect on their practices and the supervisors should take the role of guiding them to do so, and,
as a result, the teachers will talk more; however, this did not happen. According to Stoller
(1996), supervisors should listen more and talk less in order to help teachers to actively
participate in the supervisory process. In other words, if supervisors are talking much of the time,
teachers will not find time to talk and express themselves. He claims that enough time should be
given to teachers by supervisors to be able to reflect on their practices. Furthermore, he proposes
that supervisors should support teachers to become capable of helping themselves.
Conclusion
This study discusses the analysis of the 20 recorded post-observation conferences
conducted by female Saudi EFL supervisors and teachers using the functional and the thematic
analytic systems. The findings revealed that the post-observation conferences cannot be
reflection-enhancing because of many reasons. The supervisors were talking more than the
teachers during those meetings. Moreover, the supervisors were found to be mostly asking nonreflection-enhancing questions. In addition, this result was recognized because of the rarity of the
occurrence of post-observation conferences in Saudi schools. Therefore, to make postArab World English Journal
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observation conferences reflection-enhancing, several recommendations have arisen in this
study. These are:
• Supervisors need to provide teachers with time and opportunities to talk more to be able to
critically think and reflect on their teaching practices.
• Supervisors need to be trained about reflection and reflection-enhancing strategies.
• Supervisors should seriously support teachers to develop professionally.
• Supervisors should avoid taking on the role of inspectors.
• In Saudi Arabia, the number of teachers being supervised should be reconsidered. As noted,
each supervisor should observe 60 teachers during the whole school year. Therefore, teachers
cannot be reflective practitioners because supervisors do not have enough time to conduct
more post-observation conferences with the same teachers.
• Training sessions for supervisors and teachers should be set in order to know how to be
reflective. Such sessions can be included in pre-service teacher education programs.
• Supervisors may be provided with a guide on how to foster teachers’ reflection through
conducting appropriate supervision and teachers should be enlightened about this guide.
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Abstract
Conceptualization of foreign language teaching as a cross-cultural interaction means engaging learners in
various cultural mediations. Language use becomes a form of interpretative architecture of a target
language. Understanding language use from a discursive perspective develops meta-pragmatic awareness
and interpretative capacities of learners. The study answers the question of how to design the architecture
of context analysis. This research aims to determine the effective ways of interpretative engagement of
learners with aspects of pragmatics in the Ukrainian university setting. The study investigates how the
process of interaction shapes the engagement of learners in practices of noticing, reflection, and
comparison of cross-cultural situations. The data came from a case study on cross-cultural language
learning within the second semester, 2021. The study analyzes the audio-recording of the classes,
researcher notes, and post-course interviews of 24 participants. This research used a method of the
content analysis. The study of the results, based on six categories (narrative analysis, discourse analysis,
semiotic analysis, interpretative analyses, conversation analysis, and critical analysis), showed that the
learners started to consider the nature of their cross-cultural mediation. The research proved that through
such an interpretative engagement, students become engaged into working with languages and cultures.
The study presents some recommendations for language teachers to create a meaning-making process
from multiple perspectives.
Keywords: cross-cultural context, cross-cultural language learning, interpretative engagement,
interpretation of socio-cultural context, meta-pragmatic awareness, teacher scaffolding
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Introduction
Developing the ability to interact across cultures through the medium of a foreign
language goes far beyond the acquisition of language skills. It includes recognition of diverse
cultural norms and values, the ways to use the language, and interpretation of social actions.
Foreign language teaching shows some concerns about preparing learners for interacting
with people with a wide range of cultural backgrounds, including but not limited to native
speakers of the language (McConachy, 2018). It requires a reflective and analytical engagement
to understand how culture shapes the meaning-making process in interaction.
The contribution of this study is to show the nature of the interpretative engagement of
learners with aspects of cross-cultural pragmatics. This research aims to investigate how the
process of cross-cultural interaction shapes the learners’ attention in practices of noticing,
reflection, and comparison. The study had the following target questions: What does it mean to
learn and teach a language for cross-cultural communication? How to design classroom learning
to prepare them for interacting with people with a variety of cultural backgrounds?
The research objectives of this study are as follows:
- Familiarize teachers and students with meta-pragmatic awareness through practices in learning
activities;
- Determine the design meaning-making process from multiple perspectives;
- Explore possible solutions and recommendations for constructing meta-pragmatic awareness
within classroom talk of more complex interpretations of pragmatic aspects of language in use
and insight into the interpretative architecture of learners.
Literature Review
Pragmatics and cross-cultural language teaching
The process of Language learning is the development of the ability to meaningfully
interpret and use features of a target language (Liddicoat & Scrino, 2013). This interpretation is
based on a wide range of assumptions about different cultures. It includes learners’ development
insight in the understanding of socio-cultural contexts and perceptions of cultural activities and
identities.
Cultural contexts are the means of communication. They represent the content of the
interaction, disclose the mechanism of learners’ development insight across cultures and
languages.
The concept of cultural context brings clarity to the understanding of the implementation
of the cross-cultural interaction. It allows learners to determine the impact of cross-cultural
interaction experiences on the process and results of gaining new cultural experience.
Verbitskyi (2004) has found that context is a system of internal and external factors,
conditions, and behavior of human activity affecting the peculiarities of perception,
understanding, and transformation of a particular situation. This system determines the meaning
and significance of the situation and refers to the internal and external context.
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Internal context is a unique system to every human physiological and personality
characteristics, conditions, guidelines, attitudes, knowledge, and experience; external context is a
system of subject, socio-cultural, spatial, and temporal characteristics of action situations
(Verbitskyi, 2004).
Thus, the internal (personal) context of the learner is seen as an image of the world built
in interaction under the influence of different cultures (human, ethnic, national, etc.) and
determines the individual values and sense perception, understanding, and transformation of a
particular situation of interaction as a whole and its components.
Individual learners’ contexts interpret socio-cultural contexts. The action of the internal
context mechanism, aiming at developing world view, determines the meaning, sense of
perception, and understanding of the world.
Zhukova (2005) considers the basis of this mechanism in the unity of the two processes
of thinking: reflection and anticipation. Both techniques create conditions for the relationship
between the external (socio-cultural) context and the learner’s development insight.
According to Verbytskiyi (2004), the external socio-cultural context, stated by ideas of
universal values, national, ethnic cultures, is the external condition that affects the formation of
internal relationships between variables of individual consciousness of a learner.
Cross-cultural interaction space (the context) has a sense of creating an influence on the
content and process of perception of new cultural models by IFL students in using the target
language as a mediator. Preconditions for reflection and formation attitudes of a learner, causing
a manifestation of social behavior and actions at the personal level, are formed within the crosscultural context (Solodka, 2015).
Learner’s development insight, due to the influence of cross-cultural context, can be
found at such levels that follow each other: the level of cultural sensitivity, the level of crosscultural competence, the level of subjectivity in the dialogue of cultures.
2015).

Consequently, penetration in a culture creates a personal meaning of perception (Solodka,

Learners’ Interpretative Engagement in a Cross-cultural Context
Kim (2020) says that the essential task of teaching language is to help people participate
in life. It goes beyond knowledge of the subject matter, and it goes beyond any simple type of
well-being. Language learning can immerse students in others’ worlds, and it can foster empathy
and understanding across social and political divides. But it can do so only if we base our
research and pedagogy on an adequate account of language and culture.
Learners should understand how language works as a tool of communication. It includes
the basis for initial interpretative work. Focusing on language as discourse brings learners closer
to constructing the meaning according to their communicative intentions (Haugh, 2010). This
process activates their meta-pragmatic knowledge for interpretation of language as a social act
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(Lo Castro, 2003). The interpretation of cultural contexts implicates the structuring of pragmatic
actions. It helps learners consider how the meaning works (Goodwin & Duranti, 1992) and
understand how speakers construct the meaning, interpret and evaluate contributions to talk
(Kasper & Rose, 2001). This activity demands more engagement of students’ interpretative
abilities, which leads to reflective and analytic learning when students reflect on their cultural
knowledge and experience to make sense of the language they encounter (Kearney, 2016).
McConachy (2013) thinks that classroom talk provides a context in which learner
interpretations are articulate. Articulation is instrumental in making the learners’ ideas available
for future reflection, gradually revealing the aspects of interpretative architecture through which
interpretations are operating. It helps students to account for pragmatic appropriateness and
manifest socio-cultural variables (Meier, 2015). This process creates an individual learning
recourse of students and brings it to awareness. Students’ interpretations of themselves become a
tool for collaborative learning (McConachy, 2013).
Teachers encourage the learners to think about how to use the language according to the
context when comparing norms across languages and cultures and consider alternative
interpretations concerning L2 and L1 (Liddicot & Scarino, 2013).
According to McConachy (2018), experience talk is constructed through interaction
among learners within the classroom, generates descriptive, evaluative, and explanatory accounts
of experience that create learning opportunities. In this case, the experience acquires features of a
text (who said what, in what order, and why) – experience talk functions as a resource for
learning within the reflection on L1 and individual experience of learners. Effective teacher
scaffolding generates collaborative thinking among learners, meta-pragmatic awareness through
developing insight into a cultural basis of meta-pragmatic judgments.
Crozet (1996) admits that classroom performance activities such as role-plays, combined
with post-performance reflection, create affordance for practicing intercultural mediation. The
classroom provides an important cross-cultural environment (context) in which learners can try
out different ways of interacting and, through reflection, explore the meanings and intentions
they can realize through the target language resources available to them (McConachy, 2018).
Cross-cultural consideration and comparison generate the ability to communicate in the target
language. Such insights provide a tool for learners to reflect more closely on the nature of their
language use and the meanings and impressions they wish to construct (McConachy, 2018)
Aspects of Teacher Scaffolding
The learners do not always notice the aspects of the language or emotional reactions
when they attempt to communicate. Reflection leads learners to see the elements of their
knowledge and consider them in a new light. The interpretation of them transforms into metapragmatic awareness (Houghton, 2012). Learners use reflection to specify the nature of their
emotional reactions concerning particular features of L1 and L2. It helps to understand the
importance of meta-linguistic awareness within language learning as a matter of knowledge, a
form of understanding within the cognitive and practical domains of linguistic interpretation
(McConachy, 2018).
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Language makes individuals’ perspectives on the language, and culture available to
others, and others’ reactions scaffold future reflection on the articulated perspective (Liddicoat,
2014, Swan & Lapkin, 2010).
The discussion of the intercultural learning practices focuses on how the interpretative
process works for learning and the perspective of cross-cultural competence. The teacher
scaffolds the students’ abilities to draw on existing knowledge to engage cross-cultural learning
practices in context and increasingly develop knowledge, insight, and sensitivity for crosscultural interactions (McCornahy & Liddicoat, 2016).
The teacher’s primary role in implementing intercultural language teaching is to help
learners interpret the linguistic and cultural representations drawn from different souses (Baker,
2015). Teachers create scaffolding discussions and encourage learners to generate their
instructional strategies for communication (Solodka, Zaskaleta, & Moroz, 2021).
Chou and Chen (2008), Kumi-Yeboah (2018) prove that instructional strategies facilitate
designing cross-cultural collaborative learning (group work, self-introductions, and cultural
awareness activity, computer-supported collaborative learning activity).
Scaffolding includes: supporting reflective understanding of learners by making active
use their knowledge; introduction of meta-pragmatic concepts in details in real contexts avoiding
generalizations (van Compernolle, 2014); usage of students’ L1 for checking understanding
when students use L2 images to develop a toolkit (Cook, 2010), contrasting culture-specific
concepts used for meta-pragmatic judgments (what is (in)appropriate, for instance) (Liddicoat &
Scorino, 2013); learners’ elaboration on their interpretation of language and culture (Donato,
1994) allowing all voices to be heard (Byram, 1997; Houghton, 2012); providing the inherent
variability associated with language use (van Compernolle, 2014); presenting a perspective on
language use as one reference point for developing learners’ meta-pragmatic awareness
(McConachy, 2013); contributing teacher’s meta-pragmatic awareness as a resource for the
emerging analysis (Scarino, & Liddicoat, 2016) though meta pragmatic talk, to make the tools
used for intercultural work more salient for learners (McConachy, 2018).
Usage of L1 for Facilitating Understanding of L2
Learners’ existing interpretative architecture in L1 reflects on the interactional experience
in learning L2. Learners add new language and socio-cultural knowledge modifying and
reorganizing existing knowledge (Kecskes, 2014). Reflection on a cross-cultural experience in
students’ L1 has an essential impact on developing an intercultural perspective on language use.
It mobilizes their interactional experiences as a way of illustrating, justifying, and challenging
normative ideas about L1 use, as well as considering how assumptions and experiences drawn
from the L1 may influence perceptions of L2 pragmatics (Pizziconi, 2009; McConachy, 2018).
Learners develop the awareness of the general contextual contingency of linguistic actions and
the subtle norms and assumptions that pervade everyday sense-making. Using L1 creates a
context for discovering similarities and differences of L1 and L2 evaluating interaction in
collaborative analysis. Teachers use scaffolding strategies to avoid generalization and
stereotyping.
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Using L1 in teacher scaffolding creates potential communal learning recourse as a
reference point for reflecting on their knowledge (McConachy, 2013). Interpretations of
contextual interactions using L1 constitute meta-pragmatic awareness of each participant and
understanding insight constructions “how language works to make the world meaningful”
(Phipps & Gonzalez, 2005). L1 mediate understanding of the linguistically constructed social
world within the process of learning L2.
The development of Meta-pragmatic Awareness within and across Classroom Interaction
The language classroom is not a place where learners develop language skills. Students
work with the target language developing interpretative abilities. This process depends on how
teachers conceptualize the language as the code and culture as language-external products
(Liddicoat & Scarino, 2013) to overcome fundamental barriers to intercultural language teaching
(Diaz & Dasli, 2017; Kearney, 2016). It helps to conceptualize ‘language’ in terms of ‘language
use’ as a form of cultural behavior (McCornachy & Liddicoat, 2016). Dealing with pragmatic
phenomena demands teacher professional development for intercultural language teaching.
Teachers scaffolding learning provides the model of intercultural interaction for learners.
Student’s engagement in interpretative activities actualizes their experience of using the
language. Teachers articulate their perspectives, make cultural comparisons and justify
judgments. Studies on interlanguage pragmatics can be helpful for teachers to develop an
awareness of variation in language learner’s patterns of L2 language use and determination of
appropriateness (Ishihara & Cohen, 2010).
Language use means changing the view of language as a rule-governed system into
considering it as a form of culturally variable behavior. Accounting cultural relativity of
pragmatic norms mediates various understanding of the linguistically constructed social world
within language learning. An interpretative engagement with language use represents a threat to
cherished notions of stability, normality, and traditional views on authenticity in language
teaching (van Lier, 1996).
Cross-cultural Learning Practices in Classroom Interaction
The development of cross-cultural perspectives demands a consistent interpretative
engagement of language use and meta-pragmatic awareness. According to Linddicoat and
Scarino (2013), intercultural language learning includes interacting, noticing, comparing, and
reflecting on aspects of the language culture. Learners should have various communication
samples and opportunities for discussion and trying out new expressions, new speech acts, and
new tasks. Learning occurs as learners engage with a range of linguistic input. Noticing develops
awareness of the target language (vocabulary, rhetorical patterns, norms of interaction, etc.). It
creates an understanding of linguistic regulations and potential across languages. Comparing
means reconciliation and explanation what learners noticed about target language concerning L2
knowledge and other languages. Reflecting involves learners in the process of considering the
meaning that includes particular ways of viewing the world. It encompasses a cognitive and
affective dimension. Interacting supports all these processes. It highlights discursive stratagies in
performance tasks and languaging – talk in which language becomes the object of discussion.
Languaging occurs as an individual and collaborating classroom activity. It serves to express
learners’ perspectives on the exposed material and helps them develop insight into their thoughts.
Teachers scaffold the collaborative development of insightful interpretations into aspects of
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language and culture. This process means that learners relate to input about target language
pragmatics. They reflect what they have encountered and compare aspects of interaction across
cultures. Through this process, learners develop sensitivity to the contingency of meaning across
languages and cultures and explore the cultural assumptions that influence constructing sense,
perception of the world, and expectations regarding language use in context. The following
meta-pragmatic commentaries are helpful in the classroom: commenting on the language use,
requesting clarification of meaning, explaining meanings, criticizing ways of using language
(Vershueren, 2004). Such activities specify learners’ expectations regarding linguistic
implications in a particular interpersonal context and provide a link between explicit talk about
the language and the development of meta-pragmatic awareness. Learners become analytical and
reflective users of L2. They can develop their capacities of interpretation of cross-cultural
context through experience in interaction. The teacher plays a crucial role as a language mediator
in facilitating meaningful engagement in the learning practices.
Methodology
This research established two specific goals: to develop an awareness of cultural
knowledge and assumptions in the interpretation and evaluation of language use and to develop
learners’ interpretations and perspectives. To achieve the goals of the study, researchers used
factual materials. Usage of authentic situations opens up the possibility for meaningful
engagement and learning and allowes learners to reflect on the significance of language
encounters. The authenticity derives from the nature of the interpretative engagement with
language and how learners can use the language in analytical methods, reflecting and exploring
new cultural meanings. The involvement of students in cross-cultural situations aims to promote
the active construction of meanings across languages and cultures. Explicit discussion requires
reference to target and native language. The study utilized the following multiple methods for
data collection: audio-recording of the classes, researcher notes, and post-course interviews.
Participants
The researchers conducted the study at the Master’s level for English language learners in
the Faculty of Philology, V.O. Sukhomlynskyi National University of Mykolaiv, and in the
Department of Social Studies and Humanities of the Admiral Makarov National University of
Shipbuilding Ukraine. There were 24 Master level students in the study, aged between 22 and 24.
The study was conducted in the second semester (2021).
Research Instruments
The researchers used content analysis in this study. According to Neuendorf (2002),
content analysis we can understand as a careful, detailed, systematic examination and
interpretation of a particular body of material to identify patterns, biases, and meanings. The
content analysis included narrative analysis, discourse analysis, semiotic analysis, interpretative
analyses, conversation analysis, and critical analysis (Neuendorf, 2002).
Narrative analysis is a basic form of communication and universal mode of verbal
expression. Via narrative analysis, the teacher can assess individual experience in-context
communication. This technique involves a description of formal narrative structure. Attention
focuses on difficulties of communication, choices, conflicts, complications, and developments.
The analysis involves the reconstruction of the composition of the narrative.
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Discourse analysis concentrates on communicator motives, the characteristics of meaning
concerning cross-cultural interaction.
Semiotic analysis meets deep meanings of massage. It aims at discovering deep
structures, latent meanings, and the signifying process through signs, codes, and binary
oppositions. The assumption is that the student is a competent member of the culture. The
semiotic analysis aims to identify linguistic structures that organize relationships between sins in
communications in a communicative process.
Interpretative analysis focuses on the formation of understanding the context. It involves
theoretical sampling, analytical categories, comparative analysis, and the formulation of types or
conceptual categories.
Conversation analysis is a technique for analyzing naturally occurring conversation. It
characterizes the involvement of the speaker in communication.
The critical analysis identifies understanding of social and cultural differences. The
critical analysis gives summative statements that bring the details into line with cultural
frameworks.
According to content analysis of Neuendorf (2002), the researchers created coding
categories.
Table 1. Coding categories
№
1

CATEGORY
Narrative analysis

GOAL
To understand relationships between a text and reality.

CODE
NA

2

Discourse analysis

DA

3
4
5

Semiotic analysis
Interpretative analyses
Conversation analysis

6

Critical analysis

To find the characteristics of language manifestation and
word use.
To identify rules of language and culture.
To understand the coding massages
To describe the way how ordinary speakers use and rely on
conversational skills and strategies.
To understand social and cultural differences.

SA
IA
CA
CRA

These categories constituted the lens for analyses of the lessons, researcher notes, and
interview data.
Table 2. A sample of the interview “Language input: Requesting”
№

ITEM

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

How to make a request?
What could you tell about requests as important socio-cultural variables?
How is a request linked to the judgment of (im)politeness?
How to interpret a request regarding size and timing?
How to make the request sound “kind”?
How is the use of paralinguistic tired up with the intention of the speaker?
What should be linguistic choices from a strategic perspective?
Comment the following statement: Culturally derived assumptions about rights and
obligations in a workplace context should be a matter of referencing in requesting.
Could you provide your strategy of initiation-response-feedback in requesting?
How to make the indirect requests?

9
10
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What should be the sentence structure to highlight the issue?
Could you relate sequences of talk to broader interactional goals?
How to analyze the requesting behavior within cultural frames?
What requesting behavior may be preferred from the perspective of English
pragmatic norms?
What is the way to accommodate cultural norms?
What can be your outcome of intercultural mediation?

DA
CA, IA
CRA
DA, SA, CRA
CA, CRA
NA, DA, SA, IA,
CA, CRA

Research Procedures
The data came from a case study on intercultural language learning in ‘Theory and
practice of cross-cultural communication.’ This course constituted four hours of classroom-based
learning per week (30 hours overall). It had two aims: 1) to develop students’ communicative
abilities in four skills to an ‘advanced’ level; 2) to impart valuable cultural knowledge for daily
life when studying abroad.
Results
The construction of context analysis
The analyses of cross-cultural situations show a range of analytical foci constructed
within the classroom discussion and how processes of reflection, noticing, and comparison
supports the development of meta-pragmatic awareness.
The teacher engages participants in a discussion of the context situation. The students
explore the potential significance of language choice within unfolding interaction. Contextual
analysis requires not so much a ‘matching’ of language forms to context, but a relating of
language forms to context. Such a process mobilizes the interpretative architecture on learners
and provides a route to closer reflection on the learners’ assumptions about language use in
context (Meier, 2010).
Language learners need to gradually develop a view of language as a dynamic resource
that the speaker uses for social interaction. Learners collaboratively reflect on motivations
behind linguistic choices, both concerning individual statements and sequences of utterances.
Such reflection generates an analytical frame. Learners begin to examine how the speaker
strategically encodes social intentions. Through analysis and review within classroom
interaction, learners start to attend to language strategies.
The researchers provide examples of how to design interpretative engagement. Students
studied complimenting within the theme ‘Language use as a tool for relationship management.’
Teachers chose complimenting for the discussion to show students that these speech acts can
have sever implications for making and breaking interpersonal relationships (Solodka & Perea,
2018; Solodka, A., Perea, L. & Romanchuk, 2019).
The base for discussion was the following situation: Thomas is a supervisor of Kate in a
small IT company. This conversation occurs in the office.
Thomas: Hi. Wow, have you lost weight?
Kate: Oh, um. I’m not sure… probably not.
Thomas: Oh no. You look great!
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Kate: Oh. By the way, I have finished checking the documents.
The construction of context analysis includes some stages: interpreting intentions,
exploring constraints on speaker choices in interaction, scaffolding the building of justifications
for judgments, contextual modification for deepening reflective analysis (McConachy, 2018).
Stage 1: Interpreting Intentions behind Complementing
Analytical scaffolding work from the teacher helped to approach the discussion of this
dialogue through linguistic focus. The initial analytical focus was on the perceived feelings and
communicative intentions of the situation characters. This situation engaged learners in multilayered interpretative processes. Students gave the following comments: ‘Thomas is attracting
Kate,’ ‘Comments about weight is so personal,’ ‘It is inappropriate behavior of supervisor to
greet their employee in such way.’
Stage 2: Exploring Constraints on Speaker Choices in Interaction
This stage of analysis was to view the roles of participants in interaction and exchange
their ideas about what should say and should not say within these roles. Students commented on
the situation from hierarchy frame: ‘Superior status of Thomas in the workplace is a reason for
negatively evaluating his question about Kate’s weight,’ ‘Kate wanted to divert attention away
from her physical appearance,’ ‘She was unable to accept the compliment and unable to strongly
reject it because of subordinate status,’ ‘Kate feels discomfort and expresses it in her reactions.’
The students explore the feelings and intentions of the situation characters and consider
how workplace hierarchical structures may have influenced Kate’s strategic use of language in
expressing her discomfort. They viewed the interaction from the perspective of each speaker and
then considered the implications of unrecognized intentions of conflicting frames of
interpretation in exchange.
Stage 3: Scaffolding the Construction of Justifications for Judgments
This discussion stage was to push learners to consider the impact of contextual factors on
the interactional features observed in the dialogue. Students built initial evaluations as to whether
the compliment in question could be appropriate or not. The teacher used various scaffolding
strategies to depth the impact of contextual factors on interactional features. For example, the
teacher launched the discussion to consider that Kate and Thomas had been colleagues for a long
time. In responses of the participants, there was an understanding that compliments in English
usually attract a reply, such as thanking behavior when accepted. It was the focus on the reaction
of Kate. In other words, students are not only looking at the relationship between utterances and
the context, they directly explicit attention to the co-text of a particular utterance (Lo Casto,
2003). This discourse perspective on utterance constitutes a framework for the construction of a
more nuanced interpretation. The teacher scaffolds the analysis by presenting potentially relevant
variables for consideration by elaborating of students’ viewpoints to re-evaluate their research. In
the construction of this strategy, the students do scaffolding work for each other. This example
illustrates that peer scaffolding in the meta-pragmatic study is constituted not only by the content
of students’ interpretations but by the particular forms and strategies through the articulated
content. This kind of analytical discussion provides a context for utilizing meditational tools to
develop the students’ abilities as effective analyzers of language and culture (Linddicoat &
Scarino, 2013).
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Stage 4: Contextual Modification for Deepening Reflective Analysis
Learners draw connections between observed features of language use and the aspects of
context which they believe are relevant to shaping interactional decisions. The teacher asked the
students to consider the potentially differing implications of the language used in the situation.
This example explored two social dimensions – gender and hierarchy. The teacher proposes the
new scenario: 1) to change the place of Thomas and Kate; 2) to change the country where the
situation takes place.
The teacher takes explicit questioning strategies which encourage the students to
consider the possible application of their generalization to make culturally derived assumptions.
In this classroom discussion, the hypothetical modification to the scenario functions as an
effective catalyst for probing assumptions relating to the meta-pragmatic frames (gender and
hierarchy in cross-cultural aspect) activated for interpretation and evaluation of the language use
contained within. Students justified their ideas and started to become more explicitly aware of
some cultural assumptions, which underlie their variations of the cross-cultural situation.
The post-course interview data provided the comments of students, which showed their
progress related to cross-cultural understanding. Learners mentioned they came to the sense of
progression in their cross-cultural learning. The students’ comments reveal self-awareness of
their emerging ability to identify cultural differences at the level of interaction. The content
analyses of the interview data showed that the development of meta-pragmatic awareness allows
learners not only to perceive cultural differences but to monitor their performance and to
interpret the nature of cultural positioning in performance in English. The participants mentioned
that analysis of situations brings them beyond a simplistic comparison of everyday routines. It
reflects on constructing cultural concepts such as ‘personal’ and ‘private’ across cultures. They
can identify linguistic differences stemming from culturally variable social constructs used to
conceptualize and manage social relations. The learners understood that the negotiation of
boundaries of appropriateness is one necessary aspect of interacting across cultures. Awareness
of the cultural variability of the concepts became an important indicator of cultural assumptions.
Discussion
The study aimed to determine how to develop cultural knowledge and assumptions in the
interpretation and evaluation of language use.
The content analysis of the results, based on six categories (narrative analysis, discourse
analysis, semiotic analysis, interpretative analyses, conversation analysis, and critical analysis),
showed the following results: the learners have become more reflective in interaction; they are
consciously monitoring their cognitive and affective responses interactional activities conducted
within the classroom. Learners started to consider the nature of their cross-cultural mediation.
The researchers defined the principles constituted a framework for cross-cultural
teaching and learning: 1) teachers encourage learners to use both English and native language;
2) teachers promote the reflection on the experience of learners in English and native language;
3) teachers facilitate how learners explore both cognitive and affective dimensions of language
use in discussion; 4) teachers help them to built abilities for reflecting on language use according
to the context of interaction. The assumptions behind such principles were that engaging in
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reflection on aspects of pragmatics would necessitate a large amount of analysis in explicit
discussion of interactional features and meaning concerning cultural context. This finding is
consistent with that of McConachy (2018).
The results of this research support the findings of previous studies conducted by
Linddicoat and Scarino (2013). They describe interpretative engagement in terms of noticing,
reflecting, comparing, and interacting. Their research presents personal commentaries of L2
learners and shows how noticing, comparing, and interacting led learners to develop nuances of
understanding of target language pragmatics. But their study does not show how an interpretative
engagement might unfold in the classroom interaction.
The research of Van Compernolle (2004) pays attention to the construction of conceptual
understanding of pragmatic features within student-teacher interaction. However, it does not
adopt an intercultural perspective.
The study findings agree with the ideas of cross-cultural collaborative learning by KumiYeboah (2018), Chou & Chen (2008). A cross-cultural collaborative framework motivates
students to engage in learning, and supports them to make meaningful contributions in the
construction of knowledge.
This study shows that the interpretative engagement of learners in a cross-cultural context
can promote cross-cultural language learning in several ways. The performance of each learner
constitutes a context to interpret by self and others. Learners can compare strategies for carrying
out particular social acts and construct new meanings and reflections. It is different engagement
with language from simply developing knowledge of L2 norms. It is a process of active
construction within which learners’ perceptions are in focus and become a resource for creating
interaction strategies. Productive activities help learners to clarify understanding of their
communicative intentions and choice of linguistic means. Linguistic choices are essential aspects
of learning. They cultivate a view of language as a resource of communication. In the front of
reflecting, students focus on the nature of context and interpersonal impressions they wish to
construct in L2. Learners activate beliefs rooted in L1 cultural experience and then explore how
to achieve their interactional and interpersonal goals through creative linguistic choices. Students
mediate cultural norms, assumptions, and meta-pragmatic concepts. Learners thus creatively
engage with language as a system of meanings. The cross-cultural mediation that accompanies
this shift is driving the development of agency in L2.
Conclusion
The study aimed to investigate how the process of cross-cultural interaction shapes the
learners’ engagement in practices of context interpretation.
The research determined the design of the meaning-making process from multiple
perspectives based on interpreting intentions, exploring constraints on speaker choices in
interaction, scaffolding the construction of justifications for judgments, contextual modification
for deepening reflective analysis.
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The results justified that the language teacher can create various opportunities for learners
to reflect on and observe their performance in the classroom. They link students’ capacities as
‘performers’ and ‘analyzers’ of language and culture and incorporate insights into their linguistic
production. Scaffolding helps learners develop a perspective on language as a resource for
language users. The study proved that through such an interpretative engagement, students
become socialized into working with languages and cultures, which is essential for cross-cultural
mediation.
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Abstract
The Algerian educational system is competency-based; therefore, it focuses on developing
learners’ competencies and skills through a learner-centered methodology that fosters autonomy.
To help teachers apply such methodology, the English syllabus designers recommend using
Project-Based Learning, active learning, and problem-solving strategies to help learners develop
21st-century skills and communicate effectively, collaborate, and think critically and creatively.
However, those methods and strategies are absent in classrooms, and therefore critical thinking is
not promoted. In this context, two questions are raised to affirm this hypothesis. (1) To what
extent do teachers respect the syllabus designers’ recommendations? (2) Why do teachers avoid
using the recommended methods and strategies? To investigate those questions and achieve the
aim of this research, the researcher carried out an in-depth quantitative analysis of 30 anonymous
classroom observation reports written by a certified English teacher trainer. To address the
qualitative aspect of the research, the researcher held a semi-structured interview with the same
teacher trainer. The reports that were examined contained 150 comments on teachers' classroom
practices and assessment methodologies. The results showed that English teachers partially
respect the syllabus designers' recommendations. Besides, the teachers' methods, classroom
practices, and assessment approaches are mainly based on direct instruction and language
content acquisition rather than on reflective and problem-solving learning; therefore, they are not
conducive to implementing and developing learners' critical thinking. The conclusion drawn
from the data analysis of the current research is that teachers' hesitance to use the recommended
pedagogical approach and methods is due to some hindrances faced by teachers, namely
classrooms overcrowdedness, the content-based baccalaureate exam and lack of time due to the
lengthy English programs.
Keywords: Algerian secondary school EFL classes, competency-based, critical thinking, Project-Based
Learning, 21st-century skills
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Introduction
The quality of our lives depends considerably on the quality of our thinking. Humans
have exceptional cognitive abilities that enable them to think; however, not all thinking results in
successful outcomes. Therefore, the ability to think critically helps individuals use inductive and
deductive reasoning to make inferences, analyze arguments, judge and evaluate, make decisions,
and solve all kinds of problems. Such skills, and especially critical thinking, are now required
and highly valued in almost every field. That is why our learners should possess those skills to
think critically, analytically, and creatively. Those skills also help them to communicate and
collaborate effectively with others to face modern world challenges. To reach that aim and help
our learners develop such skills, the designers of the present secondary school English syllabuses
recommend using the learner-centered approach, project pedagogy, active learning and problemsolving strategies to foster learners' critical thinking. In this context, the first, second and thirdyear secondary-school English syllabuses state that the teaching of English in Algeria involves
the acquisition of linguistic and communicative competencies and the development of a critical
mind (MNE, 2005a; 2005b; 2006).
The teaching of English in Algeria involves the acquisition of linguistic, communicative
and transversal skills of a methodological, technological, cultural, social nature in the pupil, such
as the development of a critical mind and analysis, attachment to our national values, respect for
universal values based on respect for oneself and others, tolerance and openness to the world.
In this context, the present research investigates the current classroom practices to
determine whether they are conducive to learners’ critical thinking development as expected and
recommended by the syllabus designers. It also aims to raise the Algerian English teachers’
awareness of the necessity of critical thinking skills in facing 21st-century challenges. To reach
that aim, the researcher put forward a hypothesis stipulating that the active learning methods and
strategies that help foster learners' critical thinking are absent in classrooms.
To confirm the hypothesis mentioned above, the researcher relied on two research
methods: quantitative and qualitative. The researcher received and analyzed anonymous
classroom reports written by an English teacher trainer during his classroom visits for the
quantitative research. To dig deeper into the topic, the researcher interviewed the same teacher
trainer. The results of both tools confirmed the hypothesis stated previously and revealed that the
scarcity of those active learning methods and strategies is due to the prevalence of teachercenteredness. Such a classroom environment is instruction and content-based because teachers
are "on their feet in the front of the room with eyes open, asking questions, making points,
gesturing, writing key ideas on the board, encouraging, correcting, demonstrating, and so forth,"
(Schug, 2003, as cited in Leming, Ellington & Porter-Magee, p.94). Therefore, it does not offer
the necessary ingredients for enhancing critical thinking, such as learners' autonomy,
collaboration, communication and creativity. The current study results showed that teachers face
some problems that prevent them from adopting active learning methods and strategies that
promote critical thinking. In addition, the results of the two research tools used helped answer
the two research questions raised in this study and revealed that classrooms overcrowdedness,
lack of time due to the lengthy English programs and the nature of the baccalaureate exam
(language/content-based) prevent teachers from adopting active learning methods and strategies
and therefore hinder critical thinking enhancement.
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Literature Review
Critical Thinking Definition
Though critical thinking is widely regarded as crucial, no clear-cut definition has been
acknowledged, and its precise significance and educational implications remain ambiguous. In
this context, Fasko (2003) stated that "there is no consensus on a definition of critical thinking"
(p.8). Several definitions of critical thinking have been used in the literature and other types of
thinking, namely reflective thinking, critical analysis, rational thinking, and higher-order
thinking. For some scholars, "critical thinking is one of the most frequently discussed higher
order skills, believed to play a central role in logical thinking, decision making, and problem
solving" (Liu, Frankel & Roohr, 2014, p.1). Other theorists regarded critical thinking as a
multidimensional skill that humans must learn and practice to perform well. From another
perspective, Paul (1993) emphasized the cognitive and metacognitive components of critical
thinking and defined it as “thinking about your thinking while you’re thinking to make your
thinking better” (p.91). For Crowl, Kaminsky and Podell (1997), critical thinking is an essential
factor in metacognitive processes; whereas, Halpern (1996) considered it as the kind of “thinking
that is purposeful, reasoned, and goal directed - the kind of thinking involved in solving
problems, formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods, and making decisions” (p.5). Scriven
and Paul (1987) gave a detailed definition. They state that “critical thinking is the intellectually
disciplined process of actively and skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing,
and/or evaluating information gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience,
reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action” (p.1).
In this context, Bloom, Englehart, Furst, Hill and Krathwohl (1956) did not define critical
thinking, but they elaborated a taxonomy in which they presented and described the main
cognitive categories: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and
Evaluation. That taxonomy of learning objectives is considered a hierarchical approach to critical
thinking since it classifies thinking into two levels: higher-order and lower-order thinking skills.
The following paragraph will give more details about Bloom’s Taxonomy. It is worth noting that
the analysis of the research tool data of this study relied on Bloom's classification of thinking
skills.
Critical Thinking and Bloom’s Taxonomy
Learning is a complex process that is managed by the brain. That complexity has led to
the emergence of various definitions of learning. According to Smith (1962), learning is “the
acquisition of new behavior or the strengthening or weakening of old behavior as the result of
experience” (p.260). Ray Loree (1965) defined it “as a relatively permanent change of behavior
that occurs as a result of experience or practice” (pp.193-194). That change in behavior keeps
developing thanks to specific thinking skills that help ‘learners’ transform their experience into
learning. However, the fact of knowing the ‘what’ does not help us to think critically and solve
problems; therefore, we need to know the ‘how’ and the ‘why’ to reinforce and develop our
cognitive potential and be ready and able to think critically and act creatively to face life
challenges positively and successfully. Dr. Benjamin Bloom proposed a hierarchy of the thinking
process known today as Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Objectives to foster such skills among
learners. That hierarchy categorizes learners' thinking skills and ranges them from the most basic
skill (recalling) to the most complex one (evaluation). ("Bloom's Taxonomy", 2019). Therefore,
the original version of Bloom's Taxonomy classified the skills as follows: knowledge,
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comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. In 2001, Anderson and
Krathwohl proposed a revised version of the original Bloom's taxonomy in which the nouns were
transformed into verbs: remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. The first
three skills - remember, understand, apply- were categorized as Lower Order Thinking Skills
(LOTS), and the three other skills belonged to the Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS). This
perception opened other perspectives for the teaching-learning processes. Bloom's Taxonomy
has helped teachers understand the fluctuating levels of cognitive, psychomotor, and affective
processes of learners. It helped them adjust instruction to enhance and develop critical thinking
among learners. Teachers now can establish measurable learning objectives for their lessons and
design tasks accordingly to help learners develop their critical thinking. It is worth noting that
using a task-based approach in conjunction with classroom projects is an effective way to
improve critical thinking, concretize learning, and enable learners to do what is necessary to
achieve the desired outcome.
Critical Thinking and Other Concepts
The relationship of critical thinking with other concepts depends on how one defines the
term. Although there are contests concerning the definition of critical thinking, it is widely
accepted that it is a unique fundamental concept embedding high-quality thinking that is directed
towards a specific goal: solving problems and making decisions. Many researchers have linked
critical thinking to other concepts commonly recognized as fundamental elements in the twentyfirst century. To limit the scope of the current research, the researcher will discuss a few of them,
namely metacognition, intelligence and creative thinking.
Critical Thinking and Metacognition
When individuals use cognitive skills or adequate strategies to increase their chance of
getting the target outcome, they pave the way for critical thinking. In this context, Schoen (1983)
asserted that metacognition is a vital ingredient for critical thinking skills enhancement.
Therefore, the enhancement of learners' critical thinking depends a lot on their metacognitive
capacities. To show the link between metacognition and critical thinking, Schoen (1983) added
that:
A successful pedagogy that can serve as a basis for the enhancement of thinking will have
to incorporate ideas about the way in which learners organize knowledge and internally
represent it and the way these representations change and resist change when new
information is encountered. (p.87)
In this quotation, he affirms that the development of thinking depends on the internal process of
organizing knowledge. That process can be an aspect of metacognition. Furthermore, Halonen
(1995) defined metacognition as the ability to assess the quality of critical thinking. Similarly,
Halpern (1998) described metacognition as the ability to use knowledge to monitor and develop
thinking skills. In a four-part model, she presented metacognition and critical thinking together.
According to her, when learners are engaged in critical thinking, they need to check their
metacognitive process carefully, scrutinize their thinking, check their progress, ensure exactness,
and make decisions about time and effort use. “This implies evidently that critical thinking is a
product of metacognition which provides a direction in the prediction of the two variables”
(Magno, 2010, p.138). For Choy and Cheah (2009), metacognition and critical thinking are
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interconnected. Their study found that critical thinking occurs successfully when a teacher
provides learners with some specific cognitive and metacognitive strategies.
Although psychologists and scholars have various constructs concerning critical thinking
and metacognition, considering metacognition as a component of critical thinking, or critical
thinking as a component of metacognition, it is worth saying that both processes are so
inextricably linked that one cannot exist without the other.
Critical Thinking and Intelligence
Before discussing the difference between intelligence and thinking skills, it is necessary
to understand the nature and definition of intelligence. It is also imperative to identify whether
intelligence could make people critical thinkers or whether the fact of being a critical thinker
makes people more intelligent.
Despite extensive research and endless debates on intelligence, there is no specific or
universal definition of this ability; intelligence is considered one of the most important and
controversial topics in psychology. In this context, Halpern (2014) asserted that "it is a basic
topic in thinking because intelligence is the "stuff" of which thought is made" (p.29). Herrnstein
and Murray (1994) considered intelligence as a "cognitive ability". For Gardner (1993),
intelligence is "the ability to solve problems or to create products that are valued within one or
more cultural settings". In the same perspective, Gottfredson (1997) gave a more detailed
definition:
[Intelligence] involves the ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly,
comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and learn from experience. It is not merely
book learning, a narrow academic skill, or test-taking smarts. Rather it reﬂects a broader
and deeper capability for comprehending our surroundings—'catching on', 'making sense
of things, or 'ﬁguring out' what to do. (p.13)
Compared to the intelligence models based on psychometric properties of common intelligence,
Halpern and Butler (2020) agree that critical thinking is the best model that helps address realworld problems.
Those reflections, once again, demonstrate the close relationship critical thinking has with
intelligence. Both skills share almost the same features: problem-solving, deep thinking, and
comprehension of real-life issues.
Critical Thinking and Creative Thinking
The definition of the two concepts also raises some controversies. Since there is no
consensus on the definitions of these concepts, the literature shows that both of them are
distinguishable. To clarify the relationship between the two concepts, Beyer (1987) provided a
detailed comparison:
Whereas creative thinking is divergent, critical thinking is convergent; whereas creative
thinking tries to create something new, critical thinking seeks to assess worth or validity
in something that exists; whereas creative thinking is carried on by violating accepted
principles, critical thinking is carried on by applying accepted principles. Although
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creative and critical thinking may very well be different sides of the same coin, they are
not identical. (p.35)
This comparison shows, to some extent, the divergence in cognitive development between
critical and creative thinking.
From another perspective, Fisher (2002) confirmed that both thoughts are important for
the thinking process. He also stated that creative thinking is required to create new elements;
however, critical thinking is required to judge the new elements created. Forrester (2008)
supported Fisher's view and mentioned that "learners need to think in both creative and critical
ways and therefore to teach or encourage one style of thinking only may be counter-productive.
Instead, an approach is needed which can combine critical and creative thinking" (p.101).
To that end, both creative and critical thinking skills are crucial to efficient thinking;
therefore, teachers should integrate them into their lesson plans and classroom practice. If they
do, they will ensure life-long learning for learners and effective professional growth for
themselves.
Methods
The present paper embraced a quantitative and qualitative research method for collecting
and analyzing the data to assess teachers’ classroom practices in connection with critical thinking
enhancement among learners. To address this research problem and collect the required
information, the researcher received 30 anonymous classroom-observation reports written by a
teacher trainer and held a semi-structured interview with him.
Participants
The participants concerned were 30 active secondary-school English teachers and an
experienced English teacher trainer. The teachers whose reports were analyzed were from
different schools in Mostaganem city. Their experience varied from five to twenty years of
teaching. Their students belonged to first, second, and third-year levels, from different streams:
science, mathematics and management, literary, and foreign languages. The trainer’s classroom
observation reports were dated from March to May 2020.
Instruments
To conduct the research, the researcher used two tools. Thirty anonymous classroom
observation reports were received from a certified English teacher trainer. Those reports
contained information about teachers' classroom teaching and assessment methodologies and
practices. A semi-structured interview was held with the same teacher trainer to get more details
to address the research problem.
The analyzed reports contained 150 comments the teacher trainer wrote during his visits
to the observed classrooms. The reports are structured as shown in the table below:
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Section Content

Teacher’s personal and academic information;
The classroom environment and students’ level and number;
The instructions of the tasks teachers dealt with in class;
The comments of the teacher trainer on the teacher’s methodology, classroom practice and types
of assessment;
The teacher trainer’s general conclusion.

Results
Classroom Observation Reports
Teacher’s Personal and Academic Information
Since the teachers’ names and gender were anonymous, the only information the
researcher could get from Section one was related to the participants' age, degrees and
experience. They were aged between 25 and 40. Most (84%) of them held a Master's degree, and
16% had a Bachelor of Arts degree in English. Their teaching experience varied between four
and twenty-three years.
Classrooms Environment, Students’ Numbers, Levels and Streams
From the analysis of the information in the second section of the reports, the researcher
inferred that all of the classrooms visited by the teacher trainer contained aligned rows of tables
facing the board. Information about the observed classrooms environment and population is
provided in the table below.
Table 2. Reports description of the observed classrooms environment and population
Classrooms Environment
Aligned rows of tables
facing the board

Students’
Numbers
20 - 36

Students’ Levels

Students’ Streams

1st

2nd

3rd

Common
Streams

literary & foreign
languages

55%

30%

15%

60%

40%

As shown in Table two, the number of students in those classrooms varied between 20 and 36.
Most (55%) of the reports were associated with first-year students, 30% belonged to second-year
classes, and 15% were linked to third-year classes. 60% of the students belonged to the common
streams: science, mathematics and management; whereas, 40% were from literary and foreign
languages streams.
The Lessons Tasks Instructions and Questions
In the third section, the reports enclose 90 tasks instructions and questions as worded by
the observed teachers during the lessons presentations and recorded by the teacher trainer during
his visits. Each report contains between two to four questions/tasks dealt with during the lessons.
96% of the questions used in the tasks and recorded in the reports were reference questions;
however, only a few (04%) were inference-based. To analyze the tasks, instructions, and
questions of lessons deeply, the researcher relied on Bloom's Taxonomy and used it as a scale to
classify those questions according to their degree of relevance to the inducement and
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development of Higher-Order Thinking Skills (HOTS). The following table summarizes the
results of the analyzed questions:
Table 3. Questions/instructions provoking higher-order thinking skills
Skill Category

Questions...

HOTS

provoking analysis
provoking synthesis
provoking evaluation

LOTS

provoking application
provoking comprehension
provoking knowledge

Number of Tasks
/90
01
02
01
18
14
54

Percentage
01%
02%
01%
20%
16%
60%

The table above reveals that the questioning type used by teachers in their classrooms was
mainly based on rote recall. Those questions push learners to memorize a large amount of
information and duplicate it when the teacher asks them during lessons and exams. Such a way
of teaching privileges the acquisition of the Lower-Order Thinking Skills (LOTS) to the
enhancement and exploitation of the HOTS. Therefore, learners are rarely asked to express their
opinions and back them up with reasonable evidence, and they are not instructed to justify, judge
and assess their thoughts. In such an environment, teachers' questions and instructions do not
provoke curiosity and encourage learners to use their HOTS to solve problems. Inadequate
questioning, therefore, is another evidence of the scarcity of critical thinking enhancement and
use in classrooms.
The Teacher Trainer’s Comments on the Classroom Practices
The fourth section of the classroom observation reports enclosed 120 comments on the
teachers' methodology, types of lessons, and assessment dealt with during the teacher trainer's
visits. The lessons presented were related to reading comprehension, speaking, writing, and
language outcomes.
[] []
[] []

[] []

Figure 1. The contents of the presented lessons
The figure above shows that the majority (75%) of the lessons mentioned in the reports were
about language components in which teachers used the coursebooks texts to introduce the
embedded grammatical structures, vocabulary, pronunciation and spelling items. Some (20%)
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lessons were related to reading comprehension, where learners were asked to read the
coursebook texts and answer the related questions. However, few (05%) lessons with their
associated activities were about speaking and writing.
The analysis of the comments in the teacher trainer's reports uncovered the methods,
strategies and assessment types teachers used during their classroom practice. The following
table details the methods adopted by teachers to present their lessons, activities, and the types of
assessment tasks teachers used in classrooms.
Table 4. Teachers’ classroom practices, teaching methodology, strategies, and assessment
Classroom Practices, Methods, Strategies and Assessment

Teachers’ omnipresence.
Lecturing: talking-time frequency.
Content/grammar-based lessons.
Communicative tasks: dialogues, debates and role-plays.
Creative and problem-solving tasks: projects presentations,
puzzles and challenging games.
Assessment

Number of Comments
/120
108
96
90
17

Percentage
90%
80%
75%
14%

04

03%

84

70%

The results show that teachers’ omnipresence (90%) in class and their talking time frequency
(80%) are the most occurred comments in the reports. This implies that the teacher-centered
approach is used most of the time in classrooms. Within the comments related to the teachers'
omnipresence and lecturing, the trainer raised the teachers' awareness on the drawbacks of such a
methodology on learners' learning and performance through concrete examples. Among those
drawbacks, the comments cited learners' passivity, participation scarcity, lack of collaboration
and creativity in addition to the teachers' excess of close-ended questioning.
Besides, 75% of the reports referred to the predominance of the content/grammar-based
teaching approach in the observed classrooms. However, in some (14%) comments, the teacher
trainer advised teachers to use a mixture of reference-inference, problem-solving and
communicative tasks to reduce the use of content and grammar-based methodology and allow
learners to collaborate and develop their communication, creativity and critical thinking skills.
Few (3%) comments, however, were about the misuse of problem-solving and active-learning
activities. Those comments were given to the concerned teachers as suggestions to help them
exploit those activities efficiently.
Many (70%) reports contained comments about teachers' tests and exams design and
marking. The analysis of those comments revealed that the tests and exams were mainly contentbased, requiring learners to replicate the language forms and structures they learned. Nearly all
the questions used belonged to the LOTS category; only a few of them contained inference and
problem–solving questions at the level of texts interpretations and paragraph/essay writing.
Therefore, in this case, the current assessment models rely on language structure rather than on
authentic real-life language use.
The analysis of the third and fourth sections of the reports revealed that the types of
activities, methods, practices and assessment are not conducive to critical thinking
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implementation at the level of secondary-school EFL classes. Besides, the fifth and the last
sections enclosed summarized pieces of advice concerning the teaching methodologies and
classroom practices of the observed teachers. Once again, this section confirms the absence of
methods, tasks, and strategies that help implement and foster critical thinking in classrooms.
Interview
To support the hypothesis that critical thinking methods and strategies are absent from
classrooms. A semi-structured interview was held with the teacher trainer, whose reports have
been analyzed previously in this study. The interview aimed at digging deeper into the current
study case and elicit information on the current classroom teaching practices. The interview also
concentrates on how the teacher trainer helps teachers adopt an effective methodology to foster
critical thinking in EFL classes. The researcher designed the interview questions to get more
details about the reasons behind teachers' reticence about enhancing critical thinking skills
among EFL learners.
According to the teacher trainer, one of the teachers’ responsibilities in EFL classes is to
encourage critical thinking among learners. In this vein, teachers play a vital role in enhancing
this skill by involving learners in various collaborative and problem-solving tasks. During his
observation sessions, the interviewee expected EFL teachers to adopt the 21st-century skills
methodology; however, most of them use the traditional way of teaching.
Concerning the reasons behind teachers' hesitation to use active learning strategies to
foster learners’ critical thinking, the teacher trainer’s answers revolved around the obstacles
encountered by teachers during their teaching. According to him, teachers do not use
collaborative and group work activities because they are time-consuming and engender much
noise in overcrowded classrooms. In addition, teachers are so frustrated about completing the
lengthy programs before the baccalaureate exam that they forget the importance of integrating
those active learning strategies and problem-solving tasks.
According to the interviewee, teachers should focus more on designing a significant
number of critical thinking activities and engage learners in problem-solving tasks that require
higher-order thinking skills, such as evaluating, synthesizing and analyzing data. Teachers
should also use thought-provoking questions to trigger their curiosity.
The interviewee's responses concerning the teachers' training on the strategies that foster
critical thinking were affirmative. During each classroom visit, the interviewee provided teachers
with some directives and guidance on adopting challenging behaviors to develop learners'
thinking skills, like designing problem-solving situations in which learners exploit their higherorder skills to solve the problem. Most of the teacher trainer's advice to the visited teachers
revolved around using thought-provoking questions rather than yes/no and reference questions
and increasing learners' motivation to engage them and encourage them to interact with each
other. The teacher trainer also talked about the seminars and workshops on active learning
methods, critical thinking enhancement and learner-centeredness teachers attended during the
2019-2020 school year.
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Discussion
Whether critical thinking is given importance in Algerian EFL classrooms or not is the
main concern of the current study. Therefore, two tools were used to investigate this question: a
teacher trainer's classroom observation reports and an interview with the same teacher trainer. To
give more credibility to the current research results, the researcher targeted the reports of the
most experienced teachers. Those reports contained much information about the physical
teaching environment and the concerned teachers' classroom practices. After being analyzed by
the researcher, a variety of results was collected.
The visited teachers had mostly overcrowded classes of different levels, first, second and
third-year classes. Such a classroom environment favors teacher-centredness where lecturing
dominates every lesson. Consequently, individual work is predominant, and pair/group work is
avoided. Such a method inhibits the use of communicative and active learning strategies because
of (according to the teacher trainer) the noise they engender in those overcrowded classrooms.
Therefore, the lack of group work, active learning, and problem-solving activities hinder
communication, collaboration, creativity, and critical thinking enhancement.
The teacher trainer’s reports contain many remarks about the types of questions the
visited teachers use in their lessons and exams. The majority of those questions are based on
knowledge recall and do not necessitate any higher-order thinking skills. Most of the tasks
assigned to learners are coursebook-based and are rarely adapted to challenge learners or fit their
profiles. The proposed tasks also contain reference questions and do not trigger any considerable
curiosity; therefore, learners are not encouraged to exploit their thinking potential, i.e., critical
thinking.
The interview conducted with the teacher trainer indicates that teachers are well trained
on the methods and strategies that foster critical thinking. Thanks to the trainer’s seminars and
workshops, teachers are aware of the importance of critical thinking as a vital skill that should be
given its appropriate concern in EFL secondary school classes because it will undoubtedly help
the Algerian learner face the 21st-century challenges and succeed in the workplace and life.
When enhanced in an EFL class, critical thinking helps learners solve problems, learn better and
become knowledgeable of the target language. They will manage to use their acquired language
in every linguistic setting and improve their communication abilities through the four skills,
namely: listening, speaking, reading and writing. However, learners develop critical thinking
skills if teachers encourage them to make their own judgments and make decisions
independently. Such a method could be applied in classrooms through planning tasks that
gradually provoke learners' higher thinking levels.
The interview partially uncovered the responsible actors and circumstances that hinder
the development of critical thinking in Algerian EFL classes. Since the teacher trainer organized
workshops on modern teaching methods and techniques, teachers were supposed to apply them
in their classrooms. According to the data obtained from the reports, most teachers did not, so
they become responsible for such a situation since they are trained on those methods, but they do
not put them into practice in classrooms. However, the discussion with the interviewee showed
that the teachers' reticence about ensuring a classroom environment that helps develop critical
thinking among learners is also due to other obstacles that teachers encounter, like the lengthy,
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time-consuming English programs that teachers are urged to finish before the baccalaureate
exam. It is worth noting that this exam mainly tests learners' linguistic competencies rather than
higher-order skills. These results show that responsibility is allocated to the actors and
circumstances that are discussed above. However, teachers still have a great responsibility in this
case. They should follow the syllabus designers’ recommendations and do their best to “adapt”
the syllabus content and employ active learning methods and techniques to help learners become
critical thinkers.
The interview with the teacher trainer was meant to get a better perception of classroom
practices. Its results confirmed that critical thinking remains a challenging skill for many
secondary school teachers; however, with a strong will and perseverance, they could overcome
such a situation and pave the way for our learners to develop their critical thinking skills.
Conclusion
Expectations do not always reflect reality. Although the Algerian English syllabus
designers set clear aims, objectives and recommendations concerning the teaching approaches –
competency-based approach, project-based learning and learner centredness – to be used to help
learners develop their critical thinking, secondary-school EFL teachers still adopt the traditional
direct instruction and language content acquisition methods both in teaching and designing tests.
The analysis results of the teacher trainer’s classroom observation reports and interview
confirmed the predominance of the traditional teaching methods and the scarcity of 21st-century
teaching/learning approaches and strategies that enhance critical thinking, such as reflective,
active, collaborative, communicative, creative, and problem solving-based learning. The results
also revealed that teachers prefer teaching the programs linguistic content to help learners pass
the baccalaureate exam in which most of its content is based on linguistic competencies and
where rote recall is the key to success. Teachers also avoid using those strategies because they
are time-consuming. If teachers apply them in class, they could face some time constraints and
could not finish the content of the lengthy English programs, which could have bad
consequences on learners' results in the baccalaureate exam.
Such findings imply that the syllabus designers’ expectations for developing critical
thinking skills among secondary-school learners have not been fulfilled yet. To overcome such a
situation and allow our learners to possess the 21st Century skills, the stakeholders and the
teaching community should reconsider how the official exams are designed and adapt them
according to the 21st century learners' needs. In this case, our learners will be tested on higherorder skills rather than on the rote recall of knowledge.
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Identifying language affiliation among children for family immigrants is crucial for one's
language identity. This study aimed to determine the role played by Arab families in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Austria, and Britain to attain language affiliation among their
children. It also aims to identify the challenges facing families living in these countries in
achieving language affiliation among their children. The study population consisted of all the
families that live in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, in addition to all the Arab families that live in
Austria and Britain and the study sample included (120) parents. The researcher adopted the
descriptive-analytical approach and used the questionnaire as the study tool. The study reached
several results; first, the role played by families in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Austria, and
United Kingdom to attain language affiliation among their children got a high degree of
response. Second, the challenges facing activating the family’s role in attaining language
affiliation of their children in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Austria have got a high degree
of response, while in Britain, they obtained a very high degree of response. The study
recommended involving all family members in accessing different and creative ways of
practicing their native language and activating the role of social media in developing the
language affiliation of children.
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Introduction
The family is the first nucleus of socialization, the first future of the child, and
responsible for their normal social upbringing. The family devotes to providing a child with
standards, behaviors and language that help facilitate communication. It can therefore be said
that the family contributes to a prominent and pivotal role in the mental, social and linguistic
development of children, especially at an early age. Children are born with instincts to obtain
social experience, knowledge, and behavior. This could be indicated when receiving first lessons
in social/humanitarian relations from their family in general and from their parents. This would
contribute to their balanced personality, forming of their consciousness and awareness of
themselves and their social surroundings, thereby ensuring positive communication with others
and adapting to them according to positive mutual relations (Halawa, 2011).
Therefore, it can be said that the family is one of the most important institutions of
socialization and the most potent group influencing the behavior of the individual in which s/he
receives the ABCs behavior. It is the most appropriate social institution to initiate the
socialization process; it takes the primary responsibility for bringing up children during the first
years of their lives. It is also a distinct nature in social construction and determines the position
of children in their subculture which affects social upbringing in the later stages of their lives and
prepares and sends them to institutions and social systems (Muhammad, 2012).
Language is a successful means of communication between individuals and groups,
through which ideas and feelings are communicated from one individual to another and from one
group to another. The language has clear and specific meanings in the society in which it is
delivered (Hamida, 2010).
Many factors are affecting linguistic development and vocabulary of children, and family
factor comes at the forefront of those factors (Das & Priya, 2017). The family undoubtedly plays
a prominent role in establishing the linguistic bases of children from an early age. Children
benefit significantly from the linguistic richness and linguistic knowledge that parents give them
at home (Tamis-lemonda & Rodriguez, 2009).
Hence, it can be said that what children need to develop their language skills is to provide
opportunities to communicate with others and adults' assistance to practice and try out the
language (Hamida, 2010). This prompted many researchers to assert that the family played a
pivotal role in developing children's vocabulary. Family is the first communication channel on
which children depend for expressing their thoughts through using the language (Cole, 2008).
Linguistic development is considered one of the social areas reflected in the
psychological orientation of the creation of interpersonal social relationships, whether by using
writing or speaking patterns. This is what Jin (2015) points out that linguistic development arises
within human social relations. It is handled by semantic symbols such as the use of written or
spoken language. In this way, it can be said that linguistic development is based on the
interpersonal psychological pattern that is reflected through social relationships based on their
use of a particular language with each other.
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Language is defined as the systematic, structured means by which symbols and meanings
are arranged in a specific way to serve the objectives of the communication process (Das &
Priya, 2017). Altaie (2009) defines language as "a set of phoneme traditions inherited by the
linguistic community from its ancestors, so it adheres to it, meaning that the individual who
speaks the language of the society in which he grew up uses its sounds, formulas, vocabulary and
composition according to certain usage rules of the language"(p.199). For the current study
aims, language is the primary means of communication and transmission of ideas between the
family and children through the use of signifiers and symbols with clear and specific meanings,
regardless of the environment, be Arab or foreign.
Language affiliation is a term usually used to indicate a personal sense of belonging to a
language (Chung, 2014). Language affiliation can also be defined as that identity or attachment
which an individual feels toward a language regardless of whether s/he really belongs to the
social group in which it is spoken (Caine, 2008). The researcher considers it as a form of
connection between children and their native language that helps to maintain their own language
identity, which distinguishes them from others.
The term role is defined as "a socially expected behavior pattern usually determined by
an individual's status in a particular society" (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2020, para. 2). For
the current study aim, the role is defined by the author as "the characteristics associated with the
behavior of one or a group of individuals in a particular societal context". The role theory can
also be relied upon as one of the means that allows the individual to represent the relationship
between their language affiliation and their role as a member of their family as a more
comprehensive position or role in a specific social situation outside the family. This is what
Mead pointed out (2013) when he emphasized that role theory is used with interactive
approaches to facilitate the formation of a close link between an individual's independent identity
and their societal role according to subjective characteristics that entail individual's perceptual
self-representation. Those characteristics include language affiliation and roles that exist within
the environment of various families. These personal characteristics are also a social product
whose significance stems from social interactions, provided that these characteristics reflect the
societal roles that follow a hierarchical pattern differently from one individual to another
according to the context and the social situation in which they exist.
Dean-El (2019) also emphasizes that role theory can be addressed through five directions,
including functional role theory, role theory from the perspective of symbolic interaction,
structural role theory, organizational role theory, as well as cognitive role theory. These five
approaches help researchers focus on the different interactions between individuals at the
organizational and social levels (Dean-El, 2019).
According to Bou Raad, Hallit, Iskandar, Zeenny, and Salameh (2017), the dimensions of
the role theory are represented in the role, aspirations, and reaction of behavior. They
emphasized that the role theory includes three basic dimensions: (1) the role which includes
behaviors of characteristics that are associated with a specific social position, (2) aspirations that
include different customs, beliefs, and preferences, and (3) reaction of behavior which includes
the positive and negative reaction that arises as a result of the emergence of specific behavior.
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The family is the first institution of socialization to which the individual belongs.
Therefore, it has a great role in providing the individual with many language skills and
developing children's interest in the language the family speaks.
The main problem begins when the family decides to move to a foreign country that
requires leaving what is familiar and moving to a new culture with a new language (Rovira,
2008). This is the reason that lies behind the emergence of the term “language affiliation”,
meaning the original language spoken by the family in which the children grew up, or that
language spoken by the native community of that family (Ng, 2017).
Thus, the term linguistic inheritance and linguistic affiliation have become synonymous
with the single term "native/mother tongue MT" of immigrant families (Figueiredo, 2017, p. 61).
Immigrant or expatriate families who live in countries that speak different languages face many
challenges, especially at the levels of growing up their children. Indeed, this is the result of the
host country's dominant language over the MT of immigrant families (Rovira, 2008).
Hence, there have been many calls that have emphasized the necessity to support
native/mother language for immigrant groups to maintain it from foreign language domination
(Mattheoudakis, Chatzidaki, Maligkoudi & Aghathopoulou, 2016). The researcher believes that
such support for the MT and maintenance of language affiliation is primarily the responsibility of
the family that should contribute to a prominent role in promoting the identity and language
affiliation of children.
The importance of the current study is highlighted by the vital role of the family in
society as it is responsible for the social, cognitive, emotional and language upbringing of
children. It derives significance from the importance of achieving language affiliation as it is one
of the most important mechanisms through which Arabic language can be maintained and
thereby enhancing Arab children's identity, especially in foreign countries. This study is
considered as an addition to the literature, especially in light of the lack of studies that targeted
Arab immigrants. The current study aimed at addressing this issue, contributing to helping
educational decision-makers in identifying the vital role that the family can contribute in
establishing the children’s language affiliation. Cooperation between academic institutions and
home environments is thus strengthened in this area. At the same time, it will help those who are
in charge of designing training programs and linguistic intervention programs in identifying the
role that families can contribute to the achievement of language affiliation. Reliance on the
principle of comparing the family’s role in Arab society with that of the Arab family in foreign
communities would help provide accurate indications of the effects of spatial, cultural, and
linguistic differences on the children's language affiliation.
Based on the research gap in the current study, as well as the absence of studies that
aimed at comparing the role of the family in the Arab community and the role of the Arab family
in foreign societies concerning achieving language affiliation, the current problem of the study
can be crystallized in determining the role of the family in Saudi Arabia, Austria, and Britain in
achieving language affiliation of their children.
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The central research question of the current study is: What is the role of the family in
achieving the language affiliation of its children? From this main research question arise several
sub-questions that can be reviewed as follows:
▪ What is the Arab families’ role in Saudi Arabia, Austria, and Britain in achieving their
children' language affiliation?
▪ What are the challenges facing families in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Austria, and
Britain in achieving the language affiliation of their children?
Literature Review
Family as a Concept
The family is a term that includes a wide range of definitions and concepts, the most
prominent of these concepts are the following: Saleh (2014) defined the family as "a social group
of individuals who are bound together by the bond of marriage, blood, or adoption, and they
often share common customs and interact together according to the social roles defined by
society" (p. 199). Dabla (2015) also defined the family as "a social system consisting of at least
one spouse with or without children, as it may extend to other individuals, whose members share
specific relationships and include different functions for each role within this system" (p. 30).
From the preceding, it can be concluded that the family is considered a social environment built
on structured foundations that involve the presence of elements such as parents, children and
peers; each of them shares a range of rights and obligations.
Arab families in Saudi Arabia, Austria, and the United Kingdom
Unlike most other countries, the family in KSA is characterized by close family bonding
and parenting of their children to maintain that bonding. This is attained in a coherent system of
good customs, traditions, values and virtues. This is what Caldwell (2013) pointed out that the
Saudi family system is based on family bonding, and adherence to traditions and customs, and
urging to pay attention to the religious aspect. The Saudi family is based on moral values and
virtues that include honor, respect for others, generosity, honesty, humility, and dedication.
Therefore, the loyalty of the individual to his/her family in the KSA exceeds his/her loyalty to
any other societal commitment. The Saudi family is working hard to ensure that children abide
by social norms, as well as on raising children to sacrifice all precious things for the sake of
family unity and harmony.
Ibn Nafi (2018) has emphasized that the history of the Arabs in the United Kingdom, in
particular England, dates back to 1945, when the Arab-Israeli conflict broke for the first time.
England was one of the countries that most refugee Palestinian families immigrated to after
establishing the State of Israel was released. Afterwards, the decades from the 1960s to the 1990s
have seen many immigrants from Arab families of countries such as Yemen, Morocco, Sudan,
Syria, and Iraq. It is said that Arab families in the UK are very interested in sending their
children to learn in Arab schools and educational institutions on weekends to ensure that their
children can speak and write well in Arabic and also to guarantee that they have the opportunity
to engage in an educational and social Arab environment. This is an attempt by Arab families in
the UK to help their children to maintain their culture, religious beliefs and identity, which are
primarily associated with Arabic, the language of Islam and the Holy Quran.
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There are many Arab families in Austria, a large part of which represents all immigrant
families due to the conflict in their country of origin, which makes them face housing and living
difficulties in Austria. In this regard, Alhashimy (2017) argued that in recent years several
thousand people who fled from the scourge of war and who speak Arabic mainly came to
Austria. The majority of these people live specifically in Vienna. Still, many of them live in
inadequate housing conditions or in very high-priced housing due to the lack of necessary
information on the real estate market and the rental laws in the State of Austria.
The Family Role in Achieving Language Affiliation
The language affiliation of an individual is achieved within the family first. The family is
the primary factor in helping the child to interact with others and preserve his mother tongue at
the same time. Hancock (2014) pointed out that the family has a significant role in promoting the
children’s sense of belonging to their native language. This is reflected in what the members of
families belonging to minority groups within different societies do. Those families strive to
deepen the language affiliation of their children from an early age through focusing their
attention on the essential identity of the child and teaching them all issues related to this identity
feature, such as language. For example, an individual may live in a community that speaks a
specific language and to ensure their language affiliation is not affected, they grew up their
children at home to maintain their mother tongue and interact with the outer community in their
language. Therefore, the result is that the child grows up and can speak more than one language,
ensuring that their MT is still maintained MT, and language affiliation is thus attained.
Many studies have focused on family roles in increasing children's interest in the
language. Zetun's (2012) Study indicated that parents' efforts to strengthen and correct their
Arabic language would improve language competency. One reason is that children learn from
their parents and deliberately imitate their behaviors and attitudes. Parents must therefore
pronounce words orrectly, avoid using loan words that have no origin in the language and use
classical Arabic as much as possible. While Mosty, Lefever and Ragnarsdóttir’s (2013) study
indicated that native language communication helps in learning the language and helps parents
on informed-decision on what and how to use the native language.
Thus, the official website of the United States Department of Education (2019) indicates
the importance of playing the family role in achieving language affiliation, which depends on the
family members doing all of the following:
1. To use the MT at home all the time by conversing with children in the family’s native
language.
2. To tell stories and tales and to perform simple songs in the MT that contains expressions
corresponded to the folklore of that language.
3. To address the heritage and culture associated with the language and relate them to books
and literature concerned in this field.
4. To attend events involving different families speaking the same language to ensure the
child interacts with other people outside the family who can share the same culture and
language heritage.
5. To speak with children in the MT, even if they reach the childhood stage.
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From the above, it can be concluded that language affiliation is one of the tasks that the
family is required to undertake. This stems from the importance of the individual's adherence to
his/her MT despite being in different environments that speak other languages. For this reason, to
instill language affiliation in their children, the family should take several steps: (1) to
communicate with children in the MT during childhood and even after reaching puberty, (2) to
address the heritage and culture of the language origin, (3) to tell stories and songs in MT by
parents, and to attend cultural events where people speak the native language and share the same
cultural characteristics.
The Importance of Language Affiliation
The importance of language affiliation lies in strengthening child's racial and cultural
roots, thereby preserving their original mentality of drifting towards what might make their
native culture disappears. As Steinicke, Walder, Loffler, and Beismann (2001) argued that
language affiliation significantly contributes to the process of improving how an individual
builds the foundations of social coexistence with the environment to which s/he belongs. This
could be attained by what language affiliation provides the individual with ways of assessing
social identity and thus enhancing the structure of racial and artistic heritage in general.
From the above, it can be concluded that language affiliation is a critical area, and that
importance is represented in both enhancing the ability to own more than one language in
addition to the original one, and establishing an individual's identity culturally, and raising
motivation rates to maintain the language.
Obstacles to Achieving Linguistic Affiliation
The individual's language affiliation begins to diminish or be lost when s/he moves to a
social and cultural environment that is different from what s/he is used. Thus, it can be said that
the challenges to achieving language affiliation are divided into racial, political, and economic
obstacles. Other challenges include family, social and educational problems, and challenges that
caused by various conflicts and occupation patterns. There are many obstacles that may prevent
the family from playing its role in achieving language affiliation for their children. Zaitoun
(2012) indicated that there are two challenges facing the family’s efforts to enrich the children's
language; internal and external changes. Internal challenges that occur within the family such as
the weakness of the parents’ Arabic language, parents enrollment of their children in foreign
schools and universities, the existence of a foreign maid at home and her language on the
children. External challenges that occur outside the family include poor Arabic performance in
schools, the use of the slang language in environments surrounding children, the use of a hybrid
language in modern means of communication (which is a mixture of slang, classical and foreign
Arabic language) and the spread of slang-dialect media.
Previous Studies
Taha (2010) examined the impact of the relationship between the family and the school in
developing children's Arabic skills and the effect of the relationship between having an
appropriate school environment and providing libraries in developing children's language skills.
The study population was composed of the primary schools, families of some of these schools,
and families of preschool students in the Locality of Jabal Awliya in Khartoum. The sample
study included 50 individuals. The researcher adopted the descriptive-analytical approach and
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used the questionnaire as a tool for the study. Results showed that family and school have
significantly developed the children's Arabic skills since family provided a child with a stable
family atmosphere that meets all their needs. Other reasons were (1) adopting the optimal way in
growing up the child and assisting them with homework, (2) the existence of an appropriate
study environment, and (3) the availability of qualified teachers and libraries that contribute to
developing children’s Arabic language skills. Similarly, Zaitoun (2012) explored the effect of
strengthening parents' Arabic and correcting errors for their children. The study also examined
the challenges that hindered family's efforts in enriching their children's language, adopting the
documentary approach. The major findings obtained from this study were the significant effect
of parents ' assistance for developing Arabic for their children by correcting errors they
committed. It was observed that the children learned from them and deliberately imitated their
behaviors and attitudes. It is recommended that parents must pronounce the words correctly, and
avoid using loan words that have no root in the language, do not use foreign terms in Arabic
speech, and use the modern standard Arabic as much as possible. Parents should also familiarize
themselves with reading and writing to persuade their children about it and encourage them to
read and write. The challenges facing the family's efforts to enrich the children's language were:
internal and external changes.
To study the impact of diglossia on family and community, Jubara (2013) looked into the
most critical linguistic problems facing society and family in the Arab world and identified the
linguistic component that affects students. The researcher used the documentary approach as a
methodology for the study. Findings revealed that the most critical linguistic problems facing
society and the family in the Arab world were Arabic diglossic features, which means the use of
two linguistic varieties by individuals in a single linguistic environment or the rival between a
written literary language and a common slang language in linguistic use. Concerning the levels
of linguistic components that affect the student was the phonemic level. The language was
affected by speakers' tongues in some of the letters sounds because both the family and the
community pronounce letters in a particular way and the child listens to them and pronounces
them incorrectly. Another linguistic component was the morphological level such as grammatical
rules and the syntactic level.
Tatar (2015) investigated the linguistic strategies and identities used by parents in
Turkish-American immigrant families about maintaining the native language and cultural
identity of their children. Tatar (2015) also examined the attitudes of parents and their children
about the Turkish language as the original language. The study population consisted of members
of one Turkish-American immigrant family resided in Pennsylvania, and the study sample
included five members of a Turkish-American immigrant family aged four to 45 years. The
study used a qualitative case study approach that used personal interviews to collect data for the
study. Results found that there was a high degree of appreciation, appraisal, and positive
attitudes among parents and children of Turkish-American immigrant families towards the
Turkish language as the native language. There seemed to be a vital role of visiting the homeland
in developing the children’s native language. Parents played a significant role in the development
and maintenance of their children's native language and cultural identity by holding talks in
Turkish, not English, continuously visiting Turkey, and teaching children to speak Turkish at
home while they were in Turkey to enhance their proficiency in Turkish speaking. Challenges
related to facilitating learning of native language and maintaining cultural identity include a lack
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of school support, a lack of communication within the immigrant community, and a lack of time
for parents to communicate with children and speak with them in Turkish to maintain the native
language and Turkish cultural identity within American society.
Al-Jumaily (2015) explored factors that might lead to the loss of Arabic as a native
language of Arab immigrants, and to reveal who is responsible for maintaining the children's
original language from parents, schools and governments. The researcher relied on the
documentary approach based on the review of previous literature on the loss of the native Arabic
language of Arab immigrants and who are responsible for maintaining the original language of
children. Results showed that the children's growing up in a foreign environment helps them
speak a language other than their native language but gradually makes them lose their native
language. The lack of opportunities for children to learn the native language will lead to loss of
culture, linguistics, and self-identity. The child's development at home and school environment
based on appreciation and bilingual strengthening help maintain the native language and enhance
cultural identity.
Cunningham and King (2018) aimed to identify some characteristics related to language,
ethnic origins, and affiliation for children from families where one or both parents are foreign
speakers in a non-English language, while the children are native speakers of the Malaysian
language. The study population was composed of children and their parents from New Zealand
families residing in Christchurch, and the sample study included (23) teenagers, (28) parents.
The study used the qualitative approach based on personal interviews that were conducted with
the study participants. Findings showed that about 83.9% of the population of Christchurch
belongs to Europe, and 7.9% of the population belongs to Asian origins. Factors related to the
self-perceived proficiency of teenagers in the minority language and their perceptions of their
race whether of Asian or European roots and the original culture associated with how teenagers
choose to use the minority language.
Clycq et al., (2021) investigated how 5-6th year children of Moroccan origin and Belgium
natives view language identity and how teachers could have played a pivotal role in enhancing
language identity. The authors constructed a survey and administered it to the children's parents.
Results showed that Moroccan students belonged more to European language identity than
children with Flemish identity. However, Belgium's native children identify more strongly with
Flemish than with European identity. This indicates that immigrant children were alienated from
their identity due to acculturation and long division and the absence of their mother tongue
Arabic.
It seems that there is no single study that investigated the role of family in achieving
language affiliation of children in the context of Arab families in Saudi Arabia, Austria, and
Britain. Therefore, the current study attempts to tackle this issue by surveying some Arab
families living inside Arab countries (i.e. Saudi Arabia) and living overseas (Austria and UK).
The justification of choosing such countries lies in that families in Saudi Arabia face almost
similar challenges in maintaining Arabic as those families who live abroad due to the outspread
of international schools where foreign instructors are involved in teaching kids. Besides, these
families adopt foreign nannies to grow up their kids where they have zero background of Arabic.
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Methods
Research Design
The author used the descriptive-analytical approach, which Saati (2014) defines as "a
form of structured scientific analysis and interpretation, to describe a specific phenomenon or
problem and portray it quantitatively and qualitatively by collecting, analyzing data and subject it
to study" (p. 93).
Participants
The sample of the study included 120 parents of those families living in Saudi Arabia, as
well as Arab families living in Austria and Britain who were randomly selected. A survey has
been administered to 120 families living in Saudi Arabia, Austria, and UK. One hundred nine
(90.83%) respondents were obtained.
The participants of the current study were composed of 120 Arab parents who were living
in Saudi Arabia, Britain, and Austria. The author chose Saudi Arabia because she felt that Arabic
is experiencing a challenge to be lost and children do not think language identity due to the effect
of studying in international schools where the medium of communication is English. Further,
families adopt foreign nannies to bring up their kids at home, and this would affect their mother
tongue Arabic. UK and Austria were selected because both countries have a large Saudi and
Arab community. More than 180 questionnaires were circulated for many families, but 120
families responded to it. Table 1 summarizes frequency and percentage of those who responded
to the questionnaire.
Table 1. Distribution of participants by country
By country

Frequency

%

Saudi Arabia

52

Austria

29

47.7
%
26.6%

Britain

28

25.7%

Total

109

100.0%

It is evident from Table one that the number of distributed questionnaires was (120), while the
received responses were (109) with (90.83%), which is quite good. Table one indicates how
respondents were distributed as per country, Table two depicts the educational level of the
participants, Table three distribution by family member, and Table four distribution by country,
economic and social status
Table 2. Distribution of participants by educational level
Educational
level
Bachelor or less

Postgraduate

iteration/
Percentage

Country
Saudi Arabia

Austria

Britain

Iteration

36

16

9

61

%

69.2%

55.2%

32.1%

56.0%

Iteration

13

13

19

48

%

30.8%

44.8%

67.9%

44.0%
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Iteration

52

29

28

109

%

47.7%

26.6%

25.7%

100.0%

Table two shows that the largest percentage of participants distribution by educational level is
(%56) representing (Bachelor or less), followed by (%44) representing (postgraduate).
Table 3. Distribution of participants by family member number
Family member number

Less than 4
From 4 to less than 8
More than 8
Total

iteration/
Percentage

Country
Total

Saudi
Arabia

Austria

Britain

Iteration

7

19

20

46

%

13.5%

65.5%

71.4%

42.2%

Iteration

42

10

8

60

%

80.8%

34.5%

28.6%

55.0%

Iteration

3

0

0

3

%

5.8%

0.0%

0.0%

2.8%

Iteration

52

29

28

109

47.7%

26.6%

25.7%

100.0%

It is observed from Table three that the largest percentage of participants distribution by family
member number is (%55) representing (four to less than eight), followed by the percentage
(%42.2) representing (less than four), and in the last order (2.8%), which represents (more than
eight).
Research Instruments
The researcher designed a descriptive closed questionnaire to explore the family role in
achieving language affiliation for children, administered on some families in the Kingdom,
Austria and Britain. The questionnaire comprised 38 statements covering two main sections: (1)
the role of the family in enhancing language affiliation and (2) challenges face families in
achieving language identity. The first section consisted of three sub-sections; cognitive domain,
applied domain, and value field. The questionnaire had been constructed in both English and
Arabic and sent out to the parents electronically (see appendix A). They had been informed that
they had the right to withdraw any time and their identities would remain anonymous.
Research Procedure
After designing the questionnaire, it has been given to experts for the sake of checking
reliability and validity. The panel of reviewers had given their comments on the questionnaire
items and provided valuable comments on some statements which need further clarification, and
some items either to be merged or removed. The author addressed the reviewers' comments and
rebuilt the questionnaire as per the reviewers' comments. After that, it was designed via Google
form and the link was distributed to the parents in Saudi Arabia through an international school
in Riyadh where the link was sent out to the students' parents' emails. Concerning Arab families
in Britain and Austria, it was sent out by Saudi cultural attaches in these countries.
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Statistical Methods
The data was analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and
the results were extracted according to the following statistical methods: (1) frequency and
percentages were used to identify the characteristics of the participants according to their
demographic data, (2) means and standard deviations to calculate the means of the questionnaire
statement as well as the overall scores of the sections and dimensions of the questionnaire based
on the participants' responses.
Results
Q1. What is the role played by families in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Austria, and Britain in
achieving their children's language affiliation?
To answer this question, the means and standard deviations of the dimensions of the first section
were calculated as follows:
Table 4. Means and standard deviations of the responses of the participants on the dimensions of
the first section
Deviations
1

First dimension: The cognitive domain

2

Second dimension: The applied domain

3

Third dimension: The value domain

Overall average

Sample
Saudi
Arabia
Austria
Britain
Saudi
Arabia
Austria
Britain
Saudi
Arabia
Austria
Britain
Saudi
Arabia
Austria
Britain

M

SD

Response
degree

3.84

.765

high

3.58
3.62

.553
.439

high
high

3.24

.773

middle

2.94
2.96

.689
.632

middle
middle

4.01

.834

high

3.79
3.81

.555
.633

high
high

3.69

.718

high

3.42
3.45

.554
.513

high
high

It is observed from Table four that the general means of the first section dimensions in Saudi
Arabia obtained high degree, (M=3.69, SD=.71), indicating the homogeneity of the views of the
participants in those dimensions. Furthermore, Table four shows that that means of the first
section has got (high) scores, (M=3.42, SD=.554), indicating positive perceptions of the
participants towards these dimensions. Concerning families in UK, results also showed that the
cognitive dimensions has also obtained high (M=3.45, SD=.513), indicating the positive views of
the participants toward these dimensions.
Q2. What are the challenges facing families in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Austria, and
Britain in achieving their children's language affiliation?
To answer this question, the means and standard deviations of the second section (challenges)
were calculated as follows:
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The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Table 5. Means and standard deviations of the respondents towards challenges that hindered
family's role in achieving the language affiliation of children
response
Section
Sample M
SD
Order
degree
Saudi
3.77
-746
3
high
The second section: the challenges
Arabia
facing activating the family's role in
Austria 4.16
-602
2
high
achieving the language affiliation of its
extremely
children
Britain
4.20
-429
1
high
Table five reveals that the challenges facing activating the family’s role in achieving the
language affiliation of their children in KSA has achieved (high) response, (M=3.77, SD=. 746).
Likewise, the challenges to families in Austria obtained high degree, (M=4.16, SD= .602.
Discussion
The current study tested the language affiliation among Arab children living in Saudi
Arabia, England, and Austria. It also identified the challenges related to these families in term of
mother tongue identity. Results revealed that the cognitive domain obtained higher means score
than other domains. This can be attributed to the fact that the family is aware of the importance
of the role it has in increasing their children's achievement in their native language. This is
evident through adopting many strategies that contribute to supporting their children's affiliation
to Arabic language such as speaking the language at home and encouraging children to learn
songs and poems in Arabic. This can be attributed to the family awareness of the importance of
adhering to the MT alongside other foreign languages, since foreign languages contribute to
providing the individual with knowledge and open up prospects for him/her to study a new
science. While this does not devalue the MT and its importance, it represents the national
identity of the children, the language of the Qur’an and worships, and then the families tend to
take many steps and strategies to support Arabic, such as speaking it at home and encouraging
children to follow Arabic programs and Arabic literature to enhance their identity and affiliation.
That result is partly consistent with the findings of Tatar's (2015) study that parents play
an important and vital role in developing and maintaining the native language and cultural
identity of their children through conducting talks in Turkish, not English, making visits to
Turkey continuously, and teaching children to speak in Turkish at home to enhance their
language proficiency. Likewise, the study is consistent with Taha's (2010) and Zaiton (2012)
studies that family has played the pivotal role is shaping the child's language identity and
building feeling of belongness to mother tongue.
These positive results of respondents living in UK can be attributed to the fact that the
family does not only view language as a means of communication, but rather views it as a way of
clarifying and attaining Arab affiliation, love of the land, and being influenced by a concept of
loyalty and belonging to the land. The family is considered a positive model for children to
adhere to Arabic and encourages them to memorize the Qur’an as the source of Islamic
legislation and worships. This would contribute to the development of the language skills of their
children, as indicated by parents' awareness of the positive roles they must play to support their
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children's language affiliation. This is also consistent with findings from Tatar (2015), Jubara
(2013), and Clycq et al., (2021) indicating that parents play an important and vital role
developing and maintaining their children’s native language and cultural identity.
Concerning the challenges faced these families as addressed by the second research
question, Arab families living in Saudi Arabia are so worried about the issue of language identity
for their children despite being in Arab country. This can be attributed to the fact that the Arab
world in general and Saudi Arabia in particular, for being the stronghold of Islam, face many
threats of their native language, and then the children may be affected by some of the extraneous
terms to Arabic, which parents may be unable to perceive and confront.
This is partially consistent with the findings of Jabara (2013) that the most important
linguistic problems facing society and the family in the Arab world are the diglossic features of
Arabic, which means that individuals are using two linguistic forms in one linguistic
environment or a struggle between a written literary form and a common slang language in
communication use.
This can be attributed to the insufficiency of some families' Arabic language skills and
competencies, in addition to the great influence of the cultural and educational milieu
surrounding the children, especially abroad. This result is partly in line with the findings of
Zeitoun (2012) that the challenges facing the family in enriching the language of their children
are the weakness of the parents’ Arabic language, parents’ enrolling their children in foreign
schools and universities, and the presence of a foreign maid at home, thus affecting the child's
native language. That result partly aligned with the findings of the Tatar (2015) that challenges
related to facilitating learning of native language and maintaining cultural identity include lack
of school support, lack of communication within the immigrant community, and limited time for
parents to communicate and speak with children in Turkish to maintain the native language and
Turkish cultural identity within American society.
Lastly, the challenges facing families in UK have got a (very high) degree of response
(M=4.20, SD.299). This can be attributed to the British people's pride in their culture and
heritage and their attempt to impose their cultural identity on the residents of British lands,
especially the linguistic side, which makes the Arab families, face many problems in maintaining
their children's language affiliation.
Conclusion
This study investigated the current situation of some Arab families for enhancing
language affiliation for their children and the challenges that face families with Arab
environment (Saudi Arabia) and foreign environment (UK and Austria). Arab families are
suffering from the loss of the native language of their children due to living in an unfamiliar
environment and a lack of sources for speaking the native language. Not only that, Arab families
living in Arab countries also suffer from the loss of their Arabic language as many families send
their children to international schools where there are few opportunities for children to speak and
write in their MT. Besides, many families adopt foreign nannies to bring up their children,
resulting in acquiring the maid's foreign language and accents. These factors may lead to
language loss and the absence of the pride of language affiliation. Results of this study showed
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that Arab families who are living in their homeland and speak their native language also face
challenges in achieving language affiliation and language maintenance. Another challenge that
meets Arab families who are living abroad is the struggle to maintain Arabic among their
children due to diglossic features of Arabic; the an enormous distance between the spoken form
(colloquial Arabic) used for oral communication and the literary written form (Classic Arabic)
used in books and newspapers.
Recommendations
In light of the study findings, many recommendations have been raised. First, training programs
should be provided for parents to enable them to develop their children's MT and to care for their
MT. Second, to establish a mechanism to take advantage of practices available online regarding
developing the roles of parents in enhancing the language affiliation of their children. Third, to
involve all family members in different extracurricular activities in schools where they can
practice their mother tongue as to ease speaking and interacting with peers in their native
language. Fourth, parents should encourage children to memorize the Holy Quran. Fifth, the role
of social media in developing the language affiliation of children should be enhanced. Sixth, the
role of the various cultural centers and attachés of Arab embassies should be activated in
developing the children's language affiliation.
Study Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
The current study has many limitations. First, the study was limited to Arab families
living in one Arab country and two foreign countries. More future studies were recommended to
cover families living in many countries and identify the current situation and the challenges they
struggle to maintain their native language for their children. The present study had collected data
via a questionnaire which is known as limited in obtaining accurate results. Future studies need
to conduct ethnographical studies to give a fine-grained picture about how Arabic is maintained
and what the optimal ways Arab families do for maintaining their language and attaining
language affiliation for their children. More studies are recommended to explore the role of the
family in maintaining the cultural identity of children who are living abroad.
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Abstract
This research attempted to study how using an advance organizer model can influence
meaningful learning of new concepts for ESL learners in collaborative classrooms. The
objectives were 1) to study the effects of using the advance organizer model, and 2) to study the
student achievement after using the advance organizer model to compare to the 80 percent
criterion. The study sample is purposively limited to 20 students in a class of the Introduction to
Skills for Leadership and Management at Mahidol University International Demonstration
School, Thailand. Post-test and observation forms were used as research tools. The data were
analyzed by content analysis, mean and standard deviation. The findings revealed that 1) The
effects occurred in both instructional and nurturant effects. The students engaged effectively in
learning and acquiring information. Students discussed and exchanged information using existing
knowledge and experiences to connect and explain the ideas to others. The instructional design
also meets the steps of the advance organizer model. The teacher designed the tasks of learning
follows the three phases of the advance organizer format. 2) The student achievement after using
the model to meet the criteria of 80. This study reflects that the model can influence meaningful
learning of new concepts and improve academic achievements for ESL learners in collaborative
classrooms. However, few researchers have addressed the problem of collaborative learning in
large courses. Hence, further study should focus on implementing the model with higher
numbers of students to confirm its effectiveness.
Keywords: advance organizer model, collaborative classroom, ESL learners, meaningful learning
of new concepts
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Introduction
Collaborative classrooms focus on the shared knowledge among teachers and students
(Tinzmann et al., 1990). The teachers work as mediators to facilitate the students to learn, while
students work together to complete tasks using critical processes. Tinzmann et al. (1990) suggest
that a collaborative classroom could provide effective communication among students and
influence them to be successful learners. According to Tan, Gallo, Jacobs, and Lee (1999),
collaborative learning can cultivate students’ thinking skills, including creativity and information
technology skills. While students exchange information among peers, they can also interact
through the processes of brainstorming, discussing, explaining, and persuading. Collaborative
learning empowers the learners to gain higher achievement, engagement with school, inter-ethnic
relations, self-esteem, enjoyment, and thinking skills (Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Cohen, 1994;
Slavin, 1995). It is highly versatile and can be used to achieve several critical educational
objectives. Collaboration among learners can enhance the learning experience (Brown, 2001).
Over a decade, collaborative learning has emerged in ESL (English as a Second
Language) education as a significant concept and instructional practice. A study from Liang,
Mohan, and Early (1998) about collaborative learning in ESL classes has found that many
researchers suggested that collaborative learning effectively maximizes second language
acquisition. It provides opportunities for both language input and output from the interaction,
which enhances language proficiency. Moreover, collaborative learning claims to help ESL
learners to draw on their primary language resources as they develop second language skills.
However, Liang et al. (1998) have found some issues from most research on cooperative
learning. Even though teachers can collaboratively interact with students to support their learning,
students may find themselves struggling with tremendous cultural adjustments to adapt to the
collaborative course format. The ESL students, who come from teacher-centered educational
backgrounds, may have conflicts between the new and old experiences and beliefs. The most
prominent concern is that there was little attention on the quality of student academic discourse
development. Following research carried out by Shafie, Maesin, Osman, Nayan, and Mansor
(2010), collaborative working creates a stressful learning environment among ESL learners due to
poor language knowledge. Moreover, undeveloped social skills can be weaknesses in acquiring
new vocabularies and block them from constructing new meaningful knowledge.
Shafie et al. (2010) argue that well-organized collaborative tasks can motivate students to
work comfortably with others and enhance creativity and following output. Sharan (2015) also
indicates that the interaction between teachers and students and among students can create a
collaborative classroom where students ask questions, share ideas and understanding, and
construct meaningful knowledge.
Following the Independent Committee for Education Reform (ICER) (2019), Thai
educational standards are lower than international standards. It focuses on content-based learning
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and memorization. The Ordinary National Education Test (ONET) result among Thai high school
students has been continually low for more than ten years. In the year 2018, most of the students
failed, with the average scores on each subject were under 50 percent. The ICER has cited that
one reason which hinders students from improving their learning is learning management in the
classroom. Students learned to be passive learners who emphasize memorization and lack critical
thinking and creativity. The teachers still focus on the summative assessment and ignore the
meaningful learning of the lesson to meet the learning objectives. Following Luther (2000),
teacher-centered teaching mainly focused on the summative assessment on students’ ability to
remember and understand the contents taught by their teachers.
In September 2019, Mahidol University International Demonstration School surveyed the
Language learning experiences of the students who mostly are Thai native speakers. The survey
aimed to understand the students' difficulties in content comprehensive understanding as being
ESL learners. The study was from 422 participants. It revealed that 43% of them encounter gaps in
their English knowledge that stops them from understanding the lessons a few times a week. Onefifth of them said most days. Followed by 34% said there are more than 10 English words per day
they do not quite understand. One-third of the students said they know 50-75% of the instructional
language, while 5% said they only understand it at 25-50%. It reflected some considerable amounts
of the struggling in language learning that blocked them from learning of meaningful context as
they are ESL learners. The practical learning pedagogy like this is not learning the language of
English for only communicative purposes. It could enhance the understanding of the subject
content meaningfully as well.
Meaningful learning is from the subsumption theory of Ausubel. Ausubel (1962) mentions
that creating meaningful verbal learning, deals with three concerns: 1) how is knowledge (content)
organized, 2) how the cognitive structure works to construct new concepts of information
(learning), and 3) how teachers can implement the ideas about the content and learning when
presenting new materials to students (instruction). He believes that students do not have to
discover generalizations or concepts without understanding them meaningfully. Ausubel (1968)
classifies meaningful verbal learning into three concepts. There are subordinate learning,
superordinate learning, and combinatorial learning.
Using advance organizers to design presentations is suggested by Ausubel (1968), who
favors the improvement of presentational models of teaching (Joyce, Weil, & Calhoun, 2015;
Sirithanyarat & Laoriendee, 2019). It mainly refers to direct empirical and nonverbal contact with
the data. Although it concerns passive learning, a well-organized presentation can work as an
intellectual scaffolding (Ausubel, 1968). He develops the Advance Organizer Model and suggests
that students can construct their knowledge in parallel with meaningful learning of the subject
matter, the way it organizes. The model emphasizes logical operation to enhance the retention of
new information (Joyce et al., 2015; Sirithanyarat & Laoriendee, 2019).
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To summarize, influencing meaningful learning of concepts among ESL learners is
significant. Apart from encouraging collaborative learning in the classroom, the well-organized
task to scaffold student thinking is imperative. The advance organizer model of Ausubel is
different from the discovery learning methods. They, instead, support both discovery and
expository techniques. Moreover, Ausubel suggests that the structural concepts in this
information-processing model suit junior high school age (Ausubel, 1962).
Hence, the main aim of this research was to study the effects of using advance organizers
to influence the meaningful learning of concepts for ESL learners in collaborative classrooms.
The research question was “how using an advance organizer model can influence the meaningful
learning of new concepts for ESL learners in collaborative classrooms?.” Two research objectives
were as follows :
1. To study the effects of using the advance organizer model
2. To study the student achievement after using the advance organizer model to compare
to the 80 percent criterion
Literature Review
Collaborative Classrooms
Collaborative Classrooms address sharing knowledge and authority to allow the changing
relationships between teachers and students (Tinzmann et al., 1990; Ibrahim et al., 2015). The
teacher’s role in mediating learning characterizes teachers' new approaches to instruction.
Emphasizing heterogeneous groups of students addresses the composition of collaborative
classrooms (Tinzmann et al., 1990). Collaborative classrooms suggest focusing on teacher’s
facilitation, using appropriate materials, individual accountability, positive independence,
effective communication, interpersonal skills among and within groups, real-time interaction, and
group processing (Ibrahim et al., 2015).
Four essential characteristics of collaborative classrooms create meaningful learning in
classrooms (Tinzmann et al., 1990); 1) share knowledge among teachers and students, 2) share
authority among teachers and students, 3) teachers as mediators and 4) heterogeneous groupings
of students.
Shared Knowledge among Teachers and Students
In a collaborative classroom, teachers should share knowledge and shared goals with
students. Meanwhile, the students can share knowledge with their peers. The teachers should
clarify the objectives of a particular activity and facilitate students to contribute ideas. By sharing
knowledge, students could share experiences and ideas with others. It empowers students to
explore more perspectives and solutions to problems. Moreover, the students would also be
motivated to pay more attention (Tinzmann et al., 1990; Ibrahim et al., 2015). However, it needs
to be aware that the students might have conflicts easily due to failure of ideas negotiation or
disintegration of a group, especially in the large-size classroom (Zurita & Nussbaum, 2004;
Borge & White, 2016).
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Shared Authority among Teachers and Students
In a passive learning classroom, teachers do most of the instructional planning. In
contrast, the collaborative classroom encourages the teachers to share authority with students
more. Shared procedures with students make them be part of the instructional designs. The
teachers should enable students to share their interests and engage in the decision-making
process. It also benefits the differentiation in the classroom (Tinzmann et al., 1990). Each student
needs to hold accountable for their responsibility. The students should be more active in
exchanging opinions and give helpful feedback to a group to share their authority more
effectively (Ibrahim et al., 2015).
Nonetheless, students sometimes feel not safe sharing their ideas with the community or
making mistakes, especially in a large class with little collaborative experience (Borge & White,
2016). Thus, the teachers need to have effective orchestration for better positive outcomes. Wellplanned management can promote more collaborative learning, especially implementing learning
activities in real-world contexts (Borge & Mercier, 2019).
Teachers as Mediators
Teachers in a collaborative classroom should emphasize mediated learning. The teachers
should prepare students to explore learning through various concepts and assist in how they will
know. Effective mediation should lead to a better connection of existing knowledge and new
ideas (Tinzmann et al., 1990). As being mediator, a teacher should guide, facilitate, and provide
positive feedback and support to students to learn so they are encouraged to freely work with
enthusiasm (Ibrahim et al., 2015). Nonetheless, some issues typically arise in the collaborative
classroom, such as negative social interaction and off-task behavior, especially in a large class
(Borge & White, 2016). This way, besides being mediators in learning, the teachers should
oversee the classroom environment as well.
Heterogeneous Groupings of Students
The diversity in a collaborative classroom allows students to perceive different and
valuable ideas and solutions to problems. It is due to the differences in experiences, backgrounds,
and attitudes. The teachers can provide some exciting contexts for students to explore new
concepts. Meanwhiles, the students can share their thoughts and exchange information within a
classroom (Tinzmann et al., 1990). The strengths of each student in the heterogeneous groups can
culminate in the success of the group. Not only can the students produce favorable results, but
they might also be proud and satisfy with themselves more (Ibrahim et al., 2015). Heterogeneity
in learning groups aimed to improve academic achievements (Graf & Bekele, 2006). If the
teachers manage the heterogeneous groups effectively, the students should also achieve their
educational goals (Kapur, 2020). However, more competent students may block other weaker
students learning (Tinzmann et al., 1990). This way, the teachers should find practical tools to use
in the collaborative classroom that assist students in working together and participating equally.
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Advance Organizer Model
Orientation to the model, Ausubel (1968) introduces this method as an effective way to
convey ample information to students in a meaningful way. It mainly presents ideas that link to
the particular concepts of the new learning. There are three phases of the advance organizer
model syntax (Joyce et al., 2015):
Phase 1: Presentation of Advance Organizer
The teacher should obtain the attention of the students by clarifying the learning goals of
the lessons. Advance organizers should recall information about students’ existing knowledge. It
is not the introductory comments at the beginning of the class. Instead, the models should give
them a context or orientation to the subject presentation. It builds around the propositions or
principle concepts of the area of study. It should scaffold the ideas of learners to a higher level of
abstraction.
Phase 2: Presentation of Learning Task or Material
The teacher must point out the essential concepts to explain carefully. The advance
organizers model should present as tasks or learning materials. The presentation should be clear
to understand. It should show a link from a fundamental to a more advanced concept. New
knowledge should be relevant to the previous command. It can present in form of lectures,
discussions, tasks, reading, or experiments.
Phase 3: Strengthening Cognitive Organization
The new knowledge should anchor in the existing cognitive structure of the students.
There are four activities: 1) using principles of integrative reconciliation, 2) promoting active
reception learning, 3) eliciting a critical approach to the subject matter, and 4) clarification.
According to Mohammadi, Moenikia, and Zahed-Babelan (2010), advance organizers can
have a significant effect on the acquisition of knowledge, especially in the second language. They
argue that graphic advance organizers significantly promoted English language learning as a
second language, revealed from the pre-test and post-test scores. It claims that the organizer could
help to organize information and ideas as it facilitates thinking processes while organizing and
classifying new concepts. Moreover, it can also be a language tool that allows students to
exercise language.
Raj (2013) has studied a study on the effect of the Advance Organizer Model in the
teaching of mathematics among secondary school pupils at differing levels of intelligence. The
detailed analysis of the instructional effects and the nurturant effects present as follows (Raj,
2013; Joyce et al., 2015).
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Instructional Effects
Conceptual Structures
The model focuses on knowledge construction through students’ cognitive structure. The
concepts arise from lower-order to higher-order abstract. The idea is the symbolic construction
used in thinking which can construct when a student responds to various stimuli in the same
category or classification. The teacher should induce students to enlarge their conceptual system
to proceed with the information.
Meaningful Assimilation of Information and Ideas
Meaningful learning depends on the effective presentation of information. It should help
students retain the knowledge over a long time. The organization of knowledge and pedagogical
function works paralleled. Meaningful assimilation requires a solid connection of the new
learning material and existing ideas in the students’ cognitive system. Students’ cognitive
structure must be prepared to comprehend and imply the new learning set, instead of
memorization. When teachers input unfamiliar concepts to students, they will reconcile ideas
from their similar or contrasting experiences. Then, they will construct their frame of reference
and terminology. Hence, the teacher should facilitate these active cognitive operations to play an
active role in this information processing system.
Nurturant effects
Interest in Inquiry
Link to the instructional effects, the students should develop the interest of inquiry
spontaneously. It views that while students attempt to learn new materials, they know to inquire
about methods to solve the contradiction between old and new concepts. The interest of inquiry
would help them to investigate the information. Accordingly, they can generate and validate the
information to newly constructed knowledge.
Habits of Precise Thinking
It refers to the behavioral pattern engaging in the information arrangement in the pattern
or new information addition that can be related to the pattern.
Meaningful Learning of New Concepts for ESL Learners
The meaningful learning of concepts refers to how students can process the cognitive
structure to connect their new learning to their existing knowledge (Joyce et al., 2015). The
connection is likely to be less confused if similar information store in long-term memory (Ellis &
Hunt, 1983). According to Sharan (2015), meaningful learning depends on more than what
teachers transmit. It advances the development of information out of students' understanding,
experiences, and trades with different students. Additionally, students must apply the knowledge
in higher-level and connect to their life meaningfully. It deals with the three major questions: 1)
how knowledge is organized, 2) how students’ cognitive process works while learning new
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information, and 3) how can a teacher design curriculum and instruction to apply these ideas of
presenting new information (Joyce et al., 2015).
It connects to Bloom’s taxonomy which shows the six stages of learning from lower-order
thinking to higher-order thinking (Bloom, Engelhart, & Furst, 1956; Deller, 2019). The taxonomy
classifies the learning levels from remembering, comprehension, application, analysis,
evaluation, and creation, which connect to the facet of understanding, having self-knowledge.
New ideas construction from things you learned requires a complex comprehension. It is not just
the context learning, but also the relationships of each element within the context. Learners
should be able to synergize and integrate multi-knowledge to create new knowledge. It shows
they have self-knowledge.
Methods
This study adopted the mixed-methods embedded experimental research design (Creswell
& Clark, 2011). The researcher employed both quantitative and qualitative methods to follow the
two objectives. An observation and post-test integrated to examine the effects of using an advance
organizer model to influence the meaningful learning of new concepts for ESL learners in a
collaborative class.
Participants
The researcher conducted the study at the Mahidol University International School,
Thailand. The population was the Business Studies students who are in grade 12th in the class of
2020. They were purposively selected to 20 students in a class of the Introduction to Skills for
Leadership and Management. Students had mixed backgrounds in English proficiency range from
B1 to C1. They also had different business backgrounds as some of them had studied other
business electives previously, while the others had not.
Research Instruments
Post-test
The post-test is an evaluation tool to assess how students learn the new concepts of the
lesson. The test has two parts with three questions. In the first part, the researcher uses a
comparative organizer in table form to ask the student to compare the learning concepts. This
part mainly focuses on comprehension and application of the concepts present in lower-order
thinking. In the second part, there is one long answer question that students have to analyze and
synthesize the concepts they have learned and give examples linking to their experiences from
various situations.
Observation Form
The observation was a part of ongoing monitoring. At the beginning of a lesson, It was to
monitor how teachers use advance organizer models. The observation form focuses to observe
four domains: 1) planning and preparation, 2) the instructional environment, and 3) Instruction.
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The observation also summarizes the ongoing activity, including commendations and
recommendations in narrative writing format.
Research Procedures
To study the effects of using the advance organizer model, the researchers applied the
instructional system design model, ADDIE model (Kruse, 2009), to design an instructional plan.
There are five processes as follows.
Table 1. Steps of research design
ADDIE model
(Kruse, 2009)
Analysis: The researcher collects
adequate data to analyze the gap
between the target outcomes and
the current situation
Design: In this phase, the
researcher designs objects,
instruments, specific content, or
objectives.

Research procedures
The researcher identified the need from Business studies standards and school
survey results. The study of relevant theories and researches aimed to design the
effective lessons of using advance organizer models to influence the meaningful
learning of new concepts for ESL learners in a collaborative classroom.
The researcher designed content materials. The three phrases of the advance
organizer model syntax presented four lesson plans.
Lesson 1
Clarifying the aims of the lesson
(Phrase 1:
Presenting advance organizer:
Presentation
Identify defining attributes
of Advance
Give examples
Organizer)
Provide context
Prompting awareness of learners relevant
knowledge and experience
Lesson 2
(Phase 2:
Presentation
of Learning
Task or
Material)
Lesson 3
(Phase 3:
Strengthening
Cognitive
Organization)

Development: The researcher
creates the materials
Implementation: The researcher
implements the output learning
materials in the sample group or
the target group.
Evaluation: The researcher
evaluates the effectiveness of the
materials
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Group work assignment: Assigning a concept to every two
groups. Each group discussing and completing a worksheet
Presenting material
Maintaining attention
Making organization explicit
Making logical order of learning material explicit
Group work assignment: The two groups with the same new
concepts sharing discussion results and planning to share the
new idea with the other groups.
Peer teaching: Each group presenting the work.
Using principles of integrative reconciliation
Promoting active reception learning
Eliciting critical approach to the subject matter
Clarifying: Listeners asking questions to the
presenters to explain the new concepts
Lesson 4:
Post-test
The researcher developed the learning materials. There are lesson plans,
observation forms, post-test.
The researcher implemented the output learning materials in the sample group
of 20 students in the class, the year 2020, at the Mahidol University
International Demonstration School, Thailand.
The researcher evaluates the effects of the advance organizer model.
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The researchers used both formative and summative assessments. The participants took
the post-test in the final lesson. The Deputy Director of Academics at Mahidol University
International Demonstration School used the observation form during the instructional
observation.
Results
The effects of the advance organizer model are as follows.
The findings from studying the effects of using the advance organizer model
Regarding the data obtained from the observation form, the results show that the advance
organizer model can influence the meaningful learning of new concepts for ESL learners in
collaborative classrooms. The content analysis present as follows.
Instructional Effects
Conceptual Structures
Observation results: It is a well-organized class in terms of an opening activity (review),
new information, practice, independent application, and assessment. The teacher clarified the
learning goals. The teacher had designed tasks to recall the students’ existing knowledge and
drive higher-order thinking. The teacher had pointed out essential concepts to be explained
carefully. The teacher applied advance organizers as tasks and learning materials.
Meaningful Assimilation of Information and Ideas
Observation results: Overall, all students worked and found enough was unique in each of
their roles. The teacher demonstrated the ability to translate learning goals into meaningful and
relevant learning experiences. Students were able to explain the new concepts to peers, using
examples from their experiences and answering questions with understanding. The analysis
questions are very well, in that they move up Bloom’s Taxonomy in terms of sophistication.
Nurturant Effects
Interest in Inquiry
Observation results: Students had developed an interest in the inquiry. Students had a
chance to use more communication skills to read, write, listen and speak among peers when they
were working on the projects in the group. The teacher was readily available to the students
during the whole process, and students were comfortable asking questions and garnering other
assistance during this lesson. Peers were motivated to acquire more information and pay more
attention.
Habits of Precise Thinking
Observation results: Students engage in discussion effectively. The teacher strengthens
how students connect their learning of new concepts and existing knowledge. The organization,
in particular, spoke to the types of questions students should grapple with if they are developing
their critical thinking skills.
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The findings from studying the student achievement after using the advance organizer model
to compare to the 80 percent criterion
From implementing the lesson plans by using the advance organizer model to influence
the meaningful learning of new concepts for ESL learners in a collaborative classroom, the
students answered three questions that align with the concepts of meaningful assimilation of
information and concepts. The results present in Table two.
Table 2. Findings from post-test
Scores
N
Full score
After using
20
26

Mean
21.5

Percent
82.69

S.D.
3.16

From the table, the student achievement after using the advance organizer model meets the
criteria of 80.
Some students showed to connect the concepts of the new information meaningfully to
their experiences. They can explain the new concept using the ideas from their experiences by
giving examples of the situations in their life where they presented or acted to link the
characteristics of the concepts. They could analyze their ideas by connecting them to the concepts
they have learned from peers’ presentations. The examples of answers to reflect the meaningful
learning of new concepts is as the following.
Student A: I think that the coaching leadership style is the most effective one. As I am a person
who likes to plan things out and very observing, I usually become the one who assigns role and
task to my friends whom I think they have the potential to do the jobs and later give them a little
input and support to their output. Not only that, but I also like to help motivate and encourage my
friends too by being a coaching leader. Most of the work matched expectations, and most of the
followers are valued, inspired, and consulted. For example, when I was in grade ten, one of the
teachers has assigned a group project to us. At that time, most people in my group did not have
the idea. They could not come up with a way to present the data. Hence, I decided to stand up and
assign each role to them by seeing what they are good at and support them.
Student B: For me, coaching is the best leadership style. It is because I can motivate people and
provide direction simultaneously. There is one friend of mine who does not like to work. I tried to
encourage him and give him what he can do for the job. My style of talking can be considered as
motivated (one-on-one conversation), which suits this style. Also, my friend tells me that he does
not know what to do. I will give him direction and provide support as he goes.
Student C: In my opinion, my most effective leadership style is supporting. I realize that when
people ask me for suggestions, I am always willing to help them. I am a good listener, and I am
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never bored listening. As I did 16 characteristics, the result showed that I am likely to be a
supporter. When I give them advice, they always tell me that it is helpful. As a supporting
leadership style, it is highly supporting but lowly directing. Working in a group, I do not usually
force people to do work that I assign, but I mostly ask they are willing to do work instead. When
someone does the job not quite well, I will motivate and support them. I do not want to force
anybody. When we have to come up with an idea in a group, I noticed that someone was afraid to
share their ideas, so I will tell them to share that idea.
Overall, the students can link the new concept to their own experiences and values
effectively.
Discussion
The effects showed in both instructional effects and nurturant effects. The students
engaged in learning and acquiring information effectively. Students discussed and exchanged
information using existing knowledge and experiences to connect and explain the ideas to others.
The teacher planned, prepared, and instructed to meet the characters of collaborative classroom
designs. The teacher facilitates and guides students with heterogeneous grouping effectively. The
advance organizer is used in the lesson to help students develop conceptual structure. The
instructional design also meets the steps of using an advance organizer model to influence the
meaningful learning of new concepts for ESL learners in a collaborative classroom. The
organization moved from lower-understanding context to higher-understanding context and
allowed students to apply ideas from experiences.
Following Ellis and Hunt (1983), meaningful learning can occur if the new information
can be associated with existing data. The teacher drives students learning from recall, connects
previous knowledge, and uses the learning materials to influence meaningful learning in
advanced abstracts link Bloom’s Taxonomy ideas. According to Bloom (Bloom et al., 1956), the
taxonomy is a significant model which classifies educational learning objectives into levels of
complexity and specificity. It enhances student higher thinking and also guides educators on the
design of curricula and examinations.
The post-test score is 82.69% which meets the 80% criterion assumption. It reflects that
students can learn the concepts meaningfully. They met all the characteristics of meaningful
assimilation of information and ideas. Students can link the previous knowledge to their new
concepts. It showed that they have a comprehension of the new concepts. They can apply the
ideas to solve the contradictory meanings and link them to their personal experiences. The posttest answers also reflected that the students could analyze and synthesize the concepts they learn
to connect to their situations and values.
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This result complies with the finding of Mohammadi et al. (2010) that the advance
organizer model can effectively promote student achievements, especially in the second
language. Moreover, The characteristic of the collaborative classroom also supports the use of the
organizer model, whereas heterogeneous grouping can improve academic achievements from
greater participation in the lessons (Graf & Bekele, 2006; Kapur, 2020).
Conclusion
This study investigated the effects of using the advance organizers model. The findings
indicated that the advance organizer could enhance student learning of new concepts and create
meaningful learning to meet high test scores. The qualitative data analysis revealed that ESL
students benefit from the advance organizer model in a collaborative classroom. They can acquire
knowledge to understand the new concepts in organized manners to follow the cognitive
structure. Besides, students are more motivated to acquire new knowledge and confidence to
share them. The advance organizer should use the questions that required the students to
collaborate to answer several driving questions.
Recommendation
This study focused on influencing the meaningful learning of new concepts in Business
studies for ESL learners in international schools who challenge both socially and emotionally as
they have language barriers and present different perspectives. The advance organizer model can
increase motivation to learn and link new concepts to their background effectively. The
researcher would like to suggest any teachers implement the advance organizer model in the
collaborative classroom. This strategy can break barriers for English language learners. It focuses
less on teaching languages directly to build the students’ understanding. The model can help the
learning of new concepts. The students can enjoy the learning process more when it is relevant to
their real-life situations. However, some studies had mentioned some known issues about
collaborative learning in large classes, such as the disintegration of education, dominant
leadership of more intelligent students, and fear of sharing personal ideas. Hence, further study
should focus on implementing the advance organizer model in classes with more students to
confirm its effectiveness.
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Abstract
The present study attempts to examine verbal/nonverbal impoliteness in the classroom
interaction and outside it in one of the movies, namely, The Marva Collins. Impoliteness, which
is significantly studied within pragmatics, is a negative attitude towards particular behaviors. It
always presumes to have emotional concerns for at least one participant who has caused it. This
study is an attempt to examine verbal/nonverbal impoliteness in The Marva Collins movie. The
study aims to investigate the different types of impoliteness strategies used in the four selected
scenes and find out whether the speaker's status has anything to do with the types of
impoliteness. Besides, the functions performed are also examined by following a qualitative
method of research. To achieve the aim of the study, the researchers adopt Culpeper’s model of
impoliteness (1996, 2005). The study has concluded that positive impoliteness is the most
dominant type of impoliteness, followed by withholding politeness. Moreover, the characters in
The Marva Collins mostly employ affective impoliteness rather than the other functions of
impoliteness. It is indicated to let the speaker imply the duty of the hearer to produce a negative
emotional state. As a final point, Culpeper is the workable model used in analysing the data of
this study.
Keywords: Culpeper’s model of impoliteness, (im) politeness, negative impoliteness, positive
impoliteness, pragmatics, The Marva Collins
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1. Introduction
Phenomena of impoliteness occur not only in daily conversation but also in conversations
found in different media such as films, books and TV drama. Sometimes, however, people intend
to be impolite by saying or doing something wrong due to different reasons. First, they may be
stimulated by a particular motivation, so they have the intention to damage others' faces
(Bousfield, 2008). Second, sometimes being impolite is a reflection of one's psychological state,
like feeling angry. Third, people may intend to be impolite for the sake of entertainment. Fourth,
Culpeper (2011) declares that people sometimes intend to be impolite to get power via language.
Mills (2005) presented how impoliteness is worthy in studying communication since it is a
portion of it, as far as politeness, but from a distinctive viewpoint. In reality, some rules
administer social communication and the insurance of interaction without breaking such rules;
otherwise, there will be misbehavior or impoliteness. For this point, impoliteness could be
separated from the hypothesized standards of a society of practice. This paper sheds light on the
role of impoliteness in school interaction and its function in four selected scenes from The Marva
Collins movie. It is intended to fill this gap by studying The Marva Collins movie pragmatically.
To convey a message from the speaker to the listener, it must be done unequivocally and
straightforwardly. Some texts, however, are concealed behind the speaker's remarks for such
purposes. The speaker does not say this directly so that the listener may draw inferences to the
desired interpretation of the speaker. This phenomenon is studied in one of the branches of
pragmatic linguistic studies.
From the point of view of Ninio and Snow (1996), pragmatics is introduced as the branch
of linguistics that deals with language use, unlike syntax and semantics, which are concerned
with the form and meaning of sentences, respectively. To Mey (2001), pragmatics is a shift from
the paradigm of theoretical grammar, in particular syntax, to the paradigm of language use in
human communication as determined by the conditions of society. According to Crystal (2008),
pragmatics has been employed to study language according to the user's opinion in social
interaction. Pragmatics, according to Levinson (1983, p.5), is the study of language usage. He
says he analyzes language-context relations that are central to language comprehension.
Agreeing with Birner (2013), pragmatics may be roughly defined as the study of language use in
context as compared to semantics, which is the study of literal meaning independent of context.
Horn and Ward (2006) view pragmatics as the study of those context-dependent aspects of
meaning which are systematically abstracted away from the construction of content or logical
form. To Yule (2010), pragmatics is the study of the implied meaning, or how we recognize what
is hidden indeed on the off chance that it isn't said or written. In this manner, speakers (or
writers) must be able to hang on to a lot of shared presumptions and desires when they
interconnect. When arranging to get the messages that are expected to pass on, we must utilize
the implications of the words, the context in which they happen and a few pre-existing
information of what is expected to be carried out. Furthermore, pragmatics, as a field of study,
comprises the study of some theories and models including the speech act theory, lexis,
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presupposition, conversational implicate and politeness. Concerning the latter, Culpeper (2005)
argues that impoliteness is the very much parasite of politeness.
2. Politeness
Thomas (1995) defines 'Politeness' as "a genuine desire to be pleasant to others, or as the
underlying motivation for an individual's linguistic behavior"(p.150), adding that there is no
access to the addresser's motivation to be more or less polite than others, stating that there is
access only to what addressers say and how their addressee(s) react.
Holmes (2001) observes that “being linguistically polite involves speaking to people
appropriately in light of the relationship”(p.268), thus the level of ‘politeness’ to Holmes
depends on the level of the social relationship between the interlocutors, which determines the
level of formality used in the interlocution. Fairclough (1989) is in line with Holmes (ibid),
stating that “politeness is based on the recognition of differences of power, degree of social
distance” (p.66), proposing that the scale of 'Politeness' in any community depends on two
factors: (1) An assessment of the social relationship between interlocutors (2) Knowledge of the
social values and norms of the socio-cultural community involved. Furthermore, Abbas (2013)
argues that politeness is one of the prevailing theories incorporated in the analysis of discourse,
literary and non-literary; to bring what is called 'social harmony' that is regulated via several
super and sub-strategies. Besides, Leech (1983, p.15) approved the notion of pragmatic strategy,
since its main focus is on a goal-oriented discourse circumstance, in which the speaker uses
language as arranged to deliver a real impact within the intellect of the hearer. In any case, and
despite the truth that Leech's model is exceptionally much adjusted to linguistics that is implied
by which certain objectives are accomplished, much of it is based on practical standards as
communicative limitations, not on elaborating pragmatic methodologies, and typically more
genuine aspects of his account of politeness. The concept of 'technique' is central to Brown and
Levinson's (1987) demonstration of courteousness, fair conduct because it goes back to the early
work on the lack of consideration (Culpeper, 1996).
3. What is impoliteness?
According to Limberg (2009), several research studies have been conducted in the field of
politics (p.1377). However, not many researchers concentrate on the opposite of politeness, i.e.,
impoliteness, whereas impolite behavior is more attractive to society. For example, people will
respond immediately by commenting or making an awkward gesture on their uncomfortable
actions. Impoliteness is not as commonly studied as politeness, although certain areas of debate,
such as political discourse, military speech, courtroom speech, police discourse and TV shows,
and computer-mediated communication (CMC) have been investigated.
To Culpeper, Bousfield, and Wichman (2003), impoliteness is also considered as a
complement to politeness field theory and also a revision of parts of it as well as it should not be
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considered as failed politeness since there is a clear relationship between them. Impoliteness has
several synonyms in the English language and somehow, they all refer to the evaluation of
negative behaviour.
Culpeper (2010) has studied the phenomenon of impoliteness extensively and says
"Impoliteness is a negative attitude towards specific behaviour in specific contexts” (p.32). In his
description of impoliteness, Culpeper found out a dilemma and later rewrote the definition of
impoliteness. In a particular sense, the meaning of impoliteness has a negative attitude to such
actions. It is supported by social perceptions and desires, including the meditation of a person or
group's identity in other individuals' social interactions. Any behaviour, when incompatible with
how a person is meant, how he/she wants to be, and/or how he/she feels it needs to be, can be
regarded as apolitical. Such actions always have emotional effects or are supposed to do so. The
impact is responsible or should be offensive (Culpeper 2011, p.23). Furthermore, Culpeper
(2011) states that "sometimes it is not what is said that is impolite but how it is said"(p.57). This
implies that prosody has its possess of impact on an expression; an expression, that would
something else be legitimately respectful, can be made impolite by changing the intention
(Culpeper, 2011). Leech, (2014) states "the best way to start theorizing about impoliteness is to
build on a theory of politeness, which is a closely related phenomenon, in fact, the polar opposite
of politeness” (p.219). While on the theory of impoliteness and emotional argument, Kienpointer
(2008) states that impoliteness is "a prototype call for non-cooperative or competitive
communicative behavior"(p.245).
4. Verbal and nonverbal communication
Verbal communication is single-channelled and moderately controlled, while nonverbal
communication is multi-channeled and moderately genuine. Another distinction, concurring to
Andersen (1999) is that verbal communication could be a socially based framework, while most
of the nonverbal communication may be a naturally based framework. He outlines that a few
nonverbal incidents, such as certain signals and part of touching, are not the same thing in each
country, as it is culture-specific (as cited in Huang 2007, pp.115-117). The indirect speech act is
perhaps the most critical pragmatic principle of the current study on impoliteness since it is
commonly connected with the concept of politeness. The more indirect the act of speech, the
more courteous it is. We may, for example, use the direct version ‘shut up’ if we want some
people to be quiet, or the indirect version ‘Would you please stay silent for a while?’
The indirect version is a rather courteous way to ask for silence, while most people view the
direct version as very unpleasant. The degree of politeness, however, is linked to factors such as
influence, cultural customs and participants' closeness, which is why the less polite version is
often used. Some parents will claim, for instance, that their children are shut, but possibly they
will not tell their colleagues (Huang 2007).
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Although the language spoken is a major component of our daily communication, many
researchers in the field believe that nonverbal communication is at least as vital as verbal
communication. In addition, Anderson (1999) refers to the message as "direct, non-arbitrary,
intrinsic to what they represent” (p.3). This is because just about one-third of the contact between
humans is verbal. It should be borne in mind here that nonverbal communication is not a
language, but can have similar functions. There is nonverbal communication besides words, and
nonverbal and verbal communication typically occurs simultaneously (Andersen, 1999). In
expansion to age, both sex and culture also influence nonverbal communication. Here, to Hall
(2006), men are considered to be louder, grin and look less precise to their feelings than women.
5. Strategies of impoliteness
Concerning the political policies proposed by Brown and Levinson (1987), Culpeper (1996)
creates a basis for impoliteness. With one review developed in (2005), he suggested a fivepronged strategy model.

Impoliteness
Super
Strategies

Bald on
Record
Impoliteness

Positive
Impoliteness

Negative
Impoliteness
Sarcasm or
Mock
Impoliteness
Withhold
Politeness

Figure 1. Impoliteness super strategies proposed by Culpeper (1996, p.8).
Culpeper (1996, as cited in Abbas, 2012) defines the concept of impoliteness as the use of five
strategies to attack the hearer's face. The following are the five strategies in brief:
5.1 Bald on record impoliteness
Culpeper (2005, p.41) states that the speaker in this strategy directly, clearly, unambiguously,
and concisely implements the Face Threatening Act (FTA). It is done when the face is not trivial
or minimized. It is carried out when the speaker intends to target the addressing to the person's
face. Very quickly, the most evident and straightforward impoliteness is reported impoliteness.
This kind of impoliteness is popular among people with close ties, according to Culpeper (1996).
Wieczorek (2013, as cited in Muhammed & Abbas 2016) explains the distinction between the
bald on record politeness of Brown and Levinson and the bald on record impoliteness of
Culpeper. Here, the expression is incredibly effective concerning the conversational adages of
Grice. Agreeing with Brown and Levinson, the researchers do not take after these adages in
discussions, but speakers are incited by them to pay consideration to the confront needs to avoid
any struggle (Brown & Levinson, 1987). The previous is connected to specific circumstances
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where the hazard to confront is negligible without any consideration to assault the hearer
confront. In general, this strategy is easy when the speaker (S) fails to listen to/hear (H) and does
not consider the act relevant. For example:
Dean: You are nuts. You are nuttier than a fruit cake Alves.
Sam: What? What did you say?
Here, the Dean‘s utterance is an FTA. He does impoliteness to Sam without any ambiguity.
5.2 Positive impoliteness
This strategy is designed to attack the optimistic face of the addressee, which needs to be
acknowledged by others, according to Culpeper (2005, p.40). Some of the production methods
can be used for this strategy:
- Ignoring, snubbing the other failure to recognize the involvement of the others.
-Remove the other from a job.
-Dismiss from, for example, denying affiliation or shared ground with others, preventing sitting.
-Be disinterested, carefree and unfriendly.
-Using improper identification markers - use titles and nicknames, for example, if a close relation
or a nickname is related to a distant connection.
-Use a dark or hidden language-for instance, use jargon to mystify another or use a community
code known to some, but not the goal.
-Seek discrepancy- choose a delicate topic.
-For example, do not avoid quiet, laugh, or use small conversations, making others
uncomfortable.
-Use taboo terms – swear, violent, or secular.
-Demand other names – use negative appointments.
5.3 Negative impoliteness
This strategy is defined by Culpeper (2005, p.41) as the strategy the addressee wants to strike.
This approach is used by the speaker to damage the recipient's freedom of action. According to
Culpeper (2005, p. 41), negative impoliteness includes “the use of strategies developed to
damage the recipient's negative face wants”. Additionally, he accepts that this technique covers
“the association rights to some extent”. The output strategies of negative impoliteness strategies
as the following:
-Invade the other's space, frighten, instill a belief that action detrimental to the other will occur.
-Condescend, scorn or ridicule - emphasize your relative power.
-Be contemptuous; do not treat the other seriously.
-Belittle the other.
-Explicitly associate the other with a negative aspect – personalize.
-Use the pronouns 'I' and 'you', and put the other's indebtedness on record etc.
5.4 Sarcasm or mock impoliteness
It means an act of face-threats using mockery or illusionary politics. According to Culpeper
(1996), impoliteness is also considered as insincere politeness between S and H. He wrote about
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impoliteness in a military formation camp, in his article Towards an Anatomy of Impoliteness
and he provided the following example:
Speaker 1: Hey, you know something about you?
Speaker 2: What about?
Speaker 1: With your little acting girl, you impress people.
The word 'impress' is frequently used to convey a pleasing judgment, but speaker ‘1’ says
that to make fun of speaker 2. The utterance is thus insincere and it is referred to as ‘mock
politeness’.
Culpeper (2005, p. 49) has explained this strategy in the following example:
-I once turned up late for a party and upon explaining to the host that I had mistaken
17:00 hours 7 o'clock, I was greeted with a smile and the words 'you silly bugger' I
knew that the impoliteness was superficial, it was not real and that I had been accepted
into the party.
5.5 Withhold politeness
Culpeper (1996, p. 357) points out that impoliteness is accomplished through the
nonappearance of politeness work where it would be anticipated. For occurrence, falling flat to
thank someone for a blessing may be taken as a considerable lack of consideration (Curlpaper,
2006, p. 42). In this procedure, the speaker does not do the polite act where the listener would
anticipate one. Being calm is additionally withhold politeness. Withhold politeness happens
when the speaker does not do the politeness wished by the hearer, or just keeps silent, for
instance:
Wife: Honey, come here!
Husband: Okay, wait a minute.
Wife: Happy birthday, Honey! This is a little gift for you.
Husband: (keeps silent)
The husband fails to thank his wife for the present given to him. Thus, it can be called
‘withhold politeness’ (Culpeper 1996).
This type of impoliteness occurs because there is a lack of politics right now, which
should be demonstrated (Culpeper 2005). Failure to thank someone or express appreciation for a
favour can be regarded as intentional impoliteness, as seen in the following example.
(The example shows an arbitrator using the extract from The Clamper, who recently declined an
appeal by a car owner against a car park.)
Arbitrator: Well, thanks a lot for the arrival.
Owner of car: I thank you not. (Culpeper et al., 2003, p.1559)
In expressly rejecting politeness, the car owner does not give thanks to the arbitrator.
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6. Functions of impoliteness
There were not many attempts to define impoliteness functions. Culpeper (2011) has
suggested the latest effort to achieve three functions of impoliteness: affective impoliteness,
Coercive Impoliteness, and Entertaining Impoliteness.
Corecisve
Impoliteness
Affective
Impoliteness

Entertaining
Impoliteness

Function
of
Impolite
ness
Figure 2: Functions of impoliteness as proposed by Culpeper (2011).
Culpeper (2011) proposes three functions of impoliteness in his up-to-date book,
Impoliteness: Using Language to Cause Offense (as cited in Muhammed & Abbas, 2016). These
sorts share the work of negating interpersonal connections, personalities, and social standards.
Each one is shown below.
6.1 Affective impoliteness
The first function of impoliteness is treated as emotional impoliteness. This role includes an
emotional explosion during a conversation between the speaker and the hearer. Culpeper (2011,
P. 223) claims that affective impoliteness shows an excessively heightened feeling, such as
indignation, which implies the duty of the goal to produce a negative emotional state.
The example below shows the impoliteness of a girl who is angry toward the boy.
Girl: How dare you go too far on me! That's not the way you should handle me! Who the fuck
are you thinking?
Boy: I have to go. I've got to do some things.
In the example, the girl uses impolite utterances to show her anger and frustration toward the
boy.
An example of this can be found in the following:
- You have insulted me for the last time.
This utterance conventionalizes impoliteness insults, and this is clarified with a negative
value. Here, the speaker reveals his anger towards the hearer and this leads to producing a
negative emotional atmosphere between the speaker and the hearer (Haung, 2014, p. 150). For
instance, in making someone crazy, the addressee expresses his annoyance by using impolite
utterances to tell the addresser that he is unwanted anymore.
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6.2 Coercive impoliteness
The second impoliteness function is that of coercive. It is uncomfortable to rearrange values
between the supplier and the aim in which the manufacturer gains more or is strengthened or
covered by their existing advantages (Culpeper 2011, p.226). The terms producer and objective
here may not only be used for individuals but also groups or organizations.
This role seems to arise in circumstances where there is a different social systemic force
or social condition, according to Culpeper (2011, p. 252). Nevertheless, the accumulation of
social influence can also be used in a more egalitarian way.
In the following conversation between a manager and her assistant, an example of
manipulative impoliteness can be seen.
Manager: I want to bring my cup of coffee from the coffee shop across the street for my
presentation on my desk tomorrow in 10 minutes.
Secretary: Mistake... All right, but right now I have my lunch. Is it all right if I do it after I've
done it?
Manager: What you're doing, I don't care. Ten minutes. Ten minutes.
The manager's impoliteness is to confirm his position as a boss in this example. Just as
she has a more important position than her office assistant, she pressures her secretary to take her
orders by using her power.
6.3 Entertaining impoliteness
The ultimate role of impoliteness is entertaining. The purpose or the possible objective of
impoliteness, including entertainment, is to manipulate this role of impoliteness (Culpeper 2011,
p. 252). A victim or a possible victim is often necessary for combination with all genuine
impoliteness. Here, in entertaining impoliteness, the addressee amuses of the hearer and enjoys
the feeling of obtaining amusement.
It's unforeseen that even though it appears to hurt or anger people, it can be fun. Unlike
other pragmatic experiments with a dyad of speakers and audiences, impoliteness can be
organized similarly for both the listening crowd and the target audience (Culpeper 2011, p.234).
The example below shows the amusing impoliteness. Girl A ridiculed the dress of Girl B
in a crowd:
Girl A: What a beautiful dress you're wearing tonight.
Girl B: Well, thank you. Thank you. I made it myself. I made it myself.
Girl A: Wow, wow, right? For I want one for my cat. I want one...
On the whole, the three types share the function of contradicting interpersonal relationships,
identities, and social norms (Mohammed & Abbas, 2015).
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7. Methodology
To achieve the aims of the study, the researchers adopt a qualitative method. Having a qualitative
analysis enables the researchers to expand the scope of their analysis to examine the examples
with more depth. According to Merriam (2009), qualitative research regards the researcher as the
main instrument who collects and analyses the data of the study.
The present study focuses on the application of Culpeper’s (2005) impoliteness strategies.
In The Marva Collins, the researchers selected four scenes to analyse the participants'
impoliteness utterances in different ways. The first scene is between Mrs. Collins and the two of
her students Roxanne and Martin. While the second scene is about Mrs. Collins and one of her
students, his name is Martin. The third scene is about a talk between Mrs. Collins and Martin.
While Mrs.Collins is explaining the material, Martin does not pay attention to her and he is busy
bothering Roxanne who is one of the students in the class. The fourth scene is between Mr.
Duffy and Mrs. Collins. The conversation is about some duties that teachers have to do this
week.
To carry out the study, there are certain procedures to follow to do the analysis: watching
the movie more than one time, applying the proposed model by identifying the super and substrategies of impoliteness, examining the identified strategy and showing the context in which it
occurs. It should be highly remembered that the nonverbal interaction is not a dialect, despite
that its capacities can be comparable. Nonverbal interaction happens close to language, and
nonverbal and verbal communications, as a rule, exist at the same time. Most of the lack of
consideration includes moreover nonverbal components, such as diverse expressions of the face
and tones of voices. A few occasions of the lack of consideration are made through the nonverbal
interaction.
8. Analysis and discussion
In The Marva Collins movie, the researchers analyze the different ways participants employ
impoliteness utterances. The researchers selected four extracts from two different categories,
namely, student and teacher and teacher and principal. These selected scenes which all reflect the
speaker’s and the hearer’s face-attacks are shown in the following extracts.
Extract 1: Student and teacher
Mrs. Collins opens her school inside her house. The participants are Mrs. Collins and two of
her students, namely, Roxanne and Martin.
Mrs. Collins: You will read a difficult book twice a month. You'll memorize a poem every week.
And you'll write a theme every single day. There'll be mathematics, vocabulary...history...
Roxanne: Say what? I am not doing all that junk. (She feels bored and angry)
Martin: I don't gotta learn anything. (He shouts with angry facial expressions)
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Mrs. Collins starts her first-day teaching students who suffer from different problems in
their life. She begins introducing herself to those kids and talking about the rules they have to
follow. While she is talking, Roxanne interrupts her, describing teaching as being junk.
Roxanne's utterance of the taboo word junk is the sub-strategy of positive impoliteness which
attacks the addressees positive confronts needs. The function here is that of affective
impoliteness which is used by Roxanne in situations when she expresses her bad feelings to
show the negative emotional state, such as frustration. Meanwhile, Martin is a student who is
always in trouble with his teacher as well as his colleagues. Martin lives in a poor family; he
suffers from certain issues which affect his personality. Martin disrespects his teacher and he
becomes angry at her. Martin misbehaves and keeps playing with his ruler without giving any
attention to his teacher. This is a positive impoliteness strategy when his reaction reflects the
"unconcern, disinterest, and insensitive" about learning in general and his teacher in particular. It
is effective impoliteness when Martin uses quite an inconsiderate expression to express that he is
no longer to communicate with the teacher's latent impact on him and to inform her that he is no
longer unwanted. It is effective impoliteness, when the students express their anger towards their
teacher and this, thus, produces a negative passionate climate in the class.
Extract 2: Student and teacher
This scene takes place in the class. Mrs. Collins tries to drive Martin's attention to the lesson, but
he no more cares about what she says.
Martin: [TAPPING]
Mrs. Collins: If you do not wish to learn, you have the right to fail. Now listen...I love you. I love
you. You're a bright boy. You're a handsome boy. But you do not have the right to disturb the
other children's right to learn. Now if you wish to fail, you may do so quietly. Stop interrupting.
And stop tapping that pencil. [PENCIL DROPS] Pick it up. [SIREN WAILING IN DISTANCE]
Pick it up.
Martin :( gazes at Mrs... Collins: with angry expressions).
Mrs. Collins: Thank you.
Martin: (keeps silent).
Martin misbehaves with his teacher and his friends and the only thing he likes to do is to
fight with others. While Mrs. Collins is talking about success, Martin interrupts her by tapping
on the desk. She tells him to stop doing that twice, but he raises his eyes brow with anger which
is considered one of the non-verbal communications to express feelings. This is not the only time
the teacher repeats herself. She also repeats herself when she asks Martin to pick up the pencil.
Here repetition can be considered a good contribution to the interpretation of the utterance
(Abbas & Abdul Zahra 2007). It tells that the teacher is fed up with Martin. Martin's reaction of
keeping silent, on the other hand, can be analyzed as withhold politeness by not responding to his
teacher. This is affective impoliteness when Martin communicates his outrage towards his
teacher and this subsequently produces a negative enthusiastic climate in the class. Martin does
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not behave respectfully in this approach where Mrs. Collins would anticipate one. Being quiet is
likewise withholding politeness.
Extract 3: Students and teacher
This extract includes a talk between Mrs... Collins and one of her students, Martin.
Mrs. Collins: Martin will never have thoughts of his own...because he's too busy to think. So
when the man comes and offers him two10s for a $50 bill, he'll never know...whether he has a
good deal or not.
Martin: I know that. He'd have to give me five 10s for $50. I'm no dummy.
Mrs. Collins: Then maybe you know that the good Lord gave us two ears and one mouth...so we
could listen twice as much as we talk.
[STUDENTS LAUGH]
Martin: I can listen and talk at the same time because I am as fine as a shiny new dime.
Mrs... Collins: Beautiful, Martin. Beautiful. Now for tomorrow, I want you to look up the
etymology of the word "dime."
Mrs... Collins: Where and when it was minted. How much silver went into it? That's your
homework for tomorrow. Because I'm gonna get more than a shiny new dime's worth of learning
out of you.
Mrs. Collins is explaining the subject, but Martin does not pay attention to her and he is
busy bothering his friend Roxanne. When Mrs. Collins notices that, she tries to drive his
attention by saying that if a man comes to him and gives him some money two10s for a $50 bill,
he'll never know...whether he has a good deal or not. Here, Martin loses his temper and he
replies in a sharp tone which reflects his anger by uttering the "taboo word" dummy. Martin'
utterance is a sub-strategy of positive impoliteness through saying a "taboo word" to his teacher's
face. The effective function of Culpeper's impoliteness appears in this scene. This function is
represented by the impolite item I can listen and talk at the same time because I am as fine as a
shiny new dime produced by Martin. His expression exposes his feelings of anger towards Mrs.
Collins.
Extract 4: Teacher and principal
This scene is taken place in Mr. Duffy's office. The participants in this extract are Mr. Duffy and
Mrs. Collins.
Mr. Duffy: The agenda, the agenda. Thank you. The next item, the boys' bathroom in the south
hall, okay? From now on during regular class time, the boys' bathroom will be locked. Don't
even bother to issue hall passes in this hallway.
Mrs. Collins: I still happen to have this false alarm on my floor that keeps going off, Mr. Duffy.
Mr. Duffy: Mrs. Collins, don't you have anything better to do than worry about that damn fire
bell?
MALE TEACHER: Really?
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Mrs. Collins: Yes, I do. Teaching. But between irrelevant zoo trips and false alarms, we are
losing the battle. You are robbing us of class time, Mr. Duffy. Why don't you send your agenda
on a field trip and let us teach?
The conversation is about some duties that teachers have to do this week such as filling
the reports during the classes, taking the students for a trip, closing the boys' bathroom and the
other issues, but without discussing the students' evaluation in the subjects. Mrs. Collins gets
bothered by the false alarm that no one talks about. Mrs. Collins cares more about teaching rather
than other things. Meanwhile, Mr. Duffy loses his temper by puts his shoes on the chair and he
utters an impolite word in a high tone with angry facial expressions towards Mrs. Collins by
saying 'damn'. Here, Mr. Duffy's behavior is disrespectful to Mrs. Collins. The use of the taboo
word 'damn' is one of the sub-strategies of positive impoliteness. The function is that of affective
when Mrs. Duffy expresses a kind of frustration at Mrs. Collins. This produces a hostile
interpersonal climate between the two.
9. Conclusion
The concept of impoliteness is realized in an unexpected way depending on the setting of the
circumstance. It can be analyzed from the speaker's and the hearer's viewpoint since it depends
on the speaker's deliberate conduct and the hearer's gathering of interpretation. Culpeper's model
(2005) has been outlined to show how the procedures of the lack of consideration methodologies
are controlled by the characters within the two chosen different levels, namely, (student and
teacher) and (teacher and principal).
There are five impoliteness strategies used by Culpeper (1996, 2005) they are: bald on
record impoliteness, positive impoliteness, negative impoliteness, sarcasm or mock impoliteness,
and withhold politeness. According to Culpeper's model (2005), there are three functions of
impoliteness: affective, coercive, and entertaining. Each of the impoliteness strategies has its
realizations. In the first example, when Roxaane uses the "taboo word" junk toward her teacher.
She expresses her bad feeling to show a negative emotional state, such as frustration. Besides,
Martin disrespects his teacher and he becomes angry at her. Martin misbehaves and keeps
playing with his ruler without giving any attention to his teacher. This is a positive impoliteness
strategy when Martin's reaction reflects the "unconcern, disinterest, and insensitive" about
learning and his teacher. In the second example, when Mrs. Collins talks about success; Martin
interrupts her by tapping on the deck. She tells him to stop doing that, but he raises his eyes
brows with anger which is considered one of the non-verbal communications to express feelings.
Martin's reaction is considered to withhold politeness for keeping silent without responding to
his teacher. In the third example, Martin loses his temper toward his teacher and replies in a
sharp tone expressing his anger by uttering the taboo word 'dummy'. In the fourth example, the
topic of conversation is about Mr. Duffy and Mrs. Collins. When loses his temper by putting his
shoes on the chair, Mr. Duffy utters an impolite word in a high tone with angry facial
expressions towards Mrs. Collins by saying 'damn'. Here, Mr. Duffy's behavior is disrespectful
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to Mrs. Collins. The use of procedures planned to attack the addressees positive confront needs
and the capacities of both techniques are those of the affective impoliteness. The researchers
show how this movie reveals the status of the teacher. Besides, positive impoliteness is the most
prominent among the other type of impoliteness through which the affective function is revealed.
This finding agrees with that of Kadhum and Abbas (2020) in their study about the role of
impoliteness in You Tube.
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Abstract
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a modern branch of linguistics. The current study applies
CDA to a televised speech of El-Sisi, the Egyptian president, on the 47th anniversary of October
Victory in its English version. The study aims to reveal ideologies behind the publishing of the
speech and its role in shaping the mentality of Egyptians. The researcher applies Fairclough's
(2014a) three-dimensional model. She also uses Halliday and Matthiessen's (2014)
metafunctions of systemic functional grammar (SFG) as the tool for analysis. The analysis is
mainly qualitative. The research answers some questions. The first one is: 'How the constructive
ideologies are expressed through their linguistic structures and features in the English version of
El-Sisi's speech on the 47th of October victory ceremony?' The second is 'what is the explanation
for including such confidential ideologies in the published English version of El-Sisi's speech?' A
significant finding is that the delivered messages of the speech reflect some ideological
orientations. The ideological orientations are affected and determined by the dominant social
ideologies and the general orientation of institutions in Egypt. The study aims to help readers use
their skills in analyzing any discourse systematically. The study also highlights the fundamental
ideologies needed to direct Egyptians for the benefit of their country. Future researches can focus
on the role of words in reflecting ideologies or the role of explicitation and implicitation
techniques in conveying beliefs and confidential ideologies.
Keywords: Critical discourse analysis (CDA), Fairclough's three-dimensional model,
ideology, metafunctions, modality, transitivity
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Introduction
The 6th of October war (October war) in 1973 is an unforgettable memory in the minds of all
Egyptians. The president of Egypt usually delivers a speech on television on that day. He does
this to share the celebration of this ceremony with all Egyptians. The speech, then, is transcribed
in letters in national journals where 'Ahram Online' is one of the authoritative and influential
bodies in that field. Because of the importance of that day to all Egyptians, the researcher chose
the present speech, published in its English version by the newspaper, for performing a critical
discourse analysis.
Martin (2015) points out that no language is ever used and considered neutral and objective.
Therefore, researchers can perform a critical linguistic analysis theoretically on any type of
discourse. The current study carries out a critical discourse analysis on the English version of the
speech of President El-Sisi on the 47th anniversary of October victory. The aim of the study is to
highlight some ideologies and features of El-Sisi's speech.
The researcher performs her study according to Fairclough's (2014a) framework which is
based on three dimensions used in analyzing the English version of the speech. The analysis is
performed according to three stages: description, interpretation and explanation. The researcher
uses Halliday and Matthiessen’s (2004) metafunctions for analyzing the first two stages of
Fairclough's framework. The analysis of the third stage depends on linking the text to its social
context.
Performing many critical discourse analyses (CDA) to the language of news reports attracted
the attention of many scholars. It was a result of the enormous influence of media discourse on
shaping public opinion (Fairclough, 2013; Fowler, 1991; Van Dijk, 2018). CDA, an essential
part of critical linguistics, is helpful in analyzing news reports and speeches and exploring the
implied ideology and value system in language (Van de Mieroop. Clifton &Verhelst, 2020).
Fairclough (2014a) argues that CDA can help people choose the best way for conveying the
point of view of the addressor to the addressees. Thus, CDA can help scholars and readers
understand speeches systematically and comprehensively (Vessey, 2016; Zhang, 2013).
Nowadays, many people began to disbelieve in the power and sovereignty of Egypt. They
started to forget about the glorious war of October in 1973 and the gains achieved by this war.
Therefore, the researcher highlights through the performed analysis the confidential ideologies in
the speech of President El-Sisi which shape the mentality of the youth. These ideologies exclude
wrong established concepts through the careful choice of words. Researchers rarely tackled this
area.
According to Halliday and Matthiessen’s (2014) systemic functional grammar (SFG) and
Fairclough’s (2013) model for CDA and applying the qualitative method, the study aims to
answer the following questions:
Q1: How the constructive ideologies are expressed through their linguistic structures and features
in the English version of El-Sisi's speech on the 47th of October victory ceremony?
Q2: What is the explanation for including such confidential ideologies in the published English
version of El-Sisi's speech?
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The study aims at revealing how the words of President El-Sisi reflect certain ideologies in
the speech. These ideologies are fundamental in shaping the minds of the youth for the benefit of
the country. President El-Sisi tries by his speech to arouse the curiosity of civilians in
remembering the moments of October war. He also urges people to remember the glorious
achievements through the successful choice of lexical items and cohesive structures. Such a
speech will, in turn, shape or reshape their ideologies and beliefs. El-Sisi's speech on the 47th
October victory reinforces and supports the spirit of being a true Egyptian. It leads people to
believe in Egypt’s capabilities in achieving development. It also helps them accept previous
Egyptian achievements through October war. In short, with Fairclough’s (2014a) model of three
dimensions as the framework for analysis, the current study reveals the confidential ideologies in
the language of El-Sisi's speech. The study reflects how the reader can develop a critical sense
for analyzing any given discourse.
As for data collection, the researcher used 'Ahram Online' newspaper that published the
English version of El-Sisi's Speech on the 47th Anniversary of October Victory. The researcher
chooses this newspaper, in particular, because of its good reputation. The newspaper is also
spread worldwide and is objective in handling issues.
Literature Review
Political speeches
Nowadays, political speeches are considered a central element in human life. They play an
essential role in transferring information and forming the mentality of any country's people
(Valentini et al., 2016).
Political speeches are a type of discourse where officials, heads of a nation and government
heads deliver them in public addresses. They deliver such speeches to explain their opinions,
policies and the orientation of the government (Wilson, 2005). Political language is closely
related to political speeches.
Political language is a language of power. It influences government policy and actions, identifies
the dominant values of the moment, and wins votes. Likewise, it is a language that is capable of
making war, establishing needs of its users at a particular time. Thus, it has a reputation for being
flexible and ambiguous or, worse (Goshgarian, 2011, p. 426).

As for studying political speeches, Stamou (2018) mentions that analyzing any political
discourse should not stop at studying the speakers only. On the contrary, it should explore the
events politically and as communicative action. Van Dijk (2015) states that there is a role for the
event resulted from an interaction between text and context. Rachman and Yunianti (2017)
stressed the fact that occasions and ceremonies are essential in the analysis of political speeches,
such as “parliamentary sessions, cabinet meetings, interviews with media, election campaigns,
protest demonstrations and bureaucratic practices” (p.8). Some researches dealt with the
following points: online discussion and political talk (Magdalena & Mutz, 2009; Stamou, 2018),
and the relationship between the government, ideology, and politics (Fairclough, 2014b; Hudson,
1978; Van Dijk, 2018).
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Critical Discourse Analysis
Critical discourse analysis is an established field within humanities and social sciences. It is
known as CDA. Some scholars suggest that CDA is becoming “an intellectual orthodoxy” (Billig
2002, p. 44).
Fairclough is a famous linguist in the field of CDA. His socio-cultural analysis combines
social theory with discourse analysis. Fairclough (1992) studies the change of language in
addition to changes in culture and society. According to Fairclough (2013), CDA is an
interdisciplinary field that studies political and social phenomena to explore the ideological
implications and their relation to power by analyzing the use of language. Fairclough (2014a)
states that CDA aims to find out an association between features of practicing discourse such as
text production and distribution, properties of texts and their handling as socio-cultural practice.
The word "critical" in CDA has two meanings: first, it is concerned with social inequality.
Second, the nature of CDA analysis is not similar to traditional analysis. CDA discusses social
inequality (Sibbley-White, 2018). Moreover, critical discourse analysis tries to explore how texts
and events are generated and reflect ideologies through the power of the addressor. Fairclough
stated that the vagueness of the relationship between discourse and society could enhance and
secure the power and sovereignty of the authorities in various countries (2014b).
After reviewing Halliday and Matthiessen’s (2004) systemic functional framework,
Fairclough (2014b) introduced his approach which is concerned with discourse, language and
power in society. Fairclough's approach states that actions and events can be described through
varied syntactic structures that hide ideologies.
CDA concentrates on highlighting the relationship between language and ideology (Johnson
& Milani, 2010). Little attention is paid to the analysis of political speeches and their
confidential ideologies. Hence, the current study investigates this area.
As for researches that discussed ideology when analyzing different types of texts, there is a
research by Jamjoum (2020) which investigates the identity and ideology of Abdulfatah Al-Sisi –
the sixth Egyptian president. The investigation is conducted for analyzing eight selected
speeches of the president at different times during his ruling period. The Egyptian government
has classified some of these speeches as most important, covering topics related to local
economy, local education and religion. The selected speeches discussed some critical issues such
as possible threats to the security of Egypt, the Egyptian twenty-fifth January revolution in 2011.
They also dealt with perceptions of Al-Sisi towards Egypt's past and future, and plans of Egypt
2030. The study is qualitative since it depends on the performed analysis by the researcher for
the selected speeches. The researcher adopts Leete's (2012) theory about identity and the theory
about ideology of Van Dijk (2006) as being the theoretical framework of the study. The
researcher took the political background into consideration during his analysis. He also
considered the context of the delivered speeches to reveal the ideology of Al-Sisi. The performed
analysis showed that Al-Sisi lacks designing a suitable plan for providing Egyptians with a
proper educational system. The study reflected that Al-Sisi does not have plans to improve local
economy. It also added that Al-Sisi prevents intervention of religion in political issues. The
researcher mentioned that Al-Sisi rules Egypt by deception and military force. Furthermore, the
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researcher explained that Al-Sisi relates himself to the security of Egypt and the army. They
form a triangle in which each side is closely related to the other and depends on it.
Another research dealing with “ideology” had applied CDA to two delivered political pieces
of discourse. These Pieces of discourse are for Donald Trump, the American president, and
Wang Yi, the Chinese foreign minister, in the 72nd session of the UN assembly. The research was
conducted by Zhu and Wang in 2020. It applied Fairclough's discourse model that is 3dimensional to the analysis of these speeches. The researchers discussed the relation between
ideology, discourse and society. They examined the linguistic characteristics of these pieces of
discourse and their dimensions for social and discursive practices. Through the application of the
first dimension to the pieces of discourse, it is noticed that both leaders in their speech prefer one
resource in the Affect system, i.e., Judgment resources, to the other two resources. The
researchers applied the Attitude subsystem of Martin (2015) through the examination of the
interpersonal metafunction, in addition to statistical figures. The two speeches differed in their
Judgment subsystem in comparison to resources and the ability to attract people to them.
Concerning the discursive practice, the research highlighted that both leaders use many
intertextuality resources in their speeches. The findings indicated that Wang Yi prefers Chinese
expressions of ancient times. In contrast, Trump repeatedly used words belonging to many fields
such as legal texts, laws and governmental documents.
The relation between discourse, media and ideology
Ideologies are the general beliefs that people socially share (Ethelb, 2016). They can be also
the frameworks such as concepts, language, expressed thoughts, categories or systems of
representation used by social groups and various classes in society. The frameworks detect or
discover the way society works. According to Van Dijk (2018), these ideologies regulate society.
The government, courts editors, opinion leaders, even families play an essential role in setting
the boundaries of a discourse to be legitimate, i.e., what is the topic to talk about and how to talk
about it (Wilson, 2005).
Ideologies can shape people's judgments and opinions. Vessey (2016) stated that
communication through media influences the attitude and mind of the reader towards specific
events. In other words, the language of media conveys stereotypes and social meanings to the
audience. Such elements and the general characteristics of language should be born in mind
when analyzing a given discourse.
Fairclough's Three-Dimensional Model
Fairclough (2014a) developed his three-dimensional framework. Fairclough (1989) stated
"Discourse refers to the whole process of social interaction of which a text is just a part" (p. 24).
He mentions that three dimensions shape any communicative event. The first is the text (visual
images, writing, speech or a combination of these). The second is the communicative event
which is considered a discursive practice that includes production and consumption of texts. The
third is the communicative event as a social practice (Fairclough, 2014b). Fairclough mentioned
that these dimensions correspond to three stages of CDA: description, interpretation and
explanation. He considers discourse as a kind of social practice which is the reflection of social
structure. Discourse, for Fairclough, is a unit integrating context, interaction and text. Text is the
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basis that builds discourse. Therefore, it is the basis and the result of interaction. Fairclough
(2014a) believes that the production and interpretation of a text depend on context.
Fairclough (2014a) uses "socio-cultural practice" and "discourse practice" to replace
"context" and "interaction". He does that because he regards "a mode of action" as discourse
(Fairclough, 2014b, p.34). Fairclough stresses the idea that discourse is a kind of social practice.
Research Methodology:
The current research is conducted within Fairclough's three-dimensional framework to
analyze El-Sisi's speech in its English version at three stages: description, interpretation and
explanation. The researcher performs the analysis at the first two stages by examining the
linguistic choices of the speech. The analysis is performed through Halliday and Matthiessen's
systemic-functional grammar metafunctions as the analytic devices. At the third stage, the
linguistic choices are explained with the social context in which the text is produced. The
researcher performs a qualitative analysis to make the research reliable and systematic. The
stages are the following:
Description
Discourse analysis for Fairclough has three steps. The description stage is the first one which
includes a description of the linguistic features of the discourse. It deals with the choice of
vocabulary (wording), grammar (transitivity which has a close relation with Halliday's systemicfunctional grammar, passivization). It also examines the structure of the text such as turn-taking
system and thematic choice that should be analyzed systematically. Such a step represents the
text as the object to be explored.
Halliday and Matthiessen's (2014) SFG has a close relation to Fairclough's three-dimensional
model. The researcher uses Halliday and Matthiessen's metafunctions for critical discourse
analysis. She uses, in specific, transitivity and modality systems.
Transitivity is people's experience of reality. It is expressed in terms of processes (or "goingson"). The processes reflect doing, happening, meaning, sensing, becoming and being. These
processes represent the transitivity system of language.
Transitivity is the representation of the experiential metafunction. Transitivity is the resource
for construing our experience of the world around us. Such an analysis is performed in terms of
processes. These processes are related to participants of the action or process and circumstances.
Those elements should be taken into account when analyzing processes (Halliday & Matthiessen,
2014).
In Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG), 'Modality' is the semantic space between ‘yes’ and
‘no’. It provides different ways for expressing the message of language user. It also reflects
judgments and attitudes of various kinds (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). 'Modality' has a role in
discourse that is closely related to the clause; its speech functions. 'Modality' is related to what
the speaker is doing through language.
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Interpretation
Fairclough (2014a) says that interpretation reveals the relationship between interaction and
text. It considers the text as the product of an interactive process and "as recourse in the process
of interpretation" (p.26). Fairclough mentions that linguists should not only consider discourse as
a text. Discourse is also a discursive practice. It should pay attention to other elements than
linguistic features. Some elements are intertextuality and speech act. Fairclough (2014a) defined
"Intertextuality" as the element that investigates inter-textual relations among texts and
discourse.
Explanation
Fairclough (2014b) mentioned that explanation expresses the relationship between social
context and interaction to the processes of production and interpretation. The explanation stage is
concerned with describing "discourse as social practice" or the "socio-cultural practice" (p.34).
Some elements like power and ideology should be explored to explain the interaction between
text production and consumption, and the socio-cultural context (Schnurr & Schroeder, 2019).
The three steps are closely related to each other. The social, inter-textual and linguistic factors
are revealed when applying the three steps to the analysis of El-Sisi's speech.
The researcher conducts a detailed investigation of El-Sisi's speech applying Fairclough's
three-dimensional modal with transitivity and modality systems to find out the confidential
ideologies targeting the audience.
Data collection
The written text to be examined is an English version of El-Sisi's Speech on the 47th
Anniversary of October Victory. It was published in one of the most influential and widespread
newspapers in Egypt and the Arab world, 'Ahram Online.' It was published in the issue of the 6 th
of October 2020. It is the written form of the televised speech of President El-Sisi on that
occasion (The Egyptian people would never give up, 2020).
Data analysis and discussion
As the researcher highlighted earlier, the analysis is conducted in three stages following
Fairclough's framework through an analysis applying some metafunctions of SFG (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014).
Description: a. Transitivity (Material Processes)
According to Halliday & Matthiessen (2014), a material process is a process of “doing,”
which is expressed usually by an action verb (e.g., play, beat, swim) and an actor (logical
subject).
Table 1 – Actors and material processes
Actor

1- The Egyptians

2- We (Egyptians)
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3- The Egyptian nation
4- The truth
5- The Egyptian people
6- Egypt
7- The Egyptian people's ability
8- The resulting effects
9- The souls of all Egyptians
10- Egypt
11- October generation
12- El-Sadat
13- Egyptian mother
14- Land
15- Righteous martyrs
16- Generations
17- The Egyptian armed forces (and policemen)
18- People's capabilities
19- Us (Egyptians)

Abdelwahab

Preserve
Renew
Continue
Stand up
Earn
Prevail
Give up
Achieved(3)
Moving
Come true
Extended
Bring/brought (2)
Create
Face
Make(2)
Celebrates
Drawn
Follow
Raised
Bore
Instilled
Filled
Relinquished
Watered
Set a great example
Come
Stationed
Safeguard
Written
Left
Work
Shape

It is clear from Table 1 that most of the actors of the material processes are centered on
"Egyptians." President El-Sisi rarely referred to himself alone. He includes himself with
Egyptians in his speech. Such inclusion is intended to let people feel that President El-Sisi is one
of them who shares them their beliefs and history.
As for the prevailing repeated type of processes, 'material processes' are the dominant type in
the speech. The repetition of material processes serves the situation. Their use suits October war
anniversary because it is one of the glorious wars in modern history of Egypt. El-Sisi uses
material processes to remind Egyptians of their October victory. He also urges them to keep
clinging to one another to improve Egypt and achieve development.
Concerning the confidential ideologies conveyed through the use of specific material
processes and their actors, the researcher finds that El-Sisi tries to reflect the significant role of
the armed forces at the time of war. He tries to show how the armed forces are the source of
spiritual support to all Egyptians. Since such a spirit almost vanished in current times in Egypt,
El-Sisi tries to regenerate such a spirit nowadays. He does this by reminding Egyptians of their
previous achievements due to their unity at challenging times.
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El-Sisi also mentions “policemen” as an actor in his speech. He points to their role in keeping
and spreading peace everywhere in Egypt. "Policemen" are mentioned in the same line where the
"armed forces" are mentioned. This is done to reflect that policemen and the armed forces are
two primary bodies in Egypt. It also shows how the armed forces played a remarkable role in
October war. Policemen are, nowadays, playing a vital role in Egypt’s war against terrorism for
unifying it and securing its land.
Therefore, the careful choice of words and speech structure achieved El-Sisi’s aim in
touching Egyptians and tacitly influencing their ideologies and orientation in life.
Modality
Exploring modality and analyzing it is crucial in CDA. Modality expresses the comment and
attitude of the speaker or writer (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). In this section, the researcher
focuses mainly on modal auxiliary verbs used in El-Sisi's speech. According to Halliday &
Matthiessen (2014), writers or speakers express the validity of a statement with a high or low
degree of certainty through the use of modals. Halliday & Matthiessen define them as the items
that express the speaker's attitude or the subjectivity of his opinions and emotions. In other
words, modality in the text is considered as an additional voice being introduced.
Table 2. Sample sentences from the English version of El-Sisi's speech

Paragraph 3:
We have also known that the truth that is based on strength would prevail ultimately.
Paragraph 8:
A matter we must deem a proof of the uniqueness and resilience of this people…
Paragraph 9:
Peoples' capabilities cannot be left vulnerable to illusions and miscalculated policies.
Paragraph 10:
The glorious anniversary of the October victory will always be an occasion to be celebrated for all
Egyptians;……
Paragraph 11:
The memory of our righteous martyrs, their heroism and their precious sacrifices will always be
remembered and will always be an incentive for us to further work…………………

Table 2 reflects the use of modal auxiliaries in El-Sisi's speech. 'Will' is the most repeated
modal verb. It is repeated three times. Its past form 'would' is used for one time only in the whole
speech. The other two modal verbs (modals) are 'cannot' and 'must.' These modals reveal the
point of view of El-Sisi about the specific issue he discusses at this stage.
The word “will” gives information about future actions where the addressor guarantees the
occurrence of the action he describes or the truth of it (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). In
addition, the accuracy of the propositions can be expressed by the speaker through the use of
'will.' For example, when 'will' is used in the expression "will always be an occasion to be
celebrated," it reassures the importance of the subject. The subject is "the glorious anniversary of
the October victory."
'Must' is the typical modality verb expressing obligation and necessity (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014). It shows how El-Sisi considers preserving the security of Egypt as proof of
the uniqueness of Egyptians. It is also evidence of the ability of their armed forces and the
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institutions of the country in facing terrorism. 'Cannot' gives the meaning of negating a
possibility or ability. It indicates that what the speaker supposes is impossible to happen as
expressed in the sentence "Peoples' capabilities cannot be left vulnerable to illusions and
miscalculated policies."
In conclusion, modal auxiliaries in El-Sisi's speech mainly express the meaning of reinforcing
the spirit of true faithful Egyptians to their country 'Egypt'. Modal auxiliaries also describe the
ability of Egyptians to get into any kind of war and achieve victory to keep this as a continuing
fact forever. These are some of the confidential ideologies President El-Sisi conveys in his
speech.
Interpretation
In 'interpretation', the researcher analyzes the text and explains it as a discursive practice.
Fairclough is concerned with text production and consumption. Therefore, intertextuality should
be applied at this stage. According to Fairclough (2014b), intertextuality refers to the formation
of a text and its relation to other texts.
Intertextuality is divided into two elements which are the reporting mode and news source.
News source is, usually, the person who reports information to news reporter. The reporters do
not know what happened precisely about the topic they want to speak about. Hence, they resort
to a news source to tell them about that part. The news source is the authoritative source that tells
a reporter the news. Therefore, the quality of sources influences the expressed values (Baldauf et
al., 2017).
Reporting modes
Fairclough (2014a) divided reporting modes into three categories: direct discourse (DD),
indirect discourse (ID) and direct discourse slipping DD(S). The direct discourse means that it
has to follow the original statement literally, while the indirect discourse reflects the original
content only but not the actual form. Direct discourse slipping is a modified and abbreviated
form of the original direct discourse. It is the case of slipping between the indirect and direct
modes (Fairclough, 2014a).
The reporting mode of the current speech is direct discourse (DD). It strictly reveals the
original content and form of the published speech.
News source
News sources refer to the ideas, speeches and points of view of the expressers or addressors
reflected in news reports (Fairclough, 2014b).
It is apparent in the recent speech that the voice of President EL-Sisi is the dominant one. The
speech is published in a written form based upon a televised version. It is the English version
which is an objective translation of the Arabic version. By examining the choice of words, it
highlights the point of view of President El-Sisi. His point of view represents the point of view of
most of Egyptians who are moderate in their orientation in life. It is evident that the reporter’s
ideologies and attitudes are explicit and highlighted through the current analysis. Examples of
the reporter’s ideologies and attitudes are "the sovereignty of Egypt, the incredible power of
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Egyptians, the horrible consequences of supporting terrorism, and the armed forces and the
police are the mighty power of Egypt."
Explanation
Fairclough (2014b) stated that News discourse and speeches are considered a type of social
practice. News reports and speeches are influenced by the orientation of institutions of the
country and society (Amer, 2017; Clifton, 2019; Doui, 2019). The current research uses societal
and institutional context to analyze the speech and the included confidential information related
to language, ideology and power (Fairclough, 2014b).
Institutional context
There is a close relationship between politics and government, on the one hand, and news
media and formal printed speeches, on the other hand (Lewis and Molyneux, 2018). Usually,
national ideology affects the orientation of press (Clifton et al., 2020). It does that to express
certain kinds of news which help politicians in shaping most of the minds of people (Valentini et
al., 2016). The institutional context which includes elements such as characteristics of the
organization needs to be explored (Carr & Hayes, 2015). It reflects the confidential background
information for news media during publishing news to the public (Carroll, 2016).
It is evident from the published speech that the newspaper 'Ahram Online' reflects the trends
of the government. It chooses and represents published news according to some ideological
considerations. 'Ahram Online' is one of the national newspapers that reflects the government's
ideology and conveys it objectively to the reader.
'Ahram Online' published the English version of the speech with minor added sentences
supporting the point of view of President El-Sisi. Hence, it is an effective tool in spreading the
confidential ideologies of Egypt. These ideologies are about Egypt's power and its attitude
towards terrorism.
Societal context
Societal context is a crucial element in understanding the profound level of speeches and
news reports (Abdulmajid, 2019). Media are influenced by the societal context and the events in
a country, whether they are political, economic or historical (Fuchs, 2019; Jones & Hafner, 2015;
Schnurr & Zayts, 2017). According to Najarzadegan et al. (2017), News is the end product of a
complex process that starts with selecting topics and their systematic sorting. Moreover, it
includes selecting events according to social elements of categories (Wodak & Meyer, 2009;
Wright, 2016).
The surrounding environment for the social context dimension in the current speech is that
Egypt faces a fierce intellectual war. Such a war aims at leading its youth to extremism and
terrorist beliefs that threaten Egypt's safety and security. It is the role of speeches of the Egyptian
president to attract those terrorists to their country and to try to gain back their love and loyalty
to Egypt. This can be done by reminding these people of the great works their fathers have done
in modern history (October victory over the Israeli enemy).
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The recent speech agrees with the societal context and changes the Egyptian society faces
nowadays. It also reinforces ideologies of the state through the use of simple impressive words.
Major Findings
After conducting the critical discourse analysis, the major findings can be summarized as
follows:
The repeated and dominant form of processes throughout the speech is the material process
while the modal verb "will" is the dominant verb in modality system. Regarding intertextuality,
the published speech reflects the live televised speech without any significant changes or
modifications.
By comparing the speech and the discursive practice in the institution and the social context,
the results illustrate how the speech is shaped by the speaker's ideology. It also reflects how
ideologies are skillfully conveyed through discourse. The analysis explains that these linguistic
choices are not randomly made by President El-Sisi. They are deliberately formed under the
influence of the country's ideologies. This fact answers the first research question mentioned
above.
The delivered messages of October's speech of President El-Sisi are reflecting their
ideological orientation. The ideological orientation is determined by the general orientation of
the institutions in Egypt and the prevailing social ideologies. Due to the conscious or subconscious ideological control, published speeches can hardly keep their independence. The study
also reveals that published speeches are related to the status of society. They are products of
values and ideologies of the society which are, in turn, maintained and reinforced by the
carefully chosen language and discourse. Such confidential ideologies are conveyed in the
speech for achieving the benefit of Egypt. The aim is also to fight terrorism with all possible
means. This finding answers the second question of the study mentioned earlier.
The results of this study are in line with previous literature regarding the role of political
speeches in the formation of the mentality of any country's people (Fairclough, 2014a; Stamou,
2018; Rachman & Yunianti, 2017; Valentini et al., 2016; Van Dijk, 2009). The study also
reflects that political events should be studied as communicative action and CDA highlights the
relationship between language and ideology. The findings agree with the findings of similar
previous studies (Johnson & Milani 2010; Van Dijk, 2018; Vessey 2016; Zhu & Wang, 2020).
Conclusion
According to the result of the study, the published speech is not merely reporting news facts.
It is a means for expressing ideologies and interests of the country, respectively, through the
various means analyzed above.
The way of arranging information and linking past to present in President El-Sisi's speech
reflects the orientation of Egypt. It also tries, implicitly, to reshape the distorted ideologies
among people for the benefit of the country.
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The current study concentrates on performing a critical discourse analysis of the published
English version of President El-Sisi to reflect the confidential ideologies behind that speech.
Future researches can focus on the role of words in reflecting ideologies or the role of
explicitation and implicitation techniques in conveying beliefs and confidential ideologies.
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Abstract
No previous studies have employed sociocultural theory and the notion of collaborative dialogue
to examine collaborative writing in Saudi Arabia, where students favor writing individually.
Exploring this topic is significant because of the importance the Saudi education system places
on learning English, especially at the university level. Therefore, this longitudinal classroombased study tested how collaborative writing affected the development of university students
learning English as a foreign language in Saudi Arabia. The 46 participants were evenly divided
into a control group, who wrote essays individually, and an experimental group, who worked on
essays in small groups. Both groups took a pre-test before the eight-week intervention and a
post-test at the end. The experimental group also took an end-of-study questionnaire. Although
both groups showed improvement, the experimental group improved significantly more on the
post-test than the control group and expressed positive attitudes toward collaborative writing on
the questionnaire. The study concludes with theoretical and pedagogical implications and
recommendations for future research.
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Introduction
Writing is a recursive process in which students plan, formulate ideas, and revise their work
to generate a final written product (Storch, 2013). In such an activity, learners engage in
cognitive tasks to solve problems and make their thoughts concrete and meaningful. According
to many studies on second language (L2) writing, working in pairs and small groups in the
classroom can give learners more opportunities to work together to solve language problems,
helping them become better writers (e.g., Chen & Hapgood, 2019; Dobao, 2012; McDonough et
al., 2016; Storch, 2013; Zenouzagh, 2020; Zhang, 2018). According to Donato (1994), peer
interaction provides ample opportunities for learners to pool their language resources and coconstruct knowledge, a process called “collective scaffolding.”
A highly useful practice that promotes collective work in L2 writing classrooms is
collaborative writing. Collaborative writing is a way of assigning more than one student (in pairs
or small groups) to complete a given task. In such a task, the students (i.e., co-authors) interact,
negotiate ideas and meaning, and together produce a single text (Storch, 2013). Research on this
practice in L2 classrooms has received increasing attention in the last two decades. Storch (2018)
grouped this research into three main categories: (a) the use of languaging in collaborative
writing, (b) the benefits of languaging in terms of language gains and text production, and (c)
collaborative writing mediated by technology. The term “languaging” refers to learners using
language to deliberate about language or make sense of complex information (Swain, 2006). One
form of languaging is collaborative dialogue (Swain, 2006, 2010), which occurs when pairs or
groups of students use mediating language to solve problems (Swain & Lapkin, 2002).
Relatively few empirical longitudinal studies have examined how collaborative writing
affects L2 learners, and there is a need for more classroom-based studies in this area (Storch,
2018) that implement a pre-/post-test design (Sato & Ballinger, 2016). As pointed out in Zhang
and Plonsky (2020), most studies on collaborative writing have focused on pairs of students,
paying little attention to small groups. In addition, such research in Saudi Arabia is scarce and
has usually only targeted learner perceptions (e.g., Alkhalaf, 2020), tended to be of relatively
short duration, or failed to use a theoretical framework (e.g., Alammar, 2019). Informed by
Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory, the present study sought to address this gap with Saudi
learners of English as a foreign language (EFL) by answering the following research questions:
1. Is there a significant difference between the writing of individuals and the collaborative
writing of small groups?
2. What do students think of collaborative writing?
Literature Review
Theoretical Background
Although writing has long been considered a solitary act performed in classrooms, theories of
L2 learning (e.g., the interaction hypothesis, sociocultural theory) encourage collaborative
learning and writing (Storch, 2013). These theories highlight the importance of shared
responsibilities, negotiation, and mutual leadership. Numerous studies have demonstrated how
collaborative writing improves L2 learning through interaction. Pair work or small groups in L2
writing classrooms provide learners with opportunities to engage in meaningful communication
and develop their communicative competence, in accordance with communicative approaches to
language learning. For example, learners working in pairs or small groups are more likely to
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discuss ideas, ask for clarifications, and make suggestions. With the scaffolding provided during
interactions in collaborative writing, learners notice their weaknesses and exchange knowledge,
processes that can lead to L2 development. It is thus unsurprising that collaborative writing finds
support from psycholinguistic and sociocultural theories of L2 acquisition. From a
psycholinguistic perspective, collaborative writing activities create opportunities for learners to
interact and communicate while writing. In this process, learners negotiate meaning, exchange
feedback, and produce a modified output that can contribute to their L2 development (Long,
1996). These deliberations about language allow students to notice particular language forms and
provide a source of comprehensible input for L2 learning (e.g., Gass et al., 2011; Namaziandost
& Nasri, 2019).
From a sociocultural standpoint, drawing on Vygotsky’s (1978) work, cognitive development
takes place in a sociocultural context and grows out of social and cultural interactions. Vygotsky
suggested that interactions between a novice and an expert, or peers with slightly more
experience, could contribute to the novice’s cognitive development. Such assistance is
commonly known as “scaffolding” in the literature (Wood et al., 1976). Studies have shown that
scaffolding can occur among peers working in pairs or groups (e.g., Aldossary, 2017; Donato,
1994). Research informed by sociocultural theory regards classroom interactions as opportunities
for learners to deliberate about language through co-constructing new knowledge or
consolidating existing knowledge. Such use of language can “play a key role in all cognitive
development” (Storch, 2013, p. 13). Based on these theoretical principles, learners should be
encouraged to collaborate to improve their L2 writing (Storch & Aldosari, 2010).
Collaborative Second Language Writing
Over the past two decades, studies have examined the effectiveness of collaborative writing
in L2 writing classrooms (e.g., Al Tai, 2015; Aminloo, 2013; Dobao, 2012; McDonough et al.,
2019; Shehadeh, 2011; Zenouzagh, 2020) and learner attitudes about collaborative writing (e.g.,
Alkhalaf, 2020; Dobao, 2020; Dobao & Blum, 2013). Such studies have generally reported
collaborative writing had a positive effect on L2 learning.
Previous studies comparing individual and collaborative activities have supported
collaborative writing in L2 writing classrooms. Using sociocultural theory, Dobao (2012)
compared the language-related episodes (LREs) produced by second-year students at a large US
university while doing collaborative writing in pairs or small groups of four. Learners who
worked in groups produced more LREs than those who worked in pairs, and the groups solved a
higher proportion of LREs correctly. In a similar study in a secondary school, Al Tai (2015)
examined the impact of writing individually, writing in pairs, and writing in groups (of three or
four) among 45 female Omani students. Learners who worked in groups received better grades
and produced longer, more accurate texts. The study concluded that “group work leads to a
higher achievement in terms of task response and fluency” (p. 166).
Some studies using a pre-/post-test design have found collaborative writing to have
immediate (e.g., Aminloo, 2013; Shehadeh, 2011) and long-term benefits (e.g., Zenouzagh,
2020). For example, Shehadeh’s (2011) longitudinal study investigated the impact of
collaborative writing on L2 writing. Learners in the experimental group (n = 18) wrote in pairs,
while those in the control group (n = 20) wrote about the same topics but individually. Learners
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who worked in pairs showed more improvement in content and organization than those who
worked individually. Thus, collaborative writing provided learners with opportunities for
planning, discussion, and pooling linguistic resources. In this way, engaging in such cognitive
processes in collaborative writing tasks “might have been a source of L2 learning” (p. 297).
Other studies have reported positive benefits of collaborative writing on global and local
aspects of writing. For example, using a pre-/post-test design, Khatib and Meihami (2015) found
that learners who engaged in collaborative writing showed a significant improvement in content,
organization, and grammar compared to those who wrote individually. Zenouzagh (2020)
likewise showed that EFL learners who engaged in collaborative writing improved their syntactic
complexity and sustained that improvement in the delayed post-test compared to those who
wrote individually. McDonough et al. (2019) examined 128 EFL students at a university in
Thailand under three conditions: collaborative writing, collaborative prewriting, or no
collaboration. Students who worked in groups produced more accurate paragraphs than those in
the prewriting and no-collaboration conditions.
Several studies exploring L2 students’ perceptions of collaborative writing in pairs or small
groups have reported positive results (e.g., Alkhalaf, 2020; Dobao, 2020; Dobao & Blum, 2013).
For example, Alkhalaf (2020) explored the attitudes of 50 Saudi EFL female learners toward
collaborative writing and the challenges they encountered. The participants engaged in several
small-group collaborative writing activities over 15 weeks. Overall, learners had positive
attitudes toward collaborative writing, and the majority of them were satisfied with the quality of
their final written product. However, they also reported several challenges, such as peers having
low L2 proficiency and not contributing equally.
Dobao and Blum (2013) explored 55 Spanish students’ perceptions of writing in pairs and
small groups. Nearly all participants considered collaborative writing beneficial. Those who
worked in pairs reported that the experience offered ample opportunities to take an active part in
the activity. Those who worked in groups felt there were more ideas and knowledge to share in a
group, which could contribute to language improvement. A recent study conducted by Dobao
(2020) at a university in the US investigated how heritage language (HL) learners (n = 8) and L2
learners (n = 10) perceived their mixed HL-L2 interactions in two Spanish classes. To that end,
the participants took a questionnaire at the beginning of the quarter, completed a series of
collaborative writing tasks in pairs over the course of 10 weeks, and then took an end-of-quarter
questionnaire. Both groups had a very positive perception of collaborative writing activities and
felt their mixed interactions led to language gains.
Research on collaborative writing in L2 contexts has generally shown positive results,
particularly with stimulating cognitive processes and providing opportunities for socially
constructed learning through scaffolding. However, few studies have employed sociocultural
theory to investigate collaborative writing among EFL learners in Saudi Arabia, an underresearched language-learning context where teacher-centered instruction is predominant. The
current longitudinal study thus contributes to advancing the understanding of collaborative
writing in the Saudi EFL context.
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Method
Participants
Participants were randomly selected and consisted of 46 male Saudi EFL undergraduate
students enrolled in a Writing II course in the Department of English Language and Translation
in the College of Languages and Translation at King Saud University. Their ages ranged from 19
to 21. The participants were randomly divided into two groups: control (n = 23) and experiment
(n = 23). The study took place in the first semester of the 2019-2020 academic year. All
participants were native Arabic speakers who had passed the prerequisite Writing I course before
enrolling in Writing II (taught for 150 minutes per week).
Instruments
The researcher employed two instruments for data collection: a pre-/post-writing test and a
post-experiment questionnaire.
Writing Test
As part of their regular classroom activities, all participants wrote a paragraph of 120–150
words (timed for 30 minutes) about their neighborhood before and after the treatment. The tests
were similar in terms of topic, paragraph length, and genre to ensure reliability. Participants were
rated using a modified version of the ESL Composition Profile developed by Jacobs et al.
(1981). The rubric covered all major aspects of writing, including content, organization,
vocabulary, language use, and mechanics. Each writing component was marked on a 4-point
scale (where 4 = “excellent,” and 1 = “very poor”), providing each paragraph with a score out of
20 points. Two associate professors of applied linguistics from the Department of English
Language and Translation at King Saudi University evaluated each writing sample individually
(i.e., each writing sample was rated twice). A Pearson correlation coefficient helped determine
whether there was an acceptable level of inter-rater reliability. Table 1 shows the correlation
between the two raters’ scores for pre- and post-tests across the two groups.
Table 1. Correlation of rater scores for pre- and post-tests across groups
Control Group
Experimental Group
Test
Pre-Test
Post-Test
Pre-Test
Post-Test
Pearson Correlation
.662
.753
.684
.712
Sig. (2-tailed)
.001
.011
.001
.001
N
23
23
23
23
The analysis showed a significant positive correlation between the two raters across group
tests (α ≤ 0.01). This finding suggested the inter-rater reliability for both groups’ pre-tests and
post-tests was sufficiently high.
Questionnaire
The 13-item questionnaire was based on previous studies to elicit participants’ perceptions of
collaborative writing’s effect on their writing skills. Item 13 had negative wording to ensure
participants read the items carefully. Participants rated items on a 5-point Likert scale (5 =
“strongly agree,” 4 = “agree,” 3 = “undecided,” 2 = “disagree,” and 1 = “strongly disagree”). The
means were classified as “strongly disagree” between 1 and 1.80, “disagree” between 1.81 and
2.60, “no opinion” between 2.61 and 3.40, “agree” between 3.41 and 4.20, and “strongly agree”
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between 4.21 and 5. Eight English university professors checked the questionnaire for clarity and
appropriateness to ensure its validity. The researcher amended the questionnaire based on their
suggestions and piloted it with 10 students taking Writing II with a different instructor. A
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.80 indicated the questionnaire was reliable.
Procedures
The study randomly divided participants into two groups: experimental and control. In the
experimental group, participants worked in small groups of three to four, writing about eight
topics in eight weeks. The control group did the same work individually instead of in groups and
only received feedback at the end of the study. This procedure avoided the possible impact of
other variables (e.g., peer feedback, teacher corrective feedback).
Both groups of participants took a pre-test before the intervention. The experimental group
then received a 60-minute training session to acquaint them with collaborative writing and
engaged in pre-task modeling of collaboration. The researcher taught both groups throughout the
semester, during which they engaged in weekly writing tasks for eight weeks. Participants in the
experimental group changed partners for every session. At the end of the intervention, both
groups took a post-test. The researcher monitored and guided all writing tasks in both groups,
collecting their written drafts at the end of every class. During the sessions, the researcher
reminded participants in the experimental group to work together on the whole writing process,
i.e., prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and producing a final written product. The researcher
also took observation notes during the sessions.
The experimental group took an online questionnaire (via the Qualtrics software program) at
the end of the study to elicit their perceptions of collaborative writing. The researcher explained
the questionnaire, elaborated on the items, answered any questions, and asked participants to
complete the questionnaire according to their perceptions.
The researcher carried out an independent-samples t-test to assess participants’ writing
ability on the pre-test and to measure their gains between the pre- and post-tests. The
questionnaire data were processed and statistically analyzed using SPSS (Version 21).
Results
Collaborative Writing and Writing Gains
The first research question assessed the influence of collaborative writing on Saudi EFL
students’ writing ability. The researcher performed an independent-samples t-test to look for
statistically significant differences between the control and experimental groups’ pre-test scores
(see Table 2).
Table 2. Pre-test results for control and experimental groups
Group
N
Mean
SD
Control
23
12.2174
1.28
Experimental
23
12.7174
1.39

t

Sig.

-1.263

.213

The analysis showed no statistically significant differences (at α ≤ 0.01) between the control
and experimental groups’ pre-test scores. This finding suggested the groups had similar writing
ability at the time of the pre-test. The researcher performed another independent-samples t-test to
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look for a significant difference between the two groups’ writing performance in the post-test
(see Table 3).
Table 3. Post-test results for control and experimental groups
Group
N
Mean
SD
t
Control
23
14.3043
1.04162
-4.020
Experimental
23
15.8913
1.58083

Sig.

Eta2

.000

0.269

On the post-test, the experimental group (M = 15.89, SD = 1.58) did significantly better (at p
< 0.05) than the control group (M = 14.30, SD = 1.04). The difference in means (M = 1.59, eta
squared = 0.26) suggested collaborative writing had a positive effect on students’ writing.
Learners’ Perceptions of Collaborative Writing
The second research question sought to determine learners’ perceptions of the effectiveness
of collaborative writing. Table 4 presents the means and standard deviations for responses to
each item of the questionnaire.
As shown in Table 4, the means ranged from 4.13 to 4.83, with standard deviations ranging
from 0.39 to 0.82. Items 1–12 had mean scores ranging from 4.43 to 4.83. These items fell
within the “strongly agree” category, constituting 93% of all questionnaire items. Item 13 had a
mean score of 4.13, which fell within the “agree” category and accounted for 7% of all items.
Based on these results, participants held generally positive attitudes about group work and very
positive attitudes about collaborative writing. For example, they strongly agreed that
collaboration provided opportunities to share ideas and knowledge, which they believed helped
improve their writing.
Table 4. Means and standard deviations of the questionnaire items
Item Rank Statement
Mean
Collaborative writing activities are very interesting and
1
1
4.83
enjoyable.
When I work in collaborative writing with my classmates, we
2
5
4.78
write grammatically correct texts.
Collaborative writing is an effective strategy that helps me
3
2
4.74
improve my writing skill.
Collaborative writing helps me acquire and use new vocabulary
4
6
4.74
correctly.
Collaborative writing helps me receive useful feedback from
5
9
4.70
classmates.
6
13
I want to be involved in more collaborative writing.
4.65
I prefer editing and revising texts in a group rather than
7
3
4.57
individually.
Writing collaboratively helps me share ideas and knowledge
8
4
4.57
with my classmates.
When I work in collaborative writing with my classmates, we
9
7
4.57
produce longer texts with more ideas.
Collaborative writing increases my understanding of my
10
8
4.57
responsibility.
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Collaborative writing in a group helps me get better scores in my
4.47
writing exams.
All students in my group perform an equal amount of work
12
11
4.43
during the activity.
13
10
Some of my classmates do not accept my opinions.
4.13
Overall Mean
4.61
11

12

0.77
0.66
0.82

After working in collaborative writing activities, participants felt they could write longer
texts with fewer grammar errors and more ideas. In addition, the responses indicated that
collaborative writing helped participants acquire new words and use them correctly in writing.
Participants also believed that collaborative writing improved their performance in L2 writing
exams. This finding could explain why they showed a strong preference for revising their texts in
groups rather than individually. In addition, they could have been willing to engage in more
collaborative writing because it fostered a sense of shared accountability. Participants strongly
agreed that all group members contributed equally to the task but also reported that some
members did not accept contrary opinions.
Discussion
This longitudinal study compared the impact of individual and small-group collaborative
writing on Saudi EFL university learners’ writing achievement and how they perceived
collaborative writing. On the post-test, those who engaged in collaborative writing significantly
outperformed those who wrote individually. This finding is consistent with previous research
(e.g., Aminloo, 2013; Zenouzagh, 2020). The learning gains in this study could be due to several
factors, such as pre-task training and learners’ active interaction during collaborative writing
sessions. The training before collaborative writing might have prepared learners to participate
and raised their awareness of the merits of collaborative work. Previous research has highlighted
the significance of providing well-structured training to motivate students for better participation
and learning (Chen & Hapgood, 2019) and increase contribution (Judd et al., 2010). Training
could thus have stimulated learners to engage more vigorously in collaborative writing, resulting
in more idea negotiation.
The observation notes showed that, during the collaborative writing sessions, learners
engaged in lengthy deliberations in the target language, shared ideas, tried to keep each other
focused, provided mutual assistance, and enjoyed the collaborative work. Such interaction in the
target language can improve language learning (McDonough & Sato, 2019; Storch, 2013). From
a sociocognitive perspective, previous research has suggested that using the L2 for collaborative
writing enhances cognitive development (e.g., Shehadeh, 2011). In collaborative writing,
deliberations about language, as socially situated processes, can help co-construct new
knowledge and consolidate existing knowledge. Therefore, interactions during collaborative
writing likely played a major role in improving participants’ writing by providing opportunities
for languaging through collaborative dialogue. Such interactions could have also facilitated
cognitive development.
Drawing on Swain’s (2006) notion of collaborative dialogue and Donato’s (1994) collective
scaffolding, collaborative dialogue during collaborative writing activities could have allowed
participants to think about language, direct each other’s attention to linguistic problems, and
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elicit responses through suggestions, counter suggestions, and feedback. These deliberations
could have helped students collectively scaffold their learning by consolidating existing
knowledge and co-constructing new knowledge. Studies have shown that learners in small
writing groups generally produced more extended L2 turns (e.g., Storch & Aldosari, 2010) and
benefited from a larger pool of knowledge (Dobao, 2014). Moreover, individuals in small groups
generally relied on peer knowledge to solve problems instead of their own linguistic resources; in
this sense, they pooled their linguistic resources to collectively scaffold their performance
(Storch, 2013). Donato (1994) argued that collective scaffolding could enable learners in small
groups to perform beyond their current linguistic knowledge, facilitating their L2 learning.
Wigglesworth and Storch (2012) found similar evidence that discussions during collaborative
tasks could enhance learning. Thus, the present study suggests that opportunities to collaborate
on the entire writing process (prewriting, drafting, revising, and editing) can improve learners’
writing achievement.
Another finding that might explain learning gains in this study was that nearly all participants
showed positive perceptions of their experience with collaborative writing. This result is
consistent with previous findings that learners perceived collaborative writing as helpful and
engaging (e.g., Alkhalaf, 2020) and that collaborative writing gave them opportunities to share
ideas and knowledge (e.g., Dobao & Blum, 2013). In the present study, participants reported
enjoying writing within a group and were willing to do so again. However, some group members
were unwilling to accept opposing opinions. Such a situation may be unavoidable, particularly in
collaborative writing, in which different opinions can lead to debates about how to organize
ideas and which ideas to incorporate (Storch, 2013). Nevertheless, such discussions and
collaborative decision-making suggested students were comfortable challenging each other’s
opinions. This process could stimulate a critical evaluation of opposing views, forcing students
to generate more well-constructed ideas (Johnson & Johnson, 1979).
Conclusion
This study adds to the growing research on collaborative writing. Small-group collaborative
writing activities led to writing gains in a Saudi L2 writing classroom. Small groups benefited
from a larger pool of knowledge and linguistic resources. Additionally, learners viewed
collaborative writing as a valuable and enjoyable activity that contributed to their L2 writing
development.
This study expands on previous research comparing individual and collaborative writing
(e.g., Dobao, 2012; McDonough et al., 2019; Zenouzagh, 2020). At the same time, the study
contributes to understanding the role of collaborative activities in L2 learning. Future studies
should consider more data sources, such as analyzing written drafts, patterns of interaction, and
stimulated recall interviews to triangulate the data and obtain a more vivid picture of learner
development.
The study highlights the importance of training students before implementing collaborative
writing in the classroom. Introducing collaborative work beforehand could make collaborative
writing more effective, particularly in EFL contexts. Instructors should monitor activities,
encourage students to take an active role, and ensure students are equally involved. Such
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procedures should make collaborative writing more effective, especially in traditionally teachercentered contexts, where students depend more on their instructors for guidance.
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Abstract
On the 21st century scent of educational development, ‘dialogism’ hogs the limelight of leading
academics, mapping ergo a stiff stronghold for active learning pedagogies. Regarding the field of
literature more sensibly considered in English as Foreign Language (EFL) context, the plea for
embracing interactive talks reverberates discernably in the air, yet, engaging practices are still an
overlooked real-world praxis. Given this reality, the current paper endeavours to endorse the
implementation of a new dialogic model that extrapolates its foundation-stone techniques from
both of Bakhtin’s (1983) discursive dialogues and Socratic argumentations. The pertinent
problematics in this study is to investigate the effect of this model on enhancing learners’ higherorder critical thinking skills (HOTSs). To fulfil this target, the researcher has embarked on an
Experimental Study based on a pre/post-testing, carried on painstakingly with second-year EFL
students at Oran2 University, Algeria. Substantially, after appraising the treatment results
through SPSS, the study reveals that adopting such a dialogic model is a robust sinew for
“Bloometizing” EFL literature classroom, namely by stimulating and revitalizing the learners’
cognitive reasoning potentials at a very high complexity. Besides, in-class interactions help the
students build empathy with literary texts and strengthen their analytical strategies. From this
vantage point, the paper, finally, hopes that teachers adopt this dialogic model as a fitting
instructional capstone to bringing literature back to life before the learners’ eyes and to add the
‘wow’ factor inside literature classrooms.
Keywords: Bakhtin’s discursive dialogues, dialogism, HOTSs, EFL literature classroom,
Socratic argumentations
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Introduction
In an unpreceded epoch of globalization and a race against the clock development
interfering with the very minutiae of individualists’ hectic life and multifarious spheres of
influence, not least education, the academy is in transition to democracy. Correspondingly, many
transmissive modes of teaching have started gradually to lose their academic rigour underpinning
plenty of room for liberal active learning. Beginning at the outset of the 21st century, interests in
active teaching stem rather abruptly offering a robust boost for restoring education to the former
glorious theory of dialogism, pioneered in the most inspiring studies of Vygotsky (1962), Freire
(1985), and Bakhtin (1983). In their complementary prevailing assumptions, those prominent
researchers —renowned for considerable stature and longstanding career in the field of
dialogism— have conveyed a distinguishingly evidenced reality that language is, overall, a
socio-ideological (Bakhtin) or socio-cultural phenomenon (Vygotsky). It is held from their
version of thoughts that language is a constructive process created through the reciprocate
transmission of beliefs, ideas, and values exchanged between two or more speakers in a given
speech community. The strongest claims in this line consider the semantics of words as a matter
of societal consensus stemming chiefly from respect, equality, and involvement shared between
homogeneous culture(s) (Renshaw, 2004). From a pro side, Bakhtin’s resonating theory may be
credited with extraordinary quantities of wisdom and personal visualisation exerting a positive
influence on modern pedagogy. One of his vital contributions to teaching is that many
monologic, uni-volcanist and passive habits of learning are currently eschewed in favour of
teaching dynamism and students-centredness. This implies that fostering dialogues inside classes
is, in the 21st century, eulogised as the boon rather than the bane for today’s mainstream
education. For instance, classroom talks are recently defined as a sinew strategy that is likely
helpful in enhancing advanced language proficiency, and stimulating meta-level reflections at
higher-level complexity (Murphy, Wilkinson, Soter, Hennessey, & Alexander, 2009;
Reznitskaya et al., 2009).
However, when lifting the eyes to this momentous method of study pertinent to L2
teaching, it becomes visible that Bakhtin’s Dialogism has stepped up from shadow into
luminosity. Nevertheless, this beam of light could only brighten a diminutive deal of space in the
world of didactics today. This is to say, as the literature suggests, a dialogic model of teaching is
recommended as a state-of-the-art framework. It facilitates the operational flow of open,
spontaneous, and in-depth exchange of thoughts in such an efficient way that can in and of itself
spur multi-dynamic cognitive abilities and help to strengthen the students’ empathy with the
literary texts; intellectually (Seymour, Thanos, Newell, & Bloome, 2020) and emotionally
(Weigand, 2004). Nonetheless, albeit the full-scale plea for embracing dialogism as an effective
teaching alternative at schools, obsolete protocols are still grinding on very actively at work
(Reznitskaya, 2012). In other words, by virtue of outdated teaching mindsets (reluctancy for a
change), some teachers are still refusing to get dragged from their puritanical ivory towers to
come down-to-earth where practical and involving strategies are compellingly inevitable,
thereby, a teacher-students crack appears persistently jeopardising and critical (Wolfe &
Alexander, 2009).
From another gloomy corner, the previously established research divulges diffracted
spectra of attitudes regarding how to apply dialogic practices inside the classroom, culminating
into three teaching paradigms: (1) dialogue as a “scaffolding” instruction, where contingency and
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reflectiveness of interaction take place between two participants; one is the guide, and the other
one accomplishes the same challenging assignment. (2) Dialogue as a conversation: talks are
undertaken in a community learning milieu where questions are directed to help the learners
share their knowledge, taste and opinions in such a vital way that aims to restore harmony and
consensus. 3/ Dialogue as an inquiry: interaction is a kind of collective debate and conflict that
arise through an individually posed question, then debates set in small groups to search for a
solution. Finally, the students work collaboratively to discuss and report the findings (Renshaw,
2004). Practically speaking, none of those previous studies taps into different dialogic teaching
forms to foreground an integrative dialogic model leaving a chasm in pedagogy. Painstakingly, it
is somehow between the Scylla of practical hangover and the Charybdis of deficiency where this
study shapes the niche. Its chief objective is to resurrect Dialogism as a core teaching framework
inside EFL literature classes, incorporating some professional development activities that create
a borderland between Bakhtin’s power of discursive talks and the Socratic unique philosophy of
argumentation. The idea is to gauge whether this template model can transform into a powerful
medium of instruction to teaching literature that may help reconfigure the learners’ habits of
mind. To reach these ends, the empirical study carried out along the lines of this paper targets to
answer the following research questions:
1. What is the effect of teaching literature through a dialogic teaching model on EFL
students’ critical thinking skills?
2. Does in-class debates and conflicts help to deepen students’ understanding and
interaction with the literary texts critically?
However, before delving into this research paper’s empirical study, it is enormously crucial to
capture a bird’s eye view on the main definitions of the term ‘dialogism’ and its possible
applications in EFL literature classrooms.
Dialogism and Second Language Teaching
In its broadest sense, dialogism is a fashionable ideal in the world of didactics today,
which advocates collaboration and reflexive interaction between all the learners in the class.
Interestingly, this new trend in language teaching has been settled on by extrapolation from
tempestuous studies conducted on the social perception of the language; lately termed
Dialogicality (Dialogism). It has inadvertently given an enormous build-up of language and
literature learning in some years since.
In light of the recent interest in dialogism among L2 scholars, explorers on the field
locate the genesis of the theory in Russian philologist Bakhti’s coining of the term dialogicality
(Koschmann, 2015). Bakhtin’s notion of dialogism aims fundamentally to showcase the sociocognitive function of the language and its paramountcy over human customary conversations and
cognition (Kozulin, 1996). Stricto sensu, the bedrock of dialogism, partaking roughly in the
enormously influential ideas of Bakhtin, is one that dialogue is a genuine demonstration of
reality and the living prism of common sense. It is only “born between people collectively
searching for truth, in the process of their dialogic interaction” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 110). Ideas as
such foreground admittedly a liaison between language studies and literature. As related to the
study of narrative discourses, a parade of universally fictional novels seem to employ a multivoiced fiction technique that reinforces the systematic social network between spatial and
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temporal discourses. Dialogism, ergo, serves as the vein that resonates with aesthetic wisdom. It
frequently helps to capture scrupulously the intermeshing links between texts, and therefore,
grappling the polyphonous voices reverberating within and across specific utterances
(Koschmann, 2015).
Irrefutably, Bakhtin’s dialogism has issued the cardinal framework of thoughts that
becomes engendered not only in sociolinguists and literary scholars’ casts of mind but also
among academics. Importantly, sparked interest in dialogism has been first divulged by the
Brazilian Marxist educator Paulo Freire, an ardent disciple of liberal teaching values against
dictatorial education. In his illustrious seminal work of reference Pedagogy of the
Oppressed (1970), Freire released the imperialistic ideology of ‘Banking’ utilized metaphorically
to personify the students as investment ‘banks’. Banking thus is a newly minted philosophy to
learning that symbolises “learners’ receiving knowledge passively as empty vessels from the
teacher, who is supposed to be store-house of knowledge, in the traditional teacher-centred
classroom” (Alam, 2013, p. 27). Pitifully then, the passivity prevalent in this strategy may cause
mental and physical paralysis in the students. As for Freire himself, banking is an imperialistic
ideology inflicted cruelly on the learners, who are compelled to digest the thoughts of the teacher
blindly forbearing a parrot-fashion (Friere, 2000).
Leading rebellion against those flagrantly dormant teaching styles, Freire & Shor (1987)
have eloquently maintained the right of academic emancipation and the need to foster
discussion-based strategies as a means of establishing a check-and-balance relation between the
teacher and the learners inside classes. Led by this creed, they both define dialogue as
A moment where humans meet to reflect on their reality as they make and remake it [...]
dialogue seals the relationship between the cognitive subjects, those who know, and who
try to know ... dialogue is the sealing together of the teacher and the students in the joint
act of knowing and re-knowing the object of study. (pp. 98-100)
By way of inference, dialogues are deemed a contemplative remapping of reality, based mostly
on vital personal experiences. However, to summon up the learners to participate, teachers are
pled to animate their classrooms through rigorous and lively talks, which sustain the students to
discover the materials and themes of learning by themselves in a mutually dynamic fashion.
By and by, Freire’s pedagogy of liberation and hope could quite promptly instil curiosity
in contemporary applied linguists, who inaugurate sedulous attempts to depict the term
"dialogism," as a good point of reference per se. For instance, Reznitskaya and Gregory (2013)
define dialogic teaching as "a pedagogical approach that involves students in the collaborative
construction of meaning and is characterised by shared control over the key aspects of classroom
discourse” (p. 114). Besides, other scholars find in-class debates a constructive teaching
methodology that involves learners of multiple learning styles and competence to participate in a
collective milieu, reaching thus a fitting capstone of self-discovery and heuristic thinking
(Alexander, 2020; Fenner, 2001; Skidmore & Murakami, 2016). Analogously, dialogism
embodies the drawing power for urging the learners to collaborate through harmonious, dynamic
and productive discussions, which are apt to help them stimulate their communicative language
competence and critical thinking (Littleton & Howe, 2010), problem-solving skills, and inculcate
a spirit of responsibility and leadership (Littleton & Mercer, 2013; Lyle, 2008). Therefore, it is
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fair to say that a significant body of ground-breaking ideologies invested in dialogism has not
just put flesh on the bare bones of the modern classroom, but it has also brought conspicuously
the term ‘dialogue’ blazoned across the strip of ESL.
Dialogism and Literature Classroom
Dialogism and literature are intermeshing streams in themselves, for most literary texts
are peculiarly dynamic semiotic products, which are only permeated throughout a deep personal
commitment and self stylistic judgements. Unboundedly, as springing full-blown from Bakhtin’s
mind, the text is not to take as truly self-sufficient narrative, but as a mosaic spectrum of
borrowed literary voices, undercurrents, and nourishing thoughts without which rhetorical power
slackens off. It is interilluminating meeting space between distantly subtle brains communicating
from else space and era. As described by Bakhtin (2014), “every novel is a dialogized system
made up of the images of “languages,” styles and consciousnesses that are concrete and
inseparable from language” (p. 247). In this account, the living mixture of colourful voices of
skirmishing and concord on the borders suggest that the only way to penetrate a discourse is to
pore over its context through the eyes of someone else’s language building system (Bakhtin,
2014). This is to allude to the fact that dissolving of the intricate threads of meaning across
literature, time and space, does not imply only socio-cultural imperialistic scrutiny of literariness
but also invites the readers to discuss the deeply-entrenched voices of the mind to listen with tact
and thoughtfulness to their articulated words as to their sighs and silences (Schultz, 2001). So,
dialogues are regarded as a food-for-thought mechanism, an open variegated venue for
stimulating discussions and in-class debates, capitalizing upon socio-cultural and aesthetic
responses to the texts (Delanoy, 2005).
In literature education parlance, emphasis on ‘dialogism’ plays a crucial role above all
other teaching practices, for this latter grants a high valuation on the critical scrutiny of literary
texts. As a vigorous source of inspiration, dialogic teaching has underpinned a stiff buttress to
Rosenblatt’s Reader-Response Theory (1938, 1978); a commonly stimulating strategy in the late
1960s that immensely impresses inspiring ideas on how to respond to arts. To Rosenblatt’s
thesis, any literary text is a lacklustre, lifeless, and senseless organic frame, before the reader
who shows up to endow life to text by actively constructing entailments and value judgements.
Therefore, interpretive empathy enables the replenishment of meaning. Given the meta-textual
power of the narratives, it is highly recommended that the implementation of dialogues in
various pedagogical contexts deepens the understanding of the literary work in so many ways, in
the sense that the reader draws on both his nostalgic experiences and those emotions he lives out
along the reading process, there where meaning flows out of both banks, the purely personal
reactions and inherited or culturally conditioned ways of reading (Larson, 2009).
On the other end of the spectrum, some theoreticians advocate the view that the
integration of students-students interactions during the analysis of literary works is a robust
booster to English language development. They have prolific fruitful impacts on how adults
install their intrinsic communicative language faculties in ingeniously occurring conversations,
and how they arrange words in written compositions using a high-level style (Wells, 2009). In
the same vein, Ferguson and Young (1996) highlight the importance of patterned dialogues and
improvisation inside literature classes in enhancing the narrative genre of collaboration and
reinforcing the internalisation of English language infrastructure. With the same favourable note,
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the value of discussions is also celebrated for its capability to emphasise ethical and ethnical
forms of speculation upon the texts that can be very beneficial for promoting more openmindedness and tolerant breadth of vision to other’s cultures (Morgan & Cain, 2000). Succinctly,
dialogism in literature classrooms is often considered a barometer for bona fide social and
academic change. It allows a nudge in the right direction towards a free learning spirit, which
would have never been so autonomous through passive teaching means (Skidmore & Murakami,
2016).
Practically speaking, multivariate trajectories of conjectures seem to correlate regarding
how to apply dialogism effectively inside classes, literary or otherwise. These shifting sands in
researchers’ perspectives had either abide by Bakhtin’s symphonic dialogues, or Socratic
argumentative pedagogy, which are often conceived of as an antithetical strategy to each other
(Renshaw, 20). The first method is extrapolated from a socio-cultural model of instruction,
which aims to cultivate a sense of harmony, collaboration and communication between the
students inside the classroom. It is a community language teaching strategy, which permeates the
learners to work in two or more group discussions within which communication circulates
throughout an interactive “peace-making” system. Noteworthy, this genre of dialogism
encourages interactional practices that are more explanatory than exploratory, and are mostly
base on the study of language that has a primary community-building role in the process of
learning. Through this fashion, the learners ventriloquise other teachers, texts, or learners’
accents, values and beliefs to build their own interventions and entailment of concepts.
Therefore, the reception of knowledge is inferred passively from varied language resources,
either a pearl of stored wisdom or other participants’ illumination in the class.
Dissimilarly, Socratic Questioning or inquiry-based conflicts is a kind of digging-deeper
activity, which embodies “Socrates’ belief in the power of asking questions, prize inquiry over
information and discussion over debate” (Delic & Becirovic, 2016, p. 514). It is a method that
invests in the potential of collisions and debates (Hermeneutics) in enriching the visualisation of
literature and culture, and also in sharpening the students’ critical and cognitive thinking skills.
In this flash of enlightenment, thinking looks like in philosophy, it is fuelled by the uncanny
power of questioning and not by the rightness of answering what the learners would strive to find
or create. As delineated by Elder and Paul (1998), “questions define tasks, express problems and
delineate issues”, whereas answers “signal a full stop in thought” (p. 297). More importantly, this
strategy is often underlined by the following characteristics: 1/ Thinking is prioritised over
conversing and new inquiries over deep-dyed perspectives, 2/ Students are provoked to enquire
and to reason by themselves, rather than depending on grounded authority or accepted opinions
for their knowledge, 3/ Active construction of facts and the application of reasoned
argumentation to explore centrifugal cultural and parodic rhetorical ends, 4/ Learners work away
from that original intentions, struggling against boundaries and conventions, 5/ the teacher plays
the role of a ‘gadfly’ for his students. He teases them with brainteasing questions to help them
construct meaning by themselves that collides mostly with others’ perspectives.
Dialogism, Critical Thinking, and Literature Classroom
In academic parlance, critical thinking is a catchy term that means for McPeck (1981)
“the propensity and skill to engage in an activity with reflective scepticism” (p. 8). It also
signifies self-oriented, self-dependent, and self-monitored reasoning, which necessitates
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fastidious levels of excellence and thoughtful command of their utilisation (Paul & Elder, 2003).
Dialogues and critical thinking have consensually been intermeshing in themselves, in the
sublime conviction that the exploration of literature nurtures students’ subtlely sophisticated
activities of mind; what Bloom refers to as (HOTSs). Indebtedly, Bloom is credited for
developing the primary common cognitive skills in learning in his widely referenced book
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. His stratification of HOTSs captures the aptitude to think
critically in two levels: lower-order level, overlapping knowledge (the retention of specific
facts), and comprehension (the ability to understand the meaning of these facts), and a higherlevel that straddles application (involves students to use knowledge, skills, or techniques in new
contexts), analysis (ability to draw a distinction between fact and opinion and raise questions to
get information that answers or solves problems), synthesis (generate novel ideas and to seek
alternative orientation of life), and evaluation (deliberate upon certain aspects of life, and
appraise their value in a new context). HOTSs, as Bloom advocates, are ideally paramount pace
to ensure the active learners’ engagement in the complexities of literary analysis and criticism
(“Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives”, n.d.).
Advocating the interplay between education, literature and critical thinking, further
studies have drawn upon the clout of the negotiation of textual meanings in forging a futile
seedbed for intensive and illuminative critical readings (Morgan & Cain, 2000), synthetic
thinking, and augmented reflective thinking potentialities (Hayes, 1990; Strickland, Dillon,
Funkhouser, Glick, & Rogers, 1989). As construed by Langer (1995), the very idea of goading
on the students to map their own envisionment out of the texts will permeate them “to explore
new horizons, and consequently, enter the realm of “literary thinking” (p. 57). Apropos of the
applied models related to dialogism, researchers have made some experiments to show the effect
of literary-directed dialogues on learners’ critical thinking. For instance, Hayes (1990) confers
that using Bakhtin’s dialogic model should build on eight phases, which support the learners to
reflect on reading on their own by sharing, judging, and comparing their arguments to those of
others. This strategy will allow the students to deepen their evolving meaning of both literature
and critical thinking. In the same vein, Commeyras (1993) considers the employment of
instructional conversations yoked with discussion webs an effective strategy to promote
students’ HOTSs, which in turn, help them discover what is behind the scenes of passages;
interpreting, illustrating, and founding aesthetic judgements on multifarious aspects and issues
related to themes, characterisation, tone, and so on.
On the other hand, some scholars like Seymour et al. have sketched a prescriptive
teaching method based on the pedestal of Socratic Dialogic Literary Argumentation. To their
mind, argumentative conversations is a “bounce off” —“arguing-to-learn”— tactic of learning in
literacy classes. Its value resides in its potency to bring learners from the entire corners of the
class talking and debating collaboratively in a way that helps them come to terms with each
other’s deviant viewpoints, to penetrate the membrane covering the literary cortex profoundly,
and to better reconcile with themselves and the world surrounding (Seymour et al., 2020).
Admittedly, the idea of tracing the most recent stamps of advancements in this area of concern is
to appraise the degree of the pedagogical progress achieved, draw links, and then expose the gap.
What is transparently neglected in the area of literature teaching vis-a-vis dialogism is the role of
conversations and conflicts together to add rigour in the analysis of literature, and enhance
learners’ HOTSs. To imbue this chasm, the researcher will endorse a dialogic model that taps
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into Bakhtin and Socratic paradoxical theoretical resources by putting them constructively downto-earth. The fulcrum of the whole study is to examine the effect of inquiry dialogues on
learners’ HOTSs and what quintessentially animating debates can contribute to the diagnosis of
the literary discourses in general.
Research Methodology
Design
The experimenter has partaken in a true experimental design by anchoring in cause-andeffect treatment and random assignment. In this process, the participants have set randomly in
two tests (pre and posttest), and then their grades had been assessed before and after an
intervention of change had been manipulated.
Participants
Participants that act as guinea pigs for the current research are 32 students studying in the
English department at Mohamed Ben Ahmed, Oran2 University (Algeria). Those participants
had been the experimenter's students in Literary studies courses all over the academic year 20182019. Most of them reveal a great deal of persistence and willingness to take part in this
experimental experience.
Procedures
For this study, the experimenter has opted for two literature pieces: the classical poem
“The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe, and the autobiographical Slave Narrative: Narrative of the
Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave. To fulfil this target, the participants had assisted
in two tutorials for each literary work, followed by two tutorials of the experiment. To measure
any change in the participants’ cognitive skills, the inquirer used a language-based technique
before the intervention, which capitalised upon a stylistic analysis of the texts carried out in a
transmissive learning mood, after those initiative courses, the examinees set for a pre-test (see
Appendix A). Afterwards, the same sampling attended extra tutorials in which the classroom was
divided into circles composed of ten students; each circle-group works collaboratively through a
dialogic model (see Table 1). Following the experiment, the researcher monitored a second test
(posttest) to assess the participants' development of outcome after the investigation (see
Appendix B).
Table 1. Instructive processes of the treatment
Before
Treatment

During
Experiment

Methods
Languagebased
Approach
Teachercentred
Model

Procedures
- The students read a poem or a passage from a narrative in
colouring voices.
- The teacher explains the text by stressing the content (theme,
general ideas, and plot), and the form (literary devices,
language structure, tone and atmosphere).

Heuristic
Approach
A
Dialogic
Model

Phase One: (Discursive Talks)
Defining the problem [question, topic, issue];
The learners respond in a collaborative fashion; gathering all
current
knowledge,
reasoning
together,
then
generating
common insights into the problem
Resolving an issue by working toward a common vocabulary.
Creating a common-ground interpretation of meaning
Phase Two (Argumentation)
Students discuss new intricate plot in the materials under
study
Immersion in lively debates that instigate conflicts where
learners express a critical opinion about culural, or rhetorical
issue.
Constuction of new knowledge generated from different
perspectives (confirming or refuting the proposed solution).
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Interpretation of Results
Pretest Results
After thorough appraisals of the participants’ pretest sheets, the congregation of the final
grades calculated through SPSS reveals that students’ scores range between a lower-mark zero
point five (0.5) obtained by three students and a top mark of (13) recorded by two participants.
Involving still, the statistics also show that twenty-two students (73.3%) could not reach the
average as their marks fluctuate between lower grades 0.5 and 9. Statistics wise, in order to have
both a holistic and fragmented picture of the participant's performance in this test, the
experimenter has focalised on very substantial parameters, which concern the central tendency of
the frequency of distribution, and the measures of variability (see Table 2).
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the pretest score
V
Mean
Median
Std.De
Sum

N
30

Knowled- Comprehensi- Applicati- Argumentati- Illustra- Analys- Evaluati- Synthe- Posttege
on
on
on
tion
is
on
sis
st
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
1.41
1.20
.9167
.7167
.5833
.5667
.4833
.35
6.23
1.50
1.00
1.00
.50
.50
.50
.50
.00
5.75
.573
.68983
.70812
.62537 .63086 .63968
.53310
.438
4.09
42.5/75
36/75
27/75
21.5/75 17.5/75
17/75 14.5/75 10.5/75 187/60

As displayed in table two, descriptive statistics portray that the general pretest mean is (6.23),
and the exact midpoint is 5.75. Besides, the results have also demonstrated through standard
deviation that the dispersion between variables is huge (4.09). Regarding the eight skills of
critical thinking selected for the testing, the data shows that students had acceptable scores in
knowledge (42.5) and comprehension (36), and deficient scores in others levels like synthesis
(10.5) and evaluation (14.5).
Posttest Results
Impressionately, the posttest grades attain the average with a minimum score of 6.5 and a
maximum score (15.5). The statistics also showcase that twenty-two students could get the
average with scores that oscillate between (10) and (15.5). However, 26.7% of the participants
could not pursue satisfactory results as their marks range from six to nine point five. As far as
variability and central tendency measures are concerned, the data depicts that the overall mean of
the posttest is 10.98, and the median score is 10.75. Substantially still, the standard deviation is
found out to be satisfactory (2.11), since the value of the dispersion between the variables is not
that large (see table 3).
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the posttest score
Stu
d
N Vali 30
d
Mean
Median
Std.De
v
Sum

Knowled Comprehensi Applicatio Argumentati Illustr Analysi Evaluatio Synthes Postte
ge
on
n
on
at
s
n
is
st
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
1.6833
1.5000
.33434

1.45
1.50
.56248

1.3667
1.50
.45359

1.3333 1.3167
1
1.50
.60648 .46393

1.30
1.50
.361

50.5/75

43.5/75

41/75

40/75 39.5/7
5

39/75
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Leaning always on the outcome from table three, the particularised view highlights that the total
sum germane to each HOTS component is above the average ranging from (50.5) in terms of
knowledge and (37.5) for synthesis culminating into a total of 329.50 scores out of six hundred.
Comparison between the Pre/Posttest Scores
For testing whether the change in the same participants’ scores after a course of
instruction is statistically significant, the findings of the pretest have been measured up against
the posttest through the conduction of Paired-Samples t-Test (SPSS). This Parametric test
includes the measurement of the P-value, T-value, and differences in Mean.
Table 3. Paired samples statistics of the participants’ pre/posttest scores
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval of the
Mean
Pair

Test -4.75

Std.

Std. Error

Deviation

Mean

2.59891

1

.47449

Difference
Lower
-5.72045

Sig. (2Upper

t

-3.77955

df
- 29

tailed)
.000

10.01

With respect to the shift in the central of tendency (Std. deviation) and the measures of
variability (Mean), table four reveals that there is excellent progress in the participants’
scores after treatment with a difference of (-4.75) in mean and (2.56) in std. Dev. Crucially
enough, the last fundamental point to draw out from these findings is that the difference
between the pre and post-test scoring is proved to be statistically significant. One efficient
evidence of the effectiveness of the experiment is the t-value characterized by a high
magnitude far-bigger than -0 (t= -10.01) with a significant degree of freedom in scores
(df=29). Most prominently, the final Paired Samples Test data ensures that the difference
between the two mean scores is statistically significant since the p-value is smaller than one
per cent (0.001), i.e. (p=0.000< 0.001, t= -10.01, df= 29). Armed by all these statistics, there
is now a vital clue upholding the claim that adopting a dialogic argumentative model inside
EFL literature classrooms has developed learners HOTSs at the end of the experiment
compared to the beginning.
Discussion and Interpretation of the Main Results
As illumined earlier in this paper, the study targets at calling into question the role of
embracing dialogic inquisitive teaching to explore the literary texts and highlights its impact on
the 2nd year EFL students’ critical thinking skills at Oran2 University. The results of the test
gaged through SPSS propel to the substantiation that the implementation of the dialogic teaching
model that reconciles between Bakhtin’s euphonious dialogues and Socrate’s conflicts has
enhanced – to a considerable extent– second year EFL learners’ HOTSs in an assortment of
ways. Fortified by the statistics obtained from the test, 30 participants seem to outperform the
pretest results by climbing into positive ranks pursuing thus an enormous leap in mean from 6.23
to 10.98. Noticeably, the talks ably supervised by the teacher and assisted by team-group share of
thoughts is proved to slacken down the cryptic and elusive blind spots of the texts. For instance,
the learners in the classroom could negotiate superstitious beliefs and their relation to culture in
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the ‘Raven’, which the poet personifies as an envisioning of bad omen and upcoming death.
Besides this advantage, argumentations could also offer the learners a spacious vent to conjugate
their contradictory attitudes and disagreement with many sensitive issues and values which they
compared to their own beliefs, cultural stances and experiences. This could say that the final
solution is not always that offered by others, but it could pop from one’s mind and spirit, then
burst into the classroom scene.
In a more detailed fashion, there are many stamps of thriving progress witnessed for each
critical thinking skill. Begining by the lower-order five cognitive skills, the findings pinpoint a
certain improvement which is not very tempestuous since the learners had already manifested an
acceptable level in lower-skills before treatment. For instance, concerning ‘knowledge,’ the
participants have only succeeded to obtain 50.5 points out of 75 points while they had 42.5
points in the pretest. However, for other elements like application and argumentation, a great
development in scores is visibly reckoned as the students could outstrip their previous grades
striding from (27 and 21.5) to (41 and 40) scores, respectively.
From a brighter corner, enriching the literature classroom through dialogues, debates and
autonomy of learning proves a game-changer methodology that promotes learners’ HOTSs in a
lucid way. As the study illumines, the participants have bared a honed level of strength in many
critical thinking skills, not least in synthesis (-27 scores), evaluation (-24 scores) and analysis (22). Transcending beyond numbers to words, these cogent findings entice the researcher literally
to embrace the hypothetical assumption avouching that teaching literature through a dynamically
dialogic argumentative model has been – to a considerable extent – effective and yielding to the
2nd year EFL students’ HOTSs at Oran University (Tlemcen).
The pivotal meaning of this study is to emphasise the fruitful and constructive potential
of dialogism to reconfigure the students’ cognitive system, by furnishing their brain with new
toolkits and privy ideas that help them create a critical and contemplative interpretation of the
artworks. It is also a way to toughen the relationships between the learners, and help them foster
new learning habits, like the ability to listen to others, accepting other’s views forbearingly, and
talking out their thoughts intellectually, wittily and respectfully. It is also important to note that
the study would help to fill in the gap between literature didactics and applied linguistic theories,
by depicting a new model that recycles both of Bakhtin’s and Socratic substance of mind. It
shows the power of this model as a transparent prism, whose legs often look paradoxical, but in
truth, they are ideally equal and complement. Most crucially, the findings of this study suggest
that talks alone are not sufficient, and the teachers should monitor their literature classes through
the instigation of conflicts and inquiry-based tasks that are ought to stimulate complex and
profound engagement with the artefacts affecting prodigiously how readers think, respond, and
communicate with the texts. Nevertheless, beyond the idealistic outlooks to the subject, and on
the ground of the findings achieved, one would also face scepticism about the possibility of
utilizing this complex model with lower-grade learners, wondering how much dialogism may
always fit into the picture. Therefore, the study invites the researchers and instructors on a
parallel scale to reflect diagnostically about new dialogic techniques that can be conducive to
cater to multiple levels of EFL learners’ tastes, needs, and learning styles. In a nutshell, the study
can confirm that the melting of inquiry and discursive dialogues had offered a great impetus for
“bloometizing” 2nd year EFL literature classes, by emboldening the students’ thinking habits of
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mind, deepening the learners’ understanding of the text, and proffering a new spirit and synergy
for intensive readings and analytical strategies.
Conclusion
Based on the ideas discussed in this paper, one would reassuringly confess that this study
could successfully attain the ennobling purpose of this research, which is to sparkle the potential
of dialogism inside EFL literature settings and its positive impact on students’ cognitive
reasoning. As a reminiscence, this modest paper draws favourable notes on the effectiveness of
implementing a state-of-the-art dialogic model on the learners’ HOTSs. As the study revealed,
participants in the majority could develop their cognitive sapience and strategies, especially their
highest-order skills (like synthesis, analysis and evaluation) after assisting a vital experiment
monitored by the researcher. The findings also unveiled the poor and cons complexities
besieging teaching literature through slipshod and transmissive modes of instruction, which
limited the learners’ understanding of the text and put them inside the shell of passivity and
laziness. In the light of this account, we would suggest some core teaching practices like
discursive talks, literary circles and Socratic argumentations as a medium to slake the learners’
thirst not just to read literature but also to reach into the depth of literary texts. It is also a way to
promote commitment and open-mindedness to other’s cultures and traditions in the classroom
and to supply the learners with the syntax that propels them to cross the hyphen to the
kaleidoscopic patterns and properties of the literary world, language and identity metamorphosis
engulfed by the wisdom of others and their entrenched mercury of geniuses. All in all, one may
say that dialogue foregrounds alternative ways of approaching the rhetorical text(s) irrespective
of canonical literary boundaries. However, despite that this paper is suffused effusively with an
aura of faith in the ethical and intellectual merits of learning collaboratively, it stays only a
signpost towards this attempt. Backlight picture of this subject also shows a lot of thorny perils
related to the complexity of summoning up all students to talk, and questions like whether
dialogues are always supportive clues inside literature classrooms stay dialectical and unsolved
debates to the present time. For this reason and others, the last lines of this research offer an
eloquently aspirational appeal to the future researchers -coming with that eagerness in the fieldto surpass the side-effects and the constraints of this study. They are kindly recommended to
keep looking for other animating subjects, like interdisciplinary learning and cinematic literature,
which may draw a bright vista in the teaching of literature in the future.
Finally, to refine teaching literature in the EFL context, the teachers can apply other
instructive tools and methods that may create a convivial atmosphere for nourishing and
animating the study of literariness. For instance, in this digital age where people are much stuck
to the screen and social media life, teachers can use other active tools, like e-learning and social
media resources (e.g., interacting with the students in digital groups in Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Skype or e-learning platforms). These electronic aids might be pure serendipity for
discovery, and a whimsical landscape to critical digital literacy where students can breathe a
thinner air of impartiality and amusement, exchange intellectual and emotional ‘big thoughts’
and also ‘silly’ and ‘genuine’ remarks. They can watch films and videos that drive them to
appreciate literature as a subtle idiom of life and a fictitious version of reality. They may simply
turn into a dynamic and enriching genre of learning so riveting in its very innovative texture and
frame.
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work. The paper focuses on revealing structural and syntactic properties of the author's
digressions, namely, detecting such concepts as integration/non-integration of the author's
digressions in the English literary prose. Integrated and non-integrated types of author's
digressions into the academic space of the text have been distinguished based on interpretativetextual and compositional analysis. The analysis of the text-forming function of the author's
digression contributed to defining the features of the cohesion of the literary text and included in
its elements. The analysis results show that the author's digressions can be both integrated and
non-integrated. Non-integration of the author's digression lies in their composition-semantic
independence, and integrated author's digressions are the ones that the author weaves into the
text with different types of cohesion. This research promotes the studies of the cognitive aspect
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Introduction
The interest in the study of the text in Linguistics does not weaken. It is determined that the
last one is the scope of implementation and the form of the actual existence of the language; in
the first place, it concerns the literary text. The text is the whole, the only language work.
However, at the same time, it is a combination of the statements of the various subject-language
plans, with complicated and dynamic relations between them (Turowetz, 2017; Crofft, 2004;
Gordon, 1966; Green, 1990). The text consists of relatively large and relatively small parts,
which are called components. The text has highlighted different segments by form (description,
dialogue, monologue, inner monologue). These segments differ from one another in the language
design and with the practical orientation, different significance in work, and some other
indicators (Bošković, 2016; Krongauz, 2001; Britta, 2016; Gumperz, 1982). The distinct
elements are the principle of the composition and the primary structural law of the literary text.
This law provides the constant predictability resistance – "permanent informativeness” for the
literary text (Crofft, 2004, p. 390). Composition implements the author's attitude to the content
(Britta, 2016, p. 246). In implementing the artistic conception, specific ideas for each element of
the composition and linguistic structure the right place are given (Bošković, 2016; Turowetz,
2017; Bal, 2009; Kosmeda, 2017; Kramar, 2017).
In the philological works on the theory of the composition of the literary text, the
author's speech and the image of the author linguists highlighted in the various aspects: from the
perspective of narratology of the interpreted concept of "author's point of view," forms and types
of the author's speech (Arnold, Vinogradov, Kukharenko); in the syntactic and stylistic aspect
the peculiarities of the composition as a method of artistic theme deployment (Zhyrmunskiy),
"text modality" and the "author's image" as the style-creating category of text (Vinogradov,
Solhanyk). However, the author's digressions, functions, and communication strategies for the
inclusion to the semantic space of the literary text did not receive enough highlights from the
positions of linguopragmatic and communicative-functional approaches.
Research objectives and research purpose
The object of the work is the author's digression in English prose. The material of the study is
English literary prose of the XIX-XX centuries. We determine the author's digression as an
autosemantic compositional unit of a literary text. Digression ensures a semantic relationship of
different text elements, performs emotional and esthetic, phatic, and cognitive functions, and is
considered explicit about defining the author's and reader's images.
The purpose of the work is the systematizing and classifying of the author's digressions in
the literary English prose texts from the perspective of a comprehensive approach oriented to
identify their linguopragmatic properties, namely, detection of such concepts as integration/nonintegration of the author's digression, a study of the types of cohesion of the author's digression
in the literary text space. The originality of the work lies in establishing the linguistic and
pragmatic properties of the composition-and-plot, composition-and-structural, and compositionand-semantic units of the text.
Literature review
The author's attitude to the represented reality is transmitted using the author's digression;
using them, the author guides the reader to adequate decoding of his communicative intention,
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designs the expected valuation of the described. The author's digressions can be included in any
part of the text: introduction, scenario, climax, and denouement. Composition-structural analysis
of the studied works showed no stable trend to use the author's digression in specific text
segments. The analysis of the text-forming function of the author's digression contributed to
defining the features of the cohesion of the literary text and included in its elements.
As revealed by the study, the author's digressions have auto-semantics, but the degree of
auto-semantics is different in the author's digression. After Galperin (2004), we define the autosemantics, non-integration of the author's digression on the lexical, grammatical, and semantic
levels:
1. On the lexical level - the absence of words and phrases repetition.
2. On the grammatical level - the lack of the deictic units and violation of the uniformity of
construction of structural and phraseological unity or paragraph.
3. On the semantic level- maxims not related to the text in generalized formulas.
Thus, the auto-semantics of the author's digression implements. Each syntactic-stylistic
type of the author's digression (converged, diverged, or converged-and-diverged) can be
integrated or non-integrated.
Methodology
We reveal the author's digressions by several compositional-semantic and compositionalstructural features with the help of interpretative-textual and semantic analysis of the English
literary prose. The prominent features contributed to determining the author's digressions among
other included units in the text. The use of compositional analysis allowed to reveal various
types of cohesion of the author's digressions with the text.
Findings and discussion
Non-integrated author's digression
Non-integration of the author's digression lies in their composition-semantic independence.
Thus, in a fragment from the novel by Maugham (2007) "The Moon and Sixpence," we
highlighted the converged author's digression that is non-integrated due to the type of inclusion
in the text:
The faculty for myth іs іnnate іn the human race. It seіzes wіth avіdity upon any
incіdents, surprising or mysterіous, іn the cаreer of those who have at all dіstinguished
themselves from theіr fellows, and іnvents a legend to which it then attaches a fanatical
belief. (Maugham, 2007).
The above author's digression consists of a complex structure of sentences: simple, complicated,
complex. We define it as non-integrated because it takes the starting position of a paragraph, as
well as it is different with conjunctionless, deictic, lexical relation to the previous paragraph. In
the following fragment, we selected the author's digressions that are a whole paragraph:
At the first sign of the approach of one of these outrages, all clocks ought to be put back
three hours so that everybody might stay in bed until their fury is spent. There is no end
to their malice. (Priestley, 2020, p. 74).
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This author's digression is non-integrated concerning the main story. Such utterances are the
micro-texts, where morality is expressed based on the human experience (Galperin, 2004).
The author's digressions that are the initial components of a paragraph, as a rule, have the
highest degree of auto-semantic compared with the author's digression that creates a paragraph.
We believe that most author's digressions presented as the paragraphs are non-integrated. The
above examples of the author's digression are auto-semantic; they do not require additional
context to realize its content. At the same time, the introduced in the text author's digression has
a direct and immediate relation with the overall thematic context.
Let us consider the examples of the convergent non-integrated author's digression:
Innocence always calls mutely for protectіon when we would be so much wiser to guard
ourselves against it: іnnocence is like a dumb leper who has lost his bell, wandering the world,
meaning no harm. (Green, 2004, p. 29).
Suffering is not increased by numbers: one body can contain all the suffering the world
can feel. (Green, 2004, p. 186).
The above digressions are non-integrated because removing these examples from the text
does not change the text's content and the author's digression. These author's digression
expresses the standard views on life, human wisdom based on the years of experience.
Integrated author's digressions
Integrated authors' digressions are woven into the text using different types of cohesion (Dijk,
1980; Givon, 1993). Cohesion is the connectivity of text elements when the interpretation of
some text elements depends on the others (Dijk, 1980; Givon,1993). The lexical and semantic
repetitions are the means to express cohesion (Krongauz, 2001). Halliday (1976), Redeker
(2000) first differentiated cohesion as structural and grammatical cohesion and coherence as
meaningful. The semantic side of the cohesion has found the reflection in terms of lexical
solidarity, isotopy, recurrence. The orientation of cohesion means caused, above all, it is
attributing only to the language level on the background of the detailed analysis of standard text
connectors: pronouns, repetitions, coreferential series, conjunctions.
In modern linguistic studies, segmental indications of cohesion are distinguished:
1. Lexical (repeat, synonyms, antonyms, stem words, one-theme words).
2. Grammatical (conjunctions, connecting words, demonstrative pronouns, correlative words,
degrees of comparison, parenthetic words, and sentences).
3. Syntactic (word order, order of parts connection, sequence).
4. Stylistic (syntactic parallelism, ellipsis, graduation, interrogative sentences).
5. Supra-segmental (intonation, pauses, accents).
6. Situational (situations, associations).
The linguists have always considered cohesion as the most crucial text category, which
mediates the development of the theme and provides the integrity, integration of the text
(Selivanova, 2004, p. 115). The cohesion of the text manifests itself in different language levels:
semantic, lexical-grammatical, phonological, and orthographic. In the framework of the semantic
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level, we can distinguish the pragmatic. The text segments are related thematically, with a
specific set of heroes' motifs found in a different relationship between cultural and social nature
and many other factors. The author and the novel's heroes express their attitude to the action,
which is happening to its members.
Linguists classified the means of cohesion in the text as traditionally grammatical,
performing a text-formation function, logical associative (subtext), image, compositionstructural, stylistic, and rhythm-creating (Scott, 2016; Galperin, 2004). Depending on the
actualized by the communicants' information, the following types of cohesion are distinguished:
grammatical, semantic, onomasiological, logic, image, connotative, structural and compositional,
topical (Scott, 2016; Selivanova, 2004). After M. А. K. Halliday (1976, p.125), we believe that
cohesion relations are relations between two or more elements in the text, regardless of the
structures. The category of integrity, which is sometimes called "coherence," is usually opposed
to the category of cohesion (Troshina, 1982, p. 53). According to Lyons (1963), the differences
between cohesion and coherence are identical to the differences in form and content.
Cohesion is the relation of the elements of the text when one is dependent on the other
(Galperin, 2004, p. 103). Coherence is the relation brought with something external concerning
the text, first of all with the knowledge of its addressee (Galperin, 2004, p. 123). Based on the
inside, the addressee can construct certain expectations and finish up the relationship that is not
expressed explicitly in the text (Krongauz, 2001, p. 10).
As the study of the literary tests shows, not all author's digressions are not-integrated;
many of them are related to the text using cohesion. Let us consider the digressions that are part
of the sentence. The following author's digressions are characterized by integration in the general
text because the author's digression is only a part of a sentence. It has a grammatical link with
the whole sentence and logical and lexical types of coherence between the author's digression
and the text of the main story. The example of the convergent author's digression that is the part
of the sentence is a fragment of the novel by Kipling (2021) "The Light That Failed":
Since the human soul is finite and not in the least under its command, Dick, advancing, said,
"Halloo"! After the mаnner of schoolboys, and Maisie answered, 'Oh, Dick! (Kipling, 2021).
We believe that this author's digression is an integrated type because the author's
digression is a part of the complex sentence; the logical connection of the author's digression
with the text of the main story exists. This author's digression could not be removed out of
context because the sense is lost. Relation of the author's digression with the text can be
grammatical, semantic, and associative.
Grammatical cohesion
Among the grammatical forms of cohesion, we distinguished connectors and connecting
words, deictic means (pronouns, conjunctions), participial phrases. The connectors of the
coordinating and subordinating relation actualize the logical cohesion of the author's digression.
Among all the conjunctions, the most frequently used are: but, and, for, after all.
Thus, for example, in the following fragment from the novel by Maugham (2007) "The
Moon and Sixpence," the cohesion of the author's digression is done with the grammatical
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markers, namely, conjunctive element after all:
I do not know how they got on or what they talked about. After all, there are twenty –
four hours іn the day, and the summits of emotion can only be reached at rare іntervals. I
can only imagine how they passed the rest time. (Maugham, 2007).
The addresser tries to explain what "the feeling reaches the top only in rare moments, and the
day has only twenty-four hours," and so the author "can only imagine what they (the lovers) did
all the rest of the time." Thus, the addresser defines the essence of the events that occur.
The author's digression and the main text may be bound and opposed with the
conjunction but. As an example, in the novel by G. Greene (2004) "The Quiet American”:
But if one writes about war, self-respect demands that occasionally one share the risks. (Green,
2004, p. 136).
The sentence with the conjunction but is the author's digression; it is convergent due to
the syntactic-stylistic type. The conjunction but performs its counter function: forms a single
unit, and at the semantic level, represents different semantic segments.
In the novel by Maugham (2007), "The Moon and Sixpence," the author included
digression in a sentence with a conjunction for:
No one went near the plantatіon, for, as you know, the natіves have a very lively horror
of the dіsease, and іn the old days when іt was dіscovered the sufferer was killed; but
sometimes, when the vіllage boys were scrambling about the hills, they would catch sight
of the white man, with his great red beard, wandering about. (Maugham, 2007).
In this example, the addresser intends to expand the knowledge of the addressee about the
horrible disease: leprosy, to supplement information, to show the reaction of the surrounding
people to the sick person.
As revealed by the study, the author's digression may not be preceded by a conjunction or
a conjunction word. However, the conjunction element author used in the story's text with the
author's digression. This fact we can see in the example of the author's digression from the novel
by G. Greene (2004) "The Quiet American":
A dollar love, of course, would include marriage, and Junior and Mother's Day, even
though later it might consist of Reno, or the Virgin Islands, or wherever they go
nowadays for their divorces. A dollar love had good intentions, a clear conscience, and to
Hell with everybody. But my love had no intentions. (Green, 2004, p. 55).
The selected text fragment is a converged author's digression. The author weaved it in the main
text of the text conjunctionless; the opposite relation is expressed implicitly at the semantic level.
Here the author is thinking about the mutual relationship of the material (a dollar love) and
spiritual (Mother's Day) in general, without specifying the specific subject of the action.
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In the following fragment from the novel by G. Greene (2004) "The Quiet American," the
selected author's digression is included in the text of the main narrative with the punctuation
means:
There was nowhere to sit except in the Papal chair, round which a plaster cobra coiled,
the marble floor glittered like water, and there was no glass in the windows – we make a
cage for air with holes, and man makes a cage for his religion in much the same way –
with doubts left open to the weather and creeds opening on innumerable interpretations.
(Green, 2004, p. 77).
The structural feature of this author's digression is that the author's digression is expressed with
the part of the complex sentence and included in this sentence without a conjunction. The
author's intention in such an author's digression is to introduce the reader into the atmosphere and
guide him to certain conclusions.
In the following example, the author's digression from the novel by Maugham (2007)
"The Moon and Sixpence” is included in a sentence without conjunction, which increases its
independence, autonomy:
If I am rhetorical, it іs because Stroeve was rhetorіcal. (Do we not know that man іn
moments of emotіon expresses hіmself naturally in terms of a novelette?). He was like
the mystіc seeking to describe the іneffable. But one fact he made cleаr to me: people talk
of beauty lіghtly and havіng no feeling for words, they use that one carelessly so that it
loses its force; and the thіng it stands for, sharing its name with a hundred trіvial objects,
is deprived of dignity. (Maugham, 2007).
The author included this digression in the sentence with a conjunctionless relation, and it is a
semantic unit integrated into the narrative. In this example, the addresser-author gives its
assessment of the events.
Among the lexico-grammatical means of the inclusion of the author's digression in the
text, we selected pronouns: then, here, this, that, his, her. Thus, for example:
I was not fіfteen when my father found that I had a lover", she said. "He was the third
mate on the Tropic Bіrd. A good-looking boy". She sighed a little. They say a woman
always remembers her fіrst lover with affectіon, but perhaps she does not always
remember hіm". My father was a sensible man". "What did he do"? I asked. (Maugham,
2007).
The author's digression weaves in the main text of the story with the pronoun they; with this, the
author generalizes the women's psychology.
As our research suggests, personal and possessive pronouns are the most widely used
among the pronoun communication methods. We want to mention the demonstrative pronouns,
which are also participating as a means of communication, and link the text of the author's
digression with the main text. It is about pronouns it, that, this, these, the feature of which is that
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they have a general character relating to the whole text, they are linking several sentences with
the one specific content. Here are a few examples of the author's digression where the author
used the above pronouns:
They would grow old insensibly; they would see their son and daughter come to years of
reason, marry in due course – the one a pretty girl, the future mother of healthy chіldren;
the other a handsome, manly fellow, obviously a soldier; and at last, prosperous in their
dіgnified retirement, beloved by their descendants, after a happy, not unuseful lіfe, in the
fullness of their age they wоuld sink into the grave. That must be the story of
innumerable cоuples, and the pattern of life it offers has a homely grace. It reminds you
of a placid rivulet. (Maugham, 2007).
The selected fragment of the text is a convergent author's digression. The author's digression
weaves in the main text of the story with the pronoun that. In this author's digression, the
pronoun that refers to the all previous section. Furthermore, inside the author's digression, the
addresser summarizes what he said before.
In the following example, the divergent by style author's digression is a philosophical
contemplation of love:
I could not that Strickland had fallen in love with Blanche Strove. I did not belіeve him
capable of love. That is an emotion in which tenderness is an essential part, but
Strickland had no tenderness either for himself or for others; there is in love a sense of
weakness, a desire to protect, and eagerness to do good and to give pleasure – if not
unselfishness, at all events selfishness which marvelously conceals itself; it has in a
certain diffidence. These were not traits that I could imagine in Strіckland. Love is
аbsorbing; it takes the lover out of himself. It makes a man a littlе more than himself.
(Maugham, 2007).
The structural feature of this divergent author's digression is that the author's digression, which is
semantic unity, is scattered through the text. Thus, the demonstrative pronoun combines not only
the author's digression and the previous sentence, but it also combines the text into a semantic
unit. As you can see from the example, the author logically introduced the digression into the
main text, entwined with it, and sealed using the pronouns that, these.
Semantic cohesion
The semantic cohesion of the text is a semantic relation of its components based on the
content of the consistent text fragments and the individually included elements. We can carry it
out without externally defined communications (Benedetti, 2015). Situational cohesion is a subtype of semantic cohesion, the criterion to identify the principle of "unity of the situation." The
situational cohesion can be detected indirectly as the predictable thematic proximity between the
fragments of the text, the very fact of inclusion of which into one text illustrates their semantic
proximity (Benedetti, 2015).
We understand the semantic cohesion of the author's digression with the text as a logicalsemantic relation of the text elements based on specific content. We observe the semantic unity
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of the text and the author's digression in the lexical and synonym repetitions. So that the
language was clear, logically ordered, we cannot do without the repetition of words, their forms,
and derivatives of these words because their use is associated with the structure organization.
The meaning of the lexical repetition provides an expression of the present or semantic
dismemberment of the language.
Thus, in the following text, we can see the duplication of the lexical item "hate" in the
author's digression and in the sentence of the main story:
“How many people have to die before you realize”? But I could tell that it was a hopeless
argument. “Realize what, Thomas”?
"That there is no such thing as gratitude in politics" At least they will not hate us like they
hate the French. "Are you sure"?
Sometimes we have a kіnd of love for our enemies, and sometimes we feel hate for our
friends.
“You talk like a European, Thomas. These people are not complicated". "Is that what you
have learned іn a few months? You will be calling them childlike next". "Well in a
way…" (Green 2004, p. 161).
The main story sentence contains information about the relationship between people and
government representatives (At least they will not hate us like they hate the French), verbalized
by lexical item hate.
Let us consider the following example of the author's digression from the novel by
Kipling (2021) "The Light That Failed":
This is good, and since it allows, and even encourages, strife, recrimination, and the most brutal
sincerity, it does not die but increases and is proof against any absence and evil conduct.
(Kipling, 2021).
In the author's digression, the author characterizes the male friendship verbalized in the
text phrase a good love. The author passes two ways approaching this phenomenon through the
tougher lexicon brutal sincerity. However, the author remains on the side of male friendship,
stressing the strength of these relationships with the verb to increase. The author used the lexical
item love in the main text and in the author's digression. The author's digression is included in
the main narrative with a demonstrative pronoun this regarding the lexical item love that creates
the lexical relation and provides the semantic unity of the text with the author's digression.
Sometimes, the author used synonymous repetitions or expressions to relate the author's
digression with the main text of the story. In the following example of the author's digression
from the novel by Kipling (2021) "The Light That Failed," the author uses the words of the same
synonymous field:
Have I killed you?' Revolvers are tricky things for young hаnds to deal with. Maіsie
could not explain how it had happened. (Kipling, 2021).
The lexical items revolvers, to kill that refers to the same topic series "crime" provide the
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cohesion of the author's digression with the narration in the text.
Hyponymic cohesion
Among the author's digression, there are digressions that the author combines with the text
using hyponymy. Hyponymy as the genus-species relations is the inclusion of the semantically
similar units in the corresponding class names. A hyponym is a concept that expresses a partial
essence about the other more general idea, and a hyperonym is a word with a broader meaning
that describes the common genus concept, the name of the class (set) of pieces (properties,
characteristics).
Here is an example of the hyponymic cohesion from the novel by Maugham (2007) "The
Moon and Sixpence”:
I do not suppose she hаd ever really cared for her husband, and what I had taken for love
wаs no more than the femіnine response to caresses and comfort, which in the mіnds of
most women passes for it. It is a passіve feeling capable of being roused for any object,
as the vіne can grow on any tree, and the wisdom of the world recognizes its strength
when іt urges a girl to marry the man who wants her with the аssurance that love wіll
follow. It is an emotіon made up of the satіsfaction, insecurity, pride of property, the
pleasure of being desired, the gratification of a household, and it is only by an amiable
vanity that women ascribe to its spiritual value. (Maugham, 2007).
In this example, we highlighted the lexical items feminine response to caresses and comfort that
are hyponymic to the lexical item of feeling. In the same way, the hyponymic lexical item
emotion is presented in the author's digression and feminine response to caresses and comfort in the main story.
We define hyponymy as a one-side replacement: the text may have a possible equivalent
replacement of hyponym to hyperonym. The author uses a hyponym in the main text and in the
text of the author's digression - a hyperonym. Let us find it on a specific example from the novel
by Maugham (2007) “The Moon and Sixpence”:
Mrs. Strickland had the gift of sympathy. It is a charmіng faculty, but one often abused
by those who are cоnscious of its possession: for there is something ghoulіsh in the
avidity with whіch they will pounce upon the misfortune of their friеnds so that they may
exercise their dexterіty. It gushes forth like an oil – well, and the sympathetіc pour out
their sympathy with an abandon that is sometimes embarrassіng to their victims.
(Maugham, 2007).
In this fragment of the gift of sympathy is a hyponym towards charming faculty. Thus, the
charming faculty is a hyperonym. In the author's digression, the author uses hyperonym, i.e., he
seems to summarize what has been said before and operates with more general concepts. The
presented class of hyperonym is broader than hyponym has. In most cases, the text mostly has a
hyponym and a hyperonym in the author's digression (i.e., turning species under the genus). The
author suggests that one of the characters has a gift of sympathy (hyponym). After that, the
author's digression takes the word "excellent quality" charming faculty, a hyperonym. There is
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no reverse transition from hyperonym (in the text) to hyponym (in the author's digression). The
content of the author's digression itself does not clarify the concepts but describes the lyrical
reflections, expression of feelings, emotions.
Sometimes, the author combines digressions with the text by verbalizing emotions,
feelings, and moods. Often the author's digression is the original author's emotional reaction to
the current events:
Women! I had always thought that to live on a woman's immoral earnings, you must be a
strapping flashy fellow with sex appeal, ready with your knife or your gun; it was
astonishing that such a puny creature, who might have been a lawyer's clerk from his
appearance, could get a footing in such an overcrowded profession. (Maugham, 2004, p.
263).
In this example, the addresser expresses his views: I had always thought that to live on a
woman's immoral earnings you must be a strapping flashy to the actions of a character in the
novel, I noticed her take something (money) out of her bag and hand it to him. For the author of
the text, the very fact that the woman is giving money to the man and that man not only accepts
it but can live on them is humiliating. In the author's digression, he provides the characteristics of
this type of people (fellow strapping with flashy sex appeal). Therefore, the connecting element
between the text and the author's digression is the author's response to the events taking place,
i.e., expressing emotion to the previously described fact.
In the following author's digression from the text of the novel by Maugham (2007) "The
Moon and Sixpence," the actual attitude of the author towards the depicted in the text character
(Strickland) can be found. The author expresses his opinion, pushes the addressee on a detailed
estimate:
He was independent of the opіnion of his fellows. And it was just that which had most
dіsconcerted me in my dealings with him. When people say they do not care what others
think of them, for the most pаrt, they deceive themselves. Generally, they mean only that
they will do as they choose, in the confidence thаt no one will know their vagarіes, and at
the utmost only that they are willing to act contrary to the opinion of the majority because
they are supported by the approval of their neighbors. (Maugham, 2007).
The selected text fragment is the author's digression-philosophical reasoning. The author's
position on significance for each person's opinion in the author's digression is updated. The
intention of the author's judgments, conclusions was the behavior and life principles of the main
character (He was independent of the idea of his fellows). By its content, the author's digression
from this or the other side reveals the main character's traits, i.e., describes the subject of the
speech. The consistency of this digression with the text is defined first with a commented
element (Strickland behavior) and a specific semantic and logical sequence of the described
events.
The intention to create the following author's digression is the communicative intention
of the author. He also determines its content, i.e., the addresser defines the personal
interpretation of the problem, as in the example of the author's digression from the novel by
Kipling (2021) "The Light That Failed":
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Sometimes the hull is out of order, and we consult a surgeon; sometimes the rigging;
sometimes the engines, and we go to brain specialist; sometimes the look-out on the
bridge is tired, and then we see an oculist. A little patching and repairing from time to
time is all we want. An oculist, by all means. (Kipling, 2021).
The selected fragment of the text is a divergent author's digression. The sentence (We all want a
little patching and repairing from time to time) is auto-semantic, but it is the motivation for the
following two sentences - the author's digression. The theme of this sentence becomes the
subject of the author's digression. Thus, a chain link of the first sentence develops with the
following, with the repetition of the words (little patching and repairing). The author clarified
the unity of this digression with the whole text by the unity of the theme specified in the first
sentence.
Associative cohesion
The associative cohesion carries out the relation of the author's digression with the text in
some cases. Association as a mental phenomenon is an imaginary relation made by the previous
experience. One imagination arising in mind causes the similar one, adjacent or otherwise
different. The word in the language is a signal of a particular relation with this or another
association. From the very beginning, the possibility of associative imagination with other
language units is given the tendency to such convergence (Klimkova, 1991, p. 45).
According to Galperin (2004), such features of the text structure as retrospection,
subjectively-appraisal modality, and connotation lie at the foundation of the associative
cohesion. Associative cohesion we characterize as the fact that the remote imaginations that are
not related to the logical confirmation get apparent relation between the described phenomena.
Under the association, we understand the unification of the language units due to the logicalsemantic features.
The presence of associative relations is the mandatory condition to the transfer of the
necessary information. Associative relations contribute to the unification of all parts of the text
into a single unit. The association is the process programmed by the author of receiving a certain
amount of information from the reader's memory, his system of knowledge (associative system).
Depending on the source, there is a need to differentiate the two interacting associative systems:
background knowledge and a system of text knowledge. This support causes the understanding
of the semantic content of the text. The system of text knowledge is individual for each text. It is
a complex associative system (system of knowledge), the emergence of which is caused by the
understanding of the text information.
Associative relations that appeal to a system of text knowledge are textual ones. Thus,
the associative relations in the text cause the emergence of a certain amount of information in
the mind of the reader not from the linear sequences of the linguistic signs but using two
sources: on the one hand, from the system of background knowledge (long-term memory), on
the other hand, from the system of textual knowledge. The associative relations in the text allow
highlighting in the organization of text the associative principle. It promotes the knowledge
(information) objectification stored in human memory.
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Based on the associative relations, the author's intention in the process of text formation
is converted into a system of images, and we can code it by linguistic means. The availability of
the associative relations in the text is caused by the gnosiological and semiological aspect of the
language category and by the possibility of storing, organizing, and transferring to the values of
the language units of the socio-historical experience acquired in the process of cognition of the
objective reality. Association in the text results from the established by the addresser associative
relations (both background and text). These relations determine the nomination of the fragment
of extralinguistic reality.
Associative relations, fixing the received knowledge are involved in both the emergence
and the functioning of a verbal sign. Mandatory value also provides the mandatory associations
that surround the word in the consciousness of the native speaker. The association defines the
ability to use words in the text and provide its understanding correlating it with other text units
and systems of languages.
Thus, for example, in a fragment from the novel by Maugham (2007) "The Moon and
Sixpence," we selected the converged author's digression that author combined with the text of
the story using the associative cohesion:
I asked myself whether was not in hіs soul some deeply rooted instіnct of creation, which
the circumstances of his life had obscured, but which grew relentlessly, as cancer may
grow in the living issues, till at last it took possession of his whole being and forced him
irresistіbly to action. The cuckoo lays іts eggs in the strange bird's nest, and when the
young one is hatched, it shoulders its foster – brothers out and breaks, at last, the nest that
has sheltered it. (Maugham, 2007).
With this author's digression, the author using the clear image of a mother cuckoo and cuckoochild, explains to the addressee how the instinct of creativity in the main character Strickland
destroyed his family and life principles. When the hero faces a choice between art and family, he
chooses art. Both the retrospection and the appraisal modality here are apparent. Retrospection
acts in the reader's understanding of the information displayed in the author's digression; he
should know the previous information. Thus, here a relation of an associative plan emerges.
The analyzed texts of the author's digression illustrate the specificity of functioning of
the associative index in the text. While it is decoding in the reader's mind, a certain amount of
information is updated, which is then "narrowed down" with a context. The availability of the
associative indices in the text decodes the last discrete, which provides appealing the reader's
background knowledge. Understanding the semantic content stored in the associative indicator
(background or text) is based on an appropriate system of knowledge stored in the reader's
memory.
Conclusions
The author's digressions can be both integrated and non-integrated. We found the following
types of cohesion between the author's digression and the text: grammatical: conjunctions and
connecting words, deictic means, participial phrases, semantic and associative types of cohesion.
The author reaches the semantic unity of text and the author's digression with the synonymous
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repetitions. The author's digressions and the text of the main narrative are combined to express
common emotions, feelings, and moods. Often the author's digression is the original author's
emotional reaction to the current events. The author's digressions are often hyponymical with
the text of the main narrative. Studies of the cognitive aspect of the author's digression in the
different literary texts of English and American prose are promising.
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Abstract
The Algerian universities have witnessed significant changes since the establishment of the
three-tier system composed of Licence, Master, and Doctorate (LMD). The latter necessitates
many changes in the learning process as well as teaching methods. Yet, to achieve self-directed
learning, the learner should first achieve autonomy at the personal level. Thus, this paper is
mainly devoted to analyzing the impress of Algerian cultural and social traditions on the
development of self-directed learning. This study addresses the following question: Do the
Algerian cultural and social traditions enhance and facilitate self-directed learning or impede its
implementation at university? The main aim of this paper is to investigate the aspects of the
Algerian culture that hinder the promotion of self-directed learning. The research has been
conducted in Saida University among Master students. To investigate the socio-cultural impact
on the development of self-directedness, the researcher used a questionnaire and an interview
that was related to Hofstede’s six-D Model. Discussing the Algerian culture through the lens of
Hofstede’s six-D Model helped the researcher to diagnose the reasons behind the failure to
promote self-directedness. The main finding of this research is that the collectivist nature of the
Algerian culture retards the progress of self-directed learning. This paper also suggests that if the
Algerian culture does not favor self-directed learning, educators should adopt new approaches
and strategies that engage their learners in the learning experiences. Educators should
counterbalance the parochial and paternalistic traditions with glocalization and multiple
perspective curricula.
Keywords: Algerian socio-culture, Algerian universities, autonomy, democracy, glocalization,
higher education, individualism, Hofstede’s six-D model, self-directed learning, socio-cultural
impress
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Introduction
When the researcher first started teaching at university, the Licence/ Master/ Doctorate
program was not yet applied in my university. The researcher started teaching in a very
traditional way, namely teacher-directed learning that most of her colleagues adopted. The
learning process was centered on the teacher. The researcher used to present a lecture whose
objectives she was responsible to design, and in the final run, the exam papers of her students
were mere reformulations of the talks the researcher used to give during her classes. Two years
later, the researcher has submitted an LMD program for my department and decided to engage
her students in the syllabus design of the units she was in charge of. In this context, the
researcher asked her students to revise the syllabus and add or omit things that they consider
necessary or irrelevant, respectively. This long and gradual shift from teacher-directed learning
to self-directed learning was marked by many obstacles. The most significant stumbling block to
the achievement of the researcher’s goal was the students’ fixed view of the learning process as
conceived through the hierarchical relationship between the teacher and the learner. Most
students were astonished when asked to deliver their opinion on the syllabus designed by the
teacher. When students learned that the teacher warmly welcomed any changes they might bring
to the syllabus, none of them viewed this as a step towards self-directed learning. Instead, they
judged the researcher as a lazy teacher who depends on her students to fulfill what they
considered her duty. Thus, to achieve self-directed learning in Algerian universities seems
improbable as long as the Algerian socio-culture continues to view the learning process from a
hierarchical standpoint.
Two main reasons motivate the present study. The first and most important is the shift
towards distance learning in Algerian universities through the Moodle platform. If the
performance of distance learning has become urgent, self-directed learning becomes one of the
fundamental precepts in its implementation. The second reason is the urge to adapt universities
to the 21st century technological advances that value online teaching, thus revolutionizing the
traditional learning/teaching classroom setting. Therefore, as a teacher, one should achieve two
essential things; digitize one’s lectures and learn to correspond with learners in a distance
learning context that goes hand in hand with face-to-face learning. These two objectives
necessitate a crucial shift in the learning process from teacher-directed learning to self-directed
learning since the teacher is no more fully in control of the learning process as s/he used to be in
a traditional classroom. So, at this juncture, self-directed learning is no more an option but
becomes a reality that all Algerian teachers should accept. The research question that is
addressed in this paper is: what is the role of Algerian socio-culture in the implementation of
self-directed learning? More precisely, this research seeks to find out whether Algerian socioculture enhances or impedes self-directed learning. The main objective of this research is to
highlight the Algerian socio-cultural elements that contravene the progress of self-directed
learning. When these elements are revealed, a fundamental pedagogical work needs to be
conducted to promote self-directedness without compromising the Algerian collectivist cultural
values.
Literature Review
To foster self-directed learning, it is first necessary to understand what it means and what
prerequisites are required for its performance. Probably the most prevailing definition of selfdirected learning is that offered by Knowles (1975):
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In its broadest meaning, self-directed learning describes a process in which individuals take
the initiative, with or without the help of others, in diagnosing their learning needs,
formulating learning goals, identifying resources for learning, choosing and implementing
appropriate learning strategies, and evaluating learning outcomes. (p.18)
Therefore, self-directed learning is utterly different from teacher-directed learning. In teacherdirected learning, the teacher is the chief executive in the classroom: he decides the course goals,
defines course content, chooses exercises and assignments for the course, and ultimately grades
and assesses the learners. As opposed to teacher-directed learning, self-direction in adult learning
is centered on autonomous learning and puts significant emphasis on the self-imposed
responsibility of the individual learner in the learning process. In a self-directed learning
situation, many of the tasks allotted to the teacher in a classical teacher-directed classroom
should be attributed to the learners. In this case, the teacher becomes a coach whose mission is to
orient, negotiate and guide. Gibbons (2003) gave an illuminating distinction between the modes
of learning when he notes, “In TDL, we teach students about the nature of flight; in SDL, we
teach students how to fly. When students learn to fly, they “earn their wings.”” (p.3) The least to
be said about the distinction made by Gibbons is that it is judicious as long as it implicitly
highlights the consequences of each mode of learning.
To uphold the shift to self-directed learning Knowles (1975) identified three reasons that
justify his reasoning:
1. Individuals who take the initiative in learning learn more things and learn better than
do people who sit at the feet of teachers possibly waiting to be taught.
2. Self-directed learning is more in tune with our natural processes of psychological
development.
3. Many of the new developments in education put a heavy responsibility on the learners
to take a good deal of initiative in their learning.
The first reason is probably the most significant and consequential one as Knowles implicitly
explicates that self-directed learning yields active, innovative, and Promethean workers who take
the initiative in the workforce. Instead, teacher-directed learning will undoubtedly result in
passive workers who wait for decisions to be made for them.
According to Hanrahan (1998), Sinclair (2007), and Lamb (2009), the learning environment,
including traditional-cultural aspects, crucially impacts students’ learning, especially their
autonomy in learning. If considers Brookfield’s claim that self-directed learning is tightly related
to Western cultures, then implementing self-directed learning in Algerian teaching becomes
complex because of the significant impress of socio-cultural factors on education in general and
students’ learning in particular. Brookfield (1994) claimed that:
self-directed learning connects directly to a certain strain of progressive humanism (in
North America) and Liberalism (in the UK), that places primary emphasis on the absolute
necessity valuing adults’ experiences and working to help them take control of their own
learning (https://infed.org/mobi/self-directed-learning/)
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Not only did Brookfield classify self-directed learning as culturally Western, but he added: “the
concept can be interpreted as the ultimate educational expression of capitalist ideology,” leaving
no room for non-capitalist countries to test self-directed learning. Brookfield’s categorization
builds on Knowles’ canonical definition of self-directed learning whose most potential
characteristic is independence and participatory behavior and attitude, which might be politically
viewed as democratic learning. Naisbitt (1984) rightfully explains in this concern that “people
whose lives are affected by a decision must be a part of the process of arriving at that decision”
(p.159). This suggests that learners should collaborate with their teachers and the administrative
staff in all matters that concern or affect their learning. Therefore, since this study focuses on
Algerian universities, the question raised at this level is the following: Can we democratize
education in non-democratic societies? One example of the absence of collaborative thinking in
Algerian universities is represented by one practice exercised by the institution of the CPND (the
National Pedagogical Committee of the Domain) that meets regularly to discuss pedagogical
issues related to each field and standardize the syllabi relative to the Licence level throughout
Algerian Universities. By so doing, the teacher comes into the classroom with a ready-made
syllabus, and no other alternative than to impose the syllabus on his students. Whatever the
advantages it might bring forth, this practice is at odds with the collaborative strategies that
characterize self-directed learning.
One other characteristic of self-directed learning that is at odds with the Algerian socioculture is individualism. Triandis (1995) defines individualism as “a social pattern that consists
of loosely linked individuals who view themselves as independent of collectives” (p.2). As
opposed to collectivism, individualism is given more attention in adult learning psychology.
Academics agree that people in individualistic cultures develop independent thinking early at
school, and this will help them become independent citizens capable of creating new things once
they enter the workforce. In his research, Braman (1998) concluded that self-directed learning is
based on individualistic values such as “freedom,” “independence,” and “autonomy.” To support
his argument, he invites us to check whether the collectivist attitudes such as “conformity,”
interdependence,” and “duty” are reliable in developing self-directed learning. He ultimately
concludes that these collectivist values are irrelevant to the promotion of self-directed learning.
In his seminal work, he points out,
Individualist attitudes and values are listed in positive terms and are deemed preferable to
collectivistic attitudes and values, which are listed in negative terms. Every now and then,
however, a positive collectivistic term (i.e., cooperation, interdependence, etc.) is listed
among contradicting individualistic terms, yet the apparent contradiction goes unreconciled.
Collectivism, compared to individualism, has not been given equal attention, consideration, or
status as a basis for theory development in adult education. (p. 44)
Trying to draw a link between individualism and competitiveness as the latter is motivated by the
former, Keddie (1980) noted that "the notion of individuality as a desirable personality goal is
not universal, but is cultural specific and tends to be found in those cultures (such as ours) where
high status is obtained by competitive individual achievement" (p.54). Thus, far from the
tradition of collectivism, self-directed learning requires a minimum of individual responsibility
and a high sense of competition not recommended in collectivist societies that highly value
cooperation between members of the community.
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Many studies have been undertaken in the field of self-directed learning in Algeria. However,
the available literature hardly tackles the issue from a cultural perspective. The works that have
been conducted by academics deal with self-directed learning from a didactic viewpoint.
Preoccupied with how to remedy things in the classroom, teachers often disregard the outside
reasons that might interfere with the implementation of their strategies. Haddoune Sakraoui
(2019), for instance, published an interesting study on how to integrate self-directed learning
habits among EFL learners. Building her analysis on Blaschke (2012), Haddoune Sakraoui
(2019)claimed that heutagogy is viewed “as a ‘a continuum’ of ‘pedagogy’ referring to
strategies used for teaching children and ‘andragogy’ which is a concept used to depict strategies
for teaching adults.” (p.165)
Benchennane (2017) investigated the technological impress on self-directed learning among a
group of LMD students. Benchennane (2017) recommended the use of ICT’s noting that,
“students enjoyed working by their own … they also enjoyed working through technologies”
(p.40). Another Algerian scholar interested in this scope of research is Ghout-Khenoune, editor
of the LASIG Newsletter (learner autonomy special interest group). One paper by GhoutKhenoune particularly meets the objective of this research. In her work, she tries to answer
whether the Algerian culture meets the requirements of learner autonomy. As a teacher at the
University of Bejaia, Ghout-Khenoune (2019) recounted her initial frustration due to teachers’ as
well as learners’ disregard for autonomy when she elucidated:
Many teachers argued that the Algerian learning culture is not conducive to autonomous
learning. This was due to the dominance of exams in the educational system and exclusion of
the learners from decision-making in relation to their learning. The result was a cohort of
students that were passive, lacked initiative and were over-reliant on the teacher. In addition,
many teachers expressed reluctance to promote learner autonomy in their classes without any
in-service training (p. 9).
Convinced that there is a fertile ground for the implementation of learner autonomy in Algerian
universities, Ghout-Khenoune (2019) concluded that there is a need to readjust the educational
environment to promote autonomy. Her experience bears significance concerning practical
implementation. In an attempt to remedy these flaws, Ghout-Khenoune planned in 2016 the
introduction of two permanent teaching modules in the didactics Master program at the level of
her department, namely “Learner Autonomy in EFL Learning” and “Language Learning
Advising.” She clarifies that the former “aims to raise awareness of learner autonomy, its
philosophy and principles in pre-service teachers,” while the latter:
introduces the domain of language learning advising as one way to promote autonomy
in our education context. Students discover and discuss the advantages of reflection
and dialogue to help manage their learning and become more autonomous. Students’
positive feedback at the end of these two courses is the premise of a promising future of
learner autonomy in the Algerian context (Ghout-Khenoune, 2019, p.10).
Although Ghout-Khenoune’s work addressed the same question investigated in this paper, this
study tackles the issue of self-directed learning and culture from a different angle. There have
been very few attempts to investigate the coherence of the Algerian with the development of
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self-directed learning. Therefore, the ultimate goal of this paper is to explore the cultural
elements that are at odds with the basics of self-directed learning. By spotting these cultural
traits, the results can point out the need to conceive an SDL model that is congruent with
Algerian culture.
First and foremost, this paper seeks to highlight one of the most important things that should
not be overlooked when implementing self-directed learning, i.e. the socio-cultural environment
of the learner.
The first section of this paper will deal with self-directed learning, its definition, and its main
characteristics. For instrumental reasons, special attention will be paid to two aspects of selfdirected learning: democracy and individualism. The second part of this paper is dedicated to
examining the Algerian culture through Hofstede’s six Dimensions model. In the same vein, two
parallel dimensions will be stressed: the Power distance index and individualism versus
collectivism. The selection of these two dimensions will be handy in drawing conclusions about
whether Algerian socio-culture contrasts or corresponds with the aspects of self-directed
learning. The last part of this paper suggests that possible solutions to the problem can be
provided by higher educators and policy-makers by designing multiple perspective curricula and
reinforcing international exchange programs.
The Algerian Culture and the Hofstede Six Dimensions Model
Let us recall that two of the most prominent aspects of self-directed learning that have been
highlighted so far are democracy and individualism. Thus, the present study will investigate the
possibility of implementing self-directed learning in Algeria through these two aspects. In other
words, this section will examine the main components of the Algerian culture and whether they
happen to favor self-directed learning.
One study that the researcher considers very useful to this paper and that helps understand the
teacher-learner relationship in Algeria is Hofsted’s (1991) Culture’s consequences. In this
extensive research, Hofstede indicates that there are six dimensions of national culture. In this
paper, the researcher will explore two of these dimensions, namely the power distance index, and
individualism. The researcher has selected these two dimensions because the first one represents
the dynamics of social relationships and the second one defines the personal traits of an
individual in relation to his community. The diagram below demonstrates the scores of Algeria
in the Six Dimensions Model set by Hofstede
100
50
0
Power distance Individualism

Masculinity

Uncertainty
Avoidance

Long Term
Orientation

Indulgence

Figure 1. Estimated score of Algeria in the Hofstede’s six-D model
Note1. Adopted from https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country/algeria/
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As indicated in the diagram, Algeria scores 80 in the power distance index, 35 in terms of
individualism, 35 in Masculinity, 70 in Uncertainty Avoidance, 26 in Long Term Orientation,
and 32 in Indulgence. Before discussing these scores, let us first discuss Hofstede’s definitions of
the power distance index and individualism that will be stressed in this paper, and then see how
they relate to the Algerian culture.
The Power Distance Index
One of the most important studies that proposed the classification of cultures is the one
proposed by Hofstede in his Six Dimensions model. The first dimension in this model is the
power distance index that relates to peoples’ acceptance of unequal distribution of power. As
defined by Hofstede (2011), Power distance is a concept that describes
The extent to which the less powerful members of organizations and institutions (like the
family) accept and expect that power is distributed unequally. This represents inequality
(more versus less), but defined from below not from above. It suggests that a society’s level
of inequality is endorsed by the followers as much as by the leaders. (p.9)
Thus, the power distance index refers to the relationships between people in society and how
these relations are regulated by an unequal distribution of power that is considered legitimate.
Individuals in cultures demonstrating a considerable power distance are very respectful of their
superiors and naturally accept an unequal distribution of power. However, individuals in cultures
showing a small power distance readily question authority and expect to participate in decisions
that affect them.
In an attempt to highlight the difference between large power distance and small power
distance cultures, Hofstede (2011) spotted ten fundamental points of difference between the two:
Table 1. Ten differences between small- and large- power distance societies
Small Power Distance
1.Use of power should be legitimate and is subject to
criteria of good and evil
2. Parents treat children as equal
3. Older people are neither respected nor feared
4. student-centered education
5. Hierarchy means inequality of roles, established for
convenience
6. Subordinates expect to be consulted
7. Pluralist governments based on majority vote and
changed peacefully
8. Corruption rare ; scandals end political careers
9. Income distribution in society rather even
10. Religion stressing equality of believers

Note 2. Adopted from Hofstede (2011, p. 9)

Large Power Distance
1.Power is a basic fact of society antedating good or
evil; its legitimacy is irrelevant
2. parents teach children obedience
3. Older people are both respected and feared
4. teacher-centered education
5. Hierarchy means existential inequality
6. Subordinates expect to be told what to do
7. Autocratic governments based on co-optation and
changed by revolution
8. Corruption frequent; scandals are covered up
9. income distribution in society very uneven
10. Religion with a hierarchy of priests

As indicated in the previous diagram, Algeria scores 80 in terms of power distance, just like
China. This very high score means that Algeria is a large power distance society. Moreover, the
Algerian culture can be defined through the ten aspects of Large power distance societies as
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detailed by Hofstede (2011) in the table above. Point two, for instance, is typically descriptive of
the Algerian model. In Algeria, the parent-children relationship is not only based on obedience
and reverence, but children cannot decide over personal matters without the consent of their
parents. An example of this is the issue of marriage that is not a personal matter in Algeria; it is
rather a family matter where every member of the family has a word to say about the future bride
or groom. Without the consent of one’s parents, one’s marriage is considered unblessed in
Algeria.
Moreover, young Algerian people do not consider older people as their equals, nor do the
elderly do. A vivid example of this is the issue of invitation. In Algeria, when one organizes an
event s/he can invite your older brother/ sister without necessarily inviting you, because the
elderly are considered as family representatives. The younger ones, in this case, are not supposed
to question this tradition because this is the norm.
Point four relates directly to this study. Hofstede (2011) concludes that in large power
distance societies, education is teacher-centered. This leads to the conclusion that before
promoting autonomy in educational circles, we should first encourage autonomy in family
circles. As described by several scholars, in Algeria, the social, cultural, and educational
characteristics have been strongly and deeply influenced by the Arab-Islamic heritage for
centuries. One of the fundamental aspects of this heritage is to build up a society through
harmony and hierarchy. Algerian culture, as well as other Arab countries which were influenced
by the Islamic tradition, is classified as a high power distance culture. In such high power
distance societies, the teacher-learner relationship is unequal; students are dependent on and
should be respectful of their teachers. As culture and religion overlap in Algeria, three
relationships might be viewed as the most important in society: God-subject, Father-child, and
Teacher-Learner. The Algerian culture had developed an educational system and a teacherlearner relationship based on Ahmed Chawki’s poem dedicated to the teacher that starts with:
بج ال كادالمعلم أنيكون رسول
لم و فهالت
قمللمع
This literally translates into, “stand up in reverence for the teacher for he almost be a prophet.”
This poem dedicated to the teacher seeks to establish a fixed hierarchical relationship between
teachers and learners, a relationship where the latter should salute and revere the former.
Therefore, this hierarchical relationship is legitimate, to borrow Hofstede’s (2011) terms, and
antedates good or evil. Consequently, this results in a traditional teaching-learning style that is
qualified as teacher-centered.
Points seven and eight are also very indicative of Algeria. Algeria has been under a corrupted
autocratic regime for 20 years where scandals were always covered up, and the result was that
corruption had become even. This regime could not be changed without the revolution of
February 22nd, 2019.
In one research conducted on Malay adult learners, Ahmad and Abdul Majid (2010)
concluded that one significant characteristic of collectivist societies is that “members of groups
do not speak up, or even express a contradictory point of view, instead social harmony is
maintained and it is the hidden goal of every communication”(p. 255). This specific trait is true
of Algerians, in general. In fact, it is so tricky in a collectivist society based on shared values to
manifest one’s disapproval of the social and culturally accepted norms. In patriarchal societies
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like Algeria, for instance, it is generally accepted that the wife takes care of the husband and is
obedient to him. A person who believes otherwise is not welcome in the group. It is even
considered taboo to think otherwise than the group. According to Ahmad and Abdul Majid
(2010), people avoid speaking out their different viewpoints “so as to avoid losing face, which is
a terrible thing to suffer in collectivist cultures throughout Asia, the Middle East and Africa.” (p.
255)
Individualism versus Collectivism
Individualism versus collectivism is another critical dimension in the classification of
cultures. Hofstede (2011) uses this dimension to address the degree of interdependence among
members of society. In a detailed definition of individualism, Hofstede (2011) contrasts
individualism with collectivism and explains:
Individualism on the one side versus its opposite, collectivism, as a societal, not an individual
characteristic, is the degree to which people in a society are integrated in groups. On the
individualist side we find cultures in which the ties between individuals are loose: everyone is
expected to look after him/herself and his immediate family. On the collectivist side we find
cultures in which people from birth onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups,
often extended families (with uncles, aunts, and grandparents) that continues protecting them
in exchange for unquestioning loyalty, and oppose other in-groups. (p. 11)
With a low score of 35 (see figure one), the Algerian individual is unlikely to be individualistic.
As opposed to middle-class cultures, Algeria puts the emphasis more on collective values. In an
attempt to highlight the difference between these two systems, Keddie (1980) explains, "The
force of the research which has attempted to distinguish between middle and working class
cultures has stressed that while the middle class are oriented towards the value of individual
achievement, working class culture places emphasis on collective values" (pp.54-55). In his
review of self-directed learning research, Brookfield (1984) confirms this hypothesis when he
laments the non-performance of working-class learners.
A closer look at the Algerian family structure will probably confirm this hypothesis. The
Algerian society is a collectivist one because of the family values it maintains. The Algerian
family structure is patrilineal in terms of descent. Tiliouine and Achoui (2018) opine that
“cooperation, solidarity and dependency are the main values that guide family life in Algeria”
(p.11). In his work, Boutafnoushat (1984) summarizes the characteristics of the Algerian family
as follows,
The Algerian family is an extended family which contains several small families under what
is called “the large house” (Al-Dar Al-Kabirah) in rural areas and “large tent” (AlKhiama(sic) Al-Kabirah) among the Bedouins ….. The Algerian family is patriarchal and
extended (qtd in Achoui, 2006, p.247).
The notion of “the large house” or Al-Dar AL-Kabirah evoked in this quote indicates the
collectivist aspect of the Algerian culture. Many gatherings on religious and social occasions like
the Islamic feast of Eid, Ramadan, or the Yennayer day take place in Al-Dar Al-Kabirah. These
gatherings most often include relatives within three generations. Even when one is married and
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has his own family, he is not supposed to celebrate these feasts with his small family, otherwise
he is poorly judged by the other family members. Parents should accustom their children to these
gatherings whose main objective is to maintain solidarity and loyalty among family members.
Thus, the family structure and values in Algeria attest to a high degree of collectivism that stands
across societal independence.
In high power distance cultures, formality in the educational realm is more than necessary.
Because of formality and the unquestionable authority of the teacher, the latter takes control of
both the teaching and learning processes, leaving no room for learners’ autonomy and
developing a paternalistic way of teaching. However, in the Algerian context, the teacher is not
entirely blamed for the absence of learner autonomy; learners as well tend to uphold this
paternalistic relationship.
This brings us to the question: where does autonomy begin? Autonomy starts before the child
becomes a learner. Developing autonomy in life is a prerequisite for autonomy in learning.
However, the Algerian socio-cultural environment does not encourage behavioral autonomy that
is often constrained by considerations of “legitimate” paternalism. There is an argument against
paternalism in school settings, which has been advanced most convincingly by the philosopher
Lindley (1986), who argues that the various systems of regulation involved in schooling place
severe constraints on learners’ behavioral autonomy.
Criticizing the British schooling system of the 1980s, Lindley’s critique is valid for the
present Algerian schooling system. Lindley (1986) contends that paternalistic constraints may be
legitimate as long as they do not impair children’s autonomy in the long term. However, Lindley
(1986) states, most schools fail this test for “an educational system which was geared to promote
widespread autonomy amongst its pupils would provide an environment which stimulated critical self-awareness, a
desire to question received wisdom, and self-directedness; and most schools are unable to provide this.” (p.136)

The Algerian learner falls into this category for a variety of socio-cultural reasons. First, the
family is the most essential unit of the Algerian social system, and defines social relationships.
Because of the importance of the family unit, the individual is always subordinate to the group
because it comes above all else and this is manifested through the widespread nepotism in
Algeria. This subordination to the family group does not favor personal autonomy. There are
various instances that showcase this impossibility to reach personal autonomy, the most famous
of which are the issues of marriage and divorce that are not very personal in the Algerian context
as these are family matters more than personal ones. Decision-making in these matters is not a
person’s business, but a family’s one. If personal autonomy is not enhanced in the family circle,
autonomy at large is unlikely to be achieved. These Algerian socio-cultural constraints for
individual autonomy are the same to be responsible for the impossibility to develop learner
autonomy in the educational realm. In sum, collectivist cultures and paternalistic methods hardly
enhance learner autonomy; rather they further promote surface learning.
Methods
Participants
The researcher conducted her research among Algerian graduate students who were pursuing
their Master degree at the University of Saida, Algeria during 2019/2020. The researcher
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selected the sample randomly. The researcher further divided respondents according to their
gender and marital status. As table two indicates, respondents consisted of 25 males and 35
females. Twenty one respondents out of a total of 60 are married. They all live in Saida, a small
conservative town in the west of Algeria. The researcher’s distribution of the respondents
according to their marital status is significant to the present research since the institution of
marriage, and the Algerian family structure conceal collectivist deep-seated values.
Table 2. Distribution of participants according to gender and marital status
Males
Females
25
Married
7

35
Single
18

Married
14

Single
21

Research Instruments
Since this research investigates a case study, the researcher used a qualitative approach using
two research instruments, namely the Self-Directed Learning Readiness Scale (SDLRS)
questionnaire (Guglielmino, 1977) and an interview with the informants who scored low in the
SDLRS questionnaire. Initially, the researcher used the SDLRS, a 58-item five-point Likert-type
questionnaire that measures the complexity of attitudes, skills, and characteristics that constitute
an individual’s level of readiness to manage his/ her learning (Guglielmino, 1977,
www.guglielmino734.com). The questionnaire was highly significant in the identification of the
respondents as either high self-directed learners or low self-directed learners. However, the
questionnaire did not form any part of data analysis, and its main objective was to identify the
respondents in terms of their readiness to use the self-directed approach. It is through the
interview that the investigation of the socio-cultural cultural impress on self-directed learning
was disclosed. However; the researcher could not interview all informants during the critical
period of the Covid 19 lockdown. Between April and October 2020, only 15 informants accepted
to be interviewed.
Research Procedures
The SDLRS questionnaire revealed that 20 respondents were high self-directed learners while
40 respondents were low self-directed learners. Since this research investigates the socio-cultural
reason behind the slow emergence of self-directed learning, the researcher interviewed only
those who scored low in the SDLRS questionnaire, namely four male students and 11 female
students.
Table 3. Respondents’ scores according to the SDLRS questionnaire
Gender
High score
Low Score
Female
8
27
Male
12
13
The researcher created other categories among the 15 informants who accepted to be
interviewed. As table four shows, six respondents are married out of a total of 15. The married
informants also indicated that they were either part-time or full-time workers. The researcher
chooses to distribute the participants according to their marital status because the institution of
marriage exhibits many of the Algerian cultural practices that decelerate autonomy.
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Table 4. Distribution of respondents’ according to their marital status
Male
Female
Married
1
5
Single
3
6
The researcher structured the interview questions in a way that would elicit the link between the
respondents’ cultural practices and traditions and their low scores in the SDLRS questionnaire.
Discussion and Interpretation
The four married female respondents agreed that to be self-directed learners, they need to
sacrifice several valuable things, such as time for family, vacation, family gatherings. The
respondents reported that this would cause uneasiness among family members, especially their
families-in-law. They all agreed that the Algerian culture regarded a married woman’s
educational endeavor as accessorial, if not unnecessary. One respondent reported having been in
serious trouble with her mother-in-law for missing the Yennayer gathering (Yennayer is the first
month of the Amazigh year and corresponds to January in the Gregorian calendar. Algeria
celebrates the beginning of the Amazigh year on January 12th). This stems from the impact of the
collective social values that Algerians cherish. She further explained that breaking away from
these socio-cultural traditions would result in harsh criticisms directed at its culprit. Another
respondent reported her difficulty in making ends meet. Between housework, childcare, and her
husband’s frequent guests, she could only rely on her teachers’ handouts.
The six female single participants’ views did not diverge considerably from the married ones.
They all agreed, although using different words, that Algeria’s patriarchal system does not favor
a woman’s autonomy, in either life or education. One respondent reported being compelled by
her father to enroll in a major that did not fit her aspirations. She explained that her father did not
allow her to enroll at a distant university because he had a prejudiced conception of life at the
campus. Another respondent reported that as a girl, she had less time to devote to her studies
than her brother does. She explained that the reason behind such difference is the patriarchal
system that subdues women to men. She reported that during Ramadan, for instance, she had to
help her mother in the kitchen for almost the whole day. A girl’s task at home, she added, is to
help the mother, her homosocial, in the house chores. With a sentiment of injustice, she further
argued that while she had little time left at home to devote to her studies, her brother could spend
the whole day reading books without being interrupted.
The researcher found that the male respondent’ low scores, however, concealed another aspect
of the Algerian collectivist values. Three out of four male respondents unabashedly expressed
their disinterest in their graduate studies. They explained that a man’s bravery lies in his
economic success and not in “how much he knows about Shakespeare,” to use one of the
respondent’s phrases. The three respondents informed the researcher that they had little time to
devote to their studies since they were part-time workers. For them, autonomy does not
correspond to the Algerian man’s collectivist mindset. The last male respondent’s view was more
explicit. He explained that to be a self-directed learner, one needs to have a minimum of
autonomy in life. He found that this is not possible in Algeria when he opined “I am 22 and I still
live with my parents and ask them for pocket money to buy my school furniture; how can I be
autonomous in learning. Let’s be realistic.”
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Concerning the respondents’ attitude towards their teachers, there was unanimity among the
informants’ that the teacher is a model, and their statements showed that they displayed dutiful
deference to their teachers. They also regarded their teachers as more knowledgeable than them,
and this reveals how the learner-teacher relationship is regulated by cultural value rather than
pedagogical objectives.
Respondents also agreed that the class, the syllabus, and the course objectives should be
designed by the teacher, who, they reiterate “is more knowledgeable in the field.” Therefore, the
paternalistic educational system legitimates the role of the teacher as the de facto master. The
researcher concluded the interview with a general question on the Algerian culture’s imprint on
their learning process. All respondents agreed, at varying degrees, that culture has a significant
impact on the way they learn.
Research Implications
Let us recall that self-directed learning is a western notion that was created in the democratic
context, thus sparing its advocates the effort to foster independence into learners who are already
brought up in an individualistic environment advocating autonomy. Does this mean that to
achieve self-directed learning, we should westernize our societies? Or shall we abandon the idea
since we cannot abandon our culture? In other words, is there any possibility to implement selfdirected learning in collectivist societies without questioning their socio-cultural practices or
assimilating their subjects into the Western culture?
One possible positive answer to this question is glocalization, i.e. readjusting the global to the
local culture to glocalize the practice of self-directed learning and come out with an Algerian
version of the Knowlesian concept. If the solution to the pedagogical problem is glocalization,
the question that remains is: how can we adapt this concept to our educational policies and
regulations?
Before any suggestions are made, let us first delve into the notion of glocalization and what it
implies in the educational field. Originally, glocalization was theoretically conceived as a result
of Japanese business practices in the 1980s to blend and connect Japan (the local) with the rest of
the world (the global) while maintaining its cultural significance. Patel and Lynch (2013)
suggest, “Glocalized learning and teaching refers to the curricula consideration and pedagogical
framing of local and global community connectedness in relation to social responsibility, justice
and sustainability” (p.223). From a pedagogical standpoint, glocalization makes sense in the
Algerian context primarily because of the multiple exchange programs adopted by the ministry
of higher education, such as the ERASMUS program. In this particular context, the researcher
still remembers Burundi, Malian, and Nigerian students who enrolled in our department a few
years ago, and who were very active in class. These international students enriched my
experience as a teacher and promoted their classmates’ tolerance of diversity and difference.
Many of our students benefit annually from university scholarships to different countries like
Jordan, China, and England. For this particular reason, educational policies should be adapted to
meet the global requirements since neither Algerian classroom nor foreign ones are nation
bound. Learners in these classes become glocal, i.e. “they think globally and act locally” (Tien &
Talley, 2012, p.126). A culturally diverse classroom facilitates the implementation of selfdirected learning since international students come with different aspirations and perspectives.
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Thus, without compromising any of the cultural values of the Algerian society, the
implementation of self-directed learning needs to be thought and worked out at university
independently of the familial and cultural constraints that slow down its development. To engage
in self-directed learning/teaching, it is very imperative to be aware of one thing, i.e. our students
will be future workers in the global market that requires independence, individualism, and
innovation. In the Algerian higher education system, there are two types of Master programs,
namely academic Master programs, and professional master programs. The latter is meant to
introduce Master graduates to the workforce as soon as they graduate. Thus, Learners at
university should be continuously reminded that in the few years to come, they will not be
measured by how much they know but by how well they can use what they learned to perform
their work. Teachers should also call students’ attention to the fact that they are accountable for
what they know and how they learn as long as they are the only ones who can decide how
learning experiences can be helpful to them in the future. If we succeed in reinforcing the link
between learning and performance and get students to persistently ask the question: how can this
learning sequence be functional in my future life? Only then can we instill self-directed learning.
So, raising the learners’ awareness of this fact will motivate them to engage in self-directed
learning.
Moreover, reinforcing international exchange programs in a glocal framework will help
learners create balance between the Algerian culture and the global one. One vital virtue of
glocalization is its imminence in liberating pedagogical learning from cultural relativism that is
becoming burdensome in higher education. Blending the local with the global, glocalization
offers a more open and respectful dialogue between cultures. Patel and Lynch (2013) emphasize
the significance of glocalization in higher education as it “rejects ethnocentrism that has long
promoted the dominant worldview of judging other cultural communities through the parochial,
tinted lens of one’s own cultural standpoint” (p. 224). A fundamental step in moving the
teaching/learning practices towards independence and collaboration is to relieve the learner from
this binding ethnocentrism.
These exchange programs will also urge teachers to readjust their curricula to meet the needs
and interests of students of different backgrounds. Welikala’s (2011) notion of “the multiperspective curriculum” is of particular interest in this regard. Welikala (2011) rightfully opines
that multi-perspective curricula represent the changes of the 21st century universities where we
“encounter the world in the classroom” (p. 24). He labels this encounter “the pedagogy of
encounter” (p.25). Therefore, educators’ preoccupation with the way learners encounter the
world throughout the learning experiences that they offer them plays a vital role in advancing
self-directed thinking. In sum, international exchange programs will benefit learners at many
levels.
Conclusion
This paper was dedicated to a deeper investigation of the socio-cultural constraints to the
implementation of self-directed learning in Algerian universities. This paper was dedicated to the
study of whether Algerian socio-culture enhances or impedes self-directed learning. The main
aim of the present study is to provide insights for program administrators, curriculum designers,
and policy makers to work out a culturally suitable model of self-directed learning that would not
compromise Algerian collectivist socio-cultural values.
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The examination of Algerian culture through the lens of Hofstede’s six-D model leads to the
conclusion that self-directedness is not compatible with Algerian culture. Two important
characteristics of self-directed learning i.e., democracy and individualism are not components of
the Algerian culture. What is more, the Algerian culture is in diametric opposition to selfdirected learning because of its collectivist and patriarchal values. However, this paper seeks to
demonstrate that the ethnic cleansing argument that assumes that the adoption of western
pedagogical values requires abandoning one’s culture is not always plausible. Instead, this paper
suggests that even if the Algerian culture is not compatible with self-directedness, this does not
mean that the implementation of self-directed learning is impossible. Many options are available
to start thinking seriously about working out new curricula that engage learners in their learning
experiences. This paper briefly discusses possible suggestions that might help teachers in
implementing self-directed learning in their classes, yet more research need to be done in this
field to enlighten teachers and academics on the their practicability. For instance, higher
education should open up possibilities for a more open and respectful dialogue between local
learners and global ones. This can be done through the international exchange programs that not
only culturally and ethnically diversify our classrooms but also urge teachers to adapt their
curricula to needs and aspirations of learners of different ethnic and cultural backgrounds.
Although these programs are at work in Algeria, they need to be reinforced. Moreover, teachers
should adapt their curricula and teaching strategies to the 21st century technological and
geopolitical changes.
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Abstract
The main aim of this study is to determine the advantages and disadvantages of distance teaching
and promoting Intercultural Competence in learning foreign languages in the Azerbaijani higher
education system. Nowadays the growing tendency of remote education proves that, education
has become more reachable in comparison to the past decades. At the same time, distance
education has brought new demands and regulations to the education system. The COVID19outbreak has necessitated the online teaching process resulting in specific problems, including
the maintenance of interaction in online teaching. Thus, this study explores both benefits and
drawbacks of teaching foreign languages through distance learning in Azerbaijan. In this
research, a quantitative research method in the form of a survey has been utilized to explore the
tendency of teaching intercultural competence in foreign language classes at universities. Finally,
it may be concluded that distance education provides enormous opportunities to practice
intercultural communicative competence by using modern information technologies and does not
differ much from face-to-face learning.
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Introduction
New socio-political, economic, and cultural realities have led to the need to adopt foreign
language-teaching goals in higher education. Azerbaijan has joined the world community, which
necessitates new approaches in teaching a foreign language to students in higher education. The
issues of forming the linguistic skills of a new type in the methodology of teaching foreign
languages have become a dominant goal of the Azerbaijan University of Languages to solve. To
acquire the properties of a mediator of cultures and carry out productive intercultural interaction,
a person with linguistic skills must have Intercultural Competence (after this - IC).
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, distance education became the main form of teaching and
learning. Unfortunately, the problems of distance education are in both theoretical and practical
spheres. Academic issues cover the design and appliance of new educational technologies.
Distance learning is a form of the education process, based on operative, regular dialogue,
feedback between a teacher and learners through technical means such as telecommunications
and computer networks. This form of education is widely used in many European developed
countries and reflected in the Bologna education system. In recent years, the popularity of
distance education has grown dramatically. In this regard, this is the most convenient and
inexpensive form of education for all population levels. The purpose of distance education is to
improve the skills of students using modern information technologies. The first attempt to create
distance education was made in 1840 when Pitman began teaching shorthand to students in the
United Kingdom by mail (Bates, 2006).
As for Azerbaijan, in tertiary education, online or distance teaching and learning formats were
not widely practiced until the Covid-19 outbreak. Up to the pandemic period, teaching in a
classroom environment was the only way in the education system of Azerbaijan and online
teaching could not compete with it. Distance education was considered an additional tool but not
compulsory. Experts believe that full-time education is good in terms of quality, and people who
study full-time have always been distinguished by their professional skills. However, due to
some definite reasons, distance education was the most appropriate and suitable way of learning
for people who could not expand the scope of knowledge in a classroom environment. Unlike
this, teachers from the old generation prefer to use traditional ways of teaching, and they have a
critical attitude towards the possibilities of distance learning in general and including teaching IC
in the online environment. So, the primary purpose of the study is to show more relevant
teaching form of IC in Azerbaijan.
The Review of Literature
There are many definitions of IC. However, there is no single definition accepted by all
researchers. Deardorff (2016) defines IC as ‘the ability to develop targeted knowledge, skills
and attitudes that lead to visible behavior and communication that is both effective and
appropriate in intercultural interactions.’ (2016, p. 243).
For Sadokhin (2007), IC is a combination of knowledge, skills, and abilities with the help of
which an individual can successfully communicate with partners from others. Byram mentions
IC as ‘Knowledge of others; knowledge of self; skills to interpret and relate; skills to discover
and interact; to value others’ values, beliefs, and behaviors.’ (1997, p. 34).
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To deal with the promotion of IC among Azerbaijani students, it is necessary to dwell in more
details on including understanding the values and norms that are relevant in a specific situation
of interaction: high level of social responsibility, building relationships and partnerships with
representatives of different communities, comprehension of the accumulated experience in its
various aspects. Some researchers pay attention to cultural awareness, knowledge, and
motivation, while others focus on communication and behavioral skills. In their studies, Byram
(1997) and Starkey discussed the formation of critical thinking and active citizenship (Osler &
Starkey, 2015). This means the ability of critically assessing the values, norms, products of both
native and other cultures based on clear criteria is significantly essential. Regarding this, the
teacher provides students with opportunities for reflection, constructive criticism, and encourages
them to participate in creative activities by providing meaning and direction. It is worth dwelling
in more detail on Bayram’s model. According to his approach, the following are the most
critical components of IC among many aspects: self-awareness, as well as awareness of another
culture; communication abilities, taking into account the cultural differences; the ability to
master cultural knowledge; the ability to interpret documents, facts, events and any other cultural
artifacts (Byram, 1997).
There is a vast number of researches devoted to the theoretical foundations and practical
instructions for using technologies in teaching foreign languages. However, the problem of the
formation and assessment of IC in foreign language lessons through using distance education
remains theoretically and practically insufficient. Now, there are quite a few studies devoted to
the problem of tools for the formation of IC (Krotik, K.V. & Morhun O.O. 2021; Nikolaeva &
Suslennikova, 2020; Robert & Ining, 2016).
The formation of the distance education system is one of the strategic directions of
modernization in higher education in post-Soviet countries. The analysis of the educational
practice of the former USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) countries shows specific
general trends in the development of distance education. For example, a characteristic feature of
the current stage of development of distance education in Russia is the widespread use of various
modern educational technologies adopted worldwide. This process began in the first half of the
1990s.
In Azerbaijan, the establishment of distance education was realized through the approval of
the new Education Law on June 19, 2009. According to Article 13 of the mentioned Law, there
are four forms of education in Azerbaijan, namely full-time, part-time, distance and free
(external). Over time, the Ministry of Education has developed certain documents of conceptual
and strategic importance for applying distance technologies in some areas (The Law on
Education, 2009).
Referring to Krotik and Morhun (2021) the ‘Distance learning is a form of education using
computer and telecommunication technologies that provide interactive interaction between
teachers and pupils/students at different training and self-guided work with information network
materials.’ (2021, p. 254)
As noted by Hargis (2020), we also hope ‘that the lesson learned from the pandemic is not
one of holding our breath, treading water and waiting for the routine of ‘school’ to return.
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Instead, we should take this opportunity to completely rethink education, especially to be more
inclusive and accessible to all of our students. To accomplish this, we will need to maintain our
insightful academic lens in reviewing the vast literature on eﬀective online teaching and learning,
then select the ones that align with speciﬁc institutional missions.’(2020, p.4)
Methods & Participants
In this research, 33 lecturers teaching English in the language department of Azerbaijan
University of Languages participated. Non-probability sampling methods were adopted to
choose the sample of this study. Besides including the demographic question, questionnaire
items concerning teaching online were listed in the online survey. The questionnaire items were
prepared based on the available materials and literature. The link for the beforementioned survey
is
following:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15IUAlfh3Kx8_eeiWoBaCC5YBTRXndlSnKCbTACDg7OY/e
dit?usp=sharing&urp=gmail_link.
Results
Thirty-three lecturers teaching foreign languages in different departments at Azerbaijan
University of Languages participated in this study. All the respondents who attended the survey
are female.

Figure 1. Gender of the respondents
According to the results, a little less than 40% of the participants responded that they have 611 years of teaching experience, and each third has been teaching more than 20 years at the
university.

Figure 2. Teaching experience
The participants were asked about their experience in teaching online. Based on the
responses, 46.9% of them noted that they are very good at leading online, and 43.8% of the
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lecturers consider that their skills in teaching online are good. At the same time, the proportion of
respondents who answered that their online teaching experience is excellent is only 9.4%.

Figure 3. Online teaching experience
The questionnaire has included the question of the importance of face-to-face communication
while teaching. Fifty-four point five percent of the respondents said that face-to-face
communication is very vital while teaching and 27.3% of participants think that it is moderately
important to teach face-to-face.

Figure 4. Importance of face-to-face communication while teaching
In language classes, 48.5% of the participants concur that culture should be integrated into
language teaching, while 33.3% strongly agree with the statement shown in the questionnaire.

Figure 5. Language and culture
The respondents were asked if they enjoy teaching intercultural communicative competence
in online language lessons. Most respondents (54.5%) answered that teaching intercultural
communicative competence in online foreign language lessons is essential. Although 36.4% of
the participants think that teaching intercultural communicative competence is vital in foreign
language classes, but they are willing to change few things in the program.
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Figure 6. Teaching intercultural communicative competence in foreign lessons online
In online discussions, keeping students engaged in determining the difference between their
own and other cultures is the last question item included in the questionnaire. The percentage of
respondents who agree with this statement is 69.6%. In comparison, 33.3% strongly agree that it
is vital to contribute to students to search for the differences between native and foreign cultures.

Figure 7. Difference between own and other cultures
Discussion
Distance education has many advantages over face-to-face and correspondence forms of
education, such as its affordability, cheapness, flexibility, and so on. At the same time, distance
education optimally develops learners' independence, activity, and creativity compared to
traditional forms of education. In addition, more scientific information can be obtained quickly,
and the students’ conscious and logical ability to acquire systematic knowledge expands.
Distance education can be as effective as traditional education if the technology and teaching
method meet the goals and capabilities of the student and teacher.
In addition, distance education allows a person to overcome psychological barriers related to
communication qualities, such as shyness and phobia of public speaking and is mobile.
Therefore, the student always has access to current issues. Such education fosters the discipline
of planning and supervising the process of self-education. Like any form of education, it is a
reciprocal process, and the ‘pedagogue’ factor is crucial in the absence of live communication
with the student.’
Despite the beforementioned, distance education also has the following disadvantages:
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- Does not allow to take into account individual differences in the level of education and
professional experience of students.
- The loss of live communication between teacher and student in the distance education system.
- Training courses are not interactive enough.
Nevertheless, distance education will develop and, over time, will take its rightful place
among other forms of education. It is expedient to use the most common educational activities in
distance education in the world practice, which improve distance education - teleconferences,
business games, group discussions, methods of working with interactive teaching materials, case
study methods. It should also be taken into account that the form of teaching in the distance
education system is entirely different: in this case, tutorials, practical classes, and laboratory
work in the form of active and intensive courses (business games, ‘brainstorming’, and ‘case
study’) are preferred. Another effective form of organization of the educational process when
using distance learning is group and individual counseling. This form is given a special place in
the process of solving various problems faced by students. Teachers can arrange virtual visits,
trips, or collaborative, class-to-class calls, which will promote students’ activity and motivation.
In its turn, motivation is one of the most important and, at the same time, the problematic
factors in foreign language and culture learning. In distance learning form, low motivation is the
definite must be solved problem. Motivation being a complex phenomenon in foreign language
teaching, performs a function that covers three aspects:
• A motivated student has a strong desire and goal to master the language and culture and
succeed;
• Motivated student strives to work on language, to do homework productively and efficiently,
to look for opportunities of using additional materials to learn more;
• Motivated student enjoys learning a foreign language and culture (Kudryavtseva, 2014).
Motivation is increased when teachers and learners have a joint commitment to developing
language skills and IC.
Some methodological instructions for the successful development of the distance education
system in Azerbaijan:
1) To investigate the social demand, requirement, need, order: learners and teachers’ attitude,
actual condition of the considerably new education format for Azerbaijan and its perspectives;
2) To study developed countries’ experience in the relevant field and the main approaches to the
issue;
3) To study and prepare the scientific-methodological, pedagogical, and educational
maintenance of the IC forming through distance education for Azerbaijan;
4) To design a national development program for distance education development;
5) To design special syllabi, program culture-based teaching material for the distance education
system;
6) To provide teachers, Methodists with special training for IC forming skills and proficiency in
the distance education system;
7) To design appropriate forming methods and IC assessment models;
8) To include to the teaching process in cooperation with other countries, representatives of
target culture joint classes, collaborative work.
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Teaching materials for distance education must meet the following requirements: information
transparency, non-forcible acceptance of teaching materials, their simplicity for comprehension,
ease of editing and abstracting, economy, high level of self-control, interactive opportunities for
feedback. Both the entire distance learning process and each training course should begin with
introductory sessions and comments. In these classes, the student learns about the teacher,
becomes acquainted with the summary, goals, objectives of the course, textbooks and additional
teaching materials, as well as the form of current and final control. The development of distance
pedagogy in our country should also be considered a priority issue that needs to be addressed
immediately.
An analysis of practice shows that a significant part of graduates of foreign language faculties
does not have IC to a degree sufficient to form students' ability to intercultural interaction with
representatives of foreign languages. Traditional approaches do not fully take into account the
specifics of language as culturally determined behavior. Preparation for the mediator of cultures
and the implementation of productive intercultural interaction of future teachers of foreign
languages is carried out in artificial conditions, and educational communication with fellow
students and teachers cannot fully compensate for the lack of direct interaction with native
speakers. In this situation, it seems necessary to introduce Web 2.0 technologies in the process of
forming IC of teachers of foreign languages.
According to experts in education, 5-10% of the teaching material is mastered during the
lecture, 10-20% is read during the free reading of the teaching literature, and up to 50% is
dominated during the group discussion of the material. In the process of the practical application
of new knowledge, skill is close to 75%, the highest level of mastery (90%) can be achieved
when teaching others (Aghayev, 2020). Distance education classes do not differ much from the
curriculum taught in regular universities. The only difference of distance education is
communication way between the student and the teacher.
Conclusion
Based on the results obtained from the survey, the majority of respondents consider that
combining culture with a language teaching is essential in terms of better understanding foreign
culture and cultural differences.
Distance education combines different educational programs, technologies, and forms of
teaching. The form of teaching in the distance education system is entirely different: in this case,
tutorials, practical classes, and laboratory work in the form of active and intensive courses
(business games, ‘brainstorming’ and ‘case study’) are preferred. It is expedient to use the most
common educational activities in distance education in the world practice - teleconferences,
business games, group discussions, methods of working with interactive teaching materials, case
study methods. Another effective form of organization of the educational process while using
distance learning is group and individual counseling. This form is given a special place in the
process of solving various problems faced by students.
Some practicing teachers note that in the process of forming students’ IC, a particular role can
play internet communication as it has pretty diverse formats: web forum, audio-video
conference, chat, blog, e-mail, online file exchange, webinars, video clips, audio scripts,
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meetings, diagrams, online testing, interactive tutorials, etc. Video conferencing for educational
purposes usually creates a situation in which students get the opportunity not only to formulate
their thoughts in a foreign language but also to listen to each other's opinions and compare their
points of view.
Thus, the further development of distance education means a structured environment learning
that combines audio and video conferencing, text chat, interactive whiteboards, applications on
digital devices, testing tools and feedback, forums, and webinars.
From this study, it seems that the use of social networks develops the students’ motivation,
which is a crucial factor in forming IC through both distance and blended education. In this
regard, it seems promising to conduct a series of theoretical and practical studies on the
effectiveness of means and methods of distance learning in the implementation of forming IC
among students of Azerbaijani universities.
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Abstract
Motivation is the major contributor to the students' learning English as a second language.
However, varying reasons have been suggested by different researchers and theorists to explain
the reasons and dimensions of this motivation. Therefore, the study aimed to evaluate the
motivation to learn English as a foreign language (EFL) among 157 Saudi Arabian university
students. The instrument used for the analysis was a modified version of the motivation scale
developed by Wen (1997), which measures motivation based on six subscales: integrative,
instrumental, effort, valence, expectation, and ability. In addition, students' motivation was
compared among students with different English language levels using multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) on six motivation subscales. The results of the MANOVA revealed that
there was no significant difference among students of different levels of English knowledge
when each level was compared separately. Nevertheless, when comparing a merged group of
students with English level knowledge of 1st to 3rd with the group of 4th level, the motivation of
the latter group was statistically significantly higher. Furthermore, the difference in mean values
was significant for integrative, effort, valence, and ability subscales. Thus, the findings of this
research depicted that instrumental and integrative motivations could be the main contributor to
students' motivation to learn English as a foreign language.
Keywords: English as a foreign language (EFL), instrumental motivation, integrative motivation,
language learning, motivation, second language
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Introduction
It is unclear what part motivation plays in a learner acquiring a second language. Second
Language Acquisition (SLA) theorists see motivation as an element that only affects other
factors that come into play when developing a second language. However, it is safe to say that
their view of motivation is limited; students have a great desire to be more in control of their
learning process. They long to know what direction will help them advance further in their
language acquisition. A learner’s efforts and decisions are the main contributors to acquiring a
second language. They are who decide which books they are going to read, which courses they
are going to pursue, etc., and motivation has a huge role in that.
Research into what role motivation plays in SLA has shown two types of motivation:
integrative and instrumental (Gardner & Lambert, 1959). Integrative motivation is the type of
motivation that makes a learner try to acquire some of the cultural aspects of the people who
speak the language they are trying to develop natively. On the other hand, instrumental
motivation empowers a learner to learn a second language by aiming to attain a certain goalgetting employed. Therefore, Gardner and Lambert proposed that in addition to learning a
second language, learners must take on the integrative approach whereby they try to recognize
how cultural beliefs play a part in developing the language they are trying to take on. Therefore,
both the integrative and instrumental being incorporated by a learner further boosts his
acquisition of a second language.
However, other studies have mixed outcomes regarding Gardner’s motivation models of
acquiring a second language. Some researchers, such as Oller Jr (1981) and Au (1988), have
shown that integrative motivation is not superior to the instrumental motivation approach. Some
studies indicate that instrumental motivation is even more critical when acquiring English as a
foreign language (EFL) than integrative motivation. Therefore, many researchers conclude that
motivation, especially the model proposed by Gardner, is inconsistent depending on the learner,
context, and tasks to be accomplished in the learning process.
Other models have proposed that learning English as a foreign language entails three
components.
• Language level – entails the instrumental and integrative categories
• Learner level – contains the learners desire to achieve more and their confidence
• Learning-situation level – comprises the course contents, teachers, and groups with
which a learner is involved.
In particular, this research aimed to answer the following questions:
1. To what extent are the determinants of learners’ motivation to acquire a foreign
language (integrative motivation, instrumental motivation, effort, valence,
expectancy, ability) internally related?
2. Is there a difference among students with different proficiency levels in their
motivation to learn EFL?
The first question seeks to understand how an individual’s characteristics influence the
toll that the motivation takes on the individual to influence the learner’s acquisition of a foreign
language. The second question seeks to assess if there is a varying degree of motivation between
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a person who is a proficient learner of English and a person who is not all that good. Some
studies have shown a slight relationship between integrative motivation and greater proficiency
in foreign languages. However, it is still unclear if these findings can be applied to university
students taking on English as a foreign language.
The study proposed the following hypothesis in light of the discussions concerning the
part motivation plays in the acquisition of a foreign language:
•
•
•

An individual’s level of motivation and their proficiency in a foreign language does not
portray much disparity,
Merged groups of students taking on EFL showcase no difference in their level of
motivation depending on their level of proficiency
The integrative motivation approach to acquiring a foreign language is more superior to
the instrumental motivation approach.

Literature Review
A growing set of peer-reviewed literature has evidenced the increasing trends of English learning
as a second language among university students at various levels. Furthermore, it has depicted
multiple factors responsible for this ever-growing motivation.
Anjomshoa and Sadighi (2015) argued that motivation is essential for learning English as
a foreign language (EFL). They opined that intrinsic and extrinsic motivation contributes to
students' learning attitude towards English as a foreign language.
Nawaz, Amin, and Tatla (2015) investigated the factors that influenced students'
motivation to learn English as a second language among 400 respondents. They employed a mix
of qualitative and quantitative approaches. They found that integrity, international exposure,
English anxiety, interest, and travel orientation contributed to the students' motivation to develop
English as their second language. Claro (2016) also found that integrativeness is one of the
primary indicators behind engineering students' learning attitude towards the English language.
Batubara, Derin, Putri, and Yudar (2020) also performed a study and identified five crucial
factors that influence students’ motivation towards English learning as a second language. They
reported these five factors, including the presence of teachers, personal learning attitude,
Montessori materials, classroom environment, and friends' influence.
In another study conducted by Pham (2016), a particular emphasis was placed on sociocultural factors contributing to the students' motivation to adopt English as a second language in
high schools. Based on their findings, they pointed out that encouragement from parents, nearpeer effect and the perceived value of English for the achievement of their personal goals played
a pivotal role in students' motivation to learn English as their second language along with their
primary language.
Suryasa, Prayoga, and Werdistira (2017) conducted a study to evaluate the students'
motivation to learn English as a second language among 30 respondents. The questionnaire was
derived from the Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB) design. The results depicted that
students were primarily motivated towards English learning as a second language due to
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instrumental motivation. They concluded that from such an analysis, valuable strategies to
improve students' motivation could be devised.
Ngo, Spooner-Lane, and Mergler (2017) investigated a study to evaluate the motivation
for English learning as a second language among English majoring and non-English majoring
students. For this purpose, they employed a quantitative design to assess various types of
motivation. They found that both great groups had high motivation for English learning as they
needed it to prepare for future professions. Moreover, those students who had intrinsic
motivation invested the most increased effort to learn English.
Jin (2014) also executed a study to assess integrative and instrumental motivation among
non-English majoring students. They found that students often have an expectation and develop
strong integrative motivation, leading them to English learning as a second language. Teachers'
motivation also plays an integral part in this regard. The study conducted by Vibulphol (2016)
also revealed the role of teachers’ motivational strategies in enhancing students learning attitudes
towards English as a second language. They also found that these motivational strategies
increased students' intrinsic motivation for English learning both inside and outside the
classroom. Rahman et al. (2017) also argued that teachers’ attitudes and motivational influences
impacted the students’ motivation to learn English as a foreign language.
Batubara et al. (2020) conducted a gender-based study to evaluate students; motivation to
learn English as a foreign language. They found that various factors influenced English learning
motivation in the classroom, including empowerment, usefulness, success, interest, and caring.
They pointed out that female learners experienced low levels of these factors as compared to
male counterparts. They concluded that teachers need to create a learning environment where all
students can share these factors associated with motivation, especially females and other low
achievers.
Methodology
Population
A total of one hundred and fifty-seven students (n = 157) participated in the study. The
students majoring in English Language and Literature at Taif University, a state university in
Saudi Arabia, are treated as the population in this research. The English Language and Literature
Programme, where the participants were enrolled, consists of four years of formal study at the
university. Students must complete courses to boost their English language skills (reading,
writing, listening, and speaking) in the first two years. In the last two years, students must take
courses related to literature and linguistics to cultivate their literary appreciation and criticalanalytical ability and deepen their knowledge of the various branches of modern linguistic
theory.
Research Instrument
A modified version of the Wen (1997) scale has been used for data collection, consisting of
40 items divided into three parts. Part one included demographic questions (6 items) about the
participants’ age, gender, level of English. Part two consisted of three subscales (16 items)
measuring the factors of integrative motivation, instrumental motivation, and effort. Finally, part
3 consisted of three subscales (18 items) measuring valence, expectancy, and ability factors.
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Data Analysis
This study employed Gardner and Lambert's (1959) integrative and instrumental concepts
and an expectancy theory proposed by Wen (1997). Wen’s theory suggests four motivational
factors empower learners to learn a new language and stick with it. These are instrumentality,
learning strategies and efforts expected to be undertaken by the student, intrinsic motivation, and
abiding by the requirements. Expectancy refers to the possibility of being successful when
undertaking a specific task.
The questionnaires filled by 157 English students were input and then analyzed using
IBM SPSS software. It was double-checked after input and then checked by comparing
minimum and maximum values for each variable with possible values according to the
instrument used to ensure data input accuracy.
The mean values for each set of questions were calculated to create six composite scores
for motivation subscales. The mean values were chosen instead of summing the answers for each
scale as done in previous research (Shaaban & Ghaith, 2000). This is because they are more
evident for interpretation as their minimum and maximum value fit the range of Likert scales
used in separate questions building the scale (Table 1).
Table 1
Motivation scales description
Scale name
Integrative
Instrumental
Effort
Valence
Expectancy
Ability

Items
Motivation
information
section.
Questions 1,2,3,4,6
Motivation
information
section.
Questions 5,7,8,9,10
Motivation
information
section.
Questions 11,12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Information on learning outcomes
section; Valence.
Questions 1,2,3,4,5,6
Information on learning outcomes
section; Expectancy.
Questions 1,2,3,4,5,6
Information on learning outcomes
section; Ability.
Questions 1,2,3,4,5,6

Measurement

Range

Cronbach’s
alpha

7-point Likert scale

1 to 7

.800

7-point Likert scale

1 to 7

.833

4-point ordinal scale

1 to 4

.632

7-point Likert scale

1 to 7

.873

11 point Likert scale

0 to 100

.877

11 point Likert scale

0 to 100

.890

The next issue in the data was several missing answers for some of the scales. For
example, some of the respondents missed 1 to 2 answers in some of the scales. However, as these
missing answers were not regular but occurred only in single questions, the mean values were
still calculated. The main reason for this decision was the number of interviews included in
further MANOVA after removing all cases with at least one missing answer in 34 motivation
questions. As a result, all cases that did not get information about students’ English level
decreased by almost a third and reached only 109 respondents.
Moreover, among these 109 respondents, only 6 had second English level, which was the
lower border for MANOVA, applied for six subscales. Thus, the cases with single missing
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answers on the motivation questions were included in the analysis. All 135 respondents who
provided their level and did not miss any whole block of questions for the motivation subscale
were included in the analysis.
The internal consistency of the motivation subscales was checked by calculating
Cronbach’s alpha (Table 1). The results (all α > 0.8 except effort subscale with α = 0.632) proved
the high internal consistency of each subscale, which confirmed they were a reliable instrument
to measure motivation to learn English.
A total score was calculated to receive an overall estimation of students’ motivation to
learn English. Considering that the motivation subscales were measured based on different Likert
scales and therefore had different ranges, their values were first normalized to fit 0 to 1. Then six
normalized scores for subscales summed up for each respondent resulted in a total motivation
score with a theoretically possible range from a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 6.
Descriptive statistics were calculated for all motivation subscales, and the correlation
analysis was applied to investigate the relationship between each pair of motivation subscales
and the total motivation score. Pearson’s correlation coefficients calculated for all subscales and
total score provided information about the sign and strength of the relationship.
To compare the students’ motivation with different levels of English, a multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed using six motivation subscales as the dependent
variable and English knowledge level as the independent variable. Before conducting
MANOVA, the dependent variables were tested to correspond to the primary assumption of the
analysis (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006):
•

•
•
•
•

There should not be any univariate and multivariate outliers in the dependent variables.
The first can be checked by using a boxplot for each dependent variable within each
independent variable group. The Mahalanobis distance can be observed and compared to
the Chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of dependent
variables to check for multivariate outliers.
The dependent variables should be normally distributed for every level of the
independent variable. This was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality.
The dependent variables should have a significant but not too high correlation.
The variance of dependent variables should be equal between the independent variable
groups, which was tested using Leven’s homogeneity of variance test.
There should be homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices, which can be investigated
by analyzing the results of Box's M test of equality of covariance.

Along with multivariate tests, univariate inferential statistics (ANOVA) evaluated the
subscales between students with different English language levels. Wilks’ Lambda values were
used, followed by F-test values for ANOVA to test the statistical significance for MANOVA.
The corresponding p-values of the test statistics were compared to the conventional significance
level α = .05. The null hypothesis of equality of values was rejected if p < .05
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Results
One hundred fifty-seven respondents participated in the study and provided their answers.
However, a perceptible share of them missed the first part of the questionnaire about their sociodemographic characteristics. Thus participants’ descriptive statistic was obtained for only 135
respondents (Table 2). Furthermore, although almost all of the respondents were females (n =
131, 97.0%), the age of the participants who shared this data (n = 111) ranged from 18 to 38
years old with a mean age of 21.7 (SD = 2.2) and a median of 22 years old.
Over half of the participants were in their fourth year of English learning (n = 72, 52.9%).
The groups of first- and third-year students were almost equal, around a fifth of the sample (n =
28, 20.6% and n = 25, 18.2%), and the share of those who were in their second year was the
lowest with only 11 participants (8.1%).
The share of those who provided information about their major was relatively low (n =
43, 27.4%), and the most frequent answers among these respondents were English (n = 24,
55.8%) and English literature (n = 13, 30.2%). All respondents except one mentioned Arabic as
their first language and English as their first foreign language.
Table 2
Participants’ descriptive statistics
Gender
Age

Level

Major

n
4
131
53
58
28
11
25
72
24
13
6

Male
Female
< 22 y.o.
≥ 22 y.o.
1
2
3
4
English
English literature
Other

%
3.0%
97.0%
47.7%
52.3%
20.6%
8.1%
18.4%
52.9%
55.8%
30.2%
14.0%

The mean scores of motivation subscales and their standard deviations compared between
different English levels are presented in Table 3. According to the results, the mean scores are
higher than possible scale midpoints for all motivation subscales. However, there was no
noticeable trend in changing motivational subscales and total scale scores; thus, only further
MANOVA analysis could answer whether there was a significant difference in the students’
motivation with different English levels.
Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for motivation subscales by level of English
Variable

Integrative
(1-7)

Total
M

SD

Level 1
M

SD

Level 2
M

SD

Level 3
M

SD

Level 4
M

SD

5.03

1.30

4.91

1.37

4.47

1.22

4.94

1.24

5.35

1.26
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Instrumental
(1-7)

5.35

1.44

5.36

1.33

4.93

1.69

5.53

1.58

5.38

1.50

Effort
(1-4)

2.76

0.59

2.73

0.58

2.63

0.45

2.67

0.67

2.89

0.55

Valence
(1-7)

5.04

1.39

4.67

1.24

4.78

1.33

5.02

1.41

5.29

1.49

Expectancy
(0-100)

63.10

18.45

61.52

16.85

63.33

15.55

60.15

19.91

65.67

18.31

Ability
(0-100)

64.25

19.91

59.75

21.22

57.12

19.18

62.20

20.37

69.46

18.20

Total
(0-6)

3.94

1.00

3.78

1.00

3.61

0.93

3.86

1.04

4.17

0.99

As the motivation subscales were measured based on different Likert scales, they were
normalized to the 0-1 range to get the ability to compare motivation aspects with each other
(Figure 1). The results showed that among research participants instrumental motivation is the
highest (M = 0.73, SD = 0.25) followed by integrative motivation (M = 0.68, SD = 0.22) and
valence (M =0.68, SD = 0.24). Then comes the pair of motivation aspects: students’ expectancy
and ability levels (M = 0.64, SD = 0.18 and M = 0.65, SD = 0.20 correspondingly). The lowest
motivation among respondents was measured for their effort (M = 0.60, SD = 0.19). A pairedsamples t-test was performed for each pair of motivation subscales to check the difference in
mean values. According to the test results, the value for the instrumental subscale was
significantly higher than all the others, valence and integrative mean scores differed significantly
from the effort, expectancy, and ability, and the last two were significantly higher than effort.

Figure 1. Mean values for normalized motivation subscales with 95% confidence intervals.
The correlation analysis performed for motivational subscales and the total score scale
(Table 4) revealed that all the subscales are significantly (p < .01) moderately positively
correlated to each other (r = .427 to .742). Thus, the results prove that using MANOVA for
overall motivation comparison between students with different English levels is appropriate. The
highest correlations were between Integrative, Instrumental, and Valence subscales (all r > 0.6)
and between expectancy and ability subscales (r = .742).
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The relationship of separate subscales to the total motivation score were overall similar
(with r = .708 to r = .841, all p < 0.01). Valence and Integrative subscale were strongly correlated
to total score than effort, which showed the lowest correlation among all the subscales.
Table 4
Motivation subscales intercorrelations
1
2
3
4
5
6
1. Integrative
2. Instrumental
.653**
3. Effort
.499** .463**
4. Valence
.656** .690** .474**
5. Expectancy
.527** .507** .503** .600**
6. Ability
.530** .427** .497** .528** .742**
7. Total
.819** .804** .708** .841** .802** .769**
Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01
Based on the participants’ demographic information only independent variable that could
be used for MANOVA was the level of English, as all the others did not provide big enough
group sizes to run an analysis for six dependent variables.
Before running MANOVA, the dependent variables, motivation subscales’ scores, were
checked to fit the test’s assumptions. Next, the univariate outliers were tested by constructing a
boxplot for each variable within each group of English language levels. The boxplots were
inspected for values greater than 1.5 box length from the edge of the box. There were only six
outliers detected. All of them were checked for misprints and then included in the analysis as
none of the outliers exceeded the 1.5 interquartile distance. There were no multivariate outliers in
the data, as the highest value of Mahalanobis distance was lower than the critical value for six
dependent variables (p < 0.001).
The normality of the distribution of the dependent variables within each level of
independent variables was assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test (Table 5). It revealed that most
distributions were normal except the fourth level English group, where Integrative, Instrumental,
Effort, and Valence subscales did not match the normal distribution. Nevertheless, according to
(Hair et al., 2006), the MANOVA procedure is relatively robust to violate the normality
assumption if the sample size is big enough. Therefore, when running MANOVA on a nonnormally distributed date, special attention should be paid to Box’s M test, which can be
affected.
Table 5
Normality tests for motivation subscales by level of English
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
(df = 11)
(df = 25)
(df = 71)
Subscale name (df = 28)
Statistic p-value Statistic p-value Statistic p-value Statistic p-value
1. Integrative
0.954
.245
0.926
.375
0.973
.729
0.942
.003
2. Instrumental 0.911
.021
0.930
.409
0.839
.001
0.866
.000
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3. Effort
0.931
.064
0.889
.136
0.976
.797
0.964
.037
4. Valence
0.988
.980
0.860
.057
0.918
.046
0.899
.000
5. Expectancy 0.990
.995
0.949
.627
0.956
.346
0.980
.300
6. Ability
0.960
.341
0.926
.376
0.937
.124
0.969
.071
Note: p-values < 0.05 are marked italic
Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance showed equal variance among all dependent
variables (all p > 0.1). There was also a homogeneity of variance-covariances matrices as proved
by Box’s equality test of covariance matrices (p = .449).
As the dependent variables fit most of the assumptions of MANOVA, the test was performed,
and the results can be interpreted without danger of increasing Type 1 error.
MANOVA results
According to MANOVA, there were no significant differences in students’ motivation to
learn the English language between four groups of students according to their English knowledge
level (Wilk’s λ = 0.827, F (18,357) = 1.379, p = .139).
Furthermore, the univariate analysis performed for each of the subscales (Table 6)
showed results well corresponding to multivariate analysis with only ability being statistically
significantly different between four levels of English knowledge (F(3,131) = 2.730, p = .047).
Nevertheless, the p-value of the test was on the border of being insignificant, so these results
should be treated with particular caution, especially taking into account that the assumption of
the MANOVA was not fully satisfied.
Table 6
Univariate ANOVA for motivation subscales by the level of English
F
df
Error df p-value
1. Integrative
2.297
3
131
.081
2. Instrumental
0.429
3
131
.732
3. Effort
1.833
3
131
.144
4. Valence
1.640
3
131
.183
5. Expectancy
0.734
3
131
.533
6. Ability
2.730
3
131
.047
One limitation of the current research was the relatively small number of students with the first,
third, and especially second level of English knowledge. Small sample size can affect the
multivariate analysis of variance and lead to an increased probability of type 2 error, i.e., the
difference that could be diagnosed as statistically significant, resulting in insignificance due to
low sample size. The participants were grouped into two groups with English levels lower than
four and English levels equal to four to check whether the low sample size for the level 2 group
of students (n = 11) has affected the analysis results. The size of the received groups was large
enough and similar (n = 64, 47.1% for merged group of level 1 through 3 and n = 72, 52.9% for
the level 4 group) as most of the assumptions were tested before only normality and
homogeneity of variance and variance-covariance matrixes needed to be checked within new
groups. The normality tests for the level 4 group remained the same as in table 5, and for the
merged level 1-3 group, the distribution of the Instrumental subscale violated the assumption (p
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< 0.01). Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance and Box’s test of homogeneity of variancecovariance matrixes showed insignificant (p > .05) results. Therefore, there is proof that the
assumption of equal variance is met. Thus, the MANOVA can be used for the grouped level of
English knowledge too.
The analysis results showed a significant difference in students’ motivation of the first
three levels compared to level 4 (Wilk’s λ = 0.881, F (6,128) = 2.873, p = .012). The effect size
is measured by η², which indicates the proportion of dependent variable variation accounted for
by an effect of the independent variable when all factors are fixed. According to Ferguson (2009)
the proposed effect size borderlines suggestions for η2 are: η2 = .04 is a recommended minimum
for social sciences, η2 = .25 indicates moderate effect and η2 = .64 accounts for a strong effect.
The current MANOVA had η2 = .119, which is higher than the minimum but still low to gain a
moderate effect.
A follow-up univariate analysis compared the mean scores of separate motivation
subscales between two groups of students. It showed that Integrative motivation and Effort,
Valence, and Ability differ significantly between students of the first three levels of English
knowledge compared to their counterparts who have reached the highest (fourth) level (Table 7).
However, the motivation level of the students in the fourth level in English is significantly higher
in terms of their intention to use English knowledge to integrate into the English-speaking world,
their valence to receive better understanding, their readiness to provide more effort in studying,
and their estimation of the ability to master English language.
Table 7
Univariate ANOVA for motivation subscales by the level of English
Levels 1-3
Level 4
F
M
SD
M
SD
1. Integrative
4.84
1.29
5.35
1.26
5.784
2. Instrumental
5.35
1.49
5.38
1.50
0.047
3. Effort
2.69
0.59
2.89
0.55
5.297
4. Valence
4.82
1.31
5.29
1.49
4.116
5. Expectancy
61.30
17.67
65.67
18.31
1.986
6. Ability
60.26
20.31
69.46
18.20
7.714

df
1
1
1
1
1
1

Error
df
133
133
133
133
133
133

p-value
.018
.829
.023
.044
.161
.006

Discussion
The main purpose of this study was to investigate the interrelatedness of motivation
factors to learn English as a foreign language and the difference between students belonging to
various socio-demographic groups. The analysis was performed among English as first foreign
language students of different levels studying English and English literature as their major at the
university. The main variables initially thought to be compared gender, age, and English as first
language proficiency. However, while collecting the data, it revealed that most of the participants
were female; all of them mentioned Arabic as their native language and had English as their first
foreign language. Therefore, English proficiency level was the only characteristic available for
comparative analysis.
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The overall level of students’ motivation was relatively high; the mean value of the
overall composite motivation score calculated based on normalized values for the motivation
subscale was higher than average (M = 3.94 on a scale from 0 to 6). The instrumental motivation
was the highest among the students, followed by integrative motivation and valence.
The interrelatedness of six motivation subscales (integrative motivation, instrumental
motivation, effort, valence, expectancy, and ability) was estimated. Meanwhile, correlation
analysis showed that all motivation subscales are significantly related. Furthermore, their
relatedness to overall motivation is similar (Pearson’s r varied from a minimum of 0.708 for
effort subscale to a maximum of 0.841 for valence). These results state that all motivation factors
play a significant role in overall students’ motivation to learn English. Therefore, all of them
should be taken into account when working with students in the class.
These results of correlation analysis do not fully correspond to previous research
(Shaaban & Ghaith, 2000), where only student’s expectancy to achieve goals in learning English
and their estimation of personal ability to reach these goals occurred to be highly (r > 0.9)
correlated to overall motivation. The main reason for this difference is in the way of calculating
the overall motivation scale. The current study calculated the scores based on the sum of
normalized scores for six subscales. In contrast, Shaaban & Ghaith (2000) summarized the raw
scores, and thus the 100-point scale used to measure participants’ expectancy and ability showed
the highest correlation with overall motivation score.
All motivation subscales appeared to be significantly interrelated, but some showed a
higher value of correlation coefficient. So instrumental, integrative motivation, and valence
appeared to be a group of three highly (r > 0.65) interrelated motivation factors. This result
corresponds to the work of (Belmechri & Hummel, 1998; Dörnyei, 1990), stating that integrative
and instrumental motivation can overlap in some zones. For example, when students learn EFL
to further integrate into a professional community or are motivated by their desire to travel, their
motivation can be treated both as Integration and Instrumental. Learning English is a necessary
instrument to communicate with people worldwide. As Kormos and Csizér (2008) mentioned,
when analyzing instrumental and integrative motivation, one needs to consider the unique
position of the English language compared to all other languages as being a global one (Crystal,
2003). Thus, knowledge of English has been separated from the cultures and countries where it is
a native language. The valence subscale measuring the personal importance of instrumental and
integrative motives confirms the previous discussion is highly correlated to both subscales and
indirectly having a high internal consistency value. Thus, this indicates that the scale items can
be merged and used to measure one whole motivation factor. The next pair of highly related
subscales were expectancy and ability (r = 0.742). This result follows previous research of
Shaaban & Ghaith (2000) and states the consistency of participants’ motivation in terms of
correspondence of their expectations to their current level of English proficiency.
The following research question was to compare the motivation between students of
different English language levels. Due to the relatively low sample size of third-level students,
the MANOVA analysis was performed twice for the 4-point variable of English language level
and a grouped one consisting of two groups: levels below fourth vs. the fourth-level. The
difference in students' motivation between four levels of English language proficiency was
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insignificant; however, when using a grouped variable of English level, there was a statistically
significant difference in the motivation of students who already reached the fourth level of
English and not. Furthermore, these results were similar to previous research (Shaaban & Ghaith,
2000; Vijchulata & Lee, 1985) in terms of indicating there was a difference in students’
motivation. Furthermore, the motivation subscales that significantly differed as assessed by
univariate analysis were similar to the results of Shaaban & Ghaith (2000): Integrative
motivation, effort, and valence were revealed as statistically significantly different between
students of two EFL levels, and ability was significantly different estimated in current research.
The usage of the grouped variable can cause the last finding to measure EFL proficiency, where
the first group of students consisted of three levels from 1 to 3. Therefore, there were students
whose level of English differed much from the second group of 4th level students. Remarkably,
the sign of motivation difference did not match the one mentioned in Shaaban & Ghaith’s (2000)
research. In contrast, it complied with other research results (Janati & Marzban, 2014; Lee & Oh,
2011; Vijchulata & Lee, 1985) and stated, the motivation was higher among students with a
higher level of English proficiency.
One of the limitations of the current study was the unequal sample size of different levels
of English proficiency and especially a low number of third-level students. This was one of the
main reasons to conduct analysis based on merged 1-3 level group, which did not allow
investigating the specific difference between these students.
Conclusion
Based on the results of the study, it can be concluded that the motivation measured by
modified Wen (1997) instrument consisting of six motivation subscales provides a good
evaluation of student’s motivation in learning English as a foreign language presents the ability
to analyze overall motivation level and significant aspects simultaneously.
Students’ valence, along with instrumental and integrative motivation proved to be the
main contributors to an overall increase in motivation, which corresponds to previous research in
motivation to learn a foreign language. Therefore, when working on the programs dedicated to
increasing students’ overall motivation and orientation to learn English, English teachers can use
these results and provide corresponding focus to their programs.
The difference in motivation level between students of different English proficiency
levels could be investigated in further research, overcoming the main limitation of the current
survey – the low sample size for some group levels.
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Abstract
Politeness strategies are of significant importance to maintain the face of the addressee. Senders
of formal congratulatory letters seek to create a positive image in the minds of their addresses by
performing particular illocutionary acts and face-saving acts (FSAs) in the form of written texts.
To the best knowledge of the researcher, this topic received little attention from linguistic
researchers, especially on the pragma-stylistic level. The importance of this study arises from the
fact that congratulatory formal letters are an effective tool in the successful performance of
foreign relations and thus deserve investigation. The current study investigates the pragmastylistic aspects of illocutionary acts and FSA Politeness Strategies in some selected English and
Arabic formal congratulatory letters written by English and Arabic officials. Findings reveal that
assertive constitutes the highest frequency in English data, while expressive occurs more in
Arabic. Besides, the FSA politeness strategy (Use appropriate forms of address) includes most of
the total frequency in both English and Arabic data, which still it appeared more in English.
Additionally, (Exaggerate interest, sympathy with H) comes next in Arabic, while (Be
optimistic) appeared more in English. In addition, results show that exaggeration (Hyperbole) is
the prevalent stylistic device used in Arabic. Arabic officials usually exaggerate the glorification
of people in authoritative positions, while English high officials tend to be more moderate. The
findings will be helpful in cross-cultural comparative studies and other related fields.
Keywords: congratulations, formal letters, illocutionary acts, politeness strategies, stylistic
analysis
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Introduction
The practice of making proper diplomatic forms of communication dates back to the early
points in history when interactions between nations have assumed tremendous significance.
Since then, standardized models have developed, which are commonly used by family Member
States of countries in the present time (Borisova, 2013).
Congratulatory letters are now classified under ceremonial communications. High ranking
officials frequently exchange congratulations on special occasions such as national independence
days, national holidays, the New Year, occupying a new post, and so on. Therefore,
congratulatory letters play a vital role in maintaining and developing friendly mutual relations
among nations (Borisova, 2013).
Searle (1976) defines congratulation as a speech act that expresses the speakers' emotions
and their feelings towards the listeners. It is an act that is good for the person who has
accomplished something, reflecting the satisfaction of speakers. Whenever people congratulate,
they reveal their interest in the happiness of others. Marki-Tsilipakon (2001) states that
congratulation indicates the pleasure and gratitude of the speaker on a pleasurable occasion.
The act of congratulation can be related to the concept of face and politeness. KerbratOrecchioni (2004, 2005, quoted in Dumitrescu, 2006) argues that congratulation as an expressive
speech act is associated explicitly with positive politeness and is a face-saving act because it
aims to enhance the positive face of the addressee.
The present study adopts a pragma-stylistic analysis. It emphasizes the illocutionary acts
and FSA Politeness Strategies used most frequently by English and Arabic officials and as well
as the similarities and differences between them. Furthermore, based on an eclectic model, this
study investigates the most prevalent pragma-stylistic devices used in each language in formal
congratulatory letters.
Literature Review
The speech act of congratulations
Bach and Harnish (1979) define congratulation as expresses gladness for Hs having done or
received something good noteworthy (p.51). Another definition by Searle and Vanderveken
(1985) shows the situation of fortune as expressing pleasure at the good fortune of others . (p.
212)
People often use this speech act when something positive happens, referring to happy events
and impressive actions to express happiness or pleasure to others (Wierzbicka, 1987). Austin
(1962) categorizes congratulation as behabitives concerning the verbs of speech acts, expressing
a response to the behavior and fortunes of others. On the other hand, Searle (1979) recategorizes
it as expressive, as mentioned earlier. Searle (1976) defines the illocutionary point of expressive
as ''expresses the psychological state specified in the sincerity condition about a state of affairs
specified in the propositional content'' (p.15). Speakers convey their feelings and attitudes
regarding current events, which can be positive (e.g., joy) or negative (e.g., sadness), through
propositional content and expressive illocutionary forces. Accordingly, in performing expressive,
a speaker does not intend to get the world to fit the words or the words to fit the world (Searle,
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1979). In other words, since the truth of the mentioned proposition is presumed, expressive has
no direction to fit in the world. Furthermore, expressive verbs like congratulate, thank, apologize,
and so on do not include these phrases; instead, they require gerundive nominalization or another
nominal transformation. For example, one says ''I congratulate you on winning the race
(congratulations on winning the race)'' but s/he cannot say ''I congratulate you that you won the
race'' (Searle, 1979, p. 15).
In Arabic, Mubarak literally means blessed, according to the Al-muheet dictionary. The
origin of congratulation, Mubarak is blessing from Baraka, meaning accretion and happiness, as
stated in the same source. According to the Lisan al Arab and Assihah dictionaries, the verb
Mubarak is Yubarik, which means (to ask Allah to bless people or others) such as may Allah bless
you. People usually utter this act regarding Allah, who has the power. In Arabic varieties,
Mubarak has usually been modified into another lexicon, which is Mabruk, which means both
congratulations and blessed. According to Searle and Vanderveken (1985), ''to bless is to place the
hearer in a state of God's grace by declaring him to be in that state'' (p.209). In other words, by
blessing, the addressed person wishes good things to happen to the hearer (Wierzbicka, 1987).
Blessing is equivalent to wishing good things for a person. Still, in wishing, his power is
purely imaginary: the speaker does not believe that his wish could be self-fulfilling, he
merely imagines it …, while in the case of blessing, the speaker seems to believe that his
utterance may indeed have some power. (Wierzbicka, 1987, p. 226)
Leech (1983) reclassifies speech acts depending on the social objective in the principle of
politeness, and hence classifies congratulations as a convivial illocutionary function.
Congratulations are a positive strategy of politeness that (Brown & Levinson, 1987) view as a
face-threatening act, while (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1997) view as a face-enhancing act, depending
on the notion of face in the perception of politeness.
The model of politeness of Brown and Levinson (1987)
Brown and Levinson (1987) developed a more clearly defined model which, although based
on a Gricean framework, took into account a deeper approach to social behavior, specifically the
notion of the face, which Goffman (1967) influentially introduced into Western social
conceptualization as the key to the study of politeness. The entire focus of the theory of Brown
and Levinson in practice was on face-threatening acts (FTAs) and the politeness strategies to
redress or mitigate them. For example, if someone needs or wants to perform an FTA, they can
use a directive speech act to ask someone to lift to the railway station. Brown and Levinson
(1978;1987) manipulate the notion of face to refer to essential and universal human expectations
as they apply to social interactions. Brown and Levinson ( 1987) affirm that ''our notion of face
is derived from the English folk term and Goffman, which ties face up with notions of being
embarrassed or humiliated, or losing face.'' (p.61)
The notion of the face includes two basic kinds: the desire not to be imposed on and have
freedom of action (negative face) and the desire to be accepted, liked, and understood by others
(positive face) (Brown and Levinson, 1987They claim that, although the notion of face is
universal, acts that threaten face differ depending on culture. For the negative face, the
fundamental claim to territories, personal safeguards, rights to – anti-distraction i.e., with regards
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to freedom of action and freedom from imposition. In contrast, interactants proclaim the positive,
consistent self-image or personality (including the desire to value and support this self-image).
Brown and Levinson(1987) use a choice of five main strategies, as shown in Figure1. They
order these strategies as bottom-up, which increases the chance of threatening the face. The main
threat is using the bald on-record strategy; the most direct, like in Give me a lift to the station.

Figure1: Strategies of Brown and Levinson for avoiding a face-threatening act. Note: Adopted
from (Brown & Levinson,1987, pp. 60,69)
The positive face of the addressee is enhanced by addressing the desire of the hearer to be
liked, therefore congratulation is a positive politeness strategy. It also conveys that X is
admirable, attractive, involving the speaker with the hearer claiming common ground. The
linguistic realizations of positive politeness strategies are used ''as a kind of metaphorical
extension of intimacy and as a kind of social accelerator, where S indicates that he wants to
become closer to H'' (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 103).
Theoretical Framework
Pragma-stylistics
Huang (2012) defines Pragma-stylistics or pragmatic stylistics ''refers to applying the findings
and methodologies of the theoretical pragmatics to the study of the concept of style in language''
(p.19). Stylistics uses formal aspects of language to analyze various texts, especially in narrative
and dramatic texts analysis.
Stylistics has progressed to pragmatics seeking explanations for aspects of language usage
that stylistics itself cannot provide sufficiently. Modern stylistic studies have shown an interest in
pragmatics in addition to examining linguistic utterances. Studies arising from this are called
pragma-stylistic studies. Accordingly, Pragma-stylistics aims to provide a context for
understanding the relationship between linguistic form and pragmatic perception and how the
style of speech differs as the speaker lets the hearer recognize the meaning behind an utterance.
Congratulatory letters
A letter of congratulation generates affection by touching the ego of the reader. Geffner
(2007) states that everyone likes to have accomplishments acknowledged.
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Shelekova et al. (2011) define letters of congratulation as ''a type of personal
correspondence, usually sent from one person to another.'' (p. 89)
There are various occasions for congratulatory messages such as promotions,
appointments, elections, achievements, awards, honors, weddings, births anniversaries, and
retirements. Any letter of congratulations, whether formal or informal, must be sincere and
passionate. It may well be short, but personal remarks or references should be included
(Borisova,2013).
Ceremonial correspondences
Gordina et al. (2018) define diplomatic correspondence as ''official correspondence between
the agents authorized by a state to conduct its foreign relations either at home or abroad, with
similarly authorized representative of foreign governments'' (p. 117). Diplomatic correspondence
is vital in international relations. It has its own set of rules governing etiquette. Some of the
distinguishing aspects of diplomatic correspondence include standard vocabulary, grammar,
morphology, format, and graphics (Krivorot, 2017).
Diplomatic correspondences include ceremonial communications. Borisova (2013) states:
These may consist of congratulatory messages on the occasion of the election of the head
of state, the birth of a royal heir, a royal marriage, the anniversary of a country's independence,
or any other national holiday. It may also be an expression of condolence on the death of the
head of state or expression of sympathy/regret for his illness, the occurrence of an accident, or
any other similar happening. (pp. 7-8)
Methodology
This study uses a mixed-method approach. Studies of the mixed-method are ''studies that are
products of the pragmatist paradigm and combine the qualitative and quantitative approaches
within different phases of the research process'' (Tashakkori & Teddlie,2008, p. 22). Therefore, a
double method, namely a qualitative and quantitative approach, is used in the current study. The
qualitative quality criteria get more attention, but high-quality quantitative data should also be
collected and analyzed. As a result, the present study aims to identify, explain, and analyze
collected data to achieve the best answers to the qualitative research questions. Furthermore, it
also aims at collecting and analyzing numerical data using mathematical-based methods.
The Description of Data Collection
The selected data of this study includes some samples of English and Arabic formal
congratulatory letters offered on different formal occasions.
The fact that these letters are from authoritative sources gives credibility to their reliability
and validity. Those sources include the Iraqi Ministry of Youth and Sports and the Iraqi Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, after going through the proper procedures and approvals, and the rest are
from official websites. Moreover, these letters are reliable and valid since they bear the sender's
organization signature or seal.
The Procedures:
The procedures adopted in this study are as follows:
1. Presenting a survey of the terms of the main concepts used in the study.
2. Reviewing the literature related to the pragma-stylistic analysis of congratulatory speech
acts.
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3. Adopting an eclectic model based on the updated edition of Brown and Levinson model of
politeness (1987), the model of Searle (1969), the model of Nickerson (1999), and the
taxonomy of Elwood (2004).
4. Collecting the data for this study and analyzing the selected data in terms of the eclectic
model.
5. Discussing the results of the analysis and stating some conclusions and recommendations.
Data Analysis and Discussion
Model of Analysis
This study uses an eclectic model which includes the updated politeness model of Brown
and Levinson (1987), the model of Searle (1969), the model of Nickerson (1999), and the
taxonomy of Elwood (2004).
English and Arabic officials employed the strategies of Brown and Levinson in detecting and
exploring face-saving acts (henceforth FSAs) when offering formal congratulatory
correspondences. The current study also uses the taxonomy of Elwood (2004) as a tool for
developing a new categorization for writing congratulatory letters. The present study adopts the
model of Searle (1969) since it is broad and includes most speech acts verbs. Finally, this study
also adopted the model of Nickerson (1999) to analyze the language of politeness
in congratulatory letters written by high officials.
A case study of Illocutionary acts and FSA Politeness Strategies in Formal Congratulatory Letters
written by English High Officials
Text 1
This text is a congratulatory letter from Mrs. Gabriela Ramos, the Assistant Director-General for
Social & Human Sciences in the UN, to Mr. Adnan Dirjal, the Minister of Youth & Sports of the
Republic of Iraq.
Analysis of the type of Illocutionary Acts in (text1)

Utterance (1)
Locution: On behalf of the Director-General I wish to congratulate you on your appointment as
Minister of Youth & Sports of the Republic of Iraq.
Illocutionary act (declarative): the sender declares that she is sending this letter on behalf of
her Director-General.
Expressive: the sender congratulates the addressee on his appointment as the new Minister of
Youth & Sports of the Republic of Iraq.
Utterance (2)
Locution: I am convinced that your personal engagement and previous experience as a football
player and team coach will serve you well and contribute to strengthening sport and the
development of youth in your country.
Illocutionary act (assertive (representative): the sender confirms that the promising good
career of the addressee will serve him well in his new position and contribute to developing
youth & sports fields in his country.
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Utterance (3)
Locution: Under the UNESCO Operational Strategy On Youth (2014-2021), we look forward to
cooperating with you to ensure that young people in Iraq are engaged in policies and programs
that affect them and that they lead actions to promote peace and sustainable development.
Illocutionary act (commissive): the sender commits herself to a future responsibility towards
the addressee.
Utterance (4)
Locution: We also stand ready to assist Iraq in supporting youth's social innovation as an
important contribution to the achievement of the 2030 Agenda, the National Reconstruction and
Development Plan of the Iraqi Government, Iraq Recovery and Resilience program and the''
Revive the Spirit of Mosul'' initiative. In this regard, the UNESCO National Office in Baghdad
will be very pleased to liaise with your cabinet.
Illocutionary act (commissive): the sender continues her confirmation of a future responsibility
towards the addressee.
Expressive: the sender expressed the pleasure of the UNESCO to liaise with the cabinet of the
addressee.
Utterance (5)
Locution: Iraq's commitment to the promotion and protection of sport values and integrity is
illustrated by its actions as a State Party to the International Convention against Doping in
Sport, notably its participation in the Working Group (2018-2019) on the development of
Operational Guidelines and a Framework of Consequences for non-compliance with the
Convention.
Illocutionary act (assertive (representative): the sender confirms that the country of the
addressee commitment to the promotion and protection of sport values and integrity which is
clearly shown in its substantial participation in the Working Group (2018-2019) as a State Party
to the International Convention against Doping in Sport.
Utterance (6)
Locution: In view of MINEPS VII (Nairobi, 2021) and of the eighth session of the Conference of
Parties to the Anti-Doping Convention (UNESCO Headquarters,2021), we hope that Iraq will
play an important role in the implementation of the Convection and the Kazan Action Plan in the
region.
Illocutionary act (expressive): the sender expresses her hope that the country of addressee will
play an essential role in the coming action in Kazan.
Utterance (7)
Locution: We look forward to deepening our collaboration and to working towards the
implementation of the 2030 Agenda.
Illocutionary act (commissive): the sender commits herself to a future responsibility towards
the addressee.
Utterance (8)
Locution: I am confident that, Together, we can help ensure that youth development, sport, and
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physical education are recognized and supported as essential catalysts for peace and sustainable
development.
Illocutionary act:
Assertive: The sender emphasizes her willingness to collaborate with the addressee to promote
youth and sports development.
Table No.1 below illustrates the frequency and percentage distribution of types of illocutionary
acts in (text1).
Table.1 Frequency and percentage distribution of types of illocutionary acts in (Text 1)
Illocutionary Speech Acts
Frequencies
Percentages
Declarative
1
10%
Expressives
3
30%
Assertives
3
30%
Commissives
3
30%
Total No of Acts
10
100%
The sender in (text1) above uses four of the categories of illocutionary acts proposed by
Searle (1969). Except for declarative, which appeared only once in utterance (No.1), the sender
distributed that speech acts equally. Expressives appear in utterances (No.1, 4, and 6), while
assertive appears in utterances ( No.2, 5, and 8). Finally, commissives appear in three utterances
(No.3. 4, and 7).
The sender uses this style to show her responsibility towards the addressee and her support
towards him in ensuring that young people in his country are engaged in policies and programs
that affect them and lead actions to promote peace and sustainable development.
Analysis of the type of the FSA Politeness Strategies used in (text 1)
The current letter is a congratulatory letter dated July 1, 2020, from Mrs. Gabriela Ramos,
the Assistant Director-General for Social & Human Sciences in the UN, to Mr. Adnan Dirjal, the
newly appointed Iraqi Minister of Youth & Sports.
The sender starts her letter with the salutation Dear Minister, which implies a conventional
polite behavior toward the addressee by addressing him with his title job rather than his bare
name. This pattern indicates that the sender employs the Negative Politeness Strategy of Brown
and Levinson (Give deference) to avoid violating the negative face of the addressee by claiming
a deep intimacy with him, implying that the sender is attempting to maintain and consider the
social distance with the addressee. Furthermore, the same act implies employing the Positive
Politeness Strategy of Nickerson (Use of Appropriate Forms of Pattern), which entails
establishing a friendly and harmonious relationship with the addressee. This pattern is the most
conventional form of expression; i.e., it is a projected and expected action performed by the
sender, therefore considered an FSA positive politeness strategy.
In utterance (No.1), the sender employs the congratulatory strategy of Elwood (Illocutionary
Force Indicating Device (IFID)) by uttering the word congratulate. The sender extends her
congratulations towards the addressee on his appointment as the Minister of Youth and Sports of
the Republic of Iraq.
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In utterance (No.2), the sender employs the Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown &
Levinson (Be optimistic) in addition to the politeness strategy of Elwood (Encouragement) to
convey her optimism towards the addressee and her confidence in his promising career and
experience, which will serve him well in his new post.
The sender in utterance (No.3) employs two of the Positive Politeness Strategies Brown &
Levinson: (Be optimistic) and (Notice, attend to H interests). With this pattern, the sender
expresses her optimism towards cooperating with the addressee and making him feel good about
themselves and their interests.
In utterance (No.4), the sender employs the Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown &
Levinson (Assert or presuppose S´s knowledge of and concern for H´s wants) through showing
her readiness to assist the government of the addressee in supporting the social innovation of
youth by involving them in a variety of youth development programs. In addition, the sender
employs the politeness strategy of Elwood (Expressions of happiness), in the same utterance, by
stating that the UNESCO National Office in Baghdad will be pleased to liaise with your cabinet.
The sender employs this strategy to support the positive face of the addressee and make them
feel good about their interests.
The sender in utterance (No5) employs the politeness sub-strategy of Elwood (Statements
assessing the situation as positively) by evaluating the activities of the country of the addressee
as positive, which is evident in its performance as a good participant.
In utterance (No.6), the sender uses two of the positive politeness strategies of Brown &
Levinson: (Be optimistic) and (Notice, attend to H interests), showing her concern about the
interests of the addressee and hoping that his country will play an essential role in the
implementation of the Anti-Doping Convention and the forthcoming Kazan Action Plan in the
region.
Utterance (No.7) is pre-close to the letter. This utterance expresses the optimism and
confidence of the sender in the good mutual interest of both parties by expressing his desire to
strengthen their collaboration and work towards the implementation of the forthcoming 2030
Agenda. As a result, this indicates that the sender employs the positive politeness strategy of
Brown & Levinson (Be optimistic).
In utterance (No.8), the sender uses two of the positive politeness strategies of Brown &
Levinson: (Be optimistic) and (Include both S and H inactivity) to express his hope and faith that
both parties can achieve their shared interests. By using this pattern, the sender wants to attend to
the desires of the addressee, and the latter expects their willingness to participate and join others
in the uttered action.
At the end of the letter, the sender closes it as usual with the closing expression Yours
sincerely and his signature by employing the positive politeness strategy of Nickerson (Use of
appropriate forms of address).
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Text 2
This text is a congratulatory letter from Mr. Donald J. Trump, President of the USA, to Mr.
Barham Salih, President of the Republic of Iraq.
Analysis of the type of Illocutionary Acts in (text2)
Utterance (1)
Locution: On behalf of the American people, I wish you and the people of Iraq a happy Nowruz.
Illocutionary Act (declarative): The sender expresses his wish to send this congratulatory letter
on behalf of his people.
Expressive: The sender, on behalf of himself and his people, wishes the addressee and his
people a happy Nowruz holiday.
Utterance (2)
Locution: This is a special holiday of peace and renewal for all.
Illocutionary Act (assertive): the sender affirming that this is a memorable holiday of peace and
renewal for all.
Utterance (3)
Locution: This year the holiday has even greater significance, as our countries work to bring
peace and stability to Iraq.
Illocutionary Act (assertive (representative)): the sender commits himself to the truthfulness
of the proposition of the situation by asserting that this holiday has even greater significance
because his government works to bring peace and stability to the country of the addressee.
Utterance (4)
Locution: We have made great progress together against ISIS, and I look forward to new
opportunities to build our economic and security relations with your government.
Illocutionary Act (assertive): the sender affirms the significant progress done together against
ISIS.
Commissive: the sender commits himself to a future responsibility with the addressee through
looking forward to new opportunities to work with him and his government.
Table.2 Frequency and percentage distribution of types of illocutionary acts in (Text 2)
Illocutionary Speech Acts
Declarative
Expressives
Assertive

Frequencies
1
1
3

Percentages
16.7%
16.7%
50%

Commissives

1

16.7%

Total No of Acts

6

100%

The sender uses five of the illocutionary acts of Searle (1969), as stated in table No. (2)
above. Expressives appear in one utterance only (No.1) in a total rate of (16.7%), and declarative
appears in the same utterance ( No.1) in a total rate of (16.7%). Assertive appears in three
utterances (No.2,3, and 4) in a total rate of (50%). Finally, commissives appear in one utterance
only (No.4) in a total rate of (16.7%).
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The sender's style is remarkable in (text 2) for distributing speech acts in the same portions
except for assertive, which occurred three times in this text. In this style of use, the sender
attempts to seize this opportunity to assert his support towards the addressee and his government
and express his positive intention to consolidate bilateral ties between the two parties.
Analysis of the type of the FSA Politeness Strategies used in (text 2)
This text is a congratulatory letter dated December 21, 2020, from Mr. Donald J. Trump,
President of the United States, to Mr. Barham Salih, President of the Republic of Iraq, on the
occasion of the Nowruz holiday.
The sender starts his letter with the salutary expression Dear Mr. President, which is a
conventional behavior to address president to president in diplomatic correspondences. This
pattern implies the employment of the Positive politeness Strategy of Nickerson (Use appropriate
forms of address), where this strategy marked the desire of the sender to preserve a friendly and
solid relationship with the addressee.
In utterance (No.1), the sender conveys his positive intention towards the addressee and
his people, wishing them a pleasant Nowruz holiday in an attempt to build bilateral ties between
the two parties employing Brown and Levinson's Positive Politeness Strategy (Notice, attend to
H interests). In this utterance, the sender also uses the politeness strategy of Elwood (Offer of
good wishes) to convey his good wishes towards the addressee on this happy occasion.
In utterances (No.2 &3), the sender intensifies his interest towards the addressee by expressing
this occasion as a special one for peace and renewing the strong bilateral ties between the two
parties and also showing its greater significance as his country works to bring peace and stability
to the government of the addressee. Therefore, this pattern realizes the employment of the
Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown & Levinson (intensify interest to H).
In utterance (No.4), the sender employs the Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown &
Levinson (Include both S and H in the activity), which is pre-close to this letter. The sender, by
using the 1st person inclusive pronoun We and the word together includes both parties in the
action uttered. Furthermore, the sender also employs the Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown &
Levinson (Presuppose/raise/assert common ground). The sender, by using the expression I look
forward conveys his positive intention in establishing common grounds with the government of
the addressee to build economic and security relations.
Finally, the sender closes his letter using the expression sincerely and his signature. This
writing style reveals a conventional and formal style predicted and expected in such contexts.
With this pattern, the sender employs the Positive Politeness Strategy of Nickerson (Use
appropriate forms of address).
Table No.2 illustrates the most frequent FSA Politeness Strategies in English texts.
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Table No.3 The Overall Number and Percentage of the FSA Politeness Strategies in English
Texts.
Name of strategy

Models

Kind of
strategy

No.

Percentage

Give deference

Brown &
Levinson
Nickerson

Neg.

1

3.8%

Pos.

6

23.1 %

Elwood

Strategy

1

3.8%

Brown &
Levinson
Elwood
Brown &
Levinson
Brown &
Levinson
Elwood
Elwood

Pos.

5

19.2 %

Strategy
Pos.

1
3

3.8%
11.5%

Pos.

2

7.7 %

Strategy
Sub-strategy

1
1

3.8%
3.8%

Pos.

2

7.7 %

Strategy
Pos.

1
2

3.8%
7.7%

26

100 %

Use appropriate forms of
address
Illocutionary Force
Indicating Device (IFID)
Be optimistic
Encouragement
Notice, attend to H interests
Presuppose, raise, assert
common grounds
Expressions of happiness
Statements assessing the
situation as positively
Include both S & H in the
activity
Offer of good wishes
Intensify interest to H

Brown &
Levinson
Elwood
Brown &
Levinson

A case study of Illocutionary acts and FSA Politeness Strategies in Formal Congratulatory
Letters written by Arabic High Officials
Text 3
This text is a congratulatory letter from Mr. Muhammad Ali Al-Hakim, Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Iraq, to Sheikh Khalid bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Bahrain.
Analysis of the type of Illocutionary Acts in (text3)
Utterance (1)
Locution: نيات
يسرني ان اتقدم لمعاليكمبأطيب الت هاني واصدق الت م
،ناسبةحلول عيد االضحى المبارك
ب مTrans.(On
the occasion of the blessed Eid al-Adha, I am pleased to extend to you my best congratulations
and sincere wishes).
Illocutionary Act (expressive): (congratulating and wishing) the sender expresses his pleasure to
extend his congratulations and good wishes towards the addressee on the occasion of the blessed Eid alAdha to stress and reinforce the social bonds between the two parties.
Utterance (2)
Locution: داعيا ً المولى العلي القدير انيعيده عليكمباليمن والبركة وعلىشعبينا الشقيقينبالخير والسالم
لرفعة والتقدم
مية باالمن وا
تناالعربية وا سال
 وعلى ا م،واالز دهار
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Trans. (I pray to the Almighty Allah to return this occasion to you in prosperity and blessing and
to our two brotherly people with goodness, peace, and wealth, and to our Arab and Islamic
nation with security, elevation, and progress).
Illocutionary Act (expressive): (a wish or a ritual formula) The sender prays to the
Almighty Allah to return this happy occasion to the addressee and their two brotherly people, as
well as the Arab and Islamic nation, with prosperity, blessing, security, elevation, and progress, in
order to maintain the solidarity and good relations between the two parties.
Utterance (3)
Locution:
نتمبخير
وكل عام وا
Trans. (May every year find you in good health).
Illocutionary Act (expressive): the sender prays to the Almighty Allah to find the addressee in
good health in many happy returns.
Table.4 Frequency and percentage distribution of types of illocutionary acts in (Text 3)
Illocutionary Speech Acts

Frequencies

Percentages

Expressives

3

100%

Total No of Acts
3
100%
The sender's style is entirely expressive in (text3) to convey his congratulations and good
wishes towards the addressee on the occasion of the blessed Eid Al-Adha. This pattern reflects
the great gratitude of the sender and his consideration towards the addressee, which maintains
solidarity and reinforces the social bonds between the two parties.
Analysis of the type of the FSA Politeness Strategies used in (text 3)
This text is a congratulatory letter dated August 2019 from Mr. Muhammad Ali Al-Hakim,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Iraq, to Sheikh Khalid bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, the
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Bahrain, on the occasion of the blessed Eid Al-Adha.
The sender starts this letter with the salutary expression ،فةالمحترم
سموالشيخ خالدبن محمد آلخلي
يكم ورحمة هللا وبركاته
اسالمعل، البحرين
(وزير خارجية مملكةHis Highness the honorable Sheikh Khalid bin
Ahmed Al Khalifa, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Bahrain, May peace, mercy
and blessings of God be upon you) where the expression سموالشيخ, which means (His Highness
the honorable Sheikh) precedes the name of the minister of Foreign Affairs of Bahrain. This
writing style is a conventional way used to address Arab royal personalities to manifest courtesy
and consideration. With this pattern, the sender attempts to avoid damaging the negative face of
the addressee by claiming a fairly deep intimacy. Therefore, this act implies preserving the
degree of social distance with the addressee. Hence, the sender uses the FSA Negative Politeness
Strategy of Brown & Levinson (Give deference) in this respect. Furthermore, the same utterance
realizes the employment of the Positive Politeness Strategy of Nickerson (Use of appropriate
forms of address) to denote the interest of maintaining interpersonal and harmonized relations
with the addressee. This act is a conventional writing style used in formal letters, where this type
of writing is predicted and expected to reflect the politeness behavior of the sender towards the
addressee.
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In utterance (No.1), the sender performs three of the politeness strategies Elwood; the first
one is the sub-strategy (Expressions of personal happiness) by using the word يسرني
, which
means (I am pleased), the second one is (Illocutionary Force Indicating Device (IFID)) by using
the expression التهاني, which means (congratulations) and the third strategy is (Offer of good
wishes) by uttering the expression نيات
 واصدقالتم, which means (sincere wishes). The sender uses
another strategy in this utterance, which is the Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown & Levinson
(Exaggerate (interest, sympathy with H)) by using the words أطيب, which means (the best)
and  أصدق, which means (sincerest). This pattern conveys an extreme degree of politeness from
the side of the sender towards the addressee to stress and reinforce the strong relations between
the two parties.
In utterance (No.2), which is pre-close to this letter, the sender also uses the congratulatory
strategy of Elwood (Offer of good wishes) by extending his supplication to the Almighty Allah
to return this happy occasion to the addressee and their two brotherly people with prosperity,
blessing, goodness, peace, security, elevation, and progress in addition to the Positive Politeness
Strategy of Brown & Levinson (Use in-group identity markers) by using the expressions ينا
شعب
الشقيقين
, which means (to our two brotherly people) and امتنا العربية وا سالمية, which means (our
Arab and Islamic nation) to stress their national belonging to the Arab homeland and the Islamic
nation.
The sender ends his letter with the utterance (No.3), which reflects the employment of the
congratulatory strategy of Elwood (Offer of Good wishes) by offering the addressee his good
wishes in a step to maintain their solidarity and good relations. This statement is considered a
conventional formal behavior predicted and expected in such Arab ritual occasions.
Finally, the sender closes his letter with his signature by employing the Positive Politeness
Strategy of Nickerson (Use of appropriate forms of address).
Text 4
This text is a congratulatory letter from Mr. Othman Ali Farhood Al-Ghanmi to Mr. Louis
Raphael I Saco, the Honorable Patriarch of the Chaldeans in Iraq and the world.
Analysis of the type of Illocutionary Acts in (text4)
Utterance (1)
Locution:
ناسبقرب حلولأعياد الم الدالمجيدنتقدم بأزكىالت هاني والتبريكات
بم ة
Trans. (On the occasion of the advent of the glorious Christmas, we extend our sincere
congratulations and blessing).
Illocutionary Act (expressive): (congratulating) the sender extends his sincere congratulations
and blessing towards the addressee on the occasion of the advent of the glorious Christmas.
Utterance (2)
Locution: عزيزباليمن والخير والبركات
لدنا ال
ناسبة علىب
 انيعيد هذه ال م- جلفي عاله- سائلين المولى
Trans.
(asking the Lord Almighty to return this occasion to our dear country with goodness, prosperity,
and blessings).
Illocutionary Act (expressive): (good wishes) the sender prays to Almighty God to return this
occasion to the addressee and his dear country with goodness, prosperity, and blessings.
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Utterance (3)
Locution:
كريمبموفورالصحة والسعادة
لشخصكمال
ياتي
معتمن
Trans. (with my best wishes to your honorable person of good health and happiness).
Illocutionary Act (expressive): (good wishes) the sender expresses his good wishes towards the
addressee.
Table.5 Frequency and percentage distribution of types of illocutionary acts in (Text 4)
Illocutionary Speech Acts
Frequencies
Percentages
Expressives
3
100%
Total No of Acts
3
100%
As shown in table (5) above, the sender's style is entirely expressive in this text to express his
sincere congratulations and good wishes to the addressee on the occasion of the advent of the
glorious Christmas.
Analysis of the type of the FSA Politeness Strategies used in (text 4)
This text is a congratulatory letter dated January 6, 2016, from Mr. Othman Ali Farhood AlGhanmi, Staff General, to His Beatitude Mr. Louis Raphael I Saco, the Honorable Patriarch of
the Chaldeans in Iraq and the world, on the occasion of the advent of the glorious Christmas.
The sender, in the current letter, starts with the salutary expression السيد لويسروفائيل االول ساكو
 المحترمبطريركالكلدانفي العراق والعالمwhich means (The honorable Mr. Louis Raphael I Saco, the
Honorable Patriarch of the Chaldeans in Iraq and the world). The sender by using the syntactic
expression السيدwhich means (Mr.) and intentionally mentioning the job title of the addressee in
front of his name reflects the employment of the Positive Politeness Strategy of Nickerson (Use
of appropriate forms of address). This writing style is a conventional formal politeness behavior
predicted and expected in such a situation. Furthermore, the sender uses the word  المحترمwhich
means (honorable) to exhibit a formal way of addressing high officials and support the positive
face of the addressee, reflecting the employment of the FSA Positive Politeness Strategy of
Brown & Levinson (Give gifts to H) to express an honorific and respectful attitude towards the
addressee, implying that the latter is not their equal, and hence has a greater social power, where
this syntactic behavior reflects the manipulation of the FSA Negative Politeness Strategy of
Brown & Levinson (Give deference). In this respect, the sender performed a double act towards
the positive and negative face of the addressee.
In utterance (No.1), the sender employs the congratulatory strategy of Elwood (Illocutionary
Force Indicating Device (IFID)), by using the word  التهانيwhich means (congratulations), as
well as the Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown & Levisohn (Exaggerate (interest, sympathy
with the H)), conveying his exaggerated interest and sympathy towards the addressee by using
the expression بأزكى الت هاني والتبريكاتwhich means (our sincere congratulations and blessing).
This pattern implies using (Hyperbole) as a writing style to show his over respect and interest
towards the addressee. It seems that the function of this style is to strengthen the spirit of
brotherhood and partnership between the people of one nation.
In utterance (No.2), which is pre-close to the letter, the sender employs the congratulatory
strategy of Elwood (Offer of good wishes) by praying to the Almighty Allah to return this
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occasion to his country with goodness, prosperity, and blessings. Furthermore, this utterance
realizes the employment of the Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown & Levisohn (Use in-groupidentity) by using the expressionلدناالعزيز
بwhich means (our dear country) to stress his pride in
belonging to this country.
In the last utterance (No3), the sender employs the congratulatory strategy of Elwood (Offer of
good wishes). Moreover, by utilizing the FSA Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown and
Levinson(Give gifts to H), the sender tries to support the positive face addressee by using the
most formal, respectful, and deferential expression كريم
لشخصكم الwhich means (your honorable
person), reflecting the aim of the sender to convey an honorific and respectful attitude towards
the addressee, implying that the latter is not their equal, and hence of greater social power.
Accordingly, this stylistic behavior reflects the manipulation of the FSA Negative Politeness
Strategy of Brown & Levinson (Give deference). Furthermore, this utterance realizes the
employment of the FSA Positive Politeness Strategy of Brown & Levinson (Exaggerate (interest,
sympathy with the H)) by using the exaggerating expression بموفور الصحة والسعادةwhich means
(good health and happiness) to convey the over interest and courtesy of the sender towards the
addressee.
The sender closes his letter with his signature employing the Positive Politeness Strategy of
Nickerson (Use of appropriate forms of address).

Table No.6 The Overall Number and Percentage of the FSA Politeness Strategies in Arabic
texts.
Name of strategy

Models

Kind of strategy

No.

Percentage

Use appropriate forms of
address
Give gifts to H

Nickerson

Pos.

4

19.0%

Brown & Levinson

Pos.

2

9.5%

Give deference

Brown & Levinson

Neg.

3

14.3%

Illocutionary Force Indicating
Device (IFID)

Elwood

Strategy

2

9.5%

Exaggerate (interest,
sympathy)

Brown & Levinson

Pos.

3

14.3%

Offer of good wishes

Elwood

Strategy

5

23.8%

Use -in-group identity markers

Brown & Levinson

Pos.

2

9.5%

21

100 %

Conclusion
The following are the significant conclusions arrived at from Illocutionary Acts and FSA
Politeness Strategies used by English and Arabic officials:
1. The quantitative-qualitative analysis reveals that assertive seems to have the highest
frequency of occurrences and percentages of illocutionary acts performed by English
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high officials in the selected English formal congratulatory letters. At the same time,
expressive was more prevalent in Arabic data..
2. The analysis also reveals that the FSA strategy (Use appropriate forms of address)
constitutes the majority of the overall frequency of occurrences in both English and
Arabic data, particularly in the salutary, pre-close, and signature parts, still appears
more frequently in English data. Furthermore, (Exaggerate interest, sympathy with
H) comes next in the Arabic data, while (Be optimistic) occurs more in English data.
3. Other strategies (politeness strategies and sub-strategies of Elwood) come next in the
overall frequency of occurrences and percentages of politeness strategies. (Offer of
good wishes, IFID, and Expressions of personal happiness) constitute most of the
overall frequency of occurrences of both English Arabic data, but they occur more in
Arabic data. The high Arabic officials are religiously inclined. The majority of their
wishes are prayers/blessings, whereas English high officials do not use religious
expressions in their congratulatory letters.
4. The data analysis results reveal the presence of the FSA Negative Politeness
Strategies, which are uncommon in formal congratulatory letters. Both English and
Arabic officials use the FSA Negative Politeness Strategies. Still, they constitute a
higher portion of occurrence in the Arabic data, which implies that both English and
Arabic officials prefer to use the FSA Negative Politeness Strategies (Give deference
& Be conventionally indirect) in their congratulatory formal correspondences to
reflect the formal and humble style of their writings while not infringing on the
negative faces of their addressees and maintaining the social distance with them.
5. Finally, the analysis reveals that high Arabic officials use exaggeration (hyperbole) as
a stylistic device in their formal congratulatory letters, as evidenced by the use of the
FSA Positive Politeness Strategy (Exaggerate interest, sympathy with H) since high
Arabic officials are prone to glorifying people in positions of authority. In contrast,
English high officials tend to be more moderate.
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Appendix A
Text (1): a congratulatory letter written by an English high official
Sender: Mrs. Gabriela Ramos, the Assistant Director-General for Social & Human Sciences in the UN
Addressee: Mr. Adnan Dirjal, the Iraqi Minister of Youth & Sports
Date: July 1, 2020
Occasion: New appointment
Text 1
July 1, 2020
Dear Minister,
On behalf of the Director-General, I wish to congratulate you on your appointment as Minister of Youth & Sports of the Republic
of Iraq(1). I am convinced that your personal engagement and previous experience as a football player and team coach will serve
you well and contribute to strengthening sport and the development of youth in your country(2). Under the UNESCO Operational
Strategy On Youth (2014-2021), we look forward to cooperating with you to ensure that young people in Iraq are engaged in
policies and programs that affect them and that they lead actions to promote peace and sustainable development(3). We also stand
ready to assist Iraq in supporting youth's social innovation as an important contribution to the achievement of the 2030 Agenda,
the National Reconstruction and Development Plan of the Iraqi Government, the Iraq Recovery and Resilience program and the''
Revive the Spirit of Mosul'' initiative. In this regard, the UNESCO National Office in Baghdad will be very pleased to liaise with
your cabinet(4). Iraq's commitment to the promotion and protection of sport values and integrity is illustrated by its actions as a
State Party to the International Convention against Doping in Sport, notably its participation in the Working Group (2018-2019)
on the development of Operational Guidelines and a Framework of Consequences for non-compliance with the Convention(5). In
view of MINEPS VII (Nairobi, 2021) and of the eighth session of the Conference of Parties to the Anti-Doping Convention
(UNESCO Headquarters,2021), we hope that Iraq will play an important role in the implementation of the Convection and the
Kazan Action Plan in the region(6).
We look forward to deepening our collaboration and to working towards the implementation of the 2030 Agenda(7). I am
confident that, Together, we can help ensure that youth development, sport, and physical education are recognized and supported
as essential catalysts for peace and sustainable development(8).
Yours sincerely,
Gabriela Ramos
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Appendix B
Text (2): a congratulatory letter written by an English high official
Sender: Mr. Donald J. Trump
Addressee: Mr. Barham Salih President of the Republic of Iraq
Date: December 21, 2020
Occasion: Nowruz holiday
Text 2
December 21, 2020
Dear Mr. President,
On behalf of the American people, I wish you and the people of Iraq a happy Nowruz(1). This is a
special holiday of peace and renewal for all(2). This year the holiday has even greater significance, as
our countries work to bring peace and stability to Iraq(3).
We have made great progress together against ISIS, and I look forward to new opportunities to build
our economic and security relations with your government(4).
Sincerely,
Donald J. Trump.

Appendix C
Text (3): a congratulatory letter written by a high Arabic official
Sender: Mr. Muhammad Ali Al-Hakim, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Iraq
Addressee: Sheikh Khalid bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom
of Bahrain
Date: August 2019
Occasion: of the blessed Eid Al-Adha
Text 3
فة المحترم
سم الشيخ خالدبن محمد آل خلي
و
وزير خارجية ملمكة البحرين
،،السالمعليكم ورحمة هللا وبركاته
( يسرني اناتقدملمعاليكمبأطيب الت هانيواصدق التمنيات،بمناسبةحلول عي االضحى المبارك1 ) داعيا ً المولى العلي
 وعلى امتناالعربية االسالميةباالمن،على شعابينالشقيقينبالخيروالس م واالزد هار
القدير انيعيدهعليكمباليمن والبركة و
( والرفعة والتقدم
2.)
(،،،وكل عام وانتمبخير3)
أخوكم محمدعلي الحكيم
وزير خارجي ة جمهورية
العراق
2019آب-بغداد
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Appendix D
Text (4 ): a congratulatory letter written by a high Arabic official
Sender: Mr. Othman Ali Farhood Al-Ghanmi, Staff General
Addressee: Mr. Louis Raphael I Saco, the Honorable Patriarch of the Chaldeans in Iraq and the
world
Date: January 6, 2016
Occasion: the advent of the glorious Christmas
Text 4
ويس روفائيل االول ساكوالمحترم
لسيد ل
 ا/الى
ن في العراق والعالم
الكلدا
بطريرك
ت هنئة/م
 ان- جلفي عاله- سائلينالمولى1() ناسبقرب حلولأعيادالم الدالمجيدنتقدمبأزكىالت هاني والتبريكات
بم ة
كريمبموفورالصحة
لشخصكمال
ياتي
) معتمن2( عزيزباليمن والخير والبركات
لدناال
ناسبة علىب
يعي د هذهال م
.)3( السعادة
و

الفريق أول الركن
عثمانعلي فرهودالغانمي
رئيس أركانالجيش
2016 1  ك6
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Abstract
This study aims to highlight the utilization of literary genre as a well-liked method for instructing
both language skills (that is to say, writing, reading, speaking, and listening) and language fields
(that are grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary). Why employing literary textbooks in foreign
language classrooms and the main motives for choosing appropriate fictional texts in these
classrooms are emphasized to make the reader acquainted with the motivating incentives and
standards for foreign language teachers’ employing and picking erudite textbooks. Additionally,
the teaching of language skills and literary genre gains benefits of diverse fields of literature (like
drama, poems, tragedy and tales) to language teaching and to several difficulties met by language
teachers in the sphere of instructing English using fiction (i.e. shortage of training in the field of
literature teaching English as a Second English and Teaching English as a Foreign Language
curriculums, deficiency of precise aims describing the function of fiction in English as a Foreign
Language and English as a Second Language, foreign language teachers' not possessing the
experience and preparation in literature, and lack of suitable teaching tools to be utilized by
foreign language teachers in a class milieu) are taken into consideration.
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Introduction
In the latest time, the position of literature as a fundamental element and basis of
authenticated textbooks of the language program instead of an eventual goal of English teaching
has been obtaining impetus. Amongst language teachers, there has been an intense examination
regarding where, why, and how literature ought to be integrated into TEFL and TESL programs.
The lively debate of how literature and TEFL / TESL training can operate jointly and cooperate
for the profit of learners and instructors has guided the development of motivating brainstorm
and enhanced teaching for everyone. A lot of instructors believe that the utilization of the literary
genre in language teaching is a motivating and creditable matter (Sage, 1987). In this study, why
a language instructor has to employ literary textbooks in TEFL and TESL, what kinds of bookish
texts teachers should utilize with foreign language students, the teaching of the language skills
and literary genre, and the benefits of diverse types of literature to TEFL and TESL will be
studied. Therefore, the status of literature as a means rather than a result in TEFL and TESL will
be brought to light.
Sell (2005) states that literature instructs cultural multiplicity and this may aid fresh
generation students to consider cultural assortment satisfactory and a significant element when it
comes to the expansion and growth of nations. Chen (2014) additionally adds that collaboration
is based on cultural suitability and suppleness for further cultures and populations. Chen (2014)
further advances that teaching new literature to language students aids raise their comprehension
and consciousness of fresh cultures in addition to their comprehension of dissimilar "living
laws".
Literature Review
Teaching Literature
The utilization of literary genre as a method for teaching jointly fundamental language
skills (that is to say listening, speaking, reading, and writing) and language fields (that is
grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation) is so common in the domain of learning and teaching
English currently. Furthermore, in translation classes, several foreign language educators ask
their learners to interpret literary textbooks as tragedy, verse, and novellas into their native
language. Because translation offers learners the possibility to exercise the rhetorical, linguistic,
semiotics, systematic and eloquent information they have learned in other classes, translation is
both like a practical field enfolding listening, speaking, reading, and writing, and like the fifth
skill is highlighted in foreign language teaching. In the subsequent part, why foreign language
educators utilize literary textbooks in TEFL and TESL and the main motives for choosing
appropriate literary manuscripts in TEFL and TESL classrooms are emphasized to make the
reader acquainted with the principal motives and reasons for foreign language teachers’
employing and choosing literary textbooks.
Sholichach and Purbani (2018) stated the requirement for incorporating literary genres
into foreign language programs. They believe that literary textbooks give real examples and
affluent resources for language improvement and disposing of fiction dispossesses students of a
valuable chance and an incredibly beneficial means to cultivate the language they plan to study
most methodically. As supporters of content-based instructing, Bland and Mourão (2017)
maintained that, because EFL classrooms possess a pluricultural constitution, the integration of
literary genre in the curriculum, as a practical tool for language teaching, is fundamental.
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Motives for Utilizing Literary Textbooks in TEFL and TESL
In 1990, Collie and Slater stated that four main motives guide a foreign language
educator to employ literature in TEFL and TESL classrooms. These are important authentic
material, cultural enrichment, language enrichment, and personal involvement.
Helpful Genuine Material
Literature is an effective device. Mostly, writings of literature are not made for the first
reason for teaching a foreign language. A lot of real examples of language in everyday life
situations (for example voyage schedules, town maps, documents, brochures, animated films,
ads) are embraced in recent advanced classrooms tools. Therefore, in a class situation, students
are put through authenticated language examples of daily life situations. Fiction can proceed like
a favourable supplement to such tools. In studying literary textbooks, as learners are obliged to
manage with language planned for native orators, they grow to be acquainted with a lot of
diverse grammatical formulas, oral purposes, and senses.
In 2007, Duff and Maley highlight that instructors can manage with a lot of the
challenges that literary textbooks offer if they give a sequence of questions to evaluate the
appropriateness of manuscripts for any specific group of students:
Is the topic apt to attract this group?
Is the language level suitable?
Is it the right span for the time offered?
Does it need much cultural background information?
Is it culturally unpleasant in any manner?
Can it be effortlessly used for language learning objectives?
Cultural Fortification
For a lot of language students, the perfect manner to boost their comprehension of spoken
/ non-spoken elements of communication in the nation within which that tongue is addresses, a
trip or a vacation, is simply not possible. For these students, literary materials, like tales, drama,
novellas, etc. aid in comprehending how talking happens in that nation. Even if the world of a
novel, drama, or tale is an unreal one, it offers a filled and bright surrounding where personas
from various societal and districts milieu can be portrayed. Learners can perceive the manner the
personas in these storybooks observe the exterior world (that is to say their ideas, sentiments,
practices, rituals, ownerships; what they purchase have faith in, are afraid of, take pleasure; the
manner they talk and act in diverse backgrounds). This multi-hued made world can rapidly aid
the student to relate to the symbols and concerns that form an authentic community utilizing
imaged literacy of the study of signs as elements of communication. Fiction is may be viewed as
a supplement to other tools employed to improve the student's comprehension of the nation
whose tongue is being taught. Besides, literature puts in a great deal to the student’s language
rules.
For example, a cultural model in literature is a conventional method to teaching literature
that aspires to comprehend and value cultures and thoughts dissimilar from one's own in time
and area. Within this model, students have to search and understand the societal, political,
scholarly, and historical framework of a particular text.
Language Enhancement
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Fiction gives students a varied choice of personal rhetorical or linguistic pieces. Learners
grow to be acquainted with many aspects of the lingua, scanning a considerable and
contextualized important part of work. They study the grammar and dialogue meanings of
phrases, the range of potential formations, and the diverse ways of linking thoughts, which
cultivate and enhance their writing competence. Also, learners become more creative and
audacious as they start observing the affluence and range of the foreign language they are
attempting to study and start to utilize a number of these abilities themselves. Therefore, they
develop their oral and literary skill in the real wealth, genuineness of the authenticated textbooks.
Literature classes, as Mainland (2013) advanced, aid learners locate their voice. In this
manner, getting learners to speak in another language and helping them to communicate have a
lot in common. He adds that Literature can be used as an instrument instead of an end in
instructing English as a foreign or second language.
Individual Taking Apart
Literature can be helpful in the learning procedure of a language because of the individual
interest it cultivates in the reader. As soon as the learner scans a literary textbook, he starts to
dwell in the text. Comprehending the senses of rhetorical things or sentences turns into less
important than following the advancement of the narrative. The learner grows to be keen to
discover what occurs as happenings unfold through the climax; he senses familiarity with some
personas and imparts their affecting answers. This fact can have helpful outcomes upon the
entire tongue knowledge procedure. At this point, the importance of the choice of a literary
textbook corresponding to the requirements, anticipations, and concerns, the learners’ rank of
language is plain. Within this procedure, he can get rid of the individuality crisis and grow into
an outgoing person.
Maley (1989) mentioned several reasons for considering literature are registered as a
powerful source in the language learning process as the following:
Universality
Non-triviality
Personal Relevance
Variety
Interest
Economy and Suggestive Power
Ambiguity
Universality
Literature tackles familiar themes to all human beings. It deals with topics that are
universal despite their diverse manner of handling. Themes like love, faith, freedom, etc. All
these happenings occur to individuals.
Non-triviality
A lot of other common modes of language instruction contributions are likely to play
down textbooks or knowledge. Literature does not make light of or underplay. It concerns topics
that are significant to the writer while he notes them down. It can provide authenticity in addition
to just “genuine” absorptions.
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Personal Relevance
Because it copes with thoughts, objects, feelings, and happenings that also comprise an
element of the readers’ occurrences or that they can go into creatively, they can connect it to
their private existences.
Variety

Literature comprises inside it the entire potential diversities of themes. It is a series of a
subject to employ in teaching a foreign language. Within the literature, learners can acquire the
language of the economy and finance, of medication and boxing, and the house of worship.
Interest
Literature copes with subjects and matters which are fundamentally stimulating, as they
are parts of the individual happenings, and discuss them in manners intended to hold the interest
of the readers.
Economy and Suggestive Power
The evocative strength is one of the remarkable powers of literature. Still, within its plainest
kinds, it calls to surpass what it informs and what it entails. Because it proposes a lot of thoughts
with little speech, literature is perfect to produce language conversation. Maximum productivity
can frequently be originated from the least effort.
Ambiguity
Seeing that it is very evocative and clannish, literature talks cleverly diverse denotations
to dissimilar individuals. It is uncommon for two learners who read to respond identically to one
particular passage. In lessons, this possesses two gains. The primary gain is that every student’s
understanding contains power within constraints. The subsequent benefit is that a roughly
endless stock of interactive conversation is assured because every individual’s discernment is not
the same.
Not including the earlier listed reasons for utilizing literature in TEFL and TESL,
sociolinguistic wealth is one of the main roles of literature. The employment of language varies
from one communal band to another. Similarly, it alters from one physical place to another. A
person talks differently in diverse communal milieus as airport, school, infirmary, cinema, and
concert (that is to say official, familiar, unfussy, unfriendly, close approaches discourse). The
language utilized alters from one job to another (that is architects, biologists, and lawyers)
employ diverse terms. To place it another way, because literature offers learners a large variety
of language ranges as local vernaculars, terminology, slangs, etc., it increases their
sociolinguistic skill in the aim tongue. For this reason, integrating literature into TEFL and TESL
curriculum as an influential basis for exposing the sociolinguistic features of the aim tongue
acquires significance.
Decisive Factors for Choosing Appropriate Literary Work in TEFL/ TESL
Collie and Slater (1990) highlighted that while picking the literary textbooks to be
utilized in language lessons, the language educator ought to consider the requirements,
inspirations, notices, educational milieu, and language rank of the learners. Nevertheless, what is
needed to be allowed for is whether a specific work can expose the type of individual taking
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apart through stimulating the students’ notice and bringing about powerful, optimistic responses
from the learners. Scanning a literary textbook is expected to contain a durable and beneficial
outcome upon the student’s sociolinguistic and linguistics information once it is evocative and
entertaining. Selecting paperbacks related to the student's everyday existence happenings,
feelings, or reveries is of big significance. Besides, tongue intricacy must be measured. Proviso
the language of the scholarly work is plain, it can ease the plainness of the scholarly text
however may not be in itself the most significant reason. Attention, influence, and significance
are as well crucial. Pleasure; an airy perception into matters sensed to be connected to the mind
of individual’s interests; the enjoyment of meeting a person’s ideas or circumstances
demonstrated evidently in an artwork; the other, equivalent enjoyment of perceiving those alike
ideas, sentiments, sensations, or circumstances portrayed through a fresh prospect: the entire of
these are reasons aiding students to tackle the linguistic obstructions which might be thought
overly eminent in less connecting items.
There are significant standards that must be measured when picking the text. Hill (1994)
claimed that the fundamental conditions to bear in mind when selecting a literary text like the
following:
- The requirements and skills of the learners,
- The language and literary level of the text,
- The volume of background knowledge needed for a real approval of the material.
-The lexis and sentence organization of the short story to be examined must be appropriate to the
level of the learners.
Short stories with archaic language, slang, foreign words, allusions, or language that
imitates the speech of a particular locality, uneducated people, or foreigners must be avoided.
Similarly, very long sentences are difficult for students to understand. As students will not
understand these sentences and words, they will get bored and not read the work.
Literature and the Instruction of the Four Skills
Literature performs a significant task in instructing the four fundamental skills (i.e.
listening, speaking, reading, and writing). Yet, while employing literature in EFL and ESL
classes, skills must not be instructed in seclusion but an incorporated manner. Educators must
attempt to teach listening, speaking, reading, and writing like a connected section of spoken and
printed language utilization, like an element of the means for producing jointly denotative and
interchange sense, not just like a feature of the spoken and printed making of terms and
sentences.
Reading Skill and Literature
Stern (1991) pointed out that English language teachers must embrace an energetic
student-centred method for a great understanding of a literary text. In the reading classroom, a
conversation starts at the literal point with straight queries of information about scenery,
personas, and intrigue that may be replied to through explicit indication to the text. When
learners get exact comprehension, they shift to the presumed rank, in which they should build
suppositions and understandings regarding the personas, scenery, and topic, and in which they
create the author’s opinion. As soon as students grasp a literary choice at the factual and
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presumed ranks, they are set to produce a joint task. To be precise they communicate their
assessments of the text and their responses to the work - to its personas, its topic(s), and the
author’s opinion. Besides, this is the appropriate moment for them to communicate their
feedbacks to the work's likely educational concerns and subjects. The next rank, the
individual/assessment level inspires learners to consider creatively regarding the text and incites
their issue-resolving competencies. Conversation origination from such queries may be the basis
for spoken and on paper exercises.
Aminuddin (2002) added that literary works are a way out to make changes and planting
the character of students. Literature has great potential in bringing society toward change,
including changes in a person's character.
Speaking Skill and Literature
Literature can be an influential and inspiring basis for writing skills in EFL and ESL
classrooms, jointly like a style and like the topic. Literature like a style happens once students'
writing skill grows to very much resemble the initial text or emulates its substance, subject
matter, orderliness, and /or method. Nevertheless, as soon as students’ writing skill shows initial
thought as elucidation or scrutiny, or once it comes out of, or is ingeniously inspired by, the
scanning, literature operates as a theme. Literature takes in a vast range of topics to put in writing
concerning directed, unbound, cautious and further sorts of writing.
Though the application of genuine literature is through reading yet according to Day and
Bamford (1998) as mentioned in Thomas’ (2006) work, he reconsiders many studies of general
reading curriculums; these examinations reveal that learners who read vastly not just enhance
their reading skills and writing skills, but as well their vocabulary, and also their listening and
speaking proficiencies so that it can be perceived that it is suitable to employ genuine literature
in instructing speaking skills. Phat (2013) stated that learning literature can cultivate the
students’ interpretations and improve their English and communication proficiency.
Literature like a Style for Writing
Three major types of writing can be founded on literature like a style:
Contained Writing
It is employed chiefly in commencement-class writing usually needs rewriting parts in
random manners to do particular semantic formations. For example, learners can be
correspondents performing a live news bulletin, or they can rewrite another character passage
into the initial character from a character’s opinion.
Directed Writing
This exercise is compatible with medium classes in EFL and ESL classrooms. Learners
reply to a sequence of queries or entire phrases which, once constructed, restate or recap the
genre. In certain situations, learners finish the activity following obtaining the primary few
phrases or the subject phrase of a synopsis, reword, or portrayal. Directed writing activities,
particularly at the factual point, allow learners to understand the text. The replica method is very
helpful in this matter.
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Replicating the Replica
Stern (1991) explained that this exercise includes practices as rewording, synopsis, and
adjustments. These methods are very helpful in EFL and ESL writing activities. In rewording,
learners need to utilize their expressions to put another way the ideas which they heard about or
read. Because rewording matches with the learners’ attempting to understand the verse, it is a
noticeably helpful means with poems. Synopsis work comes off with genuine tales and drama, in
which happenings, in general, ensure a sequential organization and possess specific constituents
as intrigue, scenery, and persona to direct learner writing. Alteration needs rewriting writing
style literature into a conversation, rewriting a drama or an event into a story. This exercise
permits learners to be conscious of the adaptations between printed and oral English.
Literature like a Topic for Writing
Spack (1985) observed that locating suitable tools for their writing lessons is occasionally
difficult for structure teachers given that writing does not possess its topic. One profit of holding
fiction like the reading matter of an organization course is that the readings turn out to be the
topic for organizations. In an organization lesson whose reading composition is literature,
learners make a deduction, express their thoughts, and stare densely at a passage for proof to
sustain sweeping statements. Therefore, they are trained to contemplate ingeniously, liberally,
and significantly. Such exercises aid students in further lessons that need a rational way of
thinking, free thoughts, and thorough study of the work.
Two main types of writing are founded on fiction topics: writing “concerning or as
regards” fiction, and writing “owing to” fiction. These types are appropriate and helpful for EFL
and ESL classes.
Writing “Concerning or as Regards” Literature
Writing “concerning or as regards literature” includes the conventional tasks, on paper
answers to queries, section writing, classroom dissertation, and home organizations where
learners examine the text or where they contemplate literary tools and methods. Writing
"concerning or as regards literature" can happen before learners start to scan a text. The
educators usually talk about its topic or an issue it increases, and the learners write about it in
connection to their existing event. This exercise increases their attention in the text and prepares
them to be prepared for scanning and jot down on it. Nearly all writing tasks completed in
addition to following the reading, yet, originate from classroom conversation. Activities are
given in different manners, like queries to be responded to, declarations to be discussed, or
themes to be developed, conversation bands to be created.
Writing “Beyond” Literature
It signifies employing a literary text like a launchpad for an organization - imaginative
tasks cultivated about intrigue, personas, scenery, topic, and rhetorical language. There are
diverse types of copying out of fiction, like writing the text, converting the text, play-stimulated
writing and a message dispatched to further persona, etc.
Inserting in the work includes writing creative consequences, or, in play “standing in”
settings for backstage deeds which are just brought up in the conversation.
Converting the work: Learners can imagine their ends by contrasting the writer’s
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conclusion to their personal. Tales can be written entirety or division from the opinion of a
persona vs. a third character storyteller or of a different persona.
Play-stimulated writing: It is probable to originate play-stimulated writing tasks from
dramas, tales, narratives, and occasionally poems. The learner moves into the awareness of a
persona and jots down on that personas stances and sentiments.
A message dispatched to further persona: The learner can jot down a letter to one of the
personas, where the student provides the persona with his/ her recommendation on the manner to
surmount a specific difficulty or circumstance.
Speaking, Listening Skills and Literature
Although it is mostly connected with reading and writing, learning fiction in EFL and
ESL classrooms can perform a similarly significant function in instructing jointly listening and
speaking. Spoken scanning, adaptation, ad-libbing, performing a role, rebuilding, and band tasks
can focus on the production of fiction.
Spoken Reading
EFL and ESL teachers can render articulation and listening comprehension attentiongrabbing, inspiring at the higher ranks, showing a tape or film of literary production, or scanning
fiction loudly themselves. Making learners read fiction loudly adds to advancing listening in
addition to speaking skills. Furthermore, it guides as well as enhancing articulation. Articulation
can be the focal point before, throughout, and following the reading.
Play

Literature-founded theatrical exercises are very important for EFL and ESL classrooms.
These activities ease and speed up the progress of the students’ oral skills because these
exercises stimulate learners to obtain a better understanding of a work’s intrigue and a more
profound grasp and consciousness of the work personae. Even if the drama in EFL and ESL can
take up many types such as staging, performance, and ad-libbing.
Staging
Staging needs classroom presentation of screenplay items. Learners can create their
writings for tales or parts of narratives, modifying them as nearly as possible to the real work.
Founded on the narrative, they ought to deduce what the personae would state and the way they
would state it. Writings by learners are as well possible with drama. Poems including one or
more characters may as well be written by learners. Learners must carefully scan appointed parts
of conversation before and can respond to queries on personae and intrigue. They must point out
words, phrases, or conversations they do not grasp and terms they cannot articulate. After that
learners practice the scene with their classmates. Even if students do not learn it by heart, they
read it adequately to make eye contact and state their sentences with sense and emotion.
Furthermore, they talk about semiotic features of dramatization (that is to say expressions of the
face, gesticulation, and corporeal features.) Finally, the staging is displayed before the lesson.
Performance and Ad-libbing
Both performance and ad-libbing can be cultivated about the personae, intrigue, and
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subjects of a literary text. Ad-libbing is a further methodical exercise, that is to say, a
performance that does not have a script. There is a particular intrigue with a commencement,
centre, and conclusion in ad-libbing. Nevertheless, in-role performance, learners imagine
personae from the scanned text and take part in a speaking exercise except an ad-libbing, like a
dialogue or team conversation.
Team Exercises
Stern (1991) maintained that making every learner in charge of information and thoughts
to be added and talked about, and team exercise rouse whole partaking. All learners are engaged
and the partaking is multidirectional. While TEFL/ TESL utilizing fiction, certain team exercises
employed in EFL/ ESL classes are common class conversation, tiny-team work, team
conversations, and arguments. All of these team exercises advance both the speaking skills of the
learners and provide significance to pronunciation rehearsal. Educators show pronunciation
mistakes of the learners throughout the deeds of these exercises to rectify such errors.
Advantages of Diverse Types of Literature to Language
Advantages of Employing Poems to EFL/ESL
• Poems can lead to the learning and teaching of listening, speaking, reading, and
writing. It is a symbol (i.e. it is the most important link between learning and poem).
Since most poems deliberately or unintentionally utilize metaphor-like one of their
first means, poems give an important learning procedure. No less than two learning
advantages can be originating from learning poems: The approval of the writer’s
make-up process, which learners obtain through learning poetry by components
• Growing sensitivity for poetry and findings can later develop into a more profound
notice and better diagnostic skill.
Furthermore, Saraç (2003) presented the educational advantages of poems in this way:
• offers learners a dissimilar opinion towards language utilization through surpassing
the usual uses and norms of language rules, sentence structure, and words,
• activates inert learners because of being exposed to examinations and diverse
understandings,
• calls to mind emotions and ideas in spirit and soul,
• makes learners acquainted with figures of speech because of being an element of
everyday language utilization.
•
Sage (1987) demonstrated that the language used in poems call to mind and praise
particular characteristics of existence and provide learners with emotions. It is specifically lyric
poetry that is founded on sentiments and offers further expressive advantages. Poems are among
the most efficient and influential aerials of civilization. According to Sage, poetry includes a lot
of educational components that are references, words, expressions, a pitch that are difficult to
interpret in a different tongue.
Advantages of Utilizing Novellas in TEFL/ TESL
Novellas are an absolute reserve for scrutinizing not just language but existence itself. In
stories, characters imitate the entire authentic and representative deeds persons do in their
everyday life and act so in a range of lists and pitches (Sage, 1987). The universe of narratives
jointly reflects and lights up human existence. The insertion of a novella in the TEFL and TESL
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program gives the subsequent learning advantages,
• Eases the reading exercise owing to being plain and brief in contrast to the
further literary types,
• develops the superior rank of the readers’ opinions concerning diverse
civilizations and dissimilar types of person,
• offers more imaginative and defiant passages which need individual searching
hold with previous information for superior rank learners,
• encourages students to read owing to being a real means,
• gives a universe of marvels and a universe of secrecy,
• Offers learners the opportunity to utilize their imagination,
• advances analytical thought abilities,
• helps the teacher in TEFL and TESL classrooms that is to say works like a
useful tool in achieving educational information of the chosen society,
• frees and liberates learners and renders them more at ease with themselves,
• aids learners from different milieus to converse with others due to its
worldwide talking,
• aids learner to surpass the superficial significance and plunge into essential
significances,
• functions as an ideal means to aid learners to grasp their ranks in addition to
passing on this obtained information to their universe.
In short, the employment of a novella appears to be a very useful method in current TEFL
and TESL. Because it is brief, it renders the students’ reading exercise and the teacher's reporting
more effortless. In other words, universal learners have gone through anecdotes and can connect
them. Furthermore, the novella, as other kinds of fiction, renders involvement to the growth of
cognitive critical skills through carrying the entire personality to stand on a packed in the story of
a circumstance in one location and instant (Sage, 1987).
Advantages of Employing Play to EFL/ ESL
Employing ply in EFL/ ESL classes is a good supply for language teachers. It is through
the utilization of play that students grow to be acquainted with sentence organizations in
situations and become familiar with the language to communicate, manage and update. The
employment of drama cultivates the students’ consciousness towards the aimed tongue and
civilization. In this background, the employment of play like an instrument instead of a purpose
obtains significance in TEFL/ TESL. However, one apparent hazard is that educational
obligation should be strictly avoided because it causes the deficit of tongue ego and innate
tongue characteristics in a lot of situations. Because of this, the new tongue and the milieu of the
play must combine into a language teaching procedure with ultimate notice, significance, and
pleasure. Students must utilize drama to support their understanding of existence happenings,
consider specific situations and add up their universe in a more profound manner (Saricoban,
2004). The instructive advantages of play are in this way:
•
•
•

rouses the creativity and encourages inspired thoughts,
cultivates analytical thought abilities,
encourages language advancement,
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intensifies efficient listening abilities,
reinforces understanding and knowledge preservation through entailing the sanity like
a connected fraction of the learning procedure,
• augments compassion and responsiveness to others,
• cultivates classmates esteem and team support,
• strengthens constructive self-perception,
• gives instructors a new viewpoint on instruction (Lenore, 1993).
Additional instructive advantages of employing play in TEFL/ TESL classrooms can be
listed in this way:
• causing realism into the lesson,
• putting the students through the aimed society in addition to the communal issues
a culture may be experiencing,
• augmenting inspiration, ingenuity, inventiveness, resourcefulness creativeness,
vision, and inspection of ethical approaches, at the same time as cultivating
interaction abilities and enjoyment of fiction,
• aiding learners enhance their level of skill concerning their responsive and
creative competencies,
• offering a dense foundation for the students to link the hole between their
responsive and creative abilities,
• giving learners the gap and time to cultivate fresh thoughts in different milieus
(Mengü, 2002).
•
•

To put it differently, the utilization of play appears to be an efficient method in current
interaction-founded, learner-centred TEFL/ TESL. Because it is authentic material, it aids
learners to encourage their understanding of the spoken / non-spoken features of the aimed
tongue they are attempting to master. Specifically, instructors, who desire to render foreign
language learning brighter, more exciting, can employ play in their TEFL/ TESL classrooms.
Because drama is the rebuilding of communal happenings, learners enhance their character and
codes of performance. Therefore, they can attain a more significant and genuine education from
which learners can obtain a big degree and level.
Advantages of Employing Narrative to TEFL/ TESL
The utilization of a narrative is a helpful method regarding mastering not just syntax
technique but as well as existence corresponding to the aimed tongue. In a narrative, personae
mirror what persons do in everyday life. Narratives not just exhibit but also inform an
individual's life. Employing a narrative in TEFL/ TESL classrooms gives the subsequent
enlightening advantages (Arıoğul, 2001),
•
•
•
•
•
•

cultivates the superior rank learner’ information concerning diverse societies
and dissimilar teams of persons,
augments learners’ interest to read because of being a real material,
provides authentic sceneries,
offers learners the chance to utilize their imagination,
enhances analytical thought competencies,
leads for instructing the aimed tongue culture,
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• permits learners to exceed what is on paper and plunge into what is intended,
In 1998, Helton, Asamani, and Thomas stated the instructive advantages of narratives in
this way:
• rouses their creativity,
• aids learners to recognize the feelings of the personae to be able to learn the manner
others deal with circumstances and issues like their personal happenings,
• aids students to master the abilities which will permit them to obtain knowledge,
procedure this information, spot issues, plan substitutes, and reach efficient
resolutions and answers,
• cultivates spoken and on paper language competencies,
• operates as a launchpad for a big number of all knowledge and analytical thoughts
exercises stimulated within basic comprehension,
• offers an exclusive method of instructing reading through making
learners engaged and stimulated regarding the scanning procedure,
• motivates learners to become constant learners.
Once choosing a narrative to be employed in the TEFL/ TESL classrooms, the foreign
language instructor should concentrate if the story owns a fascinating account that will be
exciting to the whole classroom. Topics and sceneries enthralling their creativity and searching
the individual state must be involved in the type of picked accounts. The narrative must possess
an influential intrigue and inspire correctly defined, outstanding personae. The matter of the
story must be appropriate to students' analytic and affecting points. Particular topics and notions
being cultivated in the classroom just as well be embraced in the story.
While evaluating students’ understanding, teachers can utilize story exercises to cultivate
students’ sub-competencies on paper as punctuation, syntax, script, and spelling. Dissertation
exercises, which are given by teachers, aid learners to slowly enhance their abilities in writing
and arranging information into articles with satisfactory grammar. The exercises are composed
of not just information-founded questions operating like a foundation of assessing understanding
but also unlimited queries cultivating analytical thoughts skills. The unrestricted questions allow
learners to forecast conclusions, do distinctions and dissimilarities, and extract endings.
Classroom conversations of every narrative happening must include the main thought and
sustaining facts, entailing what, where, when, who, where, and how. Information of a range of
social problems like sexual aggression and kidnapping that are a connected fraction of the
intrigue can cause motivating discussion. Besides, debates ease terms of growth (Helton, 1998).
Overall, the utilization of narrative is a very helpful method in current TEFL and TESL
classrooms. If picked meticulously, employing a story renders the students’ reading class
inspiring, exciting and amusing. Even if many learners notice reading a story on paper in an
aimed tongue tough, dull, and not stirring, a story is a very efficient manner of constructing
terms and cultivating reading understanding abilities. It is by employing scanning that learners
enlarge their prospects, become acquainted with different societies, and consequently extend
their oral skills, learning how to see the universe from dissimilar viewpoints. The consequence
will be the owner of analytical writing and thoughts.
Literature can render the teaching of English more interesting if teachers are well-trained
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and equipped with the appropriate materials. Teaching English through literature aids learners to
talk about grammar and sentences interactively. Teachers can use amusing subjects to stimulate
students to convey their opinion and, present controversial themes and more in profound
subjects, as Translations.
Moreover, literature proves to aid in promoting the students' fundamental language
learning occasions and growing their language knowledge. In addition, it sustains encouraging
their intellectual development by perceiving and liking the abundant literary universe that
surrounds them.
Conclusion
Fiction performs a significant role in the TEFL / TESL classes of a lot of non-English
speaking nations. Nevertheless, some issues are faced by foreign language teachers in the zone of
instructing English utilizing fiction. Among these problems, not many suitable materials are
employed by foreign language instructors in a language lesson. Besides, there is a deficiency of
training in the zone of fiction lessons in TEFL / TESL curriculums. Moreover, no definite targets
are describing the position of literature in TEFL / TESL. Many teachers attempt to comprise
fiction in their curriculum, yet need the training and preparation in that area. The teacher has a
significant function in instructing English utilizing literature. Teachers must settle on the
objective of language instruction regarding the requirements and prospects of the learners. By
providing a survey or interrogating the learners orally, the instructor can establish the goal and
the targets of the language instruction. In addition, teachers must choose a suitable language
lessons technique, instruction methods, and class exercises. Additionally, the teacher must pick
the literary text applicable to the target and the goals of his lessons. When choosing literary work
to be employed in language classes, the student's language skills, notices, gender, and age must
be considered so as not to tire learners with unsuitable resources. At basic levels, for instance,
learners must be provided easy or particularly on paper accounts. At superior ranks, nevertheless,
learners are offer fiction in its primary shape to be able to cultivate their literary skill in the
aimed tongue. In other words, learners study almost the everyday utilization of the aimed
language in the literary work and meet diverse types of literature like poetry, novellas and play at
superior ranks. By detecting how characters in drama or a novella utilize figures of speech, like
symbols, allegory, students learn how to write English more plainly, imaginatively, and strongly.
Literature aid students to obtain a native-like ability in English, convey their thoughts
fluently, study the aspects of current English, study how the English linguistic method is
employed for communication, and observe how fluent sayings are employed. Thanks to these
benefits, students learn to talk plainly and succinctly and become more skilled in English, in
addition to becoming imaginative and analytical. Fiction can unlock spheres of opportunity,
permitting learners to query, understand, link, and investigate. Overall, literature offers learners a
very affluent basis of authentic material on top of a large variety of roles. If learners can obtain
admission to this material through cultivating literary skills, they will be able to efficiently
attribute the language at an advanced rank. Students with spoken / syntax cleverness, the foreign
language instructor’s employing fiction in TEFL / TESL classes works for producing a very
inspiring, entertaining, and energetic class. Literature is not just an instrument for growing on
paper and spoken competencies of the learners in the aimed tongue but is also a casement
unlocking into the civilization of the aimed language, developing an educational skill in learners.
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Abstract
The paper is focused on stylistic features of English fantasy texts. The research materials include four
fantasy novels written by British and American authors of the late 20th century: Jordan’s The Eye of the
World, Martin’s A Game of Thrones, Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, and Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets. The research question of the study lies in need to systematize
expressive means and stylistic devices used in the texts and distinguish the common stylistic features of
English fantasy texts. To do this, the researchers implement the notion of a stylistic portrait of English
fantasy text, and the main aim of the paper is to provide its definition and description. The study
employed the complex of linguistic research methods, including analysis and generalization of theoretical
sources, contextual analysis and the elements of quantitative analysis of linguistic units used in the texts.
Based on three essential aspects of a stylistic portrait, the paper shows that the English fantasy texts are
characterized by the dominance of expressive means and stylistic devices at the syntactic level of
language. In addition, the researchers identified the most productive stylistically marked linguistic units at
each level of language correlated with the semantic field within which they functioned, and studied
connotative dominants in these texts.
Keywords: Connotative Dominant, English Fantasy Texts, Expressive Means, Semantic Fields, Stylistic
Devices, Stylistic Portrait
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Introduction
Fantasy text is a multifaceted phenomenon that has recently become an object of scientific
discussions in linguistics. Thus, nowadays, the texts of this genre are mainly in the focus of attention in
cognitive linguistics (Aleksandruk, 2011; Pavkin, 2002), combined linguistic and cultural studies
(Shkotova, 2014), and stylistics (Mandala, 2010; Koliasa, 2015) research. Considering fantasy text as a
product of speech that possesses a conceptual validity and communicative orientation within a specific
communication sphere, it is essential to define and structuralize its specific stylistic features.
Introducing a concept of a “stylistic portrait of fantasy text” for the further consideration of its
stylistic features, a focus should be put on understanding an adjacent term introduced by Panchenko
(2019) within her research of song lyrics. The scholar defined "stylistic portrait of a song" as "a complex
of language and speech means used to create forced expressive lyrics of a song" (Panchenko, 2019, p. 63).
Its scheme consists of the concept sphere of a song as a text; grammatical, lexical, and stylistic means
used to create expressivity; a structure of a song; musical and/or color imagery; creolization of text.
However, this structure regarded only one type of text, namely a song lyric. In this study, a stylistic
portrait is considered as a unique system of linguistic units endowed with imagery and expression which
are dominant in a particular text and demonstrate an author's attitude to phenomena described in the text
and single it out from similar texts. To create a stylistic portrait of English fantasy text, three essential
aspects are distinguished:
1) expressive means and stylistic devices forming a stylistic background of a text;
2) semantic fields, within which the aforementioned expressive means and stylistic devices are
realized in the text;
3) connotative dominant within the fields.
Expressive means and stylistic devices are used in the texts by the authors to realize the categories
of axiology and emotivity, which let the texts have a pragmatic impact on a reader. On the one hand,
every author possesses their idiostyle; thus, the stylistic portrait of every text consists of its peculiar set of
stylistically marked linguistic units. But at the same time, the works within a common genre presumably
have typical stylistic features, and singling out these features becomes the main question of this research.
The research aim is to create a generalized stylistic portrait of English fantasy texts written in the last
decade of the 20th century. To achieve this, the following tasks are set:
1) to consider the range of stylistic means used by the authors in English fantasy texts, to
determine the dominant among them at each productive level of language;
2) to single out the semantic fields distinctive for English fantasy texts, to describe their features,
to determine which stylistic means are the most commonly used within these fields;
3) to establish which connotative components predominate in English fantasy texts.
Literature Review
Nowadays, studying English fantasy texts as a linguistic phenomenon and their stylistic features
is becoming increasingly popular. While Mendlesohn (2008) in her works put attention to specific
narrative features of different genres of fantasy, Mandala (2010) focused on stylistic differentiation of
language in English fantasy and science fiction, emphasizing that the writers of fantasy texts tended to use
archaic lexical and grammatical forms, noting that “alternative world texts are (…) one of the few places
where archaic forms survive” (Mandala, 2010, p. 72). Shaposhnyk (2014) described the genre and
stylistic specificity of translation of English fantasy texts. At the same time, Koliasa (2015) combined
stylistic and cognitive approaches in her study of mechanisms of creating ludic absurd in English fantasy
short prose. Marchuk’s work (2018) devoted to structural and lexical parameters of English fantasy texts
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investigated interrelationships between denotative and connotative components of thematic groups of
“good” and “evil” as extremes at the axiological scale of the texts.
The notion of a stylistic portrait of the text was introduced by Panchenko (2019) and has gained
further consideration in this research. The theoretical basis of its three constituents is as follows.
The concepts of expressive means and stylistic devices closely relate to each other; however, they
are essentially different since the former comprise a part of a language as a system and the realm of the
latter is speech. The most comprehensive definitions of these two phenomena were introduced by
Galperin (1981):
The expressive means of a language are those phonetic, morphological, word-building, lexical,
phraseological, and syntactical forms which exist in language-as-a-system for the purpose of
logical and/or emotional intensification of the utterance (Galperin, 1981, p. 27)
A stylistic device (…) is a conscious and intentional intensification of some typical structural
and/or semantic property of a language unit (neutral or expressive) promoted to a generalized
status and thus becoming a generative model (Galperin, 1981, p. 30)
Both expressive means and stylistic devices are actualized at all levels of language; however, the
distinction of them varies in the works of researchers of English stylistics. Many scholars (Galperin,
1981, Morokhovsky, Vorobyova, Likhosherst and Timoshenko, 1991, Yefimov and Yasinetska, 2004,
Glinka, 2019) provided different classifications depending on the subject of research. Thus, Galperin
(1981) considered expressive means at the phonetic, morphological, word-forming, lexical,
phraseological, and syntactic levels but omitted the morphological and word-forming levels in the
description of stylistic devices. Morokhovsky et al. (1991), Yefimov & Yasinetska (2004) and Glinka
(2019), based on the fact that stylistic devices (often equated with the tropes and figures of speech) are a
speech, non-systemic phenomenon, referred to them as a separate group not subordinated to levels of
language, while expressive means as a part of the language system were described as implemented
directly at different levels of language. At the same time, Arp and Johnson (2006) emphasized that figures
of speech are connotative by their nature as they are used to express additional shades of meaning, being
“more narrowly definable as a way of saying one thing and meaning another” (Arp & Jonson, 2012, p.
727). In the works of the researchers, phonetic, morphological, lexical, and syntactic levels were
common; however, Morokhovsky et al. (1991), Yefimov and Yasinetska (2004) expanded the phonetic
level to phonetic-graphic, and Glinka (2019) considered additionally expressive means at the wordbuilding level.
On the other hand, Kukharenko (2000) and Koliasa (2015) did not separate stylistic devices from
expressive means in their works. The researchers described both linguistic phenomena at the phonetic,
morphological, and syntactic levels; however, Kukharenko (2000) paid attention to the lexical and
lexical-syntactic levels of language, and Koliasa (2015) omitted the lexical level but provided a
description of linguistic and speech stylistic means at the semantic, word-building, and graphic levels of
language.
The second constituent of a stylistic portrait of English fantasy texts is semantic groups within
which expressive means and stylistic devices are realized. Approaches to distinguish such semantic
groups were made by Aleksandruk (2011) and Shaposhnyk (2014). Aleksandruk described conceptual
categories of PERSON, PLACE, TIME, ARTEFACT, NATURE, SOCIETY, CULTURE and more
detailed subcategories including among others MAGIC and SUPERNATURAL POWER, and
Shaposhnyk having studied ways of translating specific genre forming features of fantasy texts limited
them to characters and chronotope (a term coined by Bakhtin, 1975). The semantic field of characters in
this research was divided into several subfields based on linguistic and cultural studies of characters
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introduced by Shkotova (2014) with analysis of a young wizard as a linguocultural character type and
continued by Zaichenko (2021), who distinguished four main lingoucultural character types: a hero, a
companion, an enemy and a great wizard.
Connotative dominant as the third constituent of a stylistic portrait is a notion closely related to
connotation studies. Connotation as a linguistic phenomenon has been researched since the first half of
the 20th century, and nowadays, the emphasis has been mainly put on semantic and stylistic aspects
(Selivanova, 2006; Zaichenko, 2019; Safarova, 2021). Regarding English fantasy texts, connotation study
touched the axiological and emotive points of view (Pavkin, 2002, Marchuk, 2018, Kuts and TuhanBaranovskyi, 2020); however, there is a lack of works devoted to complex research of connotative
components.
Despite the popularity of fantasy texts that has provoked increased scientific interest in this
phenomenon not only in literary studies but also in linguistics, the study of stylistic features of these texts
are pretty separate and still need a more complex approach.
Materials and Methods
As a part of research, four English fantasy texts were analyzed, namely: Robert Jordan's The Eye
of the World (1990), George Raymond Richard Martin’s A Game of Thrones (1996), and two novels by
Joanne Rowling, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (1997) and Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets (1998). These texts open series of novels of the late 20th – early 21stcenturies and belong to the
third period of development of the fantasy genre, and therefore represent distinctive trends of their time.
Thus, in particular, in the novel The Eye of the World, the great wizard traditionally portrayed as a male
character in a fantasy text is embodied in the image of a woman. In the novel A Game of Thrones, the
hero character type is evenly distributed between men and women indicating increased attention to gender
equality issues in the given period. In addition, in the series of novels aforementioned, the adolescent
heroes come to the fore. Their aims are finding themselves and their place in life and developing their
personal qualities and self-improvement.
The complex of theoretical methods was used to provide the comprehensive study of the concepts
being researched and interpretation of the results. This includes analyzing, generalizing, and interpreting
the academic sources on general stylistics of English and specific features of fantasy texts. During the
research, the main genre-forming features of English fantasy texts were identified, analyzed, and
described, which formed the basis to the distinguish semantic fields as components of the stylistic portrait
of the analyzed texts. In addition, text fragments that included stylistically marked linguistic units
including a connotative component in their meaning were selected. Using the methods of contextual
analysis and elements of the method of quantitative analysis and calculations, the dominant expressive
means and stylistic devices were determined, as well as the connotative components of meaning that form
the stylistic portrait of fantasy texts.
Results
Expressive Means and Stylistic Devices Forming a Stylistic Background of a Text
Based on the classifications mentioned above, this paper is focused on the most productive levels
of language in English fantasy texts: syntactic, lexical, phonetic-graphic, and lexical-syntactic.
Even though each of the authors has their unique idiostyle, the analysis of the texts showed that
particular stylistic means are dominant for all four texts. At the syntactic level, these are elliptical
sentences, repetitions, and aposiopesis. It is worth noting that the prevalence of expressive means and
stylistic devices at the syntactic level is explained by the fact that the texts involve both indirect, authorial
speech and direct speech of the characters. The reduction of syntactic structures is widely used by fantasy
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authors for direct speech or internal speech of characters. This allows creating the effect of “living”, often
emotional speech of a person or a mythical creature endowed with the ability of human speech. At the
lexical level, the authors of English fantasy texts prefer epithets and metaphors. At the phonetic-graphic
level, the authors mainly use italics representing the emphatic intonation of a word or a part of an
expression graphically. It acquires an expressive and sometimes emotive effect, as well as pauses
represented by punctuation as a manifestation of fragmentary speech caused by the emotional state of the
speaker (author or character). At the lexical-syntactic level, a simile is a dominant stylistic device.
The frequency of use of certain tropes in each text varies: for example, if a metaphor is one of the
most common stylistic devices in the novels written by Jordan, Martin, and Rowling uses metaphors
much less often in her texts. In contrast, repetition, which is the second most frequently used in Jordan’s
novel after the ellipsis, has become much less common in Rowling’s and Martin’s texts.
Semantic Fields of the English Fantasy Texts, within which the Expressive Means and Stylistic Devices
are Realized
Stylistic means are used by the authors to create the most plausible and vivid secondary worlds
and characters involved in the plots of stories. The expressive means and stylistic devices available in the
analyzed fantasy texts are correlated with the objects they described, and three main semantic fields can
be identified: characters, chronotope and magic. The most common is the field of characters, which
indicates pronounced anthropocentrism of fantasy texts.
Within the field of characters, based on the linguocultural character types identified in the study
(Zaichenko, 2021), four main subfields are considered: heroes, companions, enemies, and great wizards.
In addition, a significant part of this field comprised minor characters of the texts that did not correspond
to any character type. They are described as a separate subfield.
Language and Speech means of Realization of the Hero as a Linguocultural Character Type in
English Fantasy Texts
In the analyzed texts, the field of the hero is embodied in the images of Rand al’Thor, Mat
Cauthon, and Perrin Aybara (Jordan’s The Eye of the World); Jon Snow, Daenerys Targaryen, Arya
Stark, Tyrion Lannister, Bran Stark, Sansa Stark and Eddard Stark (Martin’s A Game of Thrones); and
Harry Potter (Rowling’s, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone and Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets). The vast majority of these characters belong to the subtype of a small hero; only Eddard Stark
represents the noble hero subtype, some features of which may be traced in the images of Rand al’Thor
and Harry Potter (Zaichenko, 2017).
In the text written by R. Jordan, among all available expressive means and stylistic devices
describing the characters, elliptical sentences, repetitions and similes are mainly used (from now on in the
text of this paper, expressive means and stylistic devices are given based on the frequency of use).
“No! Not her. Maybe him, but not her.” (Jordan, 1990, p. 193)
The wind moaned in the trees, but all else was still. The wind seemed distant, too, even when it
was cutting through the cloak on her back. (Jordan, 1990, p. 362)
Tiredness drained out of him like water running downhill; aches and soreness ebbed to dim
memories and vanished. (Jordan, 1990, p. 152)
Among the linguistic units used in the text A Game of Thrones, Martin (1996) prefers italics, epithets,
metaphors.
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You are the bastard, though. (Martin, 1996, p. 42)
He had a grim cast to his grey eyes this day, and he seemed not at all the man who would sit
before the fire in the evening and talk softly of the age of heroes and the children of the forest.
(Martin, 1996, p. 10)
Ned was soaked through to the bone, and his soul had grown cold. (Martin, 1996, p. 310)
In Rowling's (1997, 1998) texts, italics, elliptical sentences, and pauses are dominant among the language
and speech means used for the stylistic representation of the linguocultural character type of the hero.
Harry had never told Ron and Hermione that the Sorting Hat had seriously considered putting him
in Slytherin. (Rowling, 1998, p. 112)
Hagrid looked at Harry with warmth and respect blazing in his eyes, but Harry, instead of feeling
pleased and proud, felt quite sure there had been a horrible mistake. A wizard? Him? (Rowling,
1997, p. 43)
Harry tried to shut the door quietly, but –
“POTTER!” (Rowling, 1997, p. 134)
Thus, the prevalence of ellipsis and repetitions at the syntactic level, epithets and metaphors at the lexical
level, italics and pause at the phonetic-graphic level, and similes at the lexical-syntactic level can be
observed. Among them, the most productive stylistic means are italics and elliptical sentences.
Language and Speech Means of Realization of the Companion as a Linguocultural character type in
English fantasy texts
The heroes in their quests are invariably accompanied by companions: Lan, Egwene al’Vere,
Nynaeve al'Meara, Thom Merrilin (The Eye of the World); Sam Tarly and Jorah Mormont (A Game of
Thrones); Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger (Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone and Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets). The most expansive palette of expressive means and stylistic devices
in the text was used by Jordan, among which repetition, ellipsis, and simile are dominant:
So the best you have to offer is that she may be alive, if she was lucky. Alive, maybe alone,
frightened, even hurt, days from the nearest village or help except for us. (Jordan, 1990, p. 283)
The Warder’s gaze held him like a trap. (Jordan, 1990, p. 99)
The ellipsis is a widely used stylistic device used to describe the companions in Rowling’s texts as well,
being the second frequent only after the writer’s use of italics:
“Nothing?” said Ron eagerly. (Rowling, 1997, p. 75)
“What has been going on?” she said, looking at the sweets all over the floor and Ron picking up
Scabbers by his tail. (Rowling, 1997, p. 81)
In Martin’s text, the companion image did not acquire a broad stylistic representation; however, the
author used a wide range of linguistic means for its creation, of which italics, pauses and similes
predominate.
Spare me your empty little compliments, girl... and your ser’s. (Martin, 1996, p. 242)
Yet Catelyn noted that the sellsword stood half a hand taller than his foe, with a longer reach...
and Bronn was fifteen years younger, if she was any judge. (Martin, 1996, p. 359)
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Dressed for battle, the new boy looked like an overcooked sausage about to burst its skin.
(Martin, 1996, p. 209)
In general, in the subfield of companion, a strong predomination of syntactic, phonetic-graphic, and
lexical-syntactic expressive means and stylistic devices is seen, namely ellipsis, italics, simile, repetition,
and pause.
Language and Speech Means of Realization of the Enemy as a Linguocultural Character Type in English
Fantasy Texts
Since the path of the fantasy hero and their companions is full of obstacles and is vehemently
opposed by enemy forces, the enemy as a linguocultural character type, particularly the subtype of the
villain, is very widely represented in the English fantasy texts. At the same time, the subtype of the Dark
Lord is usually depicted by only one character in the text or series (Zaichenko, 2018a). Thus, in Jordan’s
The Eye of the World the Dark Lord is represented by the Dark One, or Shai’tan, but he appears in the
text only in Rand’s, Mat’s and Perrin’s dreams. During the journey the forces of good are actually
opposed by supporters of the Dark One (the Darkfriends) and the detachments of the Children of the
Light, a military organization whose aim is to fight the Dark One, but in the text of the analyzed novel is
limited to counteracting witches from the Order of Aes Sedai. Among the stylistic devices and expressive
means used by the author to describe the enemy, elliptical sentences, repetitions, and similes predominate:
If you had been told about man in the woods... a man who made people afraid just by looking at
them... would that have warned you? A man whose horse doesn’t make any noise? (Jordan, 1990,
p. 97)
They’d swarm over this inn like murderous ants on a rumor, a whisper. (Jordan, 1990, p. 204)
In Rowling’s novels Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone and Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets, the subtype of the Dark Lord is represented by Lord Voldemort (Tom Riddle), but his supporters
and their descendants function in the texts as villains trying to harm the hero or his friends. The image of
Professor Snape, a double agent revealed in the last novel of the series, is considered as an enemy in the
research since in the analyzed books his image acquires emphasized features of the linguocultural subtype
of the villain. Among all linguistic units used to describe this field, italics, elliptical sentences, and pauses
are dominant:
I grew powerful, far more powerful than little Miss Weasley. Powerful enough to start feeding
Miss Weasley a few of my secrets, to start pouring a little of my soul back into her ... (Rowling,
1998, p. 228)
“(…) See, there was this wizard who went ... bad. As bad as you could go.Worse.Worse than
worse. His name was ...” Hagrid gulped, but no words came out. (Rowling, 1997, p. 41)
Martin’s A Game of Thrones essentially differs from the others regarding this aspect. It lacks the image of
the Dark Lord, which is not typical of fantasy texts; however, the author profoundly studies the images of
villains, which include Queen Cersei, her twin brother Jaime Lannister, her son Joffrey Baratheon, knight
Gregor Clegane, Prince Viserys Targaryen, as well as the master of coin of the Seven Kingdoms, Lord
Petyr Baelish, and the master-at-arms of Castle Black, Ser Alliser Thorne. Italics, epithets, and metaphors
are dominant among the means of representing villains in the text.
The queen... if you can find proof, and if you can make Robert listen, then perhaps… (Martin,
1996, p. 158)
He was a gaunt young man with nervous hands and a feverish look in his pale lilac eyes. (Martin,
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1996, p. 20)
Shattered legs may heal in time, but some betrayals fester and poison the soul. (Martin, 1996, p.
395)
Thus, creating the image of the enemy in the English fantasy texts, mainly the linguistic means at
syntactic (elliptical sentences, repetitions) and phonetic-graphic (italics, pauses) levels are used. Lexical
and lexical-syntactic levels are less represented.
Language and Speech Means of Realization of the Great Wizard as a Linguocultural Character type in
English Fantasy Texts.
In the fantasy texts of this period, the linguocultural character type of the great wizard
(Zaichenko, 2018b) undergoes significant changes. Thus, among the texts analyzed in the research, only
Albus Dumbledore, the character of Rowling’s novels, fully represents this character type. He is depicted
as an older man with long grey hair and a beard. His personality and functions in a plot are quite typical
for such a character as they are endowed with allusions to the image of the legendary wizard Merlin. To
realize this linguocultural character type in the texts, the writer mainly uses ellipsis, pause, and italics.
He’s a genius! Best wizard in the world! (Rowling, 1997, p. 91)
You will know, one day... put it from your mind for now, Harry. When you are older... I know
you hate to hear this... when you are ready, you will know. (Rowling, 1997, p. 215)
Only because you’re too – well – noble to use them. (Rowling, 1997, p. 8)
In Jordan’s novel, as it has been already mentioned, the function of the great wizard is performed
by a woman, an Aes Sedai named Moraine. Unlike a typical wizard, her personality is characterized by a
certain rigidity and imperiousness. The author presents the broadest linguistic representation of this
character type in the analyzed texts, and among the expressive means and stylistic devices used to create
the image of Moraine, repetitions, elliptical sentences, and metaphors predominate:
He had been half babbling, he realized, and he had rambled on while she tried to talk. While an
Aes Sedai tried to talk. (Jordan, 1990, p. 100)
“The evil of Shadar Logoth,” Moiraine replied. “Mashadar. Unseeing, unthinking, moving
through the city as aimlessly as a worm burrows through the earth…” (Jordan, 1990, p. 257)
Finally Moiraine spoke, and her voice filled the empty silence with sharpness. (Jordan, 1990, p.
145)
As it can be seen, the ellipsis is the most frequently used expressive means in this semantic subfield.
Regarding Martin’s novel, the image of a great wizard is absent in the text, but some of their features are
embodied in the images of master Aemon and Syrio Forel. Accordingly, this linguocultural type did not
find significant linguistic realization in the text.
Language and Speech Means of Realization of Minor Characters in English Fantasy Texts
The variety of minor characters is included in the texts both to unfold the plot and to reveal more
widely the depicted worlds and mentality of the peoples who inhabit them. Minor characters in the texts
can help or harm the protagonists, provide the information needed to solve the quest, or mislead. Since
there may be dozens or hundreds of such characters in the text (for example, in Jordan’s The Eye of the
World, there are more than 200 minor characters), this subfield is one of the largest in the analyzed texts,
yielding only to the subfield of the hero. In Rowling’s novel, the dominant means of creating minor
characters are ellipsis, italics, and pause. A combination of all three means can be observed in the speech
of Molly Weasley, Ron’s mother:
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A fine example to set to your children... brawling in public... what Gilderoy Lockhart must’ve
thought… (Rowling, 1998, p. 48)
In Jordan’s novel elliptical sentence, repetition, and epithets predominate:
Because of him. Because in his pride he had believed that men could match the Creator, could
mend what the Creator had made and they had broken. In his pride he had believed. (Jordan,
1990, p. 5)
The touch roused Tam, but only into a hazy wakefulness. (Jordan, 1990, p. 73)
Similarly, in the novel A Game of Thrones Martin prefers ellipsis, repetitions, and epithets to
create images of minor characters:
First you go weak and drowsy, and everything starts to fade, and then it’s like sinking into a sea
of warm milk. Peaceful, like.” (Martin, 1996, p. 3)
“You shut your mouth, cripple, you hear me?” He twisted harder. “You hear me?” (Martin, 1996,
p. 332)
One was Sansa’s age, with long golden curls; the other perhaps fifteen, sandy-haired, with a wisp
of a mustache and the emerald-green eyes of the queen. (Martin, 1996, p. 246)
Elliptical sentences prevail in this subfield in all the analyzed texts. Repetitions and epithets
representing expressive means and stylistic devices at syntactic and lexical levels respectively prevail in
Jordan’s and Martin’s texts. At the same time, Rowling preferred the means of phonetic-graphic level
(italics and pause) describing minor characters in the texts.
Language and Speech Means Used to Create a Semantic Field of Chronotope in English Fantasy Texts
The chronotope in fictional texts is represented by two main categories: space and time. The
category of time in the analyzed fantasy texts is mainly realized by plot development, and it has no
specific semantic and stylistic markers in the texts (except for Martin’s novel A Game of Thrones, where
summer and winter have a global character and acquire clear positive and negative connotations). Another
situation is regarding the category of space. The inevitable presence of secondary worlds is one of the
specific genre features of fantasy texts, and the authors pay considerable attention to create and describe
these worlds. The space in fantasy texts is realized by describing cities and architectural structures, flora,
fauna, material things used by the characters in everyday life, weapons, religion, and mindset. The
chronotope finds the broadest linguistic and stylistic representation in Jordan’s text The Eye of the World,
where similes, repetitions, and epithets are dominant:
From the center of the furious vapors a mountain thrust upward, a mountain taller than any he had
ever seen in the Mountains of Mist, a mountain as black as the loss of all hope. (Jordan, 1990, p.
108)
The Blight was not far off here. The Blight, where all the Fades and Trollocs were, those not
down in Andor chasing them. The Blight, where they were going. (Jordan, 1990, p. 603)
It was cold, not the chill of the Waygate, but welcome, natural winter-cold that slowly, steadily
burrowed into flesh. (Jordan, 1990, p. 598)
In the Martin’s and Rowling’s texts, there is approximately the same number of stylistic units
used to describe the chronotope with a predominance of epithets, metaphors, and similes in Martin’s text
(1996):
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The godswood there was a garden, bright and airy, where tall redwoods spread dappled shadows
across tinkling streams, birds sang from hidden nests, and the air was spicy with the scent of
flowers. (Martin, 1996, p. 15)
And above it all, frowning down from Aegon’s high hill, was the Red Keep; seven huge drumtowers crowned with iron ramparts, an immense grim barbican, vaulted halls and covered bridges,
barracks and dungeons and granaries, massive curtain walls studded with archers’ nests, all
fashioned of pale red stone. (Martin, 1996, p. 133)
There are a hundred kinds of grass out there, grasses as yellow as lemon and as dark as indigo,
blue grasses and orange grasses and grasses like rainbows. (Martin, 1996, p. 180)
While in the text written by Rowling, epithets, italics, and elliptical sentences predominate:
After ten noisy, rocky minutes, the trees thinned, and Harry could again see patches of sky.
(Rowling, 1998, p. 207)
But Hagrid simply waved his hand and said, “About our world, I mean. Your world. My world.
Yer parents’ world.” (Rowling, 1997, p. 37)
Thus, the semantic field of chronotope is represented mainly by lexical and lexical-syntactic
stylistic devices, especially epithets and similes. The syntactic level is less represented; however,
repetitions and elliptical sentences are pretty frequent in Jordan’s and Rowling’s works. The means of the
phonetic-graphic level are the least frequent, represented only by italics in Rowling’s texts.
Language and Speech Means Used to Create a Semantic Field of Magic in English Fantasy Texts
Another inherent characteristic of English fantasy texts is the presence of magic in the described
secondary world. Magic in the texts appears mainly as a special force, omnipotent but limited by specific
rules. As a semantic field in the study, magic includes the actual descriptions of the manifestations of
magic, specific magical phenomena, magical and mythical creatures and magical artifacts that function or
are mentioned in the texts. In Martin’s A Game of Thrones, magic is limited to the appearance of
direwolves and dragons, animals that do not exist in the real world. The semantic field of magic here has
a small linguistic representation, and among the expressive means and stylistic devices, metaphor, simile,
and epithet are dominant.
“The eons have turned them to stone, yet still they burn bright with beauty.” (Martin, 1996, p. 76)
From there the skulls ranged upward in size to the three great monsters of song and story, the
dragons that Aegon Targaryen and his sisters had unleashed on the Seven Kingdoms of old.
(Martin, 1996, p. 94)
Now there was only Shaggydog, rumbling at the small man, his eyes burning like green fire.
(Martin, 1996, p. 198)
Magic is much more widely represented in Jordan’s text, The Eye of the World, where it has a
somewhat uncertain status in some social groups; however, it is still a specific feature of the chronotope
and is revealed through the duality of “tainted” male and “pure” female magic. In addition, some magical
creatures and artifacts do not belong to any of these forces. Among the means of linguistic representation
of magic, the author prefers repetitions, similes, and elliptical sentences.
Touching the True Source, touching saidar, gives me that protection, as it does to every Aes
Sedai. (Jordan, 1990, p. 207)
The wind of the Draghkar’s wings beat at Rand with a feel like the touch of slime, like chittering
in the dank dimness of a nightmare. (Jordan, 1990, p. 135)
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This is an old thing, boy. Older than Aes Sedai. Older than anybody using the One Power. Old as
humankind. Old as wolves. (Jordan, 1990, p. 300)
Unlike previous texts, Rowling’s novels contain an element of transition from the primary world
of authentic late 20th century Britain, where Harry Potter suffers only grief and contempt, to the secondary
world, magical Britain, where the hero can find out his essence and find friends. Since the author reveals
the secondary world and magic to a reader through the main character’s focus, the most extensive range
of stylistic language and speech units is involved here to describe the magic and its various
manifestations. Among them, italics, elliptical sentences, and pauses are dominant:
“Hagrid,” said Harry, panting a bit as he ran to keep up, “did you say there are dragons at
Gringotts?” (Rowling, 1997, p. 49)
Shooting stars all over Britain? Owls flying by daylight? Mysterious people in cloaks all over the
place? And a whisper, a whisper about the Potters… (Rowling, 1997, p. 4)
“These birds ... they can’t be here just for decoration,” said Hermione. (Rowling, 1997, p. 203)
The semantic field of magic is characterized by predominance by expressive means and stylistic
devices at the syntactic and lexical-syntactic levels, represented by elliptical sentences, repetitions, and
similes. Stylistic devices at the lexical level include metaphor and epithet in Martin’s novel, and phoneticgraphic level includes use of italics in Rowling’s texts.
Connotative Dominant in English Fantasy Texts
The connotative dominant is a complex of linguistic means with the additional expressive,
emotional, and evaluative meaning, which prevail in the text. In the analyzed fantasy texts, the total
number of expressive means is 11980, emotive – 4216, evaluative – 4539, which indicates the dominance
of the expressive component in fantasy texts. Expressivity is realized through the use of emphatic
constructions, as well as stylistic devices and expressive means, which acquire intensification as an
additional component of meaning in the text:
The winter was harsher than you’ve ever seen before, cold enough to jell your blood and crack
your bones? (Jordan, 1990, p. 36)
The results of the study show that in English fantasy texts, the means of expressing negative
connotations prevail over the means of expressing positive connotations with the ratio of positive
emotivity to negative 1003 to 3313, and positive evaluation to negative 1214 to 3325. For example:
Positive emotivity:
They were huffing and puffing and hitting at each other with padded wooden swords under the
watchful eye of old Ser Rodrik Cassel, the master-at-arms, a great stout keg of a man with
magnificent white cheek whiskers. (Martin, 1996, p. 53)
Negative emotivity:
It was not the valley itself that sapped his strength and filled the empty spaces left with
helplessness. (Jordan, 1990, p. 108)
Positive evaluation:
It was eerie, spine-tingling, unearthly; it lifted the hair on Harry’s scalp and made his heart feel as
though it was swelling to twice its normal size. (Rowling, 1998, p. 232)
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Negative evaluation:
Trolloc dead and the corpses of human renegades piled up in mounds, but always more scrambled
over those charnel heaps in waves of death that had no end. (Jordan, 1990, p. 121)
The dominance of negative connotation is caused by the leitmotif of every fantasy story. This is
salvation, the restoration of the world, which was initially on the verge of an apocalypse due to the
ambitions and actions of the main antagonist of the work. Due to the negative connotations, the authors of
the texts emphasize the premonition of a catastrophe that will inevitably occur if the hero of the text does
not pass their quest and does not overcome the difficulties they face on their way. The characters of the
texts are not ideal, they are characterized by some weaknesses, doubts, remorseб or guilt, and society may
show a negative attitude towards them. The magic that permeates the world can be described as a striking
yet sinister, sometimes hostile force.
Conclusion
The need to systematize sets of stylistically marked linguistic units used in the English fantasy
texts of the late 20th century has resulted into the need to create a generalized stylistic portrait of the texts.
This includes a range of expressive means and stylistic devices used in the texts, semantic fields as a
genre-forming parameter and predominating connotative components.
The analysis of four English fantasy texts shows that despite the diversity of authors’ idiostyles,
all texts are characterized by the dominance of expressive means and stylistic devices at the syntactic
level of language.
The most distinctive features of fantasy texts are semantic fields, to describe the elements of
which the mentioned above expressive means and syntactic devices are used. These include characters,
chronotope, and magic. Analysis of the texts showed that within all semantic fields, ellipsis and repetition
are the most productive expressive means and stylistic devices at the syntactic level of language, epithet
and metaphor at the lexical level, italics and pause at the phonetic-graphic and similes at the lexicalsyntactic levels.
The study of the connotative dominant shows that a significant role in English fantasy texts is
played by specific linguistic means, including the additional meanings of expressivity, emotivity, and
evaluation. The analysis showed that expressive connotation significantly prevails in the studied texts,
and the negative emotive and evaluative connotations are dominant.
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Abstract:
The past two decades witnessed increased attention in the role of Written Corrective Feedback
(WCF) in improving the English as a second language(ESL) students' written linguistic accuracy.
Several methods were suggested, including the use of the electronic means of providing
corrective feedback. The electronic methods proved to be effective despite the limited numbers
and contexts. However, the extent of these studies is still unknown. Furthermore, no
comprehensive review of the studies had been conducted to date. This systematic literature
review will identify and classify the research on providing ESL teachers with Electronic Written
Corrective Feedback (EWCF). A survey of several experimental and analytical studies that
focused on testing the effect of different methods of EWCF on ESL students was conducted,
covering the period between 2006 and 2020. Two major groups of studies emerged from this
research, and several gaps were identified. The research concluded with several
recommendations regarding the potential tracks for future research on EWCF. The current
research will serve as a guideline for ESL writing practitioners and researchers on future teacher
corrective feedback in second language writing.
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Introduction
The arrival of new technologies, such as personal computers and internet technologies, has
opened new possibilities for second language teaching and research. Therefore, language
teaching and learning started to pay attention to computers and internet applications as a means
of communication between teachers and students and between the students themselves
(Razagifard & Razzaghifard, 2011). Several reasons led to the adoption of technology in the field
of ESL learning and teaching. One reason includes the affordability and accessibility of the
technology that facilitated its use inside and outside the classroom (DeBell, 2003), as well as
their positive effects in improving the students' linguistic accuracy (Bataineh, 2014) and the
positive attitudes that the students reveal when using these technologies (He, 2016; Lv, 2018).
As a result, teachers and students depend more on exchanging assignments and Feedback
electronically (Ene & Upton, 2014). Furthermore, using technology tends to be favoured by both
learners and instructors (Hyland, 2010). In addition, using technology in the classroom leads to
increased motivation among students (Warschauer, 1996).
Second language writing specialists also started to get attracted by the new technologies'
potentials (Ene & Upton, 2018), mainly using them to provide corrective feedback to their
students' writings. Providing written corrective feedback is considered an essential part of L2
Writing instruction (Hyland & Hyland, 2006). Teachers bear a greater responsibility to help their
students improve their written assignments and reduce their grammatical errors because they
know that such errors will negatively affect their students in their future pursuits (Hyland &
Hyland, 2006). As a result, they spare no effort to find the best tools and practices to assist their
students.
A potential solution comes from utilizing technological advancement in the ESL writing
teaching process. Providing Electronic WCF has an obvious advantage over the traditional
method (pen and paper) to rectify the students' grammatical errors (Xu, Banerjee, Ramirez, Zhu,
& Wijekumar, 2019). Written computer-mediated communications have the potential of helping
learners to acquire complex forms (Kim, 2014; Sauro, 2009) and deepen the learners'
commitment (Maas, 2017). Using technology in writing leads to decreased students' anxiety and
increased motivation (Pellettieri, 2000). Because of these factors, the need arises to expand the
Corrective Feedback (CF) studies to include the electronic environments (Ene & Upton, 2018).
The potential benefits of technology led to a steady increase in electronic corrective feedback
studies (Hosseini, 2012).
Even though the new technologies may hold a promise for second language writing, more
research is still needed. Few studies were conducted on different electronic corrective feedback
types (Rassaei, 2019; Ribeiro, 2018). Most of the studies of Electronic CF investigated two
methods of delivering the written feedback to the students. The methods are 1- repeating the
same utterance minus the error or2- giving a metalinguistic explanation of the error made
(Akbar, 2017; Hosseini, 2012). In general, the studies that investigated the effectiveness of
Electronic Corrective Feedback ECF are scarce (Ene & Upton, 2014, 2018), even though
researchers have a consensus on its potentials in improving the students' written accuracy (Ene &
Upton, 2014).
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The Current Study
This report summarizes the studies that investigated the impact of EWCF on ESL/EFL
students' written grammatical accuracy. To have a clearer picture of the current status and
development in the field, a need to conduct systematic literature review of studies that
investigated the use of Electronic corrective feedback and its effectiveness in improving ESL
students' written grammatical errors. The review will assist in surveying what studies were
conducted to identify what methods and tools proved helpful. It will also pinpoint the possible
directions for future studies. Therefore, the following inclusion/exclusion criteria were
devised:
1- The study can be experimental (it involves testing a method of electronic feedback
against one or more methods) or an analytical study (a study that analyses the teachers' electronic
corrective feedback in its natural settings). Studies that investigated the students' attitudes only
were excluded.
2- They must be studies that only involve Electronic Written Corrective feedback by the
teachers. Studies That involved the provision of peer feedback were excluded. It also means that
studies that compared both traditional and electronic feedback were also excluded.
3- The Feedback given to the students should be provided electronically. Studies that
investigated the traditional feedback method through pen and paper are excluded. Studies that
examined the role of Automated Essay Scoring technologies were also excluded from the study
4- The studies included must focus on written grammatical accuracy. Studies that focused
on other aspects, such as phonological, semantic, or other aspects, were excluded. Also, studies
that focused that grammatical knowledge presented through oral exams were excluded.
5- The studies must focus on learners who study English as a second or foreign language.
Studies of other languages rather than English were excluded.
6- The studies must be published in English-language journals.
Search Terminology
Because different researchers can use slightly different terminology to report their research
findings, they decided to use several search words and phrases. The phrases used in this
Systematic literature review (SLR) are as the following:
1- Electronic Feedback
1- Electronic corrective Feedback
2- Electronic written Feedback
3- Electronic grammatical Feedback
4- Computer-mediated corrective Feedback
5- Computer-based corrective Feedback
Methodology
After deciding on the search terminology and the exclusion/ inclusion criteria, the research
process has started by choosing the databases to be utilized. The study included three databases:
1-Ebscohost, 2- Scopus, and 3- Google Scholar. All the search phrases were applied to the three
databases. The total hits of the first search in all the databases were 2594. The studies' titles and
abstracts were initially examined against the inclusion/ exclusion criteria, and the duplicates
were removed. The remaining 219 studies were examined extensively against the inclusion/
exclusion criteria leading to 28 studies as the final results. The studies cover the range from 2006
(when the first study was conducted) to 2020.
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Results and Analysis
This section presents the results from the finalized 28 studies used to draw preliminary
conclusions regarding the use of EWCF. The selected studies were reviewed to identify the ESL
Writing teachers' ECF trends and identify possible gaps that could help guide future research.
The 28 studies under examination can be classified into two main groups; The first group
is the analytical studies. These studies were conducted in natural settings without any
manipulation or intervention from the researcher. The total number of these studies is nine
studies. Appendix A summarizes the main finding of these studies. The main points in appendix
A are the purpose and results of the study, information about the participants (number of
participants and their proficiency levels), the Electronic CF feedback given (is it synchronous or
asynchronous? what type of feedback was provided? and what tool was used to provide the
feedback?), and how the researcher collected the data. More detailed analysis of the salient
features will be provided in the following subsections:
Analytical Studies
The first aspect that was analyzed in the nine studies was their purpose. Two main themes
can be tracked as the following:
Investigating the effectiveness of EWCF.
Four of the nine studies focused on investigating the effectiveness of the electronic
corrective feedback EWCF given to the students. Two of the studies investigated the
effectiveness of EWCF when it is delivered asynchronously. The first was a case study (MartinBeltrán & Chen, 2013) that involved three Writing teachers and six ESL students and tried to
examine the learning stances during the online asynchronous activities. The second study (Ene &
Upton, 2014) investigated the relationship between three writing teachers' ECF practices and
their effect on twelve ESL students when given asynchronously. Only one study examined
synchronous EWCF (Kim, 2014). It was conducted on 28 intermediate ESL students and
attempted to explain how synchronous writing activities may help draw learners' attention to
their written grammatical errors. The last study targeted a larger group of advanced students (n=
64) and investigated the electronic feedback offered by teachers synchronously and
asynchronously (Ene & Upton, 2018).
Investigating the type of EWCF.
Six of the studies focused on the type of EWCF given to the students. The first study tried
to analyze the feedback given by 18 pre-service ESL teachers regarding EWCF types. Two
studies (Ene & Upton, 2014; Lee, Vahabi, & Bikowski, 2018) analyzed the types of EWCF
given by University writing instructors. Two studies (Akbar, 2017; Natsuko Shintani, 2015)
investigated the different ECF types when given synchronously and asynchronously. Only one
case study compared the ECF when delivered synchronously against face-to-face interaction
(Ribeiro, 2018).
Level of Targeted Population
There is a tendency to target students with good proficiency levels of English. Most of the
studies (n=4) were conducted on intermediate ESL students (Guénette & Lyster, 2013a; Kim,
2014; Ribeiro, 2018; Shintani, 2015). Two studies were conducted on higher intermediate ESL
students (Akbar, 2017; Lee et al., 2018). The remaining three studies were conducted on students
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enrolled in English for Academic Purposes in their universities (Ene & Upton, 2014, 2018;
Martin-Beltrán & Chen, 2013). However, none of the studies investigated students with low
proficiency in English.
Results of the Studies
The results' analysis indicates that the salient forms of EWCF tend to be more direct and
explicit. In the four studies that analyzed the types of EWCF, it was found that in three of them
(Ene & Upton, 2014, 2018; Kim, 2014), teachers provided ECF that is direct and explicit, with
only one study that indicated that recast is used in synchronous CMC (Ene & Upton, 2018). To
conclude, feedback tends to be more effective when provided explicitly and directly and less
effective when provided implicitly.
Experimental Studies
The second group of studies are experimental studies. The researchers conducted these
studies to test several variables and their effect on the EWCF process. Appendix B summarizes
the main points of the studies. Most of the aspects analyzed in appendix B are similar to
appendix Aabout analytical studies. Namely, the purpose and results of the study, information
about the participants (number of participants and their proficiency levels), the EWCF given (is
it synchronous or asynchronous? what type of feedback, and what tool was used to provide the
feedback), and how the researcher collected the data. In addition to that, information about the
targeted language, the dependent and independent variables was added. The following
subsections contain a detailed analysis of these studies:
Proficiency Levels of Participants
The participants' proficiency levels are relatively evenly distributed through the EWCF
studies, as shown in table1 below. Most of the studies (n=9) focused on students with a broad
range of intermediate proficiency levels (Low Intermediate, Intermediate, and High
Intermediate). It can be noticed that no studies focused exclusively on advanced students. On the
other hand, two of the studies combined advanced students with students from lower proficiency
levels.
Table1. Level of Students
Level of Students

Number of Studies

1

Elementary

4

2

Low Intermediate

3

3

Intermediate

3

4

High Intermediate.

3

5

Elementary to Advanced

2

6

High Intermediate to Advanced

2

7

First-Year Composition

2
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Type of Electronic Corrective Feedback.
Specific feedback methods are prominent in EWCF studies. Table 2 describes the
frequency of feedback types investigated in the asynchronous, synchronous, and combination of
both synchronous and asynchronous modes. The majority of studies were conducted when
feedback was given asynchronously (11 studies). Most of them focused on comparing direct
EWCF's effect against recasts (n=3) or metalinguistic explanation (n=2). The remaining six
studies were distributed evenly among the other methods of EWCF. Six of the experimental
studies investigated the effectiveness of providing ECF synchronously. The main focus of them
was on examining the effectiveness of Recasts. Only two studies compared both modes. The
majority of studies (n = 5) compared the effect of recast and metalinguistic feedback types.
Table 2. Type of EWCF
Recast vs
Metalingui
stic

Reca
st vs
Dire
ct

Reca
st vs
Prom
pt

Direct and
Metalingui
stic

Direct
vs
indire
ct,

Metalingui
stic vs
exemplar

Direct,
indirect,
and
metaling
uistic

Rec
ast

Direc
t

1

3

1

2

1

1

1

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

5

3

1

2

1

1

1

2

3

Asynchron
ous
Synchrono
us
Synchrono
us and
Asynchron
ous
Total

Effectiveness of Electronic Corrective Feedback
Investigating the different EWCF methods' effectiveness, synchronously and
asynchronously, shows relatively similar results, as shown in Table3. For instance, Recasts
seems to be the least effective method of feedback when compared against the other treatments
in the asynchronous studies. On the other hand, giving direct ECF and giving metalinguistic
explanations has a more evident advantage. The same conclusion can be drawn when comparing
the ECF effectiveness when provided synchronously. In the four studies that compared recasts
and metalinguistic explanations, the latter shows superiority compared to the former. The last
category describes a comparison of providing direct feedback synchronously and
asynchronously. There are two studies in this category; the first investigated using direct
feedback synchronously and asynchronously. Results indicated that both groups outperformed
the control group in the post-test, but the synchronous group was better than the asynchronous
group in the delayed post-test. Table 3 summarizes the main findings of this section.
Table 3. Effectiveness of EWCF Methods
Recast vs
Metalinguist
ic

Reca
st vs
Direc
t

Recast
vs
Prompt
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vs
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Asyn
chron
ous

Recast +,
Metalinguist
ic -

Sync
hrono
us

Recast - - - ,
Metalinguist
ic - - + +

Sync
hrono
us
and
Asyn
chron
ous

0

* The study used a
combination of direct
and indirect feedback

Reca
st - Direc
t++
+

Recast
Prompt
+

Metalinguisti
c++

0

0

0

0
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Direct - +
*

Metaling
uistic +
Exemplar
+

0

0

0

0

0

0

** Both studies were used only
to validate the application of the
eye-tracking technique as a
good measurement tool

Direct +

0

0

0

**

0

0

***

*** There are two studies in this category; the
first investigated using direct feedback
synchronously and asynchronously. Results
indicated that both groups outperformed the
control group in the immediate test, but the
synchronous group was better than the
asynchronous group in the delayed post-test

Study Methodology
Table 4 shows the distribution of the methodology of studies of EWCF. Most of the
asynchronous studies (n=7) followed the pre-test, treatment, post-test methodology. Three of
them added a delayed post-test to their methodologies. Only one study included the use of an eye
tracker and a simulated recall. Most synchronous studies followed either the pre-test, treatment,
post-test methodology (two studies) or delayed post-test treatment (two studies). Only one study
included the use of an eye tracker in their investigation.
Table 4. Research Method of ECF Studies

7
2

3
2

0
1

Pre-test,
treatment, posttest, and
delayed posttest, eye tracker
and Stimulated
recall
1
0

1

1

0

0

0

10

6

1

1

1

Pre-test,
Pretest,
treatment,
Pretest,
Treatment,
post-test, and
Treatment, Posttest,
delayed postPosttest
Delayed
test. And Eye
Posttest
tracker
Asynchronous
Synchronous
Synchronous
and
Asynchronous
Total
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Gaps and Future Directions
This section will highlight some of the gaps found in the literature review and attempt to
point out some possible future questions that can be further explored. It can be noticed that the
number of studies that explored the effect of the teachers' corrective feedback practices is still
small. Only nine studies explored the teachers' practices, and nineteen studies compared the
effect of different EWCF types and their effects. More research can be conducted to confirm the
effectiveness of EWCF further and investigate the different factors that may play a role in the
process. The following section will give an elaboration on each of the studies' possible gaps and
future directions (Analytical and Experimental) individually.
Analytical studies
1- Few studies examined the effectiveness of EWCF in its natural setting. Therefore, more
studies are still required. Four studies analyzed the EWCF on students' written assignments, with
each study examining a relatively small group of participants. There is an exception of one study
(Ene & Upton, 2018) that examined a relatively large group of students (n= 64). However, there
is a need to conduct more investigations on larger students before any generalizations can be
made.
2-There is a need to include a variety of data collection techniques in future research. Most
of the studies (n=7) used the teachers' and students' output as the primary data source for their
investigations. Only two of the studies included stimulated recall as a method of gathering data.
Breffni O'Rourke (2012) pointed to this gap and referred to different data collection methods that
may give a more comprehensive view of the effectiveness of EWCF. These methods include: 1Timestamped output logs, 2- Retrospective user report, 3- Keystroke logs, 4- Screen captured
video, 5- Video recording of physical environment subjects (Orourke, 2012).
3- There is a need to review the types of Electronic Corrective Feedback and the teachers'
practices when delivered to students with different language proficiency levels. This need aligns
with other studies that called for specific attention to students' effect at different levels in L2 and
its effectiveness on the EWCF given to them (Bitchener, 2016; Su & Tian, 2016).
4- There is a need to investigate the effect of different tools to provide EWCF. The current
analytical studies reviewed in this paper investigated a limited number of tools, either
synchronously or asynchronously (Namely, LMS, MS WORD, Microsoft Windows Messenger,
and Skype). However, none of the studies investigated the other available tools such as Ginger,
Markin4 and other tools. Thus further exploration could be done to determine the effect of these
tools on the teacher's practices in providing ECT and their effect on the students.
Experimental Studies
1- There is a need to focus on investigating the role of EWCF in future experimental
studies. The need is evident from analyzing the feedback practices conducted by ESL Writing
teachers in natural settings. It was noticed that most of the feedback delivered to the students
tends to be direct and explicit. However, there are only four studies that compared direct
corrective feedback against other types of feedback. That is why more research could be
conducted to analyze the effect of direct feedback thoroughly.
2- Most of the experimental studies reviewed in this paper focused on two primary teacher
EWCF types: recasts and metalinguistic explanations. On the other hand, fewer studies compared
them with other types of feedback, such as prompts and direct feedback. There should be more
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focus on examining the effectiveness of the other feedback methods. The focus includes direct
feedback that showed promising results and indirect feedback that has been rarely investigated.
3- There is still a need to explore different Feedback types that have not been investigated
previously. Based on Lyster and Ranta's (1997) classification of feedback moves, there are seven
feedback types (Explicit, metalinguistic explanation, Elicitation, Repetitions, Recasts,
Translation, and clarification requests). Some of these types are still absent from the ECF
research. Absent research includes using translations and elicitations. Exploring these methods
would contribute to our understanding of their nature and effectiveness in EWCF practices.
4- Providing EWCF methods in the reviewed studies here tends to compare two or three
types of feedback separately. However, there are no studies in this body of research that
investigated the provision of multiple types (For example, giving the same group of students
different types of ECF on their assignment) to study their effect and the best combination of
feedback and their relation
5- Most of the experimental studies reviewed used the students' output as the primary
source of data to examine the effectiveness of EWCF. However, other sources of data could be
used in the analysis of the effectiveness of EWCF. These sources include the use of Eye-tracking
and electroencephalogram devices. It also includes using keyboard stroke logs and video
recording of the participants'' practices during the ECF sessions (O'rourke, 2012; O’Rourke,
2008).
Conclusion
Giving corrective feedback to the students' written errors is an issue that has attracted and
continues attention in second language writing studies. With the advancement of communication
technologies, new possibilities became available in the field, including applying these
possibilities to improve the students' grammatical errors. This paper attempted to survey the
existing literature regarding the use of technology in providing teacher corrective feedback. The
primary purpose was to identify the current trends and possible gaps in future exploration. The
results indicated that there is still a shortage of ECF studies with a strong focus on specific
feedback types. New methods of collecting data could be implemented, such as eye-tracking and
electroencephalogram devices.
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Appendix A: Summary of Analytical Studies

Author

Level

Mode

Tool

Type of Feedback

(MartinBeltrán &
Chen,
2013)

Students are enrolled in
English Academic Writing
course

Asynchronous

Discussion forum in
online LMS

Asking questions, 2Metalinguistic, 3- Giving
examples

(Guénette
& Lyster,
2013b)

Intermediate

Asynchronous

E-mail

Direct

(Ene &
Upton,
2014)

First-Year College

Asynchronous

MS Word in the Learning
Management System

Direct

(Lee et
al., 2018)

A score below 24 in the
TOEFL IBT Writing section

Asynchronous

Not described

Direct

(H. Y.
Kim,
2014)

intermediate

Synchronous

Microsoft Window
Messenger

Implicit

(Ribeiro,
2018)

Intermediate

Synchronous

Skype text-messaging

1- Direct, 2 Clarification
Request, 3- Metalinguistic,
4- Elicitation, 5- Repetition

(Natsuko
Shintani,
2015)

Intermediate

Synchronous
and
Asynchronous

Google Docs

Direct

(Akbar,
2017)

High Intermediate

Synchronous
and
Asynchronous

Google Docs and Google
Talk

Clarification requests, 2Recast

(Ene &
Upton,
2018)

EAP Level

Synchronous
and
Asynchronous

LMS and MS Word

Mixed

Appendix B: Summary of Experimental Studies
Author

Sample

Level

(Loewe
n&
Erlam,
2006)
(Sauro,
2007)

31 ESL
students

Eleme
ntary

23

high
interm
ediate
to
Advan
ced
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Data Collection
Method
Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest, Delayed
Posttest

Mode

Tool

Synchronou
s

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest, Delayed
Posttest

Asynchrono
us

Chatroom
program in a
computer
center
Blackboard

Type of
Feedback
Recast and
Metalinguistic
Recast and
Metalinguistic
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(Sauro,
2009)

23 ESL
speakers
and 23
Native
speakers

interm
ediate
to
advan
ced

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest, Delayed
Posttest

Synchronou
s

Text Chat

Recast and
Metalinguistic

(Razagi
fard &
Rahimp
our,
2019)
(Smith,
2010)

30 students

Begin
ner

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest

Synchronou
s

Yahoo! Instant
Messenger

Recast and
Metalinguistic

8 ESL

Treatment and
Posttest through eye
tracker

Synchronou
s

Text Chat

Recast only

(Razagi
fard,
Razzag
hifard,
2011)
(HOsse
ini,
2012)

45 ESL
students

TOEF
L
betwe
en 497
to 617
Low
Interm
ediate

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest

Synchronou
s

Yahoo! Instant
Messenger

Recast and
Metalinguistic

45 Iranian
elementary
students

Eleme
ntary

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest

Asynchrono
us

E-mail

Direct and
Recast

(Smith,
2012)

18 ESL

FYC
studen
ts

Synchronou
s

Chat program
called PSI

Recast only

(Hossei
ni,
2013)
(Saman
i&
Noordi
n,
2013)
(Natsuk
o
Shintan
i&
Ellis,
2013)
(Alipan
ahi &
Mahmo
odi,
2015)
(Saadi
&
Saadat,
2015)
(Mousa
vi &
Mahsha
nian,

45 Iranian
elementary
students
30 Iranian
students

Eleme
ntary

Pre-test, treatment,
post-test, and
delayed post-test.
And Eye tracker
Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest

Asynchrono
us

Email

Direct and
Recast

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest

Asynchrono
us

Yahoo! Instant
Messenger

Recast and
Prompt

49

Low
interm
ediate

Pre-test, treatment,
post-test, and
delayed post-test,
eye tracker and
Stimulated recall

Asynchrono
us

Not described

Direct and
Metalinguistic

60 Iranian
Esl students

PreInterm
ediate

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest, Delayed
Posttest

Asynchrono
us

Email

Direct and
Recast

29 Iranian
ESL
students

Upper
interm
ediate
High
Interm
ediate

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest, 2- The
CALL Attitude
Questionnaire
Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest, Delayed
Posttest

Asynchrono
us

Ginger and
Markin4

Direct and
Metalinguistic

Asynchrono
us

E-mail and
MS Word

Direct, indirect,

84 Iranian
EFL
students

interm
ediate
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2016)

(M.
Kim &
Cho,
2016)
(
Shintan
i&
Aubrey
, 2016)
(Esfand
iari &
Meiha
mi,
2017)

52 Koran
English
learners

(Alsaleh,
2018)

24 EFL
female
students

(Ehsan
Rassaei
, 2019)

89 Iranian
students

68 ESL
students
from Japan
(60) Iranian
EFL
learners

beginn
er to
advan
ced
Interm
ediate

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest

Asynchrono
us

PowerPoint
and Movie

Metalinguistic
and exemplar

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest, Delayed
Posttest

Synchronou
s and
Asynchrono
us

Google Docs

Direct

Begin
nerInterm
ediateAdvan
ced
They
are
studen
ts in
Bachel
or
degree
in
Englis
h
Interm
ediate

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest

Synchronou
s and
Asynchrono
us

Electronic
Portfolio
called
DOKEOS

Direct

Pre-test, Treatment,
Posttest,--Questionnaire

Asynchrono
us

LMS called
Showbie

Direct, indirect,
and
metalinguistic

Pretest, Treatment,
Posttest

Asynchrono
us

The
Annotation
tool and the
audio tool in
PDF

Direct
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Abstract
It is generally known that textbook is the first and the most vital tool for teachers to proceed with
successful English language teaching activities. Hence, it is indispensable for all language
teachers to evaluate books critically and choose a suitable textbook. This article aimed to explore
the different features of two famous college English textbooks utilized in the researcher’s school
of Wenshan University, Yunnan, China, in alignment with the China Standards English
framework, and whether the two books satisfied local students’ needs and proficiency. It is hoped
to provide an empirical example of textbook evaluation from a Chinese context and inspire local
teachers to make possible improvements during evaluating and selecting a textbook. To achieve
the objective, a checklist aligned with the framework and a questionnaire was utilized for the
collection of comparable data. Moreover, content analysis and percentage were used during the
analysis of the two textbooks and students’ perception about the textbooks, respectively. Results
of the evaluation indicated that the two books are not aligned with the China Standards English
framework suggested levels. Both textbook levels tend to be lower than the framework demanded
levels, namely level five and six. Students also implied that the textbooks are accessible and seem
not to help their language skills improvement. The recommendation is that these textbooks need
to be adapted and modified for the English educational practices to suit local students’ needs and
English proficiency to achieve the China Standards English suggested levels.
Keywords: College English textbook, China Standards English, Chinese context, textbook
evaluation, Wenshan University
Cite as: Li, X., & Deocampo, M. F. (2021). An Empirical Evaluation of Two College English
Textbooks in China Based on the China Standards English Framework. Arab World English
Journal, 12 (3) 323-337. DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.24093/awej/vol12no3.22
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Introduction
The textbook is always regarded as the most essential resource for language learners and
teachers. In the English Language Teaching (after that ELT) classrooms of different levels of
Chinese schools, there are 98% of classroom activities and 90% of after-class exercises for
students are from or adopted from the textbook (Suaréz, 2001, as cited in Liu & Zhang, 2015).
Hence, to evaluate books critically and choose an appropriate textbook becomes essential for all
language teachers. They will be able to recognize whether their teaching materials cater to the
learners’ needs and whether the textbook’s content can help students’ learning process. However,
since the reform and opening up of China in the last century, the number of English textbooks
has increasingly grown. In contrast, backwardness of textbook evaluation has become an
enormous obstacle for the improvement of English teaching, especially for college English
courses. The following part took problems happening in the college English lessons of Wenshan
university as an example to show the significance of textbook evaluation in alignment with the
China Standards English (after that CSE) framework.
College English is regarded as a required course to be learned by all college students in
China. Hence, the choice and evaluation of the college English textbooks become more crucial.
Although there are many different kinds of books for the course, it is difficult to choose the most
suitable one for all other majored students in various Chinese schools. Most universities choose
books from the booklist of China’s national plan without deep evaluation, and Wenshan
University is one of them. The chosen books in the booklist are from some big Chinese
publishers like the Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press and Fudan University Press.
Wenshan University is the only state university in Wenshan city and situated in Wenshan City,
Wenshan Zhuang, and Hmong Ethnic Autonomous Prefecture, Yunnan Province, China. As an
English teacher for more than five years in Wenshan University, China, the researcher found
many English teachers do not evaluate books or even do not know how to evaluate a text. Since
teachers utilize these texts without in-depth evaluation, they are not clear whether they suit local
students’ English abilities and needs.
Students in Wenshan University are categorized into three different classes (classes A, B,
and C) based on their English scores of the Chinese College Entrance Examination (after that
CCEE) in the school. Students in classes A and classes B take the i-English Integrated Course
essential book as the main coursebook, while students in classes C take the less complicated
textbook the 21st Century College English Students’ Book as the main coursebook. The two
college English books are made from the mentioned publishers, namely Foreign Language
Teaching and Research Press and Fudan University Press. They possess different features. For
example, the i-English Integrated elementary version is published by Foreign Language
Teaching and Research Press and designed based on the production-oriented Approach (POA)
proposed by Wen (2018). It aims to improve students’ language productive skills like
communicative competence and critical thinking abilities.
During teaching the two books at Wenshan university, the researcher noticed a
circumstance. Many students in the school presented low motivation in learning the textbooks
because of excess vocabulary and grammar exercises in the two books. In addition, students
thought the texts and activities in the books were not very useful for improving their language
skills. These problems about students’ English proficiency came into question whether the books
Arab World English Journal
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used by the students support their learning needs. Also, since the university used commercial
books for teaching and students’ learning supplementary materials, were these aligned to their
English proficiency level? As these questions were frequently lingering in the researcher’s mind,
to answer these eternal questions, the development of this research became an actuality.
Furthermore, although the English education in China traced from the last century, few
Chinese scholars made in-depth theories on how to evaluate a textbook in local context. For
instance, Wang and Zhao (2006) described that there are only a small number of Chinese
researchers studying the evaluation methods for college English textbooks, and most of them
follow international theories and techniques like Cuningsworth (2002), McDonough, Shaw, and
Masuhara (2013) and Tomplinson (2013). The checklists and questionnaires using for textbooks
evaluation mainly focus on investigating students’ needs and interest surveys while ignoring the
relationships with students’ English fluency. To develop a localized Chinese method to examine
whether the two college English textbooks satisfy Wenshan university students’ proficiency
levels and needs, it is necessary to take the Chinese local criteria of English abilities into
consideration.
Therefore, choosing the CSE framework as a theoretical basis is because the framework
is the first Chinese national framework used to describe all levels of English learners’ language
abilities. The development of the CSE has unified various criteria of English proficiency and
testing in different areas of China and is taken as a reference for English language teaching and
curricula setting for all educational stages from elementary to higher education. The CSE is
recently developed by the Chinese National Education Examinations Authority (NEEA). It is
utilized to “define the levels of English ability of Chinese learners and users of English, and
describes the features of their English language ability at each CSE level” (Ministry of Education
of China, 2018, p.1). It provides Chinese learners and users a scale to measure their English
efficiency and achieve their expected levels. This English language ability defined by the CSE is
not limited to linguistic competence. Still, it includes the ability to interpret and express the
learners’ or the users’ intended meanings in communication. The CSE aims to identify and unify
the learning objectives in the curricula. Currently, CSE research is mostly connected with the
introduction of it and English language assessments, like Jin (2017), which was about the
construction of CSE in language learning, teaching, and assessment in China. So, this study used
the CSE framework for college English textbooks evaluation, which is a first attempt to utilize
the CSE in materials evaluation.
Inspired by the researcher’s teaching experience at Wenshan University, this study
intends to answer the two questions as follows:
1. What are the different features of the two college English textbooks in alignment with
the CSE framework?
2. What are students’ perceptions of the two college English textbooks based on their
learning experience?
Based on the research results, teachers can understand the strengths and weaknesses of
the two college English textbooks and make adaptations in their educational practices to cater to
students’ English proficiency and needs. Moreover, based on the research findings, teachers can
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make recommendations to improve procedures for evaluating, selecting, and developing
textbooks aligned with CSE. Additionally, the methods and framework for textbook evaluation
and application of CSE can be a good example for Wenshan University and other universities at
home and abroad to know Chinese educational documents and textbook policies better. Then, it
might enable universities to select appropriate textbooks or materials according to local contexts
and situations, or they can adapt contents that need improvement to cater to school missions and
students’ learning needs.
Literature Review
Theories of textbook evaluation
There are various researchers who made different theories on materials evaluation, and
the following part revisits the most pervasive works of literature. It includes three aspects,
namely the significance of textbook evaluation, basic methods and principles, and circumstances
of textbook evaluation in China.
Firstly, textbook evaluation is an essential skill that all teachers and educators should
grasp. As McGrath (2002) suggested, textbooks influence what teachers teach, what, and to some
extent, how students learn. Richards (2001) also supported the view that textbooks are the critical
component and provide the basis for the content of lessons, the essential skills to be grasped, and
different kinds of practice students can be involved with. In addition, textbooks guide the
development of the syllabus for a course, present examples of language, and offer many valuable
resources like the teaching methods and vocabulary for language classrooms (Aftab, 2011).
Hence, a suitable textbook can genuinely help teachers a lot for approaching successful teaching
activities, while how to evaluate the different textbooks becomes more critical.
Second, there are the following basic methods of textbook evaluation, including an
impressionistic overview, in-depth evaluation, checklist, external, internal, and overall
evaluation. According to Cunningsworth (2002), the comprehensive impression evaluation refers
to the evaluator’s subjective assessment of the overall impression of the textbook based on his
own experience. For example, the evaluator will skim the publication information and the
content design throughout the books and get the various features (Karamoozian, 2008).
Additionally, the in-depth evaluation presents the more profound assessment of the teaching
materials, which encompasses the topic of language, the method of learning, the organization of
content, and the adoption of teaching methods in the textbook. This method also evaluates the
adaptability and operability of the book, such as students’ needs, the objectives of the syllabus,
and the teaching style of teachers. Moreover, Cunningsworth (2002) provides a series of criteria
for designing suitable checklists for the selection, which recommends the selected teaching
materials should be connected with teaching objectives and satisfy learners’ needs. Garinger
(2002) also recommends textbook evaluators to assess a book according to adapted or selfprepared checklists, which make sure to include all essential aspects of examine. He also
suggested all language educators possess the skills to evaluate teaching materials and to make the
best selection to satisfy most students’ learning needs and achieve the best learning result.
Another significant evaluation method was from McDonough, Shaw and Masuhara (2013) who
suggested evaluating textbooks from three aspects, namely external, internal and overall
evaluation. The external review considers factors like the degree of difficulty of the language, the
utilizing environment, the author’s, the cultural orientation, and the vocabulary, audio-visual
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materials, test materials, and so on. While, the internal evaluation requires consideration of the
order and difficulty level of the texts, the types and design of exercises, and whether students are
interested in the materials. During the process of the overall evaluation process, it demands
evaluators to consider the availability, universality, adjustability, and flexibility of the materials.
In terms of evaluation principles, it encompasses two main factors, namely learners’
needs, and contexts. On the one hand, McGrath (2002) mentioned that “evaluation (of textbooks)
needs to be a learner- and context-related” (as cited in Aftab, 2011, p. 64), textbooks should
satisfy learners’ ability and needs. Tomlinson (2013) also suggested that it is helpful to develop a
set of formal criteria for textbook evaluation and utilize it as a basis to approach subsequent
evaluation in the specific context. On the other hand, materials evaluation should consider
learners’ needs and principles of language learning, which means that the writing of textbooks
needs to deal with the target context of use for the materials and the experience of the writers
(Tomlinson, 2013). Additionally, Rubdy (2003) proposed that “coursebook criteria are
emphatically local” (as cited in Aftab, 2011, p. 64), and the evaluation of textbooks can be
proceeded in two stages, namely micro-level and macro-level assessment. For the micro-level, it
looks at the users, including ‘learners’ language and educational backgrounds and interests,
teachers’ beliefs, the medium, syllabus, and the type of the school. However, the macro-level
examines the socio-political environment, like the educational goals, language policy, and roles
of the target language prevalent in the country.
Compared with western theories, most Chinese studies on textbook evaluation belong to
the review of western ideas and use western approaches to textbook evaluation. Since materials
evaluation originates from western countries, many Chinese scholars think it is better to learn
from western strategies and theories first. For example, Wang (2021) evaluated the dual cultural
schema, namely English and Chinese cultural schema, in the New Horizon College English
textbook (the third edition) based on Cunningsworth’s teaching material evaluation system. Zhou
(2021) utilized McDonough, Shaw, and Masuhara’s internal and external evaluation methods to
evaluate another college English textbook from an intercultural communicative competence
perspective. Additionally, other Chinese teachers and educators just choose the most popular
English textbooks from western publishers because they think these books are more authentic
because they have been utilized effectively in western countries. So, only a few scholars suggest
developing Chinese ways to evaluate English textbooks. He (2002) proposed to evaluate books
from five Chinese dimensions. In addition, Zhuang (2005) discussed five principles as well,
namely syllabus-oriented, learner-oriented, systematic, alternative, and scientific teaching
materials. Wen (2018) also put forward that the writing of textbooks should embody the
characteristics of Chinese foreign language teaching. However, these researches mainly rely on
scholars’ theoretical investigations, while lacks empirical quantitative analysis and practical
assessment tools and methods. Therefore, it is essential to establish a set of evaluation
frameworks and equipment aligned with Chinese characteristics in ELT classrooms. China must
form a set of principles and criteria embodying Chinese features for the writing and development
of English textbooks.
Current researches of the CSE framework
In China, English language education is a compulsory requirement and plays a vital role
for all levels of education. However, from Jin et al. (2017), little pieces of research have been
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made about the consistency of English curricula at different levels. There are also no public
theoretical models to guide teachers to set curricular requirements and syllabus. With the release
of the China Standards English in 2018, it is taken as the national criteria to measure all English
learners and users’ language proficiency and deal with the inconsistency problem of English
language education in China, as well as to enhance the alignment of Chinese learners’ English
proficiency and tests with the international level. The CSE describes the English language ability
of English learners in China from three stages with nine levels and aims to provide guidelines for
Chinese learners and teachers in English learning, teaching, and assessment (Liu, 2015, as cited
in British Council, 2019). Compared with the three stages with six levels of CEFR, namely Basic
(A1-A2), Independent (B1-B2), and Proficient (C1-C2), the CSE divides the English abilities of
language learners into three stages, including Elementary (level one-three), Intermediate (level
four-six) and Advanced (level seven-nine) stage (see Table one), and provides nearly 3000 ‘cando’ descriptors to depict English learner’s overall language ability, listening, reading, speaking,
writing, organizational, pragmatic, general interpretation and translation skills. More details of
the CSE subscales are on the website of ministry of education of China.
Table 1. The CSE Levels (Ministry of Education of China, 2018)
English ability development stages
Level
Advanced stage
Level 9
Level 8
Level 7
Intermediate stage
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Elementary stage
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Currently, most researches of the CSE framework are about the introduction of the
framework, the alignment of the framework with other domestic and international tests, and the
implementation of the framework (Bai, 2021), while few of them connect the framework with
materials development and evaluation. As Alderson (2017) discussed, the CSE is an ambitious
project finished only within four years from its start. Hence it still needs many angles of data and
revision to develop it further, which means it is necessary to conduct more empirical research to
validate the functions and effectiveness of the framework in other areas of English language
education. Additionally, Fang and Yang (2017, as cited in Li & Gu, 2019) suggested verifying
the framework with comparative tests and teaching programs to prove the reliability. Liu et al.
(2018) upheld implementing of the CSE framework in the development of textbooks and
syllabus. He estimates that books would be wrote and developed by the CSE levels so that
learners can choose appropriate materials based on their English proficiency levels, and teachers
can choose the best materials in educational classrooms as well. Accordingly, Liu (2021)
emphasized the significance of the CSE framework for English learning, teaching, and testing.
He also suggested improving the framework and connecting it with formative assessment
system, summative evaluation, and other assessment systems. Researchers like Luo (2021) and
Feng (2021) utilized the framework to guide the listening teaching and develop college students’
pragmatic competence.
Recently, Chinese educators and experts are promoting the development of a National
English Proficiency Test to unify the varying standards and targets of English language tests in
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the country into a scientific, systematic, and selective one (Wang, 2016). Moreover, to make the
CSE connect with international standards, it has been linked with the IELTS and Aptis tests. The
results of the linking project are as follows:
Table 2. IELTS and the CSE equivalent results (British Council, 2019)
IELTS
CSE4
CSE 5
CSE 6
Listening
5
6
6.5
Reading
4.5
5.5
6
Speaking
5
5.5
6
Writing
4
5
6
Overall
4.5
5.5
6

CSE 7
7.5
7
6.5
7
7

CSE 8
8.5
7.5
7
7.5
8

CSE 6
37
42
43
45

CSE 7
43
46
47
50

Table 3. Aptis and the CSE equivalent results (British Council, 2019)
Aptis
Listening
Reading
Speaking
Writing

CSE 3
14
16
21
22

CSE 4
21
26
29
31

CSE 5
29
35
37
39

From the previous literature, a gap was found between textbook evaluation and the CSE
framework. There is almost no research that mentions the combination of the two. Hence, the
study provides a significant example for both materials evaluation and the implementation of the
CSE. The CSE framework in this article not only provides clear and consistent standards for all
levels of English learners that might measure their language proficiency, but also is used as a
benchmark for teachers to evaluate textbooks and adapt them to the local contexts.
Method
As mentioned before, this study empirically evaluated two college English textbooks
utilized in Wenshan University in alignment with the CSE framework. Hence the two books
were the primary data of the research. Additionally, it took students’ perceptions of the two
books as supporting data for the textbook evaluation. The two books were collected directly in
the school, while students’ perception data were collected by a questionnaire survey.
Accordingly, this study employed mixed-method to collect and analyze both qualitative and
quantitative data. The qualitative data was the two textbooks analyzed by content analysis, while
the quantitative data was students’ perceptions analyzed by percentage statistics. Then, the
following parts introduced more details of participants, research instruments, procedures, and
study results.
Participants
Participants of this study are those college students who took part in the questionnaire
survey. All college students who have utilized the two textbooks in Wenshan University
participated in the survey. Among these students, there were 300 students chosen by the
convenience sampling technique as a sample. These students mainly were 18 years old and just
finished high school. When they entered Wenshan University, they were required to take the
college English course for two semesters, although they majored in different subjects. Depending
on their English scores on CCEE test, they were divided and categorized into three classes of A,
B, and C. Among the 300 participants, there were 100 male students and 200 female students.
Every 100 participants came from the same classes, like classes A, B, and C.
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Research Instruments

There are two instruments of this study. The one was a checklist based on the CSE
framework, and the other was a questionnaire based on students’ learning experience of the two
books. The following part explains the two instruments more clearly.
Checklist: The checklist examines whether the degree of difficulty and content in the
book aligned with the CSE framework. As the CSE framework describes English listening
comprehension, reading comprehension, oral expression, and written expression ability in
subscales, and each textbook in this study has eight units. So, the checklist combined subscales
of the four English language skills in the CSE framework with the exercises and activities of the
eight units in each textbook. It divides into four parts of the checklist. The first part has 34 items
reviewing the listening texts, and activities of the eight units in the textbooks. The second part
has 38 items for examining the reading content of each book. Furthermore, the third and fourth
part has 49 items and 54 items respectively. These two parts are for checking the speaking and
writing contents of each textbook. The description of all items in the checklist were developed
based on the CSE subscales. Moreover, the list had been proved for a pilot evaluation before
utilizing it to evaluate the two books. Also, it was verified by three linguistic experts from
Assumption University of Bangkok, Thailand.
Questionnaire survey: The survey aimed to collect students’ satisfaction about the two
college English books based on their learning experience. It was to provide auxiliary data for the
evaluation of the two textbooks. Specifically, these questions investigated whether students feel
satisfied with the textbooks, whether the textbooks were easy or difficult for them, and whether
they were helpful for students to improve their English language skills, including listening,
reading, speaking, writing, and translation abilities. This questionnaire consisted of two parts with
17 items. The first part collected students’ demographic information, namely gender, age, classes,
and used college English textbooks. In addition, the next part included three categories focusing
on students’ satisfaction about the overall design and contents in books, students’ perceptions
about the language ability focus in books, and student’s perceptions of the difficulty and
efficiency of the five language skills contents. Like the checklist, the questionnaire was verified
by three linguistic experts from Assumption University. A pilot study also was conducted among
30 students before sending it to all college students. As table four showed, the Cronbach () series
was 0.715, which proved the questionnaire was reliable for implementation. After that, the
questionnaire was sent to all college English students’ QQ groups of each class by a Chinese
internet application, namely Wenjuanxing. Almost 300 samples were finally collected.
Table 4. Cronbach series of the questionnaire
Cronbach () Reliability Analysis
Sample
Cronbach () series
33
0.715

Procedures
The implementation of this study is divided into two steps. The first was the collection of
the questionnaire, and the second was the evaluation of textbooks by the checklist and analysis of
the questionnaire. Firstly, for the supply to collect students’ perceptions, the questionnaire was
given out and collected by Wenjuanxing to the QQ groups of students who had utilized the two
textbooks during September 2020. The process of collecting data was approved by the consent of
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the dean of the school of foreign languages and every English teacher of each class of Wenshan
University. After students finishing the questionnaires online, 300 questionnaires were randomly
chosen from types of A, B, and C on the Wenjuanxing application as students’ perception data of
the two textbooks. Secondly, for the analysis of the two data. Contents of the two books were
analyzed and aligned with the items of the checklist, while the percentage of students’ satisfaction
with the two books was calculated.
Specifically, the researcher compared contents of the textbook with items of the checklist,
and ticked on the checklist. The content includes requirements of the course outline, text, words,
activities and exercises in the textbooks. After that, the researcher summarized all marked items
and categorized them. These categorized items were divided into four groups of the four English
language skills, namely listening, speaking, reading and writing. Then, the divided items
synthesized the features of the textbook. For example, when the researcher evaluated the listening
part of i-English College English textbook, she checked the listening exercises of the book firstly,
and compared them with items of the checklist. Then she found that these listening activities
demand students to listen or watch videos delivered with standard and regular speed, and fill in
the blanks with some details extracted from the video. The requirements of these listening
activities aligned with subscales of CSE level four which describes the textbook contents should
help learners to “understand and note down specific information when listening to radio programs
or watching TV programs on general topics when delivered with standard pronunciation and at a
normal speed” (Ministry of Education of China, 2018, p. 35). Hence it can be concluded that the
listening content of the book aligned with the CSE level four.
As for the analysis of questionnaires, the researcher collected 300 questionnaires. These
questionnaires were calculated and analyzed by percentage statistics. Moreover, the perception
survey data, which outlined the difficulty of textbooks and its efficiency for improving students’
language skills, were analyzed using the descriptive analysis. The table 5 presented the percentage
of students’ perception, which aimed to finalize the result of the analysis by looking at the
students’ perceptions of the two textbooks.
Results
Based on the evaluation of the two textbooks, it found three different features. These
features are related to the degree of difficulty aligned with the CSE framework, design of
exercises and activities, and texts and vocabulary.
A short description of the findings are as follows:
Firstly, the evaluation result using the checklists illustrated that the level of the two
textbooks is relatively lower when aligned with the CSE framework. Specifically, the listening
and speaking content of the 21 st-century college English textbook aligned with CSE levels
three to four, respectively. The reading content aligned with level three to level four, and the
writing content aligned with the CSE level two to level three. According to the CSE
framework, the levels three to four of listening ability have illustrated that students understand,
obtain essential information, identify other speakers’ intentions, make inferences, and identify
opinions of different sides and relationships from speeches or talks. It means that they might
know how to articulate clearly and deliver the standard pronunciation at a natural speed.
Whereas, level three to level four of speaking ability means students can use simple words to
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express views or ideas and give short responses to inquiries from others. These students can
participate in group discussions about their daily life, and practicing useful expressions during
preparing short speeches as well. While level three to level four of reading skills indicated that
students could understand the authors’ viewpoints and summarize the main idea of a text.
Accordingly, they can find critical information in the text by some reading skills like
skimming, scanning etc. Nevertheless, the CSE level two to level three writing skills requires
students to write letters for different purposes, namely confirming, verifying, selling, ordering,
increasing-price, or resigning.
Additionally, for the i-English college English textbook, the listening was in level three
to level four. The speaking and reading content of the text was in level three to level five, and
the writing was level four to level five. Compared with the 21 st Century textbook, this textbook
tends to increase its rank of speaking, reading, and writing content a little to level five. The
indication was that learners would describe their experience and personal needs in various
ways, find topic sentences and discover more text details for reading abilities. Furthermore,
they can also write essential events in one’s life, state opinions on familiar topics, and plan the
structure of short essays for writing abilities. As Liu et al. (2018) presented, the English
proficiency of Chinese college students should achieve the CSE level five to six. Hence the
two textbooks seem to be easier for college students, as the evaluation results showed the
degree of difficulty of both two books are lower than the CSE levels five to six.
Moreover, the findings of the survey also supported the textbook. Results of the survey
indicated that the contents of the textbooks were accessible for students. As shown in table 5,
46.5% stated the listening materials in the books were easy, 12.74% expressed that the
listening materials were elemental. In comparison, 44.27% of students think the speaking
content is accessible, and 9.55% of participants feel the speaking materials were elementary.
Similarly, the data taken from the students’ reflections on reading and writing materials
suggested similar results, where 55.73% and 46.82%, respectively found them easy.
Table 5. The frequency and percentage of students’ perception about the degree of difficulty of the two textbooks
Items Questions
Percentage (%)
Very difficult Difficult Easy
Very easy
1
Based on your learning experience, what the 4.14%
36.62%
46.5%
12.74%
degree of the difficulty of the listening contents
of the college English textbooks is?
2
Based on your learning experience, what do you 3.82%
42.36%
44.27% 9.55%
think the degree of the difficulty of the speaking
contents of the college English textbooks is?
3
Based on your learning experience, what do you 1.91%
34.08%
55.73% 8.28%
think the degree of the difficulty of the reading
contents of the college English textbooks is?
4
Based on your learning experience, what do you 2.55%
42.36%
46.82% 8.28%
think the degree of the difficulty of the writing
contents of the college English textbooks is?

Concerning the exercises and activities, according to the evaluation using the checklists
and questionnaire survey, the two books have emphasized vocabulary and grammar practices
rather than language proficiency skills improvement. The result suggested that the unevenness
of activities would likely influence students’ lack of interest and confidence in English
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learning. For example, in the 21 st-century college English textbook, out of 22 exercises and
activities of each unit, five exercises are listening practice, 12 are reading exercises, two are
speaking activities, and the other 3 are translation and writing exercises.
Furthermore, based on 12 exercises and activities of reading, 50% of the reading part is
set to practice students’ languages and grammar. These exercises include “filling in blanks”,
“sentence completion” and “vocabularies and grammar structures”. Such activities seemed to
practice students’ vocabulary and grammar fluency instead of their reading skills. Therefore, it
inferred that the distribution of exercises and activities did not apply to help students to
improve their language skills.
As for the i-English Integrated coursebook, this has 18 exercises and activities in each
unit. Among the 18 exercises, there are four listening exercises, four reading exercises, two
translation exercises, one writing exercise, and seven vocabularies and grammar practices.
Moreover, from the questionnaire analysis, some students complained that the textbooks focus
on activities and grammar points too much. These words and grammatical activities reduced
their chances to practice language skills, namely listening, reading, speaking, and writing,
hence the lessons became boring.
The third evaluation aspect focuses on the texts and vocabulary. From the result of the
questionnaire survey, students reflected that the reading texts in the two textbooks are exciting
and not challenging for them to understand, and there are few complicated vocabularies in the
texts. So some participated students suggested teachers add more new words in the lessons to
increase their language.
It takes several sentences from the two textbooks to be examples as follows:
1. “As both a college professor and parent of a college student, this time of year
always seems to raise a variety of thoughts as freshly minted high school graduates
to head off to their new adventures.” (Wang, 2019, p.5)
2. “Parents and students are nervous, excited, worried about paying bills, and so on.”;
“Don’t be frightened by the faculty.” (Wang, 2019, p.5)
These sentences are from the I-English college English textbook. Moreover, from the
21st-century college English textbook, the following extracts tend to be accessible.
1. “You’re doing well in school, getting involved in several activities outside of
school, and preparing yourself for a successful career in the future.” (Zhai, 2018,
p.4)
2. “Another way to demonstrate respect for your job and your colleagues is to dress
appropriately for your job.” (Zhai, 2018, p.5)
As the findings suggest that the level of two textbooks did not reach the CSE required
level, students who have been using the textbooks might not acquire proficiency level acquired
the Ministry of Education in China.
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Discussion
Textbook evaluation is very crucial for English language learning and teaching, while few
Chinese researchers explored appropriate methods for evaluating local books (Wang and Zhao,
2006). For example, Wang (2021) and Zhou (2021) just adopted western methods and checklists
into the evaluation of domestic teaching materials. In addition, although other Chinese scholars,
namely Wen (2018) and Zhuang (2005), suggested developing Chinese localized strategies for
materials evaluation, they did not provide complete theories or empirical experiments. Therefore,
this study provided an empirical example of textbook evaluation in the Chinese context, which
can be inspirable for all scholars majoring in materials evaluation and development. Moreover,
since the construction of the CSE framework, it was regarded as a national benchmark to guide
the syllabus, the design of educational activities, and the development of language tests. What
current researchers focus on is mainly the introduction and spreading of the framework. For
instance, both Bai (2021) and Liu (2021) emphasized the influential role of the framework for
domestic ELT classrooms. Liu (2021) also suggested to promote the alignment of the CSE
framework with international tests. Hence, comparing with previous researches, the application of
the CSE framework in textbook evaluation of this study seemed to be a new area and might
stimulate more extensive researches on this domain.
Being grounded in the findings of this research, the degree of difficulty of the book’s
content was lower than the CSE levels and students’ language proficiency. The results reflect two
things. The one is that the CSE framework is a good reference for Chinese teachers and publishers
in materials evaluation and development. The other is that learners’ language ability is a crucial
factor for books evaluation. In addition, another finding was the excessive words and grammar
exercises in both two books. From the survey results, it presented excess exercises might decrease
students’ learning interests and confidence. With the exception of the findings, there are some
limitations of this study as well. First, the data of the questionnaire survey only from college
students of Wenshan university. If the researcher wand to get a very comprehensive reflection of
the two books, it might need more students’ perception data from other universities in China. On
the other hand, the checklist in this study only utilized for evaluating the two college English
books, which might need more experiments in other English materials to prove the validity.
Conclusion
This study intended to present an instance of materials evaluation aligned the CSE
framework, which utilized two instruments, namely a checklist aligned with the CSE and
assisted with a questionnaire survey based on students learning experience. From the evaluation
results, the degree of difficulty of evaluated two books was lower than the CSE levels, and the
two books are accessible for local students in Wenshan university.
Generally, the two textbooks choose easy-to-understand texts, motivating students to
learn the language and connect relative expressions with actual life. On the other hand, as
mentioned, the difficulty levels of the two textbooks are lower than the CSE demanded levels for
college students, and most students also consider the textbooks are accessible for them, which
would result in the phenomenon that students’ English language skills cannot be significantly
enhanced in the long term.
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According to the introduction of the two textbooks, both two books can help college
students to improve their four language skills. Hence, they should cater to students’ language
proficiency on average. Whereas, if schools and teachers want to use the two books to help their
students reach the demanded language proficiency levels of the national standards, namely the
CSE level five to six, they need to adapt the two textbooks to suit local students’ proficiency and
needs. For instance, teachers can add supplementary materials to increase the difficulty levels of
the teaching content and make appropriate tasks to encourage students to practice their language
skills. In the meantime, followed researches would proceed with the adaptations of the two
books.
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Abstract
Multilingualism has established itself as a separate area of research in linguistic studies for the
two last decades. Therefore, the present study aims at examining Algerian Multilingual students’
perceptions of linguistic distance i.e., psychotypology, between their first Language Arabic and
Second language French and third language English. It focuses on the role of psychotypology as
a constraining factor of cross-linguistic influence in third language acquisition that may lead to
the activation of the background languages in the production of L3 English. Therefore, the
researcher used a mixed research method to explore which typological or psychotypological
languages L1 Arabic or L2 French would be the source of language transfer in L3 production.
Forty students participated in this study, and data was gathered through a psychotypological
questionnaire. The results of a qualitative and quantitative analysis showed students perceive
French as a closed language to English in most the language aspects and they used it to fill a
linguistic gap in their English production. It also showed that psychotypology is a complex
concept that would affect students’ language choice in L3 production as well as a crucial factor
in determining the source language of transfer. The findings indicated that further investigations
of Psychotypology in L3 production are necessary.
Keywords: Algerian, Cross-linguistic influence multilingualism, multilingual Learners.
psychotypology. third language acquisition, typology
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Introduction
The effect of the already acquired languages in Second Language Acquisition (SLA) and third
language acquisition on the language being acquired was always a controversial issue. Research
depends on the relations between the two languages. The relationship between languages can be
measured through measurable terms like typological comparison. Hence, it could be biased due
to specific individual perceptions and beliefs about the languages where assumptions about
would affect the learning process. How far, or how close the learner assumes the target language
to be from his background languages can assume a positive or a negative cross-linguistic
influence. Kellerman (1986) suggested that what affected transfer is not typology, but rather
psychotypology - the learner’s perceived distance between the first language (L1) and Second
Language (L2). Kellerman also suggested that when the learner acquires a larger understanding
of the target language, the estimate of the psychotypological distance will gradually change.
Much of the perceived suitability of the source language structures depends on the perceived
distance between the two languages (Kellerman, 1982). Since the multilingual participants in the
present study have two potential source languages: Arabic and French, from which crosslinguistic influence on English might take place, psychotypology is an important aspect of
consideration to the choice of the source language of transfer. Therefore, the researcher aimed at
knowing students’ perceptions of linguistic distance, between Arabic, French, and English that is
significant in determining the source language of transfer In this concern the following research
questions were formulated:
a) How do Algerian students perceive the linguistic distance between L1 Arabic, L2 French, and
L3 English?
b) Which of the background languages Arabic or French is perceived closer to English?
c) Which of the background languages L1 or L2 can be the source of transfer
The main objective of this research is to know students’ perception of their linguistic
repertoire and how their background languages negatively influence their production in L3
English. The linguistic perception or psychotypology enables the researcher to determine which
of the background languages is the source language of transfer that affect the target language
production negatively.
Literature Review
Multilingualism
Third Language Acquisition (TLA) has been of recent interest in the field of linguistics and
language acquisition. Along with this growth of the TLA field, however, there is increasing
concern over giving an accurate definition to the terms: ‘multilingualism’, and ‘multilingual’.
The concept of multilingualism has been defined from different perspectives depending on the
background and ideologies and theoretical orientations of the researchers that led to the diverges
in understanding the concept. For instance, the francophones used the term Plurilingualism to
refer to individual multilingualism as opposed to societal multilingualism (Cenoz, 2013).
Whereas some scholars used the term multilingualism to refer to both societal and individual
multilingualism “Is the use of three or more languages by an individual or by a group of speakers
such as the inhabitants of a particular region or a nation” (Richards & Schmidt, 2016, p.379). In
psycholinguistic studies, multilingualism is generally used to refer to individual multilingual and
is defined as “speakers who use two or more languages or dialects in their everyday lives”
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(Pavlenko, 2007, p16) While a neutral definition goes as “Multilingualism is widely regarded as
a natural state of humankind” (Flynn, 2016, p. 2).
Some studies have established that multilingualism is equivalent to bilingualism and can be
used interchangeably (e.g., Aronin & Singleton, 2008) and trilingual and L3 or Ln Additional
Language’s learners were not considered any different than bilinguals or L3 learners. at the same
time, other scholars acknowledged the need to separate the two concepts (De Groot,2011). For
example, Grosjean (2001) introduced a developed model of multilingual language processing of
his previous monolingual and bilingual modal introduced in (1997), claiming that the latter do
not adequately account for multilingual. Edward Dewaele (2007 “trilingualism is not just an
extension of bilingualism” (p.221) and the “assumption that trilingualism differs from
bilingualism only in as much as it represents more of the same” (p.221) is not sustainable.
Competence in the use of more than two languages by the individual raised another issue in
defining multilingualism. Language proficiency may vary according to several factors such as
the educational level, register, exposure, occupation, the context and it may fluctuate over time
(Herdina & Jessner, 2002). Kemp (2009), therefore, argued that “[r]esearchers need to decide on
the degree of proficiency and functional capability multilingual are required to have for a
language to count in their study (…). Researchers should specify what they mean by
‘multilingual” (p. 12). The views of multilingual proficiency vary from the maximal sphere of
attaining a proficient level or a native-like speaker in all the languages and a minimal sphere of
alternate words in languages of everyday use.
Wei (2008) considers “anyone who can
communicate in more than one language, be it active (through speaking and writing) or passive
(through listening and reading)” (p. 4) to be multilingual. In the present study, the level of
proficiency is not an effective factor in the investigation; hence the participants have at least
three regularly used languages in their academic use in the Algerian educational context.
Cross-Linguistic Influence (CLI)
The field of research in TLA is “characterized by new areas of inquiry and methodologies”
(Falk and Bardel 2010, p. 24). Yet the topic that has a central emphasis in Tl research was crosslinguistic influence a concept that has evolved and has greater attention recently. The concept
was introduced by Sharwood-Smith and Kellerman (1986) as a broader term that encompasses
many other aspects that explain the influence of prior linguistic knowledge and experience on the
target language. The concept of CLI has often been used interchangeably with transfer with no
implied differences to explain previous language influence. Generally, the term transfer
commonly refers more to the L1 influence on L2 in Second Language Acquisition (SLA)
research. Therefore, the term CLI appears to be more widely used in TLA studies. SharwoodSmith and Kellerman (1986) stated that CLI is more inclusive than transfer in that it refers to
avoidance, borrowing, and L2 related aspects of language loss. However, the two terms are used
interchangeably to designate the same phenomenon “cross-linguistic influence (which is a
synonym for transfer)” (Odlin & Yu, 2016, p. 1). Thus, such will be the same for this article to
refer to the influence of prior linguistic knowledge of L1 Arabic and L2 French in L3 English.
Williams and Hammarberg (1998) postulated that “L1 and L2 may play essentially different
roles in L3 acquisition” (p. 303).
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Researchers such as Garcἱa-Mayo (2012), Rothman and Amaro (2010) view TLA as an
opportunity to re-address recurrent questions in SLA, where new theoretical insights will be
used, and new definitions will limit the scope. Several definitions have been given to the concept
of CLI, Odlin (1989), for instance, defined it as “the influencing resulting from similarities and
differences between the target language and any other language that has been previously (and
perhaps imperfectly) acquired” (p. 27). Sharwwod Smith and Kellerman (1994) “it also means
the influence of any ‘other tongue known to the learner on that target language” (italic in the
original) (p. 198). “The term CLI seeks to explain how and under what conditions prior
linguistic knowledge influences the production, comprehension, and development of a target
language” (De Angelis, 2007, p19.
CLI research has also tried to explain how the mind operates when several languages are
involved, and how the mind acquires, treats, stores, organizes and uses all the linguistic
information that language learners possess (De Angelis, 2007). More recently, theoretical models
that account for the appearance of language transfer have been developed aiming at explaining
the interaction, activation, and inhibition of languages in the brain. It seeks to analyse how
certain languages are activated over another and interfere in the use of another language to
become the dominant supplier of linguistic luck or language inadequacies in the production of
L3.
Some factors were acknowledged in the literature as constraining factors of CLI. The most
extensive and structured description of the affective factors of the CLI is the one presented by
Jarvis and Pavlenko (2008). They classified the variables that have been established in the
literature into five groups. 1- the linguistic and psycholinguistic factors which include factors
such as recency, language similarity, frequency, ..etc. 2-cognitive attention and developmental
factors like language awareness, cognitive language ability. 3- factors related to cumulative
language experience and knowledge such as age, length, language exposure. 4-factors related to
the learning environment. 5- factors related to language use.
In the studies of CLI greater attention was given to the first category in Jarvis and Pavlenko
(2008). Recent studies of CLI have given greater attention to the linguistic and psycholinguistic
factors as major constraining factors of CLI. The linguistic and psycholinguistic factors refer to
the different ways in which CLI is affected due to source and target language Aspects including
language distance (Psychotypology), recency of use and L2 status. The present paper is only
interested in the factor of language distance or Psychotypology as an effective factor in L3
English production of Algerians L1 Arabic and L2 French.
Psychotypology
Psychotypology refers to the assumed typological distance between languages. It is usually
related to the learner’s understanding of structural similarities and differences between two or
more languages. It is defined as “the learner’s perception of typological distance between
languages(...) which is the individual assessment of the degree of relationship between particular
structures and words of L1 and L2” (Otwinowska, 2016, p. 103). The psychotypology
generally comes from the learners’ metalinguistic awareness in discovering certain structures of
a particular language are similar or not to another one. Kellerman (1978) refers to the perception
of the second language and distance from the first language as psychotypology. According to
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Kellerman (1978), transferability depends on the perceived distance between the first language
and the second language and the structural organisation of the learner’s first language.
Language distance can be regarded as linguistic, meaning the actual degree of difference
between the languages, or as psycholinguistic, meaning the learners’ assumption of the degree of
difference (Ellis, 1994). Jarvis and Pavlenko (2008) highlighted the importance of distinguishing
between what is objective and what is subjective with concerning similarity between languages.
They mentioned that typology or the objective similarity between languages is referred to as the
degree of congruence between them, while psychotypology or subjective similarity refers to the
degree of congruence the learner perceives there to be.
Language similarity is seen as the main factor in language transfer both in SLA and in TLA
studies, Odlin (1989) identified language distance as a factor that affects transfer and mentioned:
“an objective estimation of language distance can sometimes be misleading about the likelihood
of transfer: in some cases, the subjective estimation of distance by learners can override an
objective measure” (p. 142, emphasis in the original). Subjective psychotypology determines the
degree to which learners rely on different background languages when learning or producing the
target language (Jarvis & Pavlenko, 2008). Ellis (1994) explains the difference between
subjective and objective similarity is that the objective similarity of languages can’t be changed
over time whereas, subjective similarity may change over time with increased exposure, use and
proficiency in the target language. Ellis (1994) explained the difference between subjective and
objective similarity of languages where the former refers to languages that can’t be changed over
time whereas the latter may change over time due to the increased exposure, use, and proficiency
in the target language. A further distinction provided by Jarvis and Pavlenko (2008) is perceived
versus assumed similarity between languages. While perceived similarity refers to a learner’s
judgment that “a form, structure, meaning, function or pattern (…) in the input of the recipient
language is similar to a corresponding feature in the source language”, assumed similarity, by
contrast, is a learner’s “hypothesis that a form, structure, meaning, function or pattern that exists
in the source language has a counterpart in the recipient language, regardless of whether the L2
user has yet encountered anything like it in the recipient language” (p. 179). Falk and Bardel
(2010) also offered a distinction between the subjective and objective similarity of languages.
They proposed the term language ‘language relatedness’ to indicate a genetic relationship
between languages and the term ‘psychotypology’ to refer to learners’ subjective perception of
the relative similarity between languages in their repertoire as it is originally introduced by
Kellerman (1978).
The concept of psychotypology has been recently reintroduced by Rothman (2010, 2011,
2015). In his proposed modal ‘the typological primacy modal’, which argues that the perceived
language distance between languages has a great effect on the choice of the source language of
transfer i.e. the perceived proximity between L3 and L1 or L2 is the main determinant of CLI.
Therefore, this paper seeks to identify which of the prior languages L1 Arabic or L2 French is
the proximate language to L3 English and which of these languages is the source language of
transfer in their L3 English production. Very often, students’ perceive more linguistic proximity
between an L2and L3, which has come to be known as the foreign language effect (Meisel,
1983) or L2 factor (Williams & Hammarberg, 1998).
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Methods
This research employed a mixed research method with a descriptive approach. In this study,
the researcher first explored the linguistic background of the participants to ensure their
multilinguality then analysed their linguistic perceptions of languages.
Participants
The selected sample included 40 students, undergraduate first-year students, at the high
school of fine arts in Algiers -Algeria- during the academic year 2020-2021 the sample was
conveniently selected, it includes both males and females. Their ages ranged between 17 and 19
years old. Age is considered as an influential factor in TLA and CLI studies, however, this study
is not examined as an effective factor of CLI. The participants received the English language
course once a week for three hours by an EFL teacher. The sample is considered as a nonhomogeneous group in terms of language exposure, use or proficiency because controlling all
these aspects is an extremely hard and complex task (Aronin & Singleton, 2012)).
Research Instruments
The current research encompasses one main research tool to answer the research questions of
this study. The questionnaire was submitted to the students in the classroom to analyse their
linguistic perceptions and psychotypologies of their previous languages.
The Questionnaire
A semi-structured questionnaire has been submitted to the students in the classroom. It took
15 to 20 minutes to answer the questionnaire. It contains items that aimed to know about the
learners’ background, language experience, language use preferences, frequency of use of each
language and exposure as well as items about psychotypologies and how they subjectively
perceive language distance among the three languages. The questionnaire attempts to cover most
of the background knowledge factors mentioned in the literature as affective factors of language
transfer.
Research Procedures
The study took place at the beginning of the second semester in 2021 and it took two weeks.
During that period, students received instruction in writing in the English language. The
questionnaire was first piloted before being submitted to the students to assess the
comprehension and understanding of the items and make any necessary changes. The piloting
was conducted with eight students from another group within the same school. The questionnaire
was comprehensible and needs no modifications. The week after piloting the study the researcher
submitted the questionnaire to the students in the classroom at the beginning of the session, it
took 15 to 20 minutes. The teachers read first the questionnaire and asked the students if they did
not understand any question. The teacher clarified some technical words that were ambiguous for
the students. Later, they give it to the teacher.
Results
Results of the questionnaire
As it is mentioned before the students' age ranged from 17 to 19 years old. In response to the
languages knowing all the students share the same languages, Arabic both Modern standard
Arabic and Algerian Arabic (hence, Algerian Arabic will be considered as a low variety of the
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MSA in this paper), French as a second language and English as a third language. Most of the
students rate themselves as proficient in Arabic and advanced in French whereas they claimed
they have an intermediate level in English, only five students claimed that they have an advanced
level in English.
In language use, 25 students claimed that they find themselves using French rather than
Arabic whereas, 12 students find Arabic as the most identifiable language that represents them
and nine students consider English as the more suitable language for them. The participants
reported that they find French as the most prestigious language among the language they
acquired.
In the item of which language, they express themselves better, responses differ between
Arabic, French and English and also by mixing all these languages like Arabic with French or
Arabic with English and even switching between the three of them i.e., Arabic, French, and
English. However, the majority of the students mentioned that they find MSA as a stressful
language in expressing their feelings and emotions or anxiety.
Concerning the language use and exposure to the three languages students stated that they
have more exposure to French and Arabic than in English in academic contexts hence in their
daily lives they have exposure to all the languages.
The most important part of the questionnaire is the students’ perception of language distance.
Students perceive that French is typologically closer to English than to Arabic in morphology
and grammar with some distinctions on phonology while it shares only some borrowed words
with the Arabic language. They perceive Arabic as a linguistically distant language with different
morphology, grammar, phonetics and vocabulary. They also reported that in some cases they use
French words to complete a vocabulary gap in their production of L 3 English that sometimes
succeed and sometimes not.
The following tables will illustrate more findings of the study that represent their subjective
perceptions of linguistic distance.
Table 1. Proficiency in Arabic
Frequency
Valid
3
5
4
14
5
21
Total
40

Percent
12,5
35,0
52,5
100,0

Valid Percent
12,5
35,0
52,5
100,0

Cumulative Percent
12,5
47,5
100,0

Table2. Proficiency in French
Valid

3
4
5
Total

Frequency
2
23
15
40
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5,0
57,5
37,5
100,0

Valid Percent
5,0
57,5
37,5
100,0

Cumulative Percent
5,0
62,5
100,0
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Table 3: Proficiency in English
Valid

2
3
4
5
Total

Frequency
1
17
16
6
40

Percent
2,5
42,5
40,0
15,0
100,0

Valid Percent
2,5
42,5
40,0
15,0
100,0

Cumulative Percent
2,5
45,0
85,0
100,0

In language proficiency, students were asked to rate themselves on a scale ranging from 1
to 5 points. 58% reported a high proficiency level in French and 53% a high proficiency level
in Arabic while 40% have a high level in English.
Table 4: The Most used Languages\
Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative Percent
Arabic
26
65,0
65,0
65,0
French
14
35,0
35,0
100,0
Total
40
100,0
100,0
Table (4) elicits that the most used Language is Arabic in which 65% of the participants used
their L1 Arabic and 35% of them use more their L2 French while no one mentioned English as a
used language.
Table 5: Languages closer to English
Valid

Valid

French
non
Total

Frequency
31
9
40

Percent
77,5
22,5
100,0

Valid Percent
77,5
22,5
100,0

Cumulative Percent
77,5
100,0

Participants perceived that their L2 is closer to L3 English and 23% claimed that none of their
previous languages is closed to English.
Discussion
One aspect is evident from the discussion of this paper. The items of the questionnaire were
built with one idea behind that is arguably the same: to explore the perceived linguistic distance
between L1 Arabic and L2 French with L3 English. Participants answers show the complexity of
the linguistic distance perception which will affect their production in L3. The results reflect the
assumption that there are two separate concepts typology and psychotypology (Rothman and
Amaro2010). Participants report that there is a typological difference between L1 Arabic and L3
English because they are genetically not related languages however, they have a subjective
assumption that L2 French are distant, but they share similarities in language aspects such as
Grammar, morphology, Vocabulary…etc. Kellerman (1979) Highlighted that some categories of
items can be specific though close to TL. In the present study, students perceive French as a
closed language to French where they can sometimes adopt items from and used them in English.
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Results show a controversy between what the participants perceive and what they implement
in their learning process of L3 i.e., they report distance between L1, L2 and L3 hence they rely
on their previous languages to fill a linguistic gap their production difficulties or inadequacies in
both cognitive and production processes as it was mentioned in the questionnaire. it confirms
Kellerman’s formulation that “Actual learning experience will thus tend to affect perceptions of
distance which may have originated from 'folk linguistics'. Thus, experience affects the
provisional typology the learner is building up.” (Kellerman, 1979, p. 40) In other words,
typological proximity between French L2 and English L3 ensures cross-linguistic similarities
in many subsystems that can facilitate the learners' production while in the long term, lead
students to assume false similarities (or differences) that, objectively, do not exist.
The results show that psychotypology have a significant effect on the source language of
transfer that participants judgement of language similarity will affect their choice of language in
the production of L3 “if the learner believes that there could be a relationship between NL and
TL at a given point, he may well transfer” (Kellerman, 1977, p. 93). Conversely, learners will
avoid transfer, if they do not perceive any similarity between the previous languages and the
target language. Otwinowska (2016) states that the mere perception of similarity between
typologically distant languages can lead to a large number of errors since this influence would be
stronger than that of objective interlinguistic similarity and a number of studies have
demonstrated that typological judgement does affect learners’ transfer behaviour (Cenoz, 2001;
Lindqvist & Bardel, 2014; Ringbom, 1986, 1987, 2001, 2007).
Psychotypology is a highly complex phenomenon, since the perception of linguistic distance
is subject to change over time. For example, “it may be that a learner begins learning a language
with the expectation of great similarity, only to find that there are more differences
than originally anticipated” (Gass, Behney & Plonsky, 2013, p.152). As Otwinowska (2016)
points out, “lower levels of proficiency in L2 and L3 allow only for limited crosslanguage activation in language production” (p.108).
Conclusion
The main aim of this study was to explore students ‘linguistic perceptions and
psychotypologies as a constraining factor of CLI in multilingual studies. As we have mentioned
above the descriptive statistical analysis of the Questionnaire showed the complexity of the
psychotypology concept. Findings indicate that psychotypology have a significant effect on the
source language of transfer in third language acquisition. As a conclusion of this research,
though, psychotypology appear to have strong predictive power in determining the source of
transfer, language closeness may play an important role in the choice of the source language of
transfer. Hence the combination of the L2 status and psychotypology have a decisive factor in
determining the amount of transfer in language production. Finally, the distinction between the
two terms psychotypology and typology should be set clearly and it is necessary to measure
learners’ perceptions of their background languages because finding transfer from a less
typological language doesn’t mean that psychotypology didn’t intervene in the production
process.
Finally, the present study would benefit from further research on the relation between
Psychotypologies or the subjective assumption between languages and the linguistic transfer in
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L3 production that will enable to examine which of the perceived languages is the source
language of transfer in third language acquisition.
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Appendix: Students’ Results of Psychotypology Questionnaire
Table 6. Which language is closer to English in grammar

Valid

French

Frequency
29

Percent
72,5

Valid Percent
72,5

Cumulative Percent
72,5

Non

11

27,5

27,5

100,0

Total

40

100,0

100,0

Table7: Which language is closer to English in Phonetics

Valid

Non

Frequency
40

Percent
100,0

Valid Percent
100,0

Cumulative Percent
100,0

Table 8. Which language is closer to English in vocabulary

Valid

French

Frequency
22

Percent
55,0

Valid Percent
55,0

Cumulative Percent
55,0

Non

18

45,0

45,0

100,0

Total

40

100,0

100,0

Table 9. Which language is closer to English in morphology

Valid

French

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

40

100,0

100,0

100,0

Table 10. Which language you rely on in writing in English
Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent
Valid
Arabic
13
32,5
32,5
French
26
65,0
65,0
Non
1
2,5
2,5
Table 11: Which language you think on it in your writing process
Valid

Cumulative Percent
32,5
97,5
100,0

Arabic

Frequency
23

Percent
57,5

Valid Percent
57,5

Cumulative Percent
57,5

French

17

42,5

42,5

100,0

Total

40

100,0

100,0

Table 12. Which language you used to explain a new word in English
Valid

Arabic

Frequency
22
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Abstract
The learning needs of English students have been researched over the past decades in different
countries, especially among non-speaking English ones. The core goal of these studies was to
examine if learner needs/wants and learning outcomes of the English course/curriculum provided
are sufficiently matched, i.e., whether or not students feel satisfied (because their needs/wants
are met). Expanding this line of research, the current study attempts to find out the needs for
English learning among gifted high school students in the current Vietnam context by seeking
the answer to the main question: How do these students report their needs for English
learning? The findings are supposed to provide useful insights into this English learning teaching setting. One hundred and eighty English-majored students from five gifted high schools
in five provinces of Vietnam participated in a questionnaire-interview survey. The obtained
results show that most participants opted for English because they needed it for future
employment and cross-cultural/national communications for long-term purposes. As a result,
they wanted to practice more English speaking and listening skills rather than other components
of English knowledge (pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary) and skills (reading, writing). Yet,
their English practices in the classroom did not place much emphasis on speaking-listening
skills, i.e., their needs were not very satisfactorily met. Some of the findings echo those of
previous research, and some are first reported in the current study.
Keywords: English learning, gifted high school, needs analysis, practice, survey, Vietnam
context
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Introduction
In addition to regular high schools throughout the country, there is a gifted high school
system in Vietnam (MOET, 2014). Gifted high schools or specialized high schools in Vietnam
are designated as State-schools for students with gifted potentials, who excel in a specific subject
of foreign languages (English, French or Japanese), Maths, natural sciences (Physics, Chemistry
or Biology), or social sciences (Literature or History). Currently, each province or major city in
Vietnam has one or two gifted high schools. The enrollments for gifted high schools are held
yearly. For English majors, candidates have to take written exams in English (as a foreign
language, or EFL), Maths, and Literature. Thus, English-majored students from this school type
are deemed to have more explicit English learning potentials, needs, and expectations than those
learning EFL in regular high schools, and thereby EFL teachers have to design and offer
intensive English practices which involve a total of four or five periods a week (one period is 45
minutes) per class. They also have to design extra courses for their classes since currently there
is no national specialized syllabus or textbooks for English-majored students in gifted high
schools in Vietnam (Cao, Ta, & Hoang, 2016). Therefore, students’ learning needs should be
taken into sufficient considerations by EFL teachers working in these schools because student
engagement will be promoted when course plans and English lessons are adequately tailored to
students’ interests, needs, and current level of English proficiency (Chatzikyriakou & Zafiri,
2019; Long, 2005). Otherwise, their motivations in learning are gradually diminished.
Research on needs analysis of English learners has been done over the past decades, such
as Akbari (2016), Dissanayake and Harun (2012), Ho (2017), Loan and Dan (2018), Nguyen
(2011), and Zafar (2020). Results from previous studies in needs analysis of English learners (as
seen in the next section) have not been rigorous or conclusive. Furthermore, although the gifted
high school system has been in operation for several years, no research on EFL students’
learning needs from gifted schools in Vietnam has been conducted. Thus, little is known about
students specializing in English from this high school system. On these rationales, the current
study has been designed. It aims to gain insightful information on the English learning needs of
students from gifted high schools located in different provinces of the Mekong Delta region
(South-West of Vietnam). Specifically, it seeks answers to two major questions, namely (1) How
do gifted high school students describe their needs for English learning? (2) How much do they
feel satisfied with the English practices provided?
Findings from this current study are helpful. Firstly, it provides current evidence of
involved students' English learning needs, and the degree of their needs met concerning English
practices provided by teachers in the classroom. With students from different provinces, obtained
results could apply to the evaluation of English teaching-learning in gifted schools in the
Mekong Delta region. Secondly, the results are supposed to benefit English teachers working in
gifted high schools as well as stakeholders (as the intended audience) with blueprints for English
course plans and lesson activities to meet students’ needs for English learning better. Thirdly,
this study could be used as a premise for further studies in the settings of gifted and other high
schools in Vietnam, and beyond in the field of learning needs analysis.
Literature Review
Definition of Needs Analysis
Since the term first appeared in the 1920s, needs analysis is a technical term related to
language teaching (White, 1988). However, it was not until the 1970s and early 1980s that needs
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analysis was recognized as an essential component of syllabus design. Nunan (1988) defined
needs analysis as techniques and steps for gathering information to be applied in syllabus design.
In the same line, Brown (1995) delineated needs analysis as “the systematic collection and
analysis of all relevant information necessary in the language learning requirements of the
students within the context of the particular institutions involved in the learning situation” (p.12).
The relevant information about language learners in a particular context includes their desires,
demands, expectations, lacks, requirements, and constraints (Brindley, 1989). Meanwhile,
Hutchinson and Waters (1987) viewed that learners’ motivation, learning strategies and skills,
background knowledge, and learning contexts should all be taken into consideration in needs
analysis.
It is, therefore, needs analysis is first and foremost a collection of relevant information
about target learners in particular contexts. From this perspective, the current study focussed on
collecting target learners’ needs for English learning in Vietnam contexts. This can translate into
two significant subcategories (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987): the first is “Necessities,” which is
determined by the demands of English uses in the target situations perceived by the learners; the
second subcategory is “Wants,” which indicates how the learners consciously want to learn
English to get prepared for and function effectively in the prospective target situations. In this
framework, the related questions for information collected may include Why is the target
language needed? How will the language be used? What will the content areas be? Who will the
learners use the language with? Where and when will the language be used? (Hutchinson &
Waters, 1987; Zafar, 2020).
Benefits of Needs Analysis
Needs analysis yields useful pedagogical implications because “the purpose of the needs
analysis is to identify the target language teaching/learning needs in order to design an effective
curriculum” (Sönmez, 2019, p.8). It is deemed to help teachers have a basis for organizing inclass activities in which students can use their existing skills and language knowledge to meet
the requirements of their real-life situations in meaningful ways (Nunan, 1988). Meanwhile,
Read (2008) highlighted that needs analysis should be a core component of assessments that test
students’ performance on tasks related to real-life situations and Nguyen et al. (2021) underline,
“In reality, needs analysis/needs assessment has been substantially concerned in education and
language education particularly” (p.113). It plays an integral role in language curriculum
planning and development because a program will be more appealing and successful if it aims to
meet learners’ perceived needs (Dooey, 2010) and student voices can inform teachers of their
objectives that would have remained unnoticed or the gap between what is currently being taught
and what needs to be taught for students’ future careers (Poedjiastutie & Oliver, 2017), which is
also what the current study aims at.
Previous Studies
Previous studies relating to needs analysis were conducted to collect relevant
information about learners on two major subcategories of Necessities and Wants. Instruments
often used to collect data are “questionnaire, interview, observation, discussion, telephone
interview, and their combinations” (Sönmez, 2019, p.10) among learners of EAP (English for
Academic Purposes), EGP (English for General Purposes), and ESP (English for Specific
Purposes). The following are typical ones.
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Kazar and Mede (2015) examined the target needs of 84 students in an ESP program at a
private university in Turkey. The findings via a questionnaire-interview survey revealed that the
ESP program should focus on the effective use of language strategies (speaking, listening,
reading, and writing) in students’ workplace, academic setting, and the outside world. In other
words, participants did not find the program fully meet their target needs. Similar findings are
reported in studies by Akbari (2016) in Iran, Dissanayake and Harun (2012) in Sri Lanka, Gass
(2012) in Thailand, Gborsong et al. (2015) in Ghana, Ibrahim (2016) in Sudan, Nurakhia and
Palupi (2018) in Indonesia, and Priya (2014) in India.
Recently, Chatzikyriakou and Zafiri’s study (2019) exclusively surveyed 54 EFL
teachers in the Greek private sector and reported that participants acknowledged the importance
of needs analysis and highlighted its usefulness in the course and syllabus design. They were
aware of students’ needs in various ways, such as through observation, formal testing, evaluation
of tasks and activities, etc.; thereby, they utilized the results of their needs analysis in the course
and syllabus design, mainly by adapting instructional material to suit their students’ needs and to
select the appropriate tasks and activities daily for them. Also, a recent questionnaire survey
research by Lou, Li, and Zhao (2020) in China among 110 first-year ESP students reported that
writing and speaking should be emphasized although participants ranked reading and listening as
the first importance. Yet, drawing from the interviews among vocational college graduates in
Oman, Al Hilali and McKinley (2021) suggested that ESP course designers need to address the
text-context relationship and contextualised nature of written genres.
In Vietnam, Nguyen (2011) conducted a study on learners’ academic and occupational
needs at a Vocational College in the Mekong Delta (South of Vietnam) involving 150 secondyear students and eight ESP teachers. Both teachers and students were asked to complete the
questionnaires. The results showed that students wanted their courses to focus more on
improving reading and listening skills than writing and speaking, but teachers placed less
emphasis on listening skills than the other three skills. Also in Ho’s study (2017), the
questionnaire survey among 92 students and eight ESP teachers from a college in Vietnam
reported that speaking and reading skills should be prioritized, work-place oriented skills such as
telephoning, writing emails, reading business texts, and interviewing should be included;
content-based and skill-integrated materials should be used; interactive and project-based
activities should be deployed. Meanwhile, 148 EGP college students and four EFL teachers were
involved in a survey interview study by Loan and Dan (2018). Findings revealed that students
were most interested in knowledge and language input. They also preferred extra-curricular
activities, watching videos, or small group discussions in the language learning process, but in
general terms, their learning needs were different from the actual course they received.
As can be seen above, previous research results vary from one context to another, but
one shared point across the board is that most participants’ learning needs under investigation did
not gain much satisfaction, mostly because either course goals or teacher instructions were not
aligned with learner needs. All previous studies were conducted in university and private
language center contexts, i.e., students and teachers from high schools were not included in the
analyses. Furthermore, no previous research provided sufficient statistical evidence by matching
what learners’ learning needs/wants are and what they are offered in English practices provided
in the classroom to identify learners’ level of satisfaction or wants to be met. Thus, against this
background, the current study has been designed to address a gap in the literature regarding
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learning needs analysis of English-majored students from gifted high schools in the Mekong
Delta, Vietnam.
Methods

As defined above, needs analysis is a collection of relevant information about
target learners in particular contexts, i.e., relying as much as possible on the learners’
views of the situation being studied (Creswell, 2014). Accordingly, the current study was
designed as survey research (Bhattacherjee, 2012) with data collected through
questionnaires and interviews because questionnaires can supply quantitative data of a
large number of respondents while qualitative interview data usually contain a clear, deep
understanding of informants’ perceptions and practices (Kendall, 2008). As Sönmez
(2019) suggests, “the needs of language education should be examined both qualitatively
and quantitatively. For this reason, qualitative and quantitative data collection tools
should be used together to determine needs” (p.12). Thus, in the current study, the
combination of two methods was employed to validate data and provide more detailed
information about participants’ needs for English learning and their satisfaction in the
current Vietnam context because the advantages of collecting both quantitative data and
qualitative data prove advantageous to best understand a research problem (Creswell,
2014).
Participants
Participants in the current study were 180 English-majored students of 12th-grade,
randomly selected from five gifted high schools in five out of thirteen provinces in the Mekong
Delta region (with approximately one-fifth of current Vietnam’s total population). They were
between 18 and 20 years of age at the research time (the academic year 2019 – 2020). The
participants all speak Vietnamese as their mother tongue and English as a Foreign Language
(EFL) at approximately a lower-intermediate level. They come from different parts of their home
provinces in the Mekong Delta and were admitted to gifted high schools after passing the
entrance exams in three core subject papers: English, Maths, and Literature.
Participants for Questionnaire
Participants in the current study were 126 females (70%) and 54 males (30%). At the
time of research, they were twelfth-grade students coming from five gifted high schools, but the
real names of these schools were changed into school 1, school 2, school 3, school 4, and school
5 in this study. The twelfth-grade students were chosen to participate in the study because they
had already experienced the whole learning curriculum designed for English-majored students.
Among 180 participants, 29 were from school 1 (16.1%), 35 from school 2 (19.5%), 33 from
school 3 (18.3%), 21 from school 4 (11.7%), and 62 from school 5 (34.4%). As a result, the
number of participants was unevenly distributed in each school for two main reasons. First, two
out of the five schools ran two English-majored classes while the others had only one class.
Second, the questionnaire designed in Google Form was sent to the target schools when the
pandemic Covid-19 widely broke out in Vietnam, so all gifted high schools in the Mekong Delta
were closed, and many students declined to take part in the survey.
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Participants for Interview
After participating in the questionnaire, ten participants were interviewed (one boy and
one girl in each school). The interviewees’ information is displayed in Table one.
Table 1. Descriptions of participants for interview
Interviewed Student
Gender
(St.)
St. A
Male
St. B
Female
St. C
Male
St. D
Female
St. E
Male
St. F
Female
St. G
Male
St. H
Female
St. I
Male
St. J
Female

Age

School

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5

Research Instruments
The questionnaire survey in this study was adapted from previous research by Hutchinson
and Waters (1987), Loan and Dan (2018), and Seedhouse (1995). It was shaped by a 5-pointLikert scale with three main sections. Section A asked participants about personal information
such as age, gender, and school name. Section B focused on their needs of English learning,
allowing participants to express: (a) how much they agree or disagree with each item moving
from most negative to most positive (strongly disagree =1, disagree=2, neutral=3, agree=4, and
strongly agree=5); (b) how much practice they want to get in each item (not at all=1, slightly=2,
moderately=3, considerably=4, and a great deal of=5). Section C explored participants’
evaluation on in-class practices of English learning and was shaped in the format of ‘not at
all=1, slightly=2, moderately=3, considerately=4, a great deal=5’.
Table 2. Summary of the questionnaire
Section
Clusters
A. Personal information Age
Gender
School names
B. Students’ needs of
Necessities for learning English
English learning
Wants in English knowledge & skills
C. Students’ evaluation In-class practices provided

Questions
1
2
3
4 (10 items)
5 (7 items)
6 (7 items)

To address the reliability and validity of the questionnaire, the researchers (the authors of
this paper) first invited three knowledgeable and experienced EFL experts to give their feedback
on the questionnaire. The feedback was on its contents, format, word choices, and grammatical
structures. Then, the researchers enhanced the quality of the questionnaire based on the three
experts’ comments and suggestions. Next, it was translated into Vietnamese to avoid
misunderstanding and ambiguity since all respondents are non-English native speakers. Then, the
researchers had three EFL teacher colleagues double-check the two versions for comparison and
adjustment before coming to the final ones equivalent in meaning.
Semi-structured Interview
The interview questions were designed based on the results of the questionnaire to get
more insightful information and clear explanations for participants’ numerical responses. After
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the completed questionnaire copies were sent back and analyzed by the Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0, the interviews were designed, piloted, and conducted.
Data Collection Procedures
Questionnaire
Before the study was officially conducted, the Vietnamese version of the questionnaire
designed on Google Form was first delivered to an English-majored class of a gifted high school
in the Mekong Delta. There were 35 twelfth-grade English-majored students in this class, but
only 26 sent back the pilot questionnaire. Data from the pilot questionnaire were double-checked
and analyzed by SPSS. The reliability score of the questionnaire (24 items) was α=.830 (> 0.7,
the required coefficient). Next, the official questionnaire was delivered to seven English-majored
classes in five gifted high schools. After two weeks, 180 completed questionnaire copies were
sent back. At this time, the researchers ran statistical tests on SPSS to gain the results.
Semi-structured Interviews
Two students (one boy and one girl) taking part in piloting the questionnaire were
interviewed to test the validity of the interview protocol. Two girls left their phone numbers in
the pilot questionnaire, but the researchers randomly chose one and had the class teacher invite
one boy. Then, the two selected students were asked the interview questions, and some follow-up
questions arising during the interview. All their responses were recorded and listened to many
times by the researchers. After that, the interview questions were adjusted based on pilot results
and the comments from two EFL teacher colleagues. Accordingly, six main questions made up
the final interview protocol (Appendix A).
Of the 180 students completing the questionnaire, twelve left their contact phone numbers
for the interview. However, only two schools had sufficient interview conditions (i.e., one boy
and one girl from each school). To deal with this problem, the researchers phoned some students
to invite them to join the interview. In the end, ten students from five schools willingly and
voluntarily partook. Each interview lasted between 20 and 25 minutes via phone in Vietnamese
to ensure a complete understanding during the interview. All the responses were recorded with
the interviewees’ permission. After that, the researchers transcribed the responses and then sent
them back to the interviewees on their emails. Next, the researchers waited for all their
confirmations before doing relevant analyses.
Table 3. Data collection timeline
Research activities

Timeline

Designing questionnaire

Week 1, 2, 3, 4

Piloting questionnaire

Week 5, 6

Delivering and collecting questionnaire

Week 7, 8

Running questionnaire SPSS tests

Week 9

Designing, piloting interview questions

Week 10, 11

Running interviews

Week 12

Analyzing and synthesizing data

Week 13, 14, 15
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Data Analysis Procedures
First, a scale test was run to check questionnaire reliability (via SPSS version 20.0),
followed by descriptive statistics tests on the data (with mean scores level: Very high=4.5 – 5;
High=3.6 – 4.4; Medium=2.5 - 3.5; Low=1.0 – 2.4). Then, Sample T-tests were used to compare
mean scores. For all analyses, differences were considered significant if p < .005.
For the interview data, the researchers had to listen to the interviewees’ recorded
responses several times to have exactly written transcriptions. Then, the transcribed responses
were carefully read and reread, highlighted, and grouped into four themes, namely (1)
participants’ necessities for learning English, (2) their wants in English learning, (3) their
satisfaction concerning their wants in English learning, (4) their suggestions for bettering
existing curricula.
Findings
The scale test was run to test the questionnaire reliability before analyses. The test
coefficient result was α=.85. Thus, the questionnaire is reliable and valid for data analyses.
The findings are organized into three sections (a) students’ necessities for English
learning, (b) their wants in English learning, and (c) students’ satisfaction. These three sections
will be presented below in both questionnaire and interview results.
Questionnaire Results
(a) Students’ necessities for English learning
In Table four, item (10) topping the list with a very high mean score (M=4.61) indicates
that the students need to learn English because they believed it helped them get a good job in the
future. It is followed by a high-level need group of six items one, two, three, five, seven, and
eight. The rest three, six, and nine falls into the medium-level need. Noticeably, the lowest mean
score=3.00 of the item nine reflects a non-imposition on the students (in this study) by family
members to learn English.
Table 4. Necessities for English learning (N=180)
Items

Min.

Max.

Mean

SD

(1) Getting high marks at school.

1.00

5.00

3.71

1.1

(2) Passing college entrance exams.

1.00

5.00

4.06

1.0

(3) Gaining prizes in English competitions.

1.00

5.00

3.08

1.0

(4) Travelling to other countries.

1.00

5.00

4.25

0.9

(5) Earning international certificates.

1.00

5.00

4.22

0.8

(6) Studying abroad in the future.

1.00

5.00

3.30

1.1

(7) Having a great interest in English.

2.00

5.00

3.96

0.9

(8) Communicating with foreigners.

1.00

5.00

4.23

0.8

(9) My parents wanted me to be good at English.

1.00

5.00

3.00

1.2

(10) I believe that learning English is vital to get a good job in
the future.

1.00

5.00

4.61

0.8
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(b) Students’ wants in English knowledge and skills
As shown in Table five, the mean scores of seven items are between 3.5 and 4.2 (out of
5), implying that students wanted to practice on English knowledge and skills. Specifically, they
firmly believed that they would need more training in Speaking (M=4.31), followed by Listening
(M=4.25) in the classroom than in Vocabulary, Pronunciation, Reading, Writing, or Grammar.
Table 5. Students’ wants in English knowledge and skills (N=180)
Items
Min.
Max.
Mean
Grammar
1.00
5.00
3.53
Vocabulary
2.00
5.00
4.19
Pronunciation
2.00
5.00
4.16
Listening
2.00
5.00
4.25
Speaking
1.00
5.00
4.31
Reading
1.00
5.00
3.85
Writing
1.00
5.00
3.76

SD
.84
.76
.81
.76
.78
.85
.90

(c) Students’ satisfaction
First, the results of questionnaire six (asking about how students are satisfied with their
English practices in the classroom) are reported below:
Table 6. Students’ satisfaction with English practices (N=180)
Items
Min.
Max.
Mean
Grammar
2
5
3.98
Vocabulary
1
5
3.99
Pronunciation
1
5
3.32
Listening
1
5
3.06

SD
.95
.86
.95
.86

Speaking

1

5

3.04

.99

Reading
Writing

2
1

5
5

3.71
2.96

.83
.84

As found in Table six, all seven items gain mean scores under 4.0, with only three of
them falling into a high-level >3.60 (Grammar, Vocabulary, and Reading), and the rest just at a
medium one. To identify any significant difference between students’ wants (Table five above)
and their actual English practices in the classroom, Paired-Samples T-Tests were run.
Table 7. Matching students’ wants and received practices (N =180)
received practices
Wants
(Mean score)
(Mean score)
Grammar
3.98
3.53
Vocabulary
3.99
4.19
Pronunciation
3.32
4.16
Listening
3.06
4.25
Speaking
3.04
4.31
Reading
3.71
3.85
Writing
2.96
3.76

p
.000
.009
.000
.000
.000
.071
.000

Table seven reveals that students spent less time practicing Vocabulary, Pronunciation,
Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing than their wants while they were provided more
Grammar than expected. Thus, no complete match is found across the board. However, the
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mismatch is not significant in the cases of Vocabulary (p=.009>.005) and Reading
(p=.071>.005).
Interview Results
(a) Students’ necessities for English learning
Nine out of ten interviewees completely agreed with the necessity of “learning English to
get a good job in the future.” They explained,
When we know English, we will get more chances of being employed, having high job positions, or getting
high-paid employment in several areas. (St. B, St. C)

Also, seven of them revealed that they needed English because they wanted to communicate with
foreigners.
I would rather use English to communicate with people coming from different parts of the world. (St. H)

Meanwhile, half of them claimed that English was the most popular language in global
integration.
English is an international language. As I know, English is now spoken in about 53 countries, and there are
400 million people around the world using it. (St. F)

Thus, it is clearly shown that participants in this study understood paramount target situations
requiring them to learn English, i.e., they know well the necessities for their learning needs of the
target language.
(b) Students’ wants in English knowledge and skills
Concerning their wants, ten interviewed participants openly expressed their opinions on
the importance of English knowledge and skills. Their responses are as follows.
First, half claimed that they had a high demand for communication in English, so they
found Speaking especially important. They also needed Listening and Pronunciation to
complement their communicative abilities.
Usually people verbally communicate with each other, so if listeners don’t understand what we are saying,
communication fails, and we won’t leave any good impressions on them at first sight. (St. C)
Although pronunciation plays a small part in English learning, it is crucial. It makes communication easier.
(St. F)

Second, St. B, G, J, and I highlighted the roles of Grammar, Vocabulary, Reading, and
Pronunciation as these English components were found in national exam papers.
I think vocabulary and grammar are the most critical components to me at present because they play an
integral part in the upcoming national exam. For this reason, I must be good at them to get a high score in
the exam. (St. I)

When asked about areas of English knowledge and skills teachers most spent in, all interviewed
participants stated that their English teachers spent most of the time giving instructions and
practices related to written national exams, namely Grammar, Vocabulary, and Reading. They
said,
In English classes, the teacher teaches us Grammar, Vocabulary, and other stuff to choose correct answers
in national exams. Therefore, we are rarely offered communicative skills despite being English-majored
students at a gifted high school. (St. E)
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(c) Students’ satisfaction
Concerning their satisfaction with what they practiced in the classroom, eight out of ten
participants showed their dissatisfaction.
As I mentioned, I expected to be offered more Speaking lessons, but learning materials focus too much on
Grammar and what serves more for college entrance exams. (St. E)

However, St. C and D said that their wants were met relative to the constraints facing their
English teachers in the classroom.
I think that the present English learning courses met my basic needs of Listening, Speaking, and
Pronunciation. We cannot blame the teacher for not providing enough what we need because how she can
meet her thirty-five students’ needs within 45 or 90 minutes, so the problem is that we cannot get a lot of
chances to speak English in such a big class. (St. C)

After having experienced the curriculum specially designed for English-majored students at
gifted high schools, the participants gave suggestions for improvements. First, St. A, B, C, F, G,
and H stated that there should be an increase in Speaking and Listening in English classes, and
learning materials of these two skills should be authentic and significantly related to real-life
situations. Second, more English eloquence contests and online competitions should be
organized to stimulate the spirit of English learning among students. Third, St. F, G, I, and J
suggested that English classes should be a place where every student feels free and self-confident
to express their ideas and communicate with teachers as well as classmates. For St. J and F,
teachers need to update their teaching methodologies, add more presentations, and increase
teacher-student and student-student interaction in English.
Discussion
This section discusses the findings with regard to the two research questions addressed
above: (1) How do gifted high school students describe their needs for English learning? (2)
How much do they feel satisfied with the English practices provided?
First, in terms of necessities for learning English, statistical findings revealed that
learning English to get a good job in the future was most agreed by the participants.
Additionally, when the interviewees were asked to give their opinions on that prioritized
purpose, they all agreed that English was a helpful tool to find a good job in the future. Added to
that prime target situation, in both questionnaire and interview results, they mostly opted for
other anticipated necessities such as academic fulfillments/achievements, cross-cultural/national
communications, traveling abroad, and personal interests. These findings are found to be
substantially consistent with those reported in many previous studies postulating that
employment opportunity necessitates the need to learn English as a foreign language among nonEnglish speaking countries, followed by other secondary purposes such as abroad-traveling and
further educations (Akbari, 2016; Gass, 2012; Lou et al., 2020; Nurakhia & Palupi, 2018; Priya,
2014). In other words, despite different socio-cultural backgrounds, individual characteristics,
and country-economic-level development, most EFL learners worldwide need to learn English
for the primary employment-related purpose and other additional ones, including exam-passing
as an urgent/short-term need, and across-border communications and travels as long-term ones.
This trend can be accounted for by the widely accepted fact that English (also well-known as a
lingua franca) has so far played a critical means of global communication in virtually all fields
and aspects of life, especially e-commerce, banking, and education. Furthermore, there is no
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denying the fact that this globally common language should turn out to be a prerequisite for the
entire world (regardless of political disputes and cultural differences) cooperatively combatting
life-threatening impacts of currently significant challenges like climate change and the
widespread pandemic Covid-19. Although participants in the current study were still high
schoolers (entering their adulthood), virtually all of them confidently understood why they
needed to be learning English. Interestingly, parental intervention or imposition did not seem to
play a vital role in this scenario to the student sample (see item nine, Table four). This particular
finding has yet to be addressed in previous research, especially among the ones from Vietnam
context (such as Ho, 2017; Loan & Dan, 2018; Nguyen, 2011; Nguyen 2021), where parents
traditionally tend to play a part in their children’s orientation of education and future careers.
Secondly, about their wants, Speaking and Listening were deemed the most essential
components of English learning, while Grammar was the least important, so most students
explicitly wanted to be offered more Speaking-Listening practices, but less Grammar than the
other components (Reading, Writing, Vocabulary, and Pronunciation). The interview results
confirmed this finding because some argued that they could practice Grammar-Vocabulary at
home without their classmates’ or teachers’ assistance, but they could not do that with SpeakingListening. In other words, they needed partners/classmates to practice English communicative
skills (orally) with and teachers to correct their mistakes (if any) in Speaking. Thus, they are
highly aware of the paramount importance of Speaking in verbal communication because poor
English speaking is likely to deliver wrong impressions on other people during first encounters
and because English-speaking/practicing environments are solely found explicitly in the
classroom of Vietnam’s present context. This finding echoes some previous research reports
such as Chao (2016), Ho (2017), and Lou et al. (2020), in which participants needed more
practice in English speaking. However, only the current study provides clear accounts for
students’ need of someone else, both practicing English speaking (classmates/teachers) and
helping correct their mistakes (preferably their teachers). On the other hand, some interviewees
also admitted that although they had high-level needs of Speaking-Listening for communication,
they would practice more Reading, Grammar, and Vocabulary instead because upcoming
national exams had neither Speaking nor Listening requirements (no test papers on these two
skills).
Thirdly, the mismatch between learners’ wants and in-class English practices (provided
by in-charge teachers) is another consistency in pertinent findings over some past studies to the
current one (Akbari, 2016; Gass, 2012; Gborsong et al., 2015; Ho, 2017; Loan & Dan, 2018;
Nguyen, 2011). Put it differently, students found their wants met at a very narrow extent over the
learning curriculum/courses offered. Thus, it is true that learners are far active, cognitive and
independent participants in the acquisition process than is assumed by teachers that what they
teach is what learners learn (Long, 2005). Yet, only the current study provides specific evidence
of the mismatch backed up by comparatively statistical results with five significant cases
(Speaking, Listening, Writing, Grammar, and Pronunciation) and two insignificant ones
(Vocabulary and Reading). In addition, the current study also provides interview reports of the
students’ dissatisfactions openly expressed and their suggestions for improvements (because
teachers gave more than enough practices in exam-preparations at the expense of SpeakingListening development). These suggestive voices are worth attending since they can be
considered as pedagogical implications for both English teachers and course designers.
Noticeably, Speaking-Listening should be consistently at the top of teachers’ protocols of lessons
authentically adjusted and updated, and classroom environments should become safe
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scaffoldings for students’ interactive and communicative endeavors. Also, extra-curricular
activities should include English-spoken presentations and inspirational contests/competitions
among students.
Conclusion
The current study attempted to determine students’ learning needs and satisfaction in
English knowledge and skills via a questionnaire interview design. It involved a sample of 180
participants (who were deemed to excel in English compared to their peers at regular high
schools) from five gifted high schools in five provinces of the Mekong Delta, South-West of
Vietnam. The obtained results are as follows. First, students opted for learning English because
they believed they needed it in prospective employments and cross-cultural/national
communications as well as exam preparations and academic achievements. Still, they wanted to
practice more English communicative skills. Second, students did not find their wants met
satisfactorily because English practices provided in the classroom focused on exam preparations
(of Reading, Grammar, and Vocabulary) rather than developing communicative competencies
(of Speaking-Listening).
The findings from the current study should be modestly generalized due to a limited
number of student participants and schools involved, especially only ten students partaking in the
interview. As a result, further research should contain a larger population sample from more
gifted high schools for both questionnaires and interviews. Classroom observation should be
added to triangulate collected data. On the other dimension, future studies should invest in
English teachers’ attention to students’ learning needs and follow-up activities (if any, such as
course plans, teaching methods, materials, and lessons adjusted and updated to satisfy students’
needs better). The recent study of Chatzikyriakou and Zafiri (2019), as discussed above, is an
example from the teachers’ dimension in this scenario.
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Appendix A: Interview protocol
(1) Why did you opt to study English?
(2) How important are English language knowledge and skills to you?
(3) What English components and skills do you want to focus on?
(4) Which English components and skills did your teacher focus on in the classroom?
(5) Did you feel satisfied with the English practices provided?
(6) Do you have any suggestions to better the English learning course at your school?
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Abstract
This study of 87 Saudi female university students aimed to discover whether they experience
difficulties learning to listen to spoken English. Acknowledging that listening is an important
part not just of learning a new language but also of day-to-day communication, data was
collected using an online questionnaire. Participants were asked to respond to a series of
statements designed to test four constructs relating to their attitudes to learning English language
skills in general (a); learning listening skills specifically (b); their attitudes towards listening
activities (c); and (d) their attitudes towards improving their listening skills. The results showed
that most of participants felt that speaking and listening were the most important skills to learn,
but listening was also the most challenging. Reading was felt to be the most effortless skill to
learn, as well as the most commonly used, suggesting that frequency of use contributes to
students’ perceptions of the ease of learning a skill. Participants’ difficulties with learning to
listen to English were associated with speech rate, pronunciation, nervousness, limited
vocabulary, and lack of background information. However, students also expressed positive
attitudes towards improving their listening skills. Understanding students’ attitudes to listening
skills and their problems with listening may help teachers improve the way they teach these
skills. This may in turn improve students’ listening comprehension not only in universities but
also in schools.
Keywords: English teaching, learning difficulties, listening skills, Saudi students
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Introduction
Language is an important channel of communication through which we share our feelings
and thoughts with others (Nishanthi, 2018). English is the most widely used and most influential
language globally, and its importance cannot be denied (Nishanthi, 2018). Perhaps as a result,
English teaching methods have become a subject of study for many academic researchers,
especially in Saudi Arabia; teaching programmes and strategies, curricula, and students’ attitudes
towards learning have all become a focus of attention (Alhmadi, 2014).
Among the four key skills in English – writing, speaking, reading and listening – the ability
to listen well, which is the focus of this paper, is very important because it can help improve
other skills significantly (Darti & Asmawati, 2017). Learners who speak English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) need to listen to the English language daily if they want to communicate
appropriately (Darti & Asmawati, 2017). ‘Development of listening skills is important for second
language (L2) acquisition’(Kajiura, et al., 2021, p.1). In fact, it may not be possible to acquire
the English language without listening as it provides second language learners with language
input, which in turn plays a crucial role in language development (Darti & Asmawati, 2017;
Gilakjani & Ahmadi, 2011). But because listening demands concentration, and English
pronunciation is not consistent, listening is often considered to be the most challenging language
skill to learn (Abdalhamid, 2012; Darti & Asmawati, 2017; Gilakjani & Ahmadi, 2011;
Sa’diyah, 2016).
This study was therefore designed to address a series of related questions about Saudi
female students’ attitudes to acquiring English skills, with a particular focus on listening:
a. How do Saudi female students feel about the different skills required to learn English?
b. Do Saudi female university-level students experience difficulties when listening to English?
c. How do Saudi female students’ feel about English language listening activities?
d. What are Saudi female students’ attitudes towards improving their listening skill?
These questions are important and answers to them will provide teachers and curriculum
planners in Saudi Arabia with information to help them improve their English teaching methods,
which will help students improve their listening skills.
Literature Review
In daily life, listening is an everyday activity that has an important role in receiving
information (Nushi & Orouji, 2020). Rost (2013) stated that listening refers to a complex process
that allows people to comprehend spoken language. Not only is it an essential element of
producing effective communication, it also helps people to understand the world (Rost 2013).
Understanding does not depend just on what speakers say, as listeners have a vital role in
understanding the listening process by applying their knowledge to what they hear to understand
what speakers mean (Anderson, Anderson, & Lynch, 1988). However, there are several factors
that may affect listeners, some of which they may not be able to control such as the background
noise which may reduce listening comprehension (Sahlen, et al., 2020). Listeners are not able,
for example, to influence the rate at which a speaker speaks, and may not be able to get them to
repeat particular words or phrases. Moreover, the size of a learner’s vocabulary can play a
significant role in the listening process, since a restricted language will undermine
comprehension. Finally, a speaker’s use of signals or words as they move from one point to
another may not be familiar to listeners (Underwood, 1989).
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Hamouda (2013) studied the listening problems encountered by Saudi students of English.
Data was collected from a sample of 60 male students on the first year of an English degree
course, at Qassim University, who were interviewed and asked to fill in a questionnaire.
Hamouda concluded from his investigation that students find it very difficult to learn the
listening skill. In fact, they encountered a range of problems in comprehending listening texts
which were due to anxiety, pronunciation, speed of speech, their own poor vocabulary and
mastery of grammar, speakers’ accents, lack of concentration, and poor quality recordings.
Moreover, students’ listening performance was also hampered by the listening material and the
environment. These results indicate that there is a range of factors that can affect students’
listening performance. Some of these can be controlled by the teacher (material, environment),
but others indicate that students need more practice to improve their listening comprehension.
Assaf (2015) conducted a similar study with 189 EFL university students studying at the
English Language Centre at the Arab American University in Palestine, who were also
interviewed and asked to complete a questionnaire. His results revealed that students face several
difficulties with understanding while listening, such as not having enough information about the
topic, not enjoying the listening text, noise, poor quality listening equipment, and speech rate.
Another similar study, of 30 EFL Sudanese university students, by Mahmoud and Ahmed
(2020) also investigated listening difficulties. Having collected their data utilizing a
questionnaire, Mahmoud and Ahmed found that students encountered listening difficulties with
both understanding informal words and idiomatic expressions, and understanding listening texts
which contained complicated grammatical structures. Students also found it challenging to
comprehend a listening task the first time they heard it, and complained that they lacked
concentration.
Rakhman, Tarjana, and Marmanto (2020) conducted a case study of the listening
difficulties encountered by six Indonesian English Department Freshman students (aged 19-20)
in their listening classes. Collecting their data using questionnaires, interviews, and observation,
Rakhman et al. found that the students encountered several difficulties when listening to English,
including problems with short-term memory, homophones and speech rate.
The studies discussed above show that EFL students frequently experience a range of
difficulties with listening comprehension. However, there has been no study to date of the
listening difficulties experienced by female Saudi Arabian students enrolled on their foundation
year. This study aims to fill that gap in the literature.
Methods
Participants
The study collected data from a random sample of 87 Saudi female university students
(aged 18-20) who had studied English for an average of eight years and were enrolled on their
foundation year at a Saudi university.
Research Instruments
The data collection instrument was an online five-point Likert scale questionnaire which
was used to obtain the students’ views on the difficulties they encountered when listening to the
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English language. The questionnaire, which contained 20 items, was primarily adapted from
Assaf (2015). Consisting of four sections, closed-ended questions were asked about students’
attitudes to English language skills in general, as well as listening skills, listening activities, and
improving listening skills. This attitudinal survey used a five-point Likert scale (strongly
disagree to strongly agree). This method is easy for participants to complete, and is reliable
(Bertram, 2006).
Research Procedures
Due to Covid-19, the questionnaire had to be administered online. Ethical issues are just as
important in online research as in face-to-face research, and after obtaining permission from the
university to carry out the study, participants were given information about the purpose of the
research, reassured about confidentiality and anonymity and informed that they were free to
withdraw from the research at any time if they wished. All the participants who responded to the
questionnaire also completed consent forms.
Results
This section presents descriptive statistics for the questionnaire results, which are divided
into the following four categories in line with the themes of the questions themselves: (a)
participants’ opinions about English skills generally; (b) their opinions about listening skills; (c)
their opinions about listening activities; (d) their opinions about improving their listening
skills. Each of the four tables below reports participants’ opinions for each category.
Table 1. Questionnaire responses (questions 1-4)
Question
Reading
Q.1 Which of the following English
skills is most important to learn?
Q.2 Which of the following English
skills is most difficult to learn?
Q.3 Which of the following English
skills is easiest to learn?
Q.4 Which language skill do you use
most often?

7/87
8%
8/87
9.2%
35/87
40.2%
35/87
40.2%

Writing

Listening

Speaking

10/87
11.5%
10/87
11.5%
29/87
33.3%
11/87
12.6%

21/87
24.1%
48/87
55.2%
14/87
16.1%
18/87
20.7%

49/87
56.3%
21/87
24.1%
9/87
10.3%
23/87
26.4.5%

Participants’ answers to questions about their attitudes to English in general showed that they
feel differently about each of the core English skills in terms of their difficulty, importance and
use. Most participants thought that speaking and listening were the most important skills to learn,
but also thought that listening skills were the most difficult, while reading was the easiest.
Reading was also the most commonly used skill among participants.
Table 2. Questionnaire responses (statements 5-12)
Strongly
Question
Disagree
disagree
S.5 I like listening to spoken
English language.
Arab World English Journal
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4/87
4.6%

1/87
1.1%

Uncertain

Agree

Strongly
agree

5/87
5.7%

44/87
50.6%

33/87
37.9%
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S.6
Understanding
English is difficult.

spoken

S.7 It is important to understand
spoken English language as
easily as native speakers of
English.
S.8 I find it difficult to
understand English words while
listening.
S.9 I find it difficult to
understand spoken English when
English speakers speak fast.
S.10 I feel nervous when
listening to an English speaker’s
speech.
S.11 I enjoy listening classes.
S12. It is more difficult to
understand spoken English when
the speaker is a native English
speaker.

Alzamil

18/87
20.7%

2/87
2.3%

18/87
20.7%

23/87
26.4%

26/87
29.9%

3/87
3.4%

4/87
4.6%

18/87
20.7%

35/87
40.2%

27/87
31 %

8/87
9.2%

19/87
21.8%

13/87
14.9%

24/87
27.6%

23/87
26.4%

4/87
4.6%

6/87
6.9%

12/87
13.8%

43/87
49.4%

22/87
25.3%

11/87
12.6%

6/87
6.9%

13/87
14.9%

35/87
40.2%

22/87
25.3%

1/87
1.1%

14/87
16.1%

18/87
20.7%

38/87
43.7%

16/87
18.4%

7/87
8%

6/87
6.9%

15/87
17.2%

34/87
39.1%

25/87
28.7%

In terms of their attitudes to listening, most participants found it difficult to understand
while listening to English speakers, mainly when they spoke fast. Most also experienced
nervousness about listening to English and felt that it was harder to understand native English
speakers. This indicates that participants encountered problems when listening to the English
language.
Table 3. Questionnaire responses (statements 13-17)
Strongly
Question
Disagree
disagree

Uncertain

Agree

Strongly
agree

S.13
Listening
activities
improve my English.

12/87
13.8%

4/87
4.6%

4/87
4.6%

34/87
39.1%

33/87
37.9%

S.14 I cannot concentrate when
doing a listening activity.

8/87
9.2%

13/87
14.9%

7/87
8%

29/87
33.3%

30/87
34.5%

5/87
5.7%

13/87
14.9%

8/87
9.2%

48/87
55.2%

13/87
14.9 %

10/87
11.5%

22/87
25.3%

4/87
4.6%

25/87
28.7%

26/87
29.9%

24/87
27.6%

24/87
27.6%

15/87
17.2%

20/87
23%

4/87
4.6%

S.15 I find it difficult to
understand listening activities
when the topics are unfamiliar.
S.16 I feel nervous when doing
a listening activity.
S.17 It bothers me when an
English teacher focuses on
listening activities.
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Statements 13 to 17 asked participants to rate their attitudes towards English listening activities.
Participants largely found listening activities to be helpful (S13) and more than half understood
that listening is important for improving their English (S17). However close to 70% of
participants also indicated that they found it difficult to concentrate on listening tasks (S14),
while a similar number agreed that it was difficult to understand unfamiliar topics presented in
English (S15).
Table 4. Questionnaire responses (statements 18-20)
Strongly
Question
Disagree
disagree
20/87
S.18 I want my teacher to focus
5/87
23%
on listening skills all the time.
5.7%
S.19 To improve my listening
skills, I need to listen to the
English
language
outside
university.

5/87
5.7%

1/87
1.1%

Uncertain

Agree

13/87
14.9%

Strongly
agree

21/87
24.1%

28/87
32.2%

6/87
6.9%

42/87
48.3%

33/87
37.9%

S.20 Listening to native
2/87
10/87
20/87
23/87
32/87
speakers of English improves
2.3%
11.5%
23%
26.4%
36.8 %
my English listening skills.
more than when I listen to nonnative Most
speakers
of English.
participants
either agreed or strongly agreed with Statement 19, an indication that
they felt it was important to practise listening outside the classroom to improve their English.
Discussion
Participants’ responses to the questionnaire give a helpful indication of how they feel about
learning English in general, and more importantly how they feel about learning the key skill of
listening. The statements were grouped into four categories – a) opinions about English skills
generally; b) opinions about the listening skill; c) opinions about listening activities; and d)
opinions about improving their listening skill. These are discussed in turn below.
Regarding their attitudes towards learning English in general, most participants (56.3%)
thought that speaking was the most important skill. Listening was ranked as the most important
skill to learn by 24.1% of participants. However, these positions were reversed when participants
were asked to consider the difficulty of learning the different skills. Listening was regarded as
the most difficult skill to learn by more than half of participants (55.2%), while only 24.1%
voted for speaking as most difficult to learn. Meanwhile, reading English was the most
frequently used skill, and considered to be the most effortless to learn by approximately 40% of
participants. These findings suggest that participants’ rating of the level of difficulty of a skill
was related to the level of importance they attributed to that skill. That is why listening was
highly ranked concerning its level of importance (second place) as well as in terms of its
difficulty (first place). Conversely, the most commonly used skill – reading – was also the skill
that participants found easiest to learn. This shows the importance of practice and frequent use
for making a skill easy to use.
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Concerning the statements in the second category, which asked participants for their
opinions about listening skills, a large majority enjoyed listening to spoken English. Most also
expressed a positive attitude towards listening classes. Apart from this, the results support the
findings of Hamouda (2013), Assaf (2015), and Rakhman, Tarjana, and Marmanto (2020) by
showing that participants faced difficulties with listening to English, due to pronunciation, the
speed at which speakers spoke, anxiety and their poor mastery of vocabulary. The participants’
attitudes highlight the need for teachers to focus on improving students’ listening skill.
In terms of their attitudes to learning listening skills, responses to Statement 14 – ‘I cannot
concentrate when doing a listening activity’ – support Mahmoud and Ahmed (2020). Close to
70% of participants found it difficult to concentrate when listening to English language activities.
Moreover, the findings of statement 15 support Assaf (2015): students found it difficult to
understand while listening if they did not have enough information about topics. Overall,
participants agreed that listening activities help them improve their English, but despite these
positive attitudes towards listening activities and their benefits, students still found listening
difficult. This indicates that the provision of English listening activities during classes is
essential, to improve their listening skill.
In their responses to the statements in the fourth category, participants indicated that they
had positive attitudes towards listening to English outside university and listening to native
speakers as ways to improve their listening skills. This indicates that participants would like to
improve their listening skill and think that it is important to focus on listening activities. When
students have positive attitudes, this may lead to the desired level of learning.
Students’ responses to the statements in all four categories show that they think listening is
a crucial skill (second only to speaking). Yet at the same time as they think listening to be
essential, students also find listening activities difficult. Because of this, and because hearing
spoken English helps students acquire vocabulary and comprehension skills, it is really crucial
for students to learn to listen well. Students therefore need to be provided with English listening
activities in the classroom.
This study was limited to the extent that its focus of concern was students’ attitudes to
listening, while ignoring problems they may have in acquiring the other key English language
skills. Future research should therefore look at whether students also face difficulties when
learning to read, write and speak – and if so – what these difficulties might be. The study was
also limited by its exclusive focus on females; future research should include males too.
Conclusion
Students’ attitudes play an essential role in learning English. In fact, knowing their
attitudes and the problems they face in acquiring English language skills may help teachers
develop effective strategies for their students, which in turn may improve their skills. Most of the
participants in this study feel that speaking and listening are the most crucial skills to learn, while
listening was also ranked as the most challenging. The most commonly used skill, reading
English, was also felt to be the most effortless to learn. The study’s results also show that
students face some challenges when learning to listen to English, due to the speaker’s
pronunciation and speed, and their own anxiety and poor mastery of vocabulary as well as lack
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of information about the topics of speech. However, students did express positive attitudes
towards improving their listening skill. These results suggest that to improve their listening skills
effectively and overcome these problems, it is really important for students of English to listen to
the language as it is spoken, not just in the classroom but also at home.
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Abstract
The Covid-19 pandemic has forced Ukraine, like other countries, to move to distance education.
The study aims to analyze the distance learning experience of Ukrainian philology students, to
find out the pros and cons of distance education, those things that motivate students, and the
challenges they face while studying online. The survey consisted of a questionnaire and
embraced 105 respondents. The survey goal was to collect data that would allow concluding
about the effectiveness of distance education for Ukrainian philology students at the National
University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine, particularly for the study of foreign
languages. The significant results of the survey include: obtaining reliable data on the
effectiveness of distance learning of Ukrainian philology students through their feedback in
questionnaires, online testing, a variety of writing assignments, and assessment in the online
classroom, finding out the most effective distance learning tools, the main features of teacher –
students interactions in a distance-learning environment. The research proves that Ukrainian
philology students overall positively evaluate their distance learning experience. It does not
negatively impact students' foreign language learning motivation. Despite a positive attitude to
distance learning, Ukrainian philology students face particular challenges connected with access
to devices, lack of information and communications technology skills, Internet connection, and
lack of communication with their peers. The finding reveals, whatever are the benefits of
distance education, it cannot entirely replace face-to-face learning.
Keywords: distance learning environment, educational technologies, foreign language teaching,
Ukrainian university students
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Introduction
The research shows that distance learning has been growing steadily worldwide over the last
few years. It is mainly due to objective factors: the processes of globalization, democratization,
humanization, and integration of society, the rapid development of digital technologies, and the
lockdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The development of Information Technologies
(IT) has contributed to the emergence of new approaches to teaching and learning (Allen &
Seaman, 2017). The Internet gained a significant role in supporting remote workers, providing
effective distance learning, and online collaboration (Favale, Soro, Trevisan, Drago, & Mellia,
2020). Digitalization as a global phenomenon affects all spheres of life. It has become a trend in
ensuring high living standards and contributed much to the sphere of education. It suggested
various technical tools that made the learning process easier, faster, more creative, efficient, and
innovative.
Therefore, this research aims to study the distance learning experience of Ukrainian philology
students to find out the advantages and disadvantages of distance education, those things that
motivate students, and the challenges they face while studying online. In our work, we
considered the students' attitude towards the transition from in-person to online learning at the
National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine, whether it promotes or
hinders their ability to master a foreign language. A deep insight into the problem will allow
enhancing the teaching and learning process to become aware of the main features of online
interactions and distance education. All this will contribute to the more effective usage of
technology as a communication tool in foreign language classes and play a vital role in
developing students' personalities and helping them become reflective and self-directed learners.
Literature Review
In times of pandemic, many researchers devoted their works to distance education and its
concepts, as it has become an integral part of the educational system (Hodges, Moore, Lockee,
Trust & Bond, 2020; Ko & Rossen, 2017). Scientists also pay considerable attention to distance
learning challenges and solutions (Boettcher & Conrad, 2016), peculiarities of teacher – student
interaction in distance learning (Meißelbach & Bochmann, 2020), distance learning methodology
(Ferrer & Kirschning, 2013), etc.
The transition to online learning due to COVID-19 evoked the interest of many Ukrainian
scholars in online methodologies (Babelyuk 2020), the use of information technology in distance
education (Kosovych, 2021), opportunities for self-education, self-organization, and selfdiscipline (Matvienko, Kuzmina, Yamchynska, & Glazunova, 2020).
Analysis of numerous works devoted to distance learning proves that researchers do not share
a standard view on the usage of terms denoting distance education. There is a wide range of
alternative terms indicating this type of education: teaching at a distance (Vorobel & Kim 2012),
online teaching/ learning (Nilson & Goodson, 2018), e-learning (Favale et al., 2020), distance
education/ learning (Allen & Seaman, 2017), Web-based learning (McKimm, Jollie, &
Cantillon, 2003), computer-based learning (Ally, 2009), Internet-based learning (Gernsbacher,
2015), etc.
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Providing a thorough analysis of distance learning, Singh and Thurman collected 46
definitions from 37 resources over 30 years, which allowed them to gain a deeper insight into the
problem (Singh & Thurman, 2019). Defining distance education at the beginning of the XXI
century, Fillip (2001) claims it focuses on using various technologies (old and new) to facilitate
learning at a distance. The researcher views distance education as a broader term that
encompasses both distance learning and distance teaching.
Distance learning methods have changed with the emergence of new technologies. Modern
distance education is a set of up-to-date electronic technologies that interactively provide
information. It presupposes the use of information and communication technologies by teachers,
scientists, professionals in different fields to send their message to students, listeners, or
specialists in a particular sphere. The advent of online education has allowed researchers
(Rekkedal et al., 2003) to supplement Keegan's (1996) definition of distance education with two
components: computers and computer networks to connect and distribute learning materials,
facilitate communication, thus establishing a dialogue between a student and a teacher.
Currently, scholars agree that at least five standard features we can trace in distance education
(Keegan, 1996; Leleka & Kapitan, 2021). Firstly, physical separation of a teacher and students
throughout the learning process (this distinguishes distance education from traditional).
Secondly, the educational institution plays a leading role in planning and preparing educational
material and providing student support (this distinguishes distance education from self-learning
and self-education programs). Thirdly, the application of various technologies to combine a
teacher and students and provide an effective learning environment. Fourthly, the presence of
two-way interaction between a teacher and students and, fifthly, almost the absence of traditional
group work throughout the training. Considering the described features, we analyzed the
peculiarities of Ukrainian students' foreign language study in a distance-learning environment.
Methods
To carry out this investigation, the researchers deliberately focused on analyzing students'
perceptions of online learning, their ability to process information, and the use of a variety of
online platforms. To get the objective results, we used a quantitative approach to data collection
and a set of general scientific methods. Applying the observation method, we could summarize
information about the main features of distant learning at the National University of Life and
Environmental Sciences of Ukraine. The questionnaire method allowed us to involve many
participants, to obtain accurate results, to collect the data we needed in the shortest time possible.
The survey involved four groups of philology students: freshmen (36), sophomore (21), 3rd year
(15), and 4th year (28) students. Thus, we collected the data from 105 Bachelor students: 74.5%
female and 25.5% male participants.
Research Procedures
We carried out the research in May 2021 by questioning philology students on the
organization of distance learning during the COVID-19 pandemic. We considered two aspects of
the digitalization learning, the problems of multimedia technologies usage and the effectiveness
of foreign language learning using digital technologies compared to traditional teaching methods.
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The survey presupposed the use of the questionnaire, one of the most reliable and commonly
used methods in sociological research. The researchers made up questions to get overall
feedback from the students, their motivations, and their interests in distance learning. Those were
multiple-choice questions where respondents had to choose one of the suggested options.
However, it is essential to note that the questionnaire was not the only tool we used in the
research. We took into consideration the whole study process during the pandemic that included
online testing, a variety of writing assignments, and assessment in the online classroom. It
allowed us to make reliable conclusions about the effectiveness of distance learning,
To host a survey, we used Microsoft Forms in Office 365 to understand better how students
evaluate their learning experience and progress using distance technologies. To obtain the basic
user information and collecting primary data, we used the Google Forms service. We distributed
the questionnaire to informants on Viber, Telegram, Instagram, and by email.
The suggested questionnaire was anonymous and included the following questions:
1. How did you adapt to distance learning of a foreign language? Answer options: It was
easy / I had some difficulties / It was difficult / I did not adapt at all.
2. Are you satisfied with the process of foreign language learning remotely? Answer options:
Yes, I like it / Yes, but it is difficult / No, it is very difficult / No, it is too easy.
3. Which of the distance learning tools do you consider the most effective? Answer options:
Online learning platforms (Moodle, Canvas, Google Classroom) / Messengers (Viber, Facebook
Messenger, Telegram, WhatsApp) / Video conferencing apps (Zoom, Skype, Google Meet).
4. How do you get an assignment? Answer options: University platform Moodle /
Messengers (Viber, Facebook Messenger, Telegram, WhatsApp) / E-mail / Other sources.
5. Can distance learning become part of the educational process in the future? Answer
options: Yes / No / Difficult to answer.
6. Do you believe that online learning can replace face-to-face learning? Answer options: Yes
/ No / Not sure.
7. Can distance learning improve the level of education? Answer options: Yes / No / Not
sure.
8. What are the advantages of distance learning? Answer options: Convenience of place,
time, and pace of study / Accessibility / No need to attend lectures and seminars at the university
/ Less formal communication "teacher-student" / Comprehensive software / Leading educational
technologies.
9. What are the disadvantages of distance learning of a foreign language? Answer options:
Lack of personal communication with teachers and group-mates / Academic overload /
Insufficient subject's content.
10. What interactive forms of distance learning do teachers use? Answer options: University
platform Moodle / Online lectures / Webinars / Online presentations.
Results
The survey analysis showed that for 35.3% of students, the process of adaptation to distance
learning was easy; 49% admitted that they adapted well to this educational format. However,
they had some difficulties; 9.8% answered it was difficult to adjust, 5.3% acknowledged they did
not adapt to distance learning.
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Answering the question on the satisfaction with the study of a foreign language online, 64.7%
admitted they liked it, 23% of students found it convenient but a little complicated. For 8% of
students, learning a foreign language remotely turned out to be very difficult. On the contrary,
4% confessed to study online was too easy for them.
8%4%
23%
65%

Yes, I like it
No, it is very difficult
It is difficult to answer

Yes, but it is difficult
No, it is too easy

Figure 1. Frequency distribution of indicators related to students' satisfaction with the study of a
foreign language remotely
Considering the advantages of distance learning, most students admitted that it allows them to
learn at their own pace in a relaxed environment. In this respect, 62.7% chose the convenience of
place, time, and pace study option; 13.7% noted its accessibility. For the same amount of
students (7.8%), it is essential that distance learning does not require attending lectures and
seminars at the university. Thus, it is not so time-consuming. At the same time, they consider
that online study allows them to establish more friendly relationships with their teachers,
addressing them less formally, omitting the patronymic, which is typical to Ukrainian culture.
Among the advantages, 5.9% of respondents mentioned leading educational technologies and
2.0% comprehensive software.
6%

8%

2%
Convenience of place, time, and pace of study

8%
13%

63%

Accessibility
No need to attend lectures and seminars at the
university

Figure 2. Frequency distribution of indicators related to students' answers on advantages of
distance learning
Analyzing the difficulties students encountered during distance learning, 64.7% of them
mentioned a lack of personal communication with teachers and group-mates. Thus, overcoming
communication difficulties while studying online appeared to be one of the burning problems,
especially for first-year students. They had to adapt to new circumstances and rules of study
without having an opportunity to attend the university and being devoid of personal
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communication with their peers. Academic overload ranks second among the disadvantages of
distance learning, constituting 23.5%. Insufficient subject content mentioned 12% of students.
Commenting on the drawbacks of distance learning, some respondents complained of technical
problems and the lack of a permanent Internet connection that interfered with the learning
process.
12%
23%
65%

Lack of personal communication with teachers
and group-mates
Academic overload
Insufficient subject's content

Figure 3. Frequency distribution of indicators related to students' answers on the disadvantages
of distance learning of a foreign language
The survey revealed that society is still quite wary of the quality of distance learning,
although students are mostly satisfied with it. The criteria and perceptions of the quality of
education in different social groups may differ. Due to the specifics of the philological
profession, the communicative activity is a necessary and compulsory part of students' education.
In light of this, it is essential to identify social areas that can compensate for the lack of
communication and provide sufficient opportunities for socialization. Analyzing the most
effective distance learning tools, 52.9% of respondents named online learning platforms
(Moodle, Canvas, Google Classroom, Google Meet), 31.4% preferred video conferencing apps
(Zoom, Skype, Meet Hangouts), 15.7% chose in favor of Messengers (Viber, Facebook
Messenger, Telegram, WhatsApp).

31%

53%
16%

Moodle, Canvas, Google Classroom, Google
Meet
Viber, Facebook Messenger, Telegram,
WhatsApp
Zoom, Skype, Meet Hangouts

Figure 4. Frequency distribution of indicators related to students' answers on the most effective
distance learning tools
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Analyzing the interactive forms of distance learning preferable by foreign language teachers,
most students (62.7%) indicated the university platform Moodle. The choice is quite logical,
taking into consideration that this platform is convenient for work. The teachers can easily
upload texts, audio and video files, images, presentations, etc. They can also create lectures,
tests, and surveys for courses using the platform, which allows customizing the system for
oneself and contains only the necessary parameters. Among other interactive forms of distance
learning used by teachers, students mentioned presentations (66.7%) and online lectures (54.9%).
The smallest but still a considerable share constitute webinars (29.4%).

62.7

66.7
54.9
29.4

UNIVERSITY
PLATFORM
MOODLE

ONLINE
LECTURES

WEBINARS

ONLINE
PRESENTATIONS

Figure 5. Frequency distribution of indicators related to students' answers on interactive teaching
methods in distance learning
Considering the impact of distance learning on the quality of education, 39% of students
evaluated it positively, 31.4% of respondents hesitated to answer, 29.4% stated that it did not
improve the quality of their study, their skills, and it did not contribute to their effective
professional development.
It is interesting to note that the same amount of students gave opposite answers to the question
about face-to-face versus online learning. 37,3% found distance learning quite appealing and
expressed an opinion that it could replace traditional education. However, many students found it
unacceptable, stating that personal interaction is crucial and one cannot substitute it with online
communication. 25.4% of respondents were hesitant to answer.
Though, the majority (68.6%) of students are satisfied with the organization of distance
learning during the pandemic, they believe it would be better to combine the virtual training with
traditional education. At the same time, 13.7% of students preferred to return to their classrooms,
17.6% hesitated to answer.
Discussion
The survey results showed that Ukrainian philology students recognize the need to use
distance learning for foreign languages acquisition during the COVID-19 pandemic. They are
aware of the benefits of distance learning, fairly quickly mastered the tools of the university
platform Moodle, adjusted to online study using different video conferencing apps and
Messengers. The obtained results allow to draw a parallel between our research and the views
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expressed by German students who confirmed the effectiveness of distance learning (Meißelbach
& Bochmann, 2020) using a variety of distance learning tools. The important roles of videoconferencing platforms Zoom, Skype, Google Meet during the COVID-19 lockdown allowed the
Norwegian researchers (Langhold & Damsa, 2020) to talk about the "ZOOM revolution" in
distance education.
According to the survey, the lack of direct contact between teachers and students is one of the
main problems in distance learning. It is a decisive factor that causes psychological problems
(Stegbauer, 2020). The lack of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) literacy of
Ukrainian philology students is another factor that leads to problems during distance learning. It
confirms the findings of other researchers, who state the low level of ICT competence of
philology students comparing to lawyers, economists, and engineers (Senkbeil et al., 2019).
Distance learning is today's challenge for educators around the world (Hodges, Moore,
Lockee, Trust & Bond, 2020; Lörz, Marczuk, Zimmer, Multrus, & Buchholz, 2020). It becomes
clear that after the pandemic the society will not return to conventional form of education.
Despite the positive results of online education, both teachers and students agree that it is
impossible to replace the traditional classroom. In the future, there will likely be a new model of
the combination of online and offline study, the integration of inside and outside the classroom.
Conclusion
Since the COVID-19 outbreak, distance learning has shown significant growth. An increasing
number of schools and universities worldwide provide distance learning opportunities to ensure
the educational process and allow students to gain new skills. The study of the distance learning
experience of Ukrainian philology students allowed assessing its effectiveness, the pros and cons
of distance education, the things that motivate students, and the challenges they face while
learning online. We can draw the following conclusions after analyzing the obtained results. We
found out that Ukrainian students overall positively evaluate their distance learning experience.
However, they admit that the study of a foreign language remotely requires a lot of efforts and
motivation. At the same time, they believe that distance learning did not affect their foreign
language learning motivation. Processing the students' responses to the questions surveyed in the
questionnaire, we found out that online learning mostly impedes their effective communication
and cannot be a substitute for face-to-face interaction. Among challenges of distance education,
Ukrainian philology students mentioned access to devices in case of a few children in a family,
lack of information and communications technology skills, and Internet connection. However,
the finding confirms that the Ukrainian education system has a positive tendency of
development, demonstrates readiness to distance education, and increases the level of
professional and pedagogical competence of university teachers.
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Abstract
Reading is a complex process that involves cognitive, physical, intellectual, cultural, and linguistic
processes. Research shows that learners who read extensively tend to accomplish a high level of academic
achievement. In Malaysia, the educational goal has shifted from simply forming literate citizens to
nurturing a well-educated and intellectual society. Promoting efficient reading habits can be an effective
approach to realizing this goal. This study, therefore, aims to examine reading habits and ascertain their
correlation with reading achievement among final-year English as a Second Language (ESL) learners in
selected Malaysian secondary schools. The study utilized a cross-sectional survey in which data were
gathered from a sample of 351 ESL learners using questionnaires and written tests as data-gathering
instruments. The analysis was conducted by means of descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation, and
simple linear regression. The findings revealed a significant relationship between ESL learners’ reading
habits and their reading achievement. Additionally, ESL learners’ reading habits contribute significantly
to their reading achievement. These findings highlight the significance of reading habits in determining
ESL learners’ reading achievement itself. However, this study is limited to reading habits and reading
achievement among students in selected secondary schools. Thus, further research may replicate this
study in the context of computer-assisted or blended learning.
Keywords: Cross-sectional survey, ESL learners, Malaysian ESL learners, reading achievement, reading
habits, secondary schools
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Introduction
Reading, concisely, refers to “an information-processing activity, one in which an arbitrary,
conventional set of symbols is used to transfer information from one mind to another” (Adams &
Brody, 1995, p. 23). Learning how to read is a process that involves several simultaneous
processes, including psychological, physical, intellectual, cultural, linguistic, and educational
processes (Ibrahim, 1995). From reading, a person can understand and feel other people’s
experiences and views. The reading process, as an integral feature of literacy (Muhamad, 2007;
Pandian, 2007), is complex in its nature. Reading does not only encompass recognizing letters or
words and uttering or arranging them correctly, but also, more importantly, includes the ability to
understand the meanings of these arrangements (Muhamad, Azmi, & Hassan, 2020). Today, the
development of society requires that people are not expected to merely know how to read but
also become proficiently literate (Abdullahi & Rouyan, 2018; Lai, 2021). Functional literacy is
acquired, as Gray (1972) pointed out, when learners have the required skills and knowledge of
reading and writing which enable them “to engage effectively in all those activities in which
literacy is normally assumed” (p. 24) culturally. In short, reading is a complex process that
entails readers’ intellectual ability, experience, and understanding of reading materials.
Rhee (2001) succinctly defined reading habits as “how often, how well, and what”
individuals like to read (p. 178). Reading habits are essential in achieving positive learning
outcomes. Research has shown that students who read extensively are likely to achieve good
academic performance (Mwangi & Bwire, 2020; Petrus & Shah, 2020). Thus, reading habits are
crucial, particularly in the field of education (Endris, 2018; Krashen, 2004; Makotsi, 2005).
Malaysia’s shift from ordinarily forming literate citizens to nurturing a well-educated and
intellectual society has resulted in an adjustment in the government’s educational goal (Azman,
2016). It is, therefore, suggested that promoting efficient reading habits can be an effective
approach to realizing this goal (Ramasamy & Padma, 2020). However, local studies reported
mixed findings regarding students’ reading habits, purposes, and types of reading materials
(Azri, Fazli, & Hafiz, 2013; Baba & Affendi, 2020; Mansor, 2017), perhaps due to differences in
study areas and populations.
Baba and Affendi (2020) reported that “students had an overall positive attitude towards
academic and leisure reading” (p. 109). Nevertheless, Mansor (2017) pointed out that the
government places great emphasis on examination success. This emphasis may cause students to
read for examination purposes, and consequently, confine their reading to textbooks (Muhamad
et al., 2020). Additionally, the government’s emphasis on examination results is reinforced by
regular seminars on compulsory government examinations as well as the instructors’ use of an
exam-oriented teaching approach to complete the syllabus in time and prepare students for
examinations (Azmi, 2013). While this kind of emphasis may help students understand the
importance of examinations, it may also limit their potential to acquire other equally important
skills such as reading and writing.
According to the National Reading Panel (2000), reading habits are important in the
development of students’ reading abilities, which ultimately, helps them to acquire a holistic
education. Despite the significance of reading habits in developing ESL learners’ proficiency
within and outside the school environment (Azmi, 2013; Balan, Katenga, & Simon, 2019; Ihsan,
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2019; Lee & Wong, 2017; Mwangi & Bwire, 2020), very few studies focused on how reading
habits improves ESL learners’ academic performance in the Malaysian context (Lee & Wong,
2017). Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous local studies provides
correlational evidence that reading habits improve reading achievement itself. Therefore, based
on the hypothetical principle of Information Transfer theory, this research seeks to study reading
habits and ascertain their correlation with reading achievement among final-year ESL learners in
selected Malaysian secondary schools. The theory explains how information is transferred from
reading materials to readers’ minds. Based on the foregoing claims, the following research
objectives were developed.
1. To examine perceived reading habits of ESL learners in the selected secondary schools in
Malaysia.
2. To ascertain whether a significant correlation exists between ESL learners’ reading habits
and their reading achievement.
3. To determine the extent to which ESL learners’ reading habits contribute to their reading
achievement.
Reading Habits and Academic Performance in the ESL Context
Research shows a correlation between positive reading habits and high academic performance
(Ganyaupfu, 2013; Petrus & Shah, 2020). Similarly, ESL learners with positive reading habits
tend to have higher academic performance than learners with poor reading habits (Artieda, 2017;
Rimi, 2019; Vuong, Hoang, Nguyen, Ho, & Vuong, 2021). For instance, reading habits correlate
positively with writing ability at different levels (Ihsan, 2019; Khalisa, 2018; Winiharti &
Suprato, 2020). Ihsan (2019) found “a significant positive correlation between students’ reading
habits and their ability to write narrative texts” (p. 124). A recent study also revealed a
significant association between reading habits and composition writing amongst ESL learners
(Mwangi & Bwire, 2020). Likewise, reading habits are important determinants of success in
reading comprehension (Balan et al., 2019; Sulaiman & Harpiansi, 2018; Muawanah, 2016;
Najnawati, 2019; Ribqotul, 2020). Through extensive reading of academic and non-academic
materials, ESL learners tend to develop critical thinking skills, vocabulary mastery, language
confidence, and comprehension, which eventually leads to high academic achievements (Balan
et al., 2019; Muawanah, 2016; Bendriss & Golkowska, 2011; Ribqotul, 2020).
Additionally, Artieda (2017) used exploratory correlations to examine the impact of
bilingual adult learners’ first language (L1) reading ability and reading habits on the second
language (L2) achievement in Spain. The learners consisted of beginners and intermediate
groups and were tested based on reading comprehension and spelling. The study showed that for
intermediate learners, “reading habits is the only literacy-related factor impacting L2 outcomes”
(p. 168). The development of “regular reading habits of students is strongly influenced by
reading culture both in families and schools” (Vuong, et al., 2021, p. 113). Parents, teachers, as
well as school and socio-cultural environments can contribute significantly to developing
children’s reading habits (Balan et al., 2019). For instance, teachers can help students to develop
positive reading habits through effective instructional strategies and quality of teaching (Balan et
al., 2019; Ganyaupfu, 2013). Very few findings revealed weak correlations between reading
habits and academic success in the ESL context (Ithriyah & Nurmalia, 2021; Rahmawati, 2021).
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Moreover, extensive reading habits help “students foster skills such as thinking, valuing,
adaptability and creativity” (Vuong, et al., 2021, p. 109). Reading habits were found to influence
learners’ knowledge acquisition, world views, as well as English speaking and writing abilities
(Balan et al., 2019). Unfortunately, there is a general decline in reading habits, perhaps due to
advances in new media technology, particularly social media (Jabbar & Warraich, 2021).
Obaidullah & Rahman, 2018; Rimi, 2019). Besides, several other factors contribute to poor
reading habits among ESL learners. According to Mugambi (2015), “lack of exposure to relevant
reading materials, educational resources, and opportunities leads to subtle contentment alongside
individual inability” to achieve academic success (p. 353). Equally, scarcity of reading materials,
poverty, and traditional beliefs negatively affect the development of reading habits (Ameyaw &
Anto, 2018; Balan et al., 2019). In this regard, Mwangi and Bwire (2020) established that an
“acute shortage of reading resources was a major hindrance to engagement in extensive reading”
(p. 62). Concisely, “underdeveloped reading habits contribute to low academic achievement”
(Mugambi, 2015, p. 353).
In essence, most previous studies revealed a positive correlation between reading habits
and language proficiency. Thus, ESL learners must improve their reading habits to accomplish
the desired level of language proficiency (Ribqotul, 2020). Achieving a high level of reading
habits enables students to develop language confidence and expertise (Muawanah, 2016).
According to Rimi (2019), reading habits “enhance retention capacity in students” at all levels
(Rimi, 2019, p. 250). The studies were conducted in different countries, including Indonesia (e.g.
Najnawati, 2019; Ithriyah & Nurmalia, 2021; Winiharti & Suprato, 2020), Kenya (e.g. Mwangi
& Bwire, 2020), Bangladesh (e.g. Rimi, 2019), and Spain (e.g. Artieda, 2017) at different levels
of education. This global attention to the area of reading habits and academic performance
implies that reading habits are important determinants of success among students.
In Malaysia, studies reported mixed findings concerning students’ reading habits. While
some findings reported positive reading habits among students (Baba & Affendi, 2020; Schaar,
Lapasau, & Ng, 2013), others highlighted poor reading habits (Annamalai & Muniandy, 2013;
Mansor, 2017). Besides, a few findings suggested neutral habits towards reading (Fauzi, 2020).
In addition, some local studies have highlighted the importance of reading habits (Azmi, 2010;
Lee & Wong, 2017), but very few studies examined the association between reading habits and
ESL learners’ proficiency. For instance, Lee and Wong (2017) ascertained the influence of
reading habits on English language proficiency, particularly the development of vocabulary and
writing skills. The overall findings showed “a trend towards a relationship between reading
habits and vocabulary” (p. 167). However, none of the recent previous studies attempted to
correlate reading habits with reading achievement among ESL learners in Malaysia. It was,
therefore, deemed necessary to examine ESL learners’ reading habits and determine the extent to
which they influence reading achievement in the Malaysian context. It was envisaged that the
present study would draw valid conclusions on reading habits and their correlation with reading
achievement among ESL learners in selected Malaysian secondary schools.
Theoretical Approach
This study adopts Information Transfer theory to examine reading habits and their correlation
with reading achievement among ESL learners in Malaysian secondary schools. This theory
consists of a set of reading models that focus on how information is transferred from texts to
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readers’ minds and consider reading as a method of information transfer (Gough, 1972). It best
measures students’ understanding of reading materials based on the amount of information
conveyed. The theory, which is primarily influenced by cognitive psychology, represents the
presumption that reading is a system of information transfer. In this sense, “readers extract
meaning from written materials by processing the text in a linear way, allowing them to transfer
meaning from the written materials to their minds” (Muhamad et al., 2020, p. 1155). The
theoretical framework of this study is depicted as follows.

Figure 1. Theoretical Framework
Besides the extraction of meaning from texts, reading serves as a process of relating information
obtained from texts with readers’ knowledge (Gough, 1972). Thus, “reading is a matter of
making sense of written language rather than decoding print to sound” (p. 2). Top-down
strategies consist of ascertaining major thoughts, observing how new information fits the reading
material generally by means of contextual knowledge, skimming, or predictions (Omale, 2015).
Whereas, bottom-up strategies focus on detecting the connotation and linguistic category of
specific words and sentence structure. According to Azmi (2010), successful readers use a
combination of both top-down and bottom-up strategies.
Determining the role of reading habits in improving learners’ ability to transfer
information from texts to their minds is paramount (Smith, 1994). This is because learners with
positive reading habits are expected to achieve a high level of reading ability (Bendriss &
Golkowska, 2011; Ribqotul, 2020). Good readers, then, possess the ability to transfer
information from reading materials to their minds. Thus, the success of reading habits depends
on the amount of information obtained by readers. When students develop positive reading
habits, they are likely to transfer useful information from written materials to minds. Based on
the above assumption, the following hypotheses were formulated.
H1: A significant correlation exists between ESL learners’ reading habits and their reading
achievement.
H0: A significant correlation does not exist between ESL learners’ reading habits and their
reading achievement.
H2: ESL learners’ reading habits contribute significantly to their reading achievement.
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H0: ESL learners’ reading habits do not contribute significantly to their reading achievement.
Methodology
Design
In this study, a cross-sectional survey method was used to determine ESL learners’ reading
habits and their connection with reading achievement. A cross-sectional survey, according to
Creswell (2012), represents one of the widely-used forms of survey designs. In the crosssectional survey method, data are gathered at a particular moment in time. This research design
has various advantages, such as measuring the characteristics, opinions, attitudes, practices, and
behaviors of a large group of individuals. It also facilitates the data collection process by
providing sufficient information in a short possible time (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007).
Additionally, a cross-sectional survey allows for the generalization of outcomes to a larger
population (Creswell, 2008; Neuman, 2000).
Population
A sample of 351 students was drawn from a population of 3,735 secondary school students based
on Krejcie and Morgan’s (1970) sampling technique. Konting (2000) also suggested that 10-20
percent of the actual population can be adequate for analysis. The sample consists of final year
students from selected secondary schools in Terengganu, Malaysia. The students were selected
using simple random sampling. Being final year students, they have been studying English for
almost 12 years and are ready to take the Malaysian University English Test (MUET).
Accordingly, this group of students can comment openly on their reading habits as they have
reached a certain level of maturity.
Data Collection
This study used questionnaires and written tests as data-collection instruments. The questionnaire
was adopted from two past studies (Clark & Foster, 2005; Long et al., 1984) that analyzed
reading habits and then modified to suit the purpose of this study. The questionnaire was
constructed based on the Five-point Likert scale. The questionnaire contains 56 items across
reading materials, motivation, place, duration, time, and reading activities. This is because, in
measurable terms, reading habits are defined from various perspectives, including reading
materials, reading frequency, reading time, reading duration, and reading motivation (Wagner,
2002). The reading materials consisted of newspapers, magazines, books, and online materials.
The learners were asked to respond to the questionnaire within 15-20 minutes. The concept of
reading habits and the research purpose were clearly explained to the respondents. On the other
hand, test items were developed based on the 2019 examination paper produced by the
Terengganu State Education Department (TSED), which was consistent with the reading
comprehension format of MUET. The test consists of 45 questions expected to be answered
within 90 minutes. Before taking the test, respondents were exposed to the KWL reading method
adapted from O’Brien (2007) to guide them through the reading process. This method is proven
to activate students’ background knowledge, guide their reading as well as organize their
thoughts to allow for greater cognition (Sholeh, Rosalina, & Weganova, 2020; Tok, 2013).
Data Analysis
The data analysis was conducted using descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation, and linear
regression analysis. The descriptive statistics, particularly mean and standard deviation, were
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used to report the respondents’ reading materials, motivation, place, duration, time, and reading
activities. Additionally, Pearson correlation was used to determine the correlation between the
respondents’ reading habits and reading achievement. Whereas, simple linear regression analysis
was applied to ascertain the extent to which ESL learners’ reading habits contribute to their
reading achievement. Researchers have demonstrated the relevance of inferential statistics in
measuring parameters of estimate and making generalizations about research populations (Hoon
& Fah, 2009; Konting, 2000; Pallant, 2001). Linear regression was considered applicable as this
study deals with a large population sample (Bujang, Sa’at, & Bakar, 2017). All calculations were
made via the SPSS software (V20) at an alpha level of ≤ 0.05.
On the other hand, the test was assessed based on the MUET standards of reading
assessment. Reading ability is an important aspect of MUET that is considered obligatory for
pre-university students. The test consists of six passages that focused on reading abilities such as
skimming and scanning, making inferences, predicting outcomes, transferring information,
drawing conclusions. The main objective of this analysis was to ascertain the correlation between
the respondents’ reading habits and their reading achievement, particularly in connection with
MUET.
Reliability and Content Validity
To ensure reliability and validity, the research instruments were evaluated by experts to
determine their relevance and applicability, and subsequently, the items were refined. According
to Airasian and Gay (2003), validity is the ability of an instrument to measure what research
variables. Subsequently, the questionnaire items were measured using the Cronbach Alpha
formula developed by Cronbach (1951). The questionnaire was distributed to a chosen sample of
50 final year students from two secondary schools: SMK Kuala Telemong and SMK Matang.
The analysis revealed a Cronbach Alpha of 0.791 regarding the students’ reading habits, which
suggests a high level of reliability (Wiersma, 2000). Cronbach Alpha is computed in terms of the
average inter-correlation among items. This study also employed a Normal PP plot to ascertain
whether the data were distributed normally according to regression standardized residual as well
as regression standardized estimated values. This is because data need to be in a normal
distribution to allow for parametric analysis, for example, hypothesis testing (Abu Bakar, 2007,
Park, 2008). Thus, data are considered to be normally distributed once the dots lie in straight
lines. The data analyzed in this study have constant variance as there was no pattern.
Accordingly, linearity and homoscedasticity were presumed.
Findings
All questionnaires (351) were returned and found valid for analysis, which suggests a very high
response rate. The demographic data showed that 327, amounting to 93.2% of the respondents,
were Malays, 23 (6.5%) were Chinese, while only one (0.3%) respondent belongs to other ethnic
groups. Regarding the respondents’ gender, 129 were males, equivalent to 36.8%, whereas 222
(63.2%) were females. This uneven distribution was because the selected schools had more
female students than male students. No attempt was made to use stratified sampling as gender
was not considered as a variable in this study. Additionally, 198 (56.4%) respondents were from
urban areas, 130 (37.0%) were from suburban areas, while only 23 (6.6%) were from rural areas.
It is not astonishing that a large majority of respondents from urban areas participated in this
study as only secondary schools in the district of Kuala Terengganu were chosen. The district
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also has a high population with multiracialism. This study, firstly, seeks to study ESL learners’
perceptions of their reading habits. The ESL learners’ reading habits were measured based on
reading materials, motivation, place, duration, time, and reading activities. According to the
Five-point Likert scale, mean values range from 0.1-5.0, the measurement of constructs ranges
from 0.00 to 5.00. The ESL learners’ perceived reading habits are reported in Table 1 as follows.
Table 1. ESL learners’ reading habits
Reading Habits
N
Mean
Standard Deviation
351
3.545
0.477
Reading materials
351
3.999
0.498
Reading motivation
Reading place
351
3.692
0.490
Dearing duration
351
3.384
0.449
Reading time
351
3.630
0.432
351
3.816
0.443
Reading activities
Total
3.680
0.465
Levels of measurement: 0.1-2.99=low, 3.0-3.49=moderate, 3.5-5.0=high.
Overall, the students’ perceived reading habits are highly positive with a mean value of 3.68 as
shown in Table 1. This outcome suggests that the selected ESL learners have a high level of
reading habits. Further, reading motivation possesses the highest mean value (Mean=3.999),
which signifies that the students are highly motivated toward reading activities. However,
reading duration has the lowest mean value at a moderate level (Mean=3.384), suggesting that
the students’ reading time is insufficient to some extent. Additionally, the students are highly
interested in reading English materials (Mean=3.545), particularly newspapers, magazines,
books, and online materials. Likewise, the students’ reading places are suitable and highly
conducive (Mean=3.692. They also read English materials frequently (Mean=3.630) and
participate in reading activities frequently enough (Mean=3.816). Secondly, this research seeks
to ascertain whether a significant correlation exists between ESL learners’ reading habits and
their reading achievement. This information is depicted in Table 2 as follows.
Table 2. Learners’ reading habits and reading achievement
Variables
Correlation
Reading
Reading
habits
achievement
Pearson Correlation
1
.276
Reading
Significance (2-tailed)
.000
habits
N
351
351
Pearson Correlation
.276
1
Reading
Significance (2-tailed)
.000
achievement
N
351
351
P<0.05=0.000
As shown in Table 2, the P-value for ESL learners’ reading habits is lower than 0.05 (P=0.000).
This outcome signifies that the coefficient for students’ reading habits is significant, and hence
we accept the alternative hypothesis which postulates that a significant correlation exists between
ESL learners’ reading habits and their reading achievement. Thus, we have evidence to reject the
null hypothesis. Overall, the ESL learners’ reading habits are significantly and positively
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correlated with their reading achievement, suggesting that learners who develop positive reading
habits are likely to attain a high level of reading achievement. Thirdly, this research seeks to
determine the extent to which ESL learners reading habits contribute to their reading
achievement. This information is shown in the following tables.
Table 3. Model summary

Degree
Mean
PModel
Sum of Squares
of
F
Square
value
freedom
Regression
6771.162
2
3385.581 15.287 .000
Residual
77071.761
348
221.471
Total
83842.923
350
P<0.05=0.000
Table 3 represents a summary of the model for the contribution of ESL learners’ reading habits
toward their reading achievement. This outcome shows that the p-value is below 0.05
(P<0.05=0.000). Therefore, the above model is significant enough for further analysis. As such,
Table 4 depicts the extent to which ESL learners’ reading habits contribute to their reading
achievement.
Table 4. Contribution of reading habits to reading achievement
Variables
𝛽
Std. Error
t
P-value
Constant
58.669
2.569
22.840
.000
Reading Habits
4.110
.975
4.216
.000
P<0.05=0.000
Based on the information depicted in Table 3, the p-value for students’ reading habits is lower
than 0.05 (P=0.000). This outcome suggests that the coefficient for students’ reading habits is
significant, and hence we accept the alternative hypothesis which presumes that ESL learners’
reading habits contribute significantly to their reading achievement. Accordingly, we have
enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis. Thus, the most appropriate model is ESL learners’
reading achievement = 58.669 + 4.110 ESL learners’ reading habits. Based on the assumptions
of Information Transfer (Gough, 1972), these findings indicate that the respondents’ reading
habits helped them to extract meaning from English reading materials and transfer the meaning
to their minds successfully.
Discussion
The findings reported in this study demonstrate that a significant correlation exists between ESL
learners’ reading habits and their reading achievement. Likewise, reading habits contribute
significantly to ESL learners’ reading achievement. These findings concur with previous
investigations of the association between reading habits and reading comprehension (Balan et al.,
2019; Sulaiman & Harpiansi, 2018; Najnawati, 2019; Ribqotul, 2020). Similarly, these findings
are consistent with Information Transfer theory, particularly Gough’s reading model, which
presumes that reading represents a method of information transfer, and in the process of
information transfer, reading habits play a critical role (Gough, 1972). However, while this study
established a significant correlation between ESL learners’ reading habits and their reading
achievement, a few previous studies reported weak correlations between ESL learners’ reading
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habits and language proficiency, especially vocabulary (Ithriyah & Nurmalia, 2021) and writing
abilities (Rahmawati, 2021).
Additionally, despite the importance of reading as receptive language ability and its role
in developing ESL learners’ language proficiency within and outside the school environment
(Azmi, 2010; Lee & Wong, 2017) and as demonstrated in this study, there has been a growing
concern among researchers and educationists over students’ poor reading habits in Malaysia
(Annamalai & Muniandy, 2013; Mansor, 2017). Similarly, the Malaysia Education Blueprint
2015-2025 highlights the significance of English language proficiency and communication skills
(Azman 2016; Petrus and Shah, 2020). In Malaysia, literacy is a multifaceted notion because of
the various languages spoken and understood by citizens of the country. As such, the educational
system assumes this complex language literacy amongst the Malaysian people by offering sixyear primary education in different languages, such as English, Malay, Tamil, or Mandarin
language. Bahasa Malaysia is taught as a compulsory language in all non-Malay medium
institutions, while Tamil and Mandarin are taught as elective subjects. Nevertheless, English is
taught at all levels of secondary schools as a compulsory second language.
Moreover, this study found that the respondents have positive reading habits to a large
extent (Mean=3.680). However, this outcome does not mean that Malaysian ESL learners do not
have problems concerning reading habits as highlighted in some of the previous studies
(Annamalai & Muniandy, 2013; Mansor, 2017). The findings of this study also indicated that the
students’ reading time appeared to be inadequate. This situation needs to be considered in
developing proactive measures to enhance learners’ reading habits, which could help them
achieve positive learning outcomes in the ESL classroom. Teachers and parents can play a
significant role in this regard (Azmi, 2010; Balan et al., 2019; Jabbar & Warraich, 2021). This
role can be facilitated by the government’s effort to provide appropriate reading materials. In this
regard, Muhamad et al. (2020) noted that the government can encourage students to read
extensively “by providing a wider variety of good reading materials” (1159).
This study also revealed that the students are highly motivated toward reading English
materials (Mean=3.999). Nevertheless, some studies conducted in the study area highlighted that
one of the major problems faced by ESL teachers is the poor reading motivation among students
(Azmi, 2010; Mansor, 2017). Perhaps, this problem occurs mostly when students feel that they
do not have to read except for examination purposes, despite the availability of reading materials.
Also, teachers often practice an exam-oriented teaching approach to complete the syllabus in
time and prepare students for exams (Azmi, 2013; Muhamad et al., 2020). Another reason for the
lack of motivation is the students’ past examination failures. In this regard, the government has
to institute programs that offer students an opportunity to rebuild their confidence and develop
positive reading habits.
To sum up, this research provides evidence that reading habits contribute to reading
achievement itself, and hence developing positive reading habits could help produce independent
functional readers, which in turn, could contribute to the actualization of the Malaysian
Government’s Education Blueprint 2015-2025. The evidence of this study is that reading habits
are formed through experience in the learning process and the environment. In the ESL
classroom, learners are exposed to basic language components such as grammar, vocabulary, and
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literature. These early proficiencies are likely to influence students’ reading habits, and
eventually, help them to attain a high level of reading achievement.
Conclusion
This study is an original attempt to determine the correlation between reading habits and reading
achievement among ESL learners in Terengganu, Malaysia. The current study has offered
several insightful outcomes. According to the findings, a significant correlation exists between
ESL learners’ reading habits and their reading achievement. This correlation is a crucial aspect
that needs to be considered in enhancing ESL learners’ language ability because reading is a
critical aspect of language proficiency. Additionally, this study revealed that ESL learners’
reading habits contribute significantly to their reading achievement. If ESL learners develop
positive and consistent reading habits, their reading proficiency would ultimately progress. This
study provides empirical evidence concerning reading habits and their correlation with reading
achievement in the ESL classroom, which could be helpful, especially to ESL teachers, on how
to rectify students’ reading problems.
Additionally, this study contributes to the body of reading research in the Malaysian
context by highlighting the significance of reading habits in determining ESL learners’ reading
achievement itself. Nevertheless, this study calls for the proactive efforts of teachers, parents,
and the government to enhance students’ reading habits through motivations and the provision of
a wide variety of quality and suitable reading materials. However, the respondents of this study
are limited to final year students preparing to sit for the MUET. The study is also limited to
selected ESL learners in the state of Terengganu, Malaysia. Thus, the research outcomes may not
apply to other Malaysian localities. Perhaps, replicating this study in various localities would
result in different and more generalizable outcomes. Also, further research may consider
replicating this study in the context of computer-assisted or blended learning.
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Abstract
Defining the functional nature of English anthroponyms in literary texts for children is
complicated philological problems as these language elements perform an essential role in
creating the system of images of any literary work. The complex study of anthroponyms
functioning in literary texts for children is rather important because it meets the requirements of
a new scientific paradigm of literary onomastics. The purpose of the research is to describe a
scientific assumption of the phenomenon of literary anthroponymy in general, and that of proper
names and literary anthroponyms in particular, and describe their functional peculiarities in
literary texts for children. Special attention is paid to anthroponyms and their stylistic expressive
abilities, which originate from the time when ancient philosophers regarded proper names in
terms of their semantics and purpose of use only. The rapid development of literary onomastics
makes it possible to point out different kinds of onyms, anthroponyms, toponyms, and the names
of characters in fiction. The key feature of literary anthponyms is their distinguishing stylistic
possibilities. It is proved that the functional nature of anthroponyms lies in the fact that they
operate in literary texts as vivid markers of the author’s intention, implementing definite
ideological, esthetic, and cultural tasks. In a word, they update stylistic features (informative and
emotive) at the textual level. Consequently, the wide use of stylistic expressive properties of
anthroponyms in literary works led to the need to conceptualize their functional nature in literary
texts for children.
Keywords: anthroponyms, literary texts for children, onomastics, onyms, proper names, stylistic
functions
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Introduction
Recently, due to the development of the anthropocentric paradigm of modern linguistics,
there is a growing interest in the problems of onomastics, which embrace the investigation of
proper names in various aspects: semantic, structural, and functional. Considerable attention has
been focused on the problem of the semantic structure of proper names in general (Leibniz,
Locke, Russell, Pulgram, Putnam, Searle). It was elaborated in purely linguistic (Espersen),
sociolinguistic, and ethnocultural aspects (Bakhnyan, Nikonov, Lieberson, Chukka).
For quite a long time, traditional linguistics was dominated by various researches, which
predominantly were focused on identifying the semantic nature of proper names. The study of
proper names may be traced as far into the past as to the origin of philology itself — to the times
of Plato and Aristotle. With the development of literary onomastics as a separate branch of
linguistics, proper names as complex language phenomena gained a new linguistic status. A
primary requirement of literary onomastics became the clarification of a couple of basic terms,
relating to the concept proper name. For example, in casual usage, proper names (names of
people), proper nouns (names of people and objects), and capitalized words (names of people,
objects, creative works) are often taken to be the same. That assumption, however, can mislead,
because the above three expressions refer to three different linguistic notions, which partially
overlap (Algeo, 1992). Hence, in modern literary onomastics anthroponyms (personal names),
toponyms (geographical names), and chrononyms (names and dates, associated with particular
historical and cultural events) can be distinguished from the array of other vast socio-cultural
information. Hence, the linguistic description of toponyms is closely allied to geography, history,
and related disciplines. Researches, defining anthroponymy is related to genealogy, sociology,
and anthropology. Besides, it examines the use of proper names in texts of different literary
genres, and often focuses on the names of characters in fiction that is characternyms (Algeo,
1992).
To sum it up, the key tasks of literary onomastics are the study of the origin,
development, and derivational possibilities of proper names, their typology, systemic
organization, and functioning. Preference is given to the linguistic aspect of the study of proper
names, because each proper name is a word that develops, according to the laws of a definite
language, and information the name is "obtained" from the meaning of the linguistic sign, which
it is.
The article aims to describe the functional nature of English anthroponyms in literary
texts for children. The tasks of the research are as follows: to define the key goals of literary
onomastics, to define the linguistic status of literary anthroponyms, and to reveal their functional
peculiarities in literary texts for children.
Literature Review
Onyms in general, and anthroponyms in particular, functioning in a literary text, can be
considered as a complicated philological problem, because in fiction they always play an
essential role in revealing the author’s message, being organic elements of its stylistic
background, and the imagery system of a whole literary work. It is worth mentioning that any
literary text is a functional system of aesthetically organized stylistic expressive means and
devices, as proper names among them. Hence, they are a kind of “speaking names,” acquiring
many semantic connections, complex associations, and connotations. They also form their
artistic semantics, which are significantly different from one author to another.
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The investigation of literary onyms begins in the second half of the twentieth century.
The researchers are devoted mainly to to describe their functional and stylistic possibilities in a
literary text. So, literary onyms are considered to be one of the universal elements of a literary
text that fully participate in the realization of the author's worldview. Besides, onomastic
vocabulary, in addition to numerous nominations of objects of the objective reality, creates an
authentic historical and cultural background of text events, fills it with diverse figurative
content.
The history of proper name studies and their stylistic possibilities dates back to the times
when ancient philosophers considered names in terms of their semantics and functional use. The
first works that could be transferred to the use of proper names for aesthetic purposes are the
books of Aristotle. The main achievement of the ancient period was the elaboration of the idea of
a natural connection between a name and an object. Mythological representations were
characterized by the identification of a word and its denotation. At that time proper names rather
performed a socio-demarcating function. Subsequently, the poetic possibilities of proper names
were also laid down in folklore, where they acquired a generalizing function and some evaluative
qualities. With the advent of writing and the development of literature, attention from the
mythological, cultic and social spheres of proper name use were shifted to the realm of fiction
with an emphasis on stylistic aspects of onyms, functioning to define another person or an
object.
The authors of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment in the courses of poetics and
rhetoric left many recommendations, observations, and theoretical statements. They greatly
influenced the further development of the stylistic attitude to proper names as a means of
increasing expressiveness and influential power of oral rhetorical speech. So, during the
Renaissance, proper names were treated (Hobbes, Locke, Leibniz), as signs of different ideas,
not just signs of things. By the way, the essential role of fiction names is mentioned in “L’Art
Poetique” (The Art of Poetry) by the theoretician of classicism Bualo-Depreo, as well as in
“Rhetoric” by Feophan Prokopovych with increasing interest in the principles of fiction creation.
The essence of proper names is seen as a continually changing entity that constantly adds new
semantic nuances to their nominal meaning.
The very term "onomastics" was first proposed in 1886 by the Croatian linguist Maretic,
but initially, it referred to only one onomastic discipline – anthroponymy. In the second half of
the twentieth century, a new direction in onomastic researches was formed. Its primary goals
were the description of functional peculiarities of proper names, investigated based on a literary
text. It arose on the border of onomastics and stylistics, as well as poetics, text linguistics,
linguistic semantics, and semiotics. At the same time, the terms "onomapoetics" (Magazanyk), or
"onomatopoetics" (Podolskaya) were proposed to denote science, dealing with the poetics of the
onyx: the principles of creation, stylistic expressive means, functioning in a literary text, the
reader’s perception, the author’s worldview, and aesthetic values.
In determining the key semantic features of proper names, the following theoretical
statements should be considered: 1) proper names have no lexical meaning, which fundamentally
distinguishes them from lexically significant names (Russell, Gardiner, Akhmanova); the main
function of proper names is nominative; proper names only nominate a denotat but do not
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attribute any properties to it because the presence of meaning would make them less transparent;
proper names have meaning, but only in speech, while at the level of language they are
considered as semantically empty signs (Espersen, Peterson, Kurylovich, Arutyunov); proper
names are endowed with meaning both in a language, and at the level of speech, but this
meaning differs from the meaning of nicknames (Shcherba, Superanska).
In literary texts, literary onyms retain the same features that are inherent in all kinds of
linguistic onyms at the level of language and speech. Literary onyms function in a literary text,
fulfilling the author's idea in the implementation of ideological, aesthetic, and other tasks which
gives a reason to talk about the actualization of their stylistic capabilities at the semantic level. A
literary onym differs from a linguistic onym in that, it does not name a real object or person and
denotes the existence in the creative consciousness of the author's ideal images of fictional
reality. It also has semantic dynamism, created by the context of a literary work. It is figurative
and receives wide contextual content.
Over the last decade, the development of literary onomastics has been in line with the
already formed new "contextual" paradigm. Moreover, the context is considered not only as a
factor of the environment in which literary onyms function, but also as actualizes of expressive
possibilities of proper names. The main goal of such researches is to reveal the importance of
characterizing the function of proper names of literary characters in the aspect of their pragmatic
and evaluative relevance at the textual level. As it follows from the numerous literary criticism
works on style written by Galperin, Arnold, we can sum up that onyms play an important role in
presenting the main idea of a literary work. They point to a definite setting, social status, and
cultural identity of characters.
Thus, the wide use of all kinds of onyms as a means of stylistic expression has
necessitated the definition of their linguistic status. The transition of the poetics of proper names
into an independent discipline is associated with the development of literary onomastics and
anthroponymy in particular.
Methods
The methodology of the research is complex and comprises the use of a comprehensive
method that provides application of the descriptive method as the leading one. Besides, its basic
methods are the method of systematization of the language material, methods of component
analysis, word-formation, etymological and quantitative analysis of English anthroponyms in
literary texts for children. All of them enable deep linguistic analysis of the language units under
our consideration which presupposes the determination of the frequency of anthroponyms
components within their structure, as well as the use of a contextual-interpretive method which
provides grounds for describing functional peculiarities of the author's onyms in literary texts for
children.
Data Collection Procedures
Proper names are used for special, individual designation of the subject, regardless of the
described situation and without mandatory clarifications. It is quite obvious that proper names
perform an individualizing function of nomination.
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An object marked with a proper name is called a bearer of a name, or a referent. People,
animals, institutions, companies, geographical and astronomical objects, ships, and other various
objects can be the referents of proper names. Proper names can also include the names of books,
movies, other works of literature and art. They contain information about a particular object,
about its properties.
As it was said above, literary onomastics study the peculiarities of proper names
functioning in a literary work of art and beyond. It is worth noting, that the author's use of proper
names often carries subtextual information. The process of naming is completely connected, on
the one hand, with the author's main idea of a literary work, and on the other, – with the system
of language units and the composition of a literary text. For example, the primary nominations of
the characters in the exposition of a literary text are usually represented by proper names
expressed by nouns and pronouns.
The development of complicated actions as a composite element of plot structure is
characterized by a high frequency of use and variability of nominations. After conducting a
complex study of the issue of secondary nomination, we concluded, that proper names of
characters in the exposition and culmination of literary text always carry the greatest semantic
load. It is worth mentioning that the proper name of a character in a literary text is always
motivated by its features, so it can evoke appropriate emotional and logical associations. Its
stylistic function is manifested in specific contextual ties, which gives grounds to speak about the
contextual meaning of literary proper names.
The initial nomination of a character in the author's discourse is usually non-expressive,
as it serves as an objective character designation from the narrator’s position. Secondary
nominations, characterizing the same character from the point of view of both an author and the
characters, acquire additional emotionally expressive meanings. Such secondary nominations are
formed with the help of stylistic means, such as metaphor, metonymy, periphrasis, comparison,
oxymoron, gradation. All of them contribute to the intensification of the artistic expression, as
well as in-depth personage’s characterization.
The literary transformation of anthroponyms has, without exaggeration, hundreds of
varieties and hundreds of reasons. Beley describes such formations as "author's neologisms,
more or less focused on the national anthroponymic usage."
In modern literary onomastics, we observe a significant interest in the problems of proper
names, and anthroponyms and toponyms in particular, which occupy a special place in a literary
text. The correct perception, evaluation, and interpretation of literary anthtroponyms are
impossible without knowing a particular set of proper names and their functions in a language
and a literary text. The names of famous people, literary characters, and geographical names
make up a significant layer of knowledge needed to understand and appreciate the culture of a
nation, and the aesthetics of a literary work. All kinds of literary onyms – anthroponyms (names
of people), toponyms (geographical names) – constitute a significant part of the socio-cultural
context of language and the linguistic image of the world at least because they denote "individual
objects regardless of their characteristics.”
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Findings
According to our observations, literary anthroponyms in literary works for adults and
children have significant differences. Generally speaking, in all literary works of modern writing,
proper names always retain a nominative or in other terminology identifying function, because
otherwise, they will not remain proper names. This is their organic essential property.
Another, not less important aspect of anthroponyms functioning in a literary text is
stylistic. It is obvious that the stylistic function of literary anthroponyms can be traced in two
different directions: emotional and informative. The emotional function of literary anthroponyms
is designed to evoke particular feelings in the reader and form his emotional attitude towards the
depicted situation. A vivid expressive means of manifestation of the emotional function of
literary anthroponyms is their phonetic composition or derivational features. Bright and catchy
literary anthroponyms are very often occasionally created using various stylistic techniques.
Among them the use of affixes, namely real onomasticon affixes to form fictitious proper names
or the formation of meaningful anthroponyms using diminutive-affectionate suffixes.
By the way, occasional derivation, being the realization of the play potential of language,
can be interpreted as a creative cognitive act that reveals the implicit mechanisms and
capabilities of the language system. It is true that in the processes of occasional derivation, new
knowledge about the world is created and modified. Besides, hidden and peripheral meanings are
actualized, and innovative shades of meanings are set by the author, who is the creative linguistic
personality intentionally. In terms of functional linguistics, occasional derivation reflects various
communicative attitudes of linguistic personality – creation, selection of nominations for the
relevant subject, and abstract realities expression of the subjective-emotional attitude of the
individual to a particular fragment of the world image; peculiarities of one’s system of values of
this or that communicating personality.
In this aspect, occasional derivation can be viewed as a kind of language game, as a
derivational game, in the process of which the author's poetic picture is created in creative
derivational acts of the world.
The informative function of literary anthroponyms is aimed at conveying logical
information through the internal form of an anthroponym.
According to functions of literary anthroponyms can perform in a literary text we
distinguish the following groups the analyzed language units:
1. The first group includes literary anthroponyms that perform three functions:
nominative, informative, and emotional. Since the nominative function is performed by any
proper name, we will not dwell on it, but concentrate on the other two.
The informative function is determined by the significance of these proper names for a
literary work. Some names may indicate definite external characteristics, for example, John
Joiner (joiner – carpenter), and the last three names contain a significant element that indicates a
part of the character's body: Samuel Whiskers, Aunt Pettitoes (pettitoes – pork legs), Timothy
Tiptoes, Goody Tiptoes.
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Let us give some more examples from the stories by Dorothy Parker "The Cowboy and
the Lady": the surname Smith – a blacksmith; a metal worker; [verb] forge by hand; "Arms on the
table/Hands Across the Table ": Theodore Drew III – drew –" to draw." Such stylistic device is
called antonomasia, under which we understand “the designation of a person with a word that
has the abstract meaning of an inherent or attributed quality to a given person” (Akhmanova,
1966). Using such a stylistic device determines the presence of a moralistic function in the
above-mentioned names.
There are also some anthroponyms when this function is expressed through a phonetic
stylistic device, alliteration, that is, repetition of the same or similar consonants, in proper
names: Miss Moppet, Tom Thumb, Tom Titmouse, The Puddle-ducks, John Joiner, Thomasina
Tittlemouse, Miss Muffet, Babbitty Bumble, Timothy Tiptoes, Mr. Benjamin Bouncer, Tabitha
Twitchit, Benjamin Bunny. Some proper names were created based on another stylistic device –
synecdoches, by which we, following Akhmanova (1966).
A systematic way of expressing the emotional function of anthroponyms is also such a
stylistic device as rhymed repetition, that is, repetition of sounds and sound combinations. We
can see the manifestation of this function in two significant anthroponyms of the first
group: Sally Henny-penny. Besides, the emotional function in some proper names is expressed
with the help of onomatopoeia, the conditional reproduction of sounds, in this case, sounds, that
animals emit: Suck-suck; Yock-yock. It is also worth noting the presence of reduplication in
these names. In addition to these stylistic devices, the emotional function can be expressed by
adding various affixes to the semantically significant component of the anthroponym.
II. The second group includes anthroponyms that perform two functions: nominative,
inherent in any proper name, and informative, inherent only for significant proper names.
In the names of this group, "significance" is expressed in an indication of which the
character is, for example, the owner of the bakery Timothy Baker, Farmer Potatoes – a farmer,
who grows potatoes. Also, the information and stylistic function is expressed by the presence of
a semantically significant element in the name that determines some external characteristics of
the character. Some names say both who the character is and how he looks.
Taking into account anthroponymic bilingualism, the process of nomination of emigrants
takes on the following character as belonging to both national and original identity is manifested.
The opposite process also takes place: the nomination confirms the identity of the immigrant,
anthroponymic traditions, ethnic and linguocultural heritage. And such examples we found in the
story of Dorothy Parker "A Star Is Born": Norman – comes from Norman; in the story "Hands
Across the Table": Allen (first name) is a French name and Allen (last name) is derived from
French.
A fictional person perceives himself through his name, as well as the attitude that the
character can perceive from other characters. The anthroponymic identity of a person is selfdetermined and formed, and this process determines one’s behavior. In the story "A Star Is
Born" we have a masculine character with the surname Main, which means the main part, the
main idea. In the stories "The Little Foxes" and "Hands Across the Table" we meet the main
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character with variations of the name Regina, which in Latin means "goddess". The
story "Saboteur" (1942) tells the story of the main character with the name Barry – the English
name "blond" and the surname Kane – the English name and surname "bad".
In the third group, we single out anthroponyms, that perform only nominative and
emotional functions. For example, Hunca Munca, the name performs an emotional function due
to the presence of a rhymed repetition in it (Hunca Munca) and, despite the lack of meaning in it,
it remains catchy and memorable.
In the story "Waltz" by Parker, the text-forming functions of proper names are presented
in various versions, when the heroine calls herself beau using different epithets but not by real
names: “I had partners who spoiled to my shoes and tore to me a dress; but when a business
reaches kicks, I am the Indignant Female Essence. If you have kicked me in a shin, prepare for
death.
However, this definitely begins to be pleasant to me Three times Dangerous mister. He is
my hero.
These examples show an emotional and evaluative attitude, the heroine to her partner and
herself.
Dahl's onomastic occasionalism is realized as constructions with alternative components.
The newly created onyms reveal various ways of construction: doubling, affixation, etc., which
causes structural unusualness, exclusivity, which is a characteristic feature of fairy tales and
fantasy. In occasional poetic creativity, the author uses extremely rare or uncharacteristic root
morphemes, most often realized in single- or dibasic structures, which are characterized by the
presence of the internal form of the onyx (especially in monosyllabic onyms) which may
coincide with the characteristics of the bearer the author to the named character.
In his onymic constructions, Dahl implies particular information so that the reader can
guess and decode it himself. For example, the name of the Prime Minister of China How-Yu-Bin
is also provided, which resonates with the phonetically identical phrase how are you?: the reader
must understand this himself. By the logic of the story and the form of the name, he can correlate
the ethnonym Gnoolies with the word noll "zero", and the surname Mr. Cooper – the virtual
future of the surname Mr. Oo, as well as Cooper's predecessor Mr. Gregg becomes Mr.
Egg "egg").
Attention is drawn to the phonetic thoughtfulness and sophistication of anthroponymic
tokens, which emphasizes the imagery of the characters primarily in the transformation of
appellation occasionalism into proper names, with appropriate accentuation of the suffix and root
morphemes with hissing and deaf consonants, in particular in the names of Giant
Manger, Gizzardgulper, Maidmasher, Bloodbottler.
The clear and colorful eloquence of anthroponyms, inherent in the whole onymosphere of
children's works of the writer, has a different direction but is always expressive and well
traceable.
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Discussion
The scientific results of the above studies reveal and explain various processes and basic
characteristics of anthroponyms in a literary text in general. However, today we observe some
gaps in defining some specific features of their functional nature and literary genre spheres of
their functioning.
It is worth mentioning that informal anthroponyms arise and function in any environment
because the phenomenon of occasional anthroponymy has affected very different areas of human
communication: political, educational, and criminal. The main difference between anthroponyms
in a literary text and informal anthroponyms in speech is that, in addition to their main function,
identifying a person and distinguishing him from others, they perform many other functions and
contain some additional information. Literary anthroponyms are an integral component of a
stylistic system of onomastic space, respectively; they act as a creative stylistic expressive means
and show a good style of writing.
It is quite obvious that the proper name of a character in a literary text is always
motivated by its features, so it can evoke appropriate emotional and logical associations. The
stylistic function of anthroponyms is manifested in specific contextual connections, which gives
grounds to speak about their contextual meaning. Hence, the best way to analyze the functional
nature of anthroponyms seems to be to study the whole spectrum of onyms in the context of an
artistic whole. But to find out how a single component (an anthroponym) works as a whole (in a
system of anthroponyms of a literary work), you should not separate it from that literary whole.
Such an approach, to our minds, will make it possible to obtain a comprehensive idea of the
originality, uniqueness of the entire onymosphere of a literary work, and to realize its onym
exclusivity.
Conclusion
Philologists who study anthroponyms have come to the conclusion that anthroponyms
have a style-forming function, although their meaning was explained in the process of forming
the national onomasticon. Anthroponymic connotation is a phenomenon conditioned and formed
by social-linguistic, linguistic, extralinguistic factors. Stable associations arise in names over
time, during which they function in society.
The popularity, style, forms and associations of names change depending on the territorial
factor and time period.
In the connotative component of the lexical meaning of the anthroponym, five
components are recognized: evaluative, emotional, expressive, national-cultural, stylistic.
The first two components, interconnected with each other, are a set of public assessments
that are processed through the individual prism of a person, as a result of which a complex
personal opinion of the writer is formed in the process of writing.
The expressive component demonstrates the expression of the author's position in a
specific context.
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The last two components are constantly and invariably present in the properties of the
anthroponym at the linguistic and speech level. All five components of the connotative
component of the functional semantics of the anthroponym are vividly presented in the stories of
Dorothy Parker and Roald Dahl.
The whole poetonymosphere of Parker’s and Dahl's works is the unity of three
interconnected onymic arrays: 1) simple, well-known onyms, understandable to any Englishspeaking reader – common anthroponyms; 2) names that make you think, evoking new
associations; 3) rather rare names-riddles, names-puzzles.
A detailed analysis of the literary heritage of the writers gives grounds to make
assumptions about the existence of end-to-end motives, characters, names, which are repeated
from time to time in different authorial texts. Many facts of onymic intertextuality in the broad
context of English literature and folklore have been recorded, illustrating, in particular, the
connections with the works of Kipling and Carroll. This inner intertextuality unites various
children's works by Dahl, forming a single vast artistic space.
Onymic play is present in almost all children's works by Dahl and Parker and has various
manifestations. At the phonemic level, this is primarily the realization of impossible,
uncharacteristic of the linguistic usage of phonological compounds (initial [kn]), as well as the
phonetic coordination of anonymous units in the text of fairy tales. At the morpheme level, we
observe the language game first, when creating semantic transparent onymic occasionalisms, and
secondly, when juggling morphemes. At the lexical-semantic and syntactic levels, the authors’
skills are manifested in the semantic variability of the onymic amplitude, in the exquisite
construction of palindromic werewolves from names, in the perfect play and application of folk
etymology, in the original expansion of the distributive characteristics of onymic elements.
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Abstract
Prepositions form a hurdle for several EFL learners, Arabs in particular. One major catalyst is
that the preposition systems in English and Arabic rarely correspond to one another. Most
scholars who researched this area concentrated on the problem itself, rather than finding a
successful remedy that can empower these students to masterfully handle such a thorny area.
This study is novel inasmuch as it concerns itself with finding means of facilitating this language
area for Arab learners. It reveals the effectiveness of using translation to teach English
prepositions to these learners. The research question of this study is: do students who have
received explicit tuition and adequate practice on the use of English prepositions in translated
texts naturally perform better using such grammatical items in subsequently translated texts than
those who have not been instructed on such exemplars in similar language contexts? Sixty
students at the Gulf University for Science and Technology in Kuwait participated in the field
experiment. The study paradigm had a pre-test/post-test protocol. While the pre-test included
four fill-in-the-gap exercises, the post-test contained three Arabic passages which participants
were required to translate into English. The findings showed that teaching prepositions explicitly
in translated texts is a viable technique for EFL learners’ mastery of such grammatical items.
This has implications for EFL specialists and syllabus designers.
Keywords: Experimental and control groups, explicit tuition, language transfer, prepositions,
translation
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Introduction
Prepositions are words that frequently occur in English discourse usually to refer to a point in
place or time (e.g., He arrived in Kuwait on Monday). More technically, Yates (1999) defines a
preposition as a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its connection with another
lexical item in the same sentence. According to Hornby (2015), a preposition can contain a word
or more. To him, a preposition is “a word or a group of words, such as in, from, to, out of and on
behalf of, used before a noun or a pronoun to show place, position, time or method” (p. 1154).
Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams (2018) refer to prepositions as function words (articles,
pronouns, conjunctions, auxiliaries, and prepositions) as opposed to what they label content
words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs). Unlike content words which contain the principal
meaning of an utterance, hence the name, function words do not convey much meaning.
Although prepositions are considered function words and are, therefore, usually unstressed in
English discourse (Hendricks, 2010), any mistake made in their use by EFL learners would meet
with disapproval from native English speakers (Zaabalawi & Gould, 2017). Hendricks (2010)
advises teachers to alert their students to this particular language area and emphasizes that
mastering it helps learners convey their meanings properly in various English exchanges. She
remarks that “since prepositions are so indispensable to communication, and their misuse often
distorts meaning, the requirement for correct prepositional usage is essential, especially when
writing or speaking in academic contexts or describing abstract relations in more formal
contexts” (p. 26).
Arab learners specifically find difficulty using these words in everyday discourse as such
words do not normally correspond to those deemed equivalent in Arabic (Celce-Murcia, 2002;
Kharma & Hajjaj, 1997; Swan & Smith, 2010). For example, while the preposition ?ila1 (to) is
used in Arabic with verb yaSilu (arrive), this preposition is covered by the preposition in or at in
English where someone is said to arrive in Kuwait and at the station rather than to Kuwait and to
the station. Moreover, in a prepositional phrase such as on Monday, several Arab learners replace
the preposition on with in (fii) since this is the preposition normally used in Arabic in similar
language contexts. They find it even more challenging when a preposition is used in Arabic in a
language context where no English equivalent exists. For instance, while the Arabic verb
yudaafi? (defend) is used with the preposition ?an (about), no such preposition occurs with the
verb defend in English; someone is said to defend his rights, rather than defend about his rights.
Improving the competence of Arab learners in using English prepositions is not necessarily a
straightforward matter. Instructing these students in the use of English prepositions explicitly in
contextualized, translated texts is perhaps a successful methodology. Such a methodology may
grant students the ability to understand the differences between the uses of the two preposition
systems (Arabic and English) and, in turn, assist them in gaining a good knowledge of such
grammatical items. In this study, the researcher seeks to test the value of this methodological
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hypothesis. If this methodology proves to be effective, the study will provide guidance to
language practitioners on how to best address this language area, which serves as the rationale
for the study. The research question is: do students who have received explicit tuition and
adequate practice on the use of English prepositions in translated texts naturally perform better
using such grammatical items in subsequently translated texts than those who have not been
instructed on such exemplars in similar language contexts? By attempting to answer this
question, the researcher seeks to achieve the research objectives which are first, to assist learners
in improving their understanding of how the prepositional system operates in English and how
they can best use it in their daily language communication; and second, to advise language
teachers on how to effectively design their teaching materials when it comes to teaching this
specific language area.
Sixty 19-22-year-old students in the Department of Literature and Linguistics at Gulf
University for Science and Technology in Kuwait participated in the field experiment. The
paradigm had a pre-test/post-test protocol. The sixty participants were divided into two groups:
an experimental group and a control group, each consisting of 30 students. The students attended
a translation course composed of 48 tuition hours and extending over a 16-week semester (see
Methodology section). The findings of the study show that EFL learners’ exposure to extensive
explicit tuition of English prepositions in translated texts significantly improves their proficiency
in English prepositional usage.
The current article consists of five sections. The first, Literature Review, sheds light on
several studies that address the advantages of learning English prepositions through translation
and the difficulties which Arab learners usually encounter in learning how to use prepositions
proficiently in English discourse. The second, Method, introduces the study participants,
instruments, and procedures and describes the setting in which the research data were collected.
The third, Results, presents the findings of the study in light of the improvement which the study
participants achieved in mastering English prepositions. The fourth, Discussion, elaborates on
these findings and relates them to those reported in other studies which share similar pedagogical
objectives. The fifth, Conclusion, summarises the findings of the research and highlights EFL
teachers’ role in teaching English prepositions. The sixth, Recommendations, offers advise on
how to best teach this language topic, and proposes some future agendas for EFL researchers.
Literature Review
Teaching grammar through translation has long been a controversial issue (Brown, 2000). It
has been frowned upon by several EFL experts who strongly believe that it impedes the L2
learning process inasmuch as it encourages language transfer2 and creates in the mind of the L2
learner the inaccurate belief that structural and lexical items correspond tidily across different
languages (Kobayashi & Rinnert 1992; Marsh, 1987; Newson, 1988; Richards & Rodgers, 1986;
Wen & Johnson, 1997).
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Despite this common conception, towards the end of the twentieth century and the beginning
of the twenty-first century, several EFL scholars began viewing teaching grammar through
translation as advantageous, particularly at the intermediate, post-intermediate, and advanced
stages of learning (Carreres, 2006; Cook, 2001; Hervey, Higgins & Haywood, 2002; Liao, 2006;
Malmkjaer, 1998; Perkins, 1985; Shiyab & Abdullateef; 2001). In support of this pedagogical
concept, Corder (1981), for example, regarded learners’ native language as a rich linguistic
source to which they can resort to acquire a foreign language. He replaced the term first language
“interference” with first language “intercession” to show the favourable role played by L1 in
promoting L2 learning. Similarly, Liao (2006) highlighted the significance of L1 in facilitating
the mastery of L2 when he maintained that “the use of translation could be a valuable resource or
tool that can contribute to the development of various language skills” (p. 210). In this regard,
Leonardi (2010) also considered translation a beneficial means of learning a foreign language.
She lamented the attitudes adopted by several language specialists, who believe that teaching a
foreign language through translation is counterproductive. She pointed out that “Translation is no
longer seen as a harmful tool in language learning and its interference tends to be positively
evaluated as a way to enrich rather than harm learners’ competence and performance” (p. 18).
Likewise, Shiyab and Abdullateef (2001) advocated teaching English through translation and
emphasized that it does not encourage L1 transfer. Rather, it fosters conscious learning and helps
EFL learners better understand the differences between the two languages, which, in turn, aids
these learners in developing a better command of their L2. The findings of this study, which
concentrates on the positive learning outcomes of teaching English prepositions through ArabicEnglish translation, support this pedagogical principle.
Prepositions in English are notoriously difficult to master for EFL learners (Coleman, 2003;
Gvarishvili, 2012; Koruti, 2012; Mueller, 2011; Sanjaya & Bram, 2021; Swan, 2017). This can
be attributed to two main linguistic factors (Alotaibi, Wu, & Alrabah, 2018). The first pertains to
the chaotic nature of the English preposition system itself (Sotiloye, 2010). For instance,
although verbs such as arrive and reach are listed in several thesaurus dictionaries as synonyms,
arrive generally occurs with a preposition (e.g., in, at) when reach does not, in a given context.
Thus, while someone is said to arrive in London or at the station, he/she is said to reach London
or the station. Another inconsistency is manifested in the use of prepositions with verbs such as
accuse and charge, both of which are typically classified as synonyms. While someone is said to
be accused of committing murder, he/she is said to be charged with committing murder. A
further example is illustrated using verbs such as conform, abide, comply and follow, all of which
are also commonly found in thesaurus dictionaries as synonyms. Whereas someone is said to
conform to the rules, he/she abides by, complies with, or follows the rules.
The second linguistic factor which makes competence in English prepositional usage
particularly elusive for EFL learners is the fact that they often unconsciously transfer particular
prepositions used in their respective native languages into English (Alwreikat & Yunus, 2020;
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Daquila, 2021; Haddad, 2018; Murshidi, 2014; Nghi, Thang & Phuc, 2021). As previously
mentioned, prepositions do not necessarily correspond to one another across languages
(Hendricks, 2010). Swan (2017), for example, states that “Most prepositions have several
different functions (. . .) and these may correspond to several different prepositions in another
language” (p. 425). Arab learners, for instance, may use inaccurate prepositions that they literally
translate from Arabic into English. As a result, they sometimes produce erroneous combinations
such as afraid from, responsible from, and angry on instead of afraid of, responsible for, and
angry with, respectively (Swan & Smith, 2010, p. 207). Problems are compounded when one
language uses a preposition in a specific linguistic context when another does not. Swan (2017)
declared that “Often the correct preposition cannot be guessed, (. . .) In some expressions English
has no preposition where one may be used in another language; in other expressions the opposite
is true” (p. 425). For instance, Arab learners usually use the preposition to with verb reach
because the Arabic equivalent verb yaSilu is chiefly used with ?ila (to). Erroneous sentences
such as “John reached to London at 6:00” instead of “John reached London at 6:00” are very
common among Arab learners. The opposite practice also exists: a preposition may be used in
Arabic but not in English. To illustrate, Arab learners of English may produce erroneous
sentences such as “I have been waiting him all day” instead of “I have been waiting for him all
day” since in Arabic no such preposition is used in a similar context.
Prepositions, thus, constitute a common problem for EFL learners, Arabs in specific. To help
these learners overcome this language difficulty, numerous scholars have researched the thorny
aspects of this grammatical topic. Tahaineh (2010), for example, conducted a study involving
162 first-, second-, and third-year Jordanian university students with similar English language
proficiency. This cohort was tested on the appropriate use of prepositions in composition
assignments. Most errors - 58% of the total number of errors - were classified as interlingual, i.e.
those made due to the students’ transferring Arabic rules into English. The other 42% constituted
intralingual errors, i.e. those made due to the students’ overgeneralizing preposition rules in
English itself (for more on interlingual and intralingual errors see Ellis, 1997; Richards &
Schmidt, 2002; Richards, 2015). Tahaineh (2010) noted that most errors were made in cases
where no equivalent prepositions are typically used in English. It is noteworthy that a significant
number of these errors were made by advanced students.
In another study, Alotaibi, Wu, and Alrabah (2018) tested 80 tertiary students at the Public
Authority for Applied Education and Training in Kuwait on their use of 16 simple prepositions
(e.g., on, in, at) and 10 complex prepositions (e.g., prior to, close to). All participants had
received their middle school and secondary school education at Kuwaiti public schools. The test
included an exercise made up of 26 multiple-choice questions. The findings showed that almost
53% of these students had more difficulty with the use of prepositions than expected. They made
both interlingual and intralingual errors.
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In a similar study, Murshidi (2014) conducted an analysis of preposition errors made by 30
Arab students in the College of Engineering at the United Arab Emirates University. She devised
a written test consisting of 30 multiple-choice questions. For each question, students were given
three prepositions and were asked to provide the appropriate preposition in the assigned gap.
Murshidi found that a high percentage of these errors were made due to L1 interference,
particularly in contexts where the preposition used in Arabic does not correspond to that
normally assumed to be equivalent in English.
In a similar context, Fareh and Saeed (2009) carried out a study where 50 students at the
University of Sharjah were given a set of questions presented in the form of two tasks: a
production task and a recognition task. The researchers aimed to evaluate their students’
performance in producing and recognizing some of the most frequently used prepositions in
English discourse. In the production task, the students were given 40 multiple-choice questions
and were required to select the most suitable preposition from a given list. As for the recognition
task, it included another 40 multiple-choice questions where the students were asked to circle the
correct preposition. In general, students performed poorly in both producing and recognizing the
appropriate preposition, though they were generally better at recognizing than producing
prepositions.
In another study involving a 12-item questionnaire completed by 40 second-year students at
the University of Al Imam Al Mahdi, Al Mubarak (2017) explored the problems faced by these
learners in the use of English prepositions. He stated that most difficulties encountered were
concerned with the students’ lack of exposure to any language communication with native
English speakers. Moreover, the respondents complained about the inexistence of a wellorganized grammar syllabus that is designed to teach them such a problematic topic. They also
complained that English prepositions have multiple meanings and, thus, referred to them as
“highly polysemous”, a factor which, they claimed, had caused them even more confusion.
Haddad (2018) administered a multiple-choice test consisting of 20 sentences to a cohort of
50 female students at two Jordanian universities. They were required to select one of the given
prepositions or none at all to fill in the gaps provided. In her error analysis, Haddad discussed
three different types of preposition errors: (1) errors made when the same preposition is used in
both Arabic and English, (2) errors made when a different preposition is used in each language,
and (3) errors made when one language uses a preposition while the other does not. Of these
three types of errors, the last constituted the highest percentage of errors made by her study
participants. Haddad attributed a major part of these errors to language transfer and criticized the
teaching strategies employed in the Jordanian language curricula in various educational
institutions as pedagogically inadequate.
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Chek, Akkakoson, Odacioglu, Suki, and Bating (2017) conducted another analysis of
preposition errors made by 150 sixteen-year-old students in Malaysia. The research instrument
consisted of a 350-word composition and a fill-in-the-gap exercise. Most of the errors, which
totalled 1457 combined, occurred in the use of prepositions of time and place. The majority of
these errors were classified as interlingual rather than intralingual. At the end of their study,
Chek et al. (2017) offered advice on some pedagogical strategies on how to best teach English
prepositions to ESL learners.
Another analysis of preposition errors was carried out by Ozisik (2014). It involved 30 EFL
university students in Turkey who were administered a test comprising 60 sentences of the fillin-the-gap format. Students who were rated upper intermediate were requested to provide the
correct preposition from memory or use none at all. Of the 1800 prepositional uses produced by
the students, 852 were inaccurate. Nearly half of these errors were found to be intralingual and
the other half interlingual made due to the students’ Turkish language interference in English.
Ozisik concluded that using prepositions in English is problematic for Turkish students, who, he
suggested, need to intensively practice this grammatical concept. He proposed a set of strategies
on how to best teach prepositions to Turkish students.
One particularly interesting research study on the use of prepositions by EFL learners was
carried out by Mahmoud (2011). He conducted an analysis of 50 preposition errors in
compositions produced by 50 male and female second-year university students in Oman.
Contrary to all the findings reported by the aforementioned studies, he found that his students
made mistakes with only less than 20% of the prepositions they used in their compositions. Thus,
unlike most other EFL researchers who consider prepositions a difficult concept for EFL learners
to grasp, Mahmoud concluded that English prepositions are generally not hard to master for EFL
learners. However, he reported that more than a third of his students’ errors were interlingual.
In a similar context, Altakhaineh and Ibrahim (2019) carried out a study in which they tested
50 native Arabic students at Al Ain University of Science and Technology on the use of English
prepositions. The participants were divided into two groups, a control group and an experimental
group, each consisting of 25 students. The researchers’ aim was to assess the efficacy of
incidental learning of prepositions in reading texts. The experiment had a pre-test/post-test
design where students were specifically tested on their receptive and productive knowledge of
prepositions in multiple-choice and fill-in-the-gap exercises. Along with general English
exercises, the experimental group received training in reading comprehension passages designed
to enhance their reading skills in general. No particular attempt was made to give these students
any special training on the use of prepositions. The purpose of this was to ensure that any
improvement in the use of prepositions was achieved through incidental learning. The control
group, on the other hand, received no such training in reading passages; they were only taught
through general English exercises. At the end of the study, the researchers found that the
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experimental group performed much better than the control group. They concluded, therefore,
that the mastery of prepositions can be better achieved through incidental learning.
In a unique study, Daquila (2021) sought to explore whether highly-educated students who
had a special liking for music would perform better in the use of English prepositions than their
similarly educated counterparts. He divided his 29-38 year-old participants into two groups, an
experimental group and a control group, each consisting of 20 male and female graduates. While
the experimental group, comprising those interested in music, received their instruction on the
use of prepositions through music-related exercises, the control group, those uninterested in
music, received their instruction through traditional language drills. Interestingly, he found that
the former group performed much better in the use of prepositions than the latter. He concluded
that “musically intelligent people” generally have a better grasp of the use of prepositions than
others (p. 1).
At this stage, it is worthwhile noting that the rules of prepositional usage in English constitute
a serious problem not only for EFL learners, who often spend a substantial part of their learning
struggling to internalize such rules, but also for several EFL teachers who have considered it a
challenging topic to teach. In support of this view, Saravanan (2015) maintains that “prepositions
pose a challenge to the learners as well as teachers of English because of the uniqueness of the
problem involved” (p. 159). In this connection, Koruti (2014) conducted a study on 50 EFL
teachers from Kosovo, Greece, and Albania randomly selected from 300 EFL professionals
belonging to the English Language Teachers Association in Albania. He aimed to find out how
these teachers taught prepositions to their students, who were at varying English language
proficiency levels. Surprisingly, Koruti found, by means of a questionnaire completed by these
teachers, that only some of them taught their students prepositions; many of them did not due to
the difficulty, they professed, of teaching such a grammar concept. Their students, as a result,
had an impoverished understanding of prepositional usage and most of their errors were found to
be interlingual.
Method
Participants
The study participants were sixty 19-22-year-old Kuwaiti university students in the
Department of Literature and Linguistics at Gulf University for Science and Technology, a
private university in Kuwait. They were all at the same level of English language proficiency
(upper-intermediate) and were all native Arabic speakers.
Instruments
The research paradigm included a pre-test, taken at the beginning of an Arabic-English
translation course, and a post-test, taken at the end of it. The pre-test, set in the form of a cloze
test, contained four exercises3, each comprising 15 gapped sentences which the students were
requested to complete by choosing the appropriate preposition from a given list (Appendix B:
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Pre-test exercises). The post-test, on the other hand, included three Arabic texts4 which
participants were invited to translate into English over three tuition hours at the end of the course
(Appendix C: Post-test translation texts). The assigned texts were carefully selected to contain as
many prepositional structures as possible and were on various subjects. The objective was to
measure the participants’ progress in English prepositional usage by the end of the course.
Procedures
The course offered consisted of 48 tuition hours distributed over one semester, that is, 16
weeks, three hours per week. During the semester, the participants were requested to translate
one Arabic text into English in each class session. By the end of the semester, the students had
rendered 45 different Arabic texts into English. Each tuition hour was divided into two
approximately equal sessions. During the first session, students were engaged in translating the
assigned text while consulting several dictionaries and other reference books that they were
advised to use. During the second session, the researcher, who was the course instructor,
randomly selected three of the students’ translated texts, presented them on the projector, and
invited students to make comments on any errors found. In the end, the instructor provided his
feedback on these errors and any other errors that the students missed. Consequently, besides
being involved in translating 45 texts throughout the course, students had the opportunity to
revise, with the aid of their instructor, 135 translation versions produced.
In the field experiment, the sixty students were divided into two 30-student groups: an
experimental group and a control group. To eliminate external factors such as contextual learning
and developmental changes, experimental and control conditions were created for reliable results
(Sekaran & Bougie, 2013). As the students worked on the translation of each of the 45 Arabic
texts, those in the experimental group were partly trained in general translation skills but were
particularly exposed to extensive tuition and adequate practice in the grammatical use of the
prepositions they produced, whether correct or incorrect, in their newly-written English texts.
Students in the control group, on the other hand, were only engaged in translating the Arabic
texts and concentrating on Arabic-English rendering skills. Preposition rules were not taught and
the whole grammar topic was generally treated as unworthy of mention. The objective was to
find out whether students who have received explicit tuition and adequate practice on the use of
English prepositions in translated texts naturally perform better using such grammatical items in
subsequently translated texts than those who have not been instructed on such exemplars in
similar language contexts.
Results
The findings of the study field experiment are posted in the three tables5 below. As stated in
the methodology, the study paradigm contains two tests: a pre-test and a post-test. In the pre-test,
participants were given sixty different sentences in the form of a cloze test and were requested to
complete each gap with the appropriate preposition. Both groups, experimental and control, took
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the same test. As shown in Table one below, out of a total of 1800 prepositional uses, the control
group made 810 errors, whereas the experimental group made 793 errors. It is clear from these
figures that the experimental group’s knowledge of English prepositional usage was similar to
that of the control group at the beginning of the field experiment (p-value = 0.569).
Table 1. Pre-intervention proportion of errors made by the experimental and control groups in
the cloze test containing prepositions

Cloze
Test

Control Group’s Pre-test
Number
of Number
Proportion of
Prepositional
of Errors
Errors
Uses
1800
810
0.45

Experimental Group’s Pre-test
Number
of Number
Proportion of
Prepositional
of Errors
Errors
Uses
1800
793
0.44

P-value

0.569

In the post-test, however, there was a noticeable difference between the performance of the
experimental group and that of the control group. The figures in Table two below highlight the
progress which the experimental group achieved in their knowledge of English prepositional
usage compared with that made by the control group. In translating the first Arabic text, while
the experimental group made only 45 errors out of 503 prepositional uses, the control group
made 226 errors out of 524 prepositional uses. As for the second Arabic text, whereas the
experimental group made 31 errors out of 390 prepositional uses, the control group made 177
errors out of 422 prepositional uses. Finally, concerning the third Arabic text, while the
experimental group made just 30 errors out of 301 prepositional uses, the control group made
126 errors out of 333 prepositional uses. In total, the experimental group made a meagre 104
errors out of 1194 prepositional uses, whereas the control group made 501 errors out of 1279
prepositional uses. These figures reveal that there is a significant difference between the
performances of the two groups in English prepositional usage in the three translated Arabic
texts (p-value = 0.000). A resounding “yes” answers the research question: do students who have
received explicit tuition and adequate practice on the use of English prepositions in translated
texts naturally perform better using such grammatical items in subsequently translated texts than
those who have not been instructed on such exemplars in similar language contexts?
Table 2. Post-intervention proportion of errors made by the experimental and control groups in
the three translated texts containing prepositions
Texts

Text
One
Text
Two
Text
Three
Total

•

Control Group’s Post-test
Number
of Number
Proportion of
Prepositional
of Errors
Errors
Uses
524
226
0.43

Experimental Group’s Post-test
Number
of Number
Proportion of
Prepositional
of Errors
Errors
Uses
503
45
0.09

0.000*

422

177

0.42

390

31

0.08

0.000*

333

126

0.38

301

30

0.10

0.000*

1279

501

0.41

1194

104

0.09

0.000*

The difference is significant at 𝛼 < 0.05.
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In summary, at the end of the Arabic-English translation course, and as is clear from Table three
below, the experimental group’s performance in English prepositional usage improved by 35%,
compared with that of the control group, who achieved a mere 4% improvement. This indicates a
significant difference between the performances of the two groups in English prepositional usage
(p-values = 0.000, 0.001, respectively).
Table 3. Pre-intervention and post-intervention proportion of prepositional errors made by the
experimental and control groups and their rates of error improvement
Pre-test
Proportion of
Prepositional
Errors
0.45
P-value
0.001*

Control Group
Post-test
Proportion of
Prepositional
Errors
0.41

Rate of Error
Improvement
0.04

Pre-test
Proportion of
Prepositional
Errors
0.44
P-value
0.000*

Experimental Group
Post-test
Proportion of Rate of Error
Prepositional
Improvement
Errors
0.09
0.35

• Difference is significant at 𝛼 < 0.05.
Discussion
As can be seen from the study’s findings in the Results section, a positive answer is provided
to the research question: do students who have received explicit tuition and adequate practice on
the use of English prepositions in translated texts naturally perform better using such
grammatical items in subsequently translated texts than those who have not been instructed on
such exemplars in similar language contexts? The field experiment has, therefore, shown that
teaching students explicitly how to use English prepositions in newly-composed texts is a
successful technique that can be of interest to pedagogues seeking an effective methodology.
This study is original inasmuch as no other research seems to have concerned itself with
teaching English prepositions explicitly in translated texts. Moreover, no similar studies have
provided evidence that teaching such exemplars in similar language contexts has a special utility
in improving EFL learners’ knowledge of using prepositional formations in English discourse.
Leonardi (2010) emphasizes the vital role of translation in teaching EFL learners the grammar of
the target language. In her book “The Role of Pedagogical Translation in Second Language
Learning”, she observes that:
there is a strong relationship between translation and foreign language teaching (. . .) The
use of translation in language classes is (. . .) a means to help learners acquire, develop
and further strengthen their knowledge and competence in a foreign language. (p. 17)
This is because, through translation, EFL learners can better identify the similarities and
differences between the two languages, which can, in turn, enable them to manipulate the foreign
language rules more proficiently (Malmkjaer, 1998; Shiyab & Abdullateef, 2001). Moreover,
Leonardi (2010) reiterates that, through translation, “students have the opportunity to see and
evaluate similarities and differences between different writing styles in different languages” (p.
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24). All these arguments highlight the instrumental role of translation in teaching English
grammar.
Conclusion
As stated in the Literature Review, there is a consensus among several language specialists
that prepositions are one grammatical concept which EFL learners are required to master if they
are to acquire native-like fluency in English. Several EFL learners, particularly Arabs who are at
the initial stages of their language apprenticeship, experience many difficulties trying to master
this language area. They fail to realize that prepositions across languages do not necessarily
correspond to one another and, consequently, often pair each Arabic preposition with one which
they believe is equivalent in English. As a result, they unconsciously make several preposition
errors, which can often hinder effective language communication. To help these learners master
this language area, this article has researched the effectiveness of one methodology in teaching
prepositions. The research question is: do students who have received explicit tuition and
adequate practice on the use of English prepositions in translated texts naturally perform better
using such grammatical items in subsequently translated texts than those who have not been
instructed on such exemplars in similar language contexts? In response to this question, the field
experiment has provided evidence that teaching prepositions explicitly in translated texts is a
successful methodology of teaching such grammatical items.
In this regard, English language teachers play a pivotal role in introducing their students to
English prepositions by constantly raising their awareness of the function of such language
items. Ellis (1997) elaborates on this, noting that it is fundamental for language learners to
observe a rule before they can learn it. This observation of rules occurs particularly when such
rules are taught through translation where differences between the two languages are easily
identified. In such language contexts, teachers can provide their students with explicit, detailed
instruction on how to use prepositions appropriately in English.
Recommendations
To eliminate the active involvement of several EFL learners in translating English
prepositions literally and facilitate the acquisition process for them, teachers should encourage
these students to learn prepositions in combination with lexical items rather than as individual
language items. Lexical items such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs should be retained
along with the prepositions they normally occur with as whole blocks. For instance, EFL learners
should learn solution to, and not solution + to, comply with, and not comply + with, keen on, and
not keen + on, and independently of, and not independently + of (Chek, et al., 2017; Ellis, 2003;
Ozisik, 2014). This way, students acquire a good command of English prepositions and use them
more naturally and appropriately in English discourse.
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Endnotes
1.The Arabic phonetic symbols used in this article are taken from Campbell’s (1998) Arabic transcription chart
(Appendix A: Campbell’s (1998) chart of Arabic transcription symbols).
2. Language transfer, used in this article, refers specifically to ‘negative transfer’ as opposed to ‘positive transfer’. In
this respect, Leonardi (2010) maintains that while negative transfer “occurs whenever first language habits interfere
with second language learning causing ‘interference’”, positive transfer “occurs when first language habits favour
the acquisition of second language habits” (p. 40).
3. These exercises were taken from Azar (2006).
4. The Arabic texts were taken from Abboud and McCarus (2010).
5. In the Results section, the formats of the three tables containing the findings of the field experiment are adapted
from Zaabalawi and Gould (2017).
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Appendix A: Campbell’s (1998) Chart of Arabic Transcription Symbols
Arabic Consonant
أ
ب
ت
ث
ج
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
س
ش
ص
ض
ط
ظ
ع
غ
ف
ق
ك
ل
م
ن
ه
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b
t
t
j
H
x
d
d
r
z
s
s
S
D
T
Z
ɜ
g
f
q
k
L
m
n
h
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ي

w
y

Appendix B: Pre-test Exercises
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Appendix C: Post-test Translation Texts
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Abstract
The article covers the issues related to implementing intercultural events into teaching foreign languages
to Ukrainian university students. Against the backdrop of the requirements set by the Bachelor
Educational Programs learning outcomes, the main aim of this research is to investigate how the
integration of international work and methodological tools of teaching foreign languages to Ukrainian
students can contribute to their academic success. The significance of the study manifests itself through
the analysis of the methodological background for successful teaching foreign languages to Ukrainian
students under current transformed teaching/learning conditions. These questions are considered: How
can culture-related activities contribute to learning foreign languages? What learning outcomes can
students have? The authors used the context and research tools as follows: the methods of systemic and
content-oriented analyses to analyze and generalize the theoretical bases for the topic under study, to
systemize the results of the survey (education-based intercultural activities, students’ learning outcomes);
focused observation using the register as a tool for data collecting for two semesters each in six groups of
second-year students majoring in Philology and Lingua Didactics at Ushynsky University. The authors
presented a sum of main findings: contribution of the programs of distance-based academic mobility to
the teaching/learning process; internationalization of the educational process; adaptation of a criterial
corpus for assessing Ukrainian students’ learning acquisitions in English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean
in terms of linguistic and cultural knowledge and skills. The article contains recommendations for
English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean online and offline classes.
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Introduction
The current conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic have made teachers and students adapt to
new forms of presenting and acquiring knowledge. As practice shows, the sphere of teaching
languages is the one that was affected to a great extent since teaching/learning languages has
positive results if interlocutors communicate eye-to-eye. In most cases, educational institutions
provide students with online classes, depriving teachers and students of sharing vivid emotions.
Many students lose motivation to learn foreign languages using new technologies that have
practically substituted the traditional ones. Thus, teaching staff encounters a dilemma: how to
organize curricular and extracurricular activities to interest learners in mastering their
communicative competence and how to sustain learners’ desire to study foreign languages
online.
We believe that language and culture are inseparable. It means that culture-related
knowledge facilitates mastering a foreign language. That is why we accent the significance of
culture-related activities in the framework of learning foreign languages. The implementation of
intercultural events into teaching foreign languages is always relevant and predetermined by the
international liaisons between Ukraine and other countries of the world. It (the issue) proves the
demand for the training of highly skilled linguistic cross-culture-cognizant specialists who can
apply their learning acquisitions masterfully in profession-related spheres and display their
cultural proficiency to participate in cross-cultural and intercultural communication successfully.
Thus, the main aim of this research is to investigate how the integration of international
work and methodological tools of teaching foreign languages to Ukrainian students can
contribute to their academic success. The realization of the set aim is possible if these objectives
are fulfilled: 1) to analyze the content of normative education-related documents and programs in
the sphere of teaching/learning foreign languages (English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean); 2) to
substantiate the necessity to internationalize education; 3) to specify a criterion-based construct
for assessing Ukrainian students’ acquisitions under current conditions.
Research questions
The study has been framed around the questions given below.
1. How can culture-related activities contribute to learning foreign languages?
2. What learning outcomes can students have under conditions of the pandemic?
Literature Review
The cultural approach to teaching/learning foreign languages has stimulated scholars to
undertake relevant studies – to write reviews concerning these issues: • language through cultural
values and cultural background through language (Farahmandian & Shao, 2020; Larzén, 2005;
Byram & Morgan, 1994); • intercultural challenges, intracultural practices (Fernández & Pérez
Cañado, 2012); • language and intercultural communication (Peeters, 2015; God & Zhang, 2019;
Shin, Zohreh & Chen, 2011; Bagui & Adder, 2020); • culture-centered approaches in
teaching/learning foreign languages (Naryatmojo, 2019; Al Ghafri, Audeh & Al-Gadallah, 2019;
Andayani & Gilang, 2020; Chekal, Palii, Potapenko & Andriiko, 2010; Popova, 2016; Byram &
Esarte-Sarries, 1991); • multiculturalism in the framework of learning foreign languages (Fox &
Diaz-Greenberg, 2016; Prodromou, 2012; Vez, 2011; Veettil, Binu & Karthikeyan, 2020). Some
scholars equate sociocultural, ethnographic, and lingua-cultural approaches alongside linguaArab World English Journal
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country studies with the pedagogical phenomenon cultural approach in teaching/learning foreign
languages. Let us consider some of them.
The scholars, when reviewing an original novel, accented the significance of a social and
cultural background transferred through language and ideology (Farahmandian & Shao, 2020),
but they did not specify the education technologies that might promote learners’ acquisitions.
Larzén (2005) studied a complex relationship between language and culture and how to
overcome difficulties when learning a particular language. He believes that “on the one hand
language is an integral part of the culture, but on the other hand it is an expression of culture” (p.
27). Other scholars, Byram and C. Morgan (1994) claimed that language teachers must be
teachers of culture since language and culture are inseparable. Peeters (2015) never separated the
concept “language” from the idea of culture. Thus, culture nourishes language and vice versa –
language enriches expressive means aimed at nominating cultural units, which is to be
acknowledged in the framework of teaching foreign languages.
Interlocutors’ awareness of ethnic specificities, socio-communicative skills, and positive,
tolerant attitudes towards each other stimulate intercultural communication. Most scholars treat
the term “ethnos” (Gr. ἔθνος – people, society, group) as a historically formed stable community
of people – a tribe, a nationality, a nation, that is, a social organism that functions through
ethnically homogeneous marriages. Community members transfer language, culture, traditions,
ethnic orientations to a new generation.
Byram was the founder of the ethnographic approach to learning foreign languages; he
recommended that learners should study the culture of the country alongside the language. The
basis for its implementation is students’ immersion into the social medium of a particular ethnic
group. Students may prove themselves as ethnologists through four methods of ethnography:
observation, questionnaires, interviews, and surveys (Byram & Esarte-Sarries, 1991). It should
be noted that under today’s pandemic conditions, learners can hardly cognize the ethnic
mentality of native speakers when obtaining distance education, which may lead to cross-cultural
misunderstanding.
God and Zhang (2019) mentioned that language barriers and cultural distance are the
factors that hinder communication. The Chinese scholars shared how Chinese international
students and local students can understand and experience intercultural communication.
Fernández and Cañado (2012) discussed differences between native and non-native English
teachers and their didactic behavior. The authors supported the idea of Content and Language
Integrated Learning (CLIL) in Spain, which presupposes the teaching of subjects to students
through a target language (a language different from their mother tongue). In other words, their
approach facilitates bilingual intercultural education, which is also to be implemented when
training would-be teachers at universities. Nevertheless, they ignored the part of extracurricular
culture-related activities in teaching/learning foreign languages. Shin et al. (2011) characterized
the role of culture in teaching English as an international language (EIL) and outlined
sociocultural perspectives in the context of English-language teaching (ELT) textbooks. The
researchers analyzed the cultural content of seven series of internationally distributed ELT
textbooks and concluded that even though “cultural aspects were proportionally diverse in each
textbook series, inner circle cultural content still dominates most of the textbooks; cultural
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presentation still largely remains at the traditional knowledge-oriented level and does not engage
learners in deep levels of reflection” (Shin et al., 2011, p. 1). Unfortunately, none of the studies
has been devoted to implementing intercultural education in socially restricted conditions like
online education. Bagui and Adder (2020) studied students’ intercultural clashes when learning
English Literature due to their ignorance of the differences between cultures. They suggested that
learners should be taught “to be more tolerant and empathetic when interacting directly or
indirectly with speakers of other languages, identities, or cultures” (2020, p. 92). However, the
authors did not give any recommendations on how to stimulate students’ desire to learn the
background of cultural differences.
Naryatmojo (2019) paid great attention to local culture, which reflects the life
peculiarities of a particular society. In the author’s viewpoint, a lack of local wisdom practices
may cause challenges. Another gap to be taken into account is that cultural education, according
to this theory, is not presented in the form of separate subjects. Therefore, culture education
should penetrate other fields of education, the sphere of teaching/learning foreign languages, in
particular.
Al Ghafri et al. (2019) shared the idea that in teaching/learning foreign languages, a teacher
must be a facilitator, a counselor, or sometimes a parent to stimulate students’ communication
using up-to-date teaching methods, which enables them to express themselves, and ultimately
reach a solution, the teacher observing it, encouraging his/her students. It should be mentioned
that this kind of communication might become more efficient if teachers - native speakers are
involved in it. Byram’s (1997) model of Intercultural Communicative Competence seems to be
one of the most famous models. Its component, Intercultural Competency, comprises five
subcomponents, as follows:
“1) attitudes: curiosity and openness, readiness to suspend disbelief about other cultures
and belief about one’s own; 2) knowledge: knowledge of social groups and their products
and practices in one’s own country and in the interlocutor’s country, and the general
processes of societal and individual interaction; 3) skills of interpreting and relating: the
ability to interpret a document or event from another culture, to explain it and relate it to
documents or events from one’s own; 4) skills of discovery and interaction: the ability to
acquire new knowledge of a culture and cultural practices and the ability to operate
knowledge, attitudes, and skills under the constraints of real-time communication;
5) critical cultural awareness: the ability to evaluate critically and based on explicit
criteria, perspectives, practices, and products in one’s own and other cultures and
countries” (p. 60-61).
Bouslama and Benaissi (2018) correlated intercultural competence with handling interactions
with culturally unlike people. Popova (2016) classified the determinants of the cultural approach
to teaching/learning foreign languages in this way: • a cultural profile of the countries the
language(s) of which is (are) studied; • nation-related cultural heritage; • ethno-mentality;
• nation-marked socio-communication; • linguacultural background (Popova, 2016). The
Ukrainian educators Chekal, Palii, Potapenko, and Andriiko (2010) believed that a constructive
“communication – an adequate understanding of two participators of a communicative act – is
impossible without knowing the country realities, without the communicants’ awareness of the
reality both in their native country and in the country the language of which they learn” (p. 238).
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The scholars grounded the need of the language-targeted and culture-centered (intercultural,
cross-cultural, lingua-cultural) approaches in teaching foreign languages at secondary school,
which requires a culture-oriented model of teaching language(s) as well as training future
teachers of foreign languages (Chekal et al., 2010). As we can see, the culture-based knowledge
and awareness alongside communicative skills to decode culture-related issues and use them
while interacting with native speakers are the keynote aspects to be observed while teaching
foreign languages.
Fox and Diaz-Greenberg (2016) and teacher education candidates were involved in the
foreign/world language licensure programs in two different U.S. universities. Their goal was to
find out how critical pedagogy and multicultural education can help meet the challenges that
world language teachers experience in the teaching of culture. The researchers revealed the
existing difficulties in integrating the cultural standard in foreign/second language teacher
education programs and some of the challenges faced in its practical implementation. They
asserted that cultural understanding and communication around the world could facilitate honest
dialogue, cooperation across countries as well as open the values of others, which might
transform global thinking (Fox & Diaz-Greenberg, 2016). Prodromou (2012) distinguished four
keynote hypotheses in teaching/learning foreign languages: 1) the importance of the cultural
background; 2) the importance of the cultural foreground; 3) the importance of a cross-cultural
understanding and multicultural diversity; 4) the importance of cross-cultural understanding and
multicultural diversity. The scholar admitted that some practicing teachers oppose cross-cultural
components in course design to target or local culture. Vez (2011) considered an intellectual
environment where multilingualism and interculturality are stimuli for social enrichment and
cultural development. The cited authors welcomed the idea of multilingual education in terms of
efficient teaching/learning foreign languages. However, they did not offer ways of cultural
adaptation within a multicultural education environment or interiorization outcomes in this
respect. Veettil et al. (2020) described a multilingual society represented by the migrant Keralites
who acquire two or three more new languages: English, Hindi, and Arabic (as a result of their
living abroad). The authors expressed their concerns about language shift and its negative
consequences, but they did not give any suggestions regarding the amicable co-existence of
different languages and cultures within a particular society.
Thus, taking into account the above said, we are going to share our experience and
illustrate how intercultural activities might facilitate students’ academic success in learning
English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean.
Methods
Research Design
This action research is based on the premise that even though English, Chinese, Turkish, and
Korean are non-related languages and their linguistic differences stipulate different approaches
to teaching/learning them, intercultural activities contribute to students’ academic success.
Participants
The sample consists of the students of the Faculty of Foreign Languages at the State institution
“South Ukrainian National Pedagogical University named after K. D. Ushynsky” (Odesa,
Ukraine). The study was carried out with a sample population composed of one (1) group of the
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second-year students majoring in English Translation Studies (19 students), one (1) group of the
second-year students minoring in Chinese Translation Studies (23 students), one group (1) of the
second-year students majoring in English Language and Literature (27 students), one group
(1) of the second-year students majoring in Chinese Language and Literature (23 students), one
group (1) of the second-year students majoring in Turkish Language and Literature (7 students),
and one group (1) of students who learn Korean during extracurricular classes (10 students) from
2020 to 2021 (academic year). The total sample size was 109.
Research Instrument
The participants were offered to take part in a specially elaborated program aimed at developing
their cultural competence: to get involved in curricular and extracurricular culture-related
activities; to demonstrate their cultural awareness while organizing culture-related events; to be
part of academic mobility programs. They were interviewed on the details of the experimental
study. The participants confirmed their intention to contribute to the empirical research via
Office 365 (TEAMS).
Data Analysis
The methods of systemic and content-oriented analyses enabled us to analyze and generalize the
theoretical bases for the topic under study, to systemize the results of the survey (educationbased intercultural activities, students’ learning outcomes). The study was based on focused
observation using the register as a tool for data collecting for two semesters each in six groups of
second-year students majoring in Philology and Linguodidactics. To see the students’ learning
outcomes while participating in culture-related activities, we employed simple observation
giving the research insights. The students’ academic outcomes were fixed in a register
throughout this study. The students were trained in diverse language activities: listening
comprehension, speaking (monological and dialogical speech), writing, and reading within
curricular and extracurricular activities to demonstrate their academic acquisitions and failures.
Based on the observed outcomes, the authors propose some remedial measures
(recommendations) to prevent dealing with complicated linguistic problems.
Findings
It seems to be expedient to study the Ukrainian education standards and educational professionoriented programs which determine the content of education and students’ learning outcomes.
The students involved in the activities under our focus major in two specialties:
035 Philology and 014 Secondary Education, both specialties dealing with foreign languages:
English, Chinese, Turkish, Korean* (Korean is being launched as the major this year). Let us
consider the higher education standards of Ukraine in this respect. At our institution of higher
education, we obey these standards: the higher education standard ciphered 03 The Humanities,
035 Philology (First (Bachelor of Arts) Level, 2019; Second (Master) Level, 2019) and The
Profession-related Standard for Teachers of General Secondary School (2020).
In the education standard 035 Philology (Bachelor Level, 2019), the general competences
and learning outcomes comprise these referred to the topic of the study: • the abilities to store
and increase culture values; • the skills to freely communicate on professional issues with
specialists and non-specialists in state and foreign language (s) orally and in writing, to use them
to organize effective intercultural communication; • the skills to cooperate with colleagues,
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representatives of other cultures and religions, supporters of different political views, etc.
Furthermore, intercultural and mass communication in its oral and written forms is one of the
objects of education within the standards aimed at Bachelor- and Master-course students
majoring in Philology.
In compliance with The Profession-related Standard for Teachers of General Secondary
School (2020) (coded 2320 – Teacher of General Secondary School), the general competences
cover the culture-centered one alongside the civil, social, leadership-oriented, and business-based
ones. Culture-centered competence is associated with the ability to show respect and appreciate
the Ukrainian national culture, diversity, and multiculturalism in society; the ability to express
national cultural identity; creative self-expression. On the other hand, emotional and ethical
competences oblige a teacher to correctly and adequately deal with the diversity and uniqueness
of different cultures existing in our society; to consider differences between people; to use
specific strategies for preventing, overcoming, and transforming conflicts. Thus, we endeavor to
cover culture-biased units, linguistic and lingua didactic particularities while elaborating
educational profession-targeted programs.
The educational profession-targeted programs Translation (major – English, minor –
Chinese) (Derik, Savchenko & Shapoval, 2020) and “Translation (major – Chinese, minor –
English). Popova, Korolova, and Stoianova (2020) intended for the future translators of English
and Chinese are focused on their fundamental theoretical and practical training, translating and
interpreting within the language pairs English ↔ Ukrainian, Chinese ↔ Ukrainian, and
English ↔ Chinese providing for the development of the translator’s professional competence as
well as his/her abilities to participate in cross-cultural communication successfully. Therefore,
the syllabi of the designated educational programs include compulsory subjects (like Problems of
Intercultural Communication, History of Ukrainian Culture, History of Ukraine, etc.), which
enable students: • to practically use the knowledge of the history and culture of Ukraine, the
People’s Republic of China alongside the English speaking countries for organizing efficient
cross-cultural communication and adequate translating; • to cooperate with colleagues and
representatives of other cultures and religions, with supporters of different political views.
Another education-related vector of the activities provided by the Faculty of Foreign
Languages at the State institution “South Ukrainian National Pedagogical University named
after K. D. Ushynsky” (Odesa, Ukraine) concerns teacher training specificities. These
educational profession-oriented programs help to guarantee a successful teaching/learning
process at the bachelor level: 1) Secondary Education (Language and Literature (English)
(2020); 2) Secondary Education (Language and Literature (Chinese, English) (2020);
3) Secondary Education (Language and Literature (Turkish, English) (2020); 4) Secondary
Education (Language and Literature (Korean, English) (2021). Their primary focus is to develop
students’ linguistic and teaching competences, which are actualized through their abilities to
combine scientific, theoretical, didactic, methodological components in teaching English,
Chinese, Turkish, and Korean alongside foreign literature. The academic efficiency of the
programs under consideration is warranted due to international liaison. Overseas specialists from
Great Britain, the USA, the People’s Republic of China, Turkey, and the Republic of Korea
(South Korea) teach our students foreign (major and minor) languages (English, Chinese,
Turkish, and Korean). As for the students, international students from Turkey, Turkmenistan,
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China, and the USA acquire education at the Faculty of Foreign Languages, whereas Ukrainian
students take part in the programs of academic mobility in overseas universities. The
internationalization of the teaching/learning process is evident. The educational programs are
organized in the way, which facilitates the academic success in terms of their learning outcomes;
to use the necessary scientific tools of philosophy, psychology, pedagogy, contributing to the
development of general culture and socialization of the individual as well as their ethical values,
to be more precise, through these subjects: English – major/minor, Chinese – major, Turkish –
major, Korea – major, History of Ukrainian Culture, History of Ukraine, etc. It should be noted
that both professions – the translator/interpreter and the teacher of foreign languages –
presuppose the involvement in cross-cultural communication and international activities, which
proves the necessity to internationalize the educational process under social demands and job
descriptions.
Within current circumstances of world integration and globalization, most Ukrainian
higher education institutions are involved in international activities connected with education,
science, culture, and sport, which facilitates the internationalization process. We can assume that
this is the internationalization of higher education that provides for a free exchange of academic
knowledge and experience in the scientists’ (scholars’) community.
The Bologna process contributed to the academic integration of the European countries
and the unification of requirements set to higher education syllabi and curricula. To our great
regret, the Oriental countries did not chance to join this process at its very beginning, and this
explains differences in European and Oriental education content and standards. Though, we can
observe similarities in the leveling of their higher education: Bachelor and Master levels. This is
why we can speculate on the unification and internationalization of curricula and syllabi in
Europe and Asia. The facts as mentioned above allow us to define the internationalization of
higher education in Ukraine as gradual systemic integration of international activities into the
global educational space, which simultaneously facilitates the development of higher education
establishments in science-related (research) and social activities.
Another process contributing to the internationalization of education is interiorization
(French intériorisation − transition from outside to inside, from Latin interior − internal), which
is often associated with “the building of internal structures of the human psyche through the
assimilation of external social activities, appropriation of life experience, the evolvement of
mental functions and development in general” (Popova, 2021, p. 104).
We can transform the content of this psychological phenomenon into the plane of the
Foreign Languages Department of Ushynsky University (Odesa, Ukraine) and interpret it as a
process of building a student’s inner spiritual world, namely: his/her needs, interests, desires,
evaluative judgments, experiences, attitudes, behavior through mastering educational activities
alongside intercultural and cross-cultural communication (Popova, 2021). We can also confirm
these learning outcomes: 1) sociocultural adaptation of a university student; 2) development of
student’s thinking, self-awareness, his/her motivation to study; 3) assimilation of new knowledge
and social experience.
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It is expedient to note that the implementation of internationalization tasks, as an essential
component of international work at the Faculty of Foreign Languages; the involvement of the
education and information centers of other countries into this activity; the organization of
interaction with foreign education, science and culture institutions, public organizations and
diplomatic missions contributed to the integration of new teaching/learning forms and methods
into the educational process aimed at training future specialists; international cooperation in the
fields of education, science and culture; establishment of a robust platform for exchanging
experience and expanding vectors of collaboration during the implementation of the designated
education- and culture-related programs, researching in the coming period.
We should say that classroom and extracurricular activities constitute the leading
organizational forms of the educational process at our faculty. Their results are evaluated through
controlling and monitoring activities: current, modular, and final (semester) types of control (for
classroom activities). The organizational forms of the educational process are generalized and
presented in Figure one.
Final
control

(semester)

Modular control

Controlling And
Monitoring Measures
Organization Forms Of
The Educational Process

Monitoring of the practical
implementation
of
students’
learning outcomes in professionrelated activities

Current control
Classroom Activities

Extracurricular Activities

Figure 1. The organizational forms of the educational process at the Faculty of Foreign
languages at Ushynsky University
Classroom activities (see Figure two) are provided through combining traditional
(lecture, practical, and seminar classes) and modern interactive forms of teaching/learning:
interactive lectures (mini-lecture, lecture-press conference, lecture-plenary session, lecture-diapolylogue, conference-workshop); interactive role-playing games (translation workshop, round
table discussion, translation ring, exhibitions-fairs of translation ideas, exhibitions of teaching
mastery, employers' sessions); interactive workshops with Chinese, American, Turkish, and
Korean volunteers.
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Classroom Activities
Traditional teaching/learning forms
Lectures

Practical classes

Seminars

Modern interactive teaching/learning forms
Interactive lectures:
- mini-lecture;
- lecture-press conference;
- lecture-plenary session;
- lecture-dia-polylogue;
- conference-workshop

Interactive
role-playing
Interactive workshops –
games:
practical classes
- translation workshop;
involving
Chinese,
- round table discussion;
American, Turkish, and
- translation ring;
Korean volunteers
exhibitions-fairs
of
translation ideas;
- exhibitions of teaching
mastery;
- employers' sessions
Figure 2. Classroom activities at the Faculty of Foreign languages at Ushynsky University
Extracurricular activities differ in a variety of types of profession-oriented educational activities.
They include the activities as follows: training, education- and culture-related events, students’
independent (self-guided) work, individual research activities, scientific-practical and reporting
conferences, work, and language practicing in China, America, Korea, and other countries (see
Figure three).
Work practice:
- master classes;
- creativity hours;
- speaking-translating practice with native speakers
Training:
- translating and speaking;
- training in multiculturalism;
- poly-national art-therapy
Education- and
culture-related
events
Participation
these events:
Festivals

Students’
independent
(self-guided)
work
in
of

Writing:
- essays;
- reports;
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Ukrainian-Turkish
- summaries;
- oral presentation of
learning outcomes in
friendship;
- theses;
research
results
China,
Korea,
- International Day - articles (co(reports using ICT);
America, and other
of
Confucius authored with the
- presentation of
countries;
Institutes;
university
written
works
- reports "Cultural
- Doors Open Day
teachers);
(essays,
reports,
Palette";
of
Ushynsky
- term papers,
summaries,
theses,
- recommendations
University;
etc.
articles);
on cultural issues of
- Chinese/Korean/
- participation in
cross-cultural
Turkish/English
round
table
communication for
Bridge;
discussions, debates,
junior students
- Ukrainian/
etc.)
Chinese/Turkish/
Korean
New
Year, etc.;
- culture-related
(photo)
exhibitions,
concerts;
- demonstration of
traditional
costumes, etc.
Figure 3. Extracurricular activities at the Faculty of Foreign languages at Ushynsky University
The culture-related events held at Ushynsky University facilitate students’ motivation to study
foreign languages and acquaint them with the culture of the USA, Great Britain, China, Turkey,
and Korea. Therefore, we support the idea of Halili and Doçe (2020, p. 1). They “put forward the
perspective that the learning process and the consolidation of knowledge through theatre in the
pre-university and university system is now a theoretical and a practical reality in almost all the
educational systems around the world.” To the scholars’ mind, theatre is a tremendous “valueforming element that contributes to the students’ reading skills, recognition, and reception; it is
the technique through which they are taught to work in groups and develop their resources
through voice, gestures, mimicry, body language, and textual interpretation” (p. 1). To our great
regret, it seems to be impossible to stage theatrical performances at universities today. We are to
use alternative teaching/learning techniques (video or online concerts, for example).
On the platform of the Faculty of Foreign Languages, four centers of foreign countries
function – Education and Culture Centre “Confucius Institute;” Education, Science, Information
and Culture Centers of the Republic of Korea and the State of Israel, the Culture Centre of
Turkey. The students participate in the activities initiated by the centers.
While organizing education- and culture-related events, future foreign language teachers
and translators get acquainted with the mentality of foreigners and stereotypes of their behavior.
Mentality peculiarities of representatives of different countries are manifested through various
aspects of culture: musical, choreographic, artistic, food cultural code, etc.
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Musical and choreographic aspects are realized in these events: Festivals of UkrainianTurkish friendship, International Day of Confucius Institutes, Doors Open Day of Ushynsky
University, Chinese/Korean/Turkish/English Bridge, Ukrainian/Chinese/Turkish/Korean New
Year, etc. (online, offline, in a mixed mode).
The arts of foreign countries are represented during the career guidance work: training in
oral Chinese “I greet you…,” “Magic colors of body art;” workshop on drawing hieroglyphs and
other national symbols on hands, arms, and faces of guests (“Confucius Institute”); master
classes in Korean calligraphy, making origami, tangrams, Korean traditional masks, and
magnets-hanbok (Education, Science, Information and Culture Centre of the Republic of Korea);
language camps aimed at mastering English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean languages, culture
and traditions of China, the USA, Great Britain, Turkey, and the Republic of Korea for the
students of Ushynsky University; photo exhibitions; demonstration of traditional costumes;
International festivals of languages and cultures, etc. (online, offline, in a mixed mode).
Traditional cuisine plays a vital role in the cultural adaptation of both students and
overseas teachers. It includes joint cooking of national cuisine and participation in tea
ceremonies. Students and teachers discuss philosophical and cultural aspects and comprehend
their essence through the prism of native culture (Popova, 2021). These dishes are popular with
our students (see Figure four).
Name of a dish

Picture

• Chinese 饺子 / jiǎozi (meat dumplings)

• Korean 김치 / gimchi/kimchi (a traditional Korean
side dish made from salted and fermented vegetables
(most often Napa cabbage and Korean radish)
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• Turkish dolma (vegetable stuffed with a rice-based
mixture);

• Jewish forshmak (a sort of herring pâté), etc.

Figure 4. Traditional cuisine
Students’ self-guided work occupies an essential place in the teaching/learning process.
Therefore, we acknowledge the importance of the information searching competence, which is to
be developed alongside the culture of working with information and processing it. We agree with
the viewpoints of the Ukrainian scholars that there are many unreliable, unverified, obviously
fake, and purposefully manipulative texts among the array of information (Markiv, Zarivna,
Khymai & Shalova, 2021). It is evident that there are a lot of destructive sources of data on the
Internet. An incompetent searcher can get confused and fail to distinguish if it is the truth or a lie.
Under conditions of distance learning, university teachers often give students the assignment to
process media material independently and create their texts in the format of essays, reports,
summaries, theses, articles (co-authored with the university teachers), term papers, etc.
Our students’ opportunity to take part in the programs of academic mobility is another
factor to be mentioned. We provide these programs:
• academic mobility programs lasting one semester and one academic year (in higher
education institutions in China, the USA, and Korea);
• short-term language practice programs (in higher education institutions in China, the USA,
and Korea).
After fulfilling the academic mobility programs, our students present their learning
outcomes at reporting conferences and give recommendations on cultural issues of cross-cultural
communication to junior students.
As for our university teaching staff, they successfully participate in the international
project “Pedagogue,” visiting different countries and sharing their experience in the sphere of
lingua didactics. Furthermore, they are active partakers of the internship (advanced training)
programs “Teaching Chinese and English: current trends,” “Fundamentals of profession-oriented
training of specialists in Oriental Studies,” “Innovations in the system of secondary and higher
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education in China” abroad. And, vice versa, overseas teachers join our internship (advanced
training) programs “Theoretical and methodological fundamentals for profession-oriented speech
training of foreign translators of Chinese under conditions of university education” and
“Development of linguistic and cultural competence of university teaching staff,” which helps
them adapt to the local community.
Discussion
Through the analysis of the interview results, the contents of the (extra)curricular culture-related
activities, and academic mobility programs, the findings demonstrate that intercultural activities
contribute both to the students’ academic success and internationalization of the faculty
functioning through diverse aspects of culture: musical, choreographic, artistic, food cultural
code, etc., which is manifested in the additional students’’ learning outcomes in English,
Chinese, Turkish, and Korean (see Table one).
Table 1. Additional students’’ learning outcomes in English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean
Knowledge (awareness)
Practical experience
Skills
(abilities)
• background knowledge of • practical experience in the • mastery to use background
national traditions, customs, use of background knowledge knowledge and re-create them
norms, moral and cultural in
cross-cultural in
cross-cultural
values of China, Ukraine, communication;
communication by adequate
Great Britain (the USA), • abilities
to
analyze linguistic means and devices,
including
culture-related functioning mechanisms of preserving national specificity
vocabulary minimum;
economic, social and political of a communicative situation;
• awareness of economic, institutions and productive • skills to act ethically
social,
and
political cooperation
of
partner reasonably
when
peculiarities of the countries countries (China, Ukraine, communicating
with
mentioned above;
Great Britain / the USA) and representatives of different
• awareness of etic and colleagues within the process cultures basing on “mentally
aesthetic aspects regarding of
profession-related processed”
information
verbal
and
non-verbal activities;
regarding
culture-marked
behavior of native speakers in • practical experience in the components of cross-cultural
compliance within certain identification and adequate communication;
intercultural communicative decoding
of
unseen •
skills
to
cooperate
circumstances;
sociocultural, economic and constructively and conflict• navigation in the specificity political aspects of cross- free with domestic and foreign
of nation-related peculiarities cultural communication;
colleagues/partners as a team
of mother tongue and target • practical experience in (to elaborate and launch joint
languages).
demonstrating an adequate plans, social projects (grants);
flexible behavior model in the to set objectives, assignments,
dialogue of cultures in strategies, and tactics of
compliance with moral and individual
and
collective
aesthetic norms, typical of actions), being aware of each
countries representing the other’s functions.
source and target languages;
• abilities to analyze linguistic
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features
of
interlocutors’
culture-marked directives to
select adequate translation and
communication means.
Thus, considering the content of the internationalization of the teaching/learning process
at the Faculty of Foreign Languages at Ushynsky University, we would like to share some
recommendations for Chinese, English, Korean, and Turkish online, offline, and mixed
classroom activities alongside extracurricular intercultural activities.
The profession-oriented training of the future translators and teachers of foreign
languages under current conditions has all grounds to formulate these recommendations:
• It is expedient to widen the spheres dealing with the internationalization of education and
involve the potential of the education and culture centers of foreign countries.
• Education-based intercultural extracurricular activities facilitate students’ academic
acquisitions. So, it is worth holding culture-related events in diverse modes: online, offline, and a
mixed one.
• To improve students’ learning outcomes in English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean, it is
rational to give these teaching/learning suggestions:
- to organize students’ self-guided work on culture-related issues and let them demonstrate
(present) their results to the audience;
- to provide students with optimal conditions for interacting with native speakers in terms of
organizing culture-related events and improving intercultural communication;
- to encourage students to participate in the programs of academic mobility (one semester, one
academic year, and short-term programs (two weeks).
Thus, keeping to the recommendations mentioned above might improve students’
learning outcomes in compliance with the designated profession-oriented educational programs
and increase their learning acquisitions.
Conclusion
This paper has traced students’ learning outcomes in English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean. The
authors acquainted the teaching audience with the issues related to implementing intercultural
events into teaching foreign languages (English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean) to Ukrainian
university students. Some Bachelor Educational Programs targeted to the future translators and
teachers of foreign languages have been analyzed, which made us assume that extracurricular
culture-related activities contribute to our students’ academic success, acquisition of additional
knowledge, abilities, and skills, to be more precise, independently from the programs’
requirements and content. It has been proved that the integration of international work and
methodological tools of teaching foreign languages to Ukrainian students in diverse modes
(online, offline, in a mixed mode) can contribute to their academic success. We have found out
some teaching/learning suggestions which could facilitate students’ learning outcomes in
English, Chinese, Turkish, and Korean; (students’ self-guided work on culture-related issues;
interaction with native speakers in terms of organizing culture-related events; participation in the
programs of academic mobility; online/offline demonstrations of students’ learning outcomes).
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Finally, we may resume that this paper sets a background for further development of a
system of activities and tasks under modern conditions, contributing to students’ professionoriented competences.
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Abstract
Generally, learning outcomes are not always as expected; instead, they show a degree of
variation depending on various factors. Likewise, despite the fact of providing writing
instruments in Saudi EFL classrooms, the outcomes are not always as expected. The reasons may
range from classroom atmosphere to individual cognition and many other related variants
around. However, it is a small attempt in teachers’ perspective to see if anything is lacking in the
implementation of ‘teaching writing strategies’ for EFL classrooms. To verify this assumption
between practicality and literature, this paper intends to explore ‘the implementation of writing
strategies of faculty’ during teaching writing skills. In addition, this paper also attempts to
identify what sort of discourse tools and metacognitive strategies university faculty are
incorporating in their teaching, and what is ignored or not used up to the mark while enhancing
Saudi EFL students’ meta-cognitive awareness. To collect responses for this study, a survey
questionnaire was administered among 36 English language educators of the Jazan region. The
results of this study revealed that there is a component that was given minor importance during
teaching, though teachers used other strategies and tools extensively. Furthermore, one of the
aims of the study is to demonstrate how discourse can be used to offer a solution in the present
scenario. In a nutshell, this research recommends the significance of the neglected
subcomponent and its importance in improving writing metacognition.
Keywords: classroom discourse, language instruction, metacognition, metacognitive strategies,
Saudi EFL students, writing strategies.
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Introduction
Discourse is comprised of conversation/speech or written communication. According to
Crystal (1992), discourse is a continuous stretch of language in a spoken form and more
significant than a sentence as in a sermon, a funny joke, a narrative, an argument etc., or it is a
piece of text where all are part of linguistic and paralinguistic elements of teaching.
Wells (1994) quotes the work of Leontiev and Halliday in his writing, citing discourse as a
tool in the activity of learning and teaching. Similarly, Leontiev (1981) says discourse tools are
the pillars of an activity as they play a central role in connecting humans to objects and other
people. In 1993 Halliday expressed this a different way, i.e., the semiotic process is a distinctive
property of human learning in making meaning. Over time, it has evolved as writing and then
into education. The students have to recall the knowledge from their ‘education’ to use in
semiotic context, i.e., as classroom knowledge. Based on this view, classroom discourse is a tool
to develop metacognitive awareness in improving writing skills. Eventually, the aim of this
research is to increase English language instructors understanding of the value of using discourse
in EFL classrooms, with the goal to make students writing process more appealing and engaging.
Reviewing and analyzing the discourse tools used by educators in a classroom setting and
context is the prime aspect of this study. In this study, the researchers address the benefits of
classroom discourse to students writing and how classroom discourse can promote metacognitive
awareness. Metacognition is a thought processing action that assists learners in gaining
desegregated knowledge. We are specifically interested in classroom discourse approaches that
language instructors use to facilitate the writing process. Being EFL teachers in Saudi Arabia, it
is essential to discover the advantages of using classroom discourse to promote metacognitive
moves in support of students independent writing. Noticing many graduate students had
challenges with their writing assignments caught our attention and led to this study of what
strategies and methods English instructors could utilize to benefit EFL students second language
writing. Precisely, to see the use of classroom discourse in increasing students’ metacognitive
awareness during free-writing process. Meaningful construction of sentences involves
organizing discourse structure during writing (Spivey, 1990). Classroom discourse must be
precise and robust. Canagarajah, 2002 proposed the deconstruction of conventions and rules that
encourage novices. To make these connections, it is necessary to find the answers for the
following research questions:
1. What is lagging in the process of teaching writing skills?
2. Can Monitoring be done using classroom discourse?
From these questions it can be seen how important educators discourse is in text and speech
forms to developing the metacognition of students during writing processes. This research
emphasizes the practice of classroom discourse and analysis in English language classrooms so
that students will be more aware of their metacognitive writing strategies and use them to
improve their writing tasks.
Literature Review
Word composition in discourse is not only for subject comprehension but also provides indepth knowledge of a topic. Discourse might be a verbal or written form that helps develop
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one’s language and thought process. Classroom discourse on a particular topic not only
familiarizes students with sentence structure patterns but also aids in effective writing. Writing
in a foreign language in an academic context is a difficult skill to acquire. Thus, it is wise to
accept that merely using explicit instruction strategies isn’t enough in EFL classrooms. Writing
is a complex process that comprises cognitive and metacognitive strategies, for example, outline
planning, brainstorming, applying, organizing, drafting, reflecting, and revising (Negari, 2011).
In the same way, Hadley and Reiken (1993) state that writing is best accomplished through
interaction where learners can discuss and negotiate the topic. Therefore, EFL students need to
be conscious of learning strategies to be able to use them in a meaningful way.
Embedded in their writing instructions, teachers need to introduce resources, strategies,
models, and methods to students that allow them to acquire and foster critical discourse analysis
skills to apply to their writing (Avendaño & Fonseca, 2009). Further, using classroom discourse
supports students’ cognitive and metacognitive mechanisms. Classroom discourse also helps
students to become more critical thinkers. Avendaño and Fonseca also state that students need to
make use of discourse statements with accuracy and uncover how the cognitive components of
language are useful to disempower or to empower the writing process. With these cognitive
components, English language learners begin to build their understanding and awareness of the
writing process. In addition, with metacognitive components, students understand how they can
evaluate, control, and monitor their learning processes (Durham & Raymond, 2016). Writing
involves the ability to transfer skills and intelligence using a variety of content areas in order to
become efficient. Students are more prosperous in ‘given situations’, where they can make
choices and reflect on written assignments in a practical environment in classrooms (Hales,
2017).
Teaching writing without relying deeply on discourse analysis leaves students at a
disadvantage during the writing process. It is the main structure of reference for decision-making
in language teaching and learning. Constructing appropriate contexts for illustrating, interacting,
and supporting students with valuable opportunities to practice language within various
situations is crucial for enhancing learning environments. Language development and language
acquisition occur within a classroom discourse-rich environment (Tannen, Hamilton & Schiffrin,
2015). Nunan (1991) points out:
Teachers play an important role in shaping classroom discourse and in maximizing
learning opportunities, and TT (Teacher Talk) is of crucial importance, not only for the
organization of the classroom but also for the processes of L2 acquisition. It is important
for the organization and management of the classroom because it is through speech that
teachers either succeed or fail to implement their teaching plan. (p. 189)
While Teacher Talk has great importance in writing classrooms, student-centered classrooms
have even more benefits, such as students sharing ideas without hesitation. Student-centeredness
allows students to participate in classroom discourse. Students can think actively and share their
opinions and philosophies based on their personal experiences. Educators are aiming to replace
the strategy of “dominating boss” with “considerate organizer and coordinator”. The goal is to
establish classroom activities that use a variety of interactive discourse types, such as debate, roleplay, and presentations, to arouse students’ enthusiasm and interests (Xin, Luzheng & Biru,
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2011). When teaching using authentic materials of discourse patterns, students gain a significant
understanding of those specific speech events as well as the sociolinguistic elements that
encompass linguistic variation across various contexts. For instance, students can learn turntaking in a conversation between friends’ openings and closings on answering machine messages,
or other speech events that are customarily used in second language learning contexts (Demo,
2001). This kind of natural language learning helps students to recognize discourse patterns
associated with the genres. Some examples of oral discourse are ecological discourse, historical
discourse, Swale’s (1990) Stamp collectors’ discourse community, and Schiffrin’s (1980)
disciplinary discourse. Cooper’s ecological model (1995) of discourse suggests a social context
for writers. In 2006, Bizzell used the word hybridized discourse forms. Some other specific
examples of discourse are an autobiography, a documentary, etc. Thus, oral discourses may range
from lunchtime talk to astronomical speeches. Right away, textbooks and authentic written
material are examples of written discourse. The context provides accurate, complete information
to the students in the process of writing. Killingsworth and Gilbertson (1992), Olsen (1993),
Orlikowski and Yates (1994) studied ESP writing in academic contexts and proved that it is
fruitful in Business courses.
When it comes to oral classroom discourse, it is essential to recognize the environment where
a classroom community produces knowledge through interactions, and how students can make
meaning out of it. Elective environments and situations for student writing involve clear,
individualized expectations and outcomes; students are more motivated given a purpose and an
audience (Hales, 2017). A discourse community is a significant variable in EFL writing
classrooms. It allows interactions with the text when students make connections to their social
life and can use their prior knowledge to make connections with new readers and textbooks. Jean
Piaget’s Schema theory explains how our previous understanding, emotions, expectations, and
understandings combine as mental impressions or representations, impacting what we learn.
Efficient students draw on prior knowledge and experience to assist them in grasping what they
know about text and are accordingly able to use that knowledge in making connections. These
connections help learners to process writing using metacognitive strategy-based practices in
English classes (Erkan Cer, 2019).
Discourse structure between teachers and students during teaching and learning sessions is
considered a critical method of promoting language input, aside from instructional resources
from textbooks. During interactions, students can gain enough confidence to modify and attempt
new sentence structures. For example, they might begin experimenting with complex sentences,
such as using time or reason clauses during discussions. The learners who are encouraged to
participate in discussions increased their chances of understanding the meaning of new
vocabulary (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Between instruction and the acquisition of vocabulary,
the discourse approach stands out noticeably. Vocabulary isn’t isolated from context during the
teaching and learning process. It can be acquired only through a larger frame of discourse that
allows the meaning of words to become well-defined strategic patterns (Schiffrin et. al., 2001).
Classroom discourse is a significant step towards learners’ comprehension of linguistic input.
In a foreign language classroom, oral discussion is a critical means of learning a language
(Kumaravadivelu, 2003). Larson and Keiper (2002) note that discussion in a classroom requires
students and teachers to interact at a high cognitive and affective level. Accordingly, a
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discussion assumes to be an effective teaching technique to develop students higher-order
thinking strategies through negotiation of meaning and questioning interactions. They also refer
to the advantages of discussion when students explain their ideas and thoughts in a classroom; it
enables students to analyze, interpret, and manipulate information, rather than merely recount or
recite memorized facts and details. Consequently, when students’ understanding is slow during a
discussion, the interested students pay attention towards information shared during peer
discussion where the ideas of social awareness are presented. Furthermore, Larson and Bruce
(1997) state,
“During discussion learners are not the passive recipients of lessons transmitted by a
teacher. Rather, learners will be active participants in discussions involving open-ended
questions, which require students to organize available information to arrive at their
defensible answers.” (p.4)
Overall, appropriate input and proper contexts for discourse among students leads to successful
second language acquisition (Luan & Sappathy, 2011). This acquisition corresponds to
Vygotsky’s theory of second language acquisition. Vygotsky’s acquisition states that the learners
acquire language when they interact verbally during language learning process (Lightbown &
Spada, 2013). Moreover, Larson and Keiper (2002) explain the advantages of verbal interaction
in a classroom by uniting the cognitive and “social aspects” of a school. Furthermore, learners
can receive immediate feedback during discussions. For further advantages of discourse in a
classroom, the comprehensible input hypothesis developed by Krashen states that learners
acquire language in only one way. This acquisition is by understanding messages or receiving
comprehensible language (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Based on this theory, Luan and Sappathy
(2011) summarize the need of understandable input before learners can internalize it through
negotiation and investigating its forms and features. They explain that acquisition happens when
learners obtain intelligible input.
The scores are more in integrated writing tasks rather than independent writing tasks, for
example, Listening and Writing tasks in TOEFL. According to Engber (1995), Ishikawa (1995),
Jarvis et al. (2003), Machon et al. (2000), Ortega (2003) and Sasaki (2000) there is some research
with independent writing tasks about the features and process of discourse in writing proficiency.
Writing using a speech, extensively by reading a piece of text or listening to a sermon is an
integrated writing task. In a way, the students come across the discourse vocabulary to use within
a writing task. Hence, this is an attempt to see what is lacking in teaching ‘writing’ and how to
overcome it.
The purpose of this study was to discover whether educators are using discourse analysis tools
to develop their students writing. To carry out a writing task, it is a prime need to define a list of
specific metacognitive components. The definition for metacognition in Critical Transitions given
by the National Research Council (2000) is the ability to monitor the level of comprehension and
estimate if it is more than sufficient. Scott and Levy (2013) proposed five metacognitive
components: Knowledge, Planning, Monitoring, Regulation, Control, and Evaluation. Knowledge
includes subcomponents such as Person, Task, and Strategy, whereas Planning includes with the
other three components. Harris, et al. (2009) explained the component Person by expanding on
the idea that success and non-success of the student depend on what elements they are
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comfortable with doing in the task. O’ Malley (1990) suggested three main metacognitive
strategies: Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation. Gorzelsky, Driscoll, Pazcek, Hayes and Jones
et al. (2016) proposed a taxonomy for metacognitive sub-components. When these metacognitive
subcomponents are used in teaching, they help students with metacognitive moves to complete
their writing tasks. They added a new sub-component, Constructive Metacognition and
considered each component of Scott’s Knowledge as an individual subcomponent. They are
Person, Task, Strategy, Planning, Monitoring, Control, Evaluation, and Constructive
Metacognition. Lastly, a basic component of sentence formation in writing is the need for
grammar knowledge. When students understand the rules of sentence construction and put them
into action to frame sentences, they take the next step to an improved writing process. To
improve, students need prior knowledge of the topic to form an increasing number of sentences
without losing consistency. Consequently, here students will apply their knowledge about
grammar and prior knowledge about topics to further develop their writing. They need skills to be
able to transform that knowledge in order to write about a topic in different scenarios. While
doing this, the use of metacognitive sub-components, such as genre knowledge, is necessary.
Moreover, comments from friends and family benefit the student by reinforcing the impressions
of writing style from practice. Taczak and Robertson (2016) quoted, practicing what all reflected
or revised as an after-the-fact activity is necessary during the process of writing.
Method
The list of subcomponents provided by Gorzelsky, et al. (2016), were the most applicable
in terms of function in writing classrooms (Table one). For each of these metacognitive
subcomponents, specific metacognitive strategies and discourse tools that apply to writing skills
help educators assess if they are following these subcomponents to get consequent metacognitive
moves. Discourse tools are one of the teaching tools for educators and the discourse strategies
relate to each metacognitive subcomponent. Wells (1994) called them discourse categories and
discourse tools. There is a strong correlation among them, all important to the facilitation and
implementation of the strategies in EFL classrooms. Also, the strategies make connections
between metacognitive elements and discourse tools; classroom discourse shows the teaching
method of EFL writing classrooms.
Table 1. Metacognitive subcomponents, specific metacognitive strategies, and classroom
discourse tools (based on Gorzelsky, et al., 2016, p. 226)
Metacognitive
Sl.
Sub-compoNo
nents
.
1. Planning

2.

Monitoring

3.

Controlling

Specific Metacognitive Strategies

Classroom Discourse Tools

Identification
Brainstorming, Outlining and Composing

sample text
conversations, classroom discussions, concept
maps, rearranging texts elements
students collection of text data, vocab exchange
cutting up texts into discourse structures
peer talk
Pedagogue discourse
using checklists
exchange of work
written cards of clues/rules

Organizing and applying strategies
Pre-writing
Drafting
Monitoring
Edit
Comparison
Revision
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quality

Feedback
Assessment
Evaluate
Constructive
Reflection step-1
metacognition Reflection step-2
Reflection step-3
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suggestions from peer and pedagogue
self-analysis
analyzing strengths and weaknesses
explanation of theoretical concepts
offering the choices of evaluation
provide confidence of writer’s identity

As stated previously, the main focus of this study is on writing skills as an essential skill for
the future endeavors of students, such as career advancement or documentation skills. As
Nowacek (2011) emphasized, meta-cognitive support is critical to the development and transfer
of knowledge related to writing skills. Hence, this study looks for the frequency of the aforetabulated strategies usage by the faculty teaching graduate students.
Participants
This research aimed to collect relevant data from university faculty teaching writing courses
of English at university level. Forty teaching staff participated in the current study. All the staff
teach graduate-level courses to students who are studying English as their major. As we reside
in a sparsely populated area, the Farasan Islands, to reach the targeted number of responses,
colleagues who teach graduate courses at several colleges within the university were approached.
All the administered faculty have mastered their content areas and have teaching experience of
more than three years.
Research Instruments
A questionnaire was the primary research instrument of this study, used to self-check what
metacognitive subcomponents teachers use or don’t use in their writing classrooms. Further, it
was chosen as a method to discover what specific metacognitive strategies and discourse tools
teachers employ to aid students in their writing. The faculty questionnaire consisted of 15
question items based on specific metacognitive strategies and discourse tools used in writing
classrooms. It contained questions concerning various strategy elements and the correlated
discourse tools they currently use. Responses were collected using a three-point Likert scale. The
questions were framed in the same form and sequence. All the questions were designed with a
goal of discovering whether teachers are using classroom discourse tools to develop their
student’s writing skills. Further, the questionnaire was used to see how far they agree that the
metacognitive subcomponents match the metacognitive strategies mentioned in Table one. As
four responses were incomplete, 36 responses became the data for analysis. The responses were
then configured as bar-graphed histograms (Figure two) to show how often teachers are using the
discourse as mentioned above, and tools to develop meta-cognitive awareness among their
students, with the goal of improving writing skills.
The study of specific metacognitive strategies helps to expand students’ knowledge of writing
through composing and drafting using classroom discourse tools mentioned above. Together, these
lead students towards maturity in their writing. For example, strategies might include consistency
of thematic progression to be maintained using rearrangement of the sentences of a topic, while
discussion and conversation improve their confidence level. This confidence build-up gain aided
by a comprehensive plan of how to structure issues. Further, Bransford, D., Brown, A., and
Cocking, R. (2000) stated that metacognition helps learners to comprehend and guide them in the
same way in new situations.
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Result Analysis
Before the data analysis, we will briefly discuss how classroom discourse is emphasized over
other types of speech. Discourse is formal and debates, whereas Speaking is an exclusive ability.
For e.g., a speech at a graduation ceremony. Discourse is usually a lengthy exposition and
involves exclusive focus on the subject. Further, it allows communication through conversations.
Regular speech in the classroom is different from discourse because it engages students and builds
up self-regulatory mechanisms in students. Through this, organizing and strengthening thought
processes of students takes place. This thought processing permits them to understand the
importance of the role of consistency in writing a free article. Coming to the data as outlined
above, we analyzed the following results.
This data analysis focuses on five metacognitive subcomponents and specific
metacognitive strategies used in writing tasks, and the particular discourse tools that correlate and
aid in writing classroom teaching. Approximately 72% (see Figure one) of the faculty agreed that
they were using discourse tools with students to help in their writing. Twenty and fifty-five
hundredths agreed ‘to some extent’, that they were following metacognitive elements in teaching
writing to transfer the knowledge. Seven and two tenths of the faculty said that they weren’t
implementing any metacognitive strategies in their teaching.
80.00%

Yes
72.23%

60.00%
40.00%

To some
extent
20.55%

20.00%

No
7.2%

0.00%
1

2

3

Figure 1. Questionnaire results: Overall response of using metacognitive strategies and classroom
discourse tools
Gorzelsky’s five metacognitive subcomponents mentioned in Table one are: Planning,
Monitoring, Controlling, Evaluation of Quality, and Constructive metacognition. These
subcomponents deal with metacognition in the process of teaching writing. The use of these
subcomponents by the faculty has resulted as follows:
120
100
80
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20
0
Planning
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Construction
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Figure 2. Questionnaire results: use of metacognitive subcomponents
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Figure two displays that the faculty Planning about teaching writing is 93% and the second
one is Controlling which stands at 88%. The percentage for the third subcomponent, Evaluating
resulted around 77%, and the next subcomponent, Construction stood at around 55%. The most
minor important subcomponent is Monitoring, which stood at 48%. This result needs to be
pondered.
Discussion
Initially, analyzing of Planning is the first metacognitive subcomponent in the study. In this
category, teachers reported that they were using the discourse tool ‘rearranging text elements’
with students to help students to increase their ‘composing’ ability for coherence. The data
showed all the faculty were using classroom discourse tools such as context-based discussions
and conversations as part of the Planning subcomponent. Arguments, cases of a task, and
activating previous knowledge typically make students want to volunteer and express interest in a
new topic. Secondly, most of the teachers used sample texts as a conversational aid to guide
students in recognizing the topic. Conversations and discussions brought new ideas to students
and were used to create topic outlines and concept maps. The extra output from students was an
uninterrupted writing flow. Vocabulary exchanges during short talks, or using discourse markers
such as sounds great, good deal, however, etc., to ‘generic name’, ‘functional role’ etc. were
applied using the strategies that provided an inventive use of new vocabulary. Students collected
text data to assist in organizing. In other words, the data allowed them to read and make
arrangements or preparations ahead of writing tasks. Students’ collecting and rearranging texts
assisted in composing and organizing sentences. As 93.51% opted for ‘agree’ and 3.7 % opted for
‘to some extent’ options, it demonstrates that around 97% of teachers implement the Planning
subcomponent. This demonstrates that most of the faculty are using metacognitive subcomponent
Planning in their classrooms.
The second metacognitive subcomponent, Monitoring, encourages peer talk so that students
can engage in a task. By allowing them to talk with their peers, they can share ideas,
complications, and clear up uncertainties. It also includes rearranging the texts for composing
with a constituency as a way to retain fluidity in writing. The data shows 48% of the faculty are
using the subcomponent Monitoring in the classrooms. Another 43% are using to some extent
whereas 9% aren’t using monitoring strategies or classroom discourse tools. Since only 50% of
the faculty reported using this subcomponent to some extent, monitoring students while they are
practicing writing skills is an area that requires additional focus. Monitoring allows students to
benefit from metacognitive moves during writing.
The third metacognitive subcomponent, Controlling, includes checklists to verify if the
students incorporated what all they needed to when completing a task, such as adverbs of time,
adjectives, clauses, etc. In this way, students begin editing what they have written. In this
subcomponent, opportunities to compare their work with others are encouraged. Also, written
cards of clues or rules help with revision by cueing previously learned practices and topics easily
as they are handy. During examinations, they aid students with comprehension as they can revise
using their written cards. In this way, the results show that 88% of the faculty are using the
Controlling subcomponent, and 9.3% are using it to some extent. Only 2.7% reported that they
are not using this metacognitive subcomponent.
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The fourth is the Evaluation subcomponent, comprised of assessment, feedback, and
evaluation. Self-analysis, peer and pedagogue suggestions, and understanding of their
weaknesses and strengths of writing provide students clarity about the point where they need to
strengthen their writing abilities. Seventy-seven percent of teachers opted ‘agree’, and 23%
opted ‘to some extent’ options about using Evaluation subcomponent in their writing classrooms.
Overall, the faculty are implementing the Evaluation subcomponent while teaching writing.
The data in the final category, Constructive Metacognition, shows 54.6% of the faculty are
regularly using this subcomponent, whereas 34% are using it to some extent. Eleven and onetenths reported that they are not using this metacognition subcomponent.
Constructive
Metacognition is another area where the faculty need additional focus, as it is essential to build
confidence in students to turn them into competent writers. Students will benefit from the skills
created by this Constructive Metacognition subcomponent. Self-analysis and a pedagogue’s
evaluation of pupils’ drafts help them make a final draft that overcomes the weaknesses of their
earlier drafts. Feedback from friends, teachers, and others helps them in strengthening the
concepts and to use them in their writing.
The results of our survey show a strong association between specific metacognitive strategies
and the classroom discourse tools used by the participants of the study. Moreover, there is
identifiable week association in Monitoring and Constructive metacognition subcategories.
Finally, there is a positive association between the tool and the strategy used to enhance
metacognition. This association proves that the faculty are successfully using discourse analysis
approaches help students to raise their writing proficiency. Still, it is very typical for EFL students
to struggle. This challenge indicating the students’ writing needs improvement because of the
lack of progress during Monitoring and Constructive Metacognition. The tools chosen here are a
great support for students and teachers to help and sustain meta-cognitive abilities during writing
tasks.
In accordance with the results, specific metacognitive strategies address students’ writing
challenges. It is identified that two metacognitive subcomponents, Monitoring and Constructive
Metacognition are used by approximately 50% of teachers. This percentage demonstrates a need
for attention as they are not in practice as much as other discourse tools. These two metacognitive
subcomponents need to be given more importance in writing classrooms to develop reflection
strategies. To overcome this deficiency, the curriculum should provide more time, and increased
support for teachers for Monitoring and Metacognitive Construction in writing classes. These two
subcomponents assist in building up students’ writing skills because classroom discourse allows
students to get the benefit of enjoying and exploring effortless and flexible writing. During
writing, the faculty use discourse tools related to various specific metacognitive subcomponents.
There are many resources of discourse tools executed in interactive ways where the students
discuss mindfully and begin exploring ideas to use them in writing sentences.
Writing is a way of expression using script and spelling as words. Writing and Speaking are
productive expressions. Both are the same, but at the same time, writing is formal as the words
are not precisely similar to the words we speak. Even speech has differences, with features such
as timbre, pitch, tone, etc. Discourse in a strategic way helps students acquire pocket guides of
vocabulary. The learners use this vocabulary unconsciously during writing with metacognitive
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moves. The students’ ability to use content-related vocabulary is strengthened through discussions
of situated cognition during or after discourse. Feedback is the process where the students are
aware of errors, which needs consciousness (Bakhtin, 1986). Per Canagarajah’s (2004) statement,
voice is a manifestation of discourse in the form of language. It is not just a voice, but the inner
‘self’ of the students’ unsustainability of ideology. Elbow (2007) stated,“about voice/self,
multiple and dynamic discourses do not create theoretical problems that make the figure of voice
unsustainable but rather create psychological problems for the writer to resolve”.
Here, it is to remember again that reading textbooks are purely academic discourse. Metadiscourse is a discourse about discourse, and it is a characteristic feature of communication in
many settings. Students reading books is not enough for them to be able to use rhetoric and
metaphoric construction of sentences as they can’t apply that reading as academicians. Therefore,
as part of regular classes, faculty should monitor EFL students’ writing process to improve
metacognitive moves in conventionally coherent ways. The schematic structure of the discourse
reveals connections of related ideas, both within and outside the text. Students benefit from
discourse analysis in metacognitive awareness that aids them in featuring the texts and
communications. Thus, they are aware of the discourse strategies for connecting purposes.
skills because Person is independent/student. Task is level-dependent, and Strategy is
knowledge of cognition, and again, it is dependent on subject. Wardle (2007) notes, as quoted by
Gorzelsky, et al. (2016) in their constructive metacognition, the development of metacognitive
skills among students is of much importance because it can cultivate language, meta-awareness in
writing, and rhetoric strategies. Therefore, considering the level of English, students’ choices
should also be given priority while choosing topics. Further limitations are the fact that this study
is small because the responses are 36. In addition, the responses to the questionnaire are collected
only from the teachers’ point of view. There is no correlation given with grades/progress of the
students, and there is no practical use of strategies to measure results. These areas are all worthy
of further study.
Conclusion
The primary purpose of this study is to provide teachers with information to commission their
discourse tools to include all metacognitive elements adequately to fulfill all the strategies. So, as
shown by the faculty survey, two metacognitive sub-elements need to be given more attention in
writing classrooms. Monitoring of students’ writing can be emphasized and implemented by
observation and exchanging specific vocab within the groups since this leads student to streamline
their writing. Also, this assists those who think or write outside the box. Again, it also helps to
avoid inconsistency. Consequently, it leads to constructive writing through reflections and
choices offered to them, and the self-assurance built during discourse. It is to recommend to
motivate students to become interested in English writing with exciting topics and by creating
awareness about the importance of writing.
Students build their current writing skills based on the verbatim of pedagogue discourse.
Hence, it will be a solution to develop metacognitive moves to continue writing. Pedagogue
discourse can be a textbook or can be an oral discourse on a particular topic. About the current
deficiency of Gorzelsky’s Monitoring in faculty teaching of writing, oral discourse helps in
increasing students’ metacognition in writing. As the goals of the classroom community are
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identical and the faculty have to focus on discourses to complete the writing tasks in a hybrid way
by using both oral and written discourses. Whether a student is an insider or outsider of a
discourse community, they should profit from meaningful collection with verbalizing parallels.
Consequently, students improve writing worthy sentences without knowing that they are using
rhetorical moves as discourse works in classroom community.
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Abstract
Each teacher evaluates students' learning outcomes in their own way, depending on their own
ideas and beliefs about teaching, learning, and assessing. It impacts on how pupils work. As a
result, concentrating on instructors' perspectives in general appears to be vital, and exposing EFL
teachers' evaluation concepts is crucial and requires considerable investigation. The current study
examines teachers' assessment conceptions of English as a foreign language (EFL) at a Saudi
University. Specifically, it investigates EFL university teachers' assessment conceptions using
Brown's (2006) Teachers' Conceptions of Assessment Abridged Inventory, four-factor
assessment inventory conceptions that include variables like student accountability, school
accountability, progress, and irrelevance. The survey employed a Likert scale with response
options ranging from one (strongly disagree) to five (strongly agree). The researcher gathered the
study's data using Google Forms and administered an online questionnaire to fifteen EFL English
teachers in English Language Center at a Saudi University called Afaq University (pseudonym),
Saudi Arabia. The obtained quantitative data were analyzed manually by descriptive statistics.
The findings demonstrated that of all participants, the enhancement principle had the primary
value, whereas the conceptions of irrelevance, on the other hand, were discovered to have the
lowest level of agreement. The study presented some pedagogical implications and then
concluded with the need for further triangulated exploration of the phenomenon.
Keywords: Classroom assessment, conceptions of assessment, teachers’ beliefs,
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Introduction
In education, assessment is enormously essential, and the educationists define it as the
process of identifying, evaluating, analysing, and applying the information to determine
students' learning and development (Erwin, 1991). Classroom evaluation necessitates a
significant amount of time and energy; teachers can dedicate up to 40% of their time to
activities related to assessment (Stiggins, 1988). Educationists use assessment to gather
information necessary for making educational decisions. As Danielson (2008) points out that
assessment is crucial in the development of educational policies. It aims to assess students'
effectiveness and provide input on the structure and enhancement of instructional programs.
Assessment knowledge serves as the foundation for assessment conception, a term
coined by Brown (2004), which aims to expose the intent of performing assessment practices
into four categories: improvement, school accountability, student accountability, and
irrelevance. Assessment, according to the improvement conception, aims at enhancing the
quality and quantity of learning. Assessment, according to school accountability, is used to
evaluate a school's achievement. Student accountability asserts that institutions undertake
checks to monitor students' progress in their studies, and eventually, irrelevance conceptions
maintain that assessments are pointless and ineffective.
This concept aids educators in planning, monitoring, and evaluating students' learning.
Material selection, classroom activity selection, monitoring and assessing students' learning,
providing feedback, and improving the teaching process are just a few of the many tasks that
educators need to accomplish. Analysing educators' perspectives on evaluation is one step in
gaining a better understanding of how education works. Unfortunately, only a few researchers
have conducted studies to investigate teachers' perspectives on assessment in the Saudi
context in general and in EFL teachers at English Language Center, Afaq University in
particular.
Research problem
Assessment is a critical component of education, so putting it into practice can be
demanding. According to Stiggins (1988), classroom assessment takes almost half of a
teacher's time to plan and conduct. Even though assessment is joint, it lacks clear rules and
boundaries for practitioners to benefit from, making it a challenging task. Teachers, on the
other hand, have not been prepared or trained for such a role. The beliefs and practices of
teachers have a significant impact on how educationists use evaluation methods. Pajares
(1992) intertwined beliefs and actions because he considered teachers' conceptions influenced
their instructional practices. According to Gore, Griffiths and Ladwig (2006), practitioners'
beliefs shape their preferences much more powerfully and effectively than their school
experience and context. As a result, figuring out what they believe is essential to tailor their
wisdom to educational policies and requirements. Even though most researchers researched
evaluation concepts internationally, we find a scarcity of such research in Saudi Arabia in
general and the English Language Center, Afaq University, in particular. As a result,
exploring EFL teachers' evaluation views in the present context identifies perceptions
efficiently that significantly impact their assessment practices.
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The rationale of the study
According to Brown (2008), people's views and the standards of their social
environment tend to play a significant role in establishing their style of actions and practices.
Teachers' conceptions are critical in the monitoring and evaluation of curriculum and
instruction. Every teacher assesses students' learning outcomes uniquely, based on their
thoughts and perceptions about teaching, learning, and evaluating. It influences how students
work. As a result, focusing on teachers' views, in general, appears to be very important, and
disclosing EFL teachers' assessment conceptions is crucially significant and necessitates
extensive research.
Significance of the study
Educationists commonly use assessment methods at all levels of education, but
practitioners' viewpoints have been neglected or understudied to this point. Exploring and
revealing EFL teacher conceptions of assessment, its types, and concepts in Saudi Arabia in
general and English Language Center, Afaq University in particular, may help us ascertain the
rationale behind assessment practices and procedures adopted in the Saudi educational
context.
Research question
The researcher developed the following research question to help conduct the study:
• What are the assessment conceptions of EFL teachers at the English Language Center,
Afaq University, Saudi Arabia?
To answer the given research question, the study set the following research objective ;
• To explore the conceptions of assessment among EFL Teachers at English Language
Center, Afaq University, Saudi Arabia.
Review of Related Literature
This segment introduces assessment before delving into the principle of assessment and its
four main parameters.
Assessment
Black and William (1998) considered that "assessment refers to all those activities
undertaken by teachers, and by the students in assessing themselves, which provide
information to be used as feedback to modify the teaching and learning activities in which
they are engaged" (p. 2).
Gonzales (2003) has viewed assessment as "a systematic gathering of information
about student's performance that enables teachers to monitor their learning" (p.89). According
to Badders (2000), it is mandatory to apply various forms of assessments to collect different
categories of information about students to evaluate a range of aspects of their learning,
conceptual progress, and competence development and implementation.
Assessment can perform a variety of functions. To Trotter (2006), "assessment can be
used to provide motivation. Strategies for modifying the assessment system that can influence
students' approaches include integrating assessment into the learning process, so assessment is
the total learning experience" (p. 508). According to Opre (2015), it aids the educational
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system by providing information about students' learning processes, teachers' instructional
activities, the program, and accountability. Assessment has a significant impact on how
students learn.
Conceptions of Assessment
People's thoughts, attitudes, and actions are all influenced by their concepts. Teachers'
conceptions and values have a significant impact on the teaching and learning process.
According to Harris and Brown (2009), teachers' conceptions of evaluation are substantial
because they influence their evaluation practices. Therefore, it is essential to comprehend
teachers' thoughts on evaluation and its practice in their educational contexts. Teachers'
methods for evaluating student results differ depending on their vocabulary, evaluation,
learning, and teaching (Moiinvaziri, 2015). As a result, it is critical to pay close attention to
their views (about evaluation) to comprehend their practices fully and identify potential
reforms in assessment practices. Brown (2004, 2006) created and tested four-factor the
Conception of Assessment (COA-III) instrument to evaluate teachers' perceptions of
assessment. Brown based the COA-III on existing literature to explain the assessment's
objectives, which he categorised as under:
Improvement Conception
According to Brown (2004), the core principle of this viewpoint is that evaluation
guides the development of students' learning and teaching performance. Students should
certify their learning outcomes and improve their learning outcomes through assessment;
therefore, educationists must interpret assessment in ways that enhance students' learning
outcomes (Brown, 2006).
Student Accountability
For a long, assessment has been acknowledged and applied as a summative or
formative assessment of learning, primarily focusing on evaluating students' learning
outcomes and possible learnings. According to Brown (2004), students' evaluation
accountability implies their accountability for their education. In a nutshell, it refers to how
educationists use evaluation to measure students' success against pre-determined parameters
(Moiinvaziri, 2015). According to Brown (2004), more significant outcomes such as
graduation or placement and being officially reported as having achieved a certain rank,
grade, or score are the main concerns of a student's accountability conception.
School Accountability
Moiinvaziri (2015) perceives school accountability as the use of assessment to
determine the performance level of teachers or schools concerning specified expectations.
Brown (2004) focuses on two aspects of school accountability: demonstrating instructional
competence and enhancing educational performance. Similarly, school accountability can
serve as a springboard for improving the effectiveness of teaching methodologies, allowing
students to advance to higher levels of education and have a better understanding of their
accomplishments (Brown & Abeywicrama 2010).
The Irrelevance Conception
According to Brown (2004), In the educational context, the term "irrelevance" means
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that assessment has no role or benefits and that when applied, it adversely affects pupils,
teachers, and all stakeholders. The fourth conception of evaluation is based on the premise
that assessment, typically described as a standardised, structured method of assessing student
performance, should be dismissed for its inherent counter-productivity—invalidity,
meaninglessness that may negatively influence teachers’ pupils, curriculum, and instruction.
According to Harris and Brown (2009), teachers' discretion and specific competence for the
sole purpose of teaching are compromised by evaluation, so teachers' intuition should be
valued rather than systematically evaluating students' results.
Assessment Conception Research Studies
A plethora of researchers investigated to reveal various assessment purposes in
multiple cultures and contexts.
Brown (2004) surveyed New Zealand of 525 teachers and managers. With 50 items
(COA- III), he tried to evaluate four critical objectives of assessment (COA- III). He found
that the respondents believed in the principle of school accountability and that, apart from
their irrelevance, all three objectives are significantly correlated.
Li and Hui (2008) investigated assessment conceptions regarding 97 vocational and
technical college lecturers in Hangzhou, Mainland China. The results indicated that they
agreed that evaluation increases teaching and student learning while also increasing school
accountability. On the other hand, the lecturers were sceptical that evaluation, as opposed to
passing exams, could provide accurate information about deep learning.
In the context of Hong Kong, Brown, Kennedy, Fok, Chan, and Yu, (2009) examined
the perspectives of 300 teachers from 14 schools in Hong Kong by administering Chinese
translation of the "Teacher's Conception of Assessment" and "Practices of Assessment"
inventories. The researcher finds the results to be specifically related to the use of assessment
to improve instruction. These findings imply that broader Chinese cultural norms about exams
are embedded in school culture and may impede the appraisal reform policy in Hong Kong.
Vardar (2010) explored the assessment conceptions of 414 Turkish teachers teaching
various subjects at various grade levels, intending to determine any variations in teachers'
assessment conceptions based on their academic establishment. In-service training years of
professional experience, teaching subject, according to the correlation findings, progress
conceptions, accountability of students and schools were all moderately associated. The
conception of irrelevance, on the other hand, had no significant relationship with different
concepts. The findings also revealed that teachers with prior teaching experience and those
who graduated from undergraduates differed significantly.
Brown and Michaelides (2010) sampled 249 Greek-Cypriot teachers using a Greek
translation of the TCOA inventory. The mean score differed minimally for two improvementoriented concepts, moderately for poor evaluation and highly for school accountability and
overlooking evaluation variables. Conceptional similarities and differences appear to reflect
common beliefs. Differences and similarities in concepts indicate dissimilarities and
commonalities in educational policy and practice.
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Brown and Remesal (2012) assessed the responses of two classes of prospective
teachers (New Zealand (324) and Spain (672) using the TCOA inventory. The meaning and
intent of assessment are significant to future teachers because (a) Most educational
evaluations are completed in classrooms, and (b) potential teachers have comprehensive prior
school evaluation experience. The findings revealed that prospective teachers' responses vary
from current teachers' responses due to a lack of teaching experience.
In an Iranian background, Moiinvaziri (2015) examined 147 university teachers’
conceptions of assessment using the short version of Teachers' Conceptions of Assessment
(TCA) inventory (Brown, 2006). The findings revealed that most teachers believed in user
testing to enhance teaching and learning. Teachers did not vary in their views based on their
ethnicity, even though there was a connection between teaching experience and teachers'
evaluation perceptions.
In an Indonesian background, Azis (2015) studied the assessment conceptions of 107
English junior high teachers. According to the findings, the researcher offered a questionnaire
and semi-structured interviews to participants in his mixed-method analysis. Participants
thought the assessment aimed to enhance teachers' teaching and students' learning,
assessment, according to the participants in this report, is used to enhance teaching and
learning and show student and school responsibility. They appeared to disagree with those
who claim the judgement is unimportant.
Barnes, Fives, and Dacey (2017) examined the perspectives of 179 K-12 teachers on
assessment purposes. Through Conceptions of Assessment Instrument. Teachers believed
assessment is both valid for accountability and appropriate for informing teaching and
learning. Furthermore, they also discovered that teachers have multiple, often contradictory
views about evaluation, which can affect their ability to participate in ongoing professional
knowledge on the subject and their involvement with various assessment activities.
In Egypt's high-stakes, test-driven environment, Gebril (2016) explored the assessment
conceptions of 170 English teachers, both pre-service and in-service, through an assessment
conceptions questionnaire. The study's findings revealed that in-service teachers supported the
evaluation enhancement feature more than pre-service teachers. The results provide a variety
of implications for language instructors, teacher educators, and policymakers. The efficacy of
teacher training programs was viewed as ineffective by both groups.
In another study, Brown and Remesal (2017) conducted two surveys with 566
Ecuadorian schoolteachers. After a few modifications, the results revealed that the Spanish
and New Zealand models matched the data. The improvement, caution, and social regulation
variables had the highest mean scores, whereas revision, caution, and social control factors
received the highest average ratings. These findings are in line with teachers' perceptions of
evaluation in the context of solid test systems.
In the Turkish context, Yetkin (2018) probed assessment conceptions of 204
prospective teachers. According to descriptive statistics, the concept of improvement was the
most important, while the idea of irrelevance was the least important. The concepts of
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improvement and accountability at the school and student levels were significantly linked,
whereas improvement and irrelevance conceptions were negatively linked.
Mustafa and Manaf (2019) explored MARA Professional College lecturers' (N = 50)
student assessment and practices conceptions. The descriptive quantitative approach analysed
the lecturers' perceptions of student assessment in terms of development, accountability at the
school level and the students' level and irrelevance, and the relationships between these
perceptions. According to the results, growing teachers' evaluation awareness has a
considerable effect on their assessment practices. To strengthen evaluation preparation,
related organisations should work together.
Yetkin and Ozer (2020) studied the perspectives of 97 pre-service and in-service
English teachers on assessment. Descriptive findings revealed that conception of improvement
had the highest degree of agreement among participants. School responsibility, on the other
hand, received the least amount of support. According to the correlation findings, there was a
significant relationship between improvement, student accountability, and school
accountability. Fourth graders had the highest mean value for student accountability, while
teachers had the highest mean value for school accountability.
After the thorough perusal of the related literature, the researcher has identified the
scarcity of such research in the context of Saudi EFL Teachers in general and in the context of
the English Language Center, Afaq University in particular. Analysing educators' perspectives
on evaluation is one step in gaining a better understanding of how education works.
Method
The current analysis uses a quantitative research design and an online survey tool to analyse
EFL teachers' conceptions of assessment. In this case, the researcher collects data through a
Teacher's Conception of Assessment (TCOA-IIIA- Version 3- Abridged scale of 27 items).
Participants
The current study employed convenience sampling, which is defined as a type of
nonprobability sampling through which researchers obtain research data from a pool of
respondents that is readily available. It is the most used sample technique because it is
incredibly efficient, uncomplicated, and economical. The researcher administered the survey
questionnaires to all male faculty members, but only fifteen EFL Teachers responded to the
online survey questionnaire.
The researcher conducted the present study at Afaq Qura University's English
Language Center in Saudi Arabia. The English Language Center has a distinguished history. It
started in 1990 and offered preparatory language courses for elementary, intermediate, and
advanced level students for multinational and multicultural students. The researcher himself
has been part of the faculty since 2000. Due to having a direct influence on teachers'
behaviour to a high degree, the researcher thought it worth exploring the conceptions of
fellow teachers about assessment, both for current understanding and prospective
implementations.
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Research Instruments
In the current study, the researcher has used the instrument developed by Brown
(2006) entitled Teachers' Conceptions of Assessment Inventory—Abridged (TCA-IIIA
Version 3- Abridged) to evaluate teachers' perceptions of assessment intent. It is a reliable
indicator of teachers' evaluation conceptions and can help in assessment-related teacher career
development and testing projects (Brown, 2006). Brown used the CoA-III inventory in
various countries, including India, Hong Kong, Spain, China, New Zealand, the Netherlands
and Queensland (Australia), to explore teachers' perspectives on evaluation in multiple
cultural contexts (Barnes et al., 2017). The abridged inventory TCoA-IIIA-Version 3 contains
four variables and 27 items or indicators, which Brown ( ) divided into four categories:
conception of improvement (twelve), the concept of school accountability (three), the
conception of student accountability (three), and conception of irrelevance (nine). The
researcher used a Likert scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) in the survey. The
more they valued an object, the more they agreed with that statement or degree of agreement
regarding their assessment beliefs.
Pilot Study
A pilot study was performed with colleagues to ensure the questionnaire's validity,
reliability, and usability, and the researcher made some changes and improvements based on
their feedback.
Data Collection Procedures
The researcher obtained the data from English Language Center during the spring
semester of the 2020 academic year. The researcher approached the participants by phone
before the survey and informed them of the study's goals, brief details about the forms, and
the confidentiality of their responses. The data-processing time varied from one to five days.
Following data collection, each instructor was reassured of confidentiality and thanked for
their cooperation.
Data Analysis
The researcher displayed the inventory data using pie charts and bar charts and employed
descriptive statistics to examine the results.
Results
There are two sections of this segment. In the first segment, the researcher provides the
participants' demographic details, whereas, in the second section, the describes the findings
of the TCoA-111 inventory concerning four variables in teachers' assessment conceptions.
Demographic Information

Figure 1.Experience in teaching
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Figure 2. Educational level

Figure 3. Professional training in ELT
The demographic information shows that most of the teachers, almost 93% have more than
ten years’ experience in teaching, with 40% having a PhD degree and 33%having an M.Phil.
and 26% have only M.A. degree, but interestingly, all the teachers have acquired
professional training in ELT.\
Teachers’ Conceptions of Assessment
Improvement Conception

Figure 4. Determining students’ learning from teaching
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Figure 5. Feedback to students about their performance

Figure 6. Integration of assessment with teaching practice.

Figure 7. are the trustworthiness of assessment results.
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Figure 8. Establishing students learning

Figure 9. Provision of feedback to students their learning needs

Figure 10. Modification in ongoing teaching of students
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Figure 11. Consistency in assessment results.

Figure 12. Measurement of students’ higher-order thinking skills

Figure 13. Usefulness for students improves their learning
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Figure 14. Provision of differentiated instruction to different students

Figure 15. Dependability/ reliability of assessment results
School Accountability

Figure 16. Provision of information on school’s performance
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Figure 17. Accurate indicator of a school's quality

Figure 18. Effective way for school evaluation
Students’ Accountability

Figure 19. Categorisation of students
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Figure 20. An accurate indicator of school quality

Figure 21. Evaluation of students against qualifications standards
Irrelevance Conception

Figure 22. Compulsion on teachers to teach against their beliefs
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Figure 23. Little use of assessment results by teachers

Figure 24. Cautious treatment of assessment results

Figure 25. Unfairness of assessment to students
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Figure 26. Ignorance of assessment results

Figure 27. Consideration of error and imprecision in assessment by the teachers

Figure 28. Interference of assessment with teaching
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Figure 29. Little impact of assessment on teaching

Figure 30. Assessment as an imprecise process
Discussion
Improvement Conception
This section comprises 12 Items encompassing twelve sub-factors of the improvement
conception. Fifty-three per cent moderately agree, whereas 46.7% agree that assessment is
valuable for assessing how much students have gained from their teachers. Forty-six per cent
strongly agree, and 40% agree that assessment provides students with input on their results,
while only 6% are neutral and 6% moderately disagree. Out of the total sample, 40% strongly
agree, 40% agree that assessment is integrated with teaching practice, whereas 20 % are
neutral. 46.7 % are neutral, and 46.7% agree that assessment results are trustworthy, but only
6% strongly agree. The meagre number of 6.7 % strongly disagree 13% are neutral whereas
60 % moderately agree and 20 % strongly agree that purpose of assessment is to determine
what the students have mastered. Assessment feeds back to students' academic needs, with
53.3% per cent moderately agreeing and 26.7 per cent strongly agreeing, while 20%
somewhat disagree.
In response to the notion that evaluation data influences continuing student instruction,
53.3% moderately agree, and 26.7 strongly agree, whereas 13.3 %moderately disagree. The
idea assessment results are consistent evokes mixed responses.13.3% strongly agree, and 20 %
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moderately agree, whereas 40% are neutral, which is the highest % so far of neutral response,
and 26.7 moderately agree. Forty-six per cent of the population accepts that assessment tests
students' higher-order reasoning skills, although 40% are neutral. Almost all participants, as
20 % strongly agree and 80% moderately agree that assessment aids students in improving
their academic performance. Regarding how assessment allows different students to receive
specific guidance, 46.7 % agree, and 20 %strongly agree, whereas 33.3% are neutral.
Regarding assessment outcome dependability, 60% of respondents responded positively,
while 40% responded neutrally.
School Accountability
Regarding how reliable information assessment provides on schools' performance,
40% strongly agree, and 46.7 strongly disagree, whereas only 6.7% strongly disagree.
Considering assessment as an accurate indicator of a school's quality evokes mixed responses
as 13.3% strongly agree, and 40% moderately agree, whereas 26.7% are neutral and 13.3%
somewhat disagree, and 6.7 % disagree. Regarding assessment as an excellent way to evaluate
a school, 53 % moderately, whereas 26.7% strongly agree and 20 % are neutral.
Student Accountability
Given that the assessment divides students into categories, 73.3 per cent moderately
agree, 20 per cent strongly agree, and no one disagrees. Forty-six percent approve, 33.3 per
cent are neutral, and 6.7 per cent strongly disagree that assigning a grade or level to student
work is assessment. (Explain results of 11. Considering the role of assessment in
determining whether the students meet qualifications standards, the highest, 80% moderately
agree, and 13.3% strongly agree, which almost total 94%.
Irrelevance Conception
The belief that testing pressures teachers to teach in contradictory ways to their values
elicits mixed responses, with 26.7% strongly agreeing and 26%. They somewhat agree, while
33.3% are rural and just 13.3% moderately disagree. The conception that teachers perform
tests but do not use the findings elicits uneven responses, with 20% firmly agreeing, 33.3%
agreeing mildly, 33.3% favourable, and 6.7% disagreeing. 33.3% agree firmly, 40% agree
mildly, and 26.7% disagree. Most of the teachers, 60%, deny that appraisal is unjust to pupils,
while 26.7 are neutral. The belief that assessment outcomes are filed and overlooked gets no
simple answer, as 40% of respondents are unsure, with almost identical numbers agreeing and
disagreeing.
Nearly 80% of teachers believe that teachers should allow for mistakes and imprecision in all
tests, while 13.3% of the participants were neutral. The notion that assessment interferes with
teaching elicits insightful findings, with approximately 33% agreeing, 40% disagreeing, and
26.7% neutral. There is an 83% disagreement and 19% consensus that appraisal does not
affect teaching. Regarding assessment being an imprecise procedure, 60% agree, 26%
disagree, and only a few people disagree.
Conclusion
The beliefs and practices of teachers have a significant impact on how educationists use
evaluation methods. Teachers' conceptions shape their preferences much more powerfully and
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effectively than their school experience and context. Therefore, figuring out what they believe is
essential to tailor their wisdom to educational policies and requirements. Even though most
researchers researched evaluation concepts internationally, we find a scarcity of such research in
Saudi Arabia in general and the English Language Center, Afaq University, in particular. The
present research explores EFL teachers' evaluation views in the present context to and identifies how
their perceptions might efficiently and significantly impact their assessment practices.
According to the findings, school and student accountability played a significant role in EFL
teachers' evaluation conceptions at IIU. The educational system's competitive nature, in which highstakes assessments play a vital role in developing students' future, and the educationists grade
schools from most successful to least successful, may support this theory. However, improvement
had the highest consensus of all the conception levels, showing that EFL teachers at ELC are willing
to use evaluation to enhance their teaching and learning processes. As a result, textbooks,
assessment procedures, and other materials should be standardised and updated following student
and school accountability. The findings demonstrated that teachers' perceptions of irrelevance had
not changed, and they still believed in it. As a result, during the undergraduate education process, all
teacher applicants should take various assessment-related courses. Nevertheless, apart from
competency accountability and related tasks, both books and lecturers can present assessment more
extensively so that EFL teachers at the English Language Center, Afaq Qura University, Saudi
Arabia, could truly understand and accept it as a crucial driver for success instead of a burden.
Suggestions for Further Research
Due to a paucity of time, the current study only included 15 teachers; however, future studies
should extend this study to include other participants from other universities, including female
teachers, and triangulate the survey approach with an interview.
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Abstract
At Covid-19 pandemic, people worldwide were attacked by a dangerous and widely spread virus
known as Coronavirus. Kids are not matured enough to understand why they have to stay home
and follow health instructions. Animated learning videos are designed for kids for the purpose of
making them aware of the virus. The objectives of the present study are: (1) Examining one of
Burke's pentad (1969) represented by ''agency,'' in Covid-19 kids videos, (2) Investigating the
rhetorical devices used in the selected data to inform, persuade and make kids aware of what is
meant by covid-19, (3) Revealing the dominant rhetorical device. The main question that arises
here is; “what are the rhetorical strategies used in the discourse of the learning videos on Covid19''. The selected data is limited to the discourse of six kids’ videos dealing with covid-19 found
on YouTube. The theories followed in the analysis are Tarigan's theory (2013) and Burke's
pentad (1969). The results revealed that the discourse of each video reflects a dramatic situations,
including the pentad items; act, scene, agent, agency, and purpose. It is also found that agency as
a rhetorical device is highly used in the selected data and the most dominant device was
personification. It is concluded that the use of the dramatic situations and rhetorical devices in
such videos has a valuable role in making kids aware of what is meant by Covid-19 pandemic
and persuaded why they have to follow the safety instructions, leaving schools and stay home.
Keywords: Agency, Burke’s pentad, Covid-19, figurative language, kids videos,
Tarigan's theory
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Appendix E: Titles of videos and websites

Introduction
The research is a synchronic study with the time of the Covid-19 pandemic. Linguists
recognized the importance of language in spreading awareness among citizens, especially
children. They focus on the discourse of instructive videos that teach children the danger of the
covid-19 virus and how to protect themselves and their families from this highly contagious and
dangerous virus. The problem of this study comes to mimic the 2019 severe salient event. Covid19 has taken the world by storm and changed the lives of children and families. At the quarantine
time, children are not going to school. They hear about the virus, but they do not know what the
virus is? What are its effects on their life? To what extent is the virus dangerous? And what are
the health instructions to be followed by which persons can avoid the infection of covid-19
illness? All the above questions are about brutal scientific facts; children are not mentally mature
enough to understand such points. The rationale for this is to promote awareness of the virus’s
danger and provide kids with health instructions for protecting themselves. Leaving children
without knowing the rules to protect themselves from the virus will cause them to be affected
and negatively affect their families. They may be exposed to the virus disease, at the same time,
transmit the virus to their families. While their knowledge of the health rules that prevent the
disease of the virus, will turn them into active members in raising awareness among their
colleagues and families. ''We kids can contribute a lot, since we have a lot of free time now and a
lot of platforms as well. We can become influencers to raise awareness about the virus'', Martinaage 16, Albania-said in a study by Parra & Stephano (2020).
Kids learning videos are part of a great media to answer the kids’ questions and facilitate
those complex scientific facts for kids. They tend to simplify these facts interestingly and
attractively using the rhetorical strategies of the Dramatic situation of Burke’s pentad (1969)
resembled by ''agency'' and Tarigan’s theory (2013) of figurative language. The research
question of the current study is trying answer “what are the rhetorical strategies used in the
discourse of the learning videos on Covid-19''. That helps kids to understand the danger of this
virus, stay home, and follow the safety instructions. The objectives of the present study are: 1)
examining one of Burke's pentad (1945) represented by ''agency,'' on Covid-19, 2) investigating
the rhetorical devices used in the selected data to inform, persuade and make kids aware of what
is meant by covid-19, 3) revealing the dominant rhetorical device.
Scientifically and linguistically speaking, this research has considerable significance. It
will be of a significant value to; those who are interested in discourse analysis, those who are
specialists in pedagogy and education, children’s literature, and kids’ psychology, also to the
consultants who deliver scientific facts to reach kids’ minds in their early years. Kids’ videos
will be an excellent tool to convey health messages from specialists and scientists in the
medicinal field to children.
Literature Review
The outbreak of Covid-19 had a health and economic impact on the whole world. On
March 11, 2020, World Health Organization [WHO] classified the COVID-19 situation as a
pandemic basing on the “alarming levels of spread and severity, and by the alarming levels of
inaction” (Bedford, Enria & Giesecke, 2020.n.p.). Covid-19 has spread to 181 countries, infected
245,888 people globally and killed 10,048 (Worldometer, 2020). More than the tragic human
consequences of Coronavirus, the United Nation’s trade and development agency [UNCTAD]
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evaluated the “slowdown in the global economy caused by COVID-19 is likely to cost at least
US$1 trillion” (United Nations, 2020, n.p.).
As it has been appeared, across the whole world in multiple situations of crisis, social life is at
the core of these circumstances. Kids have suffered during the quarantine time. They are forced
to stay at home, isolated away from their friends, and prevent going to school. ‘‘Children being
the most vulnerable are often the worst affected. To fight Covid19, the country is under
lockdown to contain the spread of the pandemic'' (Unicef for every child, n. d., n. p.).
Psychosocially speaking, kids' lives are changed, '' they are hit the hardest by the psychosocial
impact of this pandemic. Being quarantined in homes and institutions may impose a more
significant psychological burden than the physical suffering caused by the virus. School closure,
lack of outdoor activity, aberrant dietary and sleeping habits are likely to disrupt children's usual
lifestyle'' (Ghosh, Dubey, Chatterjee & Dubey, 2020, n. p.). Parra & Stephano (2020) believed
that ''children and young people are struggling the most with this virus crisis. Children are
mentally suffering, but not only this affecting us. We are badly in need of physical activities too.
Children are used to moving, running, and socializing every day, and now we are confined to our
rooms and houses'' (p.8). They underlined in the findings of their study the significance of
making kids aware of what is going on around them highlighting ''the importance of recognizing
children and young people’s ability to understand the current crisis and the need to support
meaningful spaces and partnerships with them to help them take action to reduce the spread of
COVID-19'' They also assisted ''It’s important for children to follow the main rule of stopping
the virus'' (p. 29).
Videos have a considerable role in spreading the awareness of following the critical rules of
stopping this virus like ''Watch videos from Indigenous Services Canada on available support
and methods to help you stay safe, such as hand washing and physical distancing'' (Awareness
resources and videos, n. d., n. p). YouTube videos are attractive as they interesting in presenting
educational matters, ''One of the most popular screen activities for kids is watching YouTube
videos for both entertainment and education'' (Das. & Dore, 2021, n. p.). Through the literature
review, it is noticed that there are many studies have been dealt with the way of making videos
for kids and providing kids with videos. Yet, there is no study addressed the discourse of kids'
videos, especially those of Covid-19. That is the gap of this research. Recognizing the
importance of language in spreading awareness among citizens, especially children, linguists
focus on children's speech in instructive videos related to educating children about the danger of
the covid-19 virus and how to protect themselves and their families from this highly contagious
and dangerous virus.
Regarding the selected data in the current study, there is a crucial need to apply the theory
of dramatic situations by Burke (1969). Burke (1969) presented his dramatic pentad in his A
Grammar of Motives. He derives his concept, dramatic pentad, from the world of drama;
West and Turner pointed out "Drama tends to follow recognizable types or genres: comedy,
musical, melodrama, and so forth. Burke feels that the very way we structure and use language
may be related to the way these human dramas are played out" (West & Turner, 2009). Burke
dealt with the dramatic pentad as a means of understanding the human being’s motivation which
stands behind human action. Through Burke pentad, he tried to answer questions such as: What
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is involved, when we say, what people are doing, and why they are doing it? (Herrick, 2013) His
pentad includes five elements. Briefly, they are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The act is what has been done or what had been done, it's time.
The scene is the setting of the show, its location.
The agent is the one who is acting, while
The agency shows how the act is performed by the agent. Finally,
The purpose is the reason that stands behind the action or the intended aim (Burke,
1969).

They are most helpful when they are combined as ratios for demonstrating the dynamics of a
specific rhetorical act. Dramatic ratios are defined as "proportions of one element relative to
another in the Dramatism Pentad" (West & Turner, 2009, p.336). It is used to determine the
dominant element of the pentad in the interaction. Hunt (2003) named dramatic ratios the
"interaction effects of two or more elements" (p. 379). The pentad could help to limit why a
speaker chooses a specific rhetorical strategy of identifying with an audience (West & Turner,
2009). When utilizing the pentad to analyze a particular symbolic interaction, researchers
determine all elements of the pentad, firstly. Then, they determine what occurred for a specific
act. After labeling the items of the pentad and completely explicating each. Finally, examine
dramatic ratios (West & Turner, 2009). By analyzing ratios in this way, the researcher can find
out a dominant element and which element is utilized more than others? Overington (1977), "The
most common ratios used by Burke are Scene-Act and Scene-Agent" (p.143).
It is crucial to study symbolic language in the context of understanding all elements of any
situation. It provides a clear, insightful interpretation. One goal of using figurative language is to
affect, inform and persuade the audience. Burke pentad, which is part of the rhetoric theory, also
seeks to study the way the speaker can impact, inform and convince the audience but by the
context of dramatic situation. The dramatic situation as discussed above with its pentad. One of
the pentad elements is the agency which, according to Burke, is how the action happens. The
researchers hypothesize that Covid-19 kids’ videos writers use two agencies: 1) the agency of
situation and 2) the agency of rhetorical devices (figures of speech). Based on that, the
researchers have used the two theories in the data analysis.
Tarigan (1986) stated that figure of speech is one form of rhetoric. According to him, the
figure of speech uses words in writing and speech to influence and persuade the reader and
listener. Tarigan believed that figurative language is an aesthetic language that has been used to
enhance and elevate the effect by presenting and arrange a particular thing or an object with
other items or objects that are more popular. Using figures of speech in a language produces
figurative language. It, in turn, changes the discourse from literal to nonliteral language (Findly,
1998). Tarigan (2013) argued that "figurative language is a use of beautiful words to give effect
by comparing one thing with another object that is more common" (p.4).
There are reasons why writers use figurative language in their works; according to Perrine
(1983), these reasons are, firstly, figurative language carries the satisfaction and imagination
within its words; so, it is the source of pleasure and exercises a new way of thinking. Secondly,
figures of speech bring extra imagery into sentences; they convey the abstract to concrete and
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make writing more sensuous. Thirdly, figures of speech are a medium of supplement emotional
effects to otherwise merely instructing statements. Figurative language has expressions and
words, their meanings different from the literal interpretation. It seeks to compose effective and
aesthetic discourse. Tarigan (2013) saw figurative language as a language that imaginatively and
non-literary used. It creates a new way of eying the world.
According to Perrine (1983), figurative language means saying a thing other than ordinary. It
refers to the person's style in choosing creatively certain words rather than others. The figure of
speech seeks to tie up a specific thing to one another. The link between these two things involves
exaggeration, comparison, and saying less. McArthur (1992) viewed figurative language as how
particular figures of speech like metaphors freely appear. He lighted that a figure of speech is a
rhetorical device employing words in a distinctive way achieving a specific effect. Figurative
language, according to Abrams (1999), is sometimes considered primarily poetic; since it
integrates the function of language.
Khodijah (2010) confirmed that figurative language is represented in the implied meaning.
That because the words utilized in figurative language is not the real meaning yet, it is
connotative meaning. Figurative language is a statement that departs from our everyday, and
literal language aims to make freshness, comparison, emphasis, clarity, or emphasis occur.
The difference between figurative language and literal language is that the meaning of literal
language is as it is uttered. In contrast, figurative language is an implied meaning that is based
essentially on context. Figurative language triggers the imagination and creative thinking
according to various situations. Figurative language takes the reader far away from the
monotonous, boring writing; the dull, boring writing makes the reader wary of completing
reading a particular topic. In contrast, figurative language in writing makes the reader enjoy and
longs to finish what he has begun reading.
Evans (2009) believed that the purpose of using figurative tools is to stimulate a particular
image. Several goals are served by figurative devices. Figurative devices work on clarifying
meaning, stimulating emotions and associations, in addition to providing vivid examples. They
bring life to an inanimate object, orienting or amusing. More important is their primary aesthetic
purpose, deepening and widening the range of the reader's perception and his response to the
word of ideas and objects.
Figurative language can be defined as a language that deviates from a straight-forward use of
words. Figurative language lights ideas, brings specific effects, and creates forceful and colorful
writings (Giroux & Williston, 1974). Figurative language is known as rhetorical figures, figures
of speech, and metaphorical language (Elder, 2004). According to Elder, Figurative language is
the Figures of speech that paint a picture in people’s minds. They are different in name, yet
which are the same thing. Commonly, figurative language is used in various forms of
communication, like in daily conversation, advertisements, and articles in newspapers, poems,
and novels.
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Kinds of Figurative Language
Figurative language has been categorized into two common kinds 1) tropes: they focus on
meaning variations in using multi-word language structure and lexemes, and 2) schemes: they
concern with the repetition of phonological, lexical, and syntactic forms (Arvius, 2003). Tarigan
(1986) divided figured of speech into four groups. They are; Figure of Connection, Figure of
comparison, Figure of Repetition, and Figure of Opposition
Figure of Comparison
It is a kind of figurative language which is used to find the similarities in different
things. The figure of comparison is of five types as following.
(a) Simile is a comparison between two things that are basically different. Simile is expressed by
the using specific words such as: resembles, like, as, similar to, or as. (b) Metaphor is an implied
comparison, It is formed without using words such as like, resemble, as, etc.
(c) Personification lends the human being attributes to an idea, an animal, or an
object.
(d) Allegory is a description or narrative that has another meaning under the surface.
(e) Antithesis shows the emphasis of a particular theme by locating opposed
characteristics or ideas in direct contrast.
Figure of Opposition
Figure of Opposition is used to show the opposite or the contradiction of a subject or an idea in
phrases or sentences. The Figure of Opposition is classified into seven kinds as follow:
(a) Hyperbole is used to achieve intensity by using an expression in extreme language or
exaggeration.
(b) Litotes is one figure of speech in which an affirmative theme is produced by using the
negative of its converse.
(c) Irony refers to the contrast between what is implied and what is the case or what is suggested
and what is actually has been said.
(d) Oxymoron refers to a figurative device by which contradictory words are united in an
expression to give it the point.
(e) Paronomasia includes a play on words where the repeated words are resemble but are not
identical.
(f) Paralysis is the omission of the sentence or words for achieving the rhetorical effect.
(g) Zeugma occurs when using one word to refer to two or more words in a sentence or phrase,
but just one of which is logically and grammatically applicable.
Figure of Connection
The figure of connection is used to express or show a subject matter or an idea that is strongly
associated, or has a close relationship. It is divided into seven kinds as follows: (a) Metonymy is
to name a person, human characteristic or institution by some attribute or objects with which it is
visibly associated.
(b) Synecdoche is that figure where a part refers to the whole.
(c) Allusion is an implicit or explicit reference of events, famous masterpieces, figures, or places
mythologies.
(d) Euphemism is a mild or vague expression used to hide painful or unpleasant truths.
(e) Ellipsis is a figure of speech, where an omission of parts of sentences, or words is happened.
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(f) Inverse is a figure of speech in which a transposition of an ordinary word occurs in a
sentence.
(g) Graduation is one figure of speech in which the use of last words in a sentence turned into
first words in the following sentence.
Figure of Repetition
It refers to a type of figurative language, where the exact phrases or words are used repeatedly in
successive clauses. The Figure of Repetition is categorized into four kinds, they are:
(a) Alliteration is the onset of more than one word in close related to the identical
sound.
(b) Antanaklasis refers to the repeating of similar words, while the meaning is
different.
(c) Chiasmus is one figure of speech by which the words in the first of two parallel
phrases are inversed in the second.
(d) Repetition refers to the repeating of the exact phrases or words where they are placed in
successive clauses.
Previous Studies
There are several previous studies which this research deals with. The first study has been
conducted by Harya (2016).This study aimed at describing the kinds of figurative language
found in work. The result of Harya's analysis shows that there are seventy sentences that include
figurative language. It is indicated that the type which dominant figurative language in the novel
Alchemist is a simile. Also, it has been deduced that figurative language has vital roles in this
book.
The second study has been presented by Zia, Aziz, & Burhansyah,(2018). It aimed to
identify and analyze the kinds of figurative language in Hikayat Aceh, which is presented by
Muda Balia. The result shows that the writer uses figurative language to clarify and convey his
purpose via his Hikayat. It has been concluded that there are ten kinds of figurative language in
Hikayat Aceh, It has been found that apheresis was the dominant figure in Hikayat Aceh.
Prasetyo (2019) is the third study. It aimed at explaining the kinds of figurative language in the
Ed Sheeran's song. As a result, the researcher found four types of figurative language, and
hyperbole was the dominant figure used in the song.
The fourth study is by Wijayanti (2017). It aimed at; identifying and describing the kinds of
figurative language in the Adultery novel, showing the dominant sort of figurative language
found in the Adultery novel, and finding the non-dominant sort of figurative language found in
Adultery novel. As a result, the study showed that there are four kinds of figurative languages
found in the Adultery novels. Personification was the dominant figure used in the Adultery
novels. And the non-dominant figure is chiasmus.
The fifth study is by Ekasani, (2015). It aimed at identifying the kinds of figurative
expressions used in work. The finding showed that the figurative expressions in the novel are
divided into different groups, which were:
(a) Comparison involves simile, personification, and metaphor.
(b) Contradiction involves hyperbole, and finally
(c) Connection involves allusion and metonymy.
But among these kinds of figurative expression, personification is commonly used in the novel.
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The sixth is by Nurrahmi & Irawan (2018). The research aimed at analyzing the using of
figurative language in the text of newspaper. The analyzing result revealed that the most
figurative language kind used was the metaphor in the selected texts. The seventh study is by
Nurhaida (2017). It aimed at identifying the type of figurative language in Online Padang
Express Newspaper in March until May 2016 editions. From analyzing results, it has been
deduced that the dominant language found in newspapers, ''Padang Express Online'', was
metaphor.
The eighth study is by Maula (2013). This study aimed to identify the types of figurative
language found in the poems, particularly in William Blake’s poetry. The results showed that
there were eleven types of figurative language found in the William Blake's poetry, and; the most
frequently used was Hyperbole. From all the above, it has been concluded that the whole
previous studies from various aspects agree upon having figurative language. Still they do not
agree on the most commonly used one.
Methodology
The current study applies descriptive qualitative research. The researchers are interested in
finding the kinds of figures of speech derived from the agency element of pentad in the discourse
of kids’ videos dealing with covid-19. The whole data sources have been taken from the internet,
specifically from YouTube. Six kids’ videos have been taken to be the sample of covid-19 kidsvideos. YouTube is selected to be the research tool as the targeted data are the discourse of kids'
videos. YouTube has considerable effect on children behaviors. At the time they are watching
videos, kids live a real circumstances using their eyes and ears. Social learning theory confirms
that ''children and adolescents learn by observing and imitating what they see on the screen,
particularly when these behaviors seem realistic or are rewarded (Bandura, 1994, pp. 61–90).
Techniques have been used in analyzing data is accomplished by following steps:
(a) Electing the data (videos) from YouTube due to two criteria: 1) being deals with
kids and 2) being deals with covid-19.
(b) Transcribing the selected videos into written texts using the DIY Caption
program.
(c) Identifying the agency element of the pentad and the figures of speech found in
the discourse of kids videos concerning covid-19.
(d) Classifying the figures of speech on the discourse of kids’ videos concerning
covid-19 such as metaphor, simile, and personification (Tarigan, 1986).
(e) Determining the dominant figure of speech in the selected data.
(f) Making a conclusion grounded on the data analysis of figurative language.
(g) Summarizing the findings by tabulating the results.
The Data Analysis and Results
The first part of the data analysis is due to the agency of situation as one type of Burke pentad
element, agency:
Video (1): entitled Coronavirus Outbreak | How did it start? (Dr. Panda Toto Time, 2020), the
pentad element is:
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Agency
The interesting way in which Dr. Panda shows the scientific facts associated with actual photos
of wildlife animals especially bats.
The dominant ratio, in this video, is scene-act since there are many scientific facts to be known
by kids. Dr. Panda tries to provide kids with them.
Video (2): How to protect your kids from coronavirus? (Daily medical information, 2020) the
pentad element is:
Agency
How kids can defend their home, is by cleaning everything, wash their hands frequently, and
eating fruits and vegetables to strengthen their immune system.
The dominant ratio in this video is purpose-act since the primary goal of children is protecting
the castle that motivates them to follow the health instruction in order to defeat their enemy.
Video (3): entitled as Coronavirus (Baby Toon TV, 2020), the pentad element is:
Agency
Knowing the magic rules, helps to fight coronavirus, is the agency of this situation. They are;
staying home and washing hands with soap.
The dominant ratio, in this video, is scene-act. The scene outside (monster) motivates Silika to
direct her lovely cat to follow the magic rules of protection.
Video (4): ''COVID -Safe #BacktoSchoolABCs '' (MSFCares, 2020) the element of pentad is:
Agency
Through the steps of A, B, and C involving checking their temperature frequently, washing their
hands each hour with soap, and maintaining a social distance inside the classroom, children can
achieve their goals in beating COVID-19.
The dominante ratio, is scene-act. The scene of returning to school when COVID-19 is still
widespread motivates children to apply the healthy steps taken by school staff.
Video (5): entitled ''I'm a Vaccine'' (Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, 2020)
Agency
Producing a safe and effective vaccine is the agency by which the world gets rid of COVID-19.
The dominate ratio is agency-act. Finding out a covid-19 vaccine motivates scientists to try
their best to produce an effective and safe vaccine for getting rid of coronavirus.
Video (6): entitled ''What is Coronavirus?'' (Ineqe Safeguarding Group, 2020).
The pentad element is:
Agency
Providing kids with scientific facts of coronavirus, supporting their knowledge by many tips as
well, is the way to keep them safe due to this video.
The dominant ratio is scene-act. Coronavirus is all over the news and social media at the
moment. This leads to providing kids with actual facts about coronavirus and giving kids pieces
of advice.
Concerning Burke pentad, the results of data analysis reveal that the writers of Covid-19 kids
videos use two kinds of agencies: 1) the agency of situation and 2) the agency of rhetorical
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devices (figures of speech). It has been found that the most common ratio used in these kinds of
videos is Scene-Agent that agrees with what has been mentioned, in the literature review, by
Overington (1977), "The most common ratios used by Burke are Scene-Act and Scene-Agent"
(p.143).
The second part of the analysis discusses the agency of figures of speech represented by their
four kinds. They are; the figurative language of comparison (metaphor and personification),
opposition (Hyperbole, Oxymoron, and Irony), connection (metonymy, understatement, and
hyporphora), and repetition (Alliteration, Consonance, Onomatopoeia, Anaphora, Epizeuxis, and
Assonance).
Comparison Figures of Speech
They include metaphor and personification. Depending on data analysis, the researchers find 39
or 50.6 % data that use the figures of comparison from 77 or 100% data of figures of speech
found in kids’ videos concerning covid-19
Personification
There are 37 or 48% data of personification from 77 data of comparison figurative language.
From datum analysis, the following examples are selected:
In the video (2), How to protect your kids from coronavirus?
The writer utilizes the words, sneak and sneaky that concerned with human attributes.
Thus, it is a personification.
"You know, germs are also very sneaky. They can sneak into you" (Daily medical information,
2020).
Metaphor
There are two or 2.6 % data of personification from 77 data of comparison figurative language.
In The video (3): entitled Coronavirus, the writer uses the figure, metaphor in which two
different things are compared one to another, for instance:
"The monster is following us. It's ugly". (Coronavirus)
"There's a crown on his head. Let's run away from here!" (The shape of coronavirus) (Baby Toon
TV, 2020). The previous data analysis has been tabled in Appendix A.
Opposition Figures of Speech
They include Hyperbole, Oxymoron, and Irony. Depending on the data analysis, the researchers
find 8 or 10.4 % of opposition figures of speech from 77 or 100 % data of figures of speech
found in kids’ videos relating to covid-19.
Hyperbole
It has been identified two or 2.6 % data of hyperbole from 77 data used as figurative language.
The following example has been taken from the datum analysis:
In Video (1): Coronavirus Outbreak | How did it start? There is an exaggeration in the way the
scientific fact is presented in the example below:
"what's even more amazing is that after many years of evolution, bats can almost perfectly repair
their DNA" (Dr. Panda TotoTime, 2020).
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Irony
There are five or 6.5 % data of irony from 77 data used as figurative language. The following
example has been taken from the datum analysis:
In the video three: entitled Coronavirus the speaker's words intends to express a meaning that is
opposite of the said words .
"The monster is following us. It's ugly".
In the above example, the writer uses; it is ugly while he knows that coronavirus is very tiny that
it cannot be seen by eyes (Baby Toon TV, 2020).
Oxymoron
There is one or 1.3% data of Oxymoron from 77 data used as figurative language. The following
example has been taken from the datum analysis:
In the video three: entitled Coronavirus, the writer uses Oxymoron, A device in which two
paradox words are achieved by the deliberate use of antonyms.
"Corona: I`m a "Corona" mate
Coming into the day at the night" (Baby Toon TV, 2020). The previous data analysis has been
tabled in Appendix B.
Connection (Linkage) Figures of Speech
There are three types of connection figurative language they are metonymy, understatement, and
hyporphora. Depending on data analysis, the researcher finds five or 6.5 % data of connection
figurative language from 77 or 100% data of figures of speech used in kids’ videos concerning
Covid-19 .
Metonymy
There is one or 1.3 % data of metonymy from 77 data of connection figurative language. It is a
device that involves a concept or thing has been pointed to indirectly by naming something
closely associated with it .
In the video four: entitled COVID-Safe #BacktoSchoolABCs metonymy is represented in :
"ABCs are what we need".
Singing kids indicate by ABCs: A is for actions they can do. B is for them to behave, and C is
their classrooms (MSFCares, 2020).
Understatement
There are three or 3.9 % data of understatement from 77 data of connection figurative language
found in kids videos concerning covid-19. A device that makes the idea less significant than it
is .
In the video three: entitled Coronavirus, there is the following:
"I've just known something new about our enemy germs
They can fly
Don’t worry if you wear this magical protective mask
When you're walking in a crowd, they can't get into you" (Baby Toon TV, 2020).
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Hypophora
There is one or 1.3 % data of hypophora from 77 data of connection figurative language found in
kids’ videos concerning covid-19. It is a rhetorical device where the speaker asks a question.
Then, he proceeds to answer it .
In the video six: entitled what is Coronavirus? Is:
"Can you guess how many copies of me would fit onto the end of a tiny in ? Well, the answer is
millions and millions of viruses’’ (Ineqe Safeguarding Group, 2020). The previous data analysis
has been tabled in Appendix C.
Repetition Figurative Language
There are six types of Repetition figurative language are Alliteration, Consonance,
Onomatopoeia, Anaphora, Epizeuxis, and Assonance. Depending on data analysis, the researcher
finds 25 or 32.5% data of connection figurative language from 77 or 100% data of figures of
speech used in kids’ videos concerning covid-19.
Alliteration
There are five or 6.5 % data of alliteration from 77 data of connection figurative language found
in kids’ videos concerning covid-19. It is a device where usually consonant sounds are repeated
at the beginning of two or more neighboring syllables or words .
In the video five: entitled "I'm a Vaccine"', the following example has been taken.
"So you could cure Covid" (Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, 2020).
Consonance
There are four or 5.2 % data of consonance from 77 data of connection figurative language found
in kids' videos concerning covid-19. It is a device where consonant sounds have been repeated
across words; it appears at any place within the term. In the video five entitled "I'm a Vaccine."
the following example has been taken.
"With some virus detective and we could wipe out COVID Vaccine if I'm safe and effective"
(Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, 2020).
Assonance
There are eight or 10.4 %data of assonance from 77 data of connection figurative language found
in kids videos concerning covid-19. Assonance points to the vowel rhyme where a vowel sound
is repeated in a sentence creating an internal rhyme.
In the video (4): entitled COVID-Safe #BacktoSchoolABCs, assonance has been represented in
ABCs is what we need COVID-19 we will beat (MSFCares, 2020).
Onomatopoeia
There are two or 2.6 %data of Onomatopoeia from 77 data of connection figurative language
found in kids' videos concerning covid-19. It is the use of words that attempt to mimic a sound.
In the video six: entitled What is Coronavirus? The following examples are taken "If you feel hot
or start coughing ahhm, ahhm" (Ineqe Safeguarding Group, 2020)
Anaphora
There is one or 1.3 %data of anaphora from 77 data of connection figurative language found in
kids’ videos concerning covid-19.
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In the video four entitled COVID-Safe #BacktoSchoolABCs, The exact words have been repeated
in the initial of successive sentences, so it has been identified as anaphora:
ABCs are what we need COVID-19, we will beat (MSFCares, 2020).
Epizeuxis
There are five or 6.5 % data of Epizeuxis from 77 data of connection figurative language found
in kids’ videos concerning covid-19. It is the repetition of the identical word without any
interruption.
In the video two: entitled How to protect your kids from coronavirus? In the following example:
"Rub Rub and Rub with soap and water for twenty seconds" (Daily medical information, 2020).
The previous data analysis has been tabled in Appendix D.
This research aims at investigating figures of speech in the discourse of kids’ videos on Covid-19
according to Tarigan theory which classified the figures of speech into four types. The researcher
has found 77 sentences that involve figures of speech; the findings can have been summarized
tabling as the following:
Table1. Frequencies and the Percentages of the figures of speech found in kids’
videos concerning COVID-19
Figures of speech
Personification
Assonance
Metaphor
Consonance
Anaphora
Hyperbole
Understatement
Epizeuxis
Alliteration
Irony
Onomatopoeia
Hypophora
Metonymy
Oxymoron
Total

Frequency

Percentage

37
8
2
4
1
2
3
5
5
5
2
1
1
1
77

48%
10.4%
2.6%
5.2%
1.3%
2.6%
3.9%
6.5
6.5%
6.5%
2.6%
1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
100%

Data analysis shows that there are four types of figures of speech, namely Repetition figurative
language, Comparison figures of speech, Repetition figurative language, Opposition figures of speech,
Connection (Linkage) figures of speech. The researchers find all these types in the discourse of (Covid19) kids’ videos. Concerning the comparison figures of speech and depending on data analysis, the
researchers find 39 or 50.6 % data that use the figures of comparison from 77 or 100% data of figures of
speech found in kids videos concerning covid-19. In contrast opposition figures of speech scores find
eight or 10.4 % data of opposition figures of speech from 77 or 100 % data of figures of speech found in
kids' videos relating to covid-19. Connection (Linkage) figures of speech score five or 6.5 % data of
connection figurative language from 77 or 100% data of figures of speech used in kids videos concerning
covid-19. And repetition figurative language scores 25 or 32.5 % data of connection figurative language
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from 77 or 100%data of figures of speech used in kids’ videos concerning covid-19. Among these types
of figurative language, there is a type that is commonly most used. It is the comparison figures of speech
with 39 or 50.6 %. The less scoring is by Connection (Linkage) figures of speech with five or 6.5 %.

Within these kinds of figurative language, personification is the dominant figure with 37
times or 48%; this result agrees with the fourth study is by Wijayanti (2014) and with the fifth
study by Ayu (2016) the fewer dominant figures are; Oxymoron, Metonymy, Hypophora and
Anaphora, each they score one or 1.3%.
Discussion
Rhetorical devices, especially personification, play an essential role in building the structure of
kids' videos discourse. Using these devices attracts kids attention, they fasten kids learning, as
well as, they widen their thinking and developing their ability of receiving concepts. The kids'
videos discourse writers used rhetorical devices, particularly, personification as it is represented
by animals or things that are loved by children. Animals behave as if they are people; live in
similar rooms and houses, and have a family like that of children. Children who are watching
such video, they-as if-at the same time live a real social environment. So, rhetorical devices are a
close medium that in a lovely way conveys ideas and concepts as well as information, to
children. This study contributes in spreading awareness of the danger of the Coronavirus disease
in society, especially among children.
Harya's (2016) study shows that there are seventy sentences that include figurative
language. It is indicated that the type which dominant figurative language in the novel Alchemist
is a simile. While the present study shows seventy seven rhetorical devices. And the dominant
one is personification. This difference is expectable as the former deals with a text of a book
while the later deals with a video discourse. Yet, both of them have rhetorical devices in their
linguistic structures. The second study which is by Zia, Aziz, & Burhansyah, (2018). It has been
concluded that there are ten kinds of figurative language in Hikayat Aceh, It has been found that
apheresis was the dominant figure. While the present study shows seventy seven rhetorical
devices. And the dominant one is personification. This difference is expectable as the former
deals with a text of a novel while the later deals with a video discourse.
Prasetyo (2019) finds four types of figurative language, and hyperbole is the dominant
figure used in the song. This study finds seventy seven rhetorical devices. Yet both; the song and
kids videos contain rhetorical devices. Prasetyo deals with one unit which is a song while, this
study deals with six units which are kids' videos. That’s makes the number of rhetorical devices
disparate. Also, there is a deferent in the dominant rhetorical device kind; hyperbole in the
former and personification in the later.
The fourth study which is by Wijayanti (2017) shows that there are four kinds of
figurative languages found in the Adultery novels. Personification is the dominant figure used in
the Adultery novels. While the present study shows seventy seven rhetorical devices. Yet, both
works have the same dominant rhetorical device which is personification. It indicates that both
works' writers seek to raise the imaginary of the recipients.
The fifth study is by Ekasani, (2015) agrees widely with this study showing that the figurative
expressions in the novel are divided into diverse groups; comparison, contradiction, and
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connection, among these kinds of figurative expression, personification is commonly used in the
novel. Data analysis of the present study likewise shows that there are four types of figures of
speech, which are; repetition figurative language, comparison figures of speech, repetition
figurative language, opposition figures of speech, and connection (Linkage) figures of speech.
The researchers find all these types in the discourse of (Covid-19) kids’ videos. In parallel, the
common rhetorical devices in kids’ videos are personification.
Nurrahmi & Irawan (2018) reveals that the most figurative language kind used was the
metaphor in the selected texts. While, this study find out that the common rhetorical device is
personification. Writing discourse for kids varies from writing for adults, though both works
uses rhetorical devices, but it appears-through the research analysis- that personification is more
related to kids’ videos.
The seventh study is by Nurhaida (2017), it has been deduced that the dominant language found
in newspapers, ''Padang Express Online'', is metaphor. The present study finds out that the
dominant rhetorical device is personification. Newspapers, as data, are different from kids
'videos. That is because of the difference in the age of the recipients.
The eighth study is by Maula (2013) shows that there are eleven types of figurative language
found in the William Blake's poetry, and; the most frequently used is Hyperbole. While the
present study shows seventy seven rhetorical devices. And the dominant one is personification.
This difference is expectable as the former deals with Blake's poetry, while the later deals with a
video discourse. Yet, both of them have rhetorical devices in their discourse. From all the above,
it has been concluded that the whole previous studies from various aspects agree upon having
figurative language. Still they do not agree on the most commonly used one.
The problem of this study comes to mimic the 2019 severe salient event. Covid-19 has
taken the world by storm and changed the lives of children and families. At the quarantine time,
children are not going to school. They hear about the virus, but they do not know what it is the
virus? What are its effects on their life? To what extent is the virus dangerous? And what are the
health instructions to be followed by which persons can avoid the infection of covid-19 illness?
All the above questions are about brutal scientific facts; children are not mentally mature enough
to understand such points. Kids learning videos are part of a great media to answer the kids’
questions and facilitate those complex scientific facts for kids. Through the literature review and
the previous studies, it is deduced that there is a gap in investigating the rhetorical devices in
kids' videos, especially, that videos on Covid-19.The researchers have not found any study that
dealt with rhetorical devices in kids' videos discourse on Covid-19. Also, they have not found
any research that dealt with rhetorical devices as an agency of dramatic situation, what makes the
present study's researchers looking forward to study the Agency as Rhetorical Device in the
Discourse of kids Animated Learning Videos on Covid-19 Virus.
Conclusion
In the light of the analysis results, it has been revealed that the discourse of each video reflects a
complete dramatic situation matching Burcke’s pentad theory and focusing on one of its
elements named agency. The authors used both types of agency; agency of situation and agency
of rhetorical device (figures of speech). It functions as a means of rhetorical devices of informing
and persuading kids to follow the health and safety instructions. That has achieved the first aim
which is examining one of Burke's pentad (1945) represented by ''agency,'' in Covid-19 kids
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videos. The authors of such videos focus on the rhetoric device, particularly; the most frequently
used one, "personification." It has a valuable role in simplifying the concept of the Covid-19
virus by giving it the human being properties or the attributes of an animate creature like
monsters or any other evil creatures to make kids feel the danger of such virus and be careful
about their health. That makes the second and the third aims come to be achieved. They are;
investigating the rhetorical devices used in the selected data to inform, persuade and make kids
aware of what is meant by covid-19 and revealing the dominant rhetorical device. To conclude,
in a nutshell, the language with all its different rhetoric strategies functions as a magic instrument
in the hand of the message sender to affect the receiver in either a positive or negative way.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Comparison figure of speech
Comparison figure
of speech
Personification

Frequency

Percentage
37

Metaphor

2

Total

39
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48%

2.6%

50.6%

Examples
In the video (2), How to protect your kids from
coronavirus?
The writer utilizes the words, sneak and sneaky that
concerned with human attributes. Thus, it is a
personification.
"You know, germs are also very sneaky. They can
sneak into you" (Daily medical information, 2020).
In The video (3): entitled Coronavirus, the writer uses the figure,
metaphor in which two different things are compared one to
another, for instance:
"The monster is following us. It's ugly". (Coronavirus)
"There's a crown on his head. Let's run away from here!"(The
shape of coronavirus) (Baby Toon TV, 2020)
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Appendix B: Opposition Figures of Speech
Opposition Figures
Frequency
Percentage
of Speech
Hyperbole
2
2.6%

Oxymoron,

1

1.3%

Irony

5

6.5%

Total

8

10.4%

Examples
In Video (1): Coronavirus Outbreak | How did it start? There is an
exaggeration in the way the scientific fact is presented in the
example below:
"what's even more amazing is that after many years of evolution,
bats can almost perfectly repair their DNA" (Dr. Panda TotoTime,
2020).
In the video three: entitled Coronavirus, the writer uses
Oxymoron, A device in which two paradox words are achieved
by the deliberate use of antonyms.
"Corona: I`m a "Corona" mate
Coming into the day at the night" (Baby Toon TV, 2020).
In the video three: entitled Coronavirus the speaker's words
intends to express a meaning that is opposite of the said words.
"The monster is following us. It's ugly".
In the above example, the writer uses. It is ugly while he knows
that coronavirus is very tiny that it cannot be seen by eyes (Baby
Toon TV, 2020).

Appendix C: Connection figure of speech
Repetition figure
of speech
Alliteration

Frequency

Percentage

Examples

5

6.5%

Consonance

4

5.2%

Onomatopoeia

2

2.6%

Anaphora

1

1.3%

Epizeuxis

5

5.6%

In the video two: entitled How to protect your kids from coronavirus?
In the following example: "Rub Rub and Rub with soap and water for
twenty seconds" (Daily medical information, 2020).

Assonance

8

10.4%

Total

25

32.5%

In the video (4): entitled COVID-Safe #BacktoSchoolABCs,
assonance has been represented in ABCs are what we need COVID-19
we will beat (MSFCares, 2020(.
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In the video five: entitled "I'm a Vaccine"', the following example has
been taken.
"So you could cure covid" (Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of
Public Health, 2020).
In the video five entitled "I'm a Vaccine." the following example has
been taken.
"With some virus detective and we could wipe out COVID Vaccine if
I'm safe and effective"(Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health, 2020).
In the video six: entitled What is Coronavirus? The following
examples are taken
"If you feel hot or start coughing ahhm, ahhm" (Ineqe Safeguarding
Group, 2020)
In the video four entitled COVID-Safe #BacktoSchoolABCs, The
exact words have been repeated in the initial of successive sentences,
so it has been identified as anaphora:
ABCs are what we need COVID-19, we will beat (MSFCares, 2020(.
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Appendix D: Repetition figure of speech

Connection
of speech

figure

Frequency

Percentage

Examples

metonymy

1

1.3%

In the video four: entitled COVID-Safe #BacktoSchoolABCs
metonymy is represented in :
"ABCs are what we need".
Singing kids indicate by ABCs: A is for actions they can do. B is
for them to behave, and C is their classrooms (MSFCares, 2020).

understatement

3

3.9%

hyporphora

1

1.3%

Total

5

6.5%

In the video three: entitled Coronavirus, there is the following :
"I've just known something new about our enemy germs
They can fly
Don’t worry if you wear this magical protective mask
When you're walking in a crowd, they can't get into you" (Baby
Toon TV, 2020).
In the video six: entitled what is Coronavirus? Is:
"Can you guess how many copies of me would fit onto the end of a
tiny in ? Well, the answer is millions and millions of viruses’’
(Ineqe Safeguarding Group, 2020).
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Video
(1)

Younus & Kareem

2

Video
(2)

Coronaviru
s Outbreak
| How did it
start?
How
to
protect
your kids
from
coronavirus
?

3

Video
(3)

Coronaviru
s

https://youtu.be/yNidtlVLEs

4

Video
(4)

https://youtu.be/iGMJB
ahJXCo

5

Video
(5)

COVIDSafe #Back
to School
ABCs
'' I'm a
Vaccine ''

6

Video
(6)

What
is
Coronaviru
s?

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=FqaXBtSai
UE
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Abstract
Language teaching and learning have been significantly transformed by the advent of online
technology. Learning and information-gathering have been dramatically boosted by technology.
Owing to online learning, physical geography is no longer a major obstacle. However, there has
not been much study to portray online technologies and online learning improving teachers’
proficiency in the English language. With this in mind, the purpose of this study was to
investigate the extent to which online learning has improved teachers' language proficiency.
About 201 teachers from eight districts in Malaysia were enrolled in an online course. The study
was conducted online for three months. Data was collected from an evaluation survey obtained at
the end of the period. Responses gathered based on descriptive analysis of the course content,
overall experience, and comments derived from the survey was then analyzed from the data. The
findings revealed that the teachers are very positive towards the course and found it constructive
in enhancing their professional development. The results also indicated that teachers have also
improved their language component upon being enrolled in the course. These documents that all
the language skills have been enhanced, and they are very motivated. Therefore, future research
should focus on a specific language component in order to gain a deeper insight of continuum
from this study.
Keywords: English Language, online learning, learning management system, teachers’
proficiency
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Introduction
Digitalization has been making its way into education for quite a while now. Though the
number of different digital tools and platforms has varied quite a bit during the last few years, the
trend is going upwards (Kaarakainen et al., 2017; Forsberg, 2018). Concerning this, Malmberg
(2018) also highlighted that course content, learning goals, and behaviours must be incorporated
to accomplish these procedures. They all work together to create the different methods in
different ways. Instructional content, for example, an assignment, and the learner’s attitude, will
affect the learning outcome which is a mediating process. Hence, the aim of this research is to
provide a language learning and professional development feature that is available online,
enabling teachers in Malaysia to enhance their proficiency. It will be in tandem with the growth
of online learning in teacher training and teacher education. As the current trend of teaching and
learning through online learning leads to a better learning environment, producing or developing
any online teaching materials would also be more effective if the course developer considers the
intermediate processes involved before finalizing the products used, as stated by Rahmat et al.
(2012). This resonates with Norman, Din, & Nordin (2011), where the authors have mentioned
that learning occurs in the flow and interaction between both learner and its environment,
whereby cognitive authenticity of learning is more important than its physical authenticity.
Henceforth, there is a need to create an avenue for learning to take place effectively. Thus, the
study scrutinizes the potential of online learning in enhancing teachers’ proficiency levels. The
study set out to answer the following research questions.
1) How online learning helps teachers to improve teachers’ language skills?
2) What is the usability of the online course?
3) To what extent is online learning effective in enhancing the English Language teachers’
language proficiency.
4)
The research objectives are as below.
1) to identify how online learning help teachers to improve teachers’ language skills
2) to investigate the usability of the online course
3) to explore the effectiveness of online learning in enhancing the English Language
teachers’ language proficiency.
The current Malaysian benchmark for teacher quality is based on the Ministry of
Education's requirements, as cited by Kepol (2017). Students became the focus which led to the
quality of teachers, and their proficiency became an alarming issue. This was clearly stated in the
Malaysia Teacher Standards of 2009, which identified the urgent need for quality teachers with
professional competence and proficiency as was emphasized by the Teacher Education Division.
Hence, the rationale of this study is to produce teachers of quality where the training of teachers
is emphasized. It is envisaged that the outcomes of this study would assist the Ministry of
Education in establishing the teaching profession more favorable by encouraging educators to
more excellent accountability standards. By doing so, the Ministry of Education will align its
objectives with the aims and vision of the Malaysian Education Blueprint (MEB). Undoubtedly,
the implication of this online learning is far-reaching, especially to the English language teachers
in Malaysia.
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Literature Review
Online Learning
According to Boettcher and Conrad (2016), online learning has gained interest among learners in
recent decades. Undoubtedly, technologies have also improved in the last two years, which has
increased their usage in both education and access training (Yunus, Umiera & Hashim, 2019).
The Internet and websites have also become the choice for formal and informal learners to access
learning materials (Mc Greal, 2018). Since broadband Internet became available, online learning
has become a practical alternative. Higher education is particularly rife with it, especially
throughout the world (Krishnan & Yunus, 2019). Meanwhile, Lee and Lee (2008) identified that
online learning is an active process of information where knowledge is gained through
understanding, development, and cooperation. Currently, the growth of the digital world has
provided the globe with more convenient and substantial opportunities, as stated by Chua,
Yunus, and Suliman (2019). Hence, this study recommends such a process so that teachers are
empowered to be actively engaged.
Pramela and Hussin (2015) believed that in-service teachers are being aided to move
toward innovative teaching and learning practices by utilizing online learning platforms. As
classes are unrestricted and can be limitless, online learning is much preferred by learners and
teachers. According to Ferri, Grifoni, and Guzzo (2020), workshops or training for teachers and
students are required to increase their technological and pedagogical skills in online learning.
Nguyen (2015) observed that virtual learners fared better in gaining knowledge than learners in
face-to-face sessions. As Shea-Schultz and Fogarty (2002) describe it, the online learning
approach accommodates a learning process that is flexible. A close connection between teachers
and students means learning, doing, and knowing are all seamlessly intertwined. They
highlighted that online learning makes learning so intuitive, subtle, powerful, varied, and most
importantly, meaningful because learners get to learn at their own pace. Being borderless is
another vantage point of online learning. Classroom learning imposes no time constraints.
Continuous learning is fostered by Shea-Schultz and Fogarty (2002), and this is made possible
by the programme.
Furthermore, the way we work has been changed by an electronic day (Major, 2015).
Teaching and learning need not take place simultaneously at a specific time and place. Instead,
learners get to learn at their own pace and complete tasks at a time most suitable for them and
according to their ability. Despite the many roles, ICT is widely used as an educational tool
(Hashim, Rafiq & Yunus, 2019). Most importantly, the learning objectives and outcomes are set
according to the learners’ abilities, making online learning a suitable learning platform for
learners of multiple intelligences. Thus, digital learning is the latest intervention in the teaching
and learning (Yunus et al, 2019).
Online Learning through Learning Management System
With the advent of time, most educational organizations need strategies and platforms to ensure
undergrads and educators can portray their exceptional aptitudes (Nordin et al., 2016; Adnan &
Ritzhaupt, 2018; Andersen et al., 2018; Hashim et al., 2018. Senteni (2006) has posited that
when an LMS is used, the educational stakeholders must be immediately associated with the
technical and social factors. Constructivists concede the importance of creating time for gaining
knowledge because human beings develop new thoughts based on their current and previous
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information (Cavus, Uzunboylu & Ibrahim, 2007). LMS provides the platform a constructive
studying environment as it enables the management, delivery, tracking of the learning, testing,
and communication process. It also monitors the registration and scheduling of the learners in
their learning process. They further elaborated that this system allows educators and learners to
have a free will to study with the dictum anywhere, anytime, and anyhow. The outcome of such a
system is that teachers have flexible teaching and learning opportunities as well as get connected
with their teaching fraternity amidst their busy schedules. When online learning via LMS is used,
it is also simpler to monitor teachers' dedication and activity. This is because LMS provides a
state-of-the-art set of equipment for monitoring both experienced and inexperienced persons’
engagement in route activities. The LMS provides instant access to information regarding
teachers' access, grades, and discussion board involvement, which depicts their vivid learning
patterns.
Teachers’ Proficiency
Proficiency among educators is the cornerstone of English language teaching. Therefore, it is one
of the most significant and debated issues in language teaching and testing (Cardenas & Chaves,
2013). Proficiency tests that test all the skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) are
linked to standards such as the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) (Harley,
Allen, Cummins, & Swain, 1990).
Freeman et al. define a teacher’s “command of English” as an increased level of English,
meaning that teachers’ capacity for the language is high. This is because teachers use the
language for classroom teaching, and only when their proficiency is generally higher can
classroom teaching be effective for student learning. Meanwhile, Freeman, Katz, Gomez, and
Burns (2015) also indicate that teachers’ proficiency is a specialized subset of language skills
because they need to prepare lessons and teach them to the learners. Therefore, teachers’
language proficiency is driven for specific content uses for contextual and classroom interaction
(Freeman et al., 2015). Furthermore, teachers’ language proficiency incorporates teachers’
subject knowledge, second language acquisition theories, pedagogical knowledge, curricular,
syllabus and, cultural knowledge (Richards, Conway, Roskvist, & Harvey, 2013).
It is imperative that English language teachers have the appropriate level of competence
in order to teach well and serve as role models to their students. As a result, the Malaysian
Education Blueprint (MEB) and Roadmap 2015-2025 mandate that every English language
teacher in Malaysia must have a minimum CEFR Level C1. This is done particularly to assure
that students are not underserved in their language learning. Therefore, how best can teachers
who have not reached this minimum CEFR level of C1 be upskilled? According to Yunus
(2018), the technology currently has an impact on the development of pedagogy. Teachers who
use technology in pedagogical instructions in classroom teaching can also learn via online
learning. For this reason, all English language teachers can initiate their learning at their own
pace and place using technology.
Past studies have disclosed that learners’ use of effective and appropriate online learning
strategies have led to a positive outcome (Artino, & Jones, 2012; Fuller, Chalmers, &
Kirkpatrick, 1994; Hattie, Biggs, & Purdie, 1996; Pintrich & Johnson, 1990; Shih, 2005;
Zimmerman, 1998). Moreover, Solak and Cakir (2015) posited that effective online learning
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strategies are essential as learning is fun-filled, accelerated, and learned more efficiently and
effectively. To give a comprehensive review of relevant current research, Singh and Yunus
performed a survey in 2021 in order to determine ESL teachers' opinions regarding the use of
online learning and to identify challenges faced by them while using online learning. Their
review combined data from 22 academic papers published between 2016 and 2020 from Google
Scholar and Eric. Overall, the findings indicated positive reinforcement with the correct use and
inclusion of online learning in the teaching of the English language, as this will help teachers
perform better and produce a higher level of student quality in parallel to the requirement of the
Malaysian Teacher Standards. Online learning, according to Maican and Cocorada (2021),
makes language instruction and learning more adaptable and personalized, based on real
resources, and may lead to an increase in attendance.
Methods
Research Design
The research design of this study is quantitative. A quantitative survey study was carried out by
disseminating questionnaire to 201 respondents. The items in the questionnaire served the
purpose on exploring teachers’ perception on the usability of the online course to improve their
language skills. The concern of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of the online
learning course to enhance their proficiency. The researcher believes that online learning boosts
the teachers to upskill their proficiency in line with the requirement of the national blueprint.
Research Instruments
The questionnaire consisted of two parts. Part A is the demographic details of the course
participants and, Part B is the questions on the effectiveness of the online course. In general,
responses on the suitability, areas of improvement, and efficacy of the online learning course
were measured.
Research Samples
This study was conducted on 201 participants of purposive sampling from eight nationwide
districts who were enrolled in a proficiency course. It was an online course fulfilling the
requirement stipulated in the Malaysian Education Blueprint (MEB) initiative (Ministry of
Education, 2013). The condition was for teachers who did not have CEFR C1 qualifications to be
upskilled to a CEFR C1 level. The breakdown of the origins of the participants is shown in Table
one below. There were 159 teachers from primary schools and 42 teachers from secondary
schools enrolled in the online course.
Table 1. Enrolment of teachers
State

District

No

Days

Johor
Kelantan

Pasir Gudang
Kota Bahru

25
25

90
90

Perak
Perlis
Pahang
Perak

Kinta Utara
Kangar
Bentong
Hulu Perak

25
25
25
25

90
90
90
90

Pulau Pinang

Barat Daya

25

90
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Tawau
Total

26
201
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Data Analysis Procedures
The questionnaire was developed to obtain constructive feedback from the teachers. It was
formed by five English language lecturers from English Language Teaching Centre, Malaysia
(ELTC). It was then reviewed and validated by another panel of experts from ELTC in
finalizing the rubric, language, content, and appropriacy parallel to the course requirement.
Data Collection Method
The questionnaire comprised of two parts, the first part highlighted the demographics
information, the second part is to discover respondents’ perception of the online course. The
respondents were required to complete the survey after completing the online learning course in
the LMS. The survey questionnaires were disseminated to the course participants, who were the
201 teachers, upon the completion of the course enrolment The results were generated
automatically by the system and then analyzed by the researcher, as shown below.

Figure 1. Primary and secondary school teachers
The course was a three-month foundation course for in-service teachers to enhance their
proficiency in the English Language for personal development purposes. Online learning was
developed to cater to the needs of current educators to provide them with the knowledge and
practice in enhancing their proficiency level as well as aid them to sit for a proficiency exam to
obtain minimum C1 in adhering to the requirement of MEB. The course contents are in line with
the Malaysian Roadmap policy and are open to the teachers via the Canvas Instructure Platform
(LMS).
The learning tasks and instructions were specially designed for teachers according to the
syllabus based on educational technology course, and this course was purely conducted via the
Canvas Instructure platform. This platform enables learner autonomy through its threaded
discussions, activities for assignments, and quizzes. This learner-centered model of instruction
motivates teachers to become self-paced learners.
The degree of learning progress via LMS and online learning was investigated by
evaluating the evaluation forms completed by participants at the end of the course. Apart from
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that, firsthand observation of the participants' learning processes served as a noteworthy finding
for the study. Of course, the course content played a vital role in assessing online learning as a
viable tool to upskill learners’ proficiency (teachers).

Figure 2. Number of years in teaching
The participants in this course came from a vast range of years of teaching experience. As the bar
chart presents, 56 teachers had five to six years of experience, while 52 teachers had 11 to 15
years of experience. Thirty-nine of them had 16 to 20 years of teaching experience, while 20 had
only five years or less. This data was accurate at the time when they enrolled for the course.

Figure 3. Number of Years teaching the English language
Figure two depicts the teachers' years of experience, whereas Figure three exhibits the teachers'
years of teaching the English language. From the chart above, 28 of the participants had 20 years
and more experience teaching the English language, 39 had 16 to 20 years. Precisely, 48 of them
had taught the English language for 11 to 15 years, while 52 of the participants had six to 10
years of experience in teaching the language. About 34 teachers were new to teaching the
English language as they had five years or less experience. The participants in this course were
made up of both junior and senior teachers from eight districts nationwide.
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Figure 4. Using the English language as a medium of instruction when teaching the English
language in the classroom
According to the data in Figure four, only four teachers from 201 participants use the English
language entirely in the classroom. About 80 teachers use from 60% to 79% of the English
language in the classroom, while 26 teachers use from 50% to 69% of the English language in
the classroom. Finally, about 13 of them use less than 50% of the English language in the
classroom.
The Malaysian Education Blueprint (MEB) 2013-2025 identifies that education is only
transformative when teachers and students synthesize information across subjects and
experiences. If teachers are proficient in their instructional language, they can also critically
weigh diverse views and combine varied questions across many platforms. Teachers' proficiency
in the instructional language, English, may promote critical thinking spaces for both teachers and
students by increasing their ability to evaluate, envision, critically synthesize, generate
expression, become self-aware, and have intention. According to Garrison (2009), online
learning is an opportunity to develop such possibilities.
Findings
Hence, the teachers’ responses through the evaluation form were positive. Generally, the
online course was helpful to the English language teachers, as it met their needs and supported
them in meeting the course objectives. They had also gained confidence in using the language
both inside and outside their teaching arena, and most importantly, they felt they had upskilled
themselves. According to the list below, 94% of the teachers feel positively towards the online
course and agree that the course is suitable for its diverse as well as structured organization.
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Figure 5. Suitability of the course
The figure below indicates that the course had been beneficial in improving all the language
components. The graph demonstrates that most teachers have improved significantly in the
vocabulary and speaking components. A large majority of the teachers also felt that they had
improved their ‘Listening, Reading and Writing’ skills throughout the course. However, many
teachers felt that the online course did not upskill them in the pronunciation and grammar parts
of the English language.

Figure 6. The improvement according to language components

Figure 7. Areas of English do you need to work on most
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Figure seven demonstrates the areas the teachers need help with. It is evident that teachers need
the most support with their writing and then speaking. They also need help with grammar,
vocabulary and, reading skills. They are not as concerned with sound systems and listening
skills.
Figure eight shows that the course has greatly motivated the teachers to use English
extensively inside and outside the classrooms. The course had also inspired them to continue
upskilling themselves in English language proficiency. Most teachers stated that they were more
motivated to learn and use the English language after attending the online class. A tiny
minority of teachers, however, indicated that the online course did not significantly influence
their motivation to use English with their students or with their colleagues during teaching or
conversations.

Figure 8. How much has the course motivated the use of English
An overwhelming 97% of the 201 teachers responded favorably that they would recommend this
course to other teachers compared to only six who expressed their unwillingness, as shown in
Figure nine.

Figure 9. Recommend to others
Figure 10 indicates that the content in the online learning had supported the teachers in
improving their reading and writing skills. According to 80 instructors, their listening and
speaking abilities have vastly enhanced. As this online module's material is centered on MUET,
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the teachers believe that Grammar, Vocabulary, and Sound Systems are under-emphasized.
Thus, the teachers felt that they did not get as much assistance in these parts of the language.

Figure 10. Online content to improve proficiency
About 77.1% (157 teachers) of the participants stated that the online module was user-friendly.
They found navigating via the Canvas LMS platform to be fluid and uncomplicated since the
online tasks appealed to both tech-savvy teachers and those who were less inclined to use
technology in their day-to-day teaching lives. The online module was specially designed for
every teacher to learn at their own pace and location.

Figure 11. User friendly of the module
Discussion
Basaza and Milman (2010) indicated that online learning provides opportunities to
learners notwithstanding age, gender, socio-economic background, employment status; learners
from developed or third world countries, are well portrayed in Figure five. The course
participants were homogeneous only in their profession; however, they were of different gender,
age group, varied years of teaching experience, diverse cultural and socio-economic
backgrounds, and employment statuses as they were from different pay scales. Yet, they
resonated with Basaza and Milman’s opinion when they stated that the online course had
enhanced their proficiency level. Hence, online learning has shifted the paradigm that one needs
a specific environment for language learning to language or any other subjects can be learned
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anywhere, any time, and by anyone. This is in tandem with the wave of technological
innovations which has engulfed the world today.
In Figure six, the participants, aka teachers, indicated that they had improved in the four
skills, namely Listening, Speaking, Reading and, Writing, after attending the course. However,
11% of them did not concur with the rest as they thought that exam practices provided in the
course were insufficient. They wanted strategies to answer the exams which these teachers would
be sitting for after the course. In Saka's (2015) research, replies such as these are quite typical, as
the systematic analysis of the responses implies that the course's learning outcomes and
objectives have been achieved. The study also shows the learner types and their process of
language learning. Figure eight, however is a saving grace as it saliently portrays that 90% of the
course participants had been motivated by the course. They were not exam conscious because
they felt that they personally had gained. They voluntarily would want to continue with their
enhancement.
Finally, 195 teachers (course participants) showed their intent to recommend the course
to other teachers in their responses in the evaluation form. It has indicated that the course had
benefitted them in the upskilling of their proficiency level, as seen in Figure nine. Most of them
found the LMS was user-friendly with tasks and activities designed especially for teachers to
comprehend and attempt without many difficulties. Evidently, the course has achieved its’
objectives of this study and accomplished with a success story. Thus, regardless of whether or
not the learners are tech-savvy, such design is critical for online courses since if courses are
made difficult to access and complicated, they will undoubtedly be rejected by learners.
Succinct Views
The overall experience that the participants had during the online course was that they
had thoroughly enjoyed and immersed themselves in it. The evidence is undeniable in the figures
displayed in the earlier part of this discussion. Undoubtedly, the participants had to a great
extent, achieved the goals of PLCs in that they had with satisfaction indicated that their
proficiency in the English language had been enhanced. In addition, they had collaborated as a
group and engaged in close communication during their online course, which has created a sense
of community among themselves. Teachers who had shown a lack of confidence in English now
feel more comfortable using the language they are used to since their content and pedagogical
expertise have been enhanced by the course. Furthermore, the objectives to provide an exciting
and innovative experience to learners via activities and tasks on online platforms such as Canvas
in this course mirrored the experiential learning strategies. According to Budhai and Skipwith
(2017), experiential learning strategies are suitable for learners of the 21st century. Throughout
the evaluation, teachers showed satisfaction, motivation, and a sense of belonging to the
community they had created during the course. However, several complaints from some teachers
stated that they were overshadowed in the course. The complaints by the minority group were
merely they had not enough practice exercises to prepare them for the MUET exam, which they
would sit for after the course. This is a natural reaction as the course participants were expected
to get their minimum CEFR C1 qualification after the course.
Such complaints should not be pushed under the carpet as they should be addressed
immediately, so that the online course becomes a sought-after course in the teaching fraternity.
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In the Ministry of Education, no teacher should be left behind; that, is the principle the Ministry
follows. Thus, more research and studies should be conducted to gain insights on how teaching
and learning can effectively take place through online learning. Such study and analyses can also
contribute to finding out the learners’ attitudes and learning styles which can assist the designers
of online modules in creating a meaningful learning environment for teachers.
In nailing, the main aim of the study has been prolifically notable. The findings of this study
revealed that online learning had enhanced the proficiency level of teachers in preparing them to
obtain the minimum C1, which is per the requirement of the policy stated in the MEB. The
teachers’ positive responses to the online module cum course proved that the goal of PLC had
been achieved. It is a clear indication that there is no necessity to organize face-to-face learning
sessions or courses for teachers anymore. The teaching fraternity is moving towards a self-paced
learning mode via online learning courses and programs, giving a flexible option to participants
to have the luxury of attending classes at a specific time or location. These teachers were
surmounted with responsibilities and duties like all the others, yet they completed the course,
justifying the opinion that online courses can succeed among the teaching fraternity. As a
result, the teachers' abilities and attitudes are key determinants in ensuring the accomplishment
and success of the online course. In the current situation, educators and students are increasingly
turning to online learning. The learners and educators chose online classes because there are no
restrictions on time and location, and information can be obtained from anywhere and at any
time. In addition, it provides the opportunity for lifelong learning.
Conclusion
Therefore, the recapped conclusion is that this online course has offered a path ahead for
teachers to become more dynamic and proficient in their language learning and teaching. It is in
line with the aim of MOE to upskill as many teachers as they can by 2025, the last wave of the
Malaysian Education Blueprint. As the Ministry has spent a great deal of money on a face-toface course, the expense of bringing and providing meals with accommodation is lowered to
nothing because course participants may attend the course from wherever they are. Teachers'
professional development costs can be minimized by offering such courses. The increased
demand for the course will place our policymakers and relevant authorities in a better stance to
provide easily accessible platforms for upskilling and the professional development of teachers.
The reduced cost will also enable more teachers to achieve the target of MEB, which is, all
teachers are at C1 by the year 2025.
Lastly, though positive findings are abundant in this study, there were limitations, such as
most of the teachers were from primary schools, and all were from Malaysia. Then, though
teachers were from different districts, the socio-cultural differences were not that apparent. There
wasn't adequate time allotted to investigate the teachers' learning methods and retention rates. If
these factors had been given more attention, the findings may have been expanded into further
discoveries. Second, this study did not focus on more in-depth analysis such as multivariate
analysis (e.g., partial least squares-structural equation modelling). In the future, this mode of
analysis is encouraged to analyze variables related to teacher proficiency in online learning.
Finally, over the course of 90 days, an analysis of all four major components of
teacher's progress was completed. As a result, too much time was spent on all of the skills over
the course of three months, resulting in no comprehensive study for any one skill in particular. It
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is strongly recommended that one skill be prioritized in order to gain deeper insights and better
findings, making the study more valuable to the stakeholders (organizers, teachers, students, and
parents). It would be future directions for others then.
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Abstract
In recent years, an increasing number of non-native EFL teachers have been recruited to teach
English in English dominant settings. Grounded in sociocultural views of identity, the research
question of this study focused on how contextual factors influence the professional identity
construction of three EFL teachers in a Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The study
employs a qualitative case study method, where in-depth interviews and classroom observation
are utilised. Drawing on Wenger's (1998) communities of practice framework to analyse and
interpret the data, the analysis indicates various factors affecting the EFL Saudi teachers'
professional identity. Findings reveal that identity formation is a complex and highly contextual
process. The participants in this study construct their identities by engaging in their teaching
environment, shared practices with their peers, engaged in student-parents relationship and
participated in professional development. Through transitioning into the English as a second
language (ESL) setting, the EFL teachers have demonstrated how professional identity is a
dynamic and socially situated construct. As a result, these teachers' identities may be transformed
by the global educational settings in which they work. The findings contribute to our
understanding of the importance of a conducive professional environment in supporting teachers
to develop their professional identities.
Keywords: EFL teachers, identity construction, professional identity, Saudi schools
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Introduction
Globalization and the global dissemination of English have resulted in a massive demand
for English mastery all over the world. English language teachers, like other professionals,
occasionally have to relocate to a whole new country with a distinct culture due to job
opportunities. As a result of this international mobility, English language teachers have to make
various adaptations to their new professional environment. One of the changes that may affect
the English language teachers is their teachers’ identity. Zacharias (2010) argued that “teacher
identities can shift when these teachers shuttle between one context and another due to
immigration” (p.181). Studies (Wenger, 2010; Pennington & Richards, 2016; Eslamdoost, King
& Tajeddin, 2019) have shown that teacher identity is fluid and dynamic, as it can alter based on
the setting in which one finds themselves. A few earlier research investigated how a shift in the
sociocultural context influences teachers' professional identity formation and building (Mora,
Trejo & Roux, 2016; Scotland, 2014; Xu, 2013).
The identities that teachers assign themselves and others are crucial to the subjects they
teach and their relationships with students (Pennington & Richards, 2016). This means that
teachers' identities are crucial to their decision-making about their profession and how they
approach their teaching methods. Teachers' identities have also been demonstrated to have a
substantial impact on their performance and development (Yazan, 2019). Understanding how
English language teachers construct identities is important because how they see themselves as
professionals influences their pedagogical choices, and classroom practises (Pennington &
Richards, 2016; Eslamdoost, King & Tajeddin, 2019; Widodo, Fang & Elyas, 2020).
Although a great deal of research has been conducted on teachers' professional identity
around the world, none to our knowledge has examined the ways of EFL teachers' identity
formation in an ESL context. In this current study, the teacher's professional identity is related to
the way the individual sees themselves as teachers of EFL in the context of the country, in this
case, the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has established schools in various countries around the
world. The Saudi Ministry of Education appoints teachers who are posted to those schools across
the world. Some of these schools are in countries where English is considered a second language
(ESL). Among these countries is Malaysia, which hosts the Saudi School in its capital city,
Kuala Lumpur. Before posting them to the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur, the EFL teachers
were formerly teachers in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
The Saudi teachers teaching in the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur is then likely to
renegotiate their identity due to their new professional environment and even settling in an
entirely different country that has its own social and educational attributes. To better understand
how these EFL teachers teach English in different socio-cultural settings, how they see their
positions in this English as a second language context, we need to gain insight into how EFL
teachers shape their professional identities in relation to their community of practice.
Therefore, this study examines the professional identity formation of the EFL teachers in
an ESL setting where language teachers' identities are seen as multiple and dynamic. The main
objective of this research is to explore the contextual factors that contribute to the professional
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identity formation of three EFL teachers in the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur. This study
addresses the following research question:
1.What sociocultural factors influence the construction of non-native EFL teachers'
professional identity in an ESL setting?
Literature Review
Professional identity is an integral aspect of the teaching profession. The notion of
identity offers teachers a structure to form their views on how to behave concerning their
practices. Although no clear definition of the term ‘professional identity’ is available, it has been
defined by many researchers as an ongoing process that combines personal and professional
notions of being a teacher (Losano, Fiorentini & Villarreal, 2018; Pennington & Richards, 2016).
Some of the studies suggested that professional identity may be related to the teachers ' selfimages or concepts (Day, 2011; Varghese, Motha, Park, Reeves & Trent, 2016). It has been
argued that such concepts or self-images may have a direct effect on the teachers' way of
teaching, growth and attitude towards the changes in the educational system.
Beijaard, Meijer and Verloop (2004) argue that the identity of a teacher continues to
evolve and involves two sides that are strongly interwoven: the teacher's ideas accumulated
based on their personal experience, and ideas or expectations imposed by the social context. The
factors influencing teacher identity formation were associated with the socio-cultural experiences
of the teachers. In conjunction with changing contextual elements that include the family,
classroom, school, and society, these factors were described as constantly developing.
Many studies investigate the economic and sociopolitical factors that help in the
formation of the identities of EFL teachers (Gu & Benson, 2015; Varghese et al. 2016; Wolf &
De Costa, 2017). Huang and Varghese (2015) stated that the professional identity of the teachers
is an important parameter and is based on the sociopolitical and socio-cultural environment of a
classroom and their professional development. Teachers also suffer from an identity crisis when
they migrate from one environment to another (Sarasa, 2016). The influence of the change of
environment on teacher identity is an issue that also has been noted by Wenger (2010), who
argued that teacher identity alters depending on the environment one finds himself/herself in.
According to Wolf and De Costa (2017), the influence of the change of environment on teacher
identity is an under-researched area. Among the three studies that investigated how teachers
adapted to new school contexts and negotiated their profession of identities in various
educational settings are (Mora, Trejo & Roux, 2016; Said, 2014; Xu, 2013). Their findings
revealed the critical influences of past learning and work experiences of language teachers in
shaping their teaching practices.
Scholars assert that few studies have been carried out on the development of language
teachers' professional identity from the Saudi Arabia perspective (ur Rahman & Alhaisoni, 2013;
Elyas & Badawood, 2016; Aljuhaish, Othman & Senom, 2020). Most of the studies in the Saudi
context investigate the impact of language teaching, teaching methodology and learning in
general. Thus, it is essential to examine the construction of teachers' identity in Saudi schools in
other countries since the findings of this study could fill the gaps in the existing literature.
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Among the few studies carried out on the Saudi Arabia context, is the study of Ahmad,
Latada, Shah and Wahab (2017) who investigated the main factors that develop the professional
identity of Pakistani EFL teachers in Saudi Arabia. They found several factors such as
interaction with other EFL teachers, their professional futures, the impact of their overseas EFL
experience, the social influence on their own professional identity, and the decision to become
EFL teachers. Furthermore, Elyas (2011) conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews with one
male Saudi teacher teaching in a college in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to explore how he sees
his identity. The study shows that the teacher embraces his role as a Muslim person rather than
an English teacher. He believed that his beliefs and values occupy an essential role in his
professional identity. He expressed his insecurity about his identity as a teacher due to some
values promoted in the English textbook, in which he believed that these values are opposed to
Islamic teaching. In a recent study on non-native EFL teachers in a Saudi secondary school,
Aljuhaish, Othman and Senom (2020) reported that their educational background, life
experiences and teaching community seem to influence their professional identities as English
teachers in Saudi Arabia.
Taking EFL teachers’ identity into consideration, the literature shows few studies that
examine ESL context, and most previous studies focus on EFL teachers’ identity in either
English as first or foreign language context. Thus, it is important to examine cross-cultural
variation regarding identity formation in the ESL setting.
Methods
As the aim of this study is to explore the factors that have an impact on professional
identity formation in the context of EFL teachers, a qualitative case study design was used. The
case study offers insight into the phenomenon being studied, teacher learning, as it exposes reallife situations.
Research Context
The Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia was established in 1991 and were officially
recognised by the Malaysian Ministry of Education as official public schools. The Saudi
Ministry of Education and the Saudi Ministry of Foreign Affairs provide the schools with the
required teachers, curriculum, teaching materials as well as supervise the teaching and learning
processes at the schools. They also appoint the principal and the vice-principal. Furthermore, the
schools adhere to the Saudi Ministry of Education in all their rules and regulations and
implement the Saudi curriculum.
Participants
Three Saudi EFL secondary teachers from the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
participated in this study. The participants were previously teachers at the Saudi intermediate
levels and have been assigned to teach secondary levels starting from the academic year 20172018. These participants are expected to have a minimum level of English language proficiency,
making it an essential component in the teacher's identity construction process. Below,
participants' profile is shown in table one. All names of individuals in this study are pseudonyms.
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Table 1. Participants’ profile
Educational background

Years of working in Saudi schools
in Kuala Lumpur and Riyadh

Male

Bachelor's degree, English Education

Three years in Saudi School in
Kuala Lumpur

Najwa

Female

Bachelor's degree, English Literature

Three years in Saudi School in
Kuala Lumpur

Majid

Male

Bachelor's degree, English language,
and Literature

Two years in Saudi School in Kuala
Lumpur

Name

Gender

Ismail

Ismail is a 31-year-old English teacher at the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur. English is
his foreign language which he has been learning for 20 years in school, university and after
graduation. He graduated with a bachelor's degree in English education from King Saud
University in Saudi Arabia. He took numerous courses in the English language and attended
many workshops on how to teach English as a foreign language. When he moved to Malaysia, he
took various courses provided by the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur, which helped him to
develop professionally. He took IELTS twice.
He has been teaching English for five years, three of which were in Riyadh (Saudi
Arabia) and two in Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) He moved to Malaysia two years ago from Saudi
Arabia as an appointment from the Ministry of Education to teach English at the Saudi schools in
Kuala Lumpur. He is currently pursuing his master's degree at a local public university in Kuala
Lumpur.
Najwa is a 38-year-old English teacher at the Saudi schools in Kuala Lumpur. English
was her favourite subject in school. Najwa graduated with a bachelor's degree in English
literature from King Saud University in Riyadh. She has been teaching English for three years.
Najwa moved a year ago to Malaysia from Saudi Arabia as an appointment from the Ministry of
Education to teach English at the Saudi schools in Kuala Lumpur.
As she majored in English literature at the university, she had very little pedagogical
knowledge about teaching methodologies. For this reason, Najwa had to bridge this gap in her
teaching career. She simply read books about teaching methodologies and learned from her
colleagues' teaching experiences. She believes that having adequate linguistic knowledge comes
first. When she attended the online courses administered by Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur, she
learned new teaching methods. The teachers also used to exchange classroom visits, and that
gave her the chance to learn new things from her colleagues.
Majid is a 33-year-old English teacher at the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur. English is
his foreign language, yet favourite subject, which he has been learning since fifth grade for
almost 15 years in school, university and after graduation. He majored in the English language
and graduated from King Saud University in Saudi Arabia. Majid used to watch T.V.
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programmes in the English language, and he also used to read online English newspapers and
magazines to develop his abilities in mastering the English language.
Majid has two and a half years of teaching experience at the Saudi School in Kuala
Lumpur. He is currently pursuing his doctorate at a local public university in Malaysia. Before
he came to Malaysia, Majid took English courses at the British council and several online
courses. Majid is actively involved in courses and workshops organised by the Saudi School in
Kuala Lumpur as part of his professional development. He believes that online English courses
are very helpful to enhance his skills in the English language.
Research Instruments
In-depth interviews were utilised in this study. The researchers adopted what Kvale
(1996) and Cohen, Manion & Morrison (2007) called 'semi-structured interview'. This type of
interview has questions to be posed, and a structure of themes to be conveyed (Kvale, 1996). In a
case study, semi-structured interviews are recommended since they help the researchers to build
the research interviews in a way that preserves the pre-prepared researcher's questions to contain
any emerging ideas and information offered by the subjects which in turn provide detailed
information of the subjects' perspectives (Drever, 1995). The participated teachers were asked to
evaluate and describe their perspectives on factors that have an impact on professional identity
formation. All the interviews were audiotaped and immediately transcribed. Besides, the study
utilised classroom observation by observing two classes for each of the three teachers. Classroom
observation allows the researchers to describe and write down actions and interactions, following
the behaviour of subjects in individual classroom settings (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). The data
collection was completed within 12 weeks and until data saturation as a prolonged engagement
to ensure trustworthiness.
This study draws on Wenger’s (1998) communities of practice framework to analyse and
interpret the data. The communities of practice are "groups of people who share a concern, a set
of problems, or a passion about a topic and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in their
area by interacting on an ongoing basis" (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002, p. 4). Wenger
reports three essential features for COP: (1) mutual engagement: participants' engagement needs
to be encouraged by a community of practice. This indicates that participants are encompassed in
a community of practice, in an engagement that clarifies belonging; (2) joint enterprise: it is the
result of negotiation, and it mirrors the total complexity of mutual engagement as well as
establishes relationships among participants.
Data Analysis
Marshall and Rossman's (2006) seven analytical stages were chosen to guide the data
analysis of this study. This involves 1) organising the data; 2) immersing in the data; 3)
generating categories and themes; 4) coding the data; 5) offering interpretation; 6) searching
alternative understandings, and 7) writing the findings. To synthesise the data, the researchers
identified some significant themes that are linked together and collectively described the Saudi
EFL teachers' teaching experience.
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Findings
The study identifies the factors that influence the professional identity formation of the
three teachers. The findings of the study are presented and discussed under the following
categories:
Positive Teaching Environment
The school environment provides great opportunities through participation in grouporiented activities, along with shared responsibilities and goals. Teachers who participate as
members of a community of practice, work and learn together with their colleagues and acquire
skills that affect their professional identities. In this regard, the interviewed teachers were asked
about their experience with life in their school environment (where they teach). Teacher Ismail
feels that the school is a fantastic environment, and he enjoys teaching as his students consider
themselves native English speakers. He discloses:
Ah, teaching… is fantastic because I enjoy teaching students who considered to be native
speaker of the English language… I learn a lot of things.
The connection of the teachers in communities of practice develops their professional identities
through sharing their experiences, beliefs, and values. Teacher Najwa describes her experience
as a lucky being a teacher in her school due to the friendly work atmosphere in the school. She
elaborately explains:
I always say that I am lucky enough to be a teacher there. My school has a friendly work
atmosphere. My colleagues are amazing in many ways. We always share ideas and
experiences... We all believe that our main message is to make our students learn English
with fun.
Teacher Majid also shares some of the views made by teacher Najwa. He sees his school
environment as "a great experience" different from all his past experiences. He clarifies:
We live in a different society, different country, or foreign country in EFL
environments… we are dealing with a different kind of proficiency of English language
at the same time in the same class…I have a great experience with other teachers in the
school…we share our experiences and ideas regarding teaching methods and students'
progress. I can say that I teach in a very friendly environment
His feelings about the environment have to do with the different proficiency levels of the
students he teaches because some of the students have relatively high levels of proficiency as a
result of their living in Malaysia for some time, though other students have a low level of
proficiency.
Supportive Members in the Community of Practice
Schools are made up of teachers from different backgrounds working together to teach
their respective subjects. Even though the teachers mostly teach different subjects, they need
each other's support for the maximum outcome. The supportive members in the community of
practice promote the formation of their professional identities in terms of increasing their
abilities, developing their skills, discovering their potentials and providing courses. Thus, the
teachers were asked to assess the role of the school in promoting or hindering their professional
development and whether there are opportunities for continual learning and professional
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development. The three teachers acknowledged the support of their colleagues and the
administrative staff. Teacher Najwa, for example, acknowledged that the school gives her
opportunities to discover her potential. She reveals:
One of the best advantages of our school is that we are given chances to discover our
potentials. The school does not impose on us what strategies to teach with. Every
semester, the school organizes the exchange of classroom visits. During the visit, teachers
fill in evaluation forms. Then the teacher gets feedback regarding the positive and the
areas that need support.
Teacher Majid was more specific in his response. He acknowledged that the school gives him
opportunities for online courses. He discloses:
Well, in our school we have to attend online courses provided by Saudi schools in Kuala
Lumpur as free courses…and some courses of training and following up with the teachers
and everything we do. So, it is a great opportunity to develop ourselves and when your
personal or professional, when you like professional what they want, so they make it very
professional for us at Saudi school in KUALA LUMPUR.
A Good Relationship with Students and their Parents
The teachers were asked about their relationship with the students and their parents.
Teacher Ismail responded by claiming that he is friendly with both of them. He said:
I can say my relationship with my students is so friendly, and also so friendly with the
parents.
The same response was also given by teacher Najwa adding that:
I have very good relations with both of them. They both understand that my comments
are for the advantage of the student. Even though I am known to be strict, I always find
support from parents to be stricter with their children! I always receive respect and
appreciation from my parents.
Teacher Majid stated that he is in touch with the parents. He claims:
I in touch with the parents, because usually, I ask about the kids' performance and their
level in English…which is important to make them updated with the hmmm, kids'
situations inside and outside the class.
All three teachers claimed to have a great relationship with both the students and their parents.
This can relate to the reason why the teachers are happy in the community of practice given the
fact that a teacher is unlikely to be happy if there is a conflict of interest between themselves and
their students or their parents. It could also be related to the fact that the parents’ value what the
teachers do. The teachers were asked whether the parents value English language education and
whether they have had experiences with parents that affected their teaching or made them aware
of their attitudes towards language instruction for their children. The three teachers
acknowledged that the parents considerably value English language education. Teacher Najwa,
for example, elaborately elucidates:
Parents considerably value the importance of learning English…most of our students'
parents are students in universities and study in English. Based on their passive learning
experiences…, they ask me to communicate with them to ensure that their children take
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English classes seriously. When I meet parents, I listen carefully to their feedback…. At
this point, I correct any misconceptions and benefit from criticism to improve my
teaching. I always encourage parents to have more parental influence on their
children…teacher-parent connections are very important. I have successfully created
effective communication with them. In many cases, I noticed that a student's attitude
towards learning English positively changed after I talked to the mothe
Furthermore, teacher Majid thinks that parents care more about English language learning in
Malaysia than in Saudi Arabia. He elaborates:
I think they care more than in Saudi Arabia…because they realize when they come here,
this is an English language speaking country…. they want the kids to speak this language
to communicate. Sometimes the parents cannot speak; they just put the kids and let them
speak on their behalf.
Saudi EFL Teachers' Professional Development in Malaysia
With regards to professional development opportunities in Malaysia, teacher Ismail stated
that the professional development of Saudi EFL teachers in Malaysia looks good, whereas in
Saudi Arabia teachers are restricted by the environment. He points out:
In Malaysia, I think the future is good because of the source of learning the English
language and because the English language in Malaysia is the second language…. But in
Saudi Arabia, teachers are restricted with the environment, and they have problems with
the learning situation there because they have limited time to teach English.
Teacher Najwa also opined that teaching in Malaysia is "an exciting experience" because "the
school is well-resourced".
With regards to how being a member of the community of practice in Saudi School in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia is different from being a member of a community of practice in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The three teachers confirmed that a teacher has a better chance of
improving their teaching style and developing their abilities and skills by being a member of a
community of practice in the Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur. Teacher Najwa, for example,
argued that in the community of practice in Saudi School in Kuala Lumpur, teachers are from
different countries and different educational levels, and there is a high sense of cooperation
among teachers. She adds:
The interactions between teachers are effective. There is a high sense of cooperation. In
other words, the staff in our school is professional. The school admin always seeks to
find down-to-earth solutions to any problem…one meeting with the school admin is
equal to an intensive training course. I see that I learn significant tips on how to deal with
various problems in school.
Teacher Majid also claimed that in Riyadh, there is poor communication between teachers,
whereas, in Kuala Lumpur, teachers sit with each other sharing their experiences concerning new
teaching methods or other matters of their concern. He elucidated further:
…in Riyadh, there is poor communication between the teachers unlike the situation in
KUALA LUMPUR where teachers sit with each other sharing their own experiences
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regarding the new teaching methods and discussing among each other about the students'
progress. The medium language of communication in KUALA LUMPUR is in the
English language unlike the teachers in Saudi Arabia where teachers discuss unrelated
and random topics in the Arabic language.
In terms of understanding the professional relationships, the teachers were asked to describe their
professional relationship with their peers, professional organizations, and the wider professional
community. Teacher Ismail began by claiming that there are more chances to engage with
different organisations and communities in Malaysia. He explains:
In Malaysia, I have a lot of chances to interact with my peers and professional
organisation like American organisations, and also, I can contact a wide professional
community and get benefits from them and get benefits what new method is. But in Saudi
Arabia the situation is different, the chances are not too much to engage with these
people.
Teacher Najwa also claimed that she has quite a professional relationship and there is respect
among them. She claims:
It is quite professional in the sense that I do have effective communication with everyone
I come into contact with. There is remarkably mutual respect. And this is the main reason
how the job gets done at the right time and in an effective way…When the school admin
appoints a new task for me, I just appreciate it as a kind of trust. The nice thing about our
school is that we are open to exchange experiences. We listen to each other.
As for teacher Majid, he claimed to have also been in touch with language institutions that are
based in Malaysia. He made his point clear in the following words:
We are in touch. Like we are in touch with the local level, like with the social work and
other language centres…because sometimes we develop some courses for the kids and
we take some case studies, you know, and other schools, like Malaysian school,
international school. We do some programmes and support each other, and we have some
visits just to develop to see how we can reach the international level like them.
The teachers were then asked to describe their professional careers at this point. Teacher Ismail
claimed to be satisfied with his knowledge and his methods of teaching the English language as
a foreign language. He clarifies:
I get a lot of information, especially after moving from Saudi Arabia…I feel more
confident, and I feel I am more satisfied with my knowledge and my new methods of
teaching the English language a foreign language…
Teacher Najwa sees herself as professional and responsible. She said, "I can say that I am
committed and responsible. However, there is a lot to learn". A similar response was also given
by teacher Majid who feels that he is "doing good so far" and that "he is responsible and
committed" to his career.
The Teachers' Notion of being a Teacher
The teachers were asked about how they feel about being teachers, how they understand
teaching in their lives and what it means to them. Teacher Ismail stated that what teaching means
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to him is like being "a father of more than 600 students" and that whose minds "you are creating
and shaping", which gives him much responsibility.
Teacher Najwa argued that she likes teaching, though she felt that it is a demanding job.
She elaborates:
It is a demanding job. However, I like it, especially when I see the impact of my hard
work reflected on students' learning outcomes. I like to share knowledge and experiences,
whether with students or colleagues. I view teaching as a job mainly concerned with
information transmission and character transformation. Being a teacher means a lot to
me. It is part of me now. When I meet a person for the first time, he/she immediately
labels…
Teacher Najwa claimed she likes teaching because of the impact she makes on her students
which is what she felt about some of her remarkable English teachers in her school and
university days. This view is similar to that of teacher Majid, who perceives teaching as a
wonderful career that delivers knowledge and education to people. He says:
I think teaching is a wonderful thing that you can deliver knowledge and education to
people…you already happy when you see the results…you feel very proud. Teaching
means a lot to me. I share knowledge not only with students but also with my peers and
colleagues.
The views of the three teachers show that each one of them has a positive but unique view about
teaching and the role it plays in their lives.
Discussion
This study aims to find out what factors influence the construction of the non-native
EFL teachers' professional identity in an ESL environment. It reported several major findings.
First, a positive teaching environment plays an important role in motivating the EFL
teachers to participate in their community of practice and share responsibilities and goals with
their peers. As Pennington and Richards (2016: p.15) points out when “favouring conditions
prevail, it is more likely for teachers to achieve a good match between their teaching ideals and
their classroom identity and so easier for them to maintain high motivation in their work”.
Second, the findings of this study showed that the supportive members of the community
of practice seem to promote their professional identities formation in terms of their pedagogical
skills and linguistic competencies. The English-speaking environment in Kuala Lumpur enables
them to practice their English language widely. It is worth noting that the study's setting is a
capital city of Malaysia that offers greater exposure to linguistic and cultural diversities inherent
in a cosmopolitan setting. The teachers may develop a more open attitude toward English
language use and imagine a legitimate identity as non-native English teachers in the global
context. This result also concurs with Zacharias (2010) and Wenger's (2010) finding that a
teacher’s professional identity can change when they move from one environment to another.
Social and affective factors like teacher-pupils and teacher-parents good rapport also
played an important role in the formation of the EFL teachers’ positive teacher identity. Teachers
and pupils are collaborators in the school context. To foster a conducive environment, students
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and teachers must maintain a positive and healthy interaction. The Saudi English language
teachers in Kuala Lumpur also claims that they have the flexibility in terms of their pedagogical
choices as their students in Kuala Lumpur are more motivated to acquire the English language.
This allows the teachers to be more creative in their classroom practices.
Finally, in terms of professional development opportunities in Malaysia, the Saudi EFL
teachers said that they benefited from having access to various teacher training courses available
in Malaysia. This result suggests that shifting professional settings facilitates teachers'
professional identity development. These findings are in line with those of Scotland (2014), Gu
and Benson (2015) and Yang and Jang (2020) studies. Focusing on the English language
teachers’ professional identity construction, this study reflects Pennington and Richards (2016)
observation that:
One’s identity as a teacher is relative to a particular national or regional and
school culture, reflecting the nature of the students, other teachers, and school
leadership and administration. A teacher’s classroom and professional identity
development within these cultural frames or cultures of learning, which are
interactive with the teacher’s background characteristics and experience, including
educational experience within similar or different cultures. (p. 15).
Conclusion
This study has enhanced our understanding of non-native EFL teachers' identity
construction in an ESL setting. It adds to our knowledge of how sociocultural factors have an
impact on EFL teachers’ professional identities. More studies of teacher identity formation could
be conducted in other Saudi schools in ESL settings around the world, to see how teachers, as
reflective agents, construct their identities. In an era of globalisation, such a cross-cultural
comparison study would provide vital information to teacher educators, institutional
administrators, and policymakers, allowing them to improve education quality and stay current
with international development. A global support network for English language teachers to share
experiences, ideas, advice, and information would be beneficial. Future studies should explore
other contexts such as the perceptions of a larger number of EFL teachers employed in other ESL
context would provide further valuable insights into the identity constructions of English
language teachers.
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